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PREFACE 

PURPOSE 

The User's Manual teaches the begiruiirxJ user to operate the Telesis 
system, and serves as a reference for experienced operators. 

AUDIENCE 

The user should be familiar with printed circuit board design. No 
previous experience with CAD/CAM (canputer-aided design/canputer-aided 
manufacturirxJ) or canputer operation is required. 

CONTENTS 

The User's Manual is in t'llO volunes: 

VOLUME 1 - OPERA'roR' S MANUAL 

\IOUJME 2 - REFERENCE MANUAL 

CONVENTIOOS USED IN THIS MANUAL 

Your input is showrr in t'llO ways. Menu box input is enclosed in a 
rectangle corresp::>ndirxJ to the menu box: 

!ADD SYMBOL [NAMEfl INl~IEl~l~I l ENTER! 

Tablet input is shown with this symbol (the P stands for PICK): 

·P 
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TELESIS CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTER 

PROBLEM REPORTING PROCEDURE 

( 617 ) 256 - 2388 

A problem that occurs during the normal operation of your system may 
be considered a BUG. To determine if you have uncovered a BUG, we 
recommend the following : 

1. Check the documentation carefully and make certain that you 
are using the command correctly. 

2. Determine if the problem is reproducible. 

3. Determine if the command worked previously; store your current 
drawing away and reboot the system, then try the command again. 

WARNING 

Do not reboot the system if you experienced a 
system crash. Contact the Customer Support Center 
immediately or your work may be lost. 

IF THE ABOVE STEPS FAIL TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM, CALL THE CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
CENTER AT ( 617 ) 256 - 2388. 

A support center operator will take your call and will require the 
following information : 

a. Company name 
b. System number ( located on the back of the workstation ) 
c. Modem phone number 
d. Software release number 
e. Application ( PC or mechanical ) 
f. Menu set ( Draw Symbol, Draw Schematic, Design Board, or 

Other ) 
g. Command that caused problem 
h. Command sequence 
i. Error message ( if any ) 
j. Complete description of problem in detail. 
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You may be asked additional questions regarding the problem, and the 
System Specialist may utilize Telesis Remote Diagnostics to further 
investigate. If the problem cannot be diagnosed, you may be requested 
to send the drawing and / or project to the Customer Support Center for 
further investigation. Upon verification of the problem, a copy of the 
Software Performance Report ( SPR ) with the appropriate Customer 
Support Event Number will be sent to you. The event number should be 
referenced if you have additional problems or questions about that 
specific problem. 

The Customer Support Center is open between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in 
your time zone, Monday through Friday, excluding Telesis holidays. 
While coverage is provided only during prime business hours, the phones 
will be answered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, 
including all holidays. If you have a problem after normal hours or on 
the weekend, call the center and leave a message. A Customer Support 
Representative will contact you at the beginning of the next business 
day. 
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1. 

1he Telesis mA-300 am EDA-700 are canputer-aided design/canputer
aided manufacturi?J3 (0\0/CAM) systems that allow you to design printed 
circuit lx>ams without the t:ime-consl.Jldn; taping, checkin;, am calculatin3 
involved in manual des~n. Two software packa:3es run ai both these systems: 
theml!r-3000 printed circuit board (PCB) design package a1'Xl the EDA-3100 
schematic: design packa:Je. · 

1bis introductiai will first give a general overview of the pririted 
circuit board des~ process using the Telesis systan, am then it will 
describe the differences between the EDA-300 a1'Xl the EDA-700. 

'lhe diagrcm below gives an overview of the design process on the 
Telesis system: 
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You work interactively with the system in caupleting this process. '!he 
system collects and organizes infoIIDation about the board design into a 
file called NET-DATA-BASE. '!his file is then used to autanate the design 
process. 

use the foll~ steps to design the first printed circuit beam on 
the system: 

l. Create a library of logic symbols. (Optialal) 

2. Create a library of physical symbols. (Optional) 

3. create a library of device descriptiai files. (Optional) 

4. DraW the schematic or input a text; netlist file. 

s. create a net datab=t_se file fran the schematic or text 
rietlist. 

6.. Ran verificatiai tasks (physical design rules cheddn3 and 
netcanpare). 

7. Place, jmprove, and route the boal:d. 

a. Generate fabricatioa doanentatiai. 

9. Generate an. artwork tape. 

During steps l-8: use file management to create archives during 
the design pr~ss. 

(Steps 1-3 are optional because Telesis provides a library of symbols 
and device files. Bowever, these symbols and device files may not meet 
all your needs. 'lherefore, you can create your own as well as using 
the ates that 'l'elesis provides.) 

2 .2 IA'1'ER DFSIGNS 

After you have stored all logic symbols., c:Uii£01'1ent symbols., and device 
files that you created in a project file or SYSTEM-LIBRARY, execute the 
followi?J3 steps to create a beam design: 

l.· Draw the schematic or input a text netlist file. 

2. create a net database file £ran the schematic or text 
netlist. · 



3. Place, improve, and route the board. 

4. Run~ verificatioo tasks (phySical design rules checking and 
netcanpare). · 

s. Generate fabricatiai docmentatioo. 

6. Generate an artwork tape. 

During steps 1-5: Ose file-management to create arc.hives during 
the design proc:eSs. 

2.3 lMPCRrAlD OP 'DIE Her ~E DI mE DESIGN PROCESS . . 

'!be NET-DATA-BASE is a systen file a:>ntaini03 electrical infa:matioo 
about the design of a particular board. '!he system collects all net, pin, 
reference designator, logic functiai, and device type infa::matiai to be 
used in the board design. '!hen it assembles it into the file called 
NET-DATA-~. 

· '!he NEl'-DATA-BASE is the foundatiai for the systen' s autanated 
capabilities, which are as follows: 

o Interactive editing with netlock 
o Creating the NE'l'LIST-REPCR:l' and the a:MPCmm'-REPORI'. 
o Creating the BILL-OF-MATERIAIS report 
o Logical Design Rules Checking 
o Autanatic and interactive placement 
0 ~tsnest 
o Cmponent, logic' -fancti01, and pin swappi1¥J 
o Autanatic routing. 
0 Net o::mpare 
o Bac:k armotation 
o Artwork 9enerati01 
o Physical desigg. rules checking , 

With the Telesis system, there. are two ways to create a NET-DATA-~ 

1. Add, interconnect., and ·annotate symbols on the schematic. When 
the schema.tic is qraphically cx::mplete, use the EX'.mAC'l' NETLIS'I' 
ccmnand to create the file NET-DATA-BASE. 

or 

2. ·Input a text netlist. ose this method when you have.the 
infoxmation for a board desi9n and are not required to produce 
a schematic. When you cxxnplete the netlist, use the 
LCAD TEXT NE'l'LIS'1' camnana· to create the file ·NEr-DATA-BASE. 

After the NET-DATA-BASE is created, you can cont;inue your printed 
printed circuit board desiqn by placin:J and interconnecting the board 
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usin;J the electrical and cauponent infocnation fran the NET-DATh-BA.SE. 

2.4 ™E OP USE OP '?BB TELESIS S!ST.f!M 

·'ttle Telesis system is e?J;Jineered for easy use and for ccmfort.. '!he 
Telesis function screen is a high-resolution monitor which provides a 
dynanic interface to the systen.. It canpletely eliminates the need for the 
canplex array of pre-printed menus, tablets, joysticks, and keyboard cannon 
to other systems. 

All of the c:cmnands that you need to canplete a printed circuit board 
design are presented in plain langucge at menu pages displayed on the 
function screen. '!here are also special keyboard, keypad, and tablet menus 
for explicit data input. 

'!be Telesis graphics screen is a high-resolut.iai oolor monitor that 
offers excellent glare protection and outstanding ~e clarity for 
schenatic generation and board placenent ~ interconnection. 

3. 'mE TELESIS !Dlt-300 HUm!1) CIRallT DESIGN SiS'l'!M 

Telesis supports two canputer-aided design/canputer~aided manufac
turiri; (CAD/CM) systems: the EDA-300 and the EDA-700. '!he EDA-3000 printed 
circuit board (PCB) design software package and the EDA-3100 schenatic 
design software package both run on the EOA-300. Figure INmOOUCT.ICN-I on 
the next paqe shows the EDA-300. 

3.l MAJC2 ELEMENTS OP '.ME .EDA-300 SiS't.i!M 

o· GRAPHICS s~ 

o PUNC'l'ICN SCREEN 

o LIGm' PEN 

o DISK UNIT 

o FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 
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·the 19-inch high-resolution c:olor 
monitor that displays drawings and 

· text files. 

displays menus and messages. 

transmits menu selections to the 
systan. 

stores the ~-3000 software and 
records, and stores your input for 
the design database usin; a 40 
megabyte Winchester disk. 

reads files stored on a floppy 
diskette for transfer to the disk 
unit and allows archivin;J of files 
stored on the systen. 
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P'igm:e IN::IMlXJCfIC»-2:- Screen of the l!DA-700 

In tanden with the pop-up menu, you use the alphanmeric keyboard and 
optional functiai keys. '!he EOA-3000 software package that runs ai the 
EDA-700 is the same software that runs on the EDA-300. '!hat is, the sane 
PCB design cxmDands that run ai the EOA-300 also run ai the EDA-700. 
Because the hardware of these two systems is different, you execute 
ccmnands in a slightly different way ai each. Execution of ccmnands on the 
EDA-700.will- be discussed in greater detail in 5ecti6n 4.6 below. 
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4.2 Major Elements of the Telesis l!JlA-700 Design System 

o GRAPHICS SCllEEN -

o PROCFSSDG ONIT -

* Central 
Processing 
unit 

* Disk Unit 

* Floppy Disk -
Drive 

* Graphics 
. Processor 

o MOOSE 

o KEYBOARD 

4.3 q;>tials for the EDA-700 

the 19-inch high-resolution color IOC>l'litor 
that displays drawings, menus, and text 
files. 

stores the major internal hardware JOOdules 
and systen cauponents listed below: 

CC)lltrols and processes infor::matioo stored 
on the systen. 

stores the design applicatioo software 
packaqe(s) , and records and stores 
operator input for the design data base 
using a 65 Mb Winc:bester disk.. An optional 
140 Mb Winchester is available. 

located on the front of the Processing unit, 
the flqpy disk drive reads files stored on 
a floppy diskette for transfer to the disk 
unit, and allows archiving of files stored 
on the .sYstem. 

controls the display and viewing of drawings 
on the graphic$ screen. 

. the cursor positiari.ng device that transmits 
menu and tablet selections to the system's 
processiD; JJDit... 

allows you to define and input textual 
information.to the systen. 

Following are the options for the printed circuit board design package 
running on the EDk-700: 

o Extended roan space o Nmterical control tape punch 
o Magnetic tape- drive o Matrix printer/plotter 
o Pen plotter o Digitizer 
o Reoote processing unit o Text editing tenninal 
o lDcal area networJtin3 o Additional dillk and memory 
o Filled penplot software capacity· 
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4.4 Bamware Differences between the Pmi-300 and Pmi-700 Worlcstatia'JS 

~e hm:dware differences between each ~kstation are listed below: 

Telesis mlr-300 

Dual screens 
(one screen for graphics 
and another screen for 
functial menus) 

. Keyboard al function 
screen 

Light pen 

Black bac:krp:ound only 

Telesis ~700 

Single screen 
(graphics and popup softkey 
functiai menus al one screen) 

Al.phanuneric keyboard and 
function keys 

1hree-button JOOUSe 

Opticms of black, brown, or 
ligpt ~ue backl;round color 

~e ~700 Design System has a single screen. You ccmnunicate to the 
systen usin.;J an alphananeric keyboard, func:tial keys, and a three-button 
mouse. (A detailed description of the keyboard and the JOOuse functionality 
is provided in section 4. 6 below.) 

When the systan boots up initially, the graphics background is black, 
the menu background is slate blue., and the menu lettering is white. You may 
select two other color cx:mbinations, depemirlJ ai }'Our preference. F.ach 
time you slmultaneously press the <ALT> and <A) keys, the colors change to 
the next of the three color settin.;Js listed below. If }IOU press <ALT> <A> 
when in the light blue bacl<ground, the systen returns to the black back
ground. 

Bac1cgro!md color 

Black 
Brown 
Light blue 

Menu letteri.D; 

White 
White 
Black 

Menu bac:kground 

Slate blue 
Slate blue 
White 

Qi. the ~ 700, you have the choice of using the function keys 
(nunbered Fl - FlO) on· the left-hacd side of.the keyboard. 



4.5 Software Differences between the EDA-300 and EDA-700 WDrlcstatiaw 

· 'lbe sane applicatials software pack.age that operates on the Telesis 
EDA-300 workstation also operates on the EDA-700. Menus and a:mnands are 
:identical and operate in the sane way. It:Mever, o::mnands that appear on two 
lines on the mA-300 are lmted to single lines on the mA-700. 

'lhe use of the EDA-700 editor is sanewhat different fran that of the 
!Dlr-300 editor. 'lhese chaDJes are smmarized iii the following table: 

~ 300 Ccmnand 

GO 'IO TEl'.r 
GO 'IO BEAD 
NBi FILE 
mIT FILE 
ClS FILE 
CANC om 
EXC'l' 
REPLACE 
REP (lOc:k) 

EXIT 
CAta:I.. 
DEL CBAR 
R1JEIClf.l: 

Right arrow c~>) 
Left arrow-(<-) 
Op arrtM (f) 
Down arrow ( 1') 
RE'ltJICN 

En\ 700 Key 

Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
FS 
F6 
F7 
F8 
P'9 

FlO 
FSC 
DEL 
~ 
Tab -
Right arrtM 
Left arrow 
Op arrtM 
Down . .ai::row 

RE'lURN am/Or 
ml'ER 

Description 

*>Ve to text area 
Move to header area 
Create new file 
B:iit old file 
Close file 
cancel cannand 
Execute ccmnand 
Replace a character 
Replace a series of 

characters 
Exit and close file 
Exit without closio; 
Deletes current character 
Deletes previous character -
Move to extremes 
CUrsor right l character 
CUrsor left l character 
cursor up·l-c:haracter 
-Cursor down 1 character 
In text editor: inputs a 

carriage return to signify . 
a new-line . 

At systems level: enters a 
a::mnand 

'lbe new -software that runs on the EDA-300 and EDA-700 no l~er 
outputs task- abort and disoount messages. Other -error messages appear en 
the message line rather than at the bottan of the screen. 'Ibey are output 
in the following fotmat: 

TASK 11XXXXXX" TEBMINAT!D. aa:.bbbbbb mm-cc Io-ddd 
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the six character task name 
a two letter abort code 
user PC of the error 
Pascal error code (if applicable) 
I/O status code if Pascal I/O error 



If the error messa.;e appears, please record the messa.;e before 
rebcx>ting the system, arx1 contact custaner support for the appropriate 
action to be taken. · 

4.6 OSin; the Mouse and Keyix)am ai the mA-700 

Qi the EDPr-700, }'OU use the muse to select ccmnands fran the C'Otll1and 
menus, and you use the keybOard to define and input explicit infomation to 
the systen. 

'lhe muse, which is illustrated in Figure INma>UCTICN-3 below, is a 
mechanical device that you can ni::we about any flat surface. 

DOD 
·. 

l'feJ--

Moving the mouse allows you to position the menu cursor (reverse-video 
rectangle) on one of the o:::mnands on the currently displayed menu at the 
top of the graphics screen. When you position the menu cursor over the 
ccmnand, you may press the left button on the mouse to select the camnand. 
If the ccmnand requires explicit keyboard input (such as a filename}, enter 
the infocnation on the keyboai:d. As you enter infox:mation, the system 
displays it on the messa;e line portion of the ccmnand menu. TO execute the 
camnand, press the <Enter> key on the keyboard. 
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The muse has three buttons, which are as follows: 

-o Left Buttal - use the left buttal on the mouse to select 
(select) ccmnands. fran the amnand menus and to 

o Middle Buttal -
{Menu) 

0 Right~ -

ex:ecute interactive drawirg tasks such as 
IADD CCHraCTICNI or IADD LINE!. tollen "jOU 
select ccmnands fran a menu al the graphics 
screen, the system displays a menu cursor 
(reverse-video rectangle) that moves dynamically 
with the 11D1ement of the muse. Durii!i an 
interactive mnnam, such as IADD CCHraCTICNI, 
the systen displays the graphics screen cursor 
( c:ross-hair) • use the left butta'1 on the mouse 
to select the points at the drawirr; defining 
the connectial. 

When "jOU are digitizinq with the left button 
al the JOOuse durirl.; a O"JllDBni s~ as 
1 ADD CCiiif'i'ICNI , you c:an see the explicit 

.XY coordlnates by pressing the middle button 
on the mouae. This displays the softkey and 
short messe11e· line. Then use the keypad menu 
to enter explicit XY c:ooMinates in oi:der to 
define a precise location. 

Use the middle buttal on the DlOllSe to blank 
and redisplay the cm:rent menu or softkey 
line.. You can do this during any interactive 
cannand. 

'!he right buttcm on the moese is -eonparable to 
the·softkey canmand NEXT. This allows "jOU to 
reexecute the last cc:nmand "jOU just ex:ecuted 
without having to return to the menu. This 
ccmnand is to be used only during inta-active 
ccmnands., for exar;>le., I ADO ~1. 

1be ~ 700 keyboar:d contains all the ·keys that the ordinary type
writer has. In addition, it contains a m:mber of special function keys that 
the typewriter does not have. All used keys and their functions are listed 
below. 

!!I 
Fl - no 
Esc 
~ 
Alt 
<
<-
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Functiai 

variable (see list below) 
Cancel 
Shift 
Alternate functioo of pressed key 
Backspace 
Return and enter 



Note that there are several keys with arrows. Figure IN'rnCDUCTICN-4 
below shows the differences between these·various keys. 

t ' 
' 0 

# $ .,. " ' • 
" Fl 3 4 ~ II 1 a 

,:s ,4 ·1 a lw IE IR I T Iv lu , , 

B A s 0 F G H J rs ,, 

" 
,. i}· I:, I 2 Ix le Iv I B IN 

K L 

.1,, no 

ALTERNAT FUNCTION 
SHIFT · . 

OF PRESSED KEY 
SHIFT DELETE 

use the keyboard to define arX! enter explicit data. For example, 
the ISEI' AcrIVE IAYERI ctmnand requires you to input a database layer 
mnber. ~en you execute I SET ACTIVE I.AYER! , the systen issues the · 
IAYER praupt on the messa;Je lllle portion of the ccmnand menu. When 
you inpat a layer nunber on the keyboard, the input is displayed 
mmediately after the LAYER pranpt. If you make an error during input, 
use the backspace key (<-} to-delete the error. To execute and to 
cc:mplete the. camiarx3, press the <Enter> key on the keyboard. TO cancel 
the ccmoand, press the <Esc> key at the top left portion of the 
keyt:x>ard. '!be <Esc> key is equivalent to the CANCEL softkey camiam.; 
you can use it when ei:ther the mouse or the keyboard is the active· 
device. · 

When you are enterin; multi-line text into a drawing while on the 
EDA-300, you enter the carria;Je retum on the keyboard to iooicate a space 
between lines. However., on the EDA 700, the carria;Je retum perfotlllS the 
function of enterin; the camia.nd. !herefore, to enter multi-line text into 
a drawin; while 00 the ~ 700, hit the <Am'> key while smultaneously 

. hitting the <mrER> key. 
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You can also use the keyboarC to execute softkey camnands within a 
currently active ccmnand, or outside of a caunand with a menu blanked or 
displayed. 

You can use the functioo keys located to the left of the keyboarC to 
execute the softkeys. '!he entire set of function keys corresponds to 
whatever soft.key menu is currently on the screen. '!hat is, the function 
keys always correspond to the currently active softkey line. Thus, Fl 
correspon:ls to the first functioo oo the left, F2 corresp::>nds to the second 
functioo on the left, etc. 

As en the EM 300, the menus oo the EM 700 are arran:Jed in a hier
archy. For the printed circuit board (PCB) design applicatioo (EDA-3000), 
the followin; functioo keys correspond to the f anily of four menu set. 

Fl = ~ F2 = l«:RID 

F3 = RC:'lAM F4 = <-MENO 

FS = MEm-> F6 = STATOS 

F7 = DISPIAY F8 = NOT USED 

F9 = ZOCM FlO = 001' USED 

F7 (display) in the above menu brings up the following function keys: 

Fl= ocm: F2 = ~ 
F3 .. ROAM F4 = BLANK 

FS = ONBIANI< F6 = ZCXM : 1 

F7 = ZOCM F8 = 001' USED 

F9 - ZOCM FlO = NOT USED 

F6 (status) in the menu of menus brings up the following menu: 

.Fl - F7 = Return to menu page 

F8 = NOT USED 

.F9 = ZCXM FlO = NCYl' USED 
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The above, three menus contain keys to be executed outside an inter
active a:mnand. In contrast, the next bo menus shown contain soft
keys that are executed duril'J3 a printed circuit design caimam. These 
also can be executed with a menu either blanked or displayed. 

Fl• SWAP F2 = NEXT 

F3 • DRILL F4 = KE:!PAD 

FS • NEXX P6 • CXJPS! 

F7 = !N1'ER - F8 • N:7l' USED 

F9 • ZOCM FlO = N:7l' USED 

Fl = 00? OSED F2 = ?Dr USED 

F3 = ?Dr OSED F4 = ?Cr USED 

FS • PRINl' P6 = <- PJGE 

F7 •. PJGE -> F8 = ?Dr USED 

F9 = ZCXM FlO = ?Cr USED 

Note that the display monitor cannot display both the pop-up menu and 
the -design .graphics at the sane time if the hm:dware zoan feature is set to 
2:1 or 4:1. ~ou can alternate between displaying the menu or design 
graphics, or you can·reset the hardware zoan to 1:1. 

4 .• 7 !DA-700 Adjustment ·centmls 

Followin; are the control knobs for the EOA-7.00: 

0 Power On/Off 
(red button) 
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- . '!he power on/off button is located at the front 
of the processil'J3 lll'lit. To power the system 
on, press the red button. The button will 
light up, showil'J3 that the system is powered on. 
'!he systan will then proceed with the boot-up 
process and will display the data/time menu. ·-
To power down the system, press the red buttai 1 
the light will go out. 



OWTICN: Be sure to close any open file before 
powering the system off. Save 
any W24js and return to the 
I NEW om PROJECT I menu before 
turnJ.l'.¥3 the power off. 

o Graphics screen - '.!he graphics screen power on/off knob 
Power Ql/Off (located on the back of the ioonitor) allCMS 

you to turn the monitor on and off. It is 
reccmnended that the ioonitor remain on at all 
times. 

o Graphics screen - use the BRIGHT knob (located on the back of 
Brightness the monitor) to adjust the graphics screen 

brightness. 

4.8 ~ the mlr700 

Re.bootin; is the procedure you use to bri?J3 the system back into 
operation if it has stopped running. For exanple, if a power failure occurs 
duril:¥1 system operation, you must reboot the system when power is restored. 
On the·EOh-700, system boot-up messages will not be displayed on the 
graphics screen.. 

use the RESET button to re.boo~ the system; this knob is located on the 
front of the processing unit, to the right of the power on/off button. When 
you press the reset button, the system locks the currently active drawing 
under its current name with the revision label x •••• You should not reopen 
this .drawin;, due to the possible loss of its integri-ty. If an open file 
exists, and if the system must be rebooted, contact the Custaner Service 
Center. 

Refer to the EDA-3000 and/or EDh-4000 manual for additional infor-
mation on procedures for rebootin:J the system. -

. 
Durin;J boot-up_, the system displays the boot-up menu shown below: 
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The first pranpt displayed on the messa:Je line portion of the menu is: 

PLFASE EN1'ER DAY 

Select the day by Jtl<:Ning the oouse so that the menu cursor (reverse 
video rectangle) is positioned <:Ner the appropriate day; then press the 
left button on the muse. The day you selected will appear :imnediately 
after the pranpt. M<:Ne the menu cursor to the "EN.l'ER" o::mnand; then press 
the left button oo the oouse. 

The next pr:aupt displayed on the menu is: 

Move the menu cursor to the appropriate month; then press the left 
button on the oouse. The IIalth you selected will be displayed on the 
message line :inmediately following the "P!DSE ENl'ER MCN.IB" praupt. M.<:Ne 
the menu cursor to the ENTER camnand and press the left button oo the 
mouse. 

The systen praapts for the year: 

P!DSE ENTER YEAR: 19 

Select the year (entering ooly the last two nmeric values) by 
pressing the left buttai oo the mouse; then select "ENTER". 

The systen new pra11pts for the tjme: 

PLEASE ENTER TIME: HR:MIN AM/PM) : 

Select the appropriate infoi:mation .fran. the menu. using the left button 
«l the muse. After sel-ectin; all appropriate information, ltl<:Ne the cursor 
to the "EN!'ER" ccmnand, and press tp.e left button on the oouse. 

The system then displays a messa:Je on the menu messa:Je line showin,; 
the date and· time you selected fran the boot-up menu: 

.. '!BE TIME IS: 08-APR-85 08:30 AM. HIT DCNE OR OOPS!. 

If the infocnation JOU entered ·is correct, ltl<:Ne the menu cursor to the 
"DCNE" camiand; then press the left button on the mouse. If the infomation 
is incorrect, select "OOPS!" and reenter the correct information. 

After you have entered the correct infonnation, the system displays 
the applications menu (if you have a system can.figured for both PCB and 
mechanical design applica~ons) • This allows you to select the appropriate 
applications software. The menu is shown below: 
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PLEASE PICK DE.SIRED APPLICATIOO 

MO· 

Molle the menu cursor to the applicatiai you wish to select., and then 
press the left button on the muse to boot the system to the selected 
design application software. '!be system then displays the following menu: 

When the bcot-ap process is a:mplete, the systan displays the project 
menu shown below: · 

SlST!M LIBRARY ACCESS RmarE 

ENS.FILE '!'RANS 

FREE DISK SPACE 

FOr .infm:mation on how to use the ccmnands, see other sec:1:ials of this 
manual. When giviDJ instructions on bow to execute CCJDNU'lds., this manual 
refers to the light pen and function screen keyboard; on the EDA-700, the 
mouse and keyboard are used in their place. FOr exanple, when this manual 
tells you to input a pick using the light pen (to specify a location to the 
system)", use the left button of.the mouse. 

4.9 using the Ploppy Disk Drive cm the EDA-700 

'!be floppy disk drive is located on the front of processing unit, 
directly above the ~ and RESET buttons. TO open the floppy drive door, 
press the long rectao;Jular button directly on the fralt of the drive. 
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When inserting floppy disks for archiving or transfer of files, be 
sure that the floppy is installed w:i:._ th the manufacturer's label up and the 
WR!TW'ENABLE tab to the left. Use the "FILE ~AROllV" ccmnam to open the 
appropriate menus for archiving and transfer of files to the systen. For 
further infor:matiai ai how to use the file managenent and archiving 
caunands, see the File Mana;enent & Archives section of this manual. 
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GfTTING STARTED 

1. TURNING THE SYSTEM ON AND OFF 

2. USING THE LIGHT PEN AND MENUS 

3. ENTERING THE DATE AND TIME 

4. UNDERSTANDING WHAT A FILE IS 

5. THE ROOT-UP MENU: OPENING A PROJECT FILE 

6. THE MENU OF MENUS: CHOOSING THE WORK YOU WANT TO DO 
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1. TURNING THE SYSTEM ON AND OFF AND REBCXJI'ING 

u:x:ATION OF SYSTEM CCNI'ROIS 

Fbwer, reset, arrl adjustment controls are all located below the 
graphics screen. Lift the hinged panel to gain access to them. 

MAIN rovER SWITCH: TURNING THE SYSTEM ON AND OFF 

CCNI'ROL SWITCH ACTION RESULT 
O~l/OFF-0 Switch to O~l After about 2 minutes, the 
SWITCH function screen will display 
(white switch at the DATE AND TIME menu. 
far left) 

The system is ready to 
o~rate. 

Switch to OFF-0 Power to the system is turned 
off. 

BE CAREFUL: Close any open 
file before you turn the power 
off. We recaranerrl that you 
always return to the a::x:YI'-UP 
menu before turning the i;:ower 
off. 

THE RESET SWITCH: REBCXYI'ING THE SYSTEM 

If the system ceases to function, you can bring it back into 
operation by rebooting. Before rebooting, call the Telesis Custcmer 
Supi;ort Center if you want to try to save the drawing that was active 
at the time the system stopped functioning. 

CCNI'ROL SWITCH ACTIOO RESULT 
RESET SWITCH Press the RESET When you press RESET, the sys-

switch. Then tern closes your current file 
proceed as you under its name arrl revision 
would when first label****· 
turning on the 
system. You should not reopen a draw-

ing file closed in this way 
because you cannot be sure of 
its integrity. 

Ordinarily you should delete 
the file arrl open a previous 
revision to continue your work 
unless you have contacted the 
Custaner Supi;ort Center to 
determine whether the drawing 
m.tg_ht be salva_g_eable• 
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NarE: BEFORE REBCXJI'IN:;, CHECK FOR A RESPONSE FRCM THE SYSTEM: 

Before rebooti03, always check to be sure that the system has actually 
ceased to function. 

Failure to resp:md to a canrnand may simply mean that the system is 
e03aged in a len;3thy task such as NET CCMPARE. 

ro CHECK FOR A RESPONSE: 

Pick any menu box (except jCANCELl)with the light pen. You may even 
pick an empty menu box. 

• If the system beeps, it is still functioning even if it does not 
resp:md to the canmand. 

• If the system does not beep, it has either ceased to function or 
it is e03aged in cancelli03 a ccmnand. LJ:x>k at the canrnand echo 
to see whether the last canmand was ICANCELI. If it was not, go 
ahead and reboot. If the last canrnand was CANCEL!, wait several 
minutes and test again for a rest:0nse before rebooti03. 

An:TUSIMENT AND arHER CCNI'ROLS 

CONTROL SWITCHES AND KNOBS PURPOSE 

ECWER: 00/0FF SWITCH Always leave this switch in the ON FOSition. It 
(below graphics screen) turns the function screen and graphics screen 

on and off. 

com'RAST KNOO Use this to adjust graphics screen contrast. 
(below _g_ra..E_hics screen) 

BRIGH'INESS KNOO Use this to adjust graphics screen brightness. 
(below _g_r~hics screen) 

DffiAUSS BUTR:N Press this button occasionally to renew color 
..E_uri1:Y_ on the _!lra.E._hics screen. 

FUOCTIOO SCREEN: Use this to adjust function screen brightness. 
BRIGH'INESS KNOB 

KEYOOARD/REMYI'E SWITCH Always leave this switch at KEYBOARD FQSition 
unless you are using remote diagnostics. 
(Contact Custaner SupFQrt Center~ 
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2. USING IBE LIGHT PEN AND Mlli"'US 

2 .1. WHAT IS INPUT? 

DEFINITION 

You must communicate with the system to operate it~ Canmunication 
fran you to the system is called input. 

TYPES OF INPUT 

'ltiere are two types of input: 

1. COMMJl..NDS - You input ccmnands to tell the system what you 
want it to do~ 

2. EXPLICIT DATA - You input explicit data to specify coordinate 
point values, file names, layer numbers, and 
other specific info:rmation. 

EXAMPLE: 

- - - - ---------------------------· 
This is the input you would use to start a new project 
named ALPHA: 

INEW PROJEcrj IXII:l"PIH"IXI --T--
canmana explicit data 

- I ENI'ERI 
I 

command 

INEW PROJEcrj tells the system to create a new 
project file. 

l~l:~l~IEl~I tells the system to name the file ALPHA. 

IENrEFI tells the system: input is complete, go ahead 
and create the file. 

ALL INPUT IS MADE WIIB LIGHT PEN AND MENUS 

All of your input is made by using the light pen to select commands 
or data from the menu pages displayed on the function screen. 
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2. 2. MENU FORMATS 

TYPES OF MENUS 

COmtands and data are arranged on menus in these formats: 

• • • • 

CCJt1MAND MENUS 
.2 KEYOOARD MENUS 
1 TABLET MENU 
1 KEYPAD MENU 

An example of each fonnat is shown below: 

I' 

1.cuann•• 

COMMAND MENU 

TABLET MENU 
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.. . 
____ ! 

KEYBOARD MENU 

·, .. _._. 

; I 

!: ' 

KEYPAD MENU 



MENU BOXES 

Except for the tablet, all camnands and data are enclosed in 
menu boxes. 

The nost frequently used canrnands are arrarged in the eight 
boxes across the top of each menu. 

MESSAGE LINE 

'!be message line is just below the top row of camnarrls. On the left 
of the message line, the system displays an echo of the last carmam. On 
the right, it displays an echo of input, pranpts, error messages am other 
short messages. · 

LONG MESSAGES 

'!be system uses the entire function screen area to display 1003 messages. 
To view the next page of a lorg message, pick the 1->PAGEI cc:mnarrl. To return 
to the previous function screen menu, pick II:X)NEI or jCANCELj. 
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2.3. Ha-J 'lU USE THE LIGHT PEN 

To input conmands or data, i::oint to your selection on the menu 
and press down on the face of the function screen with the tip of your 
light pen. This is called a PICK. 

'Ihe system beeps to acknowledge receipt of your input, and beeps 
again when ready for further input. (Often these two beeps will be 
alrrost simultaneous.) 

BE CAREFUL!: As you move the light pen over the surface of the 
function screen, be sure to apply pressure only when you want to input 
the camnand or data beneath the pen. 

MENU BOX INPUT 

You may pick any part of the menu box containing the camnand or 
data you want, but it's a good idea to aim for the center of the box. 

TABIBT INPUT 

When you point the light pen at the blank part of the tablet menu, 
you will see a cursor appear on the graphics screen in the form of a large 
blue crosshair. 

'Ihe location of the crosshair on the graphics screen corresponds 
to the location of the light pen on the tablet. It roves as you move the 
light pen, helping you to choose the precise location you want on your 
drawing. 

When the crosshair is at the point you want, you pick as with any 
other menu input. Be careful to point straight down. 

'Ihe terminal will beep, and the crosshair will disappear rromentarily. 

A small stationary crosshair will appear on the graphics screen marking 
the location you picked. 

The large crosshair reappears when the system is ready for further input. 
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2.4. SYSTEM RESPONSE 'IO YOUR INPtJI' 

The system resp::inds to your input in several ways: 

• Echoes your carmand input on the message line. 
• Echoes your data input on the message line. 
• Pranpts you for further input when appropriate. 
• Flips you to a new menu page when appropriate. 
• Sends you an error message when appropriate. 
• Performs your canmand. 

EXAMPLE OF SYSTEM RESPONSE 'IO YOUR INPtJI' 

BEGINNING CN ONE OF THE 
SO:IEMATIC MENUS 

YOUR INPur 
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FUNCl'IGJ SCREEN ~SE 
• displays keyboard 
• echoes your ccmnand 
• pranpts for symbol name 

I I I I J i I 

-- prompt 
/ADO SYH80l(NAl1EJ SYMBOL ~ . 

/i,,.· • I 1 1 ! t 1 I I ti 

echo / j • * ' • ! 'f " o ' convnand 
• S D ' ' 11 ~ 

I.CD l I C II I 11 It 

- -

--------------------··--···------

FUNCl'IQJ SCREEN RESPONSE 
• displays tablet / "'\ 

• echoes your input 

~ _)1 
1 

I 
AN02 

' ..... 

.... input echo 

I 
I I 

J \.. 

(Point the light pen at the tablet) 
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GRAPHICS SCREEN RESPONSE 
• large crosshair appears 

YOUR INPur 

FUNcrION SCREEN RESPONSE 
• echoes your input 

GRAPHICS SCREEN RESPONSE 
• small crosshair appears 

r ! 

I I ·! .,__....-__...___.___.,__._.___AND2 

(When the large crosshair is at the 
desired position, press down with 
the light pen) 

at picked location D
• symbol appears in 

highlight color (red) 

I 
XIOOOYIOOO 

YOUR INPur 
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GRAPHICS SCREEN RESPONSE 
• displays symbol in 

color of active layer 

FUNCTION SCREEN RESPONSE 
• returns to original 

ccmnand menu 
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2.5. COMMANDS THAT HELP YOU WITH YOUR INPUT 

'Ihese camnams are used only with other camnands to help you 
with your input or to cancel it. They are found in the top row of menus 
where they are needed: 

COMMAND 

!CANCEL! 

I ENI'ERI 

!OOPS! I 
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WHEN 'IO USE IT. 

'lb cancel a canmand 
when you have de
cided not to com
plete it. 

'lb indicate that 
your input is com
plete. Used with 
canmams that must 
be followed by fur
ther input. 

'lb indicate that 
your input is com
plete, but you want 
to continue usil'J3 
the sane conmand. 

'lb cancel your last 
siri;Jle, data input. 

EXAMPLES AND CO-lMENTS 

- Pick jADD LINEj 
- Function screen displays tablet 
- Pick I C'ANCELI 
- Function screen returns to 

canmand menu and systan ignores 
the IADD LINE! camnarrl. 

- Pick jADD LINEj 
- Function screen displays tablet 
- Pick @ (1') ct?> ® I ENTER! 
- Graphics screen displays a line 

with 3 segments 

- Pick !ADD LINE! 
- Function screen dis~s tablet 
- Pick ® ® ~ Q) INEXTI 

@ ® ® ~ IENrERI 
- Graphics screen displays t\t>O 

lines with three segments each 

- Pick IADD LINEI 
- Function screen displays tablet 
- ® ® @ ® I OOPS!j I OOPS!j I ENI'ERI 
- Graphics screen displays a line 

with one segment, am ignores 
your last 2 ® s. 

When you pick I OOPS! I , the 
systan will· echo, backspace and 
delete your last input. 

EX: INPUT: Isl IYI Isl lifl 101 IMI 

The word "systan" is misspelled. 

PICK: I OOPS! I I OOPS! I 

'Ihe inputs IOI am I Ml are 
deleted fran the message line. 

INPur: I El I Ml I ENrERI 

RESULT: SYSTEM 



2. 6. HCW TO GET FRCM ONE MENU TO AOOmER 

MENUS FLIP AU'IG1.ATICALLY WHEN APPROPRIATE 

'Ihe system autanatically flips (changes the display on the 
function screen) from one menu to another when you pick a ccmnand that 
requires a new menu. For example, when you pick, !DRAW SCHEMATIC!, the 
system flips to one of the menus used for drawing a schematic. 

CCl<!MANDS TO USE FOR GETI'ING FRCl-1 ONE MENU TO ANCYI'HER 

When you do not pick a carmand that requires a new menu, you use 
these carmands to flip menu pages: 

·------- ------ ---~----------------

<XM1l\Nll WHEN ro USE 11'.__ --~c-~-------------
100NEI When you have fin- When you pick lOONEI the function 

IMENU->I 
and 

l<-MENUI 
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ished with a menu screen will flip to the rrenu you 
page. are rrost likely to need after the 

one just used. 

To display an adja
cent menu in a 
menu set. 

Sane closely related menus are 
looped together so that you can 
easily flip from one to another. 
For example, there are 3 menus 
containing logic symbol names. 

jMENtJ->I: 
SYMOOL MENU 1 

t ~ 
SYMBOL MENU 2 _., SYMBOL MENU 3 

I <-MENU!: 
SYMBOL MENU 1 

r" 
SYMBOL MENU 2 ~ SYMBOL MENU 3 ______ _..__ ________________ _ 



3. ENTERING THE DATE AND TIME 

When you turn on the system, the first menu displayed on the 
function screen is the DATE & TIJV'.E MEt-.1U. 

r ""' I I'°"' Jw·~ I 
I ,., 11 '" I :=I ==:I I 11 1 · 

I ... I c:::J \~~I C:=J ::=1::=::1 
I ,., IL:~I 1c=~1 I 
G~C=11 I! ll 0 1· 
I "" lf-::=JLJI ! 1 

i .,. !~~! .. !L=oJ=L = 
[-1 c~ L_-.J l I L-1 

The system prompts you on the message line for each itero of 
information you must input: 

MESS!IGE LINF. 

1. PLEASE ENTER DAY 

2. PLEASE ENTER MONTH 

3. PLEASE ENTER YEAR:l9 

4. PLEASE ENTER TIME (HR: 
MIN AM/PM) 

5. THE TIME IS 14-MAY-82 
2:15 PM PICK COPS! 
OR OONE 

EXAMPLE OF INPUT 

!Ii41 I ENTER! 
!MAY! !ENTER! 
!81II !ENTER! (only enter the 
last two digits of the year) 

l2171I151PMI !ENTER! (follow 
the -exact sequence shown in 
the pr~) 
Pick !CONE! if the date and 
time are correct. 
Pick !COPS! I to start over if 
they are not correct. 

After you pick !DONEi, there will be an interval of 5-7 minutes 
before the system is ready to begin working. When it is ready, the 
system will beep and display the BOOI'-UP menu on the function screen. 
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4. UNDERSTANDING WHAT A FILE IS 

You use the I:l)(}T-UP MENU to open a project file by naming it. 

Before you can do this, you need to know how the Telesis file 
structure works and how to name files. 

4.1 FILE STRUCI'URE 

All information on the system is organized into a hierarchy of 
files:· 

SYSTEll FILE 

_____________ ..__ _____ ... · ...... ·.· ............ . 
PROJECT FILE 

I 
I I lDRAWINC SYllBOL TEXT NET·DATA·BASE 

Fl_L.:s___ FILES FILES FILES 

PROJECT FILE 

I 
I 

DRAWING SYllBOL TEXT NET·OATA·BASE 
FILES FILES FILES FILES 

4.2. DEFINITIONS OF TYPES OF FILES 

SYSTEM FILE 

DRAWIOO FILE 
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This is th~ master file. It contains all 
project files. 

A project file typically contains the 
drawing files, text files, and net data 
base files relating to the design of one 
printed circuit board. 

SYSTEM-LIBRARY is the name of a project 
file that is used as a library. It 
typically contains symbol files, pin 
record files and other files that are 
likely to be used by more than one project. 

Each drawing file contains a single 
drawing, typically a board drawing or 
a schematic sheet. 

I 



SYMBOL FILE Each s~'Illbol file contains the graphics 
for a single symbol, typically a logic 
symbol or a canponent syni.bol. 

--·- --·---- -- __ A .. text file contains data in text format, TEXT FILE 
for example, a pin record file for a 
component symbol, a net comparison report, 
a list of design rules, a list of design 
rules violations. 

Nfil'-DATA-BASE This file contains- the net data base 
FILE a single board design. 

------ -------'--·- --

4. 3. MOST FILES ARE CP.EATED BY YOU 

On a new Telesis system, the system file is empty.* The other 
types of files are created by you as you work. 

4.4 FILE NAMES AND REVISION IABELS 

for 

Each time you create a new file, you assign a name to it: (Except 
for the net data base file; the system autanatically names this 
NET-DATA-BASE.) You then use that name whenever you want to open that 
file again. 

You may also assign a revision label to a file. If you do not, the 
system will label your file: revision 1. 

* The only exception is that a SYSTEM-LIBRARY project file containing 
Telesis-prepared symbol files may be provided on your system. 
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'ilie Canmand Description Section of the manual tells you how 
to input names and revision labels for each canmand (like I NEW PROJECT I ) 
that opens a file. 

The table below gives you the general rules to follow. 

RULES FOR NAMES AND REVISION LABELS 

• PROJECTS -- You must give a unique name or revision label 
to each project currently on the system. 

ALLCMED: project file ALPHA revision 1 
project file ALPHA revision 2 
project file BETA revision 1 

NO!' AI~"ED: project file ALPHA revision 1 
project file ALPHA revision 1 

1--------------------------- -~ -- ------·----
• DRAWING FILES, TEXT FILES, SYMPOL FILES - You must give 

a unique narre or revision-label to each file of the 
same type within a single project file. 

drawing file TESTER revision A 
text file TES'rER revision A 

~ ALLONED: drawing file TESTER revision A 
drawing file TESTER revision A 

-------------- -------------------
• FILE NAMES -- may be up to 18 alphanumeric characters 

. with no blank spaces allowed. 

• FILE REVISION LABELS -- may be up to 4 alphanumeric 
characters with no blank spaces allowed. To input a 
revision label, follow the file name with a single 
blank space: then input the revision label: 
l~lil~l!l!l~l_l~I 

-------------·-- - ·-· 
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4.5 FILE MANAGEMENT AND ARCHIVES 

FILE MANAGEMENT 

'!he system's file rnanagem~nt capability allows you to copy files, 
delete files, arrl to charge file names and revision labels. (Refer to the 
FILE MANPGEMENI' Section of the Manual for instructions on how to use 
these capabilities.) 

ARCHIVES 

The system's archival capability allows you to copy files fran the 
system to floppy disks or magnetic tape (optional) , and to copy files 
back to the system·fran disk or tape. 

You need this capability to: 

1. Free space on the system when space is limited. 

2. Keep back-up copies of your w:>rk. 

(Refer to the FLOPPY DISK arrl MAGNETIC TAPE Sections of this Manual 
for instructions.) 
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5. THE BCXJI'-UP MENU: OPENI1.1G A PROJECT FILE 

I I .____I >Jn=-__ .. L-r 

I I I..________. 

'---~.____I -
,---- I .___I _ 

I ··~·_:] .___I ______. 

l 
,.", 1nrr;,uu11v I 

S't.'.:..1':-ll- Ut!iW!Y 11 I 
,_____ ---· 
___ I I I 
.___._I I I 
..____..····· I Cl 

The first menu you see after entering the date and time is the 
0001'-UP MENU. . 

You are at the system file level whenever you are on the BCXYI'-UP 
MENU whether you: a) just turned on the system, or b) flipped back 
to this menu after working on the system. 

'Ibe four major camnands on the BCXJI'-UP MENU allow you to chCX)se 
whether to open a project file or to stay at the system level. The 
other camnands provide you with infoana.tion. 

The COMMAND DESCRIPTIOO Section of the manual tells you how to 
use each of these ccmnands. The table below tells you when to use 
them. 
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Ca.1MAND 

!NEW PROJECT! 
(followed by 
project name) 

I or.D-J?RcifEcr I 
(followed by 
project name) 

!FILE MGMT/ARCHIVI 

I SYSTEM-=-LiBAARY I 

!STATUS! 

I CUFRENT INDF.X I 

!PROJECT INDEXI 
(followed by 
project name) 
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WHEN ID USE IT 

To create and name a new project file 
so that you can create new drawings, 
text files, and/or symbols. 

To open an existing project file so 
that you can use the existing files 
in it, or add new files to it. 

To use the system's file management 
and archival capabilities without 
opening any project file. (You 
remain at the system file level.) 

To open the existing project file 
named SYSTEM-LIBRARY. Before you can 
use this command, you must already 
have used the I NEW PROJECT' I command to 
create and name the SYSTEM-LIBRl\RY 
file (unless a Telesis-prepared 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY was provided with your 
system.) 

You usually use this command with the 
drawing menus. It displays on the 
function screen the name of the 
current project file, drawing file, 
and drawing parameters. 
When you use it on the BCOT-UP MENU, 
it will inform you that you are in the 
system file, and it will display the 
default drawing parameters. 

To display on the function screen the 
names and revision labels of all 
projects currently on the system. 

To display on the function screen the 
names and revision labels of all 
drawing files, text files, net data 
base files, and symbol files 
currently in the specified project 
file. 



6. THE MENU OF fv'l.ENUS: CHOOSING THE ~RK YOU WAN!' 'ID 00 

When you pick I or..o PROJECT I , I ~1E'~_PRQJECT I , or I SYSTEM-LIB~..RY I 
on the BJOT-UP MENU, the function screen flips to a PROJECT MENU OF 
MENUS: 

I -·-~ =nw I "•-• 
I -~~,.. II __ 

I II.__________. 

f I _JI..._____. 
I '" ,.. J I 11 · ,-, , · 

.\llllf\1-'.-llm'Y I 
... m·.;.7m I 
_J 
I I 
El 

When you pick !FILE fli!C?!I'/APCHIVI on the BCXJI'-UP MENU, the function 
screen flips to a SYSTEM LEVEL r-'!ENU OF MENUS: 

r ·n~ :rr .. '.':'l'!i I I '"nJ 

I I I Ft Ii'. ~~:tnJtr.NT I ••ID•~= I 
I. I I I I Ml.lll\1-:-rm· I 
I_ I I I L __ _I 
r- I I I I I 
r _~:=~ l ('Tl'\f!'t"T 1~.i•:x I I 
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You use the major commands on these menu pages to tell the system 
what kind of work you want to do: 

- -- ----- -·-·-------
CCM1AND WHEN 'ro USE IT 

leoARD DAAwrN"GsJ To work on a board drawirig 

JOI'HER DRAWINGSJ To work on a symbol or schematic drawing 

JTEXT FILESJ To work on a text file 

I FILE MANAGEMENI' I To use the file management capability 

jARCHIVE-FLOPPYJ To use the floppy disk archive capability 

jARCHIVE-TAPEj To use the magnetic tape archive capability 

When you pick one of these commands, the function scree~ flips 
to the menu pacies needed to do the work you have chosen. 

THE INDEX ca-1MANDS 

e On the PROJECT MENU OF MENUS: 

!CURRE:Nr INDEX! displays the contents of the currently 
open project. 

J5YSTEM INDEX! displays the contents of the system file. 

e On the SYSTEM LEVEL MENU OF MENUS: 

JCUR:RENT-fN"o~xl displays the contents of the system file. 
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GRAPHICS 

1 I GENERAL INFORMATION 

2. OPENING A DRAWING FILE 

3. PARAMETERS: SETTING THEM AND USING THEM 

4. ELEMENTS OF TELESIS DRAWINGS 

5. ADDING AND EDITING ELEMENTS 

6. ADDING TEXT TO YOUR DRAWING 

7. AIDS IN THE GRAPHIC PROCESS 

8. CLOSING A DRAWING FILE 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

You can create three types of drawirgs with the Telesis system: 

e SYMBOL DRAW-:INGS 
e SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS 
e OOARD DRAWINGS 

You use a different menu set for each drawirg type (SYMPOL MENUS, 
SCHEMATIC MENUS, BOARD MENUS) , but most of the canmands on these menus 
sets are the same basic drawirg canrnands. 

'Ihis section of the Manual tells you how to use these basic canmands. 

'Ihe sections of the manual coverirg symbol creation, schematics and 
boards, instruct you in the canrnands and procedures used exclusively for 
each drawirg type. 
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2. OPENING A DRAWING FILE 

STEP 1: I BOARD DRAWINGS I or I OI'HER DRAWINGS I 

After you have opened a project file on the BOJT-UP MENU, select 

'

BOARD DRAWINGS' or jOI'HER DRAWINGS! fran the MENU OF MENUS. 
( OI'HER DRAWINGS is used for opening schematic or symbol drawings.) 

EXAMPLE: - Pick jOI'HER DRAWINGS! 
- Function screen display 

e NE.W/OLD DRAWING MENU 

STEP 2: I NEW DRAWING I . or I OLD DRAWING I 

Pick I NE.W DRAWING I or I OLD DRAWING I depending on whether you want 
to create a new drawing file, or 'WOrk on an existing one. 
jOLD DRAWING! must be followed by the name of the drawing file. 

EXAMPLE: - Pick I NEW DRAWING I 
- Function screen display 

• DRAWING SIZE MENU 

EXAMPLE: - Pick IOLD DRAWING! 
- Function screen display 

• KEYBOARD 
- Pick IDIIIOIDIEI !ENTER! 
- Function screen display 

e DRAWING TASK MENU 

STEP 3: SE'ITING DRAWING SIZE (for new drawings only) 

'Ih.e DRAWI!'G SIZE MENU gives you 5 choices: 

IA SIZE! 

IB SIZEI 

jc SIZE! 

ID SIZE! 

- 8500 by 11000 mils 

- 17000 by 11000 mils 

- 22000 by 17000 mils 

- 32000 by 22000 mils 

IOI'HER SIZE! - you specify the drawing size 

NOTE 

Maximum drawing extents are + 32000 and - 32000. 
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When you pick A, B, c, or D SIZE, the 0/0 point of your drawing 
is at the lower left, ard all coordinate point values in your 
drawina are positive. After you pick, the function screen flips 
to the NF.lo'! DRAWH1G NAME MENU. 

i;.'tlen you pick I m'HF.F-fffZEI, the function screen flips to the 
KEYPOARD and pranpts-you-for your drawing extents. You may input 
neo:ative values depending on where you want to locate the 0/0 point 
of your drawinq. 

F.XAMPLE: - Pick I OI'HRR -SIZE! 
- Function-screen-display 

• KEYBOARD & Era11£t: LX (lower x value) 
- Pick 1=11101010101 IEl>l'I'ERI 
- Function screen display 

•KEYBOARD & £I'~LY (lower y value) 
- Pick 1:::1ILQJQ"10101 l~"TER"I 
- Function screen disp~~y: 

• KEYBOARD & pranpt: UX (upper x value) 
- Pick 111QIQIQIQI l~~I 
- Function screen display 

• KEYOOARD & pran~: UY (upper y value) 
- Pick l~.IOIOIQIQI l~~~I 
- Function screen display 

e NEW DRAWING NAME ,_,ENU 

In this case, your drawing size is 20,000 by 20,000 
mils with the 0/0 point at the center. 

nse this canrnand to name your new drawing file. 

EXN-4PLE: - Pick I ~-~°-~~wr~iG-NA"MEI 
- F\mct.ion screen display 

• KEYBOARD 
- Pick l"olilol DI El I E?rtri~I 
- Function screen display 

e DRAWING TASK t-1ENU 
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STEP 5: I DESIGN BOARD I , I DRAW SCHl:..~TIC I , I DRAW &'YMOOL I 

If you started in STEP 1 with the !BOARD DRAWINGS! camnand, Y?U 
will now be on the OOARD DRAWING TASK Mfil."U. Pick I DESIGN BOARD I 
to flip to the first menu in the OOARD MENU SET. 

If you started in STEP 1 with the I aI'HER DRAW~NGS I camnand, Y?U 
will now be on the OTHER DRA~ TASK MENU. Pick !DRAW SCHEtviATICI 
or !DRAW SYMBOL! to flip the first menu in the SCHEMATIC MENU SET 
or the SYMOOL MENU SET. 
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3. PARAMETERS: SETI'ING THF.M AND USING THEM 

Parameter canmands control the contents of the display on the 
graphics screen. They are found on the first menu in each drawing menu 
set, although they are sanetimes r~peated on other menus in the set. 

These are the drawing parameter canrnands: 

I.AYER COMMANDS: 

SET ACTIVE I.AYER! 
BLANK I.AYER I 
DISPI.AY I.AYER! 
ASSIGN RED! 
ASSIGN BIDE! 
ASSIGN q~~] 

!ASSIGN VIOLETj 
ASSIGN YE~i 

GRID COMMANDS: 

SET GRID SIZE! 
BLANK GRIDj 
DISPI.AY GRID! 

TRAP CCJ.1MAND: 

!SET TRAP SIZE! 

LINE LOCK CG1MANDS: 

LINE LOCK 45/0NI 
LINE LOCK 90/001 
LINE LOCK OFFj 

J;.INE & POINT SIZE CG'JMAND.S: 

I SET LINE "WID'ffi L 
SET QJCI' PNT S~ 

You use these camnands to set the parameters of your drawing before 
you begin to draw, and to change parameters as needed while you work. 

You are not required to set all drawing parameters. Each parameter 
has a default value. But you will find that different drawing types require 
different parameter setti03s. These requirements will be discussed in the 
sections of this manual covering symbol, schematic, and board drawings. You 
will also find that you need to change sane settings, such as GRID SIZE, to 
help you as you work on different areas of your drawing. 

'IHE I STATUS I COMMAND 

The !STATUS! canmand is very useful to you in using the parameter 
a:::mmands. When you pick I STATUS!, the function screen displays all the 
current parameter settings--default settings, as well as ones input by you. 
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3.1 SE'Tl'ING LAYER PARAMETERS 

LAYERS 

Every drawing you create has up to 256 layers. They are numl::ered 
0-255. 

To operate the system properly, you must place certain elements of 
your drawing on distinctive layers. For example, we recanmend that you 
place reference designators on layer 54, and connect lines on layer 1. 
Rea::mnended layer standards are shown in Table GRAPHICS-I. 

The system reserves sane layers for its own use. For example, 
it places ratsnest lines on layer 101. Reserved layers are shown with 
an asterisk (*) in Table GRAPHICS-1. 

It is very :i.rnp:>rtant to adhere to layer standards when placing 
elements. For example, when you create a pen-plot or artv.ork tape, you 
use layer numbers to tell the system what elements of your drawing you 
want to include in the plot or artv.ork. (See Plotter and Art\.\Ork 
Sections of this manual.) For this to \.\Ork properly, you must have 
consistently placed elements .on the required layers. 

You specify the layer on which an element is placed by using the 
!SET ACTIVE LAYER! canmarn before adding an element. For example, 

- Pick ISET-ACTIVE-UYERI 
- Function screen display 

• KEYOOARD 
- Pick 15141 j-ENT-E-Rj 
- Function-screen display 

e PARAMETER MENU 

All elements you add will now be placed on 
layer 54 until you change the active layer 
by using the jSET ACTIVE LAYER! canmand again. 

You may only add elements to the active layer, but you may edit the 
elements on any visible layer. 

All layers of your drawing are visible on the graphics screen unless 
you choose to blank a layer (or layers) fran the screen by using the 
I BLANK LAYER! canmand. 

The drawing you see on the graphics screen looks as if it is all in 
one plane. You can visibly distinguish one layer fran another by assigning 
different colors to different layers. There are five colors available to 
you: red, blue and green, violet and yellow. 
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l. 

OG~HJNF.-HJ * = !!ARD COOED (ELEMENTS MUST EXIST ON DES!GNNI'ED L/\YEl'Sl 

TF.!.ESIS !/,YER srANDiJmS mR SCllEl'.l\TIC SYMilOLS AND DRl',Wl!lG 
f J\ ''f.R OP.SIGN P.EFLHENCE 

0 • 
l 
36 
52 
53 
93 
54 
0.5 
87 
8& 
64 
14B 
149 • 
150 • 
151 
85 
1~2 • 

• 
mt;iir.cr P0Hn':3 F'OR SYMIUS 
CONNEC.'T LINFS 
DflllWUG FOPPJ\'l'' TITLE BLOCKS ' Ncm:s 
ILGIC SYMOOL G!'J\PHICS (UNES, ARCS ETC) 
PIN NllMBERS (SIOIN ON SOlEMATIC) 
PIN NUMRERS (Nor S!OiN 00 SOIEMATICS) 
H:FERENCE DESIGNl\'IDRS 

DEVICF. TYPE (SfU\N ON SOlOO.TIC) 
DEVICE TYPE (NOT S!IG.N ON SOIEMATIC!:) 
SICNAL NAMES (00'1' SHCJolN 00 SOIEMATICS) 
S!GNl\L Nl',".ES (SJD:l CN SC!El'll\TICS) 
PIN USE CODE 
Fln'x::TJCN T'll'E 
Fml:TIOO.DF.SIGN~'IOR 

r..rnICAf, PIN NAME (51-DlN ON SOlF.M/ITJCS) 
UXlTCAL PIN NAME (tvl' S!OiN Cll1 SC!IEMATIC."I 
COMl~ VALUES 

'!'f"l,f:SIS I.AYER STll."lrll\P.flS F'OR Pl\C:YJ\GE SYMOOLS AND DESIGN DRl\WI!'l>S 
~':!:'.!!_ DESIGN REFER!:."'NCE 

0 
1 
2 TI!P.ll 14 • 
17 mru 32 
] 5 
16 
33 
34 
35 
88 
36 
40 • 
70 
;I TllRI 84. 
44 
51 
52 
53 
34 
55 
89 
90 
91 
101 
102 * 
98 
99 * 
103 
104 
131 nmu 144. 
146 • • • * • 
147 ••• * • 
154 ••••• 
200 TllRU 255. 

Table GRAPHICS-I: 

ccm~:CT l'OINTS FOR SYMOOLS (Trmu BOLES) 
CC:MPC'NENT SIDE COONECT LINES 
SO!J"F:R STIJF: OONNECT LINF.S, IMl3FDDED PWR & SIGNAL [}',YERS 
RESERVF.D FOR Fl!lURE TRAC< LAYERS 
CCM!~'T SIDE SOIDER MASK 
SOIDER SIDE SOUlER MASK 
CllP.fl 01.l'l'LINE 
P[ATT!'l> BAH 
BOl\!10 DIMF:NSICNS (llSSEMBI..Y [H;) 
OOMD DIMF.NSIOOS (DRILL CH;) 
Dl~.wI!lr. FO™AT, TITLE BLOCK & NOI'ES 
c~'T KEEPCUT /\RF.A (CCMl'ClllEN'r SIDF.l 
TRl\CK KEEPCXJT FOR ALL TRACK LAYERS 
'l'Rl\CK KEf:P('(lT FOR BRO. LAYER (ROm'E OlJrSIDE ONLY) 
VI I\ KF:CIUtJr AREAS 
Pl\C.'KAr.E SYMOOL GRl\P!IICS 
P.'.D GRAPllI CS 
CC'MPCT\'F.NT PIN NUMBERS 
RF.FI::RENCE D~HGNA'IORS 
DEVICE 'rYI'E 
~;nJ<!:Cllf.rn 

TrnLI~ CORNERS 
Etr.E CCNNECTOR SIGN!.L NAMES 
Rl\TSNJ;S"J' CCNNECT LINES 
P!ITSNF.ST HIS~ 
N/C DRILL LEGEND llEADER 
N/C nrJU. FiaJRES ' LEGEND 
N/C DRILL PATHS 
N/C INSERT PATllS 
PHYSICAL DESIGN RUIE CHEO< * 
OUI'I..INE FOR TRACK RWTD'Ki (Rlll'E INSIDE ONLY) 
OUI'LINE FOR AUTO PLACEMENT (PIACE INSIDE ONLY) 
~ OUTLINES (Al1ID PIACEMml'J 
RESERVED BY TELESIS 

LAYER STANDARDS 

These starrlards are recamnendations. You may establish your 
own layer standards if you wish, as long as you adhere to then consistently. 
For example, you could chCX)se to place reference designators on layer 52 
and syrribol qraphics on layer 54. 

The only layer standards you are rfquired to use exactly as 
they are shown in this table are those marKed with an asterisk(*). 

BE CAREFUL!: The system does not prevent you from using 
these* layers for other purposes. But some system ~unctions will not 
operate properly if you do. 

------------------········---· -----·-------·' 
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WHE't'! 'Kl USE THE LAYER COlAMANDS 

The Corcmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these ccmnands. The table below tells you when to use them. 

COMl-"Al\"D WHEN 'IO USE IT 

!SET ACI'IVF. L.nYER I Use this, before adding elements, to specify the 
layer on which they are to be placed. 

IFL.nNK LAYER I Use this to make a layer or layers of your drawing 
invisible on the graphics screen. For example, pin 
numbers are on layer 53; if you don't care about 
seeing them while you are designing, blank layer 53. 

lf'ISPLAY LAYERI 

ASSIGN REDI 
Af:~IQ-1 PLUF I 
P.S~IQ.1 GRF.EN I 
ASSIGN VIOLET' 
ASS!Gl\l YELUM 

Use it also to eliminate unwanted layers when 
outputting a matrix plot of your drawing. 

BE CAREFUL:! Make sure you do not blank the active 
layer, or activate a blank layer. You cannot place 
elements on a blank layer. 

Use this to make a blank layer visible again. 

Use these canmands to assign colors to layers. You 
are free to assign any color to any layer in order 
to improve the visibility of your drawing. 

The default layer color is green, so unless you assign 
rea or blue to a layer, the elements on it will be 
drawn in green. 

You may use these camiands to change a layer color 
even after you have placed elements on that layer. 
When you do, both existing elements arii future 
elements will be displayed in the new drawing color. 

NJI'E: When assigning new colors to displayed layers on Telesis 2.1 
systems use the jz(X)M RATIO! ccmnand at 1:1 before continuing. 
Otherwise, a double image of updated elements will occur if 
I ZOOM RATIO l is not used. 
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3.2 SE'ITING GRID PARAME'TERS 

'IHE GRID 

'!he grid is a matrix of points that the system superimposes on your 
drawing to serve 2 purposes: 

1. Visual aid - The grid assists you in judging distances 
and angles in the same way that graph paper 
assists you in manual drawing. 

2. Construction tool - When you pick @s fran the tablet, 
the elanent you are drawing snaps to the grid, 
that is, the system places your {p) on the 
nearest grid p:::>int. The snap gria" capability 
allows you to draw straight lines and precise 
angles quite easily with the light pen and 
tablet. 

'!he system's default grid size is x: 100, y: 100. 'Ihis setting places 
a grid p:::>int at every lOOth mil in both x and y axes. 

WHEN 'ID USE THE GRID CCl.IJMANDS 

'Ihe canmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
the grid canmands. The table below tells you when to use them. 

CCMMAND WHEN 'l'O USE IT 

jSET GRID SIZE! Use this camnand to set the grid size. The system 
will pr an pt you for x and y values. 

You may set x and y to different values: 

- Grid setting x:lOO, y:lOO ' . 
. . ' . 
' . ' . . ' . . . . ' . 

. ' . ' ' 

. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 

- Grid setting x:lOO, y:200 . . . . . ' .. .. 
. . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . ... 
. . . - ' . 
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I BLANK GRID I 
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Recarmended grid sizes for symbols, schanatics and 
boards are discussed in the manual sections covering 
each drawing type. 

Use this camnand to turn off the grid display. You 
may want to do this to get an uncluttered' view of your 
drawing, or to output a matrix plot of your drawing. 

~ben you blank the visible grid, it continues to act 
as a snap grid. 

NOI'E: If you have zoaned into a small area of your 
drawing and are working with a small gr id size, be 
sure to blank the grid before zoaning out to·view the 
whole drawing. Otherwise, the grid display will be 
so dense that it will obscure your view. 

Use this to make a blanked grid visible again. 



3.3 SETTING THE TRAP PARAMETER 

The trap, like the grid, is a construction tool. 

There are several commands that require you to point to an element 
using the light pen and tablet ( i.e., DELETE ELEMENT). The system 
does not require your pick to be exactly on the element. Instead, 
the system searches for your element in an area around your pick. 
This area is called the trap. The following figure illustrates the 
trap. 

IE! 014 
20 ZH 013 
30 012 
•0 011 
50 . 010 
60 09 
70 08 

180014 
20 zu 013 
30 012 
•0 011 
50 010 
60 09 
70 08 

OPERATOR PICK ON 
GRAPHICS SCREEN 
SHOWN AS X 

The trap is a square ( invisible to you ) with your pick at the center. 
The default trap size is 150 mils by 150 mils. 

The system uses the trap every time you input a command that requires 
the system to find an element in your drawing. The following is a 
partial list of some of the commands that use the trap : 

DELETE ELEMENT 
COPY ELEMENT 
MOVE ELEMENT 
ADD CONNECTION 
ATTACH SIGNAL NAME 
( and any command that requires a pick on the graphics 

screen ) 

WHEN TO USE THE TRAP PARAMETER COMMAND 

The Command Description section of this manual details the procedures 
to use the SET TRAP SIZE command. The table below tells you when to 
use it. 

COMMAND WHEN TO USE IT 

SET TRAP SIZE We recommend that you begin by setting the trap 
size at one and one half of your current grid 
size. Reset the trap size every time you reset 
the grid size. 
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After you becane accustaned to the system, you may 
wish to deviate fran this recornnendation. 

BE CAREFUL!: When you are ~rking with connect lines 
with width, use of the trap can be tricky. We 
recamnend these trap settings: 

1. If your line width is less than your grid size, 
set the trap size to be equal to the grid size. 

EXAMPLE: LINE WIDTH = 12 mils 
GRID SIZE = 25 by 25 mils 
TRAP SIZE = 25 mils 

2. If your line width is greater than your grid 
size, set the trap size to be equal to the line 
width + 2. 

F..xAMPLE: LINE WIDTH = 17 mils 
GRID SIZE = 15 by 15 mils 
TRAP SIZE = 19 mils 



3.4 '!'HF. LINE LOCK PAIW'ETER 

LINE LOCKING 

Line locking is another construction tool. It requires the system 
to draw l!,Qes that are vertical, horizontal, or at a 450 angle, even 
when your~ is not in vertical, horizontal, or 45° angle alignment with 
your last(_~· For example: 

WITH LINE WCK OFF: 

ACTION RESULT 

® 
2 / 

w""ITH LINE' LOCK 90/0N: 

ACTION RESULT 

® 2 

WHEN 'ID USE THE LINE LOCK P~.Rf\METER C'OMMANCS 

The Ccrnmar:rl Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these camnands. The table·below tells you when to use them. These camnands 
affect all subsequent input until you reset the parameter. 

CTM-WID WHEN 'ID USE IT 

jLINE LOCK 90/0Nj Use this when you wanr the system to draw only horizon-
tal and vertical li1,c..:., for example--when you are using 
the IADD CONNECTION! camnand. 

ILINE LOCK 45/0NI Use this when you want the system to draw only horizon-
tal, vertical and 450 angle lines. 

I LINE LOCK OFF I Use this to turn the line lock parameter off • 
.. 
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3.5. LINE & POINT SIZE PARAMETERS 

'!hese canmands allow you to specify the width of lines and the size 
of connect :i;:oints to be used in your drawing. 

'!he line width parameter affects the lines of circles and arcs as 
well as plain lines and connect lines. 

'!he default line width is O. 

'!he default connect :i;:oint size is 50 mils. 

WHEN 'ID USE THE LINE & POINT SIZE PARAMETER CrnwIDS 

'!he Camnand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these camnands •. The table below tells you when to use them. 

'!hese canmands affect all subsequent input until you reset the 
paraneter. 

I SET LINE WIIJI'H I 

\\l-JEN 'IO USE IT 

SYMEOL DRAWINGS -- Use 0 line width. 

EOARD D~'INGS -- Set and change the line width as 
needed for connect lines with width. 

SCP.EMA.TIC DRAATNGS -- Usually you will use 0 line width 
for connect lines, but you may use lines with width if 
you wish to. 

jsET CNCT PI' SIZE The default connect :i;:oint size (50 mils) is large and 
clearly visible in rrost drawings. 
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4. ELEMENTS OF TELESIS DRAWINGS 

DEFINITION OF AN ELEMENT 

You create a drawing by adding and editing graphic elements. 

An element is a piece of graphics that the system· treats as a 
sinqle unit. For example, even though a line may have many segments, 
the !DEI&"I'E ELEMENI'I canmand deletes all segments of the line. And 
even though a.~~l may have arcs, lines, and connect points in it, 
the I ROl'AT_e_ ~r100LI canmand rotates the whole symbol, not just the 
line or arc you hit with your ~ • 

TYPES OF ELEMENI'S 

These are the types of elements you may add and edit: 

LINES 
ARCS 
CIRCLES 
CONNECT POINTS 
SYMBOLS 
CONNECT' LINES 
TEXT LABELS & NOI'ES 

Each type of elerrient is described below. 

(Section 5. discusses the ADD and EDIT camnands for LINES, 
ARCS, CIRCLES, CONNRCI' POINI'S, SYr'!OOLS, and CONNECT' LINES.) 

<Section 6. discusses the use of TEXT LABELS and NOI'ES.) 
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4.1 LINES 

A line is a set of line segments linked together. We call eadl 
"corner" point, inclt.rling the endpoints of the line, a "VERTEX." A line in 
the Telesis system may have up to,125 vertices. 

A LINE: 
- Is at the layer that was the active layer when the line was added 

to the drawing. 

- Has a width that was the set width when the line was added to the 
drawing. 

- Has an origin, whidl is the first vertex picked when the line was 
originally added to the drawing. Note that the origin of the 
line will ch~e relative to the other vertices if you nove the 
first vertex. 

- Cannot be used to make a logical connection. 

N:Y1'E CN LINE WIOI'H: If a line or connect line has non-zero width, it is 
displayed as a boundary around the center of each line segment at the set 
line width. At the two endpoints of the line, you will find that the 
boundary has been exterrled by one-half the line width. '!his is to show nore 
accurately what the line will actually look like when it is photoplotted. 

EXAMPLE - LINE WIDTH SET 'ID 0 (ZERO) MILS: 

last vertex 

EXAMPLE - LINE WIDTH SET 'ID 50 MILS: 

fl rst vertex 

dashed line Indicates center of line 

1-1 
25 mi ls 

last vertex 

- - - - -· 
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4.2 ARCS AND CIRCLES 

ARCS and CIRCLES 

- Are at the layer that was the active layer when the arc or circle 
was added to the drawing. 

- Have a width that was the set line width when the arc or circle 
line was added to the drawing. 

- Has an origin, which is the first center about which the arc or 
circle is drawn. 

EXAMPLE - ARC WITH LINE WIDTH SET 'ID 50 MILS: 

line indi~ates center of arc line 

origin 

EXAMPLE - CIRCLE WITH LINE WIDTH SET 'ID 0 (ZERO) MILS: 

. . . 
orig 1n 
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4.3 C'ONNECT POINrS 

A connect point is a point defined on a drawing where a connect line 
can be attached. You normally add connect J:X)ints only into a drawing that 
will be used to create a sYm!:>ol. These connect points then represent the 
pins of the corresJ:X)rrli~ physical device. You can also create symbols with 
connect points that will be used simply to terminate a connect line to an 
on-page or off-page net. 

'llle abbreviation for connect point is CPOINT. 

Every connect line must connect on both ends to a connect J:X)int before 
the Telesis EXTRACT NET, NET ca-tPARE, arrl DESIGN RULES CHECK operations can 
work correctly. Therefore, whenever you command the system to start or end 
a connect line on another connect line, the system autanatically breaks the 
existi~ connect line into two, adds a connect J:X)int to the drawing, arrl 
joins all three connect line errls to the new connect point. (See example.) 

CCNIBCl' POINr SIZE 

Since the Telesis system cannot actually display a dimensionless point, 
it displays a vertical dai.IOC>nd at each J:X)int where a connect J:X)int has been 
ad~ to a drawing. You can control the size of the connect J:X)int diarond by 
using the SET CX>NNECI' POINI' SIZE canmand. You state the size in mils, and 
this· is the distance fran the bottom to the top of the diarond. NOl'E that this 
dianond is only visible on the graphic display arrl dot-matrix plots. It is not 
actually part of the data base, and does not pen plot nor photoplot. 

~CIATURE 

In this manual," we usually refer to the connect points on a symbol 
as PINS. 'lb be rore exact, a pin is a connect point with a pin m.mber label 
attached to it. We use pin numbers to declare an exact corresf(>ndence between 
a connect point in a schematic diagram arrl the connect point on a physical. 
package symbol on the PC board drawing. 

EXAMPLE - C'ONNECT POINl'S ON A L(X;IC SYMOOL: 

diamonds shm1 
connect points 
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4. 4 SYMBOLS 

Symbols are like pre-set appliques that you "paste-up" onto a 
schematic or printed circuit drawing on the Telesis system. Each symbol 
must have been defined once by creating a drawing on the Telesis system 
the same size as the required symbol, and with all the elements in it 
reauired to be in the symbol. And the !CREATE SYMBOL! canmand must have 
been used to chanqe the drawing file to a symbol file. 

Symbols allow you to draw an unlimited number of instances of the 
same 10:3ic function or physical package on your drawing, each instance 
taking only a few seconds to add. Each symbol is recognized by the Telesis 
system as representing a certain device, and having a certain name (ref 
des) , once you have annotated those labels on the symbol. 

SYMBOLS: 

EXAMPLE 

- Are created fran a drawing by the !CREATE SYMBOL! canmand. 
'I.'he created symbol is the same size as the drawing it was 
created fran, and has all the same elements as the original 
drawing. 

- Are not on any one layer. However, each line, arc, connect 
p::>int, and label making up a symbol is at the layer it was 
put on in the original symbol drawing. · · 

- Have a scale which is one-to-one with the original drawing, 
when they are first added to the drawing. You can later 
change the scale to make the symbol larger or smaller in 
the drawing. 

- Have a rotation, which is zero degrees when they are first 
CK'lded to a drawing. You can later rotate the symbol around 
its origin in the drawing in increments of 90 degrees. 

- Contains other elements: lines, arcs, circles, connect 
p::>ints, arrl/or text labels. Even after a symbol is placed 
in a drawing, these elements can be individually edited 
with EDIT canmands such as !DELETE ELEMENT!, !MOVE ELEMENT!. 

dashed lines show total 
symbol area (not visible 
on graphics screen 

origin("l.A 

I 
I L, ___ _ 

I 

--~1 
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4.5 CONNECT UNES 

A connect line is a set of line segments linked together, normally 
with both ends of the line connected to connect points. As with a line 
each corner of a connect line is called a vertex. A connect line may 
have uo to 125 vertices. 

The abbreviation for connect line is CLINE. 

A CONNECT LINE: 

- Is at a layer that was the active layer when the line was 
crlded to the drawing. 

- Has a width that was the set width when the line was added to 
the drawing. 

- Has an origin, which is the present position of the first 
position of the first vertex picked when the line was first 
created. 

NOI'E 00 LINE WIDTH: If a line or connect line has non-zero width, it 
is displayed as a boundary around the center of each line segment at 
the set line width. At the two endpoints of the line, you will find 
that the boundary has been extended by one-half the line width. This is 
to show nore accurately what the line will actually look like when it 
is photoplotted. 

The Telesis system allows you to make partial connections amongst 
symbols, and leave some connections to be canpleted at a later time in the 
creation of a drawing. This means you may end a connect line in a blank 
area of your drawing, without connecting the line to another connect line 
or connect point. These connect lines are considered inccmplete (or 
floating end) arrl the !EXTRACT NETI and !NET c:n.1PAREI carunands will issue 
error messages to their log text files unless all such connections have 
been exterrled to a connect point as part of the canpletion of the drawing. 
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RELATION 'ID CCNNECI' POINTS 

When you are connecting a connect line to a connect point or another 
connect line, place the end point of the line directly on the point to 
which you want to connect. Do not cross the point with a segment or 
intermediate vertex of the connect line. 

EX!i1'1PLE 

first vertex placed on connect point 

last vertex placed on connect point 
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4.6 TEXT IABEIS AND NOI'ES 

TEXT POINI'S 

When you place any text label or note in a drawing, the system places 
a text point at the lower left corner of the text. This is the reference 
point for the text. All text parameters are associat~ with this point, so 
that whenever you replace the text, the new text will have the same parameters 
as the old text. 

The abbreviation for text point is TPOINI'. 

TEXT PARAMETERS 

Each text point has a set of text parameter values associated with it. 
These parameters are: 

- Height, width, and spacing of the characters on the 
text point. 

- Slant of each character in degress. 

- Angle of the line of characters in degrees. 

- Justification of the text about the text point origin 
(left, center, or right justified). 

TEXT POINI' SIZE 

Since the Telesis system cannot actually display a dimensionless 
point, it displays a triangle at each point where a text point has been 
added to a drawing. You can control the size of the displayed text point 
by using the SET TEXT POINI' SIZE canmand. You state the size in mils, and 
this is the distance fran the bottom to the top of the triangle. NorE 
that this triarx:tle is only visible on the graphic display and dot-matrix 
plots. It is not actually part of the data base, and does not pen plot 
nor photoplot. (The text itself does plot, of course.} 
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EXAMPLES 
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5. ADDING AND EDITING ELEMENI'S 

Once you have set the parameters for your drawing, you are ready to 
begin placing graphics in it using the ADD and EDIT camnands. 

ADD/EDIT CCMMANDS 

Any element you add to a drawing can be edited as needed. Below are 
the ADD carmands and the (X)rresp:>nding canmands used to edit the element 
added. 

ADD CG1MANDS CORRES:PONDING EDIT CD1MANDS 

IADD LINEI DELETE ELEMENT I , I DELETE SEG1ENI' I I I DELETE VERI'EX I 
MOVE ELEMENT J, l MOVE SEG1Em' I , I MOVE VERI'EX I 
COPY ELEMENTj, INSERT VERI'EX J , l CHANGE IAYER I , 
CHANGE IAYER AND WIDrHJ, TCHANGE WIDrHJ 

IADD ARC! I DELETE ELEMENI' I , I MOVE ELEMENT I , !COPY ELEMEm'I 

!ADD CIRCLEj I DELETE ELEMENT I , I MOVE ELEMENT I , !COPY ELEMEm'j 

!ADD CONNECT PNTI I DELETE ELEMENI' I , I MOVE ELEMENT I , !COPY ELEMENT! 

l ADD CONNECTION I . DELETE ELEMENI' I , I DELETE SEGMENT I , I DELETE VERI'EX I 
MOVE ELEMENT I ' I MOVE SEG1ENT I , I MOVE VERI'EX I 
COPY ELEMENT , CHANGE SEGMENI' IAYERI, I INSERT VERI'EX I , l QW.X;E IAYER .AND WIDrH J , 
CHANGE WIIJI'H I , I WNE SECTION_! , rcaa.NGE LAYER I 

'ADD SYMBOL [NAME] 'DELETE SYMBOL!, !MOVE SYMBOL!, 
ADD SYMBOL [MENU] SCALE SYMBOL I , I ROI'ATE SYMBOL I 

Each of these camnands is discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 below. 
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5 .1. USING THE TP.BLET Af..TI 'l'f:E I<'FYPP.D 

You draw an element on the graphics screen by picking one of the ADD 
camnancls and then placi03 the element in your drawi03 usincJ either the 
tablet or the keypad. 

With the tablet you specify a location by p:>inting to it. With the . 
keypad you sr..ecify a location by inputtinc:J ccordinate values. 

With edit cornnands, you also have the choice of making a tablet pick 
or using the keypad. 

EXAMPLE OF TJ,.BLET r.".ETHOD 

I 
I 

SYSTF.M DISPLAY 

YOUR INPUI' 
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FtJNCTIOO SCREEN RESPONSE 

displays tablet 

echoes your camnand 

YOUR INPUI' 

GRAPHICS SCREEN RESroNSE 

• displays small crosshairs 
at picked locations 

• draws line segments in red 
highlight color 

FtJNCI'IOO SCREEN RESPONSE 

echoes your data input 
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YOOR INPl11' I ENTER! 

GRAPHICS SCREEN RESPONSE 

• line is displayed in the 
color of the active layer 

FUNCTION SCREEN RESPONSE 

• displays camnand menu 
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EXAMPLE OF KEYPAD ME'IHOD 

SYST™ DISPIAY 

YOUR INPur !ADD LINE! 

I /--------------

FUNC'.l'IOO SCREEN RESPONSE 

• displays tablet 
• echoes your canmand 
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YOUF INPUr I KEYPAD I 

/ 

FUNcrICN SCREEN RESPONSE 

• displays keypad r 

YOUR INPur \~l~l~lg\t\il!l~l~l~lt~flol~I 
(use a canma as punctuation between 
pairs of coordinate values.) 

GP.APHICS SCREEN RESPONSE 
• displays your line (in 

red before :vour I ~FJ~ I ; 
in color of active layer 
after your I ENTE~ I 

FUNcrroo SCREEN RESPONS.i:. 
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If you find it more convenient, you may _Eick I INCREMENT xi 
or I INCREMENT YI fran the keypad instead of 1!1 or l.~I: 

YOUR INPur 

V'!len picking the coordinate values of points, you do not need to 
repeat an x or y value if it has not changed fran the last point. 
For example: 

l'Xlol:!IOl~l:Rll:l:Ql:Ql:Ql:!ll:l:QIO'l:Ql~l~l:ZJo]:Ql:QI 

1:!111..Q.IQIQI IENTERI 

is the same as: 

KEYPAD & TABLET: DIFFERENCES 

-------------
TABLET KEYPAD 

The. system places your (P,: 'Ihe system uses the coordinate 
on the nearest grid J;Qint. :E,X)int you input, whether it is on 

a grid :i;:oint or not. 

This is true except when the 'lllis is true except when the 
camnand you are using tells carnnand you are using tells the 
the system to find an element system to find an element in the 
in the trap. For example, if trap. For example, if yo.!:!__Eick __ 
you pick jADD CONNECI'IONj~), I ADD CONNECl'ION I I KEYPAD I !1 ll !I .2.1 Q 
your ~ will be placed on the !1.2.1.!l~JQI, your connect line 
nearest connect I.X>int within will be placed on the nearest 
the trap, whether the connect connect J.X>int to this coordinate 
i:x:>int is on a grid i:x:>int or i:x:>int. 
not. 

You need not be aware of You must know the coordinate 
precise coordinate values as values of the area of your draw-
you work. ing in which you are working. 
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5.2 THE ADD cx:MWIDS 

'!'he Ccrnmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these canrnands. The table below tells you when to use than. 

BE CAREFUL!: Before you use the ADD camnands, be sure that you have 
set the active layer to the proper layer number (refer to the layer 
table in Table GRAPHICS-I). 

NOI'E: Do not add arcs, circles, or symbols so that they cane in contact 
with the outer extents of your drawing. Doing so will cause than 
to be distorted. 

IADD LINE! 

!ADD ARCI 

!ADD CIRCLE] 

IADD CONNECT Prl 

!ADD CONNECTION! 
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WHEN 'ID USE IT 

Add lines when drawing symbols and border formats, 
and when drawing straight lines, that are not connect 
lines, on your schanatic and board drawings. 

Add arcs when drawing symbols arrl border formats, 
and when drawing arcs, that are not connect arcs, 
on your schanatic and board drawings. 

Add circles when drawing symbols arrl border formats. 

Add connect points when drawing symbols. 

On board and schanatic drawings, you do not add 
connect points because: 

1) they are added with the symbol when you add a 
symbol. 

2) the system adds than autanatically when you 
make a T point by endifXJ or startiJ"XJ one connect 
line on a segment of another line. 

3) the system adds than autanatically when you 
join the end points of t\\10 connect lines havifXJ 
different widths. 

Connect p:>ints should be placed on layer O, so 
they can be connected to elements on any layer. 
If you place a connect point on any layer other 
than O, you can only connect elements on that 
layer to it. 

use this to draw connect lines on schanatic and board 
drawings. 

BE CAREFUL!: On the graphics screen, connect lines 
look like ordinary straight lines, but the systan 
recognizes the difference. Do not use connect lines 
for other purposes, for exanple--in making your 
drawing format. 



I ADD SYMEOL [NAfliE] 
ADD SYMOOL [MENU] 
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V..1iEN 'ID USE IT 

You may place a symbol in your schematic or board 
drawing in two ways: 

1) Pick l_AD_O_S..._YM_IBO_L...,,.[NAME-. -.--]I, then use the keyboard 
to input the symbol .name. For example, 

- Pick I ADD SYMBOL [NAME] I 
- F'Lll1ction screen display 

• KEYOOARD 
- Pick lfi!Yl§IQIEI !ENTER! 

2) Pick !ADD SYVIEOL [MENU] I, then use the symbol 
menus to input the symbol name. For example, 

- Pick I ADD SYMBOL [MENU] I 
- Function screen display 

• SY?IIDL Mfil.10 
- Pick I DIODE I 

'Ihe symbol is the sar.e regardless of the method you 
choose. 

SYMOOL FILES 

When you input the Syml.X)l name, the system looks for 
a symbol file by that name in two places: 

1) the current project file 

2) the project file named SYSTflvt-LIBRARY 

If the symbol file is not in one of these tv.o places, 
the system will put an error message on the f Lll1ction 
screen. 

(Refer to the Symbol Libraries Section of this manual 
for further infonnation on symbol files.) 

I.OCATIOO Af..'1!) SIZE OF SYMOOLS 

'Ihe system places the symbol's reference point on your 
~- '!he reference point is the point that was at 0/0 

When the symbol was first drawn. On Telesis-prepared 
symbols, this is always the lowest left connect point 
of the symbol. 

When placed in your schematic or board drawing, the 
symbol is the same size in mils that it was in the 
ori.g_inal s_ymbol drawing. 



5.3. THE EDIT CCMMANDS 

The Carmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these commands. The table below tells you when to use them. 

CCl"1MAND WHEN 'ID USE IT 

jCOPY ELEMENT! To copy any element (except a symbol) in a drawing. 

!CHANGE IAYERI To reassign elements to new layers of a drawing. 

!CHANGE IAYERI To change the layer and width of entire lines and 
I AND wrum connect-lines in a l:oard drawing. 

!CHANGE SEGMENT\ To assign connect-line segments to other board 
IAYER layers. 

jcHANGE wiuml To change the width of entire lines and connect-lines 
in a drawing. 

jINSERT VERTEX! To insert vertices on lines and connect-lines in 
in a drawing. -

!DELETE ELEMENri To delete any element (except a symbol) from a drawing. 

!DELETE SEG1EN1'j To delete a segrnent of a line or connect line. 

!DELETE VERTEXj To delete a vertex of a line or connect line. 

!DELETE SYMBOLj To delete a symbol fran a l:oard or schematic drawing. 

jDEL NET sEcrrONI To delete a section of a net f ran a l:oard or 
schematic drawing. 

IMOVE ELEMENT! To rrove any element (except a symbol) in a drawing. 

IMOVE sEcrroNI To rrove a connect-line section in a l:oard drawing. 

jMOVE SEG1ENTI To rrove a segrnent of a line or connect line. 

!MOVE VERTEX! To rrove a vertex of a line or connect line. 

!MOVE SYMBOL! To rrove a symbol in a l:oard or schematic drawing. 

!SCALE SYMBOLj To reduce or enlarge the size of a symbol in a drawing. 

IROrATE SYMBOL! To rotate a symbol in a drawing. 
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6. ADDING TEXT 'ro YOOR DRAWING 

Symbol, schematic arrl board drawings all require text labels, 
such as reference designators, in addition to graphic elements. The 
sections of the manual on syml:x)l, schematic arrl board drawings define 
the labels the system requires. The current section explains the 
basics of crlding and editing labels. 

MULTI-LINE TEXT IN A DRAWING 

When using the ADD lUl'ES conmarrl, you may use the ·keyboard RE'IURN 
key to create multi-line entries. 

EXAMPLE: IAi55'1fniESI 
INPUT: ALL RESIS'roRS IRE'IURNI ARE 1 WA'rI' IRE'IURNI UNLESS SPECIFIED IENFE"RI 
RESULT: 

D.ALL RESISTORS 

ARE 1 WATT 
UNLESS SPECIFl.ED 

YOO MAY USE 'ffiE ISET LINE SPACING! CG1MAND 'ro SPECIFY THE DISTANCE (in mils) 
BE'.IWEEN LINES OF TEXT. 

CAUTIOO: 
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If ~ use the multi-line text capability with corrmands such 
as I~ REF DES , ur multi-line entries will apear as one 
line during BACK ANNOl'ATIONI. Therefore, it is advisable 
that you create multi-line entries with the !ADD NOI'ESI 
camnand only! 



6.1 TEXT PARAMEI'ERS 

You set text parameters in the sane way that you set other graphic 
paraneters, by usin;i paraneter carunams that affect all subsequent input. 

The Commaro Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these camnaros. The table below tells you when to use them. 

COMMAND 

I SE'T CHAR HTI 

I SE'T CHAR WIDI'H I 

ISE'T CHAR SPCI 

I SE'T CHAR SIANT I 

ISE'T LINE SPACING! 

ISEI' TXT LINE m;I 

I SE'T TXT PITT SIZE I 
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WHEN 'IO USE IT 

To specify the height in mils of text characters. 

To specify the width in mils of text characters. 

To specify the distance in mils between text characters. 

To specify the slant an:Jle of text characters. 
Ordinarily, you input vertical characters. However, 
your company drawing format may require slanted letters. 

To specify the distance in mils between multi-line text 
entries when you use the IADD NOI'ESj carmand. 

To specify the an:]le of lines of text. Ordinarily, you 
input horizontal lines of text. However, when you 
rotate a symbol (a resistor, for exanple) to a vertical 
orientation, this camnaro allows you to input a label 
with the sane orientation. 

'Ihe text point is your label's reference p::>int. It is 
a A displayed at the lower left of your text. You 
may make it smaller or larger deperoing on how visible 
you want it to be on the graphics screen. 



6.2 ADDING AND ATI'ACHING TEXT 

'Ihese are the canmands used for placirg text in your drawirg.* 

ADD DEVICE TYPE! 
ADD REF DESIGI 
ADD VALUE! 
ADD ~UI'ES 

ATI'CH DVICE TYPE! 
ATI'CH REF DESIGI 
ATI'CH VALUE I 
ATI'CH PIN NUMBER! 
ATI'CH PIN NAME L 
ATI'CH SIGNL NAME! 

THE DIFFERENCE BE"lWEEN ADDING TEXT AND AT!'ACHING TEXT 

• 'Ihe ADD camnams have this input sequence: 

!ADD REF DESIGI - keyboard input - I ENTER! (P..1 I ENTER! 

• The A'.I'I'CH camnands.have this input sequence: 

I A'ITCH REF DESIG I - keyboard input - I ENTER I (P (!. I ENTER I . '-"'1 2 

• Note that there is a second ~· in the A.TI'AO:I sequence. 

• This is vklat your input means: 

keyboard input -- defines the text of the label. 

~1 defines the location of the text p::>int. 

defines the elernent to which the label is to be 
attached. 

You use the ATI'A<li canmands when the system tNOuld not otherwise 
know what element you were labelling. For example, when you create 
a symbol drawirg, you use the !ADD REF DESIGI canmand because there is 
no doubt that you are labellirg the symbol itself. But, when you 
create a schematic drawing, you use the IA'.I'I'CH REF DESIGI canmand 
because the system tNOuld not otherwise know which symbol in the 
schematic you were labellirg. 

*!ASSIGN REF DESIGI is not included on this list because it is a 
special command with special requirements used only on board drawings. 
It is discussed fully in the Board Section of the manual. 
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WHEN 'ID USE THE ADD AND A'ITACH TEXT CCMMANDS 

'!he Carar.and Description Section of the Manual tells you how 
to use these caranands. The table below tells you when to use them. 

BE CAREFUL! : Before you add or attach labels, be sure that you 
have set the active layer to the proper layer number (refer to the 
layer stanclards in Table GRP.PHICS-I) • 

CCM1AND WHEN 'ID USE IT 

!ADD REF DESIGI To place a reference designator label on a symbol 
drawing. 

IATI'CH REF DESIGJ To place a reference designator label on a symbol 
a board or schematic drawing. 

in 

BE CAREFUL not to use the lATI'CH REF DESIGI camnand on 
a board drawing when the I ASSIGN REF DES.I camnand is 
appropriate. (See PCB Section of the.manual.) 

IADD DEVICE TYPE! To place a device type label on a symbol drawing. 

I ATI'CH DVICE TYPE I To place a device type label on a symbol in a board or 
schematic drawing. 

IADD VALUE! To place a value label on a symbol drawing. 

I A'ITCH VP.LUE I To place a value label on a symbol in a board or 
schematic drawing. 

!ADD NCTESI To place notes in a drawing. 

I ATI'CH PIN k1.JMBER I 1'0 place a number label on a pin in a drawing. 

IATI'CH PIN NAME! To place a name label on a pin in a drawing. 

IA'ITCH SIGNL NAME! To place a nane label on a signal net in a board or 
schematic drawing. 
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6. 3. EDITING TEXT IN YOUR DRAWING 

You edit text in much the same way that you edit graphic elements. 

'lhe Ccrnmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
the camnands for editing text in a drawing. The table below tells you when 
to use them.* 

I UPDATE TEXT I 

IMOVE TEXT! 

!DELETE TEXTI 

WHEN 'ID USE IT 

Use this to change text that was placed in your drawing 
with the ADD or ATI'AOi camnands. 

This camnand changes the text only. The type of label 
remains the same. For example, you cannot use this 
camnand to change a reference designator label to a 
device type label. 

When you use !UPDATE TEXT!, tl)e old text will be 
replaced by the new text that you input. 

BE CAREFUL! lb not use I UPDATE TEXT! to change text 
that was placed on a board drawing with the 
!ASSIGN REF DESI or !CHANGE REF DESI camnands. 

Use this to move text fran one location in a drawing 
to another, just as you use the !MOVE ELEMENT! camnand. 

qsually you move text to make your drawing neater, or 
to conform to a standarrl. 

BE CAREFUL! Moving text does not alter its relationship 
to the element it labelled. For example, do not rove 
a reference designator fran one symbol to another. If 
you do, the system will still regard it as the label 
for the first symbol regardless of what the graphics 
screen shows. 

Use this camnand to delete text that was placed in a 
drawing with the ADD or ATI'AOi camnands. 

BE CAREFUL! lb not use the IDFLETE TEXT! camnand to 
delete text that was placed on a board drawing with 
the !ASSIGN REF DESI or !CHANGE REF DESI camnands. 

* '!he !CHANGE REF DESI and !OF.ASSIGN REF DESI canma00s are discussed in the 
PCB Section of the manual. 
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7. AIDS IN THE GRAPHIC PROCESS 

There are four qroups of canrnands whose function is to aid you 
as you add and edit the elements and text in your drawirJ3: 

1. CCMMANDS THAT ALTER YOOR VIEW OF A DRAWING 

ZCXl-1 RATIOj 
WINIXMl 
DRAWING! 
CENI'ERI 

2. Ca-1MANDS THAT PROVIDE YOU WITH INFORMATION 

!LIST ELEMENT! 
STATUSj 

3. CD1MANDS THAT LET YOO SET OR RELEASE A PARAMETER FDR ONE © ONLY 

HORIZONI'ALl 
VERI'ICALI 
RELF.ASE GRIP I 
RELEASE LINEL j 

4. CU'1MANDS THAT HELP YOO PICK PRECISELY THE ELEMENT YOO WANr 

FIND LIN/CLIN 
FIND ARCj 
FIND TPOINI' 
FIND CPOINT 
FIND SYMBOL 
CLEAR FINDS 
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7.1 COMMANDS THAT ALTER YOUR VIEW OF A DRAWING 

'Ihese canmands are found on the ADD/EDIT, TEXT, and other 
appropriate menus. Most of them are in the top rON for convenience 
because you will use them frequently. 

'Ihe Canmand Description Section of the manual tells you hON 
to use these o:::mmands. The table belON tells you when to use them. 

I Zca-1 RATIO I 

I DRAWING I 

jCENI'ERI 
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WHEN 'ro USE IT 

To zocm into a small part of your drawing, or to 
zoan out. 

Use this, or IWINOO.\TI, when you need to see small 
details on a part of your drawinq, for exanple-:-
when you are using the !ADD CONNECTION! canmand. I 
You should reset the grid size of your drawinq 
whenever you zoan in or out. 

'!his is a short-cut way of zoanirg into a Small part 
of your drawing. 

This is a short-cut way of zoanirg all the way out 
to view your entire drawirg. 

Use this corrmand to move the center of your drawirg 
laterally on the graphics screen. 

Usually, you use this when you are zoaned in, arrl 
want to see an area of the drawing crljacent to the 
area currently sh<:Mn on the screen. 



7.2 COMMANDS THAT PROVIDE YOU WITH INFORMATION 

'As you create a drawing, you frequently need information that is 
not shown on the graphics screen, such as: 

Current parameter settings 
Active layer 

• Which layers have been blanked 
Coordinate point values of an element 
Layer nLnllber of an element 

You use the !STATUS! and !LIST ELEMENT! caranands to display this 
kind of information on the function screen. 

The I STATUS I camnand is found in the top row of most menus. The 
!LIST ELEMENTj camnand is found on the PARAMETER MENUS and on other 
appropriate menus. 

'lhe Ccrranand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these camnands. The table below tells you when to use them. 

COOMAND WHEN 'ID USE IT 

I STA'IUSI When you pick !STATUS!, the function screen displays 
a list of the current parameter settings, whether you 
set them yourself or are using default parameters. 
It also displays the name of your current drawing 
and project file. 

I LIST ELEMENT I Pick !LIST ELEMENT! when you need information about 
an element in your drawing. For example--the layer 
of the element and the coordinate point values of its 
location. 
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When LIST ELEMENT is selected, the following information about the 
specified element is listed on the screen : 

Type of element 

Layer that the element is located on 

The X and Y coordinates of the element 

Net numbers attached to element ( if applicable ) 

ID Label of the element 

The angle the element is rotated ( if any ) • 

ID Labels are assigned to text labels within an element to specify the 
type of text label that they represent. ID Labels and their 
corresponding text label are listed below. 

TEXT LABEL ID LABEL 

SIGNAL NAME 1 

REF DESIGNATOR 2 

PIN NUMBER 4 

DEVICE TYPE 5 

PIN NAME 14 

PIN USE CODE 15 

VALUE 18 

FUNCTION TYPE 22 
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The following examples illustrate the information listed on the screen 
when LIST ELEMENT is selected. 

Element Type - Symbol 

Symbol Name DIP14 
Location 3200 5400 
Symbol Scale 1.00 

Text Points 

Label 

4 
5 
2 

Value 

p 
7 400 
Z** 

Element Type - Arc 

Center 3100 3800 
Radius 400 

Rev 
Rotate Angle 0 

Layer 1 
Width 0 

Short Angle 0.000 
End Angle 0.000 

Width Justification Center 
Dashpattern 1 
Tag 1 
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7. 3 CG1MANDS THAT LET YOU SET OR RELEASE A PARAMETER FOR OOE @ ONLY 

'When you set a parameter on the PARAMETER MENU, it renains at that 
settirg throughout all subsequent canmands until you reset it. 

The I HORIZONTAL I , I VERl'ICAL I , I RELEASE GRID I , and I RELEASE LINEL I 
camnands allow you to set or release a parameter for one pick only. 
These canmands are found on the KEYPAD. 

The canmana Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these canmands. The table below tells you when to use them. 

COMMAND WHEN 'IO USE IT 

I HORIZONTAL I use this when you have not set the !LINE I.OCK 90/0NI 
parameter, but want to be sure that one segment of your 
line is placed horizontally. 

I VERl'ICAL I Use this when you have not set the !LINE I.OCK 90/0NI 
parameter, but want to be sure that one segment of 
your line is placed vertically. 

Ordinarily, your tablet@. s are sna !RELEASE GRID! to the 
nearest grid r:oint. use 1.RELEASE GRID! when you want 
to ® one r:oint that is not on a grid r:oint. 

I RELEASE LINEL I RELEASE LINE I.OCK: Use this to override the line 
lock parameter for one segment of a line. 
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7.4 Ca.1MANDS THAT HELP YOU PICK PRECISELY THE ELEMENT YOU WANT 

Wien you pick camnands (like IADD CONNECTION! or IDELEI'E ELEMENT!) 
that require the system to firrl an element in your drawing, the system 
searches for the element in a trap area around your tablet or keypad P. 
(See Parameter Section for more information on the trap.) 

en a detailed drawing, there will frequently be nore than one 
element within the trap area. The FIND camnands allow you to specify the 
type of element you ~ant the system to f irrl in the trap area. 

These camnands are located on the KEYPAD. 

You may use more than one FIND camnand at a t:iJne (up to 4). For 
example, if.you wanted to delete both connect lines and symbols (but 
nothing else) , you ....ould pick: 

I DELETE ELEMENT! I KEYPAD I I FIND LIN/CLINI I FIND SYMBOL I rp (P°' •••• I ENI'ERI 

The FIND canmands remain in force until you errl the original camnaoo 
with I ENTER I , or until you use the I CLEAR FINDS I camnand. 

The Canmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
these commands. The table below tells you when to use then. 

These commands are only used after picking a canmand (like 
l"Q"ELETE' ELEMENT\) that require the system to firrl an element. 

CTM-1AND WHEN 'IO USE IT 

jFIND LIN/CLINI 'lb instruct the system to f irrl only lines or connect 
lines. 

I FIND ARCI 'lb instruct the system to f irrl only arcs. 
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I FIND TPOINT I 

I FIND CPOINTI 

I FIND SYMOOL I 
I CLEAR FINDS I 
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TO instruc~ the system to find only text points. 

TO instruct the system to find only connect points. 

TO instruct the system to find only symbols. 

use this to retract all FIND camnands in force. 
After pickirg I CLEAR FINDS! , you may pick new FIND 
camnands, for example: 

I DEIEl'E ELEMENT I J FIND CLINE[ ~; (~,' . p I CLEAR FINDS I 
I FIND SYMOOLI (_P: \~)(~) 1ENTERI . 



8. CIDSING A DRAWING FILE 

WHEN 'ID CLOSE A DRAWING FILE 

Close a drawing file when: 

1. You have canpleted the drawing. 

2. You have finished a v.vrk session on the drawing. 

3. You have ccrnpleted a significant part of a drawing 
and want to be sure it is saved intact. 

4. You want to leave the drawing to ~rk on sane thing 
else, for example--a text file, or file management .. 

or 5. You want to delete the active drawing. 

COMMANDS USED 'ID CIDSE A DRAWING 

'Ihere are three canmands used for closing a drawing file: 

I SP.VE D~J SAME RVI 

I SAVE DI'1'1 't-JE.W REV! 

!CANCEL ACIV DRWI 

These are located on the TASK MENU of each drawing menu set. You get 
to the TASK ~ENU, by picking l[X)NEI on any one of the menus in the 
menu set. 
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'lbe Cari:mand Description Section of the manual tells you how to 
use these canrnands. The table below tells you when to use then. 

------ ---------·-------------------------------. 
COMMA1'-1TI 

!SAVE Dlm1 SAME RVI 
SAVE. DRW NEW RVj 
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WHEN 'IO USE IT 

IF YOU OPENED V.."'ITH THE I OLD DRP-..WING I CClwlMAND: 

If you opened an existing drawing file, you either 
named the revision you wanted, or (by default) 
opened the rrost recently used revision of the 
drawing. 

In either case, the system placed a copy of this 
revision on the graphics screen. Your additions and 
edits were nade on this copy. The system also 
retained the original of this revision. The original 
was unaltered by your wurk on the copy. 

iJhen you close your drawing, you have two choices: 

1) You may save both the copy with your new work on it, 
and the unaltered original, by using 
!SAVE DFW ~EV\ REV! followed by a new revision label. 

r.x:> this when you believe you might want to refer to 
the original version again. 

2) You may save the copy with your new work on it, and 
delete the original by using I SAVE DRW SAME RVI • 
In this case, the copy replaces the original and 
uses the same revision label. 

Ib this when you are sure that you have no further 
use for the original version. 

IF YOU OPENED WITH THE I NE'W DRAWING I COMMAND: 

Use I SAME DFW SA"ffi RVI to close the drawing under the 
name and revision label you specified when you opened 
it. 

Use !SAME DRW NEVI RVI to close it if, for sane reason, 
you want to change the revision label you specified 
when you opened it. 



COOMAND WHEN 'ID USE IT 

I CANCEL ACTV D~I use this if you decide not to save any of the work 
you've done since you opened the drawing. 

IF YOU OPENED WITH THE jOLD DRAWING! CCMvlAND: 

jCANCEL ACIV D~\ does not delete the file you opened, 
only the copy on which you were working. 

IF YOU OPENED WITH THE !NEW DRAWINGj CCMMAND: 

\CANCEL ACTV DIM\ deletes the drawing file altogether. 
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CREATING A~D EDITING TEXT FILES 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

2. THE KtYBOARD AND GRAPHICS SCREEN 

3. OPENING A TEXT FILE 

4. INPUTTING TEXT 

5. MOVING THE CURSOR 

6. EDITING TEXT 

7. CLOSING A TfXT FILf 
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l. GENERAL INFORMATION 

When you use the Telesis system to design a printed circuit board, 
you must create sane text files in addition to the graphics for your 
syrnrols, schematic and board. For example, when you create a library of 
canp:>nent syrnrols, you will input pin description text files (specifying 
pad sizes aoo layers) as well as syrnrol graphics. You use the text file 
keyboard to create these files. 

In addition to the text files you input, the system itself writes 
text files when you pick certain canrnaoos. For example, when you pick 
I CREATE BOMI, the system uses infonnation in the net data base to create 
a text file called BOM-REPORI' containing a bill of materials. 

File management for text files is the same as it is for drawing 
files. Each text file is part of a larger project file. Text files may 
be copied, deleted, or stored on disks or tape. (See File Management and 
Archives Section of the manual.) Text files may also be printed. (See 
Printer Section of the manual.) You can display a listing of the text 
files in any project file by using the INDEX canrnaoos. 

The requirements for the text files you must input, and the contents 
of the text files created by the system, are discussed in the sections of 
the manual covering syrnrol libraries, schematic aoo board drawings, aoo 
artYA:>rk. This section instructs you in the basic skills needed to use the 
text file key[:x)ard. 
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2. THE KEYOOARD AND GRAPHICS SCREEN 

With text files as with drawings, you use the function screen to 
input information, and the graphics screen to view it. 

GETI'ING 'ID THE TEXT FILE KEYBOARD 

After you open a project file, the MENU OF M.ENUS is displayed. To 
get to the text file keyl:x:>ard: 

- Pick !TEXT FILES! 
- Function screen display 

e TEXT FILE TASK MENU 
- Pick !CREATE/EDIT TEXT! 
- Function screen display 

e TEXT FILE KEYOOARD 
Graphics screen display 

e TEXT FILE FORMAT 

THE GRAPHICS SCREEN FOP.MAT 

When you first get to the text file keyl:x:>ard, the format on the 
graphics screen looks like this: 

------------
---------------~--~----~----i-·QJRSOR 

CMND: l=I"'" 
FILE STATUS: CLOSED REV: 
ECHO: 

+++++I 11III111++1III11I11I11111111II11111III1++11I11 I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I l++++++I I I I I l++++++++++I I I I I I I I++++++++++ 

·--------------------- - - - --- - . - - . 
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The HE.ADER AREA is used for opening and closing files, and always remains 
displayed at the top of the screen. 

The TEXT AREA is where your text input is displayed. 

THE KEYBOARD 

I I I I I I I 
---i 

EXIT CANCEL 

i 
' I 

1:L J 
iGo I I I 1 NEW I IEDIT CLS 
,TO ! i 
iHEAO ! I IFtLE Fl LE FILE 
I ! 

I ! i ~ I s % A 
& * ( ) - DEL 

I I 

I 6 8 9 0 
CHAR 1 z 3 It 5 7 -

I 

+ RUB 

Q w E R T y u I 0 p OUT f . 
I 

: " RET ' I URN .. ... 4_ .... 
A 

I 
s D F G H J K L 

; ' 

i CAP ( > 7 CANC • 
LOCK. z x c v B H II SHFT EXCT I 

CHO I 
l I . I 

. 

!'"" I 

SHFT REP REP 
LOCK LACE LOCK 

L l 

'ID LEAVE THE TEXT FILE KEYBOARD 

Use the !EXIT! or !CANCEL! ccmnand in the top row of the keyboard 
to flip back to the TEXT FILE TASK MENU. These camiands are described 
in the table below. 
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------------------------ --·- ---·-·-------
DESCRIPI'ION 

Use this ccmmand to flip back to the TEXT FILE 
TASK MENU. If you have an open text file, the 
system closes it when you use this command. 

I EXIT I must be followed by the I EXCI' I · cormnand: 
EXIT ·1 EXCfl --- --

r<=AN-cELI Use this command to flip back to the TEXT FILE 
TASK MENU. 

BE CAREFUL! : Do not use I CANCEL I when you have 
an open text file. 

, ____ __..._ ____ -- - - - -·-. - ... --- --- - -- - - - -·- - - --- ---------

CCM1ANDS USED 'IO INPUT OR CANCEL orHER CCM-1.ANDS 

DESCFIPTI0.7 
1------~--------

IEXCTI 

ICANC 0101 

EXECUTE: This ccmnand is similar to the rooral 
camnand on the drawing menus. It indicates that 
you have finished your input. For example, to 
open a new text file named DIODE.PIN, your input 
-would be: 

CANCEL CCM1AND: This carmand is similar to the 
!~~CF.LI ccmnand on the drawing menus. It 
cancels the last input canmand (if you have not 
yet picked IEXCI'!). 

, _____ ..._ __________ ·----·- - ---·------- ·--·---- - - -----·-------
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3. OPENING A TEXT FILE 

'lbese are the canmands used to open a text file: 

INE.W FILEI - to create a new file 

IEDIT FILEI - to open an existing file 

After you pick I NE.W FILE I or I EDIT FILE I , you input the name of 
the file using the keyboard. Each time you input a character, the letter 
is displayed at the cursor location on the graphics screen, and the 
cursor noves one space to the right. 

DESCRIPTICN 

INEW FILEI PURPOSE: TO create and nane a new text file. 

INPur smUENCE: INE.W FILEI - keyboard input - IEXCTI 
PARAMETERS: 

• KEYBOARD INPUT defines the text file name and 
revision label. 

• Revision label is optional. If you do not input 
one, the system will assign revision label: 1. 

• Text file names may be up to 18 alphanumeric 
characters. Do not use blank spaces in the name. 

• Revision label may be up to 4 alphanumeric 
characters. Do not use blank spaces in the label. 

• Revision label follows the name, and must be 
preceded by a blank space. 

BE CAREFUL!: When you name a new text file, DO NO!' 
USE any non-alpha characters that do not appear on 
the graphics keyboard. Otherwise, you may create 
a file that you cannot refer to using the graphics 
kt-yboard. 
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------,--- -- --- --- --- -- -----------·----- -

DESCRIP'I'ION 
1------1------~----

!EDIT FILEI PURPOSE: To open an existing text file. 

INPur SEYJUENCE: IEDfTFILEI - keyboard input - I E'xcil 

PARAMETERS: 
• KEYOOARD INPUI' defines the text file name and 

revision label. It must be the exact file name. 
• You are not required .to input the revision label. 

If you do not, the system displays the rrost 
recently used revision. 

OOl'E': The system displays the text file on the 
graphics screen. . 
You may crld to it and edit it~ 
You may use the !EDIT FILE! coomand to display 
a system-created text file in the same way that 
you use it to display one created by you. But 
keep in mind that if you edit a system-created 
file, you do not change the net data base on 
which the text file was based. 

·-------- ----------- --- --- -·--·- ·---- ·---------------------

DOORMATION IN THE HEADER AREA 

As you input a text file name, it is displayed on the "CMND:" line 
of the header format. Go slow!Y when inputting characters in the header 
area, and check the name displayed to see if it is correct. 

When you pick ·I EXCI'I , there is an interval of several seconds. After 
this, the name and revision label of your file are displayed on the 
"FILE STATUS:" line. At the same time, the system moves the cursor fran the 
header to the upper left corner of the text area. 

If the system cannot open your file for sane reason, an error message 
is displayed on the "ECHO:" line. For example, the system will display: 
"FILE Nor roJND", if you pick !EDIT FILEI followed by the name of a text 
file not in the current project file. 
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If the system will not open your file, check to see that you have used 
the correct file name. You can check the names of the text files in the 
current project file by picking l"EX'ITI l"EXCTI to flip to the TEXT FILES TASK 
MENU, and then picking the I CURRENT INDEX I carmand. 

If you make a mistake while inputting a file name· (before you pick I EXCTI) , 
you may use the editing carmands described below to correct it. You may also 
use the i SHIT I I SHFT I.OCK I and I CAP I.OCK I carmands in the header area. (Sane 
keyboard comnands may only be used in the text area - see below.) 
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4. INPUTI'ING TEXT 

You use the keyboanl to input characters in the same.way that you 
would use a typewriter or wonl processor: there are keyboanl boxes for 
characters, spaces, shift arrl return. 

KEYOOARD BOXES DESCRIPI'ION 

characters The characters available to you are the ones shown on 
the keyboanl. They are displayed on the ~ics 
screen in upper case unless you use the ISHFTI, 
I SHFT LOCK I , or I CAP UXJ< I boxes. --

I CAP UXJ<I CAPITAL LOCK: Use this to switch fran lower case to 
upper case and vice versa. It affects letters only. 

I SHFT UXJ< I SHIFT LOCK: This is the same as I CAP UXJ< I except 
that it affects the numeral/symbol keys as· well as • 
letters. 

lsHFTI SHIFT: This is the same as ISHFT UXJ<j excnt that 
it is for one character only. 

!RETURN! Use this to end a line, and to move the cursor to the 
leftmost p:>sition of the line below. The symbol Cr 
will be displayed at the errl of the upper line. 

space bar 

IRETURNI cannot be used in the header. 

This is the lax:ge, empty box in the bottan row of the 
keyboanl. Use it to input blank spaces. 

'llle cursor moves to the right as you input characters or spaces. 
If it reaches the right extreme of the graphics screen, it autanatically rnoves 
down to the next· line even if you do not use IRETURNJ. 

When the cursor reaches the lower extreme of the graphics screen, you 
may use IRETURNI arrl continue to input lines of text. ~ you input a new 
line, the system moves the display of your text file up one line. Your new 
line will be visible at the bottan of the text area, but your top line will no 
longer be visible. (Use the l~I box - described below - to return the top 
line to the screen. -
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5. MOVING THE CURSOR 

Before you can edit text, you must rrove the cursor to the character 
you want to edit. 

You may also rrove the cursor f ran the text area to the header and 
vice versa. 

Use these keyboard boxes to move the cursor: 

KEYOOARD OOXES 
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DESCRIPI'ICN 

This rroves the cursor one character to the right. 

This rroves the cursor one character to the left. 

This rroves the cursor one character up. 

!Tl cannot be used in the header. 

This rroves the cursor down one character. 

III cannot be used in the hecrler. 

Use this followed by 1->I or j<-1 torrove the cursor to 
the extreme right or left of a line. 

Use this followed by IT! or !Tl to rrove the cursor to 
the upper or lower extrane of the file. If the u~r or 
lower extreme is not visible, picking these will 
display it. 

This cannot be used in the hecrler. 



·---------------------------- --- ------- -----

KEYBOARD BOXES DESCRIPTION ·---------.---------- - ---- ---

I GO 'ID HF.AD I Use this canmand to nove the cursor to the header area 
fran the text area. The cursor will nove to the right 
of the last input character on the "CMND:" line. 

Ordinarily, you pick !GO 'ID HEAD! only when you want to 
close your file. 

1----------- ----------- - --- -·- ------
!GO 'ID TEXT! Use this ccmmand to nove the cursor to the text area 

fran the header area. The cursor will nove to the 
right of the last input character in the text area. 

Ordinarily, you pick !GO 'ID TEXT! only when you have 
picked I GO 'ID HF.AD I , and have changed your mind_ about 
closing the file. (When you open a file, the 
!GO 'ID TEXT! ccmnand is not needed because the system 
autanatically noves the cursor fran the header to the 
text area.) 

---------- -- ---- - - - - - - ·- -
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6. EDITING TEXT 

To correct errors or insert text, rove the cursor to the p::>sition you 
want to edit. The cursor can only be rroved over characters, blank spaces, 
or Cr's already input. It cannot.be rroved into areas of the graphics screen 
where no text has been input. 

'ID INSERT TEXT 

Position the cursor one character to the right of the p::>int where you 
want to insert text. Then, type in text as usual. The character under the 
cursor and the characters to the right will all be shifted to the right to 
accannodate your insertion. 

'ID CHANGE EXISTING TEXT 

Use these keyboard boxes to change existing text: 

KEYBOARD BOXES DESCRIPI'ION 

JOEL CHARI To delete the character, space, or Cr under the cursor. 

JRilOOurJ To delete the character, space,• or Cr to the left of 
the cursor. 

JREPLACEJ To replace the character under the cursor with a new 
one. 

JPEP LOCKJ 
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EXAMPLE: - Pick !REPLACE! l"EJ 

Before: H E L IKIO(cursor) 
After: H E L L- 01/ 

JREPLACEI cannot be used in the header. 

REPLACE LOCK: To replace a series of characters with 
new ones. 

Pick JREPLACEI to undo the !REP IOCKJ setting. 

JREP LOCKJ cannot be used in the header. 



7. CLOSING A TEXT FILE 

Vllen you have finished v.orkinJ on a text file, you may close it in 
one of 3 ways: 

1. I EXIT I [EXCT] 

1. By pickinJ I EXIT EXCT 
2. By pickinJ · CLS FILE EXCT I 
3. By usinJ the lcLS FILE ccmmand followed by the 

name of the file. 

WITH NEW TEXT FILES: If you opened your file with the jNEW FILEj ccmmand, 
pickinJ I EXIT! IEX'CTI will close the file with the 
name am revision label you specified when you opened · 
it. 

WIW OLD TEXT FILES: If you opened your file with the jEDIT FILEj ccmmand, 
pickinJ !EXIT! IEXcrj will close the file with the 
name aoo revision label you specified when you opened 
it. The original version of the text file with this 
name aoo revision label will be deleted. 

2. I CLS FILE! IEX'CTI 

BE CAREFUL!: If you made ch~es to a text file, 
and you want to keep both the chanJed version aoo the 
original version, you must use the jCLS FILE! canmand 
followed by a file name. 

PickinJ jCLS FILE! jEXCTI has the same effect as jEXITI .IEXcrj. 

3. !CLS FILE! FOrnED BY A FILE NAME 

If you want to save both the original version of the text file you opened 
and the version that you have chanJed, you must ch~e the name arx:l/or revision 
label of the file when closinJ it. 

'lb do this, you pick jGO TO HEAD! ICLS FILE! (the cursor will rrove to the 
right of the old file name) , then input a name and/or revision label different 
fran the old one. 
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EXAMPLE: If you opened the text file DIODE.PIN revision 1, and 
you wish to save both the original version and the one . 
now displayed on the graphics screen, pick: 

You will nCM have these tv.o text files in your current 
project file: DICDE.PIN revision 1 

DIODE.PIN revision 2 

If you wish to change only the revision label, you may use the 
1<-1 arrl 1->I canmands instead of repeating the file name. 

EXAMPLE: If you opened a file named DIODE.PIN revision 1, arrl 
want to close the file as DIODE.PIN revision 2: 

- Pick !GO TO HEAD! 

h . d' 1 /(cursor) - Grap ics screen isp ay 
e Cr-ND: DIODE.PIN 1-1 

FILE STA'IUS: DIODE.PIN REV: 1 
ECHO: 

- Pick l<-l l<-l l<-l l<-l l<-11<-l l<-l l<-l l<-I 
h . d' 1 (cursor) - Grap ics scr~~-l:S..P. ay / 

• CMND: I DI !ODE.PIN 
FILE STATUS: DICDE.PIN REV: 1 
ECHO: 

- Pick I CLS FILE! I-> 11-> 11-> 11-> 11-> 11-> 11-> 11-> 11-> 11] I 21 I EXCTI 

G h . a· 1 icursor) - rap ics screen isp ay r/' 
• Cr-ND: DICDE.PIN 21-1 

FILE STA'IUS: CLOSED REV: 
ECHO: 
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1. THE TELESIS KEYOOARD TEXT EDI'IOR 

GENERAL INroRMATICN 

The Telesis Keyboard E'.ditor allC7tils you to create and edit text files 
with the DIGITAL '11'101* video terminal. '!his in an optional input and 
output device that carmunicates with the Telesis system. You may use the 
'11'101 keyboard to input text file entries and to display and edit files 
previously created with the Telesis function screen editor. 

'lhe Telesis Keyboard E'.ditor is an ideal tool that can increase your 
speed when working with long text files. A variety of ccmnands allow you to 
instantly transfer, change or delete any line or section of your file. You 
may also instantly flip fran a character editing rrcde to a line editing 
rrcde. 

This section of the manual explains how to use the Telesis Keyboard 
F.ditor when creating or editing text files. 

CREATH~ TEXT FILES WI'IH 'mE TELESIS KEYOOARD EDI'IOR 

If you are creating a text file with the Telesis Keyboard F.ditor, you 
must enter a design project on the Telesis system where the file is to 
exist. If you wish to edit an existing file, simply enter the design 
project to locate the file. 

The Telesis Keyboard F.ditor allC7tils you to save your new or edited file 
in your particular design project. You may recall the file at a later time 
on the '11'101 terminal, or you may view and edit the file on the Telesis 
graphics screen with the function screen editor. 

The following section will show you how to edit an existing file with 
Telesis Keyboard F.ditor. 

DIGITAL and '11'101 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipnent Corporation. 
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2. STARI'ING Ya.JR EDITH~ SESSION 

After entering a design project to create a text file, or to locate a 
file you wish to edit, you may use the following steps to display the new 
or existing file on the vr101 terminal. 

FRClt1 THE TELESIS SYSTEM 

STEP 1 Pick !KEY EDIT TEXT! 

'!he message line on the function screen,issues the pranpt: 

TYPE IN "HEL KEYEDIT/TEXT" AT 'IliE TERMINAL 

FRClt1 THE TELESIS KEYOOARD EDI'lOR 

STEP 2 From the Telesis Keyboard Editor, input the identical line that 
was displayed on the function screen: 

Video display--> 
>HEL KEYEDIT/TEXT 

'lbe video terminal displays the following message: 

HEL KEYEDIT/TEXT 
"enter nane of text file to be edited:" 

STEP 3 Input the text file name. 

EXAMPLE: 

HEL KEYEDIT/TEXT 
"enter name of text file to be edited:" LAYERSTD 
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STEP 4 'Ihe video terminal displays the following information: 

HEL KEYEDIT/TEXT 
"enter name of text file to be edited:" IAYERSTD 
"you will be editing an existing text file naned LAYERSTD rev 3" 
"enter RE'IURN to continue:" 

When you input the file name LAYERS'ID, the system locates the latest 
version of the file. In this example, rev 3 was the latest version. 

If you do not wish to edit the latest version of the file, you must 
input the file name with the revision label. 

EXAMPLE: LAYERSTD 2 

If the file name that you input does not exist in the current index, 
the system will respond with: 

TEXT FILE (NAME OF THE FILE) OOES NOl' EXIST. 
00 YOO WANT 'ID CREATE THIS FILE (Y OR N) : 

If you respond with a "Y" the systan will create a new file in the 
current index. 

If you respond with a "N" the systan will not create a new file and 
will respond with: 

00 YOO WANT 'ID EDIT ANOmER FILE (Y OR N) : 
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STEP 5 IREIURNI 

Depress the IREIURNI key on the keyboard to display the top lines of the 
IAYERSTD file. 

HEL KEYEDIT/TEXT 
"enter name of text file to be edited:" LAYERS'ID 
"you will be editing an existing text file naned IAYERSTD rev 3" 
"enter RE'IURN to continue:" 

IAYERSTD 3 

(LAYERSTD) 
(TELESIS STANDARD LIBRARY) 
(PHYSICAL LAYER OM?CNENT SIDE) 
DB.LAYER 1 CCMPCNENT-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL LAYER SOIDER SIDE) 
DB.LAYER 2 SOLDER-SIDE 

The file is displayed on the video terminal in the "character-edit" 
mode. 'Ihe following section describes character editing with the VTlOl 
keyboard and keypa::l. 
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3. THE CHARACTER EDITH.xi DISPLAY 

Olaracter mode editing allows you to view, change, delete and add 
text to your file. In this mode, you may use the .keyboard and keypad 
functions to create and edit text. You have the capability to position 
the cursor anywhere in the file during editing. 

EXAMPLE: OiARACTER EDIT l'-fJDE 

LAYERSI'D 3 

( LAYERS'ID) 
(TELESIS STANDARD LIBRARY) 
(PHYSICAL LAYER COMPCNENT SIDE) 
DBLAYER 1 CGtPCNENT-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL LAYER SOIDER SIDE) 
DBLAYER 2 OOLDER-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL LAYER INTERNAL SIGNAL) 
DBLAYER 3 INI'ERNAL-SIGNAL 
(PHYSICAL LAYER INTERNAL SIGNAL) 

In the exanple, the beginning lines of the file are displayed over the 
entire area of the screen. Because the file is longer than the video 
display area, you may move the cursor da.vn to scroll the file up. The 
remaining lines of the file begin to move up to the display area, while the 
top lines scroll up and out of view. 
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4. POSITIOOIN3 'll:IE OJRSOR DURIN3 OiARACTER EDITIN3 

During character editing, use the arrow keys to position the cursor to 
the line you wish to edit. The arrow keys are located at the top of the 
keyboard. 

ARRCM KEYS 

Cursor Cursor Cursor 
Up I:bwn Left 

Cursor 
Right 

Cursor Up - r-t:>ves the cursor up one line. If the line contains 
no characters, the cursor will be positioned at 
the start of the line. 

Cursor Down - Moves the cursor down one line. If the line 
contains no characters, the cursor will be posi
tioned at the start of the line. 

Cursor Left - Moves the cursor to the left. When the cursor 
is moved beyond the left margin, it will back-up 
to the last character on the previous line. 

Cursor Right - f.k>ves the cursor to the right. If there are no 
additional characters on that line, the cursor will 
advance to the first character on the next line. 

The following keys will m::>ve the cursor to a new position on a line: 

BACKSPACE - Positions the cursor to the beginning of the current 

DELETE 

line regardless of its position on the line. The cursor 
stays in the left margin and backs-up one line each time you 
depress BACKSPACE. 

- Deletes the character to the left of the cursor and 
repositions the cursor one space to the left. 

LINE FEED - Deletes the characters to the left of the cursor to the 
beginning of a word. 'llle character positioned at the cursor 
is not deleted. 
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After noving the cursor to the position on your file where you wish to 
edit, you may use the standard keyboard characters to input or upjate lines 
of text. 

However, you may need to open up areas of your file to insert text 
between existing lines. Use the arrow keys to p::>sition the cursor to the 
line below the position of the insertion. When you depress the RETURN key, 
a new {blank) line will open up. '!he top lines scroll up, with lines 
positioned at the cursor scrolling down. 

EXAMPLE: Using the RE'IDRN key to open lines within a file. 

Flashing 
Cursor 
----> 

IAYERSTD 3 

{IAYERSTD) 
(TELESIS srANOARD LIBRARY) 
{PHYSICAL I.AYER CCMPOOENT SIDE) 

l:IDBLAYER 1 CCl-1PCNENT-SIDE 
{PHYSICAL LAYER SOIDER SIDE) 
DBI.AYER 2 SOIDER-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL LAYER INI'ERNAL SIGNAL) 
DBI.AYER 3 INI'ERNAirSIGNAL 
{PHYSICAL LAYER INI'ERNAL SIGNAL) 

Depress the RE'IURN key (two times). 

RESULT: Two blank lines are opened on the file. 

Flashing 
Cursor 
---> 
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IAYERSTD 3 

{I.AYERSI'D) 
{TELESIS srANDARD LIBRARY) 
{PHYSICAL I.AYER mtPOOENT SIDE) 

DBI.AYER 1 C'Ct-tPCNENT-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL I.AYER OOIDER SIDE) 
DBI.AYER 2 SOIDER-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL I.AYER INTERNAL SIGNAL) 

DBI.AYER 3 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
(PHYSICAL IAYER INTERNAL SIGNAL) 





5. KEYPAD EDITIN:; IN 'IEE CHARACTER EDIT MODE 

The keypad is located to the right of the keyboard. You may use the 
keypad functions to increase your editing speed when working on a file. 

The keypad can assist you in the following ways: 

* Moves the cursor to the top or bottan of the file. 

* Deletes entire lines, single words and characters. 

* Undeletes lines, characters and words on the file. 

* Opens up lines within the file. 

* Allows you to "cut and paste" sections of 'the file. 

* Allows you to specify the direction of cursor novement with the 
keypad functions. 

KEYPAD 

PFl PF2 PF3 PF4 

7 8 9 -

4 5 6 , 

1 2 3 
ENTER 

0 . 

'!be following section defines the keypad functions that you may use 
when editing a text file. 
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5.1 STANDARD KEYPAD EDITING 

When editing in the character nnde, use the arrow keys to position the 
cursor to the lines or characters you wish to change in your text file. 
During keypcrl editing, you see the changes that occur in the file as you 
make them. 

KEYPAD FUNCTION RF.SULT 

KEY #1 Moves the cursor to the next 
word on the line. The cursor 
will be positioned at the 
first character. 

KEY #2 Moves the cursor to the end 
of a line. 

KEY #3 Moves the cursor to the next 
character. 

KEY #4 Specifies the direction for 
cursor movement with the 
keypcrl functions. This is the 
ADVANCE key. 

KEY #5 Specifies a B.Z\CKUP direction 
for cursor movement with the 
keypad functions. 

KEY #6 Allows you to delete and store 
a string of characters. This 
key is used in conjunction with 
other keypad functions. 
(See ALTERNATE KEYPAD EDITING) 

KEY #7 Moves the cursor to the top or 
bottan of your file. KEY #4 
and KEY # 5 define cursor 
direction. 

KEY #8 Moves the cursor up or down 
one 16-line section. KEY #4 
and KEY # 5 define cursor 
direction. 

KEY #9 (See HELP, BASICS-102) 

KEY #0 Functions as a carriage return. 
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ADDITIONAL KEYPAD EDITING 

You may use additional keypad functions to increase your editing 
versatility. For example, you may use the PFl key in conjunction with other 
keys to perform alternate functions. 

KEYPAD FUNCrION RESULT 

D Deletes the character 
positioned at the cursor. 

EJ 
Deletes the w:Jrd )'.X)Sitioned 
at the cursor. 

PFl Use this key in conjunction 
with other functions. (See 
ALTERNATE KEYPAD EDITING) 

PF2 This is a HELP carunand file 
for the Telesis Keyboard 
Editor. (See BASICS-10 2) 

PF3 Allows you to find specific 
w:Jrds or strings of w:Jrds in 
the file. (See ALTERNATE 
KEYPAD EDITING) 

PF4 Deletes the current line 
of text to the right of 
the cursor. I 

l I 
. Allows :YOU to select a string 

of characters to delete, 
store, and rrove to other 
text file locations (See 
ALTERNATE KEYPAD EDITING) 

I I 
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5.2 ALTERNATE KEYPAD EDITING 

Alternate keypad editing allows you to use the PF'l key in conjunction 
with other keys on the keypad. 

'l'he following table describes each editing function when you use the 
PFl key. 

PFl -> PF3 

Allows you to search for a string of characters in your file. The 
system prompts you for input of the string ncrne. You may use 
KEYS 4 and 5 to define the direction of your search. 

Use the PF3 key to continue the search for crlditional strings of the 
scrne name. 

PFl -> PF4 

Allows you to undelete the line previously deleted with the PF4 
key. You may delete a line, reposition the cursor to another 
location on the file, then undelete the line. 

PFl ->KEY 1 

Allows you to invert the case of alphabetic characters. 'l'he character 
at the cursor p::>sition is changed fran upper to lower case, or the 
reverse. 

PFl -->KEY 2 

Allows you to delete an entire or I:,X>rtion of a line fran the current 
cursor p::>sition to the end of the line. Contents of the file below 
the deleted line will not fill the open file. 

PFl ->KEY 4 

Allows you to advance fran the current J:.X>Sition on the file to the 
end. 

PFl ->KEY 5 

Allows you to back-up fran the current p::>sition on the file to the 
top. 
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PFl -> KEY 7 

Allows you to quit or exit fran the text file. When the system 
prompts you for a "ccmmand", input EXIT or QUIT. 

EXIT - Saves the text file in the current project under the sane 
revision label that was named when the file was opened. 

QUIT - cancels the current file displayed on the video terminal 
without cancelling the original version that was named 
when the file was opened. 

Use the ENTER key to execute the EXIT or QUIT canmands. 

PFl --> KEY 0 

PFl 

PFl 

Allows you to open up lines on the text file. This keypad function 
operates identically to the keyboard RE'IURN key. 

->~ 

Allows you to reinsert the last character that was deleted with 
the 1::;:1 key. This function allows you to replace a character that 
was accidentally deleted. 

Allows-4"ou to reinsert the last 'NOrd deleted fran the file with 
the l.=l • You may delete a 'NOrd, move the cursor to another 
location on your file, then undelete the word. 
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5.3 SELECTI~ AND r-KNit-X; TEXT wrm ALTERNATE KEYPAD EDITI~ 

The following input sequence allows you to select a line or section of 
text that may be deleted, stored, and rroved, to another location on the 
file. 

_I-> Select text 
to be rroved 
with arrow 
keys. 

Move cursor 
-> KEY #6 -> to new location -> PFl --> KEY #6 

in file. 

When you select text with the keyboard arrow'keys, the terminal 
highlights your selected line or section in reverse video. When you depress 
KEY #6, the highlighted area disappears. 

You may rrove the cursor to another location on the file to relocate 
the line or section of text. Depress the PFl key, then KEY 6 to reinsert 
the selected text to the new location on the file. 

Use the following sequence to cancel and reset before selecting new text to 
be rroved. 

PFl ->,-.I 
'Ibis function does not cancel an operation once it is executed. You 

may also use this function to reset the "search" function (PF1-->PF3). 
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6. 'Il:IE LINE EDIT MJDE 

The line edit node all~s you to type-in specific editing canmands on 
the VTlOl keyboard. When a camnand is executed, the text file is changed 
according to the ccmnand you specified. 

Depress CNTRL/Z on the terminal keyboard to instantly flip from 
character editing to the line edit IOOde. An asterisk appears at the bottan 
of your video display. If you depress the RE'IURN key, line m.1nbers appear 
at the left margin. The first number identifies the line position bel~ 
the cursor frcm the previous character edit display. 

If you scroll the file to the last line with the keyboard return key, 
the [EOB] symbol . ( [EDB] = END OF BUFFER), signals the end line of the text 
file buffer. ' 

EXAMPLE: LINE EDIT MJDE 

Video Display 

IAYERSTD 3 

1 

* 
2 ( IAYERS'ID) 

* 
3 (TELESIS STANDARD LIBRARY) 

* 

In the line edit node, an asterisk appears between each line number. 
'!'he asterisk also appears at the last line of your current video display. 
You may type in specific CCtTmands after the asterisk display to change, 
delete, or transfer lines and large sections of the text file. 

Use the line number display to identify the lines of your file that 
you wish to edit. 
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6 .1 LINE EDITH~ C'Clw1MANDS 

Since you must type-in the line editing canmands on the keyboard, you 
may abbreviate each command after the asterisk before executing it. In the 
examples below, the canmand abbreviation is the underlined portion of the 
command name. 

*CHANGE 

Allows you to instantly flip fran the line edit nnde to the character 
edit nnde. 

EX. *C (RE'1URN) 

*COPY 

Allows you to copy a range of lines fran one position to another on the 
text file without deleting the original text. 

EX. *CO 10 THRJ 15 to 100 (RE'1URN) 

Lines 10 through 15 are copied to the line just ahead of line 100. 

*DELETE 

Allows you to delete a line or range of lines fran the text file. 

*EXIT 
--r-

EX. *D 10 'IHRU 15 (RE'IURN} 

Lines 10 thru 15 are deleted fran the text file. 

Allows you to exit and save the contents of the file under the sane 
revision label that was named when the file was opened. 

EX. *EXIT (RE'IURN) 
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*FIND 

Allows you to find a line in the file. This ccrrmand locates the 
line and displays the asterisk (*) prompt. 

EX. *FIND 25 (RETURN) 

Line 25 of the text file is located. 

*MJVE 

Allows you to rove a line or section to another area of the file. The 
MOVE a::mmand deletes the original text at its original position. 

EX. *MOVE 25 nmu 40 to 80 (RETURN) 

Lines 25 through 40 are roved to the line just ahead of line 80. 

Allows you to cancel the current file displayed on the video terminal 
without cancelling the original version that was named when the file was 
opened. 

EX. *QUIT (RETUBN) 

*REPIACE 

Allows you to delete a line or range of lines for insertion of new text. 
When the lines are deleted, you may begin to insert text at the first line 
of your deletion. 

EX. *REPIACE 25 'IHRJ 50 (RETURN) 
26 lines deleted 

Lines 25 through 50 are deleted fran the file. The REPIACE 
canmand allows insertion of text while in the line edit 
mode. Use OITRL/Z to exit fran the REPIACE ccrrmand. 

EX. *REPIACE 75: This is a text file. (RETURN) 

Line 75 of the text file is deleted. The contents "This is a 
text file." is inserted at line 75. 
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*TYPE 

Allows you to display a range of lines on the file. 

EX. *TYPE (RE'IURN) 

Displays the line at the current cursor position. __________ , 

EX. *T BEX:;IN (RE"IURN) 

Displays line 1 of the text file. 

EX. *T END (RE'ruRN) 

Displays the last line of the text file buffer. 
'!be [EOB] pranpt is displayed. 

EX. *TYPE 40 (RE"IURN) 

Displays line 40 of your text file. 

EX. *TYPE WHOLE (RE"IURN) 

Displays and scrolls the entire text file on the 
video terminal. 
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7. USING 'IBE HELP ro1MAND FILE 00 'IBE KEYOOARD EDI'IOR 

You may obtain rrore information about character and line editing on 
the VTlOl terminal. The HELP ccmmand file provides information about 
additional keypad and line edit cornmands not discussed in this manual. 

OOI'E: The keypad and line edit carmands outlined in this manual 
are catl'OC)nly used in the creation and editing of Telesis 
text files. However, the additional ccmmands described 
in HELP may be useful if they suit your specific needs. 

There are two ways to obtain HELP on the Telesis Keyboard F.ditor 
when creating or editing a text file: 

-
l. In the character edit mode, depress the PF2 key. The terminal 

displays the keyboard arrow keys and the keypad. You may then 
depress a key on the keypad to obtain HELP information about 
that particular function. 

2. In the line edit mode, type-in HELP. The terminal displays 
instructions for obtaining HELP on specific line edit commands. 

8. u::x:;c;ING-CN AND OFF AFTER CCMPLETICN 

When you EXIT or QUIT fran a text file, the system will respond with: 

DO YOO WANT 'IO EDIT ANOIHER FILE (Y OR N) : 

If you respond with a "Y" the system will request another file name to 
be edited. 

If you wish to stop the editing session, respond with a "N." 

If you wish to invoke the editor and the terminal is still logged on, 
type @TEXT on the keyboard. 'lben, type in the name of the new or existing 
text file to be edited. 

If you respond with "N" in response to 'oo YOO WANT 'IO EDIT ANOIBER 
FILE', you should log the terminal "off" if you do not intend to continue 
working on the VTlOl. A logged-on terminal WILL AFFECT PERFORMANCE of the 
Telesis system even if the terminal is not being used. After you EXIT or 
QUIT, type RUN SBYE at the terminal keyboard to iog the VTlOl off. You 
must pick the IKEYEDIT/TEXTI command at the Telesis system to log the VTlOl 
back on. 

If you are operating the VTlOl while the Telesis systern is being used 
by another operator, and if that operator changes projects during your 
editing session, the text file is saved in the original project when you 
EXIT. 
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9. LINES OF TEXT I.LNGER THAN 65 CHARACTERS 

WARNIN:i: If you create a text file on the VTlOl, then recall and save 
the file on the function screen editor, the function screen 
editor will reformat lines of text to a 65-character limit. 

'Ihis may result in a text file that is improperly formatted 
when the file is used by the system. (Ex. TEXT NEI'LIST). 
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1. TELESIS GR~PBICS DISPI.l<Y PROCESSOR (OPI'IONAL) 

The Telesis GraF-hics Display Processor allows you to perform 
a variety of new canmand functions on schematics, PC boards, and. 
symbol drawings displayed on the graphics screen. It is a significant 
product enhancement that allows you to instantaneously alter the view 
of your drawing. 

With this option, for example, you can IROAMI within a selected 
view of your drawing while performing an interactive task (i.e. ADD 
C01'°"1f.CTION). You can also instantaneously switch fran a l\':ORLD I view 
of the entire drawing to a working IWINCCWj.and back again. 

'This section of the manual explains how to use each Graphics 
Processor canmand. With these carmand options, you can increase 
your speed and viewing versatility when creating, adding and editing 
connections and symbols. 

1.1 GRAPHICS PROCESSOF CCM~Ar..1DS 

When you begin a design project, !ROA.Ml, jzOOMI, and IWORLDI canrnands 
are displayed at the top of the carunand menu page. jROAMI and lzOOMI are 
"instant" corrmands because they perform instantly when picked on the menu 
screen. 'Ihe IWORLDI canrnand displays the current view of the drawing on the 
graphics screen. It also displays the lwoRLDI menu containing five canmand 
options: 

INEW WORLD I 

I NEW WINJ:OO I 

IDPAWINGI 

IREPAINI' WORLDI 

!MOVE WINIX:MI 

You may use these canrnands to alter the view of your drawing while 
creating and editing your work displayed on the graphics screen. 

l\nI'E: Systems that are updated with Telesis Graphics Processor 
are called Telesis 2.1 systems. This is hardware desig
nation that differentiates systems with the Telesis Graphics 
Processor fran Telesis 1.0 and 2.0 systems. The canmands 
described in this section are found on Telesis 2.1 systems 
only. 

If you do not have the Graphics Processor option on your 
Telesis system, refer to BASIC-63 of the manual for the current 
display canrnands already on your system. 
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•.:r.: following table outlines each new caranand in. the Graphics Processor 
opticn. These cCJT1111ands are located at the top of the conmand menu page when 
you ~~9in a new or existing design project. · 

-,--·"" ----...--------------------------~ 
i 

DEFINITION I l"t!Mi•~AND 

-----~~~-------------------------~! I 

lt;ir-..~M 1· 

I~ 

lzoo~I 

lt\URLD I 

The l~I camnand allows you to shift the WINOOW portion 
of your display within a roam space. l'ROAMI allows you 
to move and locate an area of the drawi"i1g'"'not currently 
in your WINIXW display. You may use the IROAMI carmand 
function instantaneously during interactive tasks such as 
I ADD C'ONNECTION I and I ADD SYMEOL I . 

ROAM space - This is the area where you have the I ROAM I 
capability. It is represented by a "dotted" 
rectangle in the IWORLDI view. 

WINrx::w - This is the "zcx::med-in" area of the drawing 
where you can perform interactive tasks. 
The WINrx::w is always represented by the solid 
box that is displayed within the ROAM space 
in the l\'K:>RLD I view. 

----- ... -------· I I 

l I I ! 
!_ ------- ___ J 

ROAM space 
WINDOW 

The IZOSMI ccmnand instantly zoans-in and zoans-back 
thew~ display at ratios of 2:1, 4:1 and 1:1 with 
each respective pick of the I ZOOMI carmaril. These ratios 
are set by the system. 

However, you have the option of defining a zoan ratio 
with the IZC01 RATIO! camnand. 

The lw::>RLDI catmand displays the entire drawing or a 
"zcx::med-in" area of the drawing. l~RLDj displays the 
portion of the drawing where you can alter the WINrx::w 
and ROAM space before performing i~teractive tasks. 

(Pefer to Cot-'l~~NDS section of this manual for additional information on 
these canmands.) 
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2. COMMANDS LCX:ATED 00 THE I WJRLD I MENU PAGE 

When you pick lw:>RLD I i the followin;J canmand options appear on the 
function screen: 

!NEW w:>RLDI 

I NEW WINIXM I 

jDRAWINGI 

!REPAINT w:>RI.DI 

lr-vvE WINIXMI 

'ni.e table below defines each carunand used to alter the view of 
your drawi~. 

CG1MAND DEFINITIOO 

INEW w:>RLDI 'ni.e I NEW 'WJRLD I carunand allows you to select a 
portion of the drawing (or the entire drawing) 
that you wish to see when you pick the lw:>RLDI 
commarrl. It autanatically assigns a new roAM 
space and WINI:CW to the drawi~. This is your 
new viewi~, placement and editing portion of the 
drawi~. 

INEW WINIXMI 'ni.e INEW WINIXMI coomarrl allows you to select a 
"zocmed-in" l«>rki~ area within the j'W)RLDI view. 
INEW WINIXMI autanatically defines a new ro.AM 
space ("dotted" rectangle) • The I WJRLD I ccmnand 
instantly displays the new relationship between 
the INEW WINIXMI aoo the RO\M space. 

I KM: WINIXM I 'ni.is canmand allows you to move the WINI:CW portion 
of the drawi~ within the roAM space while in the 
lw:>RLDI view. 

lbAAW!NGI 'ni.is camnand allows you to fit the entire drawing 
into the lw:>RLDI view. It assigns a new roAM 
space and WINIX:W to the drawin;J. 

I REPAINT WJRID I '111is camnand repaints the lmRLDI view of the 
drawinq. It is used to "refresh" the lmRIDI view 
after you have performed interactive active tasks 
(i.e. ADD, DELEn'E, MJVE, etc.). 

(Refer to the CCMMANDS section of this manual for crlditional information 
on these a:mnands.) 
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3. COMMANDS THAT WILL REPAINI' YOOR DRAWING 

'!he following canmands repaint the drawi.ng on the graphics screen. 
Graphics screen repainting allows you to "refresh" the view of your drawil'Jl 
during placement and editing. 

INEW IDRIDI 

INEW WINIXMI 

I DRAWING! 

IREPAINI' IDRIDI 

Repaints the area of the drawing that you 
specified as the I NEW IDRID I view •. 

Repaints the area on the graphics screen that you 
defined as the I NEW WINI:nll • 

Repaints arrl fits the entire drawinq within the 
RoAM space arrl the IIDRIDI view. 

Repaints the area of the drawing that was 
specified as the IIDRIDj. 

IDI'E: You may use the IIX:iNEI canmaoo to flip the current display to 
the !WINDCMI portion of the drawing. ~11 layer oolors assigned 
to the drawing ar:e displayed. 

4. HOO 'IO USE EACH COMMAND DURING THE CREATIOO AND EDITING OF YOUR DRAWING 

If you are creating or editing a drawing, you may use each Graphics 
Processor comnam to increase your speed in selecting the areas of your 
drawing where you wish to \\Ork. 

'!he following section describes how to use each corrmaoo while editing 
an active drawing displayed on the graphics screen. Each example shows 
precisely what happens when you perform each ccmmand. 
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BEGINNING YOUR EDITING SESSION ON AN ACTIVE DRAWING 

'ftlis section describes each a:mmand as you begin editing your drawing. 
Starting with the view of the entire drawing displayed on the graphics 
screen, you may select the '('.X)rtion of the drawing where you wish to begin 
your v.ork. 

USING THE !mRf"...01 <D1MAND 

'111e IW:5R'r1S'I ccmmand displays the current portion of the drawinq where 
vou are view1nq and performing editin;J tasks. The IWJRLDI display may be 
the entire drawing or only a portion. Your IIDRIDI view is the maximum area 
of the drawinq that is allowed for the WINIXlN and ROAM space. 

'The solid !:ox displayed on the graphics screen represents the WINIXlN. 
The "dotted" rectanqle represents the area where you have the capability to 
perform the IROAMI function. The IIDRIDI ccmmand always displays the WINWN' 
and the ROAM space. 

The following diagram represents the IIDRIDI view of an entire drawing 
displayed on the graphics screen. However, you may define a different IIDRIDI 
view by using the !NEW IDRIDjccmmand. 

EXAMPLE: Oisplaying the jmRLDI view of an entire drawing 

PICK: IIDRID I 

RESULT: 

,------------------- ---,-~ IIDRIDI 
I 
t 
I 

I WINDOW ____ .... _._ ___ _ 

I 
I 

ROAM space:-----1~
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' 

C2 • ~ 

•I:. • I I • I I 

IIIUlf]ln 

!~----------~--------~ 
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\'ben you pick the lw:>RLDlcamnand to view the current lw:>RLDldisplay, 
the system displays the lw:>RLDI menu page on the function screen. 

EXAMPLE: lmRIDI menu page 

DONE 

WORLD 

I I" I 
i I 

I 
I 1-
I NEW WORLD NEW WINDOW I 

I I 

I I DRAWING MOVE WINDOW 

l REPAINT WORLD I I I 

l I I I I 

The l~I menu contains five optional corcmands. 
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USING THE INEW WORLD! Ca1MAND 

The I NEW WORID I cornnand allows you to select a new world view 
of your draw1nq. It is a way of "scaling-up" a selected portion of 
the IWORIDI before performing interactive tasks within that selected 
ix>rtion. 

'When you canmand j'NEW""WSRLDI , the IWORIDj menu flips to the tablet 
menu on the function screen. You may nCM change the size of your WORLD view 
with two tablet picks of your choice. As you move the light pen across the · 
tablet menu after your first pick, a "dynar.iic" rectangle appears. This 
rectangle pivots at the first pick point on the drawing and rroves dynamically 
until you pick the second point on the drawing. 

The area of the drawing selected as the !NEW WORLD! becomes the maximum 
allowable ROAM space. The "dotted" rectangle outlines the !NEW WORIDj view 
when your display repaints on the graphics screen. 

EXAMPLE: PICK: !NEW WORLD! ---> tablet ---> Pl 
menu 

P2 

------------------- ---, 

I 

1--------------------~ 
RESULT: !NEW WORIDI display with ROAM space and WINI:X:M 
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USING THE INEW WINIXWI COMMAND 

You may use the !NEW WINIXWI camnand to change the size of the 
WINIXW and the ROAM space wi.thin the current OORID view. 

When you camnand !NEW WINIXMI, the function screen displays the 
tablet menu. You may enlarge or reduce the size of the WINDCW with two 
tablet picks. 'I"wo "dynanic" rectangles appear after the first pick. The 
"dotted" rectanqle is the ROAM space; the square box within the ROAM space 
is the WINIXW. This feature allows viewing of the ROAM space and WINIXW 
displays while selecting the view of your drawing. 

The rectangles pivot at the first pick i:oint on the drawing; they ITOVe 
dynamically until you pick the second p:>int that defines the !NEW WINIXWI. 

After defining the !NEW WINIXWI, the system assigns a ROAM space 
that is proportionate to the WINIX:M. The !NEW WINIXWI and the ROAM space 
are always displayed inside the !OORLDI view of the drawing when you ca'nrnand 
IIDRLDI. 

EXAMPLE: Pick the jIDRLDI carnnand to display the current IW)RLDj. 

PICK: jNEW WINro'11 ---> Tablet --->@@ 
Menu 

r------------------~ I 

&.. ....... - - - - ... .- ~--- - -- _____ J 
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RESULT: The !NEW WINIXJATI portion of the drawing is displayed on the 
graphics screen. 

After selecting the !NEW WINIXMI, the WINIXW tortion of the drawing is 
displayed over the entire area of the graphics screen. You may use the 

IWJRLDI C<?"1'11and to display the extent of your new ROAM space within the 
WJRLD view. 

EXAM.PLE: Pick I WJRLD I 

RF.SrJLT: !NEW WINIXMJ am ROAM space displayed within the lw::>RLDI view 

r--~--- - -- --- -----1 
I t 
I · I 
I J 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
t 

14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 

--
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 

Pick Jr:x::iNEI to return to the WIN!Xl'V display. You now have a 
selected portIOn of your drawing where you can perform interactive 
tasks. ( I ADD CCNNECTION I , I ADD SYMBOL I , etc. ) 
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USING THE !MOVE WINIXWI Ca.1MAND 

IMOVE W!NIXlij allows you to rove the WINl:Xl'i portion of your display 
within the ROAM space. This function is performed with your display in 
the jWORIDI view. 

In the I WORID l view, the current WINl:Xl'i an:3 the ROAM space are 
displayed. You may control the direction and m:>vement of the WINroi with 
your light pen and tablet menu interaction. When the WINIXM is moved to 
your desired location, pick the tablet menu to "freeze" the WINDCM at 
that location within the ROAM space. 

RXAMPLE: jMOVE WINIXlil -->Tablet -> P 
Menu 

·--)-)0 

RESULT: 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, 
Original 

WINDOW 
Position 

on 
Drawing 

MOVED 
WINDOW -

New Position 
on 

Drawing 

I 
~ 

~ 
I 
I 

I 
I _______________ !.. 
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USING THE !'ROAM! CCMWID FUNCTIOO 

After selecting the portion of the active drawing where you wish 
to work , you may use the j:ROAMI carmand function to IlDve the WI'NIXM to 
a new area within the ROAM space. This feature operates when the 
WINI:X:W is displayed on the graphics screen. 

When· you pick I ROAM I , or an interactive carmand such as 
I ADD CONNECTIOO I , the tablet menu appears on the function screen. If 
you wish to add a connection to a symbol not currently in your WINl)(ltJ 
display, but is within your ROAM space, you may use the ROAM conmarrl 
function to IlDVe the WINIX:M to that area as you make the connection. 

'Ihe direction of WINOCW movement duriN:J "instant" I ROAM I is 
controlled by positioning the light pen to one of four edges of 
the tablet menu. When you move the light pen away fran the function 
screen, I ROAM I · stops. 

PREREQUISITES: 1. You must have an active drawing displayed on the 
graphics screen. 

2. You must display the WI~ before you can 
perform l'OOAMI function. If the display is in 
the j'fl)RLDI view, use the lrx:ml camnand to 
display the WINl)(M. 

EXAMPLE: Activating the !ROAM! function 

To !ROAM! and locate an area of the drawing within the ROAM space: 

!ROAM!---> Tablet ----> Pick selected edge of function screen 
menu for ROAM roc>vement 

To l'ii5'AMI and perform interactive tasks within the ROAM space: 

e.g. !ADD CONNECTIOOI--> Tablet--> Pick selected edge of function 
menu screen for ROAM roc>vement 
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INTERACTIN3 WITH THE TABLET MENU ro PERFORM IRBAMI 

The following ~ram displays the edges on the tablet menu 
that activate the IROAMI function. When you move the light pen to any 
point along the tablet menu edge, the display begins to rrove. 

TABLET MENU 

Rl - causes the WINIXW to shift up; the displayed drawing 
rroves down. 

R2 - causes the WINIXW to shift to the left; the displayed 
drawing rroves right. 

R3 - causes the WINDCW to shift down; the displayed drawing 
rroves up. 

R4 - causes the WINDCW to shift to the right; the displayed 
drawing rroves left. 
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EXAMPLE: Move the light pen to the Rl edge. 

Current WIND'.:M RESULT 

After moving the WINIX:M to the selected area of the drawing, 
you may pick the lmRLDI canmand to disp~the position of the 
WINDCW within the ROAM space.· Use the IIX>NEI canmand to return 
to the current WINIX:M display. --

f\DI'E: If you move the WINIX:M to the edge of the ROAM space 
("dotted" rectangle) , the systen will "beep". '!his signals 
that the WINDCW is at the edge of the ROAM space and can no 
longer move in that direction. 

You may use the following comnands to redefine a new ROAM 
space if you cannot IROAMI into a desired area of your drawing: 

!DRAWING! 

INEW IDRLDI 

lmw WINIXMI 
!zrxJM RATIO! 
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Each !~1 comnand allows you to zoom-in the current WINIXW 
display. The "instant" !ZOOM! ccmmand function is located at the 
top c1f. the conmand menu page and the tablet menu. You may 
z"Y'.:Xn-in and zocm-back the WINIXW at ratios of 2:1, 4:1 and 1:1 
with each respective pick of the·IZOOMI comnand. 

Ratios are set by the system. However, you have the 
optiu:1 of defining a ratio with the I ZOOM RATIO! carunand on the 
conmand menu page. 

Wi.th the Graphics Display Processor, there are two ways to 
zoc.."tl-in and zoom-back the WINIXW display: 

"Instant" lzOOMJ - Instantly zoans at ratios of 2:1, 4:1 
~~ and 1:1 with each respective pick of 

the I ZOOM! canmand. It is a time-saving 
way to zoom-in the WINlXM display. 

iZOOM RATIO! 

"t\OrE: 

- When you pick !ZOOM RATIOJ you must 
define a ratio on the keYboard menu. 
!ZOOM RATIO! zoans and repaints the 

WINJXX.V display. Repainting provides 
improved screen resolution of the zoomed-in 
display when compared with the "instant" 
jzro..,1. · 

· You must define a ratio on the keyboard 
menu to zocrn-back to the oriqinal WINIXW. 
JzOOM RATIO! also changes the ROAM space 
\<lhenever you zoom-in or out of the WINDCW 
display. 

After oerforminq I ZOOM I or I ZOOM RATIO I , you mav oick the 
l""'WJ=RLD="""""I canmand to view"""'EFie size of the WINIXW in relation to the 

ROAM space. "Instant" !Z(X)MI changes the size of the WINIXW 
only, and not the ROAM space. I Z(X)M RATIO I , however, changes 
both. 
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EXAMPLE: Using the "instant" I zco.y I camnand 

ZCXJM ----> PICK 1 = WI~ zoorred-in at 2:1 ratio 

PICK 2 = WINIX»l zocmed-in at 4:1 ratio 

PICK 3 = WINIX»l zocrned-back to 1:1 (original display) 

Current WINIX:M display -----> 

Pick jzco.yl (2:1 ratio) -----> 

Pick I zc.n.i j ( 4: 1 ratio) ---> 

Pick jzc.n.il (1:1 ratio) -----> 
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USING THE I DRAWING I COMMAND 

!DRAWING! repaints and fits the entire drawing within the IIDRLDI 
view and the ROAM space. After performin:J interactive tasks you may 
use the !DRAWING! conmand to establish an entire view of the drawing 
before selecting a !NEW OORLDI and INEW WINDCMI. 

!DRAWING! is simply a method of zcx:ming-back and can. celling 
the previous IDRLD I view, R'.l1\M space and WINIXM display. 

f<Ul'E: Repainting time depends on the anount of graphics 
used in the drawing. 

EXAMPLE: Current I IDRID l 

Pick I DRAW!m I 
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l1SING THE IRFPAINI' WORLD! COMMAND 

You may use the IREPAINI' WORLRI ccmnand to repaint the !WORLD I 
display after performing interactive tasks. It is simply a method of 
"refreshing" the !WORLD! view without repainting the entire drawing 
(if the !WORLD! was only a portion of the drawing). . 

Graphics screen repainting time varies with the amount of graphics 
displayed in the !WORLD! portion of the drawing. 

5. USING THE I BI.ANIV' UNBI.Jl.NK I MENU (TELESIS 2 .1 SYSTEM ONLY) 

The I ELANK/UNBLANK I menu allows the operator to select and instantly 
blank and unblank colors assigned to displayed layers on the active 
drawing. This feature may be used to temporarily blank any number of 
colors and their assigned layers to allow clear visibility on a congested 
drawing during editing. 

The I BU.NF/UNBI.ANK I menu is located within the SCHEMATIC, BOARD, and 
SYMBOL menus. 

When the operator picks the I BLANRI' UNBLANK I corrmand, the following 
menu is displayed on the function screen: 

00f>..1F ~RID :ROA~ ZOOM 

BLANK ALL I I BLANK RED I I UNBLANK RED I I mmLANK ALL 

I I BLANK BLUE I I UNBLANK BWE I I 

I I BLANK GREEN I IUNBLANK GREEN I I 
I 

I I I 
UNBLANK l I I BLANK YELIGJ YELU:W 

I I I I UNBLA!\1K I I RLANK VIOLET VIOLET 
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For example, when the operator picks I BLANK RED I , all data base layers 
currently assigned the color RED will be blanked. When IUNBLANK REDI is picked, 
all layers currently assigned the color RED will instantly reappear on the 
graphics screen. 

N'.:YI'E: If the operator picks the IBIM"I< REDI carmand, then proceeds to edit 
the drawing, elements displayed on the drawino will not highlight 
during interactive canmands, such as !MOVE SYMBOLj. It is recamnended 
that the operator use the !BLANK LAYER! corrmarrl on specific layers 
so that the highlighting feature of the Telesis system continues to 
be visible. 

REASSIGNil\"G COLORS 'ID BLANKED LAYERS 

If the operator assigns a new color to a specific layer, arrl if this 
layer was previously blanked (by color) with a canmand frcm the IBLANK/UNBLANKI 
menu, IZCXJi! RATIO! must be used to re-display the blanked layer at the new color. 
This will only occur if the newly assigned color is.currently visible (not 
blanked) on the graphics screen. 

For ex~le, LAYER 1 is assigned the color GREEN, then blanked with the 
I FLANK GREF.N canmand. If the operator uses the I ASSIGN P.ID I c:amiand on LAYER 
1, Zcn-1 RATIO must be used to display the elements on LP.YER 1 now assigned the 
color RED. UNBI.ANI< GREEN! will then re-display all remaining GREEN layers 
blanked with I PLA.NK GFEEN I • 

USIN:; THE jBLANK ALLI and jUNBLANK ALLI CCMMANDS 

'Ille !BLANK ALLI carmand blanks all colors displayed on the active arawing. 
The operator may use this canmand to blank all colors arxi their assigned layers, 
then UNBLANK only the desired colors. This is a fast method of chsplaying one 
or two colors on the drawing and their assigned layers. 

The operator may use the IUNBLANK ALLI canman::i to redisplay all colors 
previously blanked. 

NOI'E: !BLANK ALLI will blank the displayed grid on the graphics screen. 
If the operator chooses to unblank colors on the drawing one at a 
time with each UNBLANK canmand, the grid specification will not 
reappear on the graphics screen. jUNBI.M1K ALLI must be used to 
re-display the grid specification. 
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1. TELESIS FILE STRUCIURE 

---------·---·---
SYSTEll FILE 

,--· ·--'--.------ ........... · ................ . 
PROJECi FILE PROJECT FI LE 

! 
-, --,--, ~------.. 

09.,WI 111; SYMBOL TEXT NET-OATA·BASE DRAWING SYMBOL TEXT NET-DATA-BASE 
FILES FILES FILES FILES FILES FILES FILES FILES 

'!he Telesis system organizes your data into the hierarchy of files 
illustrated in the diagram above. 

Figure FILE MANAGEMENT-I shows how some typical data \\Ould fit into 
this structure. 
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....... 

~ 
00 
N 

"s:1 
H 

€ 
~ 
I 
w 

r 
project ABC rev 1 

j 
drawing SHEET1 rev A 
drawing SHEET1 rev B 
drawing SHEET2 rev A 
drawing PCB rev 1 
text file EXTRACTION-LOG rev 1 
file NET-DATA-BASE rev 1 

SYSTEM FI LE 

----,---
project XYZ rev 

drawing SCHEM rev 1 
drawing PCB rev 1 
text file BOM-REPORT rev 1 
file NET-DATA-BASE rev 1 
text file DESIGN-RULES1 rev 
text file VIOLATIONSl rev 1 
file NET-DATA-BASE rev 2 

-----·-----·-·-- -·· _____ _J 

·---· -, 
project SYSTEM-LIBRARY 

l 
symbol DIODE350 rev 
symbol DIP14 rev 1 
symbol DIP14 rev 2 

rev 1 

text file DIODE350:PIN rev 
text file DIP14.PIN rev 1 
tex~ file DIP14.PIN rev 2 
drawing STANDARD-FORMAT rev A 
drawing STANDARD-FORMAT rev B 

Figure FILE MANAGEMENT-I: EXAMPLE OF TELESIS FILE STRUCTURE 



2. DEFINITIONS OF TYPES OF FILES 

--------------,...- ----·--------------------------

SYSTEM FILE 

PROJECT FILE 

DRAWING FILE 

SYMBOL FILE 

TEXT FILE 

NET-DATA-BASE 
FILE 
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This is the master file. It contains all 
project files. 

A project file typically contains the 
drawing files, text files, and net data 
base files relating to the design of one 
printed circuit board. 

SYSTEM-LIBRARY is the name of a project 
file that is used as a library. It 
typically contains symbol files, pin 
record files and other files that are 
likely to be used by more than one project. 

Each drawing file contains a single 
drawing, typically a board drawing or 
a schematic sheet. 

Each symbol file contains the graphics 
for a single symbol, typically a logic 
symbol or a component symbol. 

A text file contains data in text format, 
for example, a pin record file for a 
component symbol, a net comparison report, 
a list of design rules, a list of design 
rules violations. 

This file contains the net data base for 
a single board design. 



3. FILE INDEXES 

An index is a list of items. Index commands allow you to display the 
projects or files within the system or a specified project, respectively. 
Items in an index are listed in reverse chronological order, beginning 
with the item most recently created or worked on and ending with the 
item first created or worked on. 

Index commands are listed below. 

SYSTEM INDEX 

PROJECT INDEX 

CURRENT INDEX 
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This command lists all of the projects 
in the system. 

This command lists all of the files that 
are within the specified project. 

This command lists all of the projects or 
files within the system or active project, 
respectively. 
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4. FILE MANAGEMENI' CAPABILITIES 

e COPYING FILES 
e DELETING FILES 
e CHANGING FILE NAMES 
e CHANGING FILE REVISION LABELS 

As you work on the Telesis system, you will find that these file 
management capabilities can simplify your work in many ways, for instance: 

EXAMPLE 1 COPYING PROJECT FILES -- You might want to change a nearly 
completed board design without losing your original design 
(because of an engineering change order, or just to try out 
a different way of designing the board). To do this you can 
use the [fQ?Y -PIDJECTj command to make a copy of the original 
project file. You can then make changes to the copy without 
altering the original. 

EXAMPLE 2 COPYING DRAWING FILES -- In creating your symbol library, 
you will be drawing many symbols that are quite similar to one 
another. You can avoid . much of the repetitive work involved by 
using the rcopy DRAWING., command. After completing the drawing 
for a DIP16, for example, you could make a copy of it and then 
use the copy as the basis for a DIP20 drawing. 

EXAMPLE 3 COPYING TEXT FILES -- As with symbol drawings, the pin record 
files you create are often quite similar to one another. 
You can save yourself time by using the ICOPY-TEXT.Fl!ID corrunand 
to use a copy of one pin record file as the basis for another. 

EXAMPLE 4 DELETING FILES -- Usually you will use the DELETE commands 
to clean up your files. As you work on one drawing, it's a 
good habit to save the old revision of it, but eventually you 
may accumulate several old revisions that you are sure you no 
longer need. You can use the r:P:EtETE ·DRAWING J corrunand to 
eliminate these. 

EXAMPLE 5 CHANGING FILE NAMES AND REVISION LABELS -- You can use these 
commands to correct errors, or to bring your file names and 
revision labels into conformance with a standard of your own. 
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5. HOW TO GET TO THE FILE MANAGEMENT MENUS 

File management commands can be accessed from the system, project, or 
drawing level. The following list illustrates the procedures to access 
the File Management commands from each level. 

1. SYSTEM LEVEL 

2. PROJECT LEVEL 

3. DRAWING LEVEL 

- Function screen displays: 
BOOT-UP MENU 

- Select the FILE MGMT & ARCHIV command 
- Function screen displays: 

TOP FILE MANAGEMENT OR ARCHIVE MENU 
- Select FILE MANAGEMENT 
- Function screen displays: 

COPY & DELETE MENU 

- Function screen displays: 
TOP PROJECT LEVEL MENU 

- Select FILE MANAGEMENT 
- Function screen displays: 

COPY & DELETE MENU 

- Function screen displays: 
TOP DRAWING LEVEL MENU 

- Select FILE MGMT/ARCHIV 
- Function screen displays: 

TOP FILE MANAGEMENT OR ARCHIVE MENU 
- Select FILE MANAGEMENT 
- Function screen displays: 

COPY MENU 

All of the File Management commands are not available at every level. 
Only the file management commands that are available at a particular 
level are included in the File Management menu displayed in the level. 
(A project cannot be deleted from within a drawing; therefore, the 
DELETE PROJECT command is not available in the File Management menu 
displayed at the drawing level.) 
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6. COPYING FILES 

These are the ccmrnands used for copying files: 

COPY PROJECT 
COPY CUR PRQJECT 
COPY DRAWING 
COPYSYMooL 
COPY TEXT FILE.I 
CPY NET-DBI 

Ead1 ccmmand is described in detail in the Camnand Description Section 
of this manual. 

Here are SCJ11e general principles to keep in mind when you use these 
ccmmands: 

ORIGINAL IS UNALTERED 

~'\lhen you make a copy of a file, the original file ranains 
unaltered. 

NAME CHANGES 

DRAWING FILES, SYMBOL FILES, TEXT FILES - When you copy 
any of these items from one project to another, you may 
specify a new item name and/or revision label, or you may 
keep the original name and revision label. However, when 
your copy is in the same project file as the original, you must 
specify a new name and/or revision in order to distinguish the 
copy from the original. 

NET-DATA-BASE FILES -- The net data base file is always named 
NET-DATA-BASE. When you copy a net data base from one project 
to another, you may give it a new revision label or you may 
keep the original revision label. However, when your copy 
is in the same project file as the original, you must specify 
a new revision label in order to distinguish the copy from 
the original. 

PRUJECI' FILES -- When you copy a project file, the copy must 
have a different name and/or revision label in order to dis
tinguish it from the original (except for archival copies 
which will be discussed in later sections of the manual.) 
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REVISION !ABELS OF ORIGINALS 

Whenever you copy a file, you may specify·· the rev1s1on label 
as well as the name of the original to be copied. If you 
do not, the system will copy the rost recently used revision 
of the file you have named. Note that the "rost recently 
used" revision is not.always the same as the "rost recently 
created" revision. For example, you might have created 
revisions 1, 2, 3 and 4 of drawing SCJIEM in numerical order, 
but revision 3 may be the one that you looked at rost recently. 
In this case, revision 3 is the "rost recently used" revision. 

'lb find out which revision of a file was the rost recently 
used, look at the index where the file is listed. '!be revision 
listed closest to the bottom is the most recently used one. 

REVISION !ABELS OF COPIES 

SHOR!' CUTS 

When you specify the name of the copy, you may specify a 
revision label too. If you do not, the system will assign 
a revision label identical with the original file's. 

I..cx.>kinq at the command descriptions, you will see that there 
are many instances in which the keyboard input called for 
by the carmand can be emitted. 

GUT CURRENT PROJECT NAME - Whenever the comnand description 
calls for the keyboard input of a project name, you can emit it 
if the project you wish to specify is the currently active 
project. 

<J.tIT NAMES OF TEXT FILES, DRAWIN:i FILES, SYMBOL FILES -
Whenever the carmand description calls for keyboard input 
specifyinq the copy name for these files, you can anit it if 
you want the copy name to be the same as the original name. 

<J.tIT NAME OF NET-DATA-BASE FILE - You can always omit keyboard 
input of the name of the net data base file since the name 
is always NET-DATA-BASE. If you wish to specify a revision, 
you may input the revision label alone in place of the name. 
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7. DELETING FILES 

'Ihese are the commands used for deleting files: 

DELETE PROJECT'. I 
DELETE DRAWING. I 
DELETE SYMBOLj 
DELETE TEXT FILE I 
DEL NET-DB! 

Each command is described in detail in the Canmand Description Section 
of this manual. 

Here are sane general principles to keep in mind when you use these 
commands. 

BE CAREFUL! 

Deleting a file is permanent. Don't delete a file unless 
you are sure you no longer need it. 

REVISION LABELS 

SHORT ct1l"S 

As with the COPY commands, you may specify a revision label 
as well as the name of the file to be deleted. If you do 
not the most recently used revision will be deleted. To find 
out which is the rrost recently used revision of a file, check 
the index in which the file is listed. The revision listed 
closest to the bottan is the rrost recently used one. 

CMIT CTlP.RENT PROJECT NAME -- Whenever the camiand description 
calls for the keyboard input of a project name, you can anit it 
if the project you wish to specify is the currently active 
one. 
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8 • CHANGI!'K; FILE NAMES 

You qet to the CHANGE NAME & REV MENU fran the the COPY & DELETE 
Mfil."U: 

- Pick ~-NAf.mrREV'I 
- Function screen display: 

e CHANGE NAME & REV MENU 

These are the camtands used for changing file names: 

CHG PRQJECT NM L 
CHG CUR PRQJ Nf<11 
CHG DRAWING NMI 
CHG SYMBOL NM! 
CHG TEXT FILE.NM! 

Esch ('0rrmand is described in detail in the Camiand Description Section of 
tr:i~: rr:anual. 

Here are some general principles to keep in mind when you use these 
carmands: 

ALL REVISIONS ARE CHANGED 

When you change the name of a file, you change the name 
of all revisions of that file. You may not specify a particular 
revision of the file. · 

ALPHAN'UMERIC CHARACTERS 

\'tlen you change a file name, you follow the same rule as 
when you name a new file. You may use up to 18 alphanumeric 
characters, and you may not use blank spaces in the name. 

NET-DATA-BASE FILE NAME CANOOl' BE CHANGED 

SHORT CUTS 

'!here is no carmand for changing the name of the net data 
base file. It is always named NET-DATA-BASE. If you want 
to distinguish one net data base file fran another, you can 
change its revision label. 

<Jt1IT aJRRENT PROJECT NAME - Whenever the ccmnand description 
calls for the keyboard input of a project name, you can anit it 
if the project you wish to specify is the currently active 
one. 
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9. CBANGING FILE REVISION LABELS 

These are the canmands used for changing file revision labels: 

CHG PROJECT IDJj 
CHG CUR PROJ 'iW l 
CHG DRAWING 'iW I 
CHG SYMOOL 'iW J.. __ 
CHG TEXT FILE 'iWj 
CHG NET-DB ID!J 

Each canmand is described in detail in the Camnand Description Section 
of this manual. 

You find these camnands on the same menu page as the name changing 
camnands. 

Here are sane general principles to keep in mind when you use these 
camnands: 

OLD REVISION LABEL 

W"len you input the file name, you may st:-ecify the revision 
label that you want to change. If you do not, the label of the 
most recently used revision wil be changed. To find out which 
is the most recently used revision of a file, check the index in 
which the file· is listed. The revision listed closest to the 
bottan is the most recently used one. 

ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS 

SHORT CUTS. 

When you change a revision label, you follow the same rules 
as when you give a revision label to a new file. You may 
use up to 4 alphanumeric characters, and you may not use si)aces 
in the label. 

CMIT OJRRENT PROJECT NAME -- Whenever the carmand description 
calls for the keyboard input of a project name, you can emit it 
if the project you wish to specify is the current active one. 

CMIT NAME OF NE'T-DATA-BASE FILE -- You can always emit input of 
the name of the net data base file since the name is always 
NET-DATA-BASE. If you wish to specify the revision label you 
want to change, you may input the revision label alone in place 
of the name. 
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FLOPPY DISK ARCHIVES 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

2. INSERTING AND REMOVING A FLOPPY DISK 
3. ARCHIVE-FLOPPY CAPABILITIES AND COMMANDS 
4. USING FILE MANAGEMENT COMMANDS FOR FLOPPY DISK ARCHIVES 

5. INDFXFS TO FILES ON FLOPPY DISKS 
6. HOW TO GET TO THE ARCHIVE-FLOPPY MENUS 
7. RECOMMENDED USE OF FLOPPY DISKS 

8. PPOCEDURE IF YOUR FILE DOES NOT FIT ON ONE DISK 
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1. GF't-1EPAL HWRMA'J'IO~'! 

On the Telesis system, as on all CAD systems, there are space limita
tions. The archival capability allows you to store projects and data that 
you are not using so that there will be adequate space on the system for 
your current work. 

You may use floppy disks for archives or, if you have purchased 
the magnetic tape option, you may use tape. This section discusses the 
use of floppy disks. 
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2. INSERTit\G AND REMOVING A FI.OPPY DISK 

oorE! Do not insert or remove the disks when you are on the ARCHIVE
FLOPPY menu pages. 

INSF.RTI~"G A FLOPPY DISK 

STEP. 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

Rold the disk by its cover. Be careful not to touch 
exposed surfaces. Be careful not to bend the disk. 

NO.IE: If the floppy disk is WRITE protected, ensure 
that a WRITE ENABIE tab is attached before 
archiving. 

Insert the disk. in the disk drive slot with the 
notdled errl first and the label facing up. Push 
gently until it clicks into place. 

Push the door down until it cl~cks shut. 

REMOVI1'X3 A FI.OPPY DISK 

STEP 1 Push up on the small bar beneath the door until the 
dcor clicks open. 

STEP 2 The disk will be partially ejected. Rerrove it 
gently. 

PE CAREFUL!: Rerrove eadl disk as soon as you are finished using it. 
Leaving them in wears them out rrore quickly. 
In particular, do n::>t leave a disk in a partially 
ejected position. 
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3. ARCHIVE-FLOPPY CAPABILITIES AND <Xl4MANDS 

CX)PYIN:; FILES TO AND FRCJ.1 DISKS 
DELETIN:; FILES FRCJ.1 DISKS 
OiANGIN:; FILE NAMES ON DISKS 
OiANGIN:; FILE REVISION LABELS ON DISKS 

To exercise these capabilities you use the same camnands that you use 
for file management. In fact, you will probably use the CX)py canmands rrore 
often for copyin;J files to and fran disks than for file management. 

Read the File Management Section (page FILE MAN.AGEMENI'-1) for a 
general discussion of these commands, and refer to the CCJmnand Description 
Section for a precise explanation of each cornnand. 
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4. USING FILE MANAGEMENT <XMMANDS FOR FIDPPY DISK ARCHIVES 

V!len using a copy canmarrl for archives rather than for file management, 
you input the characters I Fl I: I before the name of any project file on 
the floppy disk. (You must input these characters even when you omit the 
project name.) 

EXAMPLE 1 'lb copy a text file fran the system to a disk-

EXAMPLE 2 'lb copy a text file fran the disk to the system--

EXAMPLE 3 'lb copy a text file in the current project fran the system to a disk--

1coPY TEXT FILE! 1s1orEl::.lRIEl"Pl2l"Rl"TI IENTERI l"ET:11ENTERI 
VERIFYING THE DISK C'OPY 

V!lenever you copy a file to a floppy disk, the system will display a 
pranpt asking you if you want the copy verified. Pick !->PAGE! for "yes"; pick 
I CANCEL I for "no"~-- _If you pick 1->PAGEI , the copy will be made arrl verified. 
If you pick Lcl\NCEL, , the copy will be made but not verified. 

we recamterrl that you always instruct the system to verify the disk 
copy. In verifying, the system makes the copy, arrl then reads through the 
copy canparing it with your original file(s). 

DIFFERENCES BE'IWEEN THE COPY AND THE ORIGINAL 

If the system finds differences between the copy arrl the original, 
it will report the file· name and revision label where the difference 
occurs. When verification is finished, the system will report the total 
nl.Jllber of verification errors if there has been more than one file 
copied. The system displays these messages on the function screen. 

" DISK ERRORS 

If the system finds a problem with the disk itself, it will stop 
the verification process and report a disk error on the function screen. 
Try using a new disk to copy your file(s). If you still receive a 
disk error message, have the disk drive checked. 

MULTIPLE FI.OPPY DISKS 

If you are verifying copies made on multiple floppy disks, the 
system will pranpt you to reinsert the disks after copying so that it can 
verify then. 
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5. INDEXES 'l'O FILES CN FIJJPPY DISKS 

Use these index camnands to display the contents of files on the disk: 

I FIJJPPY INDEX I - If you are at the project level, use this camnand 
to list all files on the disk that have the current 
project name. 

- If you are at the systan level, use this camnand 
to list all files on the disk. 

IPRQJECI' INDEXIIl~l*I - If you are at the project level and wish to list 
all files on the disk, use this camnand am the 
dlaracters following it. 
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6. HCW 'ID Gm' 'ID THE ARCHIVE-FLOPPY MENUS 

As with the FILE MANAGEMENT.menus, you must be at the system level 
or the project level to use the ARCHIVE-FLOPPY menus. 

- use the I NE.W PROOEcr I , I OLD PROOECT I , or I FILE r-Gfl'/ARCHIVI 
camna.nds to get to the MENU OF MENUS 

- Function screen display: 
o MENU OF MENUS 

- Pick !ARCHIVE-FLOPPY! 
- Function screen display: 

o NEW/OLD FLOPPY MENU 
- Pick j]EWFLOPPYI or ! 6Li>-FLbPptl dependirg on whether 

the mounted disk is blank or has files on it 
- Function screen display: 

o AROIIVE-FLOPPY COPY & DELfil'E MENU 
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7. RECOMMENDED USE OF FI.OPPY DISKS 

You use floppy disks for t\IO purposes: 

A. To free space on the system for your current work. 
B. TO back up your files. 

A. Freeing Space on the System 

We recamnem that you store your unused projects am library files as 
archives, am that, as you work on a new project, you follow these overall 
steps: 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

STEP 4 

STEP 5 

SI'EP 6 

STEP 7 

STEP 8 

Copy all the lcgic symbols you think you will need for your 
schanatic fran disk ardlives to the system. Copy them into 
a new project file and name it SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

~n your new design project am schematic drawing, am 
cxxnplete the schanatic using the symbols in your SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

After you have used the IEXTRACI' NETLISTI carmam am thoroughly 
dlecked your schematic drawing, you may delete the SYsTEM
LIBRARY project file. 

Copy your schematic and net data base to a disk to be saved 
there. 

Delete your schematic drawing f ran the system. (Do not delete 
the net data base because you will need it to design the board.) 

Copy all the canponent symbols you think you will need for 
your board design fran disk archives to the system. Again, copy 
them into a project file named SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

V!len you have canpleted the board design, you can delete the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY project file again. 

When you have canpleted your entire project, you may copy 
it to a disk to be saved there. 

At any time during your 1'.0rk on a project, you may copy the project to 
a disk, am delete it fran the system if you want to free the system 
for 1'.0rk on another project. You may then copy it back to the system when 
you want to resune 1.10rk on it. 
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B. Backing Up Your Files 

In addition to the recamnended steps above, it is important to period
ically back up your ~rk by copyil'lJ it to disks (or tape). 

IDRK-IN-PRCx;RESS 
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Always make a back-up copy when you have canpletErl 
a drawing or project or series of library files. 
It's good practice when you have a canpletErl board 
design, to keep 2 archival copies - one on-site and one 
off-site. 

we recamnend that you make a back-up copy of your 
~rk-in-progress on a daily basis. 



8. PROCEDURE IF YOUR FILE DOES NO!' FIT ON ONE FI.OPPY DISK 

u~n1G MULTIPLE FI.OPPY DISKS 

If the file or files you copy to the floppy disk exceed the capacity 
of the present floppy, the Telesis system will copy as much as it can on 
the present floppy, and then display the message: 

The floppy is full so the copy must be continued on another 
floppy. Insert a new floppy. This new floppy will be first 
initialized which deletes any data that already exists on the 
floppy. 

Hit 1-> PAGE I when the new floppy is ready 
Hit CANCEL to abort the carmand 

Simply follow these directions, and the system will continue to 
copy out files, and ask for more floppies until it has copied all the 
requested data. 

You may copy a maximum of 90 files to a multiple set of floppy 
disks. 

t-.UI'E: ! ! As you load each floppy disk into the drive, make sure you 
write clearly on it which number it is: #1 for the first floppy, #2 
for the second, and so on. 

When the system has finished copying to the last floppy, it will 
display the message: 

Put in flOPJ?Y number 1 · 
Hit 1->PAGE when floppy is ready 
Hit CANCEL to abort the carmand 

At this :i;oint, you must re-insert the floppy disk on which the 
beginning part of the file(s) was copied so that the system can record 
the total number of disks required for saving the copied files. 
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RETURNING FILES 'ID THE SYSTFt" THAT WERE REffiRDED ON MULTIPLE FLOPPY DISKS 

When you return files fran a set of multiple floppy disks, you 
must load the floppies into the disk drive in the sane order they were 
written originally: #1 first, #2 second, etc. The Telesis system will 
prompt you for each disk, after it has copied the requested data fran the 
first disk. Simply follow the requests for disks, loading each 
disk as reouested by the system, for example: 

Put in floppy number 2 
Hit ->PAGEi when floppy is ready 
Hit CANCEL to abort the ccrnmand 

C'OPYn~ ADDITIONP.L FILES. ro "PJ:..1 EXISTIN:; MULTIPLE FLOPPY SET 

If your wish to add additional files to an existing set of multi:i;:le 
floppy disks, you !'I.UST first copy all information fran the floppy set 
back to the Telesis system. 

You may then proceed to add the new files to the. system. Use the 
methcrls previously described to re-copy the files to a multiple floppy 
set. Use the INE"W FLOPPY! ccrnmand to initialize and delete the data 
stored on each floppy prior to copying back to the same multiple floppy 
set. 

CAl1TION: 00 ID!' add to.or delete fran a multiple floppy set. 
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MAGNFTIC TAPE ARCHIVES 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

2. LOADING AND UNLOADING A TAPE 

3. ARCHIVE-TAPE CAPABILITIES 

4. HOW TO GET TO THE ARCHIVE-TAPE MENUS 

5. COPYING TO TAPE 

6. TAPE SECTIONS: ADVANCING, REWINDING, AND INDEXES 

7. COPYING FROM TAPE 

8. ERASING FILES FROM A TAPE 

9. RECOMMENDED USE OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

'!he magnetic tape option increases the archival capacity of your 
Telesis system. 

'!he advantage of tape archives over floppy disk archives is that 
you can store a much greater amount of information on a single tape than 
on a single disk. 

In practice, using both tape and disk archives gives you considerable 
flexibility. For example, you could store daily back-ups or single 
drawings on disks, and use tape for longer term or permanent storage 
of entire projects. 

MAGNETIC TAPE PC:WER OONTROLS 

'!he power control for the magnetic tape option is located at the 
upper right of the canputer cabinet. 

TAPE DRIVE ON: Press the l?CMER button. Button will light. 

TAPE DRIVE OFF: Press the PO-lER button. Light will extirguish. 

BE CAREFUL!: Do not turn 
off the tape drive until 
you have imicated that 
you are finished with the 
AROIIV-TAPE menus by 
pickirg IJX.NEI. 
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2. WADING AND UNIDADING A TAPE 

WI'E ! : Do not load or unload a tape when you are on the ARCHIVE-TAPE 
menu pages. 

WADING A TAPE (see Fi:g_ure MAGNETIC TAPE-I) 
STEP 1 Check to see that the ~R button is lit. 

STEP 2 Install a write-enable ring on the tape you are loading 
if you intend to copy information to the tape. (See 
Figure MAGNETIC TAPE-II) 

BE CAREFUL!: If you accidentally pick the jNEW TAPEj 
carmand with the write-enable ring installed, you will 
destroy existing data on the tape. You can prevent this 
accident by removing the ring if you know that you will 
only be copying from, and not to, the tape you are loading. 

STEP 3 Pull out reel-locking lever on the lower tape hub. 

STEP 4 Place the tape reel on the hub so that the tape will 
unwind in a clockwise direction. Push in locking lever. 

STEP 5 Install empty take-up reel on the upper hub in the same 
way. 

STEP 6 'lllread the tape following the arrow guide markers. 

STEP 7 . Wrap several turns of tape clockwise around the take-up 
reel. 

STEP 8 Close front cover to protect the tape and mechanism from 
dust. WI'E!: It is im{::x:>rtant to keep the dust cover 
closed except when loading or unloading the tape. Other
wise, data reliability can be impaired by contaminants. 

STEP 9 Push LOAD button. This tensions the tape. 

STEP 10 Push LOAD button a second time. 'lllis advances the tape 
to its start point. LOAD button will light. 

STEP 11 Check to see whether the WRT EN light is lit. If lit, 
a write-enable ring is in place on the loaded tape. If 
not lit, the write-enable ring is absent. (See Step 2 
above.) 

STEP 12 Press ON LINE button. It will light, indicating that the 
tape is ready for use with the Telesis system. 
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Figure MAGNETIC TAPE-I: TAPE CONTROLS AND THREADING PATH 
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UNIDADING A TAPE (see F~ure MAGNETIC TAPE - I) 

STEP 1 Press the ON LINE button. CN LINE light will extinguish. 

STEP 2 Push the REWIND.button. Tape will be wound onto the lower 
reel. 

STEP 3 Pull out reel-locking lever and remove. tape. 

STEP 4 Remove the write-enable ring (if present) to preserve the 
information on the tape. 

STEP 5 Push in locking lever and close door. 

OI'HERTAPE c6N.rRoLS AND INDICA'IDRS (see F~ure MAGNETIC TAPE - I) 

HI DEN This is the HIGH DENSITY button. When lit, your data is 
recorded at 1600 BPI (bytes per inch). When not lit, your 
data is recorded at 800 BPI. Push the button to light it. 
When lit, push the button to extinguish it. 
IDI'E ! : When you make a tape for use with a Gerber photo
plotter, you must record at 800 BPI (HI DEN light must be 
off). When making other tapes, you will probably want to 
record with the HI DEN button lit to save space on your 
tape. 

FORWARD Do not use these controls when using tape with the Telesis 
and system. 
REVERSE 
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3. ARCHIVE-TAPE CAPABILITIES 

<DPYING FILES 'ID TAPE 

<DPYI:t-X; FILES FROM TAPE 

Any files on the system can be copied to magnetic tape. You may 
copy all system files at once, or you may oopy selected project files, 
drawing files, symb:>l files, text files, and/or net data base files. 

Any files copied to tape can later be copied back to the system. 
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4. HOW TO GET TO THE ARCHIVE TAPE MENUS 

To get to the ARCHIVE TAPE menus, perform the following steps. 

NOTE 

You can access the ARCHIVE TAPE menus from 
the system, project, or drawing level. 

1. Select the FILE MGMT/ARCHIV command from the system or drawing 
level. (Proceed to step 2 if you are at the project level). 

The MENU OF MENUS is displayed 

2. Select the ARCHIVE-TAPE command 

The ARCHIVE TAPE menu is displayed 

CAUTION 

Ensure that you have loaded a magnetic tape in the 
tape drive before performing the next step or the 
system will be inoperative until a tape is loaded. 

3. Select NEW TAPE or OLD TAPE 

The COPY TO/FROM TAPE MENU is displayed 

NOTE 

If you select NEW TAPE the system displays a 
message saying that any information on the tape 
will be deleted if you continue. 

4. Create a list of files to be copied by making selections from the 
menu and answering system prompts 

5. Select ENTER from the command line of the menu to begin the copy. 
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5. COPYING TO TAPE 

5.1 COPYING ALL PROJECTS TO TAPE 

!ALL FILES TO TPI 

Pick this canmand to make a magnetic tape copy of all files 
currently on the system. 

5.2 COPYING SELECTED FILES TO TAPE 

These are the camnands used for copying files to tape; they are 
shown here in the sequence in which you must use them: 

!COPY TO TAPE! 

CUR PROJ TO TAPE! 
PROJECT TO TAPE_j 
DRAWING TO TAPE_ I 
SYMBOL TO TAPE I 
TEXT TO TAPE I 
NET-DB TO TAPE I 

I ENTER! 

Each commarrl is described in detail in the Corrunarrl Description 
Section of this manual. The overall process of copying selected files to 
tape is described below: 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

Begin with the !COPY TO TAPE! camnarrl. 

You may folloo the I COPY TO TAPE I camnand with any 
combination of files, for example: 

1 copy TO TAPE! I DRAWING ro TA"PEI l~l~IRIRl~l~IIl~IRIE!BI I ENTER! 

I NET-DB TO TAPE I l~l~L~llil"Al-;1 ENTER! I TEXT TO TAPE I l~ILIRIRl~l~I 

1~rnJit~1~1c1!11J0m1=:1~121c;1 IENTERI I DRAWING TO TAPE! rn1"E1!1~1~1 

l~l~IRl]JMI I ENTER! I ENTER! 

use the !SHOW COPY LISTI camnarrl if you want to display 
the list of file nanes you have input. You may use this 
commarrl as often as you like before errling your list with 
the final I ENTER! canmarrl. The copy list is displayed on 
the function screen. 
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4. HOO 'IO GE'T 'IO THE ARCHIVE-TAPE MENUS 

As with the FILE MANAGEMENT rrenus aoo the FLOPPY DISK menus, you 
must be at the system level or the project level to use the ARCHIVE-TAPE 
rrenus. 

- Use the !NEW PROJECT!, !OLD PROJECTj or !FILE MGf!'/ARCHIVj 
canrnaoos to get to the MENU OF MENUS 

- Function screen display: 
· e MENU OF MENUS 

- Pick IARCHIVE~TAPEI 

- Function screen display: 
e NEW/OLD TAPE MENU 

- Pick lNEW TAPE) or lbLD TAPE! dependirg on whether the loaded 
tape alrea::ly has data on it or not. When you pick jNEW TAPEj 
the system pranpts you to be sure that you want to use this 
canrnand. 

BE CAREFUL!: You may record over old data by usirg the 
I NEW TAPE I command. But before doirg so, be sure that you 
no longer need any of the data on the tape because the entire 
tape will be erased. 

- Function screen display: 
e COPY 'IO/FRG'l TAPE MENU 
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5. COPYING TO TAPE 

5.1 COPYING ALL PIDJECTS TO TAPE 

IALL FILES 'IO TPI 

Pick this canmand to make a magnetic tape copy of all files 
currently on the system. 

5.2 COPYIN:; SELECTED FILES TO TAPE 

'lhese are the camnands used for copyirg files to tape; they are 
shown here in the sequence in which you must use them: 

ICOPY TO TAPEI 

am. PROJ 'IO TAPEI 
PROJECT 'IO TAP~f 
DRAWING 'JX) TAP~I 
SYMBOL TO TAPE I 
TEXT TO TAPE I 
NET-DB TO TAPE I 

I ENTERI 

Each command is described in detail in the c.anmand Description 
Section of this manual. The overall process of copyirg selected .files to 
tape is described below: 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

Beg in with the I COPY TO TAPE I camnand. 

You may follow the I COPY 'IO TAPE I camnand with any 
canbination of files, for exanple: 

1 copy ro TAPEI 1 DRAWIN:; ro TAFEi 1!1.!!r~1E1!Grn.1£1"Hrn1E1 1 ENI'ERI 

INET-DB 'IO TAPEI l"AIJ}PIHIAl-;IENTERI ITEXT 'IO TAPEI l!l~IPIHIAl-;1 

I El!lifl"Rl"Alcl:!l:!lol:El=l~IQIGI I ENTERI IDRAWIN:; ro TAPEI l"Bl"EliflAI, I 

151£1!!1 EIMI I ENTERI I ENTERI 

Use the ISIOV COPY LISTI canmand if you want to display 
the list of file nanes you have input. · You may use this 
ccmmand as often as you like before endirg your list with 
the final I ENTERI camnand. The copy list is displayed on 
the function screen. 
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STEP 4 Pick a final jENTERI camnand (at the top of the COPY 
'ID TAPE MENU) after the ~NTERJ that follows the last 
file name on your list. The system will display a pranpt 
askina if you want the tape verified. Pick 1->PAGE for 
"yes": pick JCANCELj for "no". If you pick ->PAGE the 
tape will be copied and verified. If you pick CANCELj the 
tape will be copied but not verified. 

5.3 GENERAL PRINCIPLES 'ID KEEP IN MIND 

ORIGINAL IS UNALTERED 
Wien you make a copy of a file, the original file remains 
unaltered. 

COPIES HAVE THE SAME NAME AS ORIGINALS 
When you copy a file, then tape copy will have the same 
name as the original. 

REVISION LABEI.S 

SHOR!' a.JTS 

As with file names, a tape copy will have the same revision 
label as the oriainal. 

Wienever you copy a file, you may specify the rev1s1on label 
as well as the name of the original to be copied. If you do 
not, the system will copy the most recently used revision of 
the file you have named. Note that the "most recently used" 
revision is not always the sane as the "most recently created" 
rev1s1on. For example, you might have created revisions 1, 2, 
3, ard 4 of drawing SCHEM in numerical order, but revision 3 
may be the one that you looked at most recently. In this case, 
revision 3 is the "rrost recently used" revision. 

'Ib fird out which revision of a file was the most recently 
used, look at the index where the file is listed. The revision 
listed closest to the bottan is the most recently used one. 

CMIT CURRENT PRQJECI' NAME--Whenever a ccmmand description calls 
for keyboard input of a project name, you can anit it if the. 
project you wish to specify is the currently active project. 

CMIT NET-DATA-BASE FILE NAME--You can always anit keyboard 
input of the nane of the net data base file since the name is 
not always NET-DATA-BA.SE. If you wish to specify a revision, 
you may input the revision label alone in place of the name. 
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VERIFYING THE TAPE COPY 

we recamnerrl that you always instruct the system to verify the 
tape. In verifyi1'l3, the system copies your file to tape, rewirrls the 
tape, and goes through the entire copy ccmpari1'l3 it with your original 
files. · 

DIFFERENCES BE'IWEEN THE COPY AND THE ORIGINAL 

If the system f irrls differences between the copy arrl the 
original, it will rep:>rt the file name arrl revision label 
where the difference occurs. When verification is finished, 
the system will report the total nunber of verification errors. 
'!he system displays these messages on the function screen. 

TAPE ERRORS 

If the system firrls a problem with the tape itself, it will 
stop the verification process and report a tape error on the 
function screen. 

Try using a new tape to copy your files. If you still receive 
a tape error message, have the tape drive checked. 
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6. TAPE SECTIONS: ADVANCING, REWINDING, AND INDEXES 

MN 1 TAPE SECT I 
ADV N TAPE SECTS 
REWIND TAPE I_ 
TAPE SECT INDEX I 

Ea.ch cornmarrl is described i.n detail in the camnarrl Description 
Section of this manual. 

Here is a general overview of the use of these ccmnands: 

TAPE SECTICNS 

Ea.ch time you use the !ALL FILES TO TPj carmand and each 
time you complete the COPY TO TAPE process, you create an 
irrlividual section of recorded data on the tape. Depemirg 
on how much data you have copied, the section may be small 
or large. 

When you use the I ALL FILES ro TP I ccmnand or the COPY ro 
TAPE process again, you create another tape section that 
immediately follows the pre<Jious one. You may create as 
many sections as you like until you run out of tape on the 
reel. 

DISPLAYING A TAPE SECTICN INDEX 

'Ihe system automatically records an imex at the beginning 
of each section. use the I TAPE SECT INDEX! camnarx:l to display 
this on the function screen. 

AfNANCING THE TAPE 

You do not need to advance the tape when you are copyirg 
files to the tape. '!his is done autanatically. Use the 
ADVANCE camnands when you want to f irx:l a file that is 
al ready on the tape. 

INN 1 TAPE SECI'j--use this carmarx:l to advance to the 
next canplete section on the tape. 

jADV N TAPE SECI'Sj--To advance more than one section, use this 
caranarx:l followed by keyboard input of the nunber of sections. 

When you use either of these camnarx:ls,' the system advances 
to the beginning of a tape section and displays the section 
irrlex on the function screen. 

REWINDING THE TAPE 

Use the jREWIND TAPE! canmarrl to rewirx:l the tape to the 
beginning of the first tape section. 
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7. OOPYING FROM TAPE 

You may only c:opy from one tape section at a time. So use the 
ADVANCE and REWIND commands to find the section you want before starting 
the a:>pying process. 

7.1 OOPYING ALL PROJECTS FRCM A TAPE SECTION 

!ALL FILES FRM TPI 
Pick this command to c:opy everything on the current tape section 

back to the system. 

7.2 OOPYING SELECTED FILES FROM THE CURRENT TAPE SECTION 

'Ihese are the CX):Tmands used for copying files from tape; they 
are shown here in the sequence in which you must use them: 

ICPY 'ID CUR PR.OJI* 

jmPY FROM TAPEI or -------ICPY 'ID ORIG PR.OJI 

§ECT FROM TAPE/ 
PR.OJ FROM TAPE_ 
DRWNG FRa-1. TAPE I IENrERI 
SYMBOL FRQ.'l TAPEI 
TEXT FROM TAPE! 
NET-DB FROM TAPEI 

Each <X>JT111and is described in detail in the Cannand Description 
Section of this manual. The overall process of c:opying selected files 
from tape is described below: 

STEP 1 Beqin with the lmPY FROM TAPEI command. 

STEP 2 Use the ICPY 'ID CUR PR.OJI command or the ICPY 'ID ORIG PR.OJ\ 
command to specify whether files are to be c:opied to their 
oriqinal projects or to the current project. (When you are 
at the system level, there is no current project per 
se, so vou must use the ICPY 'ID ORIG PR.OJI canmand only.) 

If a copied item's oriqinal project no lonqer exists on 
the system, the system will create a project file with that 
name and place the copy in it. 

* This command does not apply when you are at the system level. 
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STEP 3 As when you copy to tape, you may copy any combination of 
files from tape, for example: 

jCOPY FROM TAPE I IDRWNG FROM TAPE ll~l~lfiEl~l~l§:lf:IHIE:IEI I ENTER I 

jNET-DB FROM TAPE I 1~11J~lffl~i~l iENTERj jTEXT FROM TAPE i 1~11i~lffl~i~I 

l~IRlfl~l~lflflil§ITil=:l11§1§:11ENTERI IDRWNG FROM TAPE I l~l~lfl~l~I 

1§:\flEl~IEI IENTERI jENTERI 

Or you may use the I SECT FROM TAPE I corrmarid to copy the entire 
section at once: 

lcoPY FROM TAPE! lcPY ro CTJR PROJI lsEcr FROM TAPE! IENrERI 

(The I SECT FROM TAPE J canmand accomplishes the san~ thirq as 
the ALL FILES FRM TPj ccmmand except that it allows you to 
cooy the whole section into the current project. With the 
IALL FILES FRM TPj corrmand, all files on the section are copied 
into their original project files.) 

STEP 4 Use the jSHCMT COPY LISTI canmand if you want to display the 
list of file names you have input. You may use this canrnand 
as often as you like before ending your list with the final 
!"ENTER! canrnand. The oopy list is displayed on the function 
screen. 

STEP 5 Pick a final I ENI'ER I corrmand (at the top of the COPY FR01 
TAPE MENU) after the jENTERj that follows the last file name 
on your list. The files on your list are not copied until 
this final jENTERI. 

7.3 GENERAL PRINCIPLES 'ID KEEP IN MIND 

TAP!'.: COPY REMAINS UNALTERED 
When vou copv a file fran the tape to the system, the tape 
file remains unaltered. 

PILES ALRF:AnY ON 't'HF; SYSTF.M WILL NOr RE COPIED 

NAMP, CfiANGES 

'Ihe svstem will not ropy a file from tape to the system 
if a file with the same name and revision m.unber already 
exists on the system. 

NAMES OF DRAWING FILES, TEXT FILES, SYMBOL FILF..S AND 
NET-DATA-BASE FILES--These names cannot be changed when 
the files are copied from the tape to the system. 
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PROJECT NAMES--When you copy a file using the @x_ 'f'Q_ORIG PROJ) 
canmand, the project file name of the system copy will be the 
same as the tape copy. 

1Mlen you use the jCPY ro CUR PROJI canmand, the project. 
file name will change to that of the current project ' 
file. 

REVISION LABELS 

SHOR!' CUTS 

As with file names, revision labels cannot be changed when you 
copy a file fran tape to the system, except when you use the 
jCPY ro CUR PROJI canmand in which case the project file name 
arrl revision label change to that of the current project file. 

You may specify the revision label of the tape file you 
want to copy. If you do not, the revision listed last on 
the tape section index will be the one copied. 

CMIT CURRENT PROJEcr NAME--Whenever a canmand description 
calls for keyboard input of a project name, you can anit 
it if the project name you wish to specify is the same the 
current project name. 

04IT PROJEcr NAME--Whenever a carmand description calls 
for keyboard input of a project name followed by an item 
name (drawing file, text file, symbol file, or net data 
base file), you can anit the project name if ther.e is no 
other project on the current tape section containing in 
item file of the sane name. 

CMIT NET-DATA-BASE FILE NAME-You can always anit keyboard 
input of the name of the net data base file since the name 
is always NET-DATA-BASE. If you wish to specify a revision, 
you may input the revision label alone in place of the name. 

TAPE ADVANCES AU'la'1ATICAILY 'ID THE NEXT SECTION. 

~enever you copy fran tape, the tape autanatically 
advances to the beginnif¥3 of the next tape section. This 
is true even if you have copied only one item. So bear in 
mind that your current section has chaf¥3ed if you interrl 
to copy fran tape again or if you use the ADVANCE or INDEX 
camnands. 
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8. ERASING FILES FRav1 A TAPE 

When you no longer need the files you have copied to a tape, you 
can re-use the tape for making new copies by writing over the old data. 

To do this, use the !NEW TAPE! cxmmand instead of the jOLD TAPE! 
corrmand after loading the tape. 

BE CAREFUL! !--once you pick l_~-~~EI, the tape will be formatted 
to accept new data only, you will not be able to retrieve any of the 
information that was previously on the tape. Be sure you know exactly 
what is on the tape and that you no longer need it. 
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9. RECG'JMENDED USE OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

You may use magnetic tape for the sane purposes that you use floppy 
disks (seep. FLOPPY DISK-5): 

A. To free space on the system for your current work 

B. To back up your files 

A. FREEING SPACE 00 THE SYSTEM . 

In the Floppy Disk Section we recarnnended a series of steps for 
maximizing the available space on your system. You may use tape instecd 
of disks in following these steps. Depending on your own preferences 
and needs, you will probably use sane canbination of the two. 

B. BACKING UP YOUR FILES 

In the Floppy Disk Section we also stressed the importance of making 
back-up copies of your files. These recanmendations are important enough 
to repeat here: 

\'l)RK-IN-PRCX;RESS 

Always make a back up copy when you have canpleted 
a drawing or project or series of library 
files. It's good practice when you have a 
ccrnpleted board design, to keep two archival 
copies--one on-site an:l one of f~site. 

We recanmend that you make a back-up copy of your 
work-in-progress on a daily basis • 

.Aqain, your own needs and preferences will determine when you use 
disks for back-up and when you use tape. 
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4. COPYING ASCII CODED TEXT FILES TO THE TELESIS SYSTEM 
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1. CREATING THE ASCII CODED MAGNETIC TAPE (ASCII IN/ASCII OU!') 

If you have the maqnetic tape option on your Telesis system, you 
may transfer and share any numher of existinq text files with other 
computer systems. 

lhe Telesis system allows you to ccmmunicate text files in an 
ASCII format. .n.SCII code is the ccmmunication link between computers 
of different manufacture. .n.SCII canpatible systems allow quick 
information exchanqe from one system to another. 

'Ihe I ASCII TO TAPE I and I ASCII F~ TAPE I commands allow you to 
transfer, and accept ASCII coded text files stored on magnetic tape. 

For example, the !ASCII TO TAPE! carnnand creates a magnetic tape 
fran the Telesis system that can be read by another computer. Your 
file is then available in a readable format to other agencies involved 
in your production process. 

'Ihe I ASCII F~ TAPE I corrmand allows you to accept ASCII coded 
text files to the Telesis system that are created by non-Telesis 
systems. For example, an ASCII coded TEXT NETLIST created by a system 
of different manufacture can be read by the Telesis system via the 
maqnetic tape. 

The followinq section outlines the ASCII tape format that is used 
when text files are exchanqed between the Telesis system and another 
canputer. 

(ASCII) AMERICAN STANDARD COOE FOR INFORMATIQ\l INI'ERCHANGE 
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2. TAPE FORMAT CHARACTERISTICS 

When you are interchan::Ji!"J:J ASCII coded text files stored on magnetic 
tape between a Telesis system an::l a non-Telesis system, the followinq 
ASCII tape format allows intercanmunication between the two systems. 

1. The tape is 9 tracks, odd parity, with a NO VOLUME label 
at the beginnirg. 

2. The tape is written in 80-byte records in ASCII code. 
Each record represents one line of the text file. 

3. Each record is spaced-filled to 80 bytes. 

4. Each text file on a tape en::Js with an en::l-of-file mark. 

5. The tape has two file marks at the end of the last file on 
the tape. 

The !ASCII 'ID TAPEJ command autanatically formats the Telesis 
magnetic tape (ASCII) to these characteristics. If you transfer the 
contents of this ta?e to a non-Telesis system, be certain that this 
system can be proqranmed to read this ASCII tape format. 

~ ASCII coded magnetic tape created by a non-Telesis svstem must 
follow this ASCII format if it is to be read by a Telesis system. Use 
the JASCII PROM ~APEi carun.:mn to transfer ASCII text files to the Telesis 
svstem. 
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3. COPYING TEXT FILES 'ID AN ASCII FORMATI'ED TAPE 

PREREQUISITES 

1. Text files to be copied must be in the current project or 
in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

2. The tape drive must be powered-on. 

3. The tape drive must be loaded; the 00 LINE and WR!' EN 
lights on. · 

STEPS 'ID FOL!.(M 

1. Pick !ASCII 'ID TAPEI. 

2. Pick !ASCII FILE 'ID TAPE!, then input the name of the first 
text file you wish to copy when the system displays the 
keyboard menu. 

3. Pick I ASCII FILE 'ID TAPE I to input the name of the second 
text file to be copied to this tape. 

Repeat this procedure until you have input all the text 
file names needed for this tape. 

4. Use the I SHCM COPY LIST I camnand to display all the file 
names you have input. 

5. Pick I ENI'ERI to copy your selected files to the magnetic 
tape. The system also verifies each file as it is 
copied to tape. The function screen message line displays 
all verification messages. 

6. Pick lr:x:NE:I before removing the tape fran the tape drive. 

IDI'E: ASCII formatted tapes do not have indexes or file names. 
It is advisable that you attach a label to the tape reel 
to identify the ASCII files and their sequence on the 
tape. (See FIIE/ARCH-45, ASCII FR:)\1 TAPE). 
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4. COPYING ASCII CODED TEXT FILES TO THE TELESIS SYSTEM 

PURPOSE 

You may copy ASCII C'Oded text files stored on magnetic tape back 
to the Telesis system. ASCII text files created by non-Telesis systems 
can also be copied to a Telesis system. 

If you are copying a Telesis created magnetic tape back to a 
Telesis system, use the jASCII FROM TAPE! corrmarrl. Because the tape 
was originally written in ASCII COde, it must be copied back with the 
I ASCII FROM TAPE I canmand. 

You may also use the !ASCII FROM TAPE! canmand to cq:>y a non-Telesis 
tape to a Telesis system. The tape must be ASCII formatted and compatible 
with the Telesis system. 

PREREQUISITES 

1. The system must be in the project name where the files are 
to be copied. 

2. The tape drive must be locrled, p:>wered-on and on-line, 

STEPS 'ID FOI.LJ:W 

__ !.; i?Ick-~the I ASCII FROM TAPE 1. 

2. You may copy one file or all files; you may not copy selected 
files fran the tape without repeating the !ASCII FROM TAPE! 
canmand. 

Input the number of the file to be copied to the current 
project, based on its sequence on the tape. Skip the keyboard 
input and pick !ENTER! to copy all of the text files on the 
tape to the systein. 

ASCII formatted tapes do not have indexes, arrl the files do 
oot have file names. Therefore, the tape must be labeled in 
order to determine the sequence of text files on tape. 

For example, if you are provided with a written record of all 
text files stored on the tape, you may select the files you 
wish to copy. The sequence of files on the tape determines 
the number you \\Ould input to select a particular file. If 
you input the number 3, the third file that is stored on the 
tape will be copied to the current project. 
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P.s the system copies ASCII ccx:led text files to the current project, 
it gives each file a name based on its sequence on the tape. For example, 
the first file on the tape is named "TAPEl-TEXT". The second file on the 
tape is named "TAPE2-TEXT". 

(Refer to the CCJ.1Mc~"t.JDS section of this manual for additional information 
about the I ASCII ro TAPE I and I ASCII FROM TAPE I canmands.) 

EXAMPLE: ASCII TO TAPE and ASCII FROM TAPE 

MAGNETIC TAPE RESULTING FILES 

EOF 
EOF 

FILE 3 TAPEl-TEXT 

ASCII ~ TO TAPE 
TAPE2-TEXT 

ASCII FROM TAPE 
~ -· f +:~E 2 .,.,.. . > TAPE3-TEXT 

EOF 

FILE 1 
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1. PURPOSE OF A LIBRARY 

DEFINITION OF A LIBRARY 

A library is a project file in which you keep symbol files, text files 
arrl any other files that you plan to use repeatedly in the creation of 
board designs. 

Havinj a library eliminates repetitive ....ork. For example, you can 
draw an AND symbol once, and then use the ADD SYMOOL canmands to place 
hundreds of instances of the symbol in schanatic drawinjs without ever 
havinj to draw the symbol again. 

REQUIRED LIBRARY FILES 

'lb create schanatic and printed circuit board drawinjs usin:; the 
full capabilities of the Telesis systems, you must have a library 
containinj: 

• r..cx:;Ic SYMBOLS 

e BOARD SYMBOLS 

e PIN DESCRIPI'ION TEXT FILES 

• DEVICE DESCRIPI'ION FILES 

OPTIONAL LIBRARY FILES 

You may also create and keep library copies of other infoi:mation 
that you expect to use repeatedly, for exanple: 

• YOUR STANDARD CG1PANY DRAWING FORMAT 

YOU MAY USE THE TELESIS-PREPARED LIBRARY OR CREATE YOOR OiN 

The Telesis-prepared library of symbols, pin files, arrl device files 
is shown in Volume 2 of this manual. You may use these symbols arrl pin 
files or you may create your own to confoi:m to your canpany's standards. 
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2. THE SYSTEM-LIBRARY 

DEFINITICN OF THE SYSTEM-LIBRARY 

SYSTEM-LIBRARY is the name of the project file in which you ordinarily 
keep library files. The system is programmed to look for the files it 
needs in a project file named SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

For example, when you pick the ADD SYMOOL canmands, followed by 
a symrol name, the system searches for a symbol file by that name. The 
system can only search in two places: the currently open project file 
and a project file named SYSTEM-LIBRARY. It cannot search in an unopen 
project file by any other name. 

The same is true of other operations. For example, when you use 
the physical design rt:les checking caranands, the system searches for 
pin description files in only the current project file or in the SYSTEM
LIBRARY. 

KEEP YOUR LIBRARY FILES IN THE SYSTEM-LIBRARY PROJECT' FILE 

W"len you are using library files, we recanmend that you create a 
library project file named SYSTEM-LIBRJ\RY and keep your library files in 
it, rather than keeping them in the current project file. We recanmend 
that you keep only files unique to a single board design, such as the net 
data base and the board drawing, in the current project file. This prac
tice will simplify the task of keeping track of your files. 

FILE MANAGEMENT AND ARCHIVING OF THE SYSTEM-LIBRARY 

For file management and archiving purposes, the SYSTEM-LIBRARY is 
like any other project file. It can be copied, deleted, and stored on tape 
or floppy disks; and the files in it can be copied, deleted, and stored in 
the usual way. (See the File Management and Archive Sections of the 
manual.) 

Ordinarily, you will only be using a fraction of your library 
files at any one time. For example, when you are working on a boarrl 
drawing, you have no need for logic symbols. You may copy the files you 
need back and forth fran floppy disks or tape in order to keep only the 
ones you need on the system at any one time. You should do this so as to 
keep as much free disk space as possible on the system. 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

If you choose to create your own symbol library, you should create 
a symbol file for every lcgic symbol arrl board symbol your canpany 
custanarily uses in designiI'J3 boards. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 'IQ FOLLOW IN CREATING A SYMBOL FILE 

These are the steps to follow in creatirl3 a symbol file: 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

STEP 4 

STEP 5 

STEP 6 

STEP 7 
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Open a new drawiI'J3 file. 

Draw the symbol referring to the symbol 
requirements for the tyt::e of symbol you 
are drawirl3 (P. LIBRARY-6-11). 

use the !CREATE SYMBOL! cormnand to create 
a symbol file fran the drawi1'l3·file. 

Print out the -LOG text file created by 
the !CREATE SYMBOL! canmaoo, and check the 
symbol for accuracy. 

If the symbol was not created due to 
errors, or if you firrl mistakes in the 
-LOG File, correct the Symbol drawi1'l3 
and repeat the !CREATE SYMBOL! camnand. 

Repeat STEPS 4 and 5 until an acceptable 
symbol file has been created. 

We recanmeoo that you store the original 
drawi1"¥3 file on tape or floppy disk. 



2. REQJIREMENTS FOR LOOIC SYMOOLS 

'!here are tw:> types of logic symbols having different requiranents 
oo the Telesis systan: 

1. GENERAL LOOIC SYMB:>LS 

2. SIGW:r-TIE SYMOOLS 

GENERAL LOOIC SYMEOLS 

M:>st' logic symbols are of this type. Exanples are AND gate, NANO 
gate, transistors and resistors. 

TABLE OF RBJ)IREMENTS FOR GaraRAL I.OOIC SYMOOLS 

1 ELEHENT REQUIRED LOCATION COHHAND COHHENTS 
1,!--C_o_n_n_e_c_t_.,,.__A_t_l_ea_s_t ___ ~L·a·-y-e-r::rAO-D-C00·-N-NE_C_T~P·N·T--------~----------·------·----~----------·--

Put a connect point at each position on the symbol where you will 

I point one be making electrical connections. Connect points on logic symbOI 
Pins on grid , correspond to physical pins on your pc board. Each connect poinr 

I • with a pin number label is considered a pin by the system. The 1 

' i ~~~R~~!t"~T~~ST canmand creates a pin entry in the net data base· 

r-----f.----.. --·---+. --··- -. -·---
1, Pin number One for each Layer 53 to l A TT CH PIN 

label co~nect I be .shown I NUHBER 

I point 

' 
I Layer 93 not j 

. j to be shown j 
~.----------t-----------+-,---------11------------lf----------------~·-----------------------~-~--I . 
1 Pin name Opt i ona I I! Layer 151 to / ATTCH PIN NAHE 
i label be shown 

i i Layer 85 notj 

.. l _____ >---+:= --·· ·--------------------------------------
', Reference One 1Layer Sit I ADD REF DESIG This Is the name of the corresponding physical component on the 

designator I j pc board. Vou can put a dummy text on the label (such u R* for 
label.. ~ j resistors); and later use the UPDATE TEXT c0<m1and on the 

! . schematic drawing to set the actual reference . 

.. ---;------r------ -----.. ----···-------------- ---------- ---·-
Device type Optional 

label 

! ! 
1Layer 55 : ADD DEVICE TYPE If you do not input a device type label, the system wi 11 use 
I I the symbol file name as the device type name. 

! 

_v_a_1_u_e_1_a_b_e_1._f o_p_t_i_o_n•_l __ ._:L_•_y_e_r_1_s_2_-~~i~AO~O-Y_A_L_U~E~~~~~:~-------~~~~~~~~~----~:~.------~ .. ~=~~~~~~-~~-~-~ ~- ·----
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EXAMPLES OF GENERAL r.cx;rc SYMBOLS 

7400 
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SIGNAL-TIE SYMOOLS 

:These are the symbols that you use simply to terminate a connect 
line, and, if you wish, to tie the s:yml:lol to a particular net name. 
Examples are a ground s:yml:lol, or an off-page or on-page connect bubble. 

TABLE OF REIJUIRFJ.1ENTS FOR SIGWJ-TIE SYMOOLS 

ELEMENT REQUIRED 

Connect At least 
point one 

Signal rptional "-label 

LOCATION COMIWID 
-

Layer 0 ADO CONNECT PNT 

----r· 
[ 
I Layer 64 to ATCH SIG NAME 
: be shown I PN 

I Laver 86 not 

COllMENTS 

Put a conne ct point at each position on the symbol where you 
ing electrical connections. These connect points 
e pin number labels or pin name labels. 

wi 11 be mak 
may~ hav 

·--

You can mak e ground symbols and on/off page connectors by attaching 
ame to the connect point of a signal-tie only symbol. a signal n 

I 
f to be shown 

-··--~ --------
I 

Reference Prohibited 

l des lgnator 
label . -i 

' 

-_------_-_----_-----=~--- -- . I 
Pin number Prohibited 

label 

' i l ·--r---------------·------------ .. i 
Pin name jProh i bi ted 

I l label l 
L---· -· ____ .:.,.__ ' 

EXAMPLE OF A SIGNAL-TIE SYMOOL 
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3. OOARD SYMOOLS 

'!here are two types of board symbols havif¥3 different requirements 
on the Telesis system: 

1. CCK'>CNENT SYMOOLS 

2. VIA SYMOOLS 

Canponent symbols represent physical packages on the board. 

TABLE OF RE(.)UIREMENTS FOR CG1PCNENT SYMOOLS 

ELE11lNT REQUIRED LOCATION COM AHO COMENTS 

Connect At least Layer 0 ADO CONNECT PNT Put a connect point et eech position on the system where you will 
point one be .. king electrical connections. Each connect point with e 

Pins on grid pin n11111ber label ls considered a pin by the system 

- ·-. 

Pin number One for e11ch L11yer SJ to ATTCH PIN 
label i;onnect be shown NU11BER 

point 
Layer 93 not 
to be shown 

Pin narne O;>t i or.a I Layer 151 to ATTCH PIN NAl1E 
label be shown 

Layer 85 not 
to be shown 

Reference One Layer Sit ADD REF DESI& You Clln put a d.-y text on the label (such as R* for resistors). 
Later you •Ill use the ASSIGN REF DES CClll'llland on all board dHignuor symbols. label·· 

·-· 
Dev kc type Optional Layer 55 ADD DEVICE TYPE If YoU do llOt Input e device type label, the system will use 

label the symbol file name as the device type name. 
! - ----· 

I 
I 
I 

I 
j i I Value label Optional (Layer 152 AOD VALUE _J i ---
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EXAMPLE OF COMPONENT SYMBOL 

XO-YO 

i~ 
1[~] 016 
20Z**01s 
30 014 
40 013 
50 012 
60 011 
70 010 
80 09 
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VIA SYMBOLS 

Via symbols represent through holes on the board drawing. A through 
hole is used to route a connect line from one board layer to another. 
Via symbols are the only symbols that are not added to a board drawing 
using the ADD SYMBOL command. A via symbol is added to a board drawing 
by using the DRILL command during an ADD CONNECTION command. If a via 
symbol file does not exist in the current project or in the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY, a DRILL command will not work. 

The following figure illustrates a typical via symbol. 

CREATING A VIA SYMBOL 

To create a via symbol, perform the following steps. 

Select : : SET ACTIVE LAYER from the SYMBOL DRAWING menu 

The following system prompt is displayed below the command line of 
the menu : 

Layer 

Enter 
Press or 
Select : 

0 

ENTER 

Select ADD CONNECT PNT 
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The system displays the CONNECT POINT menu : 

Select : : A PAD=command to specify the shape of the via 
symbol { DO NOT use PAD=POINT or the via symbol 
may not be visible on the graphics screen ) 
{ Using PAD=CIRCLE will increase screen repaint 
time ) 

The following system prompt is displayed below the command line of 
the menu : 

Size 

Enter 
Press or 
Select : 

A number to specify connect point size 

ENTER 

NOTE 

Ensure that the connect point size specified is 
small enough to fit within the drawing extents 
{ i.e., if drawing extents are : - 25 and+ 25 in 
both the X and Y directions; the connect point size 
must be 50 or smaller ) • 

The system flips to graphics mode 

Select : : The X = 0, Y = 0 coordinate of the drawing 

The system places a highlighted connect point at X = 0, Y = 0 
on the graphics screen 

Select : : ENTER from the command line of the menu 

The system dehighlights the connect point and adds it to the 
symbol drawing. The system redisplays the CONNECT POINT menu 

Select : : DONE from the command line of the menu 

The system displays the SYMBOL DRAWING menu 

Select : : CREATE SYMBOL 
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The following system prompt is displayed below the command line of 
the menu : 

Symbol name 

Enter 
Press or 

. . Symbol name 

Select : : ENTER 

The system creates the via symbol. If the system found errors in 
the symbol drawing, the symbol will not be created and an error 
message will be displayed on the screen. 
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4. DRAWING THE SYMBOL 

MAKE A DRAFI' COPY OF THE SYMBOL 

Use a sheet like the ones shown in Figure SYMg:>L FILES-I and Figure 
SYMBOL FILES-II to make a hand-drawn draft copy of your symbol. Keep 
the draft copy for reference. 

DRAWING AND EXTENTS 

Draw your symbol in the same standard size in mils that you want 
it to be in a schematic or board drawing. When you use the ADD SYMBOL 
canrnands, the system will place it in your schematic or board at this 
size. (You may then use the I SCALE SYMBOL! canrnand if you want to make 
this instance of the symbol larger or smaller. 

Use the larHER SIZE! canrnand to set the drawing extents. The size 
of the drawing extents does not matter because the system will use only 
the area inunediately enclosing the symbol graphics to create the symbol. 
However, the placement of the origin of your drawing does matter. We 
recamnend that you always make the lower left connect point of the symbol 
the 0,0 point of your drawing. The 0,0 point of a symbol drawing will 
becane the reference point of the symbol when it is added to a schematic or 
board. If you consistently place the lower left connect point on O,O, you 
will always be aware of where its reference point is. This is important to 
know when you scale, ITK>ve, rotate, or copy a symbol in a schematic or board 
drawing. Even if you do not place the lower left connect point on 0 ,o, do 
not place the symbol graphics far fran 0,0 for your own convenience when 
addinJ the symbol to a drawinJ. 

GRID 

We recamnend that you use a 200 by 200 mil grid so that your connect 
points will be at 200 mil intervals. This will simplify interconnection 
when you place the symbol in a schematic or board drawing where you are 
using a 200 or 100 mil grid, particularly if you scale any instances 
of the symbol to 1/2 size after addinJ them to a drawing. 
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LAYERS 

Refer to the Telesis Reconmeooed Layer Staooards Table (p. BASIC-30) 
when adding the eli:roents of your symbol drawin:J. The layer placements you 
make here will be maintained when you place the symbol in a schematic or 
l:oard drawing. 

LABEL 

Some labels are required on symbol drawin:Js and sane are not, depeooing 
on the type of symbol (See the Sections on Ingic Symbols am Board Symbols.) 

~en you add a label, you may input the label text or you may leav1;;: the 
text blank (the text point only will show) • If you input a blank label usir. 
the label canmaoos, you may add the text after placing the symrol in a sch611 
or board drawing. Be aware, however, that you may only use that blank text 
point for the type of label originally specified when you added the text poi 
For exanple, if you used IADD REF DESIG! to add a blank label, you may only 
use this text p:>int later for reference designators. 

ELEM2ITS 

Cse lines, arcs, circles, ard connect points for symool gr 1phics. [X) 

~ot use connect lines or connect arcs. 
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5. USING THE I CREATE SYMOOL I C'Cfo1MAND 

When you have canpleted your symbol drawing, pick !CREATE SYMOOLj. 

'llle Ccrrmarrl Description Section of the manual gives you the exact 
input sequence to use. 

THE SYMOOL - IDG FILE 

When you pick I CREATE SYMOOLI, the systen creates a text file reporting 
on the lines, arcs, labels, connect points arrl other elenents of the symbol 
you have drawn. 

'llle systen gives this text file the nane of the symbol file with the 
suffix "-r..cx;" added. For exanple, if you have named the symbol file "NAND2", 
the systen will nane the corresporrling report file "NAND2-r..cx;." 

NOI'E: The systen creates a -r..cx; file even if errors have prevented 
the creation of a symbol file. · 

EXAMPLE OF A SYMOOL.AND ITS -IDG FILE 

I _...,. __ 

·,__,/ 

(\,...., ,-- . --........ 
vu' " 

oo: }>~Q 
.. a _ _______ ,./ 

;]~\ 
I - . I , ' 
~ L._ ., 

SY"BOL CHECKED NO DATA BASE ERRORS DETECTED 

.................................................•..••••.......•..••..•••..... 
TELESIS CRE·ATE SY"BOL ELEMENT REPORT 

......•....•......•...•................•.....•.......•........................ 

ayabol name NAND2 rev1a1on 1 

....•..••..........••••.••..••••....••.... 
..__ ________ ···-----·-·-
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(Example cont_i_r:iu __ ':?. __ ~~~ previou._s_pagel__ ______ _ ,---·---- -- -- -

I ++++++++++•••••••CONNECT POINTS <P> and attached LABELS fT) ••••••••••••••• 

! 
T!X7' par&aetars 

h QI wd t a pc 

080 060 02~ 

O~il 030 010 

·····················~·························································· 

T 

T 

p 

T 

T 

n 

150 

900 

760 

775 

TOTI.I.I 

200 

725 

125 

100 

! 2 5 

25 

53 

15 

4 I P !N-NUMEER 

14 I PIN-NAME 

41 PIN-NUMBER 

14/ PIN-NAM£ 

00 

A 

00 

6 I.AHLI 

o~o 

0 5 0 

oec 

0:0 

060 

030 

060 

030 

J. 0 zo 

0: 0 

020 

0 ! 0 

++++++++++++++++++•+• LABELS attached to the SYHBCL +•••••••••+••••••••••••• 

TEXT pa.ramet•r• 

x y LAYER I I type LABEL-Tt~T hQt wdt IPC. 

300 HO Z I REF-Ot3 1~6 0 117 0 r.30: 

...•.....................................................................•..... 

zoo -400 5 I OEVIC£-TYP£ DEV 0 1 ~ 6 0 117 0 OJ• 

······································~········································ 

TOTALS 2 LABELS &tt&ched ~~ symbol 

1 
I 

I 
I ··············································································· ~ 

{Example continued on next page) 
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(Exa;np.te t.::ontinued from previous ;i.:.ic;e) 

:... . ~. r 

y 

100 s; 
200 :co 

5 z 

- 1 0 G 

20;; -1 00 

.~ Q '1 J rJ 

·,oo Joo 

I 0 0 5 z 
0 ry 0 ! 0 0 

TO'rAr.:; 1 LiNES 

+ ...... + ~ •• + .............. + • + + •• + + + ...... ~ .. 

t:EUTfR .tu.:; tr {d•9rees 

RAD !\.TS LA: ''R · •. : l :.TH SI • t ttr1 c! 

~ 1 , t 8 8 ?.'J! : 7 ~ 7 

z 5 2 es 1 5 
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EXPLANATICN OF TERMS USED IN THE -ux; FILE 

As you can see fran the exanple above, the -LOO file is largely self
explanatory. Below are the items that may need explanation: 

p The letter "P" in the left hand column means connect point. 

T '!be letter "T" in the left hand column means a text point 
associated with the connect i;:oint (P) listed atove it. 

Circles Circles are not listed separately in the -LOO. They are 
shown as arcs with a "start" and "end" ~le of 0. 

Label # Label # is listed to the left of label type. Label # is 
merely another way of referring to label type. For example, 
a reference designator is always label #2; a signal name 
is alwa_y_s label #1, etc. · 

ERROR MESSAGES 

When you pick !CREATE SYMBOL!, the system checks your symbol for certain 
kinds of errors. Below is a list of error and warning messages the system wi 1. 

report either on the function screen or in the -LOO file. (NOI'E that the 
system checks VIA symbols much more thoroughly than other types of symbols.) 

e SYMOOL LIMIT EXCEEDED, 512 ELEMENTS IS THE MAXIMUM AI..I.aVED 

'!be system has found more than the maximum nunber of allowed elements 
in your symbol. The symbol file will not be created. 

• SYMOOL LIMIT EXCEEDED, 256 (textP?ints) is the maximum allowed 

'!he system has found more than the maximum allowed nunber of textp::>int 
in your symbol. The symbol file will not be created. 

• ERROR: SYMBOL CONTAINS MORE THAN 200 CCNNECT POINTS 

The system has found more than the maximum allowed number of connect 
points in your symbol. The symbol will not be created. 

• WARNING: CCNNECI' LINES IN SYMBOL 

Ordinarily you should not have connect 1 ines in a symbol. The system 
issues a warning, but it will create the symbol file. 
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e ERROR: CONNECT LINE HAS ZERO LENGTH. SYMBOL WILL NCJI' BE CREATED 

'!he system has found a connect line with no length. The symbol will 
not be created. 

e CANNOT AI..JJ:M SYMBOL WITHIN SYMBOL 

'Ihe system has found a symbol placed within your symbol drawing. 
It will not create the symbol file. 

e SYMBOL ALREADY EXISTS. PICK -> PAGE 'ID OVERWRITE, ELSE CANCEL 

'!he name you have given this symbol file has already been used 
for an existing symbol file. Pick -> PAGEi to input a new name, 
or jCANCELI to cancel the !CREATE SYMBOL canmand. 

e ERROR DURING CREATE SYMBOL VIA: VIA MUST HAVE ONE AND ONLY CNE 
CONNECT POINI' 

'Ihe system has found fewer than one, or more than one, connect 
point in a VIA symbol drawing. The symbol file will not be created. 

e ERROR DURING CREATE SYMBOL VIA: VL~. MUST HAVE CONNECT POINI' ON 
IAYER ZERO 

'Ihe connect point in a VIA symbol drawing is not on layer zero. The 
system will not create the symbol file. 

e ERROR DURING CREATE SYMBOL VIA: VIA MUST NCfl' HAVE CONNECT LINES 

'Ihe system has found a connect line in a VIA symbol drawing. It 
will not create the symbol file. 

e ERROR DURING CREATE SYMBOL VIA: VIA MUST NCfl' HAvE TEXT POINTS 
A'l'I'ACHED 'ro CONNECT POINT 

'Ihe system has found one or more text points attached to the connect 
point in a VIA symbol drawing. The symbol file will not be created. 

e· ERROR DURING CREATE SYMBOL VIA: VIA CONNECT POINI' MUST BE AT THE ORIGIN 

'Ihe system has found that the connect point in a VIA symbol drawing is 
not at the origin (0 ,0) of the drawing. The symbol file will not be 
created. 
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e ERROR DURING CREATE SYMOOL VIA: VIA MUST Nor HAVE REFERENCE 
DESIGNA'IDR LABEL 

'lbe system has found a reference designator label in a VIA symbol 
drawin:J. The symbol file will not be created. 

CHECK THE -u:x:; FILE FOR ACCURACY 

Even if the -LOO file shows no errors, you mu~t check it carefully 
to be sure that you have met the requirements for the type of symbol 
you are creatin:J (especially if the symbol is not a VIA). Here are sane 
questions to keep in mind as you review the -LOO file. 

• Have you placed the required labels on your symbol? 

• Have you placed all elements on the proper layers? 

• Have you placed the origin (0,0) of your symool properly? 

RE-USING THE ORIGINAL SYMBOL DRAWING FILI~ 

We recamnerrl that you do not delete the original ~~l drawin:J 
file after creating the symbol file with the !CREATE SYMBOL! command. 

Symool files cannot be edit,ed, but drawin:J files can. If, for any 
reason, you wanted to alter a symbol, you could edit the original 
drawin:J and use the !CREATE SYMBOL! camnand again, instead of havin:J to 

. draw the symbol all over again. 

You may also save some time by usin:J the drawing file for one symbol 
as the basis for drawin:J another symbol. . For example, you could draw a 
DIP14 symbol more quickly by editing a DIP16 drawin:J than by makin:J an 
entirely new drawin:J. 
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P I N F I L E S 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

2. CREATING THE PIN DESCRIPTION TEXT FILE 

3, EDITING THE PIN DESCRIPTION FILE 

4. PIN DESCRIPTION FILES NOT CREATED WITH THE 
EDIT PIN FILE LEAD-THRU 
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1. GENERAL INPORMJl.TIOf\i 

PURPOSE OF PIN DESCPJPI'ION TEXT FILES 

A pin description text file must exist for every symbol used on a PC 
boad design. Pin files allow you to control pad sizes and shapes by pin. 
It also allows you to assiqn the physical layer assignment and the platin:J 
information for each pintype. 

Pin files contain information that is recruired by the system for: 

1. Physical Desiqn Rules Checkin:J (PDRC) 
2. Art'V-X)rk Generation 
3. NCDrill 
4. Router 

When you use these system capabilities, the system searches for the 
needed pin files, and then checks for the required infonnation. You will 
receive an error message if the pin files do not exist, or if they do not 
contain the needed information. 

EXAMPLE: PIN DESCRIPTION FILE FORtJIAT 

DIP14-PIN l 
(DIP14-PIN) 
(PIN FILE FOR SYMBOL DIP14) 
PINTYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 
PAD CIRCLE=. 0 40 DRILL-MAST< 
PAD S0UARE=.062 COMPONEJ\1T-SIDE 
PAD SQUARB=.062 SOLDER-SIDE 
PAD CIRCLE=.080 COMPONENT-SOWER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE= .080 SOWER-SOWER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.040 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
THERMAL-RELIEF FIASH=ABl 2 IMBEDDED-PIANE 
ANTI-PAD CIRCLE=.040 IMBEDDED-PI..ANE 
PINI'YPE R 
DRILL .035-P 
PAD CIRCLE= .040 DRILL-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.062 CC1JIPONENT-SIDE 
PAD CIRCLE=.062 SOLDER-SIDE 
PAD CIRCLE=.ORO COMPONENT-SOWER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.080 SOWER-SOWER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.040 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
THERMAL-RELIEF' FLASH=AB12 IMBEDDED-PLANE 
ANTI-Fill CIRCLE= .040 IMBEDDED-PLANE 
PIN 1 A 
PIN 2-14 B 
END 
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NAME AND LCX:ATION OF PIN FILES 

You must give the pin file exactly the same name as the board symbol file 
it describes, with the suffix "-PIN'.' added to the symbol name. 

EXAMPLE: Symbol file name: DIP14 

Corresponding pin file name: DIP14-PIN 

Pin files may be placed in the current project file or in the SYsrEM-LIBRARY 
We recanmend that you keep them in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

CONI'ENTS OF PIN FILES 

Pin files cx:>ntain the following information: 

l. PINTYPE 
2. DRILL SIZE AND PLATING INFORMATICN FOR E'ACH PIN'I'YPE 
3. PAD SIZE, SHAPE AND IAYER FOR E'ACH PINI'YPE 
4. ANI'I -PAD INFORMATION 
5. THERMAL RELIEF INFORMATICN 
6. DEFINITION OF WHICH SYMBOL PINS BEIDNG TO EACH PINTYPE 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

1. All symbols on thA PC board rnust have pin files. 

2. Pin files should be created so that they can be used with all boards; 
ann for boarns with multiple internal power and siqnal layers. When 
using pin files, the system ignores any information it does not 
need during the creation of a board. You should create pin files to 
suit your maximum board designs. 

3. All sizes specified in the pin file{s) require an entry in the 
APERI'URE-TAB file when you generate artv.ork or perform NCDrill. If 
you use too many different sizes, you may have difficulty setting 
up an APERTURE-TAB file for a photoplotter aperture wheel. (lt>st 
aperture wheels can hold a maximum of 24 different aperture sizes.) 
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2. CREATI'tr. THE PIN DESCRIPTION TEXT FILE 

The !EDIT PIN FILP.j lead-thru allcws you to create and edit pin 
files. It reduces the possibility of numerous format errors that could 
be generated when a pin file is created on a text editor keyboard. 

When you create pin description files for your PC board designs, 
the Telesis system assists you in the following ways: 

1. Automatically 'POSitions the cursor to the proper JX>Sition. 

2. Automatically inputs keywords required in the· file. 

3. Places parentheses () around canment lines. 

4. Issues error messages if your input was improperly formatted. 

~E: When openi~ an existing pin description text file, 
error messages may appear on the function screen if 
your file was not created with the !EDIT PIN FILE! 
lead-thru. (See ) 

The followi~ steps will lead you through the creation of the 
pin description text file: 

STEP 1. 

STRP 2. 

ITEXT LEADI'HRUj 

Pick the !TEXT LEAOI'HRUI conmarrl to enter the selected menu 
page containinq options for creating and editinq text 
files. 

I F:DIT PIN FILE I 

Pick the jF:DIT PIN FILE! canrnand to begin the creation of 
the new pin description file. The system will prompt you 
for a file name. The file name may contain up to 18 alphamneric 
characters (no blank spaces) with the -PIN suffix included. 

EXA.~LE: jEDIT PIN FILEj (FILE NAME) DIP14-PIN 

The system displays the DIP14-PIN text file on the 
graphics screen as a new file. The display will have 
the information shown below. 

DIP14-PIN 
(DIP14-PIN) 

END 

jENTERj 
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You may use the following corrmarrls to add information between 
(DIP14-PIN) and the END statement. 

STEP 3. 

New 

ADD PINTYPEI 
ADD DRILL! 
ADD PADI 
ADD THERM-RELIEFj 
ADD PIN LINEj 
ADD COMMENT! 

IADD PINTYPEI 

In some cases, a board symbol has only one pintype. All pins 
assigned to that symbol have the same drill, pad, anti-pad ard 
thermal relief specifications. In other cases, a board symbol may 
have more than one pintype. Different pins assigned to the symbol 
have different drill, pad, anti-pad and thermal relief specifications. 

You must input a paragraph in the pin file describing each 
pintype. You must input the PINI'YPE line before inputting 
the pin information (drill, shape, size, layer, etc.). 

If the file has more than one pintype, you must input a 
name that distinguishes one pi'ntype fran another: for 
exanple: PINI'YPE A, PINI'YPE B, etc. 

(PINTYPE l\Ll\ME) A 

The line appears on the graphics screen as part of 
the file: 

DIP14-PIN 

Cursor -> * I] 
Position 

(DIP14-PIN) 
PINTYPE A 
END 

The pintype name may contain up to four alphanumeric characters. 
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STEP 4. SELOCT UNITS 

Pick either IUNITS:ENiLISHI or IUNITS:ME'IRICl as your input unit for 
drill size and pad size. 

If you do not make a choice, the default is English units. Note that 
when you choose English or metric units, you are choosing an input value 
for this file ally. '!'BIS INPOT VAUJE DOES ?Cir AFF!X:'l' ANY omER FIUS IN 
!aJR PBC\1PX:T. 

When you input a nunber for size, if a decimal point is part of the 
nunber, the systan asslltles either inches or millimeters (deperrling on the 
input you chose) • If this m:mber has no decimal point, the systan assumes 
mils for English units input and boani database units (.OJ.mm) for metric 
input. 

You may charge the unit of measuranent at any time. However, note 
that when you choose a new unit of measuranent, <ELY THCSE DRILL SIZES AR> 
PAD SIZES FOLLCJiIR; '!BAT ONIT OF MFASOREMEN? ARE IN 'lBA'l' ONIT. Drill sizes 
and pad sizes following the previously chosen unit are in that previously 
chosen unit of measurement. 

For exanple, in the file below, the drill size is in mils, while the 
pad circle width is in millimeters. 

DIP14-PIN 
(DIP14-PIN) 

* PINrYPE A 
UNITS:ENiLISH 

* DRILL .035-P 
UNITS:METRIC 

* PAD CIRCLE=. 040 DRILL-MASK 
END 

STEP 5. ADD DRILL 

Pick the I ADD DRILL I ccmnand to input the drill size in mils or 
millimeters (depeiiHIY;J on which input unit you chose) and the type of 
plating for that hole: I PIATEDI , I NOl' PIATEDI , or I OPI'ICNALI. When you 
input a nunber for size, if a dec:imal point is part of the number, the 
systan assumes either inches or millimeters (depeming on the input unit 
you chose) • If this nunber has no decimal point, the systan assumes mils 
for English units input and board database units (.OJ.mm) for metric input. 

EXAMPLE: IAID DRILLl ( DRILL SIZE [in mils] ) 35 I ENTER! 

Pick plating type: 
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PIATEDI 
NOT PIATEDI 
OPI'ICNALI 



STEP 6. IADD PAD! 

DIP14-PIN 

(DIP14-PIN) 
* PINT!PE A 
* I] DRILL .035-P 

Em 

Ped informatiai contains the keyword, PAD, follaied by a geanetric 
shape, a size in mils ar millimeters (dependin:j on which input unit 
you chose) , and a physical layer assignnent. 

C\Jrl;'ently, the systan pr01Tides the followin:j shapes:. 

CIRCLE I 
SQUARE I 
REC'l'AN3LEI 
OBLCH;I 
FLASH I 

R7?!: 'l'he physical l~r nanenclature must be EXAC'l'LY the sane as used in the 
LAYERS'lD FILE. (Refer to Layer-Standard File sectiai of the manual.). 
'l'he physical layer assigment may contain up to 24 alpham.meric characters 
with oo blank spaces. 

EX1\MPLE: 

I AID "PADI I CIRCLE I (WIDTH) 40 I ENTER I (LAYER) DRILL-MA<;K I ENTER! 
RFSULT: 

New * 
Cursor-->* 
Positioo * 1-1 
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DIP14-PIN 

(DIP14-PIN) 
PIN'IYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 
PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRI~K 
EN:> 



STEP 7. IADD THERM-RELIEF! 

'!he themal relief line of the pin file contains the followi?Y:J 
information: · 

1. '!he keyword 'mERMAL-RELIEF 

2. A photoplotter aperture type (EX. FLASH) 

3. A nane that distin3uishes aie themal relief fran another. 

4. A physical layer assigrnnent (up to 24 alpham.ineric characters) 

'!he themal relief nane may C'Olltain up to 10 alpham.meric characters 
with no blank spaces. 

EXAMPLE: 

IAOD THERMAL RELIEF! IFLASHI (NME) AB12 l'ENTERI (LAYER) IMBEDDED-PLANE I ENTER! 

RESULT: 

New 
Cursor -> 
Positiai 

* PAO SQUARE=.080 SOIDER-SIDE 
* PAO CIRCLE= .080 CCMPCmN!'-SOIDER-MASK 
* PAO CIRCLE= .080 SOIDER-SOIDER-MM>K 
* PAO CIRCLE=.040 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
* 1-l"IHERMAL RELIEF FLASH=AB12 IMBEDDED-PLANE 

-EN) 

When the THERMAL-RELIEF line of the file is input, the systan 
imnediately pranpts you for ANTI-PAD data. You must now select the shape of 
the ANTI-PAD fran the menu displayed on the function screen. 

EXAMPLE: 

Pick: ICIR<UI (WID'l'H) .040 IENTERI 
'!he physical layer nanenclature must be exactly the sane for the 

THERMAL-RELIEF line and the ANTI-PAD line. '!he systan autanatically 
inserts the sane physical layer nane fran the THERMAL-RELIEF line 
to the ANTI-PAD line of the pin file. 

RESULT: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*I] 
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PAD SQUARE= .080 SOIDER-SIDE 
PAD CIRCLE=.080 ~ENT-SOIDER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.080 SOIDER-SOIDER-MM3K 
PAD CIRCLE= .040 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
'!BER1AI.t-RELIEF FLASH=AB12 IMBEDED-PLANE 
ANTI-PAD CIRCLE= .040 IMBEDDED-PLANE 
EN) 



STEP 8. !ADD PIN LINE! 

. After inputting specif icatiais for all pintypes assigned to the symbol, 
you must list the pins that belong to each pintype. '!be list contains one 
line for each pin or series of pins belongiRJ to a pint:ype. 

Each line begins with the keyword PIN, followed by pin m:mber(s) and 
the nane of the pint:ype for these pins. 

EXAMPLE: PIN 1 A EXAMPLE: PIN l ,~ ,5 A 
PIN 2-14 B PIN 2 4 6-14 B 

If more than one pin is assigned to a pint:ype, you may enter a sequential 
series of pin nllllbers by using a hyphen. If the pin nl.lllbers are not sequential, 
you may use ccmnas or spaces to separate a nt.lllber of pins assigned to that pint:ype. 

EXAMPLE: I AOO PIN LINE! (PIN LIST) 1 I ENTER! (PINr.lPE NME) A I ENTER! 
IAID PIN LINEI {PIN LIST) 2-14 I ENTER! (P:t?mPE NAME) B I ENTERI 

RF.SULT: 

PAD C:QlCLE=.080 SOWER-SOWER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE= .040 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
'IBmMAL-RELIEF ~H=iAB12 lMBEfDED-PLANE 
ANTI-PAD CIRCLE=.040 lMBEDDED-PLANE 

Cursor PIN 1 A 
Position -> I] PIN 2-14 B 

END 
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STEP 9. I ADD CCMMENTI 
use the IADD CCMMENTI ccmnarxi to add ccmnent lines _to the pin file. 

The ccmnent line is autanatically placed within parentheses ( ). This 
identifies the line of text as a carment. 

Current 
Cursor -> 
Positioo 

1-1 (DIP14-PIN) 
PINIYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 

OIP14-PIN 

EXAMPLE: IADD CCMMENTj -> Keyboatd Menu 

tNPoT: PIN FILE ~ SYMBOL DIP14 I MERI 

RESULT: 

DIP14-PIN 

New (DIP14-PIN) 
Cursor-> l_I (PINFILE FUR SYM&>L DIPi4) 
Positioo PIN'l'Y.PE A 

DRILL .035-P 

Since the carment line is optiooal am is ignored by the systen, youi 
wlace the carment line above the sectioo or line it is related to. The 
I <l»tENTI camnam allows you to input additiooai infor.:mation for easy 
interpretatioo of the pin file. 

Inl'E: You may input a maximun of 59 alphanumeric ard blank spaces on 
a camient line. If your input exceeds the 59 alphanl.Dlleric 
characters, the systen interrupts your input and inserts the 
59-character ccmnent line on the file. 
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STEP 10. L~I 
Pick IDCiml when you are finished with the creation of the pin 

description file. TO close the file, pick one of the following ccmnands: 

!SAVE FILEj 

EXAMPLE: 

- causes the systen to save the active version of 
the file. '!'he file is saved under the same 
revision label that was named when the file was 
opened. 

If you created a new file, the systen assigns a 
revision label of "l" when you close the file. 

Active File: DIP14-PIN 

I SAVE FILEI : DIP14-PIN 1 

!SAVE FILE NEW RV! - allows you to input a new revision label for your 
active file. The new revision label may contain 
four alphanumeric characters. 

EXAMPLE: 

The systen saves the file that you opene4d under 
the new revision label WI'IBOOT deleting or 
ch~ing the original and its revision. 

Original version (old REV): DIP14-PIN 

I SAVE FILE NEW RVI : (REV) 2 IENTERI 

RFSULT: DIP14-PIN 2 

!CANCEL AC!V FILE! - causes the systen to delete the active version of 
the file. 'l'tle original is not deleted1 it keeps 
the same revision label. 

!EDIT FILEj 
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- allows you to "menu-back" and return to the 
active file for further editing. 





3. EDITING THE PIN DESCRIPTION FILE 

As you create a pin description file for a particular PC board symbol, 
you may wish to make additions or corrections. You may also edit the 
file at a later time to update any version of a file you previously 
created. When you reopen the file, you must input the name of the pin 
description file and the revision label. Simply pick ENTER after 
inputting the pin file name if you wish to edit the latest version. 

You can use the following commands to edit the pin description file 

CHANGE PINTYPE 
CHANGE DRILL 
CHANGE PAD 
CHANGE THERM - REL 
CHANGE ANTI - PAD 
CHANGE PIN LINE 

DELETE SECTION 
UNDELETE SECTION 
DELETE LINE 
UNDELETE LINE 
CHANGE COMMENT 

POSITIONING THE CURSOR 

To edit a file, you must always move the cursor to the proper position. 
The cursor remains in the left margin of the file, and must be 
positioned at or above the line to be edited. 

For ADD commands used during editing 

For 

Use 

Position the cursor on the line above the desired location of 
the new line. Lines positioned below the cursor shift down 
when the new line is inserted. 

If the cursor is positioned at the END statement, the new line 
will be positioned above the END statement. 

CHANGE or DELETE commands 

Move the cursor to the line to be changed or deleted. 

these lines to move the cursor : 

SEC UP - Moves the cursor up one section. 

SEC DWN - Moves the cursor down one section. 

LINE UP - Moves the cursor up one line. 

LINE DWN - Moves the cursor down one line. 
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THE DIFFERENCE RE'IWEEN A SECrION AND A LINE 

The system groups the pin description file into sections 
of interrelated data. For example, the file may contain information 
about more than one pintype (PINI'YPE A, PIN'IYPE B, etc.). Therefore, 
each pintype paragraph in the pin file is identified by the sys_t_em __ ~ 
as a section. When editing within a section, you may use the !LINE UPI 
and I LINE ™NI comnarrls to p:>sition the cursor to a line you wish to 
CTIANGE or DELETE. 

While you are \l\Orking within a section, asterisks (*) appear at the 
left marqin of your file. The asterisk flags each line· cnmprising a"PINI'YPE 
section, and labels the section were you may perform editing tasks. When you 
pick IIXJNE!, the svstem positions the cursor back to the PINTYPE line of that 
section and cancels the asterisk display. 

V\hen the cursor is r:ositioned at a PINTY'PE line, use the ISEC ™NI 
comnand to rrove the cursor to the next PINTY'PE section. In some cases, a 
section mav consist of only one line. For example, each PIN LINE is defined 
bv the svstem as a section. 

EXA.~LE: I LINE ™N l (Picked 4 times) 

EXAMPLE: 

Current 
Cursor-> * [I 
Position * 

* 
New * 
Cursor --> * 1:1 
Post ion * 

DIP14-PIN 1 
(DIP14-PIN) 
(PIN FILE FDR SYMBOL DIP14) 
PINTYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 
PAD CIRCLE= •. 040 DRILL-MASK 
PAD SQUARE=.062 CCJvtPONENl'-SIDE 
PAD SQUARE=.080 SO[l)ER-SIDE 

EXAMPLE: I SEC ™NI (Pickerl twice) 

Current 
Cursor 
Position 

--> [I 
New 
Cursor--> 1-1 
Position 
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PAD CIRCLE=.040 INTERNAL SI\.NAL 
THERMAf.rRELIEF FIASH=AB12 IMAEDDED PLANE 
ANTI-PAD CIRCLE=.040 IMBEDDED-PIANE 
PIN 1 A 
PIN 2-14 B 
END 



IF THE FILE IS LONGER IB.AN SHCW>J CN THE GRAPHICS SCREEN 

If you a::ld lines to the file after the graphics screen is full, the file 
scrolls up so that the oottom lines are visible and the top lines are not. 
Use the LINE and SEC cornnands to scroll your file to the lines or sections you 
wish to edit. 

'ID CHANGE INFORMATION IN THE FILE 

Use the CHA.rlX::;E canmands to change or update the pin description file. 
You must move the cursor to the line you wish to edit. 

When you wish to edit lines within a section of the pin file, use the 

l -SE-C~UP-1 andLSEC rwNI cornnands to f))Sition the cursor to that section. The 
CHANGE PINTYPEI canmand allows you to edit all lines assigned to that 
pint~ section. When the system prompts you for a pintype name, simply 
pick l~RI to flip to the appropriate menu page for changing information 
within that pintype section; Each line assigned to that section is flagged 
with an asterisk at the left margin. 

EXAMPLE: Cursor is positioned at the PINI'YPE A section 

Pick: !CHANGE PINTYPEj lmfE"RI 

RESULT: The asterisk display appears on the qraphics screen. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

DIP14-PIN l 
(DIP14-PIN) 
(PIN FIL8 FDR SYM~!L OIP14) 

,-, PINTYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 
PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRILL-MASK 
PAD SQUARE=.062 CCMP<JNENI'-SIDE 
PAD SQUARE=.080 SOIDER-SIDE 

EXAMPLE: Use ILINE rxNNj to f))sition the cursor to the line to be changed. 

PICK: !CHANGE PADj 

INPUT: I SQUARE I (WIIJI'H [in mils] ) 85 lmfERI (LAYER) SOLDER-SIDE jmfERI 

RESULT: The pad size .• 080 was char¥Jed to .085. 

* 
* 
* 

Current * 

DIP14-PIN 1 
(DIP14-PIN) 
(PIN FILE FOR SYMBOL DIP14) 
PINTYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 
PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRILL-MASK 
PAD SQUAR.E=.062 C01PONENI'-SIDE 

Cursor --> * 
Position 

,-, PAD SQUARE=.085 SOIDER-SIDE 
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When you use the CHANGE conmands, you may pick I ENI'ER/ for 
any input that is unchanged. For example, if you use the CHANGE PAD! 
cormnand to update the pad size only, pick !ENTER! for those pranpts 
that alrecrly have the correct information displayed on the graphics 
screen. 

EXAMPLE: 

Current Line 

PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRILL-MASK 

PICK: !CHANGE PAD! !CIRCLE I (WIIJPH [IN MILS]) 45 IENrERI (LAYER) I ENTER I 

RESULT: The pad size is changed to .045: DRILL-MASK remains the same. 

PAD CIRCLE=.045 DRILL-MASK 

DELETING INFORMATION FROM THE FILE 

Use these C'OlllTlands to DELETE and reinsert information on the 
pin description file: 

I DELETE LINE I 

jUNDELETE LINE! 

!DELETE SECTION! 

- This canmand deletes one line from the 
file. You must ITIO\Te the cursor to the 
line you wish to delete within a section. 

- This canmand reinserts the last line deleted. 
You may use !UNDELETE LINE! to rePJsition the 
line to another area of the file within a 
section. The system restores the line below your 
new cursor position reqardless of the line's 
original placement. 

- This canmand deletes an entire section 
from your file. You must mO\Te the cursor 
to the beginning of the section you wish 
to delete. 

!UNDELETE SECTION! - This canmand restores the last section you 
deleted. You may reposition an entire 
section to another location in the pin file. 

~= You cannot delete the symbol nan~ at the top 
center position of your file, or the END statement. 
You can only delete lines that you input when you 
created the file. 
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USI~ THE jDELETE SECTION! AND !DELETE LINEj COMMANDS 

Since the system may reccqnize a line as a section, you may use the 
jDELETE SECTION! canmand to eliminate a line from the pin file. 

EXAMPLE: Deleting a corrment line (section) from the pin file. 

D!Pl4-PIN 1 
(DIP14-PIN) 

1-1 (PIN FILE FOR SYMBOL DIP14) 
PINTYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 
PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRILL-MASK 

PICK: jDELETE SECTION! 

When you pick jDELETE SECTION!, the comnent line (PIN FILE FOR 
SYMBOL DIP14) is deleted from the file. The contents below your 
deleted line will shift up and close the open line. 

RESULT: 

(DIP14-PIN) 
[I PINTYPE A 

DRILL .035-P 

DIP14-PIN 1 

PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRILL-MASK 

Use the jSEC UPI or jSEC rMNI canmands to rerx>sition the cursor to 
another section of the file. Pick the !UNDELETE SECTION! corrmand to reinsert 
the line (PIN FILE FOR SYMBOL DIP14) to a new EXJSit1on below the cursor. 
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EXAMPLE: Deleting a line from the PINlYPE A section of the file. 

Cursor 
----> 

* 
* I] 

(DIP14-PIN) 
PIITTYPE A 
DRILL .035-P 

DIP14-PIN 1 

I* PAD CIRCLE=. 040 DRIT .... L-MASK 

PICK: JDELETE LINE! 

RESULT: The DRILL line of the file is deleted. 

DIP14-PIN 1 
(DIP14-PIN) 

Cursor * PIITTYPE A 
-----> * ,-, PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRILL-MASK 

You may now use the !UNDELETE LINE! command to reinsert the DRILL 
line back to the pin file. 

lJse the !LINE UPI command to JX>Sition the cursor back to the 
PIN'IYPE A. Pick !UNDELETE LINE! to reinsert it to its original 
l'.X>Sition in the file. 
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4. PIN DESCRIPI'ION FILES NOI' CREATED WITH THE !EDIT PIN FILE! LEADI'HRU 

You may currently have Pin description files on your system that were not 
created with the EDIT PIN FILE! lead-thru. You may edit these files usinq 
the !EDIT PIN FILE comnand. 

When you open one of these files with the !EDIT PIN FILE! canmand, 
the system checks it for formatting errors. If errors are present, the 
system places a message on the function screen tellinq you how many faulty 
line exist in the file. It displays the file on the graphics screen with 
all faulty lines bracketed between parentheses () and asterisks(*). 

EXAMPLE: (*PAD CIRCLE =.040 DRILL MASK*) 

The line is incorrect because there is a space between CIRCLE and the 
equals siqn (=). A hyphen should also appear between the ...ords DRILL ~nd 
MASK. 

'Ihe lines in parentheses are rt:Y-N canments. You may delete these lines 
with the !DELETE LINE!carmand. Use the ADD comnands to input the correct 
information. 

If you are usinq the optional VI'lOl terminal to create and edit the pin 
file; refer to the example at the beginnif¥3 of this section for general 
formatting requirements. You may later use the !EDIT PIN FILE! lead-thru to 
display the file on the Telesis system and to check it for formattinq errors. 

T\DTE: The soacinq requirements, keV1NOrd spellinq, individual line 
formats and the maximum character inPUts are described within 
this section. However, refer to the COMMANDS section of this 
manual for crlnitional information on each canmann used to create 
and ec'lit the pin description file. 
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5. PIN FILES WITH SPECIAL REQUIREMENI'S 

VIAS 

A via symbol has a connect point, but the connect point does not have a 
pin number. Use the jADD PINI'YPEj canmand to insert the keyword PINTYPE to 
the pin file. When the system prompts you for a pintype name, inp.it a space, 
then I ENTER I. The ke~rd PINI'YPE awears -on the graphics screen WI'IH>UT a 
pintype name. 

EXAMPLE: 

(VIA -PIN) 
PINI'YPE 
DRILL .035-P 

VIA-PIN 1 

PAD CIRCLE=.040 DRILL-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.062 CCMPONENI'-SIDE 
PAD CIRCLE=.062 SOIDER-SIDE 
PAD CIRCLE=.080 Ca.1PONENI'-SOIDER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.080 SOIDER-SOIDER-MASK 
PAD CIRCLE=.040 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
THERMAL-RELIEF FLASH=AB12 IMBEDDED-PU\NE 
ANTI-PAD CIRCLE=.040 IMBEDDED-PI.ANE 
END 

EI:GE CONNECIQRS 

Edqe connectors require a pin file even though they do J"X)t have drill or 
pad specifications. For this pin file, you need to input the PINI'YPE line, 
and the PIN LIST. 

EXAMPLE: 

ECON-PIN 1 

(ECOO-PIN) 
PINI'YPE A 
PIN 1-100 A 
END 
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DRAWING FORMATS 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

2. TWO METHODS OF FILING A DRAWING 
FORMAT IN A LIBRARY 





1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

We recanmend that you use the system to draw a_copy of your starrlard 
drawing format (s) or outlines in eadl of the standard sizes: A, B, C and 
D SIZES. Then keep these formats in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY to be used eadl 
time you begin a new schematic or board drawing. 

'Ihe system does not require you to keep a library copy of your drawing 
format, but it will save you the time involved in drawing the format on 
thP system.every time you create a new drawing. 

ELEMENTS 

Use lines, arcs, and/or circles in the format drawing. Do not use 
connect lines, connect arcs or connect points. 

TEXT 

Add the text in your format drawing with the !ADD NOI'ESI canmand only. 

I.AYERS 

Refer to the Telesis Layer Standards Table (p. GRAPHICS-8) for the proper 
layer settings for the drawing format. 

EXAMPLE 

r ·- --- ---------------

I 
, I 
I -----' I I:.- ... " I , ... , .,, .. ,. I 

,, b .. T.,• [_ ________ -,.-- .,.-· --
1' ' ' 

I Ab?> NOTES 1 
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2. 'lW) Mm'HODS OF FILING A DRAWING FORMAT IN A LIBRARY 

You may keep the library copy of your drawing format as either a symbol 
file or a drawin; file. Each method has its advantages and limitations. 

SYMBOL FILE METHOD 

'lb use this method, follow the same basic procedure as in creating any 
other symbol file: 

STEP 1 Open a drawing file. 

STEP 2 Draw the format accordin; to your canpany 's starrlards. 

STEP 3 Use the !CREATE SYMBOL! canrnand to create a symbol 
file fran the drawing file. 

Whenever you open a new board or schenatic drawing, you may use the ADD 
SYMOOL canrnands to place your format in the drawing. 

'!he only drawback to this method is that you must create a pin description 
text file to correspond with this symbol file. Even though your drawing format, 
of course, has no pins, the system cannot perform design rules checking or art\\Ork 
unless it verifies that there is a pin file for every symbol on a board drawing. 

The pin file you must create, if you use this method, should have the format 
shown in this example: 

DRAWING FILE Mm'HOD 

(PIN FILE FOR DRAWING FORMAT) 
(FILE NAME FORMAT-PIN) 
PINI'YPE 
END 

You may keep a library copy of your drawing format as a drawing file 
rather than as a symbol file if you wish. 

With this method, each time you begin a schenatic or board drawing, you 
use the I OLD DRAWING I canrnand to open the format drawin; file. Then change 
the name of the format drawing file to the name you wish to use for the schanatic 
or board drawin;. 

If you use .this method, you must draw the format twice: 

1. You must have one copy of the format that you opened with 
the I BOARD DRAWING I camnand. 

2. You must have another copy of the format that you opened 
with the IOI'HER DRAWING! canmand. 
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The format drawing file that you opened with !BOARD DRAWING , can only 
be used in board drawings; and the one you opened w1 th OI'HER DRAWING I , can 
only be used in schenatics or other drawings. 

If you choose this method, be sure to nane these tv.D library drawing 
files in a way that indicates which is to be used with boards, and which is 
not, for example: 
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1st drawing file name: 
2nd drawing file name: 

FORMAT-BRO-SIZE-A 
FORMAT-SCH-SIZE-A 





D E V I C E D E S C R I P T I 0 N F I L E S 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
o EXAMPLE 
o LOCATION OF DEVICE FILES 
o TELESIS-PREPARED DEVICE LIBRARY 

2. CONTENTS OF A DtVICE DESCRIPTION FILE 

3. CREATil~G A DEVICE DESCR!PT!ON FILE WITH THE TEXT LEADTHRU 

4. EDITING A DEVICE DESCRIPTION FILE WITH THE TEXT LEADTHRU 

o POSITIONii~G THE CURSOR 
o I HE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A SECTION AND A LiiJE 
o CHAr~GING INFORf1ATION IN THE FILE 
o DELETING INFORMATIOl~ FROM THE FILE 
o COrJTINUATION LINES 
o USING THE MERGE AND BREAK LINE COMMANDS 
o EDITING A DEVICE FILE NOT CREATED WITH THE 

EDIT DEVICE FILE TEXT LEADTHRU 
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DEVICE DESCRIPI'ICN FILES 

1. GENERAL INroRMATICN 

EXAMPLE (DEVICE DESCRIPTICN FILE: 7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCOONI' 14 
PIOORDER 7 400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN CXJT 
PINSWAP 7400 A B 
FUNC'TICN Gl 7400 1 2 3 
FUNC'TICN G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNC'TICN G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNC'TICN G4 7400 12 13 11 
PCMER +SV: 14 
GRCXJND GND: 7 
END 

Device description files provide information about each Eflysical 
device, its logic functions, and all pin infonnation. '!be system 
takes information fran device files when the operator uses the 
jEKTRAC'T NETLISTI, or II.DAD TXT NETLISTI c:arrnand to create the net data 
base file. Device files are essential for the following system 
capabilities requiring a net data base: 

-AU'IOMATIC ASSIGNMENT- -INTERAC'TIVE PIACEMENT-
-AUIOMATIC PIACEMENT- -AU'roMATIC &WAPPm::i OF GATES AND PINS-
-BACK ANNOTATICN- -LCX;ICAL DESIGN RJLES OiECKING-
-AUIOMATI C IOJT!oo-

I.OCATICN OF DEVICE FILES 

When the operator uses the I EKTRAC'T NErLIST I or I !DAD TXT I NErLIST 
carmand, device files must be in the current project or in the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY. It is reccmnended that devices files be kept in the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

TELF.SIS-PREPARED DEVICE LIBRARY 

'!be Telesis-prepared device description files are shown in 
Volllne 2 of this manual. In addition, the operator may create 
de11ice files for specific requirements. 

Like all text files reauired by the system, device files have 
specific format requirements. To assist the operator in meeting 
these requirements, the system provides the jEDIT DEVICE FILE! 
text leadthru. '!be following sections describe the leadthru 
step-by-step. 
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2. CONTENTS OF A DEVICE DESCRIPTIOO FILE 

A device description file contains the followinq information: 

0 '!he physical PACKAGE. (DIP14) 

o '!he CLASS associated with the device. (IC, IO or DISCRETE) 

o '!he m:mber of pins contained on the device, or the 
PINCClm. 

o '!he types of logic FONCTIOOS contained within the device, 
and how their logical pins corresp:>nd to the pin nunbers 
on the device. 

o '!he use of eadl pin contained on the device. (IN, aJT, etc.) 

o '!he swappable pin nanes contained on single logic function 
types within the device. 

o '!he connection of p:>wer and ground pins. 

'!he exanple bela.r.r illustrates the 7400 device shown in the T1'L 
Data Book for Desiqn Engineers and the Telesis device description 
file. '!he information for many device description files can be acquired 
fran the T1'L Data Book for Design Enqineers which illustrates devices 
by "fanily" (i.e., Tl'L, ECL, etc.). For exanple, the 7400 device (Tl'L) 
pictured below, shows the four NAND2 gates and their appropriate 
function slots. 

DEVICE 7400 
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DEVICE DESCRIPTION FILE 

(DEVICE DESCRIPTION FILE: 7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCOUNT 14 
PINORDER 7400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN OUT 
PINSWAP 7400 A B 
FUNCTION Gl 7400 l 2 3 
FUNCTION G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNCTION G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNCTION G4 7400 12 13 11 
POWER +SV; 14 
GROUND GND;7 
END 



. 3 • CRFATil"li A DEVICE DESCRIPTICN FILE WI'!H '!HE TEKT LEADTH:RU 

'!he text lecrlthru capability allows the operator to create 
a device file on the flD"lction screen, with the system maintaining 
the proper formatting requirements for each line entry. '!he orerator 
s:imply uses the interactive carmands on the !EDIT DEVICE FILE 
lecrlthru to input and edit the infor:mation contained in the file. 
'!he lecrlthru reduces the possibility of m.merous for:matting errors 
that could result when the text file is created on a text editor 
keyboard. 

When using the !EDIT DEVICE FILE! lecrlthru, the system assists 
the operator "in the following ways: 

o Autanatically p:>sitions the cursor when the operator 
inputs information. 

o Autanatically inputs the keywords required in the file. 

o Places parentheses () around ccmnentlines. 

o Issues error mess~es if the operator-defined input 
is improperly formatted. 

'!he operator may use the steps described below to create a 
device file using the lecrlthru capability: 

STEP 1. !TEXT LEADTHRUI 

Pick the !TEXT LEAD'IHRUI carmand to display the menu of lecrlthru 
options: 
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EDIT DE.VICE FILE! 
EDIT APERIURE-TABI 
EDIT PIN FILEI 
EDIT IAYERS'ID 
EDIT PENP~I 



STEP 2. !EDIT DEVICE FILE! 

Pick the !EDIT DEVICE FILE! carmand to open an existing device 
file, or to create a new file. 

EXAMPLE: I EDIT DEVICE FILE I (FILENAME) 7 400 I ENTER I 

If creating a new file, the operator may input up to 18 
alphant.meric characters with no blank spaces. A revision label 
with up to four ali;ilant.meric characters may be specified. 
Separate the filenane fran the revision with a blank space. 

'!he device file name specified is the same nane that will be 
used as the device type label on the logic symbols belonging to 
the device. For exanple, the device 7400 (Quad 2-input NAND) 
must have a device type label 7400 on each 7400 loqic symbol 
(NAND2) on the schematic. 

In cases where a symbol does not have a device type label, 
the system uses the symbol nane as the device type. In these 
cases, the device description file must have the sane name 
as the symbol: 

EXAMPLE 1: 

EXAMPLE 2: 

SYMEOL NAME: 
SYMOOL DEVICE TYPE LA.BEL: 
CORRESPOIDIN:; DEVICE FILE NAME: 

NAND2 
7400 
7400 

SYMOOL NAME: RPACK4 
SYMEOL DEVICE 'IYPE LA.BEL: None 
OORRESPCNDIN:; DEVICE FILE NAME: RPACK4 

'!he exanple below illustrates the NAND2 gate (FUNCTICN G4) with 
the 7400 device type label, and the 7400 device description file. 

DEVICE TYPE ATTACHED 

·7400 

---~----4~1 u v-~ 1 __ 
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(7400) 
PAO<AGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCOONT 14 
PINJRDER 7400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN cm' 
PINSWAP 7400 A B 
FUNCTICN Gl 7400 1 2 3 
FUNCTICN G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNCTICN G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNCTICN G4 7400 12 13 11 
PCMER +SV; 14 
GRXJND GND; 7 
END 



When !ENTER! is picked, the system displays the followi11Cf 
information on the graphics screen: 

(7400) 
END 

7400 

('ll"le cursor is p::>sitioned at the start of the ccmnent 
line (7400) ). 

'!be operator may now use the following ccmnands to add 
information between (7400) and the END statement. 

ADD PACKAGE I ADD PIOORDERI 
ADD PINUSEI ADD CLASSj 

ADD PINCOONI' I 
ADD c::G1MENT I 

ADD PINUSE CONTINUATIOOI 
ADD PINSWAPI 

ADD CONTINUATICN LINE 
ADD Pa-JERI 
ADD GRCXJNDI 
ADD NCI 

ADD FUNCTIOO I 

STEP 3. I ADD PACKAGE I 

Pick the !ADD PACKAGE! ccmnand to enter the packaqe nC1T1e. 

EXAMPLE: !ADD PACKAGEj (ENTER PACKAGE NAME) DIP14 !ENTER! 

'!be packaqe nCITle must be identical to the nCITle of the canp::>nent 
symbol used for this device on the board drawing. 

A maximun of 14 characters are allowed, with no blank spaces. 

RESULTit-X; GRAPHICS SCREEN DISPLAY: 
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7400 
(7400) 

PACKAGE DIP14 
END 



STEP 4. jADD CLASS! 

Pick the !ADD CLASS! carmand, then pick the device's class type 
frail one of the three menu box choices provided: 

EXAMPLE: 

CT.ASS IOI 
CLASS IC 
CLASS DISCRETE! 

IADD CLASS! !CI.ASS ICj 

RESULTI~ DISPIAY CN '!HE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 

STEP 5. 

7400 
(7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CI.ASS IC 
END 

I ADD PINCOONr I 

Pick the !ADD PINCOONTI ccmnand to enter the nl.lllber of pins on 
the physical device. 

EXAMPLE: I ADD PINCCXJNT I (PINCOONT) 14 IENTERI 
'!'he PINCCXJNT must be an integer. 

tDl'E: '!'he PINORDER section may not be emitted if the PINCOONT 
entered here is less than the larqest pin nunber on the 
symbol. 

RESULTI~ DISPIAY CN '!HE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 
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7400 
(7400) 

PACKAGE DIP14 
CI.ASS IC 
PINCOONI' 14 
END 



STEP 6. !MENU->! IADD PIOORDERI 

Pick the !ADD PIOORDERI ccmnand, then enter a logical function 
type followed by the pin nanes for that function. 

EXAMPLE: !ADD PIOORDERI (ENTER FCJN('TICN 'IYPE) 7400 ENTER 

(ENI'ER Lisr OF PIN NAMES) A BY ENl'ER 

'!he function type may contain up to 18 alphan1.Jt1eric characters 
with no blank spaces. It must be the sane nane as the function 
type label on the logic symbol. If the loqic symbol has no 
function type label, this entry must be the sane as the device 
type label on the logic symbol. '!he systen will a:3d the 
function type label to each line entry contained in the 
PIOORDER section of the file. 

Pin nanes may contain up to eight alphan1.Jt1eric characters with no 
blank spaces. Pin nanes must be separated with a blank space. 

RESULTIOO DISPLAY CN 'IEE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 

7400 
(7400) 

PACKAGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCOONI' 14 

* PIOORDER 7400 A BY 
am 

Whe11 the operator uses the IADD PIOORDERI o::mnand, the systen 
opens the PIOORDER section of the file. '!he section is 
highlighted with an asterisk display preceding each line entry 
under PnDRDER. 

The foll01r1inq ccmnands may then be used to build the PIOORDER 
section of the device file: 
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ADD PINOSEI 
ADD PINUSE CONl'INUATI<NI 
ADD CONl'INUATICN LINE I 
ADD PINSWAPI 
ADD FUNCTIOOI 



STEP 7. !ADD PINUSE I 

Pick the IADD PINUSEI camtand, then enter a pinuse oode for 
each pin nane entered on the PIOORDER line of the file. 
'lhei::eare nine pinuse C'Odes available on the menu: 

IN OOT OCA BI 
NC PCMER G1UJND 

EXAMPLE: IADD PINUSEI IINI IINI 

RF.stJLTIOO DISPIAY CN 'IHE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 

7400 
(7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCCXJNT 14 

* PIOORDER 7400 A B Y 
* PINUSE 7400 IN IN OOT 

END 

ADD PINUSE ~NUATICN 

TRI OCL 

Use the !ADD PINUSE CCNI'INUATICN! conmand if the contents 
of the PINUSE line exceed the 59-character limit 
on the graphics screen. '!his ccmnand allows the operator to 
continue PINUSE infonnation; the systen simply crlds a comna after 
the last entry on the current PINUSE line of the file, with the 
new information crlded directly below. The text file cursor must be 
positioned at the PINUSE line. 

!ADD PINUSE CCNI'INUATICNI may be used to crld crlditional 
infonnation to PINUSE without changing the line's current 
contents. 

EXAMPLE: Existing PINUSE line in the de\7ice file: 

* PINUSE 7400 IN IN 

IADD PINUSE <XmINUATICNI 1oor1 
Resulting PINUSE line with continuation: 

PINUSE 7400. IN IN, 
OOT 

The !ADD CCNI'INUATICN LINE! carmand may be used for ldng line entries 
other than PINUSE. See CCNI'INUATICN LINES. 
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STEP 8. !ADD PINSWAPI 

Pick the !ADD PINSWAPI CC1T111and to specify the swappable pins 
(by pin nane) for each identical logic function type on the 
device. For exanple, the device 7400 contains four identical 
logic functions (NAND2). In the file shown on the previous 
page, the PIIDRDER line specifies the pin nanes "A" and "B", 
with PINUSE "IN "IN", respectively. Therefore, since the pin 
nanes "A" and B" are both specified as "IN", swappable pins exist 
for each instance of the loqic function. 

With a PINSWAP definition in the device file, the operator may 
create a net data base that allows interactive or automatic 
swapping of IC logic function pins on the active board drawing. 
Pin swapping improves the placement of ratsnest connect-lines 
for increased canpletion percentage during autanatic routing. 

EXAMPLE: !ADD PINSWAPI (ENTER PIN NAMES) A B 

Separate each pin nane with a blank space during input. 

RESULT!~ DISPLAY 00 'IHE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 

7400 
(7400) 

PACKAGE DIP14 
CI.ASS IC 
PINCCXJNI' 14 

* P!IDF()ER 7400 A B Y 
* PINUSE 7400 IN IN CXJT 
* PINSWAP 7400 A B 

END 

!ENTER! 

'lbe illustrations on the next page show the swappable pins for a 
single logic function (NAND2) on the 7400 device: 
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EXAMPLE: FUNCTICN G4 (NAND2, DEVICE 7400) CN '!HE SCHEMATIC 

7400 
12 

13 u 1 SWAPPABLE PINS~ 1-1 
y 

B 

PAa<AGE DIP14 (DEVICE 7400) CN 'ffiE OOARD DRAWI!'l; 

STEP 9. 

j[Q:) 
2@ LJ1 
3@ 
A@ 
5@ • 
B@ 

:J@ 

IADD FUNCTICN I 

@..14 
@..13 
@..12 
@..11 
@..10 
®9 
®B 

::::=:::::::: SW APP ABLE PINS 

Pick the !ADD FUNCTICNI ccmnand, then enter the slot nane for 
this instance of the function, followed by the pin m1nbers 
used by this instance of the function. 

IADD FUNCTICNI (ENTER srm NAME} Gl !ENTER! (PIN NUMBERS) 1 2 3 IENrERI 

'!be slot nane may contain up to four alphanuneric characters with 
no blank spaces. 

Pin nl.lllbers must be listed in order corresponding to the pin 
nanes on the PIOORDER line. Pin numbers must be separated by 
blank spaces, or with canmas ( ,) • A pin nl.lllber must be an 
integer fran 1 to 32767. 
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Repeat the !ADD FUNCTIOOI ccmnand for each crlditional instance of 
this function type on the device. 

Pick the IDCNEI carmand after inputtinq each crlditional instance 
of the function type on the device. · 

Picking IDOO"EI ccmpletes the PIOO:RDER section of the device file, 
with the asterisk display de-hiqhliqhtinq on the qraphics screen. 

RESULTIN3 DISPIAY CN '!HE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 

7400 
(7400) 

PACKAGE DIP14 · 
CI.ASS IC 
PINCOONT 14 

* PIOO:RDER 7 400 A B Y 
* PINUSE 7400 IN IN CXJT 
* PINSWAP 7400 A B 
* FUNCTICN Gl 7 400 1 2 3 
* FUNCTICN G2 7400 4 5 6 
* FUNCTICN G3 7400 9 10 8 
* FUNCTICN G4 7400 12 13 11 

END 

STEP 10. !ADD PIOORDERI (if required) 

Repeat the !ADD PIOORDERI c:anmand (STEP 6.) if the device has 
more than one logical function. For exanple, the device 7423 
contains the function type, OOR4, representinq the 4-input 
OOR qate and the function NOR4X representing the extended 
4-input OOR gate. '!he device file must contain two PIOORDER 
sectioos, one for each function type on the device. 

'!he exanple on the following paqe shows the 7423 device, its 
logic functions, and the appropriate entries in the device 
file for each function type. 
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EXAMPLE: 

7423 
G 

DE!JICE 7423 

(DEVICE FILE: 7423) 
PACKAGE DIP16 
CLASS IC 
PINCOUNT 16 -----> PINORDER NOR4X A B C D G X XN Y 
PINUSE NOR4X IN IN IN IN IN IN IN OUT 
PINSWAP NOR4X A B C D 
FUNCTION FSl NOR4X 2 3 4 5 6 4 l 15 7 

-----> PINORDER NOR4 A B C D G Y 
PINUSE NOR4 IN IN IN IN IN OUT 
PINSWAP NOR4 A B C D 
FUNCTION FS2 NOR4 10 11 13 14 12 9 
POWER +SV; 16 
GROUND GND1 8 
END 

STEP 11. !ADD PCMERI 

Pick the !ADD PCMERI carmand, enter a signal nane, then the 
pin nlJ!lber or nllllbers. 

EXAMPLE: jADD PCMERI {ENTER PCMER SIGNAL NAME) +SV I ENTER I 

{PIN NUMBERS) 14 IENTERI 
The signal nane may contain up to 18 alphanlJlleric characters 
with blank spaces allowed. 

ml'E: If usinq the Telesis Keyboard or Function Screen 
text editor to create the device file, input 
a seni-colon immediately followinq the siqnal nane. 
'lhe !EDIT DE!JICE FILE! leadthru autanatically inserts 
a seni-colon when IENTERI is picked. 
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'!he pin numbers must be separated by blank spaces or with 
ccnmas. 

A pin nl.lllber must be an integer fran 1 to 32767. 

Power information may be anitted fran device files for devices 
such a resistors that do not require this information. 

RESULTIOO DISPLAY ON '!HE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 

7400 
(7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCCXJNT 14 
PINORDER 7 400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN OOT 
PINSWAP 7400 A B 
FUNcrION Gl 7400 1 2 3 
FUNCTION G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNcrION G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNcrION G4 7400 12 13 11 
PCMER +SV; 14 
END 

STEP 12. I ADD GRCXJND I 

Pick the !ADD GRCXJNDI carmand, enter a ground siqnal ncme, then 
the pin number or nllllbers. · 

EXAMPLE: I ADD GIUJND I (Em'ER GROOND SIGNAL NAME) GND I Em'ERI 

(PIN NUMBERS) 7 I ENTER I 
'!he !ADD GRCXJNDI ccmnand has the sane requirements as !ADD P<MERI. 
RESULTlN,'; DISPLAY ON '!HE GRAPHICS SCREEN: 
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7400 
(7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCCXJNl' 14 
PINORDER 7 400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN oor 
PINSWAP 7400 A B 
FUNcrION Gl 7400 l 2 3 
FUNcrION G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNcrION G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNcrION G4 7400 12 13 11 
PCMER +SV; 14 
GRCXJND GND; 7 
END 



STEP 13. !ADD. NCI (no connection) 

Pick the IADD NCI carmand to list any pins on the device that are 
not connected. 

EXAMPLE: !ADD NCI (LIST OF PINS 1'01' CONNECTED) 3 11 IENrERI 

Pin nt.Jnbers must be separated by blank spaces, or carmas (,). 

A pin nl.lllber must be an integer from 1 to 32767. 

The device file for the 7420 device is sho.m below with the 
NC entry: 

-> 

(7420) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CIASS IC 
PINCOONr 14 
P!OORDER 7 420 A B C D Y 
PINUSE 7420 IN IN IN IN CXJT 
PINSWAP 7420 A B C D 
RJNCI'ION Gl 7420 1 2 4 5 6 
RJNCI'ION G2 7420 9 10 12 13 8 
PCMER +SV; 14 
GRCXJND GND; 7 
NC 3 11 
END 

STEP 14. I ADD CCJ.1MENT I (OP!'IONAL) 

The operator may use the optional IADD cniJM.ENrl ccmnand to supply 
informational text into the file. A ccmnent is always enclosed 
within parentheses ( ) , and is ignored by the systen when the 
systen processes the device file. Catments may be conveniently 
placed above the related section or line entry, pr°'7iding the 
additional information needed for easy interpretation of the 
file's C"Ontents. 

1'01'E: A maximllll of 59 alphanl.J'l\eric and/or blank spaces may be 
incllr:3ed in a conment entry. If the keyboard input 
exceeds 59 characters, the systen interrupts, then 
inserts the first 59 characters into the file. The 
systen autanatically inserts parentheses around 
operator-defined text. 

If using the Telesis Keyboard or Function Screen F.ditor, input 
parentheses around line entries to be treated as ccmnents. 
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..,. 

STEP 15. 

When finished creatinq the device file, pick !DOOEI. If errors 
exist in the file, the system creates a DEVICE-u:x; text file. 
'!his text file is displayed on the function screen, listinq 
the error conditions. 

EKAMPLE: 

-ERR:>R IN PARSIN3 DEVICE FILE 7400 REV ••• -

-PIN NUMBER 1 IS DEFINED IN a:Ym A FUNCTIOO AND IN A 
PCMER, GRXJND OR NC STAT™ENI'. nus IS ILLEXiAL.-

-'DUS DE.VICE FILE WILL BE IGOORED.-

Proceed tq use the !EDIT FILE! ccmnand to return to the active 
file for correction of any error condtionthat may exist. 
When errors have been cleared, pick I DCNE I , then proceed to close 
the file with one of the following canmand~: 

!SAVE FILE! - allows the operator to save the active version 
of the file, and to delete the previous version 
of the sane revision. If the file is newly created, 
the system saves the file under the revision label 
specified when the file was opened, or with 
revision "l" (default). 

I SAVE FILE NJ:l.V RJ I - allows the operator to save the active file 
under a revision label other than the one 
originally specified wtlen the file was openen. 
'!he system does not delete the old version. 

!CANCEL ACT-/ FILEj 
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If the active file is newly created without 
a revision label originally specified, the 
system saves the file with the revision label 
input with the I SAVE FILE NEW WI ccmnand. 

- allows the operator to cancel the actively 
displayed file on the graphics screen without 
deleting the oriqinal (if it exists). '!he 
ori.qinal file maintains its original revision 
label. 



4. EDITUI; A DEVICE DESCRIPl'ICN FILE USIM; '!HE TEXT LEAOTHIU 

When creating a device file, the operator may make a:3ditions or 
corrections. 'lhe file may also be re-opened at a later time to u¢ate 
any vers~on of the file previously created. N'len re-openinc;:i the file, 
the operator must specify the revision label.if the file is not the 
latest revision. 

'lhe following ccmnands may be used to edit a device file 
usinc;:i the lea:3thru capability: 

CHAZ«iE PACKAGE! 
~E CT.ASS! 
CHAZ«iE PINCOONT I 
~El 
BREAK LINE! 
CHG CCNI'INUATICN LINE! 

CliAOOE Pm::>RDER I 
CHAZ«;E PINUSE I 
~E PINUSE CCNI'INUATICNI 
CHAOOE PINSWAPI 
~E FUNCTIOOI 

CHAZ«iE COMMENT! 
awl;E l?<liERI 
CliAOOE GROONDI 
~E NCI 
DELETE! 
UNDELETE! 

Ref er to CXMWIDS section of the manual for the exact input sequence 
for each carmand used to awl;E information in the file. 

POSITICNIM; '!HE aJRSOR 

To edit the file, the operator must al.ways position the cursor 
to the line to be edited. 'lhe cursor remains in the left margin of 
the file and must be properly positioned. 

For ADD comnands during editim: 

Position the cursor to the line above the desired location 
of the a:3dition. Lines positioned below the cursor will 
shift down when the new line is a:3ded. If the cursor is 
positioned at the END statement, the new line will be placed 
one line above ~. 

For CHAOOE OR DELETE ccmnands: 

fobve the cursor to the line to be changed or deleted. 
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Use the following ccmnands to move the cursor: 

lmPj 

. !UPI 

lrMNI 

moves the cursor to the top of the file, or 
to the PIOORDER line if the section is 
highlighted with the asterisk (*) display. 

moves the cursor to the bottan of the file, or 
to the last line of the PIOORDER section, if 
highlighted with the asterisk (*) display • 

moves the cursor up one line on the file, or 
up one section. If the PIOORDER section is 
highlighted with the asterisk (*) display, the 
cursor can only be noved within the section. 

moves the cursor down one line, or one section. 
If the PIOORDER section is highlighted with the 
asterisk (*) display, the cursor can only be 
rooved within the section. 

llST LINE! - moves the cursor to the first line of the file. 

'lHE DIFFERENCE BE'IWEEN A SECTIOO AND A LINE 

'Ille system groups the information on the device file into sections 
of interrelated data. In rrost cases, a section consists of iust one 
line. The exception to this is the PIOORDER section which consists of 
the PIOORDER line, with the PINUSE, PINSWAP and FUNCTION lines beneath 
it. 

'ID CHANGE INroRMA.TIOO IN 'lHE FILE 

Use the CliANGE camtands to replace information in the file with 
other information. For exanple, use the !CHANGE PACKAGE! camland to 
replace the package nane with a new package nane. 

The !CHANGE PIOORDER! camtand may be used to open the PIOORDER 
section for editinq. Skipping the keyboard input, then pickinq I-ENTER--! 
after the (ENTER LIST OF PIN NAMES) pranpt will highliqht the 
PIOORDER section with the asterisk (*) display. 'Ille cursor can 
then be IT011ed to selected line entries for editinq. 
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tDl'E: If the PIOORDER section is highlfahted, the PINORDER 
line cannot be deleted. Pickif.g the !DELETE! carmand with 
the cursor p:>sitioned at the PIOORDER line will result 
in the following systen message: 

- CAl'NJI' DELETE SECTICN HF.ADER -

Ho~er, if the PIN:>RDER section is de-highlighted with 
the cursor positioned at the PIOORDER line, the !DELETE! 
ccmnand eliminates the entire PIOORDER sect.ion. '!hat is, 
PIOORDER, PINUSE, PINSWAP, and all FUNCTION lines are 
deleted. '!he operator may use the UNDELETE ccmnand to 
restore the deleted PIOORDER section, or use the 
!ADD PINORDERI cc:mnand to rebuild the section. 

·Use the l~E PCWERI cc:mnand to change the signal nane and/or 
pin m.111ber(s). When pranpted for a keyboard input, the operator may 
enter new information, or simply pick ENTER after the prompt to 
maintain the current entry. 

Use the l~E GRCXJNDI CCITITland in the same way as the jCliANJE PCWERI 
carmand. 

DELET~ INFORMATICN FI0-1 '!HE FILE 

'!he operator may use the IDELETEI and !UNDELETE! carmands when 
editing the file. '!be !DELETE carmand can be used to delete 
si.nqle line entries, or a PIOORDER section. However, the PIOORDER 
line (section header) cannot be deleted when the section is hi~hliahted 
with the asterisk (*) display. If the cursor is p:>sitioned at the 
PIIDR>ER line, with the section de-hiqhlighted, the systen deletes 
the entire section. 

Use the !UNDELETE! carmand to restore the last iten deleted (line or 
section) into the file. '!he systen restores the deleted entry directly 
below.the new cursor p:>sition, regardless of the pre\Tious line or 
section location in the file. 
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CCNI'INUATICN LINES 

'lhe operator may add information to existing line entries in the 
de11ice file with the IADD CCNI'INUATICN LINE! carmand. Continuation lines 
allow additions to selected line entries without chanqing the existinq 
contents of the line. When the IADD CCNI'INUATICN LINE.I cC:xnmand sec:ruence 
is canplete, the systan places a carma after the last entry on the 
line specified by the cursor, with the new information added to the 
line directly below. 

!ADD CXNI'INUATICN LINEI may also be used when inputting lonci lines 
of data exceeding the 59-character limit when creating the file. 

EXAMPLE: EXisting line in de11ice file specified by the cursor: 

* FUNCTICN Gl 7400 1 2 

IADD CCNI'INUATICN LINEI (ENTER D.l\TA) 3 I Em'ERI 

Resulting entry in the device file: 

FUNCTICN Gl 7400 1 2, 
* 3 , 

USI~ '!HE I MER:iE I AND '!HE I BRF.AK LINE I CC>!MANDS 

'lhe operator may merge the contents of a continuation line with 
the line entry directly above it. 'lhe IMER:iEI ccmnand may be used 
after a continuation line is added to the file. 'lhe result is a 
single line entry in the file, with the continuation line eliminated. 

EXAMPLE: Existing line displayed on the graphics screen with 
a continuation: 

* FUNCTICN Gl 7400 1 2, 
3 

!MER:;EI 

Resulting line displayed on the graphics screen: 

* FUNCTICN Gl 7400 1 2 3 
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If the cursor is positioned on a line that does not contain 
a continuation, and if IMER:;EI is picked, the followini;:1 message 
is displayed on the gratx"iics screen: 

- THIS LINE OOES 001' CCN1'AIN A CCNrINUATICE -

'nle system will not merge a continuation line that is too lonq 
to fit on the line above it. 

IBRFAK LINE! 

'!his canmand allows the operator to break an existi~ line entry 
so that a continuation line is created. 'lhe system inserts a ccmna 
at the operator-defined position on the line, with information 
after the camia a:3vancing to the next line position. Lines entries 
below the new continuation line shift down. 

EXAMPLE: Existing line contained in the device file, displayed 
on the graphics screen: 

* FUOCTICE G4 7400 12 13 11 

!BREAK LINE! (AFTER WHICH PIN?) 2 IEm'ERI 

Result: * 
* 

FUNCTICN G4 7400 12 13, 
11 

Position 2 specifies that the break is to occur after the second 
pin entry, pin 13. 'lhe system inserts a ccmna, with pin 11 
advancing to the next line. 

EDITIN:; A DE.VICE FILE 001' CRF.ATED WITH THE I EDIT DE.VICE FILE I LFJDmlU 

Device files created with the Telesis Keyboard, or Function Screen 
F.ditor may be edited with the !EDIT DE.VICE FILE! lecw3thru. 

When using the !EDIT DE.VICE FILE! carmand to open one of these files, 
the system first checks it for formattinq errors. If errors P.xist, 
the system places a message on the function screen. 'lhis message 
states the m.111ber of existing faults. 'nle file is then displayed on 
the graphics screen will all faulty lines bracketed between 
parentheses () and asterisks(*). 

EXAMPLE: (*PACKGE DIP14*) 

'lhe line is incorrect because the ke)'\«)rd is misspelled. Line 
entries in error are displayed as ccmnents and must be deleted prior 
to using the AID ccmnands to specify the correct information. 
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1. IMPORTANCE OF THE NEl' DATA BASE 

DEFINITIC>l 

'!be net data base is a file created by the systen when it has 
collected and oi:ganized all the information it has about nets, pins, 
reference designators, fimctions, and device types to be used in a 
board design. 

usin;1 the EDA-3000 software, you can create a net data base in one 
of two ways: 

1. ~ A San:MATIC: '!be operator may annotate the symbols used 
in a schematic drawir¥3 with device type, 
pin nllllber, pin rume and reference 
designator labels. With device description 
files present, the operator may simply 
annotate the device type to each logic 
symbol. 

2. ~ A TEXT-INPa'l' 
Nm'LIST:, 

'!be I EXTRACT Nm'LISTI ccmnand is then used 
to create the net data base. 

~tionally, the I EXTRACT Nm'LISTI ccmnand 
will extract information Eran device files 
as well as the schematic. Device files 
are, however, required if th~ operator 
wishes to construct.a net data base 
which allows cauponent, logic fimction, 
and pin swappir¥3 on the board. 'Ibis · 
capability may be used to improve the 
placement of CUttfXJilents, functions, and 
pins prior to startirg the autcrrouter. 

'!be operator may create a text file 
containing net, pin, reference · 
designator, and device type information 
to be used in the board design. 
~tionally, fimctions may be specified in 
this text file if the operator wishes to 
use the autanatic assignment capability 
when creatir¥3 the net data base. 

cnce this text file has been created, the 
I LOAD TXT NEl'LISTI ccmmand may then be used 
to 'create the net data base. With device 
description files present, the resulting 
net data base will allow canponent, 
fimction, and pin swapping on the board. 

When you pick I EX'!RAc.r NEl'LISTI or I LOAD '!XT Nm'LISTI , the 
system gathers all the essential information fran the schematic or the 
text-input netlist. Durir¥3 the creation of the net data base, the systen 
assigns a net nllllber to each net. 
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If you have available an EDA-1000 system, you can run the netlist 
processor on that system to create a netlist. You can then send this 
netlist to the EDA-30001 the system will treat it in the sane way as a 
netlist created on these systems. 

'l'he net data base is the foundatiai for IOOSt of the system's 
autanated capabilities: 

CREATDG TBE NE'l'LIST-REPCRL' AR> TSE a:MPC'N!Nl'-REJ?CR!' 
CREATDG THE BILL OF MATERIALS REPORT 
r..cx;ICAL DESIGN ·ROLES CBECKDG 
AD'ltMA'l'IC AR> INTERAC'l'IVE PLAOMENT 
RA'1'SNEST 
a:MPCN!NT, r..cx;IC PUNC'l'ICN, AR> PIN SWAPPDG 
.lW'ro-ROOTER 
NE!' cau>ARE 
BACK A'NtiDrATICN 
ARMJRK GENERA'I'ICN 

Most of the boar:d design work ai the Telesis system is in two 
phases: 

PHASE 1: PUttin:J the informatiai INro the net data base 
throu;Jh the schenatic or text-input netlist. 

PHASE 2: Infor:min:;J the system to take infonnation mot the 
net data base to use in· the autanated processes 
mentiaied above. 

ACOJRN:l OF THE NET DATA BASE 

It is important that the information used to create the net 
data base is accurate prior to usin:j the system's autanated 
capabilities. 

'!he sections of the manual coverin:;J library files, schematics, 
and the text-input netlist, provide information about the essential 
requirements. 'l'hese sections also explain how the system can assist . 
the operator in checkin:j these text files and drawings for accuracy. 
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2. FORMAT AND FILE MANAGEMENT OF THE NET DATA BASE 

FORMAT OF THE NET DATA BASE FILE 

The net data base file is in a format that can only be understocrl 
by the computer. For this reason, the operator cannot print the 
net data base or view it on the graphics screen. To print or view 
the information in the net data base, a NETLIST-REPORI' or ~ENT
REPORI' must be created. 

A NET DATA BASE IS LINKED TO A OOARD DRAWIN3 BY AN IDENTICAL REVISIOO 
I.ABEL. 

When the operator first uses the IEXTAACT NETLisrj or !LOAD TXT NETLisrj 
comnand, the system creates "file NET-DATA-BASE rev ****" in the 
current project file. Only the temp:>rary revision label "****" is 
used because a correst;:anding board drawing does not yet exist. 

When a new board drawing is opened in the sane project, the 
system links the net data base to the board drawing, so that all 
information in the net data base can be applied to the board. 
Each time a board drawing is closed, the system assigns the board 
drawing revision label to the net data base file. If several revisions 
of a board drawing exist, a net data base will be linked to each 
revision. In such a case, the project index may look like this: 

drawing PCB rev 1 
file NET-DATA-BASE rev 1 
drawing PCB rev 2 
file NET-DATA-BASE rev 2 
drawing PCB rev 3 
file NET-DATA-BASE rev 3 

If the operator upjates the net database by repeating the 
IEXTAACT NETLisrl or !LOAD TXT NETLisrj caranand, the system will upjate 
the rrost recently used revision of the net data base in the current 
project file. '!hat is, it will upjate the net data base linked to the 
rost recently opened board drawing. To avoid confusion, it is good 
practice to keep only one revision on a board drawing and a net data 
base file in the current project file. If earlier versions are needed, 
copy them to floppy disk or tape. 
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FILE MANAGEMENI' OF THE NEI' ~A BASE 

Whenever a board drawing is copied or deleted, the net data base 
file linked to it is also copied or deleted. If the revision label 
assigned to a board drawing is changed, the system also changes the 
net data base revision label to match the board drawing. 

A net data base may be separated fran its board drawing with 
the following_ ccmnands: 

COPY NEI'-DBJ 
DELErE NF:I'-DB1 
OK; NEI'-J:B. TN 
NEI'-DB FRCM TAPE I 
NEI'-DB 'ro TAPEl 

Use these ccmnands only in cases when the net data base to 
board drawing link is no longer required. 

Net data base files always have the nane: NEI' ~A BASE. The 
nane cannot be changed. The revision label can be changed, however. 
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CREATING A NET DATA BASE FROM A SCHEMATIC DRAWING 
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o DEVICE TYPE LABELS 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATICN 

PURPOSE 

Drawing a schematic is the custanary way to create a net data 
base on the Telesis system. 

The schematic is also a form of permanent documentation when it 
it plotted or archived (on floppy disk or tape). 

WHERE THE SCHEMATIC FITS IN THE OVERALL DESIGN PROCESS 

PREREJUISTIES 
CREATING A SCHEMATIC
GENERATED NET DATA BASE 

Logic Symbol tibrary 
---> 

Device File Library 

or 

srEP 1. Create schematic 
showing required 
netlist information. 

Pin File Library 
STEP 2. Use the !EXTRACT NETLisrj 

corranand. 
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OPERATICNS THAT USE THE SCHEMATIC 
GENERATED NET-DATA-BA.SE 

0 LO:;ICAL DESIGN RULES CHECKING 
0 AUTOMATIC, INTERACTIVE, MANUAL 

PLACEMENT 
0 RATSNEST 
0 COOPCNENT, GA.TE, AND PIN SWAPPING 
0 AU'ID-RCXJTING 
0 MANUAL INTERCCNNECTION 
0 NET <nil'ARE 
0 PHYSICAL DESIGN RULES CHECKING 
0 BACK ANNarATICN 
0 AR.MJRK 
0 NC-DRILL 
0 BILL OF MATERIALS GENERATICN 
0 CREATE TEXT NEI'Lisr 
0 CREATE NETLisr-REPORI' AND 

Ca.1PCNENT-REPORI' 



2. THE SCHEMATIC DRAWING AND THE NET DATA BASE 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

The operator can draw a schematic which allows automatic assignment of 
schematic logic functions to physical board component symbols during 
the EXTRACT NETLIST command. With device description files present in 
the current project or the SYSTEM-LIBRARY, the resulting Net Data Base 
can then be used for selective swapping of board components, logic 
functions, and component pins on the schematic drawing and the board 
drawing. This automatic assignment feature improves the board drawing 
for automatic placement and auto routing. 

NOTE 

If you are planning to use the ECL Toolbox option 
to route high frequency transmission lines, refer 
to the ECL Toolbox section in the Options section 
of this manual, subsection 2.1.A, prior to creating 
a schematic drawing. 

During the creation of the schematic, the operator may annotate logic 
symbols using conventional methods, or the simplified methods described 
in this section. When the EXTRACT NETLIST command is used to create 
the Net Data Base, the system gathers the information from the 
schematic and device description files and creates a file that supports 
many automated features of the Telesis system. 

This section describes the procedures to create a Net Data Base from a 
schematic drawing and device description files. Procedures to allow 
the system to assign physical board components to unassigned logic 
functions in the schematic drawing are also detailed. 
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3. UXiIC SYMBOLS AND DEVICE DESCRIPI'ICN FILES 

IDgic Symbols 

A logic symbol is a symbol on a schematic drawing that 
represents an electronic device to be placed on a board drawing. 
A logic symbol may also be part of the electronic device. For exanple, 
NAND2 symbols are logic symbols: four of them fit on one 7400 device. 
CAPACI'IOR symbols are logic symbols; usually one per physical device. 

o Each logic symbol represents an electronic ruNCTICN, such as 
a NAND2 gate. With the 7400 device, for exanple, up to four 
logic functions (NAND2) may represent one 7400 device 
(PACKAGE DIP14) on a board. 

EXAMPLE: THE NAND2 GATE AND THE 7 400 DEVICE 
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o Every device must be assigned to a package symbol on the b::>ard 
drawing. For exanple, the 7400 device is assigned to the package 
DIP14. The package symbols on the board drawing represent the 
electronic ~ENTS of the design, each with a REFERENCE 
DF.sIGNATOR as its unique nane. 

The logic FUNCTICNS within a 7400, for excmple, may contain up to 
four identical REFERENCE DESIGNA'.IQRS on the schematic, representing 
each identical logic FUNCTICN associated with the 7400. For example, 
each NAND2 gate may contain REFERENCE DF.sIGNATOR, Ul, specifying 
that four NAND2 functions are used within one 7400 device, 
represented by one DIP14 symbol (Ul) on the board. 

EXAMPLE: PACKAGE DIP14 (DEVICE 7400) REPRESENTED BY 
REFERENCE DESIGNATOR Ul WITH THE FOUR ASSO:lATED 
NAND2 FUNCTICNS. 

LOGIC SYMBOLS ------------> DEVICE 7400 

U1 

U1 
G'-D 

I 
I 
I 
v 

U1 PACKAGE DIP14 

.1111 
U1 

@.14 
2@ @.13 
3@ @.12 

U1 
A@ @.11 
5@ • @.10 ' 
B@ @S 
]@ @B 
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Device Description Files 

Device description files provide information to the system 
about each device (i.e. 7400), its logic functions (NAND2), and 
all pin information. The device description file contains the 
following: 

o The physical PACKAGE. (DIP14) 

o The CI.A$S associated with the device. (IC, IO or DISCRETE) 

o The m.1nber of pins contained within the device, or the 
PINCOONT. 

o The types of logic FUNCTICNS contained within the device, 
·and how their logical pins corresp:>n:3 to the pin nlJTlbers 
of the device. 

o The use of each pin contained on the device. (IN, OlJI', etc.) 

o The swappable pins for each type of function contained in the 
device. 

o The connection of power and groun:3 pins. 

The exanple below illustrates the 7400 device shown in the Tl'L 
Data Book for Design Engineers and the Telesis device descripti'Oi1"" 
file. 

DEVICE 7400 
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DE'VICE DESCRIPl'ICN FILE 

(DE'VICE DESCRIPl'ICN FILE: 7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CI.ASS IC . 
PINCOONT 14 
PINORDER 7400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN aJT 
PIN&WAP 7400 A B 
FUNCTICN Gl 7400 1 2 3 
FUNCTICN G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNCTICN G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNCl'ICN G4 7 400 12 13 11 
PaVER +SV; 14 
GRCXJND GND; 7 
END 



The information for many device description files can be acquired 
frcm the The '1'l'L Data Book for Design Engineers. This book illustrates 
devices by "family" (i.e. 'l'l'L, ECL, etc.). For example, the 7400 device 
('l'l'L) pictured belCM, shows the four NAND2 gates arrl their appropriate 
function slots, the 7400 device file, arrl the board canponent 
symbol DIP14. 

DE.VICE 7400 

r FUNCTION G41 

B A Y 

I FUNCTION G31 

B A Y 

i----t 2 --

A B Y 

L FUNCTION Gl.J 

DE.VICE DESCRIPl'ICN FILE --> 

(DE.VICE DESCRIPl'ICN FILE: 7400) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCOONT 14 
PINORDER 7400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN OOT 
PINSWAP 7400 A B 
FUNCl'ICN Gl 7400 1 2 3 
FUNCTICN G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNCTICN G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNCl'ICN G4 7400 12 13 11 
PCM:R +SV: 14 
GROOND GND: 7 
END 
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L FUNCTION G2_J 

SYMOOL OIP14 

jrn 
2@U1 
3@ 
A@ 
5@ • 
S@ 
:J@ 

@.14 
@.13 
@.12' 
@.11 
@jQ 

@9 
@B 

CNO 



Device description files are reouired for 'autanatic assiqnment 
of loaic functions when thP- !EXTRACT NETLISTI camnand is used to create 
the net data base fran the schanatic drawinq. A net data base created 
frcm device files allows swappinq of ccrnponents, loqic functions, 
and swaWfil>le pins on the board durinc;:i and after initial placanent. 

In the exanple shown on the previous pa;::le, the PINJRDER line 
specifies the pin nanes "A" and "B", with PINUSE, "IN" "IN", 
respectively. Therefore, since the pin nanes "A" and "B" are both 
specified as "IN", swappable pins exist for this FUNCTION type 
specified in the file. For exanple, FUNCI'ICN Gl contains the 
swappable pins 1 and 2: FUNCI'I<l'J G2 contains the swa~able pins 4 and 
5, etc. 

EXAMPLE: FUNCI'I<l'J G4 (NAND2,DEVICE 7400) ON 'IHE SCHEMATIC 

7400 
12 

SWAPPABLE PINS ~ 11 
y 

A 
13 U1 

8 

PACKAGE DIP14 (DEVICE 7400) CJ1J 'IHE OOARD DRAWING 
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. With device description files present in the cur.rent pro:iect, 
or the SYSTEM-LIBRARY, the operator does not need to fully 
annotate loqic symbols on the schematic. Durinq I EXTRACT NETLISTj, 
the system recrls the information fran the device files, and 
autanatically assiqns all unassigned functions to the required 
a:.mp:>nents in the net data base. 

If the operator chooses to fully annotate each loqic symbol 
on the schematic, the devices files, if present, are checked a;:iainst 
the assiqnments on the schematic. If descrepancies do not exist, 
the assiqrments on the schematic will 01Jerride the contents of the 
device description files. The system uses the assiqned information on 
the schematic when !EXTRACT NETLISTI creates the net data hase. 

In crldition, the swappinq capability on the board drawina can only 
be used if device f ilesare present in the current project file or 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY durinq I EXTRACT NETLIST I • Pre-assiqned loo ic functions 
on the schematic are FIXED when the operator places the board. 
That is, FIXED logic functions are unavailable for autanatic swappina 
until FREED by the operator. 

4. PI.ANNIN:;, DRAWIN:i AND ANNCYI'ATIN:i 'IliE SOiEMATIC 

The steps below outline the necessary steps in drawinq and 
annotating the schematic. 

STEP 1. OIECK '!'HE SYSTEM LIBRARY 

Cleek the SYSTEM-LIBRARY to ensure that all looic symbols 
and d€'V'ice description files needed for the schematic are 
present. If not, first create the logic symbols, or copy 
them to the system fran tape or floppy diskette. 

STEP 2. PLAN 'm:E SCHEMATIC SHEETS 

Plan the n\.Jllber of sheets required for the schematic. It is 
good practice to sketch each sheet when planning the loqic 
symbol placement. This will allow the operator to v.ork 
faster durinq the creation of the schematic. 
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STEP 3. LCGIC SYMBOL PIACEMENT AND INTERCCNNECTIOO 

For each sheet of the schematic, place the logic syml:Dls, 
then interconnect them according to the original 
engineering sketch. A good strategy is placement of the 
larger syml:Dls first, then the smaller ones. After 
placement of the logic syml:Dls, proceed to use the 
!ADD CCX'JNECTIOOI ccmmand to interconnect the syml:Dls. 

SI'EP 4. ANNaI'ATI~ THE IffiIC SYMBOIS 

The diagram below illustrates a fully annotated logic syml:Dl. 
For example, to represent the NAND2 gate of a 7400, the syml:Dl 
contains: 

o Three connect points, one for each pin of the gate; 

o One reference designator; 

o One device type attached; 

o Each pin may have one pin number attached; 

o Each pin may have one pin name attached. 

THE ANATCMY OF A LCGIC SYMBOL 

REFERENCE DESIGNATOR 
\. 

PIN NUMBER 

/ 
CONNECT POINT 

"' 

"' 12 

8 

LJ 1 

PIN NUMBER 

PIN NlJ~E / 7.____~~o 
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5. USING AND CONTROLLING AUTOMATIC ASSIGNMENT 

The automatic assignment feature assigns reference designators and pin 
numbers to unassigned logic symbols in the schematic drawing. To use 
the automatic assignment feature, there must be a Device File for each 
device type used in the schematic drawing in the current project or in 
the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

CAUTION 

The schematic logic symbol must have a device type 
label and pin names attached to it. If the symbol 
name is the same as the device type, the device 
type label can be omitted. 

When the operator selects EXTRACT NETLIST, the system automatically 
links all unassigned logic symbols on the schematic drawing to the 
corresponding component in the Net Data Base by assigning a reference 
designator to the symbol. The system also assigns physical pins on the 
component to logical pins in the schematic drawing from information 
obtained in the Device File. 

The following figures illustrate an unassigned and preassigned function 
of the NAND2 ( device type 7400 ) logic function. 

EXAMPLE OF UNASSIGNED LOGIC SYMBOL ( device file mandatory 

EXAMPLE OF PREASSIGNED LOGIC SYMBOL ( device file mandatory ) 

U1 

----~ ~--1:1 . >f--~ _1 __ 

7400 
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6. . RmUIRED ANNCYI'ATICN OF I.CGIC SYMOOLS roR AU'IOMATIC ASSIGNMENT 

DEVICE TYPE !ABELS 

With device description files in the current pro4ect, or in 
the SYSTEM-LIBRARY, the operator only needs to annotate the 
device type label to each logic symbol on the schematic. Wien the 
!EXTRACT NE'TLISTI ccmnand creates the net data base, the system 
autanatically assiqns all unassigned functions to the reauired 
can!X)nents in the net data base. Use the !UPDATE TEXT! comnand to 
up1ate the 'DEV' field on the loaic symbol with the appropriate 
device type label (i.e. 7400). 

?-KYI'E: If the symbol nane is the sane as the device file 
nane, the device type label on the schematic symbol 
may be anitted. 

'!he NAND2 logic function shown below illustrates the 
the reauired annotation for autcmatic assiqnment with device 
description files. 

On the schematic before !EXTRACT NE'TLISTI 

7400 

---~o--l:1 LJ *)0-:1 o __ 
The net data base after !EXTRACT NE'TLISTI 

DEVICE T'iPE ATTAOiED 

7400 

---~----!~' u yf---¢ 1 __ 

(DEVICE FILE: 7400) 
PAO<AGE DIP14 
CLASS IC 
PINCOONI' 14 
PINORDER 7400 A B Y 
PINUSE 7400 IN IN ClJT 
PINSWAP 7400 A B 
FUNCTICN Gl 7400 1 2 3 
FUNCTION G2 7400 4 5 6 
FUNCTION G3 7400 9 10 8 
FUNCTION G4 7400 12 13 11 
PaoJER +SV; 14 
GRCXJND GND; 7 
END 

This NAND2 qate represents one FUNCTICN to !EXTRACT NE'TLISTj. 
It could fit in any of the four FUNCTICN slots (Gl, G2, G3, G4). 
'!he pin nunbers show that I EXTRACT NE'TLISTI assiqned this loqic 
symbol to FUNCTION G4. For this gate, pin nane "A" corresponds 
to pin ml'llber 12; pin nane "B" corresJX)nds to pin number 13; 
pin nane "Y" corres!X)nds to pin m.l'llber 11. 
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'lbe P]N)RDER line and the FONCTICN lines of the device file 
use the function type "7400", the sane as the device type. 
'Ibis is 100st convenient when all the functions in a device 
are the sane type. '!he operator must annotate the function 
type on the logic symbol, and in the device file, if there are 
t'IJO or 100re different types of functions on the device. 

If a device contains one or 100re different functions, and if 
the operator attaches the device type only (i.e. 7423), the 
IEKTRACT NETLISTI canmand will not know which loqic symbol represents 
whidl function on the device. For exanple, the 7423 device contains 
ooth the NOR gate, and the expanded OORX gate, shown below. 

la IA 1a STll09l IC 
IG 

By attaChing the function type, OOR4, to the symbol on the schenatic 
representing the 4-input OOR, and NOR4X to the symbol representing 
the extended 4-input NOR, the systen will differentiate the multiple 
functions on the 7423 device during IEKTRACT NEI'LISTI. 'lhe systen then 
autanatically assigns all unassigned functions fran the information in 
the device description file. 

EXAMPLE: 

7423 
G 
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(DEVICE FILE: 7423) 
PACKAGE DIP16 
CI.ASS IC 
PINCOONT 16 

---> PIOORDER OOR4X A B C D G X XN Y 
PINUSE 'OOR4X IN IN IN IN IN IN IN OOT 
PINSWAP OOR4X A BC D 
FUNCTICN FSl NOR4X 2 3 4 5 6 4 1 15 7 

---> P]N)RDER OOR4 ABC D G Y· 
PINUSE OOR4 IN IN IN IN IN OOT 
PINSWAP NOR4 A B C D 
FONCTICN FS2 NOR4 10 11 13 14 12 9 
PCMER +SV; 16 
GROOND GNO; 8 
mo 



The operator may use the !ADD FUNCTIOO TYPE! ccmnana when creatinq 
a loqic symbol, or the IATI'OI FNCIN TYPE! ccmnand during the 
creation of the schematic. Generally, it is more convenient to a:Jd 
the function type to the oriqinal symbol drawing. That is, the loqic 
symbol will always maintain the required function type. 

7. CCNI'ROLLI1'l:; REFERENCE DESIGNA'IDR ASSIGNMENT 

Reference desiqnators are OPI'IONAL labels, and are not reauired 
if the net data base is to be created with device files. Durinq 
the !EXTRACT NETLISTI command, the system autanatically assiqns 
reference designators to the reauired components in the net data 
base. 

However, the operator may create a text file named REFDES-CON. 
This is a text file that specifies the reference desiqnators to 
be used by the system when !EXTRACT NETLISTI creates the net data 
base. T'ne REFDES-CCN can be generated fran a bill-of-materials, 
usinq specific reference desiqnators. 

Without a REFDES-CCN file present in the proiect directory, the 
system automatically assigns reference designators using a system 
counter. For exanple, if the schematic reflects logic functions for 
ten IC canponents, the system assigns reference designators, 

Ul , U2, U3, U4, US, U6, TJ7, 08, 09, 010 

to the net data base. The reference designators will appear on 
the IC can:i;:x:ment symbols during INTERACTIVE or AU'IOMATIC placement. 

However, if a REFDES-coN file exists in the oroiect directory, 
the system will rea:J the file during I EXTRACT NETLISTI , and assign 
the operator specified reference designators to the canponents in 
the net data base. The example below illustrates a typical REFDES-CON 
text file. 

(REFDES-COO FILE FOR PROJECT: TEST) 
7400; 01-UlO 
CONNEC'IDR; J6 
RESIS'IDR; Rl-25 
CAPACI'IDR! 20PF; Cl-8 
CAPACI'IDR; C9-25 
7410; 017 
7404; Zl2-14 
7454; Zll 

In the REFDES-CCN file illustrated above, for example, the system 
assigns reference designator J6 to the COONEC'IDR. Without a REFDES-CON 
text file, the system v.ould assiqn Jl to the CONNEC'IDR during 
I EXTRACT NETLIST I • 
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CREATING THE REFDES--coNTRJL FILE 

'lb create the REFDES-CON text file, the operator may use the 
Telesis Function Screen editor, or the optional Telesis Keyboard 
Text Editor (vrlOl or WYSE) • Refer to the BASICS section of the 
manual for the required procedures for creating and editing text 
files on the function screen, or with the optional keyboard editor. 

FORMAT OF THE REFDES-COO TEXT FILE 

The format of the REFDES-CON is described below. The file must be 
named REFDES-CON. During I EXTRACT NETLIST I , the system looks for the 
the text file named REFDES-CON when assigning reference designators 
to the net data base. If the file does not exist, or if it is named 
other than REFDES-CON, the system automatically assigns the default 
reference designators fran a prograrrrned ex>unter. 

INPU'ITING 'IHE REFDES-CON TEXT FILE 

STEP 1. Device type; list of reference designators 

When inputting the ex>ntents of the file named REFDES-CON, list 
the device type and the reference designators to be used for that 
device type. 

EXAMPLE: 7404; Ul7-22 

Input Sequence: 

o Type-in the device type followed by a semi-colon. 

o Input a blank space, then type the reference designators 
to be used by the system for that device type. 

o A series of reference designators may be indicated with 
a hyphen (-). For example, Ul7-22 indicates the 
reference designators Ul7, Ul8, Ul9, U20, U21, and U22. 

o Separate non-series entries with a cormna (,) or a blank 
space. For example, 

7404; Ul7, Ul9 U20 

In the above example, reference designators Ul7 through U20 will 
be assigned to the three ex>mp:>nents with the device type label 7404. 
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NOI'E: If the list of reference desiqnators is longer than can fit 
on one line, the operator may continue the list by inputtinq 
a C0111na at the end of the first line, and continuinq on the 
next. 

STEP 2. Device type! value; list of reference designators 

EXAMPLE: CAPACI'IOR! 20pf; Cl-8 

If a device type contains a com1:x:ment value, type an 
exclanation :i::oint after the device type, then the comi:onent 
value followed by a semi-colon, then the list of reference 
designators. A value is optional. 

STEP 3. Open-series reference desiqnators 

EXAMPLE: 7454; Z* 

The operator may indicate an "open-series" of reference 
designators by a reference designator ending with an 
asterisk (*) • 'lhe system will assign as many reference 
desiqnators in the series as it needs. For example, Z*, 
will cause reference desiqnators Zl, Z2, Z3, ••• as needed. 

If the reference designator RP* is specified in the 
REFDES-CON file, and if reference designators RPl and 
RP3 were pre-assigned on the schematic drawinq, the 
system will start the series with RP2, then proceed with 
RP4 as needed until all device types with the label 
RP* have been assigned. 

STEP 4. Cornnent lines 

(REFDES-CON FILE FDR DRAWING SCH REV 1) 

Enclose C0111nent lines in parentheses. When the system reads 
the file, comnent lines are ignored. 

During IEXTRAcr NEI'LISTI, if the system does not find the text file 
REFDES-CON, assignment of references aesionators will occur as 
"next in the series". '!hat is, if references designator U2 was 
pre-assigned, the system will autcmatically assign Ul, then U3, U4, 
US, etc. 
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8. PRE-ASSIGN!~ LCX;IC FUNCTIONS CN 'l'HE SOIEMATIC 

When the !ADD SYMg)LI carmand is used to place all loqic symbols on 
the schematic drawinq, the operator may simply use the !UPDATE TEXT! 
carmand to u}Xiate the 'DEV' field on symbol with the appropriate 
device type. With device description files in the current project, 
or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY, the system will autanatically assian 
functions to canp:>nents in the net data base durinq !EXTRACT NETLIST!. 

EXAMPLE: ADD SYMOOL NAND2 NAND2 WI'l'H DEVICE T'fPE 

U* U* 
00 00 

A DO A 
00 y 00 

B B 
DEVICE TYPE 

'\ 

DEV 7400 

However, the operator may selectively pre-assign logic functions 
on the schematic with device description files present. When the 
!EXTRACT NETLISI'I carmand is picked, the system simply proceeds to 
perform assigrrnents to those unassiqned functions when the net data 
base is created. 

To pre-assiqn loqic functions on the schematic prior to using 
the !EXTRACT NETLl:Srl carmand, use !UPDATE TEXTI to make the assiqnments 
to the existing fields on the symbol. However, if a text field does 
not appear on an operator-created symbol, the ATI'ACH carmands may be 
used to make the assignments to the logic symbol. 'Ibe illustration 
below shows a fully assigned logic symbol (NAND2, DEVICE 7400). 

REFERENCE DESIGNAToR 
\. 

PIN NUMBER 

"" 12 
/ 

CONNECT POINT 

"" 

U1 
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CRF.ATI~ 'IHE NET DATA ~E WI'IHCOT DEVICE DESCRIPTIOO FILES 

If device description files are not used in the creation of 
the net data base, logic symbols must be pre-assignedon the 
schematic drawing prior to using the !EXTRACT NETLisrl caranand. 

CG1MANDS USED 'ID MAKE ASSIGNMENTS 'ID I£GIC SYMOOLS 00 'IHE SCHEMATIC 

!UPDATE TEXT! 

Use the !UPDATE TEXT! ccmmand to chanqe existin.q text fields on 
on the logic symbol. 'Ibis ccmnand chanqes the text only. '!be type 
of label remains the sane. When !UPDATE TEXTI is used, the old text 
is replaced with the new text that the operator inputs on the 
keyboard menu. 

Use the ATI'AOi canmands to add assiqnment information to loqic 
symbols on the schematic that do not contain the required text fields. 
For exanple, if a svmbol does not have a device type label ('DEV'), 
use the IATI'CH DVICE TYPE! ccmmand to assign a device type label to that 
instance of the symbol. '!be ccmmands used to attach text labels 
to a schematic symbol are listed below: 

00 'IHE SOl™ATIC 

ATCH SIG NAME LN 
ATCH SIG NAME PN 
ATI'Oi DVICE TYPE 
ATI'Oi PIN NAME! 
ATI'CH PIN NUMBER! 
ATI'Oi REF DESI 
ATI'Oi VALUE I 
ATI'Oi ffiClN TYPE! 
ATI'Oi PINUSE CODE 

EXTRACT WI'IHCOT DEVICE FILES 

SIGNAL NAME LINES (OPTIOOAL) 
SIGNAL NAME PINS (OPTIOOAL) 
DEVICE TYPE I.ABEL (OPTIOOAL) 
PIN NAMES (OPTICNAL) 
PIN NUMBERS (REXJUIRED) 
REFERENCE DESIGNA'IDRS (REJ,JUIRED) 
VALUE I.ABEL (OPTIOOAL) 
FUNCTIOO TYPE (OPTIOOAL) 
PIN USE CODE (OPTIOOAL) 

Refer to CCJ.1MANDS section of the manual for additional information 
on each ccmmand used for attaching text to symbols on a schematic 
drawing. 

NOI'E: When creating schematic symbols, use the followin.q ccrnmands 
to create "dunny" text fields on the symbol drawinq. 

IADD REF DES I 
ADD DEVICE TYPEj 

IADD REF DESI 
ADD DEVICE TYPEI 

IADD FUNCTIOO TYPE! 
ADD VALUEj 

I ADD FUNCTICN TYPE I 
ADD VALUEj 

For additional "durrny" fields on the symbol drawing, use the 
ATI'AOi ccmmands specified above. 
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REFERENCE DESIGNA'IOR AND PIN NUMBER !ABELS (REOJIRED) 

'!he operator may annotate the schenatic symbols with 
reference desicmators and pin nlJ11bers at any time during the 
creation of each schanatic sheet. It is qood practice to place 
the syiiibols and connect lines prior to assigning reference 
designators and pin nlJ11ber labels. 

'!be symbols placed in the schenatic fran the symbol library 
should alrecrly ha\Te dLl'tlmY reference designators and pin nl.lllber 
labels. Use the IUPDi'\TE TEKTI ccmnand to assign the appropriate 
text labels. · 

Carmon Pins (Optional) 

'Ille operator may annotate tt«> or more syrrt>ols with the sane 
reference designator, and put the sane pin nllllber on a connect point 
in each of than. 'Ibis capabililty is used to show coomon pins on 
each instance of a device, such as CLEAR LINES, and CCHrON VOLTAGES. 
For exanple, a set of resistors in a resistor pack are all tied to a 
carmon ground by pin 1. 

Note on Pin Nl.111ber Labels 

If device description files exist in the current project, or 
in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY, the operator may anit all but one pin number 
label fran each logic symbol on the schanatic. When the IEKTRACT NETLISTI 
cannand is picked, the systen will collect the other pin nl.ll'lber labels 
for each symbol fran the device description files if each syntx:>l is 
labeled with the DEVICE TYPE and PIN NAMES. Later, the operator may use 
the ~CK ANNOl'ATE carmands to autanatically place the pin nl.111bers on 
the appropriate schenatic symbols. 

DEVICE TYPE LABELS (OPTICtW.) 

Device type labels are required if: 

- power and ground pins are shown on a separate sheet. 

- device description files are used to create the net 
data base, allowing autanatic assignment of logic functions 
to canponents created in the Net Data Base. 
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SIGNAL NAME I.ABELS (OPTICNAL) 

'!be operator may establish any set of connect-lines to be part 
of a particular signal net in one of two ways: 

1. Attach a signal nane label to any of the connect-lines 
dedicated to that net. Use the IATCH SIG NAME rn! caranand. 

2. Attach a signal nane label to any of the pins (connect-points) 
of the net. Use the IATCH SIG NAME PNI ccmnand. 

Signal nanes are not required, except in 2 cases: 

1. If connect-lines are not placed in a schematic, the operator 
must show connections by attachinq the sane siqnal nane to 
all the pins in the sane net. 

2.. 'lb show connections between sheets, the operator must attach 
the sane signal nane to the connect-line on each sheet. 

POWER AND GROOND PINS 

Since the operator may not want to show power and ground pins 
on the schematic, a separate sheet may be created. '!be example 
below illustrates the method of showing the information on a 
separate sheet. 

Use the !ATCH SIG NAME UiJI ccmmand to attach nanes to the power 
and ground connect lines, and connect the lines to the pins of dumny 
symbols having the correct reference designators, device type labels, 
and pin numbers. 

Qnitting Power and Grotmd Pins 

Power and ground pins are not required on the schematic if the 
information is contained in the device description files. If the 
information is placed on the schematic and in the device description 
files, the system will "prefer" the information on the schematic when 
the net data base is created, and will ignore the power and ground 
data in the device description files. 
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?U!'E: When placing elenents on the schenatic drawing, refer to 
the Telesis Layer Standards Table (BASIC-30) for the proper 
layer settings. It is not necessary to set the ACTIVE layer 
when using the !UPDATE TEXT! carmand. New text entries will 
autanatically be placed on the sane layer as the original 

· text p:::>int. 

9. 'mE AD'ID-ASSIGNMENr/PRE-ASSIGNMENI' STRATEGY 

After cDding and interconnecting the logic symbols on the 
schenatic, the operator may selectively pre-assign functions,. or 
simply use the autanatic assiqnllient capability of the Telesis systen. 

With autanatic assignment, device description files must be 
in the current project, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. The DEVICE 'IYPE 
label must be annotated to each logic symbol on the schenatic drawing. 
li:>wever, the operator may selectively pre-assiqn any number of 
logic functions on the drawing prior to creating the net data base 
with the I EXTRACT NETLISTI ccrnmand. These pre-assigned, or "fixed" 
logic functions will be checked with the info:r:mation in the device 
description files. In addition, assignment of reference designators 
may be controlled with the REFDEs-coN text file, generated fran a 
component bill-of materials, or assigned autanatically by the systen. 

Without device description files, the operator must pre-assiqn 
logic functions on the schenatic. otherwise, the systen will not 
not hCl\Te the required information needed to create the net data base. 

COMPamn', FUNCTIOO AND PIN &'WAPPOO CAPABILITY' 

The Telesis autanatic swapping capability pe:r:mits the operator 
to selectively oontrol cani;::onents, functions, and pin assigment 
after initial canponent placenent on the board drawing. After the 
net data base is created fran the schenatic and device files, and 
after the board component symbols are placed, the operator has the 
option to "fix" or "free" components, functions, and pins for 
autanatic swapping on the board. 
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"Free" canponents, functions, and pins on the board drawinq are 
those that are available for swapping, while "fixed" components, 
functions, and pins are unavailable for swapping until the operator 
uses the "free" ccrrmands. After initial placement of board components, 
those logic functions that are "fixed" were pre-assigned on the 
original schematic drawing with the device type and pin number labels. 

'!he swawing capability simply improves the board layout for 
increased auto-routing cc.mpletion percentaqe. 

'!he canmands that support automatic swawing are located on 
the !AlJ'Klt!ATIC PIACEMENTI menus. After using these ccrrmands, the 
operator may back annotate the schematic drawings. Refer to the 
PIACEMENT section of the manual for information on the ccmnands used 
to swap canp:>nents, functions and pins on the board drawing. 
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10. HCM 'ID USE THE EXTRACI' NETLIST c:x:MMAND 

'Dle purp:>se of the !EXTRA.Cl' NETLISTI C'CJl'ltlaJ"ld is to create (extract} 
a net data base fran a· schematic drawing. 

PRElW,JUISITES 

o '!he schematic must be active drawinq. In the case of multi
sheet schematics, the !EXTRACT NETLISTI ccmnand must be 
executed for each sheet. 

o Device description files (optional} must be in the current 
project, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. Device files are required 
if the operator wishes to create a net data base allowing 
canponent, logic function, and pin swapping on the board · 
drawing. Device files are not required if the operator chooses 
to assiqn logic functions and pins on the schematic drawing. 

HCM THE EXTRACl' NETLIST c:x:MWID w:>RKS 

When the operator picks the IEXTRACI' NETLISTI carmand, the system 
performs the followinq operations: 

1. Recrls the schematic drawing, device description files, 
and the REFDE5-CON file, if present, and performs assignments 
to the net data base file. 

2. Creates a text file nC1ned EXTRACl'ICN-L<:X:;. '!his text file 
lists the system-detected errors on the schematic and in the 
dev-ice description files. 

3. Highlights schematic errors on the qraphics screen. 

4. Creates a net data base using all schematic and device file 
infonnation. If there is a discrepancy between the infonnation 
on the schematic and in the dev-ice files, the system issues a 
warning in the EXTRACTICN-L<:X:;. 
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HCM 'mE EXTRACT NETLIST a:JMMAND PERroRMS AU'l'OMATIC ASSIGNMENT 

'!he illustrations belc:M show four possible assignment conditions 
of a logic symbol on the schenatic drawing. A description of hc:M 
!EXTRACT NETLIST! performs the assigrment is prooided with each 
condition. 

CCH>ITIOO l. ~ENT AND FUNCTIOO PRE-ASSIGNED-

REFERENCE DF.sIGNA'roR AND PIN NUMBERS ANrUI'ATED 

7400 
12 

A 11 
13 y 

8 

When !EXTRACT NETLISTI is picked, the systen assigns 
the loc;:f ic function to the reference desiqnator and 
pin nl.J1lber shown in the schenatic. 

CCN>ITIOO 2. ~ENT PRE-ASSIGNED WITH REFERENCE DF.sIGNA'roR-

REFERENCE DESIGNA'roR ANNOI'ATED, PIN NUMBERS NOi' ANOOI'ATED 

7400 
DO 

A DO 
DO y 

8 
L..---·-~ 

When !EXTRACT NETLISTI is picked, the systen assigns the 
loc;:f ic function to the first open function slot in the 
canponent with the pre-assigned reference designator Ul. 
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COODITIOO 3. 00'1' ASSIGNED 'ID A ~ENT, PRE-ASSIGNED BY PIN NUMBERS

PIN NUMBERS ANNCJI'ATED, 00 REFERENCE DESIGNA'IOR ANNCJI'ATED 

7400 
12 

11 
y 

When I EXTRACT NETLIST I is picked, the system assigns the · 
function to the correct canp:::ment already in the net 
data base. Canp;:>nents may already be there if a 
REFDES-<X>N file exists, or if they were created for 
other similar de"Jice functions. If no comp;:>nent is 
available, or if the required function slots are 
already filled, the system creates a new component of 
that device type (i.e. 7400), and assi~ns the function 
into the correct slot for that function type. 

CCNDITIOO 4. CG1PLETELY UNASSIGNED 

00 REFERENCE DESIGNA'IDRS AND PIN ruMBERS 

7400 
00 -------

oO U* DO 
y 

---------~ 
8 

When !EXTRACT NETLISTI is picked, the system autanatically 
assigns the function to any unassigned function slot in 
a canp;:>nent already in the net data base. Comp;:>nents 
may already be there if a REFDES-<:00 file exists, or 
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if canponents were created for other similar de"Jice 
functions. If a cani;:onent is unavailable, the system 
creates a new canponent of that de"Jice type, and 
assigns the function to the first crJailable slot for 
that function type. 



'!HE EXTRACT NETLIST SmtJENCE 

When the operator picks I EXTAACT NETLISTI, the system displays 
the following message sequence on the function screen message line: 

-STARTIN:; SClif'MATIC PAGE DATA EXTRAC'l'IOO-
-STAR'.l'IN:i SO.RI' OF EXTRACTED. DATA-
-STAR'.l'IN:i COMPARE WI'IH DE.VICE FILES-
-STAR'.l'ING WILD OF NET DATA·· BASE-
-ADDIN:i FUNC'l'ICNS 10%, 20% 30% 40% •••••• <<COMPLETED>> 
-ADDIN:i FUNCTIOOS WI'!HOUT PIN NUMBERS-
-ADDIN::; FUNCTICNS WI'!Ha.JT REFDES WT WI'IH PIN NUMBERS-
-ADDI?-l; UNAC)SIGNED FUNCTICNS-
-ADDIN::i ~ FIQtf REFDES-COO FILE-
-BtHLD OF- NET IY\TA BASE c:n.!PLETE-
-STARI'IN:i NEI' DATA BASE CLEANUP-
-NE!' DA.TA BASE CLEANUP c:n.!PLETED-

'!HE EXTRAC'l'IOO-r.ro TEXT FILE 

'!he EKTRACTICN-r.ro is a text file generated by the system during 
!EXTRACT NETLISTI. '1his file lists warnings and errors that occurred 
during the creation of the net data base. '!he I EXTRACT NETLISTI carrnand 
should be repeated until the EXTRACTICN-r.cx; is error-free. 

'lb ensure accuracy of the net data base created frcm a schematic, 
the operator should perform the following steps: 

1. Use the !EXTRACT NETLISTI ccmnand. 

2. Print out the EXTRACTION-r.ro. 

3. If warnings or error appear in the EXTRAC'l'ICN-r.cx;, edit 
the schematic and/or device files to correct errors shown 
in the log. 

4. Repeat the above steps until the EXTRACTIOO-r.ro is 
error-free. 

Each time the I EXTRACT NEI'LISTI carmand is repeated, the 
system up3ates the existing net data base to reflect any 
changes made to the schematic and/or device files. 
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However, using the I EXTRACT NETLISTI caranand cannot renove 
or change a ccmp.:>nent in the net data base once the 
canp:>nents are placed on the board with assigned 
reference designators. Therefore, it is crlvisable to 
canplete the initial correction process prior to placing 
the board ccmp.:>nents on the drawing. 

5. Create a NEl'LIST-REPORT or a COMPCNENI'-REPORI' and check 
the original engineering sketch a:Jainst it. This will 
provide sane assurance that the net data base conforms 
to the original design. 

6. The emineering sketch may also be checked against a 
pen plot of the schematic drawing. 

EXAMPLE: EXTRACTICN-I.00 

NEI' EXTRACTICN FDR SOiEMATIC SCH STARI'ED AT 4-ocT-84 8: 35: 04 

SUMMARY OF DESIGN D~ EROORS 

***'rorAL NUMBER OF DESIGN DRAFTING EROORS =O WARNINGS=O 

SUMMARY OF DE.VICE FILE VERIFICATION EROORS 

Error in parsing device file 7400 rev 1 

PIOORDER NAND2 A BY 

***Illeqal Keyw::>rd 
EROOR: Unassigned ccmp.:>nent at (4400, 4400, device 7400 

of function type NAND2 with pin ncme B and nLITlber 0 
has neither a REF DES nor a DEVICE FILE. 
Skipping all functions with sane ref des and device 
type. . 

***'rorAL NUMBER OF DEVICE FILE VERIFICATICN EROOR=l WARNING=O 
***GATE ASSIGNMENT begun 4-ocT-84 at 8:35:40*** 

Gate Assignment done at 8:35:58 
*Net Data Base clean-up started at 8:36:09 
*Net Data Base clean-up canpleted at 8:36:15 
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m>ES OF ERIVR AND WARN!~ MESSAGES SH~ IN '!HE EXTRACTION-UXi 

o WARNIN;: connect line goinq fran (drawinq coordinate) to 
(drawinq coordinate) has floatinq end or ends. 

(Line is highlighted in drawing.) 

'!he connect line rep::>rted is not attached to a connect p::>int at 
both ends. Use the !ADD a::t-lNECTICNI carmand to canplete the required 
connections. 

o WARN!~: connect path has conflictinq net nan~s 

(Nanes in conflict are rep::>rted in loq.) 
(Nanes are hiqhliqhted in the drawiM.) 

'!here are two signal nane lapels attached to the sane net, but 
with different text values on then. Delete one of the labels 
or use the !UPDATE TEXT! ccmnand to change one of the signal nanes 
to be the sane as the other. 

o WARNIN;: connect p::>int has two pin m.rnbers 

(Nanes in conflict are rep::>rted in log.) 
(Nanes are hiqhlighted in the drawinq.) 

'!here are two pin m.mber labels attached to the sane connect p::>int, 
but with different text values on then. Delete one of the labels or 
use !UPDATE TEXTI to chanqe one of the pin m.mbers to be the sane as 
the other. (Normally, a connect p::>int should have only one pin 
mJnber label attached to it, if device description files are used 
to create the net data base.) 

o WARNIN;: connect p::>int has two pin nanes 

(Nanes in conflict are rep::>rted on log.) 
(Nanes are hiqhlighted in the drawinq.) 

'!here are two pin nane labels attached to the sane connect p::>int, 
but with different text values on then. Delete one of the labels 
or use !UPDATE TEXT! to chanqe one of the pin nanes to be the sane 
as the other. (Normally, a connect p::>int should have only one pin 
nane label attached to it.) 
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o WARNill:i: symbol has two reference designators 

(Reference designators in conflict are reported in log, 
and are highlighted in the drawing.) 

'lbere are two reference desiqnators labels attached to the sane 
symbol, but with different text values on them. Delete one of 
the labels to resolve the conflict. A symbol must not have two 
reference designator labels. 

o WARNill:i: symbol has tw::> device types 

(Device type labels in conflict are reported in log, and 
are highlighted in the drawing.) 

'lbere are two device type labels attached to the sane symbol, but 
with dif f P.rent text values on them. Delete one of the labels to 
resolve the conflict. A syrrtx:>l must not have two d€'1Jice type 
labels. 

o WARNill:i: symbol has two values 

(Values in conflict are reported in log, and are 
highlighted in the drawing.) 

There are t'NO value labels attached to the same symbol, but with 
different values on them. Delete one of the labels to.resolve 
the conflict. A symbol must not have two value labels. 

o ERR:>R: symbol has missing reference designator 

(Symbol is highlighted.} 
<!EXTRACT NETLISTI was done without a d€'1Jice description file 
associated with symbol.) 

The symbol has a blank or missing reference designator. If blank, 
(text point with no label), use the UPDATE TEXT carmand to supply 
a reference designator. If missing, (no text point, no label) use 
the ATl'CH REF DES cannand. 
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o ERRJR: missing pin mmber or pin nane on connect :i::oint at (drawinq 
coordinate) 

'!he connect point has a blank or missinq pin label. (Each connect 
point must have either a pin nane, or a pin mJTlber label if the 
net data base was created without device files.) If blank, use 
the IUPDA.TE TEXT! coomand to supply a pin nane or number. If missing 
(no text point, no label) use the IA'ITCH PIN NUMBER! or 
IA'ITCH PIN NAME! carmand. 

o WARNIN3: missing library data for device type (device type nane) 

'!he systen found a device type on the schematic, but cannot find 
a device description file for it. Cleek the SYS'TEM-LIBRARY index. 
Either the device file is missing, or the device type was 
misspelled on the schenatic. 

o WAR-UN:;: syntax error in library data for device type (device type 
name) 

'!here is a formatting error in the device description file for 
device type nane stated in the warning messaqe. Reopen the 
device description file and correct the error. 
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CRFAT~ A NET DATA BASE FI01 A TEXT-INPUT NETLIST 

1. GENERAL INFORMATIOO 

PURPOSE 

'1'he text-input netlist is a time-savinq method of creating a 
net data base. It may be used as an alternative to drawing a 
schenatic on the system. 

'!his method is appropriate when the operator has the netlist 
information for a board, and when a schematic drawing is not 
essential. 

The text-input netlist contains the net, pin, reference designator, 
and device type information to be used in the board design. Optionally, 
functions may be specified in the file if the operator is creating 
the netlist fran an unannotated engineering sketch. 

ADVANTAGES OF A TEXT-GENERATED NET DATA BASE 

o It takes considerably less time to input a text file containing 
netlist infonnation than it does to draw a schematic on the 
system. 

o It also takes less time to correct errors in a text-input 
netlist than in a schenatic drawing. 

LIMITATIOO OF A TEXT-GENERATED NET DATA BASE 

o '1'he canpleted design will not have an up-to-date set of 
schematic drawings unless the operator manually records any 
changes on the original engineering sketch. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 'ID ror..r1M IN CRFATI~ A TEXT-GENERATED NET DATA BASE 

STEP 1. Input a text file containinq the netlist information 
for the board design. 
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STEP 2. Make certain that device files and/or pin files are in 
the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

Device files are required if the operator wishes to 
create a net data base that allows autanatic swapping of 
ccmponents, logic functions, and pins on the board. 
A net data base created with device description files 
allows the operator to use a:!ditional systen 
capabilities. For exanple, logical design rules checkinq 
(IDRC) can only be performed if the net data base was 
created with dev'ice files. Pin files are only needed if 
device files are not used to create the net data base. 

2. 'mE TEXT N~IST FILE 

'll1e text-input netlist is a single text file in three parts: 

0 PAR!' 1 is a list of PACKAGES and REFERENCE DESIGNA'.IORS. 
(OPTIOOAL) 

o PAR.I' 2 is a list of FUNCTIONS. (OPI'ICNAL-DE\TICE FILES RmUIRED) 

o PAR!' 3 is a list of NETS. (REX:lUIRED) 

NOI'E: 'Ihe file must contain at least PAR!' 1 or PAR'I' 2, with 
the required list of NETS. 

EXAMPLE OF.TEXT INPUT NETLIST 

(NETLIST FDR PROJECT TEST, OC'roBER 1984) 
$PACKAGES 
CCNlSS/156 ; J 
CAPAAD300 ; Cl 
RES400! RI.ROS ; R2 
RES400! RLROS ; Rl 
CAPAAD300 ; C2 
$FUNCTICNS 
74LSOO ; AND[l-4] 
74L74 ; FLIP[l-2] 
$NETS 
; J.8 AND2.B 
; J.7 AND2.A 
; J.4 ANDl.B 
; J.3 ANDI.A 
GND ; J.l C2.2 Cl.2 R2.2 
; J.11 Rl.2 
; Rl.l FLIP2.QN 
; FLIPl.Q AND3.A 
; FLIP2.Q AND3.B 
; R2.1 FLIPl.QN 
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+SV ; J.12 J.10 C2.l Cl.l FLIPl.PRE FLIP2.PRE AND3.Y 
; ANDl.Y FLIPl.D 
; J.6 FLIP2.CLK FLIPl.CLK 
; J.5 FLIP2.CLR FLIPl.CLR 
$END 



3. 'mE NET DA.TA ~E CRFATED FRJM '!HE TEXT-INPUT NETLIST AND DEVICE 
DFSCRIPI'ION FILES. 

After the net data base is created fran the text-input netlist, 
the operator may proceed to place canp::>nents on the board. If the net 
data oase is created with device description files, the autanatic 
swappinq capability may be used to improve the placenent of ratsnest 
connect-lines for increased canpletion percentage during autanatic 
routing. 

Like the schematic drawing, the operator may selectively pre-assign 
l~ic functions, using the text netlist file. Pre-assigned logic 
functions are associated with those devices defined by the $PACKAGES 
section (reference designator}, with the $NETS section containing the 
reference designator arrl pin m.lllber information for eadl device. When 
the net data base is created with the I LOAD 'lXT NETLIST I canmand, a 
pre-assigned logic function is "fixed" on the board and unavailable for 
autanatic swapping until "freed" by the operator. 

In addition, the operator may optionally allow the system to 
perform reference designator and pin number assignments to the net 
data base during !LOAD 'lXT NETLISTI with the optional $FUNCTIONS section 
of the netlist file. '!he $FUNCTIONS section of the file may be used when 
inputting.a text netlist fran an original, unannotated engineering 
sketch. '!he information defined by the $FUNCTIONS section 
(device type: function designator) and the related function designators 
and pin nanes associated with a single logic function specified under the 
$NETS section will reflect a "free" logic function. 'Ihe system uses the 
device, function and pin information in the device files to make 
assignments to the net data base. 

During !LOAD 'lXT NETLISTI, the system autanatically assigns a 
reference desi~nator to each device (or with an operator-input REFDES-CCJ.l 
text file) specified by $FUNCTIONS. '!he system also assigns pin nll?lbers 
to each available (unassigned) function slot using information fran the 
device file. U:lgic functions created in the net data base associated 
with a device listed with $FUNCTIONS are "free" for autanatic swapping 
on the placed board. 

IDI'E: Devices specified under $PAa<AGF.5 cannot be re-stated 
under $FUNCTIONS, and the reverse. 

If the operator chooses to create the net data base using pin 
description files rather than device files, the operator must use the 
$PAa<AGF.5 section of the netlist. Without device description files, 
the function and pin swapping capability cannot be used on the placed 
board drawing simply because the net data base does not have required 
device, pin and function information. 'Ihe reference designator and pin 
assignments specified in the text netlist under $NETS will be "fixed" 
to can:ponents created in the net data base. 

The following section describes the formatting requirements of the 
text netlist file used to create the net data base. 
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4. RB;JUIRED CCNrENTS AND FORMAT OF 'lliE TEKT NETLIST FILE 

$PAO<AGES 

PURPOSE: '!he $PACKAGES section of the netlist file allows, 
pre-assigrment of reference desiqnat.ors to canponents 

· durinq creation of the net data base. Durinq the 
IIDAD TXT NETLISTI cxmnand, the system first reads the 
$PACKAGES section, then the $NETS section of the netlist 
file. 

With device description files present in the current 
pro:iect, or SYSTEM-LIBRARY, the system uses the device 
file information to build a net data base which allc:Ms 
swapping of functions and pins on the placed board 
drawing. 

If a device contains swappable functions and pins, the 
' operator may selectively "free" pre-assigned functions 

for autanatic swappillQ on the ooard. 

FORMAT: $PACKAGES 

o '!he $PAO<AGES keyw:>rd is placed on the first line of the 
text file. A list of packages follONS the keY"Ord. · 

LIST OF PACKAGES 

o '!he list incll.rles pack~es to be used in the ooard des.iqn, with 
a reference designator for each instance of a package. Pack~es 
are listed by CCJt'lµ)nent symbol nane and dE'\Tice type. The operator 
may anit the canponent symbol nane, however, the device type 
must be incll.rled if device description files are to be used to 
create the net data base. '!he component symbol nane must be 
incll.rled if the system uses pin description files to create the 
net data base. 

FORMAT: CCH'CNENT SYMOOL NAME ! DE.VICE T.lPE: REF DES 

EXAMPLE: $PACKAGES 
RES400 ! RLROS : R2 
COOlSS/156 : J 

In the above exanple, the system will use the -PIN text file 
to define the CCNlSS/156 canponent symbol when IIDAD TXT NETLISTI 
creates the net data base. The device file RLROS will define the 
canp:>nent symbol RES400. 
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INPUT SBJ{JENCE: 

'!he canponent symbol nane must be precisely the sane as the 
nane of canponent syntx>l to be placed on the board drawing. 

A symbol nane may contain up to 14 characters with no blank 
spaces allowed. (Allowed characters are: A-Z , 0-9, - + = % * 
? I . ") 

Each canponent synt>ol nane must be placed at the beginnil'l9 
of a new line. 

Repeat the symbol nane on a new line for each different 
device type. 

DEV'ICE TYPE: 

EXAMPLE: RES400 RLROS; R2 
RF..S400 RLR06; R1 

Place the device type between the symbol name and the 
list of reference designators. It must be preceded by an 
exclanation point. 

'!he device type must be the sane nane of the device file 
to be used with the packaqe. 

A device type may contain up to 18 alpham.meric characters 
with no blank spaces. (Allowed characters are: A-Z 0-9 - + 
= % * ? I . ") 

REFERENCE DESIGNA'l'ORS 

A sanicolon (;) must be placed before the list of reference 
designators. 

A reference designator may contain up to 8 characters with 
no blank spaces. (Allowed characters are A-Z 0-9 - + = % ? 
I ") 

Reference designators must be separated fran each other 
with a blank space, or with a ccmna ( ,) • 
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To continue the list of reference designators on a new line, 
place a carma at the end of the line and continue on the line 
below: 

EXAMPLE: 'ro92 : Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q9 QlO Qll 014 015, 
Ql6 017 025 026 027 

To input a series of reference desiqnators, brackets may be 
used: 

I EXAMPLE: Z6 Z[S-10] Zl2 ZlS I 
o 'lhe repeating character(s) precedes the first bracket. 

o A blank space before the first bracket is not allowed. 

o 'lhe characters in the series must be mineric. 

o 'lhe first bracket and the closinq bracket must be on 
sane line. (Blank spaces are allowed within the 
brackets. 

o Use a hY?'ien (-) between the first and last nl.111bers in 
the series. 

o Le~ing zeros are allowed. (However, the systan will 
ignore any lea:Ung zeros in the last nlJnber that cause 
the last nlJ'llber to have more diqits than the first 
nlJllber. For exC111Ple, if (0008 - 0100] is input, all 
le~ing zeros are used by the system: if [008 - 0100] 
is input, the systan ignores the le~inq zero in the 
last ntnber. 

'l'O CMIT A COMPCNENr SYMOOL NAME: 
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(Device files used to create the net data base.) 

Begin the line with an exclanation point ( ! ) 
followed by the device type. 

I EXAMPLE: I 7400 : 01 U4 116 

I 

\ 

l 
\~ 



TO OMIT THE DEVICE TYPE: 

$FUNCTICNS 

(Pin files used to create the net data base.) 

Qnit both the exclanation point and the device type 
nane. 

EXAMPLE: DIP14 : Ul U4 U6 

(OPl'ICNAL - Must follow the $PACKAGES section, if used) 
- Device files are required. 
- Devices specified under $PACKAGES cannot be 

re-specified under $F'UNCTICNS, and the 
reverse. 

PURPCSE: The optional $FUNCTICNS section of the text netlist file 
is useful if the operator is creating a netlist fran an 
unannotated engineering sketch. For exanple, if the 
sketch shows eight NAND2 gates without pin nunber 
and reference designator annotation, the operator 
may input entries under $FUNCTICNS. An entry must 
contain a device type, an operator-defined F'UNCTIOO 
DESIGNA'IDR, as well as the nunber of functions to be 
created for the device specified. Based on the information 
in the device file, the system creates the required 
mnber of canponents needed to acccmrodate the m.11lber of 
functions. 

This section of the netlist file can only be used if the 
net data base is to be created with device description 
files in the current project, or SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

Entries made to the $FUNCTICNS section are unassigned. 
That is, the system assigns available reference 
designators autanatically to the devices during 
lu:lAD TXT Nel'LISTI, or performs the assignment with an 
operator-input REFDES-<:CN file in the current project. 

During the IWAD TXT NETLISTI cxmnand, the system reads 
the entries within $FUNCTICNS, then reads the $NETS 
section of the file. The $NETS section must contain 
FUNCTICN DESIGNATORs, and PIN NAMES rather than pin 
nl.J'llbers to specify nets. The system uses the information 
in the device files to build a net data base which allows 
swapping of functions and pins on the placed board 
drawing. Functions and pins are "free" on the board 
for automatic swapping. 
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FORMAT: $FUNCTIOOS 

o If used, the $FUNCTIOOS keyword must follow the $PACKAGES 
section of the file. A list of device types follcws the 
keyword. Devices specified urrler $PACKAGES cannot be re-stated 
in the $FUNCTIOOS section of the netlist. 

LI&r OF DEIJICE TYPES; FUNCTIOO DESIGNA'IDRS 

o 'l'he list includes each device type with an operator-defined 
FUNCTIOO DESIGNAroR, and the m.111ber of 103ic functions to be 
created in the net data base for the specified device type. 
Based on the information in the device description file, the 
system creates the proper nlJ'llber of canp::>nents for the number 
of 103ic functions specified. 

Canponent symbol ncmes are rx:>t required since device description 
file~ are required to support this optional section of the 
netlist file. 

FORMAT: DEIJICE TYPE ; FUNCTIOO DESIGNAroR [NUMBER OF FUNcrIOOS] 

EXAMPLE: $FUNCTIOOS 
74LSOO ; AND[l-4) 
74L74 ; FLIP[l-2) 

In the above excmple, the device 74LSOO is stated under 
$FUNcrICNS, with the operator-defined function designator 
AND, requiring four 103ic functions to be created during 
I WAD TXT NETLisr I . The system creates a single canponent in the 
net data base, since the device 74LSOO only contains four 
103ic functions. 

'lbe excmple below illustrates the typical entries to the $NETS 
section of the file, relating to the entries contained urder 
$FUNCTIOOS. 

$NETS 
; FLIPl.Q AND2.A 
; ANDl.Y FLIP2.D 

The line ;FLIPl.Q AND2.A identifies available functions 
and pin ncmes associated with that net. FLIPl.Q identifies an 
available function on the device 74L74, with pin name 0 connected 
to pin nane A of the function, AND2, of the device 74LSOO. The 
pin number assignments are made fran the information in the . 
device files when the I WAD TXT NE'l'LIST I carmand is used to create 
the net data base. However, because function designators and pin 
ncmes are specified, 103ic functions are free for swapping 
with other functions of the scme device type on the placed board 
drawing. For exanple, the AND2 function assignment in the net 
data base is swappable with other available functions on the 
SCl'Re device (ANDl, AND3, AND4). 
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NOl'E CN THE NUMBER OF roNCTICNS 

Under the $ruNCTICNS section of th~ netlist file, the operator 
may specify a device type, the function designator, and the 
total number of functions to be used, exceeding the 
m.1nber of functions available on one device. For exanple, 
the 74LSOO device contains four functions. The operator, however, 
may specify any number of functions. When the net data base 
is created, the system creates the appropriate number of 
canp:>nents needed for the m.1nber of functions specified. 

EXAMPLE: $ruNCTICNS 
74LSOO ; AND[l-8] 

In the above exanple, eight functions will be created in the 
net data base for the device 74LSOO. Since only four functions 
can fit on one physical device, the system creates the net data 
base with two 74LSOO devices with four available functions 
on each device. 

However, if eight functions are specified for a device urrler 
$roNCTICNS, with only four functions reflected urrler the $NETS 
section, the system will still create two 74LSOO canp:>nents in 
the net data base. Five functions (AND[l-5]) reflected urrler 
$NETS will create two canp:>nents, since one 74LSOO contains 
only four logic functions. 

If a device contains only one function, the brackets must be 
anitted. In the exanple below the operator-defined function 
designator, "NAND", contains only one function. Simple anit 
the brackets and place the nllllber "1" inmediately after the 
function designator. 
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N01'E CN FllNCI'ICN DESIGNAroRS 

If a single device contains different logic functions, the function 
type specified in the device description file must be stated 
under $FtJNCTICNS after the device name, preceding the operator
defined function designator. The system requires the additional 
function type entry to make the distinction between different 
furictions on a single device. For exanple, the device 4000A 
contains bo NOR3 gates and the inverter (INV) logic function. 
The 4000A device file is shown below: 

(DEVICE DESCRIPl'ICN FILE: 4000A) 
PACKAGE DIP14 
CIASS IC 
PINCOONT 14 
PINORDER NOR3 A B C Y 
PINUSE NOR3 IN IN IN 001' 
PINSWAP NOR3 AB C 
ruNCl'ICN Gl NOR3 3 4 5 .6 
FUNC'TICN G3 NOR3 11 12 13 10 
PINORDER INV A Y 
PINUSE INV IN OOT 
ruNCl'ICN G2 INV 8 9 
POiER +SV: 14 
GRCXJND GND; 7 
NC 1 2 
END 

The format under $FUNCTICNS is shown below for single device types 
containing different functions. 

DEVICE NAME FUNCTICN TYPE ; FUNCTICN DESIGNATOR [NUMBER OF FUNC'TICNS] 

EXAMPLE: $FUNCTICNS 
4000A! NOR3; XYZ[l-2] 
4000A! INV ; ABCl 

o Line entries must be repeated for the different function types. 

o In the above exanple, the NOR3 function type is specified by the 
operator-defined function designator XYZ, with two available 
functions. The function type INV is specified by the function 
de~ignator ABC, with one available function. 
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INPUT smUENCE: 

DEVICE TYPE NAME 

The device type nane must be the exact same nane as its 
device description file 

A device type may contain up to 18 alphanl.ll'lleric characters 
with no blank spaces. (Allowed characters are: A-Z 0-9 - + 
= ' * ? I . ") 

The canp:>nent symrol nane does not need to be included since 
$FUNCTICNS section of the netlist file requires device 
description files to create the net data base. 

Simply input the device name at the beginning of each line, 
following the $FUNCTIOOS statanent. 

EXAMPLE: $ruNCTIOOS 
74LSOO 1 

FUNCTIOO DESIGNATORS am [NUMBER OF FUNCTIOOS] 

A semicolon ( 1) must follow the device nane, preceding the 
function designator am the nl.111ber of functions. 

An operator--def ined function designator may contain up to 
eight characters with no blank spaces. (Allowed characters are 
A-Z 0-9 - + = ' * ? I ") 

Imnediately following the function designator, input the nlltlber 
of available flD'lctions to be created in the net data base, using 
brackets to specify a range. D:> not input a blank space between 
the flD'lction designator am the nl.Jtlber of functions. Brackets may 
be anitted if the device contains only one function. 

EXAMPLE: $ruNCTICNS 
74LSOO 1 AND[l-4] 
74L74 1FLIPl 

Refer to l'Dl'E 00 FUNCTICN DES~GNATORS o~ !=he previous page . 
for information on single devices conta1n1I)9 a1fferen~unct1on 
types am an exanple of a typical entry under $FUNCTI • 
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PURPCSE: The $NE'l'S section of the netlist file specifies the net 
information for the entries rna:le under the $PACKAGES 
and $EUNCTICNS sections of the file. 

When the operator picks the II.DAD 'I'XT NETLISI'I ccmnand, 
the system reads the contents of the $PACKAGES·section 
and the $EUNC'TICNS section of the netlist. The system 
then scans the $NEI'S section for the net information 
needed to create the net data base. 

The net information specified must be entered in t~ 
different formats if the operator used the optional 
$FUNCI'ICNS section of the netlist. Nets specified for 
entries contained under $PACKAGES are entered by 
pre-assigned reference designators and pin nl.lllbers. 
Nets specified for entries under the $FUNCTIOOS section 
are entered by function designator, function nl.lllber, and 
pin name. 

NorE: The function nllllber provides a unique nane to 
to each function designator associated with a 
single logic function on a device. For exanple, 
ANDI.A, ANDl.B, ANDl.Y are functions associated 
with a single function on the 74LSOO, specified 
by the function designator AND listed urrler 
$FUNCTIOOS. 

The following exanple illustrates typical net entries. 
The first entry shown under $NE.TS uses reference 
designators and pin numbers, relating to $PACKAGES. The 
second net entry uses a function designator, function 
number, and pin nane, relating to $FUNCTIOOS. The third 
net entry under $NE'l'S uses information pertaining-to both 
the $PACKAGES and $RJNCTICNS sections. 

EXAMPLE: $PACKAGES 
RES400 ! RLROS ; R2 
CAPRAD 300; Cl 
$FUNCTIOOS 
74LSOO ; AND[l-4] 
74L74 ; FLIP[l-2] 
$NETS 
; R2.l Cl.2 
; ANDI.A FLIP2.QN 
; Rl.l FLIPl.QN 

NC71'E: The function designator and function number, FLIPl for 
exanple, under $NETS specifies an available function slot 
on the device. FLIP2 also specifies an available function 
on the device. The function nunber does not imply a 
selected function slot. 
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roRMAT: $NETS 

o '!be keyword is placed on the line followim the list of packaqes, 
and/or list of functions. '!be keyword $NETS precedes the list 
of nets. 

LIST OF NETS 

o 'Ibis includes all nets that will be used in the board desiqn, and 
provides a list of pins and/or function designator and pin nanes 
associated with ead'l net. 

For nets relating to de1Jices and reference designators specified 
under $PACKAGES: 

roRMAT: :RefDes.PinNl.Jtlber RefDes.PinN1.lllber RefDes.PinNl.l'llber 

EXAMPLE: :R2.l C2.l U4.3 

For nets relating to devices, function desiqnators and nlJ11ber of 
functions specified under $FUNC'l'IOOS: 

ro:RMAT: :FunctionDesiqnatorFunctionNllllber.PinNane, 
FunctionDesi~natorFunctionNllli.>er.PinNane 

EXAMPLE: : ANDl .A FLIP2 .(;.'N 

For nets relatinq to entries pertaining to both $PACKAGES and 
$FUNC'l'IOOS sections. 

roRMAT: :RefDes.PinNumber FunctionDesiqnatorFunctionNum.PinNane 

EXAMPLE: :Rl .1 FLIPl.(;.'N 
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INPt1l' SE);lUENCE: 

o Each net begins on a new line. A semicolon must precede the 
net information. 

o .For nets specified by reference designator: 

-Show the reference designator an3 pin nl.l11ber for each pin • 
. The format is -REFDES.PIN#-with no blank spaces allowed. 

-Reference designators must correspond to the ones shown in 
the list of packages. 

-A pin number may be any integer fran 1 to 32767. 

-Put at least one blank space between pins in the list. 

-To continue the list of pins on a new line, place a o:mna 
at the end of the line an3 continue on the line below. 

-As in the list of packages, brackets may be used to input a 
series of reference designators, a series of pin nl.l11bers, or 
both: 

Z[l-3].7 is equivalent to Zl.7 Z2.7 Z3.7 
Z3.[2-5] is equivalent to Z3.2 Z3.3 Z3.4 Z3.5 
RP[l-3].[1-2] is equivalent to RPl.l RPl.2 RP2.l 

RP2.l RP2.2 RP3.l RP3.2 

There must be no blank spaces between the (.) w a 
bracket preceding it, or following it. otherwise the 
the input requirements for a bracketed series are the 
sane as in the $PACKAGES list. 

1~· $NETS 
;R2.2 Cl.l 
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o For nets specified by function designator 

-Show the function designator, the function number an:J the 
pin nane. The format is -FunctionDesFunctionNum.PinName-
with oo blank spaces allowed. 

-Function designators must correspond to the ones shown in 
the list of functions. 

-The function number (providing the unique nane associated 
with a single logic function) inmediately following the 
function designator must be within the range specified in 
brackets l.D'lder the $FUNCI'IOOS section. Blank spaces are not 
allowed between the function designator an:J the function 
number. 

-The pin nCIYle must be separated fran the function number by 
by a ( • ) • Blank spaces are not allowed. 

-Put at least one blank space between pin name and the next 
entry on the line. 

EXAMPLE: $NEI'S 
;FLIPl.Q AND3.A 

-To continue the net information on a new line, place a 
carma at the end of the line an:J continue on the line below. 

NET NAME (OPl'ICNAL) 

o The operator may optionally give each net a name. 

FORMAT: NEINAME; RefDes.PinNum RefDes.PinNum 

EXAMPLE: 

$NEI'S 
SERIAL CLOCK; J7.22 Zl0.11 

-The net nane must be the same as the net nane the operator 
uses on the board drawing. 

-A net name may contain up to 18 alphanumeric characters 
with blank spaces allowed. (Allowed characters are; A-Z 
o-9 - + = % * ? I . : "> 

-Place the net nane at the beginning of the line before the 
net information. 
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o The operator may inclLrle information cannents in the text netlist 
file. 

FORMAT: (COH.NT LINE) 

EXAMPLE: 

(***NE!' DEFINITICNS ARE BEI.CW***) 

-Place cx:mnents in parentheses for informational use only. 
'!he system ingores text within parentheses. 

-A carment may not extend beyond the length of one line. 

END STATEMENT (OPl'ICNAL) 

o The END statement must be the last line of the text file if 
the operator clxx:>ses to use it. 

roRMAT: SEND 
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5. THE TEXT-INPtJI' NETLIST STRATEX;Y 

SUMMARY 

When inputting the text netlist, the operator may simply make 
entries to $PACKAGES, and $NETS. If device description files are 
used to create the net data base during I LCW) TXT NETLIST I , the 
system takes the information fran the device files to create a net 
data base which allows swapping of logic functions and pins on 
the board drawing. The system uses the reference designator 
specified in the $PACKAGES section, and the reference designator and 
pin nllllber entries contained in the $Ners section to make the 
initial assigrunents. That is, the reference designators and pin numbers 
specified under $NETS are associated with the reference designators 
specified under $PACKAGES. The resulting "fixed" logic functions in 
the net data base may be "freed" for automatic swawing on the board 
canp:>nents if a device contains swappable functions. However, swappable 
pins are always "free" to swap until "fixed" by the operator. 

Optionally, the operator may input the text netlist with a 
$FUNCI'ICNS section, following the entries to $PACKAGES (if used). The 
operator may use this section if inputting the netlist from an 
unannotated engineering sketch. Entries ma:3e under $FUNCI'ICNS are 
unassigned. That is, the system automatically assigns available 
reference designators to canponents c;reated during !LOAD TXT NETLISTI. 
The operator may create an REFDES-ccN text file, generated from a 
component bill-of-materials, prior to using the II£>AD TXT NETLISTI 
canmand, if specific operator-defined reference designators are to be 
used in the creation of the net data base. 

The unique function designators and pin names under $NETS 
are related to the devices and function designators listed under 
$FUNCTICNS. The system makes the assignments to the net data base 
using the information in the device description files, creating 
the essential number of comp::>nents for the required number of functions. 
The resulting net data base will contain "free" logic functions that 
are available for automatic swapping on board canp:>nents. 

If pin files are used to create the net data base during 
!LOAD TXT NETLISTI, the system requires that· all assignment information 
be present under $PACKAGES and $NETS. In a:3dition, the swapping 
capability cannot be used on the board drawing. 

CCMPCNENT I L03IC FUNCI'ICN I AND PIN SWAPP~ OVERVIJ:ltl 

The Telesis automatic swapping capability permits the operator 
to selectively swap comp::>nents, logic functions, and pin assigrments 
on the board after initial canponent placement. After the net 
data base is created fran the text netlist and device description files, 
and after the board canponent symbols are Pf aced, the 9perator has ~e 
option to "fix" or "free" comp::>nents, functions, and pins for swapping 
on the board. 
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The swapping capability simply improves the ooard layout for 
increased canpletion percentage during automatic routing. 

The ccmnarrls that sul?J;X)rt automatic swapping are located on the 
I AU'IQe1ATIC PIACEMENT I menus. After using the swapping caunands, the 
operator may up:late the text netlist to reflect the assignments 
on the board drawing, using the !CREATE TEXT Nfil'LISI'I coomand. 

Ref er to the PIACEMENT section of the manual for the ccmnands used 
to swap ccmponents, functions, and pins on the ooard. 
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6. HCl-l 'ID USE THE I LOAD TXT NEI'LIST I ca-1MAND 'ID CREATE THE NET DATA BASE 

The CCMMANDS section of the manual defines the exact input sequence 
for the !LOAD TXT NEI'LISTI ccmnand. The information below explains the use 
of the ccmnand in broader context. 

PRERmUISITES 

o A device file for every device type named in the text netlist 
must be in the current project, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. The 
device file prerequisite may be anitted if pin files are used 
to create the net data base. HCMever, a net data base created 
without device files cannot, for exanple, be used with logical 
design rules checking, interactive or auto-placement, or function 
and pin swapping. 

o A pin tile for each symbol naned in the text netlist must be in 
the current project, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. Pin description 
files may be anitted if device description files are used to 
create the net data base •. 

o The text input netlist must be in the current project file. 

HGl THE !LOAD TXT NEI'LISTI CCMMAND ~RKS 

When the l_µ>AD TXT NETLISTI corrman1 is picked, the operator must 
input the name of the text netlist file. The system then performs the 
following operations: 

1. Creates a text file naned NET-LOAD-I£X2 listing system-detected 
errors in the text netlist. '!he text netlist is repeated line
-by-line in the NEI'-LOAD-I£X2. Each error is listed directly 
belCM the line involved in the error. 

2. Creates a net data base if there are no major errors. 

3. Places the follCMing messages on the function screen when they 
are appropriate. 

< < STARI'Itl; LOAD TEXT NETLIST. > > 
<< CHECKIN:; FUR I<EYWJRDS.>> 
« I<EYWJRDS NOl' FOOND. Nfil'LOAD STOPPED.» 

If the keywords are found, the system will display the follCMing 
message sequence on the function screen message line. 
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<< 8rARI'Ill; OOAD TEXT NErLisr. >> 
<< CHECKIN:i FOR KEY\«)RDS.>> 
< < REQUIRED KEY\«)RDS FCXJND. CCNI'INU:nl;. > > 
<< PIO:ESSIN:i LINE 10 a1I' OF 27 LINES '!Ol'AL.» 
<< PRCX:ESS:nl; LINE 20 a1I' OF 27 LINES '!Ol'AL.» 
<< 8rAR!'ING BUILD OF NET DATA BASE.>> 
<< ADD:nl; FUNC!'ICNS>> << 100% CCMPLETED>> 
<< CREATIN:i CCMPCNENT CREAT:nl; ~ENI' •••• >> 
<< ADD:nl; FUNCI'JX:NS WITHa1I' PIN NUMBERS.>>-
<< ADDIN:i FUNCTICNS WITHOOT REFDF.5 Bt1l' WITH PIN NUMBERS.>> 
<< ADD:nl; UNA.5SIGNED FUNCl'ICNS.» 
< < CREATir.G CCMPCNENT • CREAT:nl; CCMPCNENT ••• > > 
< < ADDOO CCMPCNmrs FRQe1 REFDF.5-cCN FILE.)) 
<< BUILD OF NETDM'A BASE CCMPLETE.» · 

After the message <<BUILD OF NEI'DATA BASE CCMPLETE. > > appears on the 
function screen message line, the system displays the NET-WAD-UXi. 

EXAMPLE: NET-LOAD-UXi FILE 

NET-UW>-LOO 

1 $PACKl!GES 
2 CCN15S/156 

MF.SSAGE: CON15S/156 -PIN (pin file) defines this package. 
. 

3 CAPRAD300 : Cl 
MESSAGE: CAPRAD300 -PIN (pin file) defines this package. 

4 RES400 ! RLROS : R2 
MESSAGE: RLROS (device file) defines this package. 

5 RES400 ! RLROS : Rl 
MESSAGE: RLROS (device file) defines this package. 

6 CAPRAD300 : C2 
MF.SSAGE: CAPRAD300 -PIN (pin file) defines this package. 

7 $FUNCTICNS 
8 74LSOO : AND[l-4] 
9 74L74 : FLIP[l-2] 

10 $NErS 
11 : J.8 AND2.B 
12 : J.7 AND2.A 
13 : J.4 ANDl.B 
14 ': J.3 ANDI.A 
15 GND . J.l C2.2 Cl.2 R2.2 , 
16 1 J.11 Rl..2 
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NEI'-LOAD-r.cx; (continued) 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

MESSAGE : 
ACTICN : 

Rl.l FLIP2.QN 
FLIPl.Q AND3.A 
FLIP2.Q AND3.B 
R2.l FLIPl.QN 

; +SV; J.12 J.10 C2.l Cl.l FLIPl.PRE FLIP2.PRE AND3.Y 
ANDl.Y FLIPl.D 
J.6 FLIP2.CLK FLIPl.CLK 

; J.S FLIP2.CLR FLIPl.CLR 
$END 

$END ke~rd found. 
Normal termination at this line. 

***Gtcr'E ASSIGNMENT begun 03-cx:T-84 at 09:21:15 *** 

ADDING ASSIGNED FUNCI'ICNS 
**.*NUMBER OF ERRORS = 0 
ADDING UNASSIGNED FUNCI'ICNS 
***NUMBER OF ERRORS = 0 
ADDING PIN FRCM DEVICE FILES 
***NUMBER OF ERRORS*** 
Gate Assignment done at 09:24:00 

REPEATI1'l; THE !WAD TXT NETLISTI CCMMAND UNI'IL THE NET-LOAD-r...cx:; IS 
ERROR-FREE 

To ensure that an accurate net data base has been created, 
perform the following steps: 

STEP 1. Use the !LOAD TXT NETLISTI cc:mnand. 

STEP 2. Print out the NEI'-LOAD-r.cx; text file. 

STEP 3. Open the text netlist file and edit the file to 
correct the errors shown in the NET-LOAD-r...cx:;. 

STEP 4. Repeat STEPS 1-3 until the NET-LOAD-r.cx; is error-free. 

Each time the !LOAD TXT NETLISTI o:mnand is repeatErl, the 
system clears any existing information in the net data 
base, and replaces it with the information in the text 
netlist. 

STEP 5. If.the original e ineering sketch is available, generate 
a NETLIST-REPORI' (CREATE NETLIST REPORI'!), or CCMPCNENT-
REPORI' {!CREATE ENT RE , check it against the 
original drawing. 
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TYPES OF ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES LISTED IN THE NET-LOAD-u::x; 

Error and warning messages that may appear in the NET-LOAD-LCX; are 
lis~ed below. A brief explanation is given here for messages that are 
not self-explanatory. 
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• "Error: 
Action: 

Non-ccmnent line(s) before $PAO<AGES keyv.ord. 
Line(s) ignored." 

• "Warning: Invalid text in ke~rd line. 
Action: Invalid text ignored." 

'll'le systan ignores any superfluous character appearing after a 
keyv.ord in a keytNC>rd line. 

• "Error: 
Action: 

• "Error: 
Action: 

KeY\«)rd expected in line with $. 
Line ignored." 

Input line too long. Limit of 132 characters." 
Line ignored." 

• "Error: Keyv.ords ($PAO<AGES, $END , or $NETS) are missing or out 
of order. 

Action: Load Text Netlist Terminated." 

'll'le systan will not create a net data base because it cannot 
find the reauired keytNC>rds. 

• "Error: Invalid character{s) in package name ' '. 
Action: Processing for this package name terminated." 

'll'le systan ignores the information listed for this package. 

• "Error: Package name ' (first 14 char) ' too long. 
Action: Processing for this package nane terminated." 

'll'le systan ignores the information listed for this package. 

• "Error : Invalid character (s) in device name ' •• 
Action Processing for this device nane terminated." 

'll'le systan ignores the information listed for this device. 

• "Error: Device name ' ' too long. 
Action: Processing for this device name terminated." 

'll'le systan ignores the information listed for this device. 

• "Error: Canoot firrl device name and/or package nane.Expecting 
a sanicolon in input. 
Action: Line ignored." 

• "Error: Sanicolon (;) found in continuation line. Not allowed 
in continuation. 
Action: Line ignored.". 



• "Error: Device file package naine • __ • and netlist package name 
• do not match. 

Action: Processing for this device name terminated." 

The system ignores the information listed for this device. 

• "Error: Errors found in device file • 
Action: Processing for this device tetminated." 

The system ignores the information listed for this device. 

• "Error: Errors found in - PIN file • 
Action: Processing for this device tetminated." 

The system ignores the information listed for this device. 

• "Error: Existing reference designator • • already in 
NE'I'-DATA-BASE, but has different package or device type 
than that specified by input text. 
Action: Existing reference designator not changed. No new 
entries." 

• "Error: Reference designator for this pin • 
D.l\TA-BASE. 
Action: Pin not loaded into NEI'-DATA-BASE." 

• "Error: Net name • too long. 
Action: Net igoored." 

·• "Error: Invalid character " 
Action: Net ignored." 

" in net name • 

• "Error: Pin number • • too large. 
Action: Pin ignored • ..-

• not in NET-

• "Error: Designated refdes. pin ·_· not fouoo in canponent. 
Action: Refdes. pin ignored." 

• "Error: Pin number • • has non-nuneric character. 
Action: Pin ignored -.. -

• "Error: Refdes. pin • • already assigned to net #, nane 
Action: Refdes. pin ignored in this net." 

• "Error: Invalid or missing pin m:mber for refdes. • 
Action: Refdes. ignored." 

• "Error: Unbalanced parenthesis found in line. 
Action: Line ignored." 

• "Action Continuation line ignored because of previous error." 

The system ignores a continuation line whenever the previous 
line was ignored because of error. 
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• "Error: [] Range specification error. Unbalanced brackets. 
Action: Refdes ignored." 

• "Error: [] Range specification error. Starting value less 
than errling value. 
Action: Refdes.ignored. 

• "Error: [] Range specification error. Invalid character in 
range field. ( Only nlltlbers arrl - allowed. ) • 
Action: Refdes ignored." 

• "Error: [] Range specification error. Nunber too large or too 
small or missing. Limit 1 to 31999. 
Action: Ref des ignored." 

• "Error: [] Range specification error. Only one period (.) 
allowed. 
Action: Refdes. pin ignored." 

• "Error Reference designator ' ' too long. 
Action: Reference designator ignored." 

• "Error: Invalid characters in refdes. 
Action: Reference designator ignored." 

• "Error: [] Range specification error. Invalid number of 
leading characters. 
Action: Reference designator ignored." 

• "Error: [] Range specification error. Start or errl refdes too 
long. 
Action: Reference designator ignored. 

• "Error: Unbalanced brackets in input line. 
Action: Line ignored." 

• "Error: Cannot firrl semioolon ( ~) while looking for the next 
net. 
Action: Processing for this net terminated." 

• "Message: Netload terminated by operator CANCEL." 

• "Message: SEND keY\«)rd found. 
Action: Normal termination at this line." 
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• "Error: Cannot firx:'.I device file • 
Action: Processing for this device nane terminated." 

'!he systan ignores the information listed for this device. 

• "Error: Cannot open device file ' '. 
Action: Processing for this devicenane terminated.". 

'!he systan ignores the information listed for this device. 

• "Error: Cannot f ioo - PIN file ' 
Action: Processing for this package nane terminated." 

'!he systan ignores the information listed for this package. 

•"Error: Cannot open - PIN file ' '· 
Action: Processing for this package name terminated." 

'!he systan ignores the information listed for this package. 
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USING A NETLIST GENERATED BY THE EDA-1000 

1. THE TfilSIS NETLIST FOO/'\l\T GENERATED BY 
THE EDA-1000 
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1. THE TELESIS NETLIST FCEMAT GENERATED BY THE EDA-1000 

The netlist generated by the EDA-1000 follows the conventions already 
described in this section. 

However, an additional keyword called "$WA.SIS" is inclooed in the 
netlist generated by the EDA-1000. When the netlist generated by the EDA-1000 
is transferred to the EDA-3000, this $WA.SIS keyword infonns the system 
creating the net data base that a "back annotatable" netlist is bein; 
canpiled during the EDA-3000jLOAD TEXT NETLISR ccmnand. Back·annotation is 
the process of u{rlatin; the schematic drawing with the pin m.mbers and 
reference designators assigned during the creation of a PC board drawin;. 
The keyword SWM)IS is always the first line entry in an EDA-1000 generated 
netlist file. 

Following the $WM3IS keyword is the $FUOCTIONS section. Generally, 
each record under $EUNCTIONS has the followiD; focnat: 

Device Type! Function Type! Value; Function Desl. ••• Function Des2 

When creating the schematic drawing, the user may assign device types, 
function types, and values as described earlier. The function designators, 
however, are created by the.EDh-1000 and have the following for:mat: 

Reference nunber - Symbol Reference Nllllber 

'lhe Reference nunber is extracted fran the netlist generated by the 
Netlist Processor Progran (~) • If the operator created a multi-sheet 
schematic (as opposed to a hierarchical design) , the reference nllllber will 
always be the fom 1:-N, where N is the sheet number. The reference number 
focnat for a hierarchical design is of greater canplexity. Refer to the 
section on the Netlist Processor for detailed infomation. 

'lhe Symbol Reference Number is the m.mber generated by the Design 
Capture Fditor, and is displayed in the upper left corner of the symbol 
cell. 

Function Designators uniquely identify a symbol on a sheet of a set of 
schematic drawings. 

EXMt\PLE: SWM)IS 
$FUOCTIONS 
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74LS02;1-l-51 1-1-101 1-1-122 1-1-123 
CKOS!!.-lUF;l-1-116 1-1-121 



In the exanple, the first line under $Fmc.fia5 contains the following 
information: 

74IS0211-l-51 1-1-101 1-1-122 1-1-123 

oevice type: 
Function type: 

value: 
Function Des: 

74IS02 
74IS02 (by default, no function type 

for this device on the schematic) 
no value assigned to symbol 
1-1-51 
1-1-101 
1-1-116 
1-1-121 

The symbol reference m.lllbers are 51, 101, 116 and 121. They all 
appeared on sheet 1 •. 

~e second line under $PmCTICNS contains similar information, except 
that a value is present (notice the bio exlanation points following the 
device type) : 

CK051!.01UF1l-l-ll6 1-1-121 

Device type: CKOS 
Function type: CKOS (by default, no function type for 

this device on the schematic) 
Value: .OlUF (if the value was not present on the 

schematic symbol, the exclanation 
points would not be shown in the 
entry) 

Function Des 1-1-116 
1-1-121 

The next recotd in the EDA-1000 generated netlist file is the $NETS 
section. This section contains the net information of the schematic 
sheet(s) in a drawir¥3 set. Generally each record will have the following 
format: 

Signal Name1 caoponentl •••• canponent2 •••• canponentN 

If the operator named the net, it will be inclooed as a signal name 
followed by a seni-colon. 

The format of each canp:>rlent may be either of the followin;J: 

;Reference Designator:Function Designator.Pin Nllnber 

or 

1Reference oesignator:Function Designator.Pin Name 
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If the reference designator is "open-series" (with an asterisk) or a 
pin name (rather than a pin number) , the canponent reference designator and 
pin numbers will be assigned duril'l3 the LOAD TEXT NE'.I'LIST C'alltlarxl when the 
net data base is created on the EOA-3000 software. 

EXAMPLE: Entries under the $Nm'S section of the netlist 

$NE.TS 
:U*:l-1-43.Y 
+5V; Cl:l-1-1.1 

In the first line entry under $NE:l'S, a net name (or a signal name) is 
not specified. '!he "open-series" reference designator, U*, is followed by 
a oolon, then by the functiai designator.pin nane. Duril'l3 the LOAD TEXT 
NETLIST ccmnand, the EDA-3000 software will assign an available reference 
designator to the canponent created by U*. '!he systan will aslo assign an· 
available pin number to the pin nane, Y, to an available function slot on 
the canponent. '!he systan will get this assignment infonnatiai fran the 
device description file for the canponent. 

In the seoond line entry under $NE:l'S, a net nane (+5V;) is specified 
followed by the canponent reference designator, function designator, and 
pin number. '!his is a pre-assigned canponent; the reference designator 
(Cl) and pin m.mber (1) are assigned on the schematic drawi1'l3. 
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2. Sanple EDA-1000 Netlist 

91iMSZS 
.,r\.HCTJCNS 
?4LSl2;l-1-Sl l-1-181 1•1-122 1-1-123 
?4LS32:1-1-11 1-1-ss 1-1-43 1-1-se 
?4LS193;1-1-9 1-1-18 1-1-11 
2716;1-l-3' 1-1-112 
399411-1-64 1-1-65 
411611-1-37 
CIC8S! ! .81UF;J-l-116 1-1-121 
CKIS!!.8luF;1-1-1 1-1-?9 1-1-e• 1-1-188 
CONe111-1-114 1-1-11s 1-1-110 1-1-11? 1-1-113 1-1-114 
CSR13!!.lluF;1-1-e1 1-1-12 
.111PR11-1-s2 1-1-?2 1-1-121 
11c11 ! ! 11< 11-1-ee 
RCl?!!2K;l-1•92 l•l-91 
RC87!!4.?K;l•l-7S 1•1•89 
RC8? 1 !ISK;J•t-8? 1•1•98 
9NETS 

U*tl-1-43.Y Ul11•1•9.S U4:1•1•36.28 
U•11-1-17.Y u111-1-9.11 u211-1-18.11 
JI 11-1•52.2 U4:1•1•36.21 
Utttl-l-111.Y U•sl-1-122.A 
u111-1-9.12 U211-1-18.S 
U•il-1•122.Y U•tl•l-123.A U•:l-1-123.S 
U*tl•l•Sl.Y US11•1•37.21 
U•11-1-se.Y U•tl•l-181.A U•11-1-181.s US:l-1-37.18 
R311•1•?5.1 U•11•1•123.Y 
Qlal-t-64.2 R311·1-?S.2 R411•1•87.1 
U211•1•18.J2 U3tl•l•ll .S 
a111-1-64.1 a211-1-•s.1 RS11-1-88.1 
J2tl•J•72.2 Q211•1•6S.3 R2:1•1•9J,2 U611•1•112.18 
Utt11•1-3S.Y U3t1·1-11.11 
J311-l-121.2 U611•1-112.2l 
Ql:1•1•64.3 Rl:l-1•92.2 R611·1-98.1 

I Q2:1-1•6S.2 A6:1·1-98.2 R1:1•1•89.I 
.,.,1 c111-1-1.1 c2:1-1-?9,1 C311-1-8e.1 C4:1-1-1e8.1 cs:1-1-116.1 C611-1-121.1, 
C?:1-1-8t.1 C811-1-e2.1 Jl:l-1•52.3 J3:1-l-128.3 P111-l-114.2S Ul:l·J-9,4, 
U211-1-11.4 ua:1-1-11.4 • 
+llV; Rltl-1•92.l R2:1·1-91,J 
cs-; J2:1-1-12.3 P111-1-181,41 u•:1-1-se.s u•11-1-122.e 
GND; c111-1-1.2 c2:1-1-?9.2 C311-1-ee.2 C4:1-1-1ee.2 cs1'1-1-116.2 C611-1-121.2, 
C?11-1-81.2 C811-1-e2.2 Pl:l-1-114.26 R411-1-e7.2 RS:1-1-e8.2 R7:1-l-B9.2, 
u111-1-9.J4 u211-1-11.14 U311-1-11.14 U411-l-36.18 US:l-1-31.28 U611-1-112.2e 
ODI Jl:l·l-52.1 U3:1·1-11.1 
IV'W; Pl:l-1-186.18 U•11-1-s1.A U•11-1-s1.B 
XS1 P111-1-186.I U•11-1-11.e U•:l-1-35.B u~:l-1-43.8 
AB-I; Pl:l•l-184.2 U•11•1-43.A U511-1-37.8 U6:1-l-112.B 
__._1; Pl:l-1-184.3 U•:1•1•3S,A US11•1•31,1 U6:1•1•112.7 
AB-21 Pl11-l•l84,4 U•11•1-11.A US11-l•31.6 U611•1•112.6 
AB-3; Pttl-1-184.S tr.511~1-37.S U6r1-1-112.s 
"8-4; Pl:l-1•184.6 US11-1•31,4 U611•1-112.4 
AB-S; Pl11-1-184.? US:1•1•37.3 U6:1-l-112.3 
~-61 Plrl-1-184,8 US:l•l•31.2 U611•1•112.2 
A8-?1 Pt11-1•184.9 US:l·l-31.1 U6:1-l-112.I 
A8-B; Pl:l•l•llS.18 US11•1•31.23 U6:1•1•112.23 
AB-9; Pt:l•l•llS.11 u:511•1•31.22 U611-1•112.22 
A8•181 Pt1J•l•11S.12 US11•1•31.19 U6:1•1•112.19 
Ae-111 J311-1-12e.1 P111-1-1es.1~ u•11-1-se.A 
CB-I; Ul11•1•9,3 U411•1•36,8 
ce-11 u111-1-9.2 U411-1-36.1 
ce-21 u111-1-9.6 u•11-1-36.6 
CS-31 Ut11-1-~.7 U411·1-36.S 
CB-4; u211-1-1e.3 U411-1-36.4 
ce-s; u211-1-1e.2 U411-1-36.3 
CB•61 U2:1•1•18.6 U4t1•1•36,2 
CB-?; u211-1-11.7 U411•1-36.J 
CS-8; U3t1•1•Jl.3 U411•1-36.23 
CB-9; U311•J•Jl.2 U41J•l-36.22 
CB•l81 U3:1•1•11.6 U411•1-36.19 
DB-e1 Pt11-1-113.49 u111-1-9.1S U3:1-1-11.1s U411-1-36.9 U5:1-l-37.9, 
U411-1-112.9 
DB-1; Pt1J•1•113.48 U1t1•1•9.1 U311-1-11.1 U411•1•36.18 US:l-1•31.18, 
U611-1-112.11 
DB-2; Pt11•1•113,47 U111•1•9,18 U311•1•1J,J8 U411•1•36.11 US1J·l-31.11, 
U611-1-112.11 

. DB-31 PtlJ-1-113.46 UJ11•1•9,9 U311•1•11,9 U411•1•36.13 US11•1•31.13, 
u.11-1-112.1a . 
DB-41 P111-1-113.4S u2i1-1-18.IS U411-1-36.J4 US11-1-3?.14 U611-1-112.14 
DB-51 Pl11-J•113.44 U211-1•18.1 U411-1•36,JS UStl•l-3?.IS U6:1•1•112.15 
D8-6i Pt:J-1-113.43 U211-1-1e.1e U411-1-36.J6 US11-J-3?.J6 U611-1-112.16 
oa-11 Pt 11-1-113.42 U211-1-11.t U411-1-s6.1? us11-1-s1.11 U611-1-112.11 · --7/85 NmDB-66 



EDITING A NET DATA BASE WITH THE INCREr'fNTPl ffJ-LOAD lEXT FILE 

1. THE INCREr'fNTPl r£T-LOAD lEXT FILE 
o PURPOSE -
o PREREQUISITES 
o RESTRICT! ON ON EDITH«J A.5SIGfED C~ENTS IN 

THE NET DATA BASE 

2. STRUCTI.RE a= THE INCREr'fNTPl ffJ-LOAD lEXT FILE 

3. ~It«l THE INCREr'fNTPl NET-LOAD TEXT FILE 

4. HOW THE SYSTEM USES THE INCREJ9TPl f\ET-LOAD lEXT FILE 
o NOTE ON TIE FlJNCTION AND PIN SWAPPING CAPABILilY 

5. INPUTTir«l THE INCREr'fNTPl E-LOAD lEXT FILE 
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EDITIN3 A NEl' DATA BASE WITH '!HE nx::REMENl'AL NET-LOAD TEXT FILE 

1. THE INCREMENTAL NEI'-IOAD TEXT FILE 

An existing net data base created fran a schematic or text-input 
netlist may be up]ated with an incranental net-load text file. 'J.'tlis 
text file is used to add and delete infonnation in the current net 
data base file. 'J.'tle incranental net-load text file is a t:ime-saving
way to edit the net data base without re-creating the entire net data 
base file. 

'!he fotmat of the incremental net-load file is the sane as the 
text-input netlist, with the addition of the two keywords, $DELETE and 
$ADO. 'J.'tle operator may specify deletions and cdditions·to the net data 
base with these keywords. An exanple of an incranental net-load text 
file is shown below with arrows pointing to the $DELETE and $ADO 
keywords, identifying the file as an incremental net-load text file. 

(EXAMPLE: ~ NET-I.DAD TEXT FILE) 
-> $DELETE 

$PACK11.GES 
Cl C2 
$FmO'IONS 
AND[l-2] 
$NETS 
;J.3 

--> $AID 
$FUNCTIONS 
4000A ! INV ; INVl 
4000A ! NCJU; NOR3[1-2] 
$Pil5 
Rl.2; INVl.Y 
Rl.l; N:)R32.Y INVl.A 
J.6; NCR31.A NOR31.B NOR31.C 
J.5; ~2.A NCJU2.B NCJU2.C 

PRERBJUISITES 

'J.'tle prerequisites for the incremental net-load text file are the 
sane as those for the text-input netlist. Device files and/or pin 
fil~s.must be in the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. In 
addition, the net data base to be up]ated must exist in the current 
project file. 'J.'tle operator should use the CCMPONEN.1'-REPORT, NETLIST
REl?ORT, and the BCM-REPORT for reference when inputting the incremental 
net-load text file. 
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RESTRICTICN CN EDIT~ ASSIGNED CCMro.1ENTS IN A NET DATA BASE 

With the incremental net-load text file, there is one restriction; 
a canponent that has been placed in a board drawin; with an assigned 
reference designator cannot be edited out of the net data base 
correspondi.n; to that board drawin;. 'lbe I DE'.A$IGN REF DES I and 
!DELETE CCMPCNENTI carmands must be used on the EX>ara canponent in the 
drawin;. The net data base may then be edited with the incremental 
net-load text file. 

2. STROCTCJRE OF THE INClmt\ENI'AL NE.T-LOAD TEXT FILE 

'!he fotmat arXi contents of the incremental net-load text file 
are similar to that of the original text-input netlist. With the 
keywords $DELETE arXi $AOO, the operator may create the text file 
to delete and/or add infotmation to the existin; net data base. An 
additional keyword, $PINS, may be specified if the operator wishes to 
incrementally delete or add pin information to existin; nets in the 
net data base. 

If infor:mation is to be deleted fran the net data base, the $DELETE 
section of the file must precede any additions to the net data base 
under $ADD. However, if only additions to the net data base. are 
required, $DELETE is not required. 'lbe exanple below shows each 
keyword, and the flow of possible options that could follow: 

$DEIErE 
I 

~TICN FRCM IATEST 
NET DATA BASE 

I 
$PAC!<AGES 
$EUNCTICNS 
$NETS 
$PINS 

$ADD 
I 

INFCD1ATICl\J 'ID IATEST 
NET DATA BASE 

I 
$PAC!<AGF.s 
$EUNCTION3 
$NETS 
$PINS 

Under $DELETE, for exanple, the operator may specify packages, 
functions, nets and pin information for deletion fran the current 
net data base. Under $ADD the operator may add package, function, 
net and pin infonnation to the net data base. 
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tWhen inpUttin;J the incremental net-load text file, the operator 
must specify a text file nane different fran the original text-input 
netlist. Eighteen alphanuneric characters are allowed in the file name, 
with no blank spaces. 

Like the text-input netlist, the I UlAD 'l'XT NETLISTj o::mnarx:i is used 
to update the net data base. When I LOAD 'l'XT. NETLISTj is picked, the 
the operator must specify the name of the incremental net-load text 
file. '1he system then updates the latest net data base with the 
deletioos and additioos identified in the incremental net-load file. 
With the $DELE'l'E and $ADD keywords, the system is able to differentiate 
the incremental net.;..load text file fran the original text-input 
netlist. 

4. HCli THE S!ST!M USES THE nDEMENTAL NE'l'-UlAD FILE 

'ltle exanples below illustrate the original text-input 
netlist used to create the net data base, the incremental 
net-load text file used to update the net data base created fran the 
original netlist, and the netlist file reflectin;J the updated net 
data base. 

EXAMPLE: CRIGINAL TEXT-INPC'l' NETLIST USED 'ID CREATE THE NET DATA BASE 

(TEX'l' NETLIST F~: NETLIST) 
$PACKAGE'S 
CON15S/i56 ; J 
CAPRAD300 ; Cl C2 
RES400 ! RIBOS ; Rl R2 
$FUNC'1'ICNS 
74ISOO ; AND(l-4] 
74L74 ; FLIP{l-2] 
$NE'l'S 
; J.8 AND2.B 
; J.7 AN:>2.A 
; J.4 ARll.B 
; J.3 AR>l.A 
GND; J.l C2.2 Cl.2 R2.2 
; J.11 Rl.2 . 
; Rl.l FLIP2.QN 
; FLIPl.Q AN03.A 

· ; FLIP2.Q AN03.B 
; R2.l FLIPl.QN 
+SV ; J.12 J.10 C2.l Cl.l FLIPl • .mE FLIP2.PRE Mi>3.Y 
; Mi>l.Y FLIPl.D 
; J.6 FLIP2.CLK FLIPl.CLK 
; J.S FLIP2.CI.R FLIPl.CI.R 
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EV.MPLE: ncREMENTAL NET-LOAD TEXT FILE USED TO UPDATE THE NET DATA 
~E CRF.ATEO FRCM '!HE CRIGINAL TEXT-INI?UT NETLIST 

(TEXT-INPUT NETLIST - FILENMttE: UPDATE) 
$DELETE 
$PACKAGES 
Cl C2 
$FONCTICN3 
AND[l-2] 
$NE.TS 
;J.3 
$ADD 
$RJNCTICN3 
4000A ! INV ; INVl 
4000A ! NOR3; NOR3[1-2] 
$Pn5 
Rl.2; INV'l.Y 
Rl.l; NCR32.Y INVl.A 
J.6; NOR31.A NOR31.B NCR31.C 
J.5; NCR32.A NOR32.B NOR32.C 

After the incremental net-locd file is input and saved in the 
current project file, the operator may then use the LOAD TXT NETLIST 
carmand to upiate the latest net data base. 

EXAMPLE: I LOAD TXT NETLISTI (FILENAME) UPDATE I ENTER I 
When ENTER is picked, the system proceeds to upiate the net data 

base with the infor:mation fran the incremental net-load file. After 
the net data base has been upiated, the operator may pick the 
CREATE TXT NETLIST carmand to generate an upiated netlist, reflectirg 
the contents of the net data base. 

EXAMPLE: I CREATE TXT NETLISTI (FILENAME) NETLIST 2 I ENTER! 

RESULTI?G-NETLIST FILE SHCWI?G '!HE A5SIQMENTS IN '!HE NET DATA BASE 
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$PACV.GES 
CCNlSS/156 ! ; J 
DIP14 ! 4000A ; U3 
RES400 ! RI.ROS ; R2 
RES400 RI.ROS Rl 
DIP14 ! 74L.SOO ; Ul 
DIP14 ! 74L74 U2 
$NE.TS 
~; U3.7 U2.ll Ul.7 R2.2 J.l 
; J.4 
; U3.13 U3.12 U3.ll U2.5 U2.3 J.5 
; U3.5 U3.4 U3.3 U2.7 U2.l J.6 
; J.7 
; J.8 
+SV; U3.14 U2.4 Ul.14 U2.8 U2.14 Ul.10 J.12 J.10 
; U3.9 Rl.2 J.11 
; u2.12 R2.l 
; 03.10 U3.8 02.10 Rl.l 
; u2.2 
; U2.13 Ul.8 
; U2.9 Ul.9 
$END 



'!he netlist generated by the I CREATE 'irl NETLISTI cc:mnaOO shows the 
assigrments made in the net data base.' Like the' original text netlist, 
the !LOAD TXT NETLISTI cc:mnaOO perfoms autanatic assigrment of 
reference designators to canponent pacJca;Jes fran the devices listed 
urder the $ADD / $PUH:'l'Iati section of the incremental net-loa:i text 
file. For exanple, 

$ADD 
$nJNCT!ati 
4000A ! INV : INVl 
4000A ! ~ : ?OJ[l-2] 

NE'1'LIST FILE GENERATED BY CREATE TXT NETLIST REFLECTM; THE 
'lBE CCNrmrS OF 'lBE NET DATA BASE 

$PACIOGlS 
DIPl4 ! 4000A : U3 

In the above exanple,. the systen autanatically·assigned reference 
designator U3 to the net data base for the device 4000A. Since 
reference designators Ul and U2 were already contained in the net 
data base, the systen used .the next available reference designator, U3. 

Since device description files are required for additiais to net data 
base specified umer $FmCTIOOS, the systen uses the information in 
each device file to make the initial pin assigrments in net data base. 
For exanple, 

$ADD 

I 
$PINS 
Rl.2: INVl.Y 

In the exanple, the functiai designator.pin nane INVJ..Y is to 
be added to an existin:J net in the net data base. Here, the 
operator has specified that INVJ..Y be added to the net that 
contains reference designator.pin nunber, Rl.2. 

RESULTDG NET INFCR\ATI~ IN 'lBE NETLIST FILE GENERATED BY 
'lBE CREATE TXT NETLIST CCMMAR>. 

$NETS 
: U3.9 Rl.2 J.11 
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In the exanple, the systen used the reference designator U3 for 
for the flll'lction designator INV!. ~en the systen read the 4000A 
device file, it assigned pin 9 to the reference designator U3, then 
added the information to the net containing R2.l. 

; U3.9 Rl.2 J.11 

oorE CN '!BE EUOCTICN AR> PIN SWAPPilG CAPABILI'IY 

Like the net data base created fran original text-input netlist, 
the flll'lction and pin swapping capability may be used on the 
placed board drawing if device files are used with the incremental 
net-load text file to update the latest net data base. 

5. INPU'l'1'IK; '!BE IN<:Ra4ENTAL NEr-LOAD TEXT FILE 

'!he format of the increnental net-load file is similar to 
that of the original text-input netlist. However, there are a 
few exceptions. 'lhis section describes the input format of the 
increnental net-load text file for deleting and adding information 
to the exist~ net data base. 

$DELJm! 

'!he $DELJm! keyword must be the first line of the text file if 
information is to be deleted fran the net data base. '!hat is, 
if deletions and additions are required, $DELJm! must precede 
$ADD in the file. 

o PACKPGF.s 

·When deletirJ3 packages fran the net data base, the operator 
is only required to specify the reference designators of 
the packages to be deleted. 

EXAMPLE: 
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$DELJm! 
$PACIQGF.s 
Cl C2 



INPOT SEQUENCE 

- Simply input the names of the references designators 
to be deleted on the line following the $PACK1'.GFS 
keyword. 

- A semi-colon is not required before the list of 
reference designators to be deleted$ Blank spaces or 
ccmnas may be used to separate reference designators in 
the list. 

- In the atx>ve exanple, canponents Cl arxi C2 will be 
deleted when the operator uses the II.OAD TXT.NETLISTI 
cc:mnand to update the net data base. 'ihe system also 
detaches the pins of canponents Cl arxi C2 fran any 
existin;J nets. 

When specifyin;J functions to be deleted, the operator must 
input the function designators to be deleted. M.y m.111ber of 
functions within one device may be specified. 

For exanple, the infoi:mation below shows a function 
designator specified in the original netlist used to create 
the net data base. 

ORIGINAL NE1'LIST 

$FUNCTICNS 
74I.SOO ; AND[l-4] 

In the atx>ve exanple, the·device 74I.SOO contains four 
functions. 'lhe operator may delete the function designator 
arxi all functions, or simply free one, b.io, or three 
functions associated with the device. 

'lhe exanple below illustrates a typical entry in the 
incremental net-load text file that frees two of the 
functions associated with the device 74I.SOO. 

INCREMENl'AL NE:r-I.OAD FILE 

$DELETE 
$FUNCTIONS 
AND(l-2] 

'lhe function designators specified uroer $FUNCTICNS 
will be freed when !LOAD TXTNETtISTI upjates 
the net data base. '!hat is, all assigned reference 
designators arxi pin m.111bers in the net data base 
associated with the functions ANDl and AND2 will be 
cleared fran any nets they appear in. However, the 
reference designators arxi pin nunbers that were assigned 
to the functions named AND3 arxi AND4 will remain in the 
net data base if net infonnation {function des.pin name) 
was specified in the original netlist. 
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EX1!MPLE: $FONCTICNS AND $NETS SECTICNS OF THE CIUGINAL NErLIST 

$FONCTICNS 
74LSOO ; AND(l-4] 
$NETS. 

; J.3 ANDl.A 

NET INFCR1ATICN IN THE NET DATA ~E AFrER 
ILOAD ~ NETLIST! 

;J.2 Ul.l 

.( Reference Designator Ul was assigned by the system; 
pin m.111ber 1 was assigned fran the infonnation in the 
74I.SOO device file.) 

INCREMENTAL NETWAD FILE 

$DELETE 
$FONCTICNS 
AND! 

RESULT:nG NET INFORMATICN IN THE NET DATA ~E 
AFl'ER I LOAD ~ NErLISTI 

; J.2 

(Pin 1 on canponent Ul is now unused.) 

INPUT Sa;JUENCE 

- S:imply input the nanes of the function designators to 
be deleted, or freed, starting on the line following 
the $FONCTICNS keyword. 

A sani-colon is not required before the list of 
function designators. A blank space or a ccmna may be 
used to separate function designators in the list. 
Use brackets to specify a range of functions. 

EXAMPLES: 
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o NETS 

Entire nets may be deleted fran the net data base by 
specifyin;J one reference designator.pin nllUber within the 
net. A flDlCtion designator may also be specified to delete 
entire nets. 

For exanple, the infOl:lllation below shows one net fran 
the original text netlist that exists in the net data base. 

CRIGINAL NErLIST 

$NE'lS 
; J.3 ANOl.A 

To delete this net fran the net data base, the operator may 
specify either the reference designator J.3 or the flD'lction 
designator ANDl.A to delete the entire net fran the net data 
base. For exanple, · 

$DELETE 
$NE'lS 
; J.3 

CR 
$DELETE 
$NE'1S 
; ANDl.A 

In the exanples above, either net-load file will delete the 
the entire net fran the net data base. 

~en IIDAD ~ NETLISTI iS picked, the system searches for the 
reference designator .pin nunber, or the fl.D'lction 
designator.pin nane, then deletes the contents of the ·entire 
net. 

INP0'1' SJQJENCE 

- Input a semi-colon at the start of the line followin; the 
the $NETS keyword. 

- Input the reference designator .pin m:mber contained within 
the net. 'lhe system will delete the contents of the entire 
net fran the net data base. A flD'lctioo designator.pin name 
may be specified. 

- Each net to be deleted must begin on a new line. 

- Net nanes may be specified, if desired. Input the net name 
before the semi-colon. 'lhe contents of that net will be 
deleted. 

EXAMPLE: 
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o $PINS 

'!he operator may specify pins to be deleted fran a net with 
the $PINS section of the incremental net-load text file. Wy 
the pin informatioo specified is deleted fran the net data base. 

When the !LOAD TXT NETLISTI ccmnam is picked, the system searches 
the net data baSe for the infor:mation listed under $PINS. '!he 
system then deletes the pin infor:mation fran the existing nets. 
For exanple, the existin:] net is contained in the net data base: 

1 UJ.s UJ.4· 02.s 

If the operator chooses to delete the connection to pin 4, 
assigned to reference designator U3, the entry in the 
incremental net-load file will look like this: 

$DELETE 
$PINS 
U3.4 

'lhe resultin:J net in the net data base after LOAD TXT NE'l'LIST 
\llOuld be, 

1 03.5 02.5 

Function designators may also be specified, for exanple: 

$DELETE 
$PINS 
AND3.A 

'!he reference designator and pin nunber assigned in the net 
data base for the function AND3, pin nane A, \llOuld be cleared fran 
its existiIY;J net. '!he pin mnber is l'lCM unused. 

INPUT SJQJENCE 

- Input ·the list of pins at the start of the line followiIY;J the 
$PINS keywrd. Separate entries in the list with a blank space, 
or a ccnma. 

- 'lb specify a raIJ;Je of pin nunbers within a device, brackets 
may be used. Exanple: Zl. [3-5] deletes the pins Zl.3, Zl.4 
and Zl. 5 fran the net data base. 

- Input a ccnma at the end of the line if c6ntinuin:J on the 
line below. 
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$ADD 

'!he $ADD keyword must follow the $DELE?E sectiai of the 
incremental net-load text file. If $DELE?E was not used, the 
$ADD keyword must be the first line of the text file. 

For: 

o $PACKAGES 
0 $FtJNCTI(R; 
0 $NE.TS 

'!he formats used for addin; packages, functions and nets 
are the sane as those for the text-input netlist. '!he 
exanple below illustrates entries urder the $ADD keyword. 

EXMPLE: $ADD 
$PACKPGES 
OI0400 ; Dl 02 
$Fl:JNCTICH; 
4000A 1 INV ; INVl 
4000A ! ?OJ ; 00l3[1-2] 
$NETS 
; Ol.l AND4.Y 

Refer to the sectial ai creating the text-input netiist 
for additional formattin; infoJl11atiai. 

o $Plm 

TO add pins to existin; nets in the net data base, the operator 
must first specify the existing net, then the pin 
infoJl11atiai to be added. 

For exanple, the followin;J net is contained in the net data 
base. 

; J.11 Rl.2 

TO add pin informatiai to the above net, the operator must 
input a pin currently in the net, then the pin information 
to be added. For exanple, if the function INVl..Y is to be 
added, the increnental net-load file may be input as follows: 
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When IIDAD TXT NETLISTI is picked, the system searches for the 
pin Rl.2, then adds the function INVl.Y to that net. The system 
assigns a reference designator and a pin number to the function. 

In the exanple below, the system used the reference designator 
U3 for the function designator INVl. When the system read 
the 4000A device file, it assigned pin 9 to the reference 
designator U3, then added the information to the net containing 
R2.l. 

RESULTING NE!' IN THE NE!' DATA BASE 

; U3.9 Rl.2 J.11 

INPUT SEX;lUENCE 

- Input the keyword $PINS, then proceed to the next line 
of the file. , 

- Specify a current pin number contained in the net being 
added to. A semi-colon must follow the pin information. 

EXAMPLE: $PINS 
Rl.2; 

- Specify the pins to be added to the net following the 
the semi-colon. Use the pin name if a function designator 
is specified. 

EXAMPLE: $PINS 
Rl.2; INVl .Y 

A range of pins within a device may be specified by using 
brackets. For example, 

Rl.2; Zl. [3-5] 

will add Zl.3, Zl.4, and Zl.5 to the existing net containing 
pin, Rl.2. 

- Each net specified must begin on a new line, followed by 
a semi-colon, then the pin information to be added. 
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ADDITIONAL METHODS USED TO EDIT A NET DATA BASE 

DEFINITIONS 

TEXT NETLIST - A text file containing net data base information 
that can be used with the !LOAD TXT NETLISTI 
command to create or edit a net data base. 

TEXT-INPur NETLIST - A text netlist keyed-in by the user, as opposed 
to one created by the system when the user 
picks the !CREATE TEXT NETLIST! command. 

(Do not confuse these with NETLIST-REfDRI' which simply reports 
informaton and cannot be used to create or edit a net data base.) 

PURPOSE AND METHODS 

Once you have created a net data base, you may wish to change it 
because of an error, a design change, or an engineering change order. 
There are three ways to edit a net data base: 

1. Change the original schematic drawing(s) and repeat the 
!EXTRACT NETLISTI carnnand. 

2. Change the original text-input netlist and repeat the 
!LOAD TXT NETLIST! command. 

3. Use the !CREATE TEXT NETLISTI carnnand to create a text netlist 
from the existing net data base, edit the resulting text 
netlist, then use the ltoAD TXT NETLISTI command. 

Methods 2 and 3 are very similar except that with method 3 you use 
the !CREATE TX NETLSTI carmand to create a text netlist that exactly 
and accurately reflects the contents of the net data base at the moment 
you are ready to edit. This insures much greater accuracy than method 2 
because you cannot be sure that the original text-input netlist exactly 
reflects the net data base, particularly if some time has elapsed since 
you originally created the net data base. 

Method 3 is useful for updating a net data base with changes 
from a small ECO. Refer to EDITTING A NET DATA BASE WITH THE 
INCREMENTAL NET-LOAD TEXT FILE in this section for procedures 
to update a net data base with changes from a large ECO. 

All three methods are discussed in the tables below. 

RESTRICTION ON EDITING ASSIGNED Ca1PONENI'S IN A NET DATA BASE 

With all three methods you will encounter a restriction: a component 
that has been placed in a l::x)ard drawing and that has an assigned reference 
designator cannot be edited out of the net data base corresponding to that 
board drawing. You must first use the I DELETE CCl1FDNENT I ccmnard or the 
!DEASSIGN REF DESI canmand on the canponent in the drawing. You may then 
edit it out of the net data base. 
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EDITIOO THE NET DATA BASE BY EDITIOO THE SCHEMATIC 

PREREJJ{JISITES - '!he net data base and the schenatic drawing (s) must 

WHm 'lO USE 
'?HIS METH<D 

Hai 'lO USE 
THIS ME'lB<D 

be in the current project file. 

- The net data base must have been created and edited 
only with the IEX'mAC'!' NETLISTI cannand fran a 
schenatic, never with the ILQN) TEXT NETLISTI cannand. 

- '!he schenatic drawiBJ. IllJSt have the sane nane as the · 
one o~inally used to create the net data base. It 
need not have the sane revision label. 

- Use is me en you want to eep your sc enatic 
drawings up to date, and when you want to be able to 
use the back annotate capability. ('!his capability 
can oniy be used with a net data base that has been 
created and edited exclusively fran a schenatic .) 

- use the IEX"mACT NETLISTI camiam. 

- Cleek the EX'mACTICN-LOO for errors. 

- Correct errors and repeat the process tmtil the -u:x; 
is satisfactory • 

.J 

EDITIM; THE NET DATA BASE BY EDITIOO THE TEXT-INPUT NETLIST 

FREJJJISITEs 

WHm TO USE 
THIS ME'lB<D 

HGl 'lO USE 
'IBIS METH<D 
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- '!he net data base and the text-input netlist must 
be in the current project file. 

is me is on y reccmne or correctll'J3 errors 
shown in the NET-LOAD-ID:; :imnediately after the 
ILQN) TEKT NBTLISTI ccmnand is used. 

e text-input ne ist. 

- use the ILQN) TEXT NETLISTI ccmnand. 

- Cleek the NET-LOAD-LOO for errors. 

- correct errors and repeat the process until the -u:x; 
is satisfactory. ---·---



EDITIN:i THE NET DATA IW;E WI'IH THE I CREATE TEXT NE'l'LISTI CCMMAND 

~ISITES - 'lhe net data base must be in the current project file. 

WHEN 'ID USE 
'IBIS METHCD 

H<l4 'ID USE 
'IBIS METHCD 

- It can be used to edit a net data base whether the net 
data base was created fran a schematic 

IEX'l'RAC'I' NE'l'LISTI or fran a text-input netlist 
LOAD TEXT NErLISTI • 

- As mentioned above, this method is more accurate than 
editin:J a text-input netlist. 

- It is also rore accurate than editing a schematic 
for the same reason - you can never be sure that the 
schenatic is an exact reflection of what is in the net 
data base, particularly if sane t:ilne has elapsed since 
the creation of the net data base. 

- 'lhis method is often quicker arxi more convenient than 
editing a schenatic. 

- Be aware, however, that you will not be able to back 
annotate your schenatic once you have used the 
!LOAD TEXT NEl'LISTj" ccmnarx:i to edit the net data base. 

- However, if !CHANGE REF DESI is perfonned on the board 
drawin:J, the file created by !CREATE TEXT NE'l'LISTI 
will reflect the new REF DE'S. 

- use the I ~TE TEXT NEI'LISTI ccmnarx:i. (See the 
Ccmnand Description section of the manual) • 

- &lit the resulting text netlist just as you wo~d edit 
any text file. Be sure to adhere to the format 
requiranents for a text-input netlist. 
(See p. NETDB-23) • 

- use the II.DAD TEXT NEI'LISTI caunard. 

- Check the NET-LOAD-LCG for errors. 

- correct errors arxi repeat the process until the -LCG 
is satisfactory. ------·----------·---------------------
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l. BACK ANOOI'ATICN 

PORPCSE 

'!he back annotation capability accanplishes two things: 

1. It brings reference designators on a schanatic into 
conformity with reference designators in a board drawing. 

2. It fills in blank or missing pin nl.lllber labels on a schanatic 
by using pin nllllber information· fran device description 
files. 

BAO< ANOOl'ATnG REFERENCE DESIGNATORS 

When you use the !ASSIGN REF DESI ccmnand on a board drawiR;1, you 
establish a link in the net data EaSe between board canp:>nents and 
schenatic symbols having the sane reference designators. 

When you use the l~E REF DESI cannand on the board drawing, this 
link ranains, but the board canp:>nents now have reference designators 
labels different fran the schenatic symbols to which they are linked. 

Back annotation is the means by which you briD,;J the schenatic reference 
designator labels into conformity with the chaD,;Jed board reference 

_designators. 

If you have a device libracy, you may put one pin nl.lllber label on each 
symbol in your schenatic am leave the others blank. '!hen, when you use 
the IEX'mACT NETLISTI ccmnam, the systan creates a net data base using the 
pin nllllbers on the schenatic am filliD,;J in the blank nl.lllbers fran the 
device files. 

At this point, the net data base has a canplete set of pin nunbers, 
but the schanatic does not. Back annotation is the means by which you 
label the schenatic with pin nl.lllbers in the net data base. 
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2. THE BACK ANNOl'ATICN CCMMANDS 

'lbere are t'WO back annotation camiands: 

I BACK ANNO'l' ALL I 

I BACK ANNO!' am. I 
'!be Catmal'Xi Description Section tells you how to use these two 

camnands. '!be infonnation below gives you the general points to bear in 
mioo when usin;1 then. 

DIFFERENCE BE'lWEEN I BACK ANNO'l' ALLI AND I BACK ANNO!' CIJRI 

Use one or the other of these camiands to back annotate a schematic; 
do not use both. 

I BACK ANNO!' ClJR I 

I BACK ANNO!' ALLI 

- 'Ibis ccmna00 back annotates only the currently 
active schematic drawin;1. use this cannand when 
you wish to back annotate only one sheet, or 
when you wish to back annotate one sheet at a 

time. 

- 'lbis.camnand back annotates all schematic= sheets 
related to a board in the net data base. use 
this camnand when you wish to back annotate all 
sheets at the sane time. 

YOO MAY USE '1HE BACK A?Hn'ATE CClt1MANl:S AS OF'l'l!N AS YOO LIKE 

You may want to wait to back annotate the schematic until you have 
finished annotatin;1 the board drawing. or you may want to back annotate 
several times while 'llOrkirg on the board drawing in ocder to keep your 
schematic fairly current with your board. You may even want to back 
annotate before you begin the board drawing in order fill in blank pin 
nunbers. 
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3. ~!SITES FCR THE BACl< ANNOl'ATICN C01MANDS 

1. 'lhere must be a net data base in the current- project file. If you 
have changed the schematic drawin;J(s), you must repeat the 
I EXTRACT Ner'LISTI cannarxi in order to bring the net data base up 
to date with the current schematic. Otherwise, you may encounter 
errors when you use the back annotation ccmnands. (If you have 
changed the nane of the schematic(s) , back annotation will not 
'.«>rk properly.) 

2. 'lhe schematic sheet(s) to be annotated must be in the current 
project file. 

For IBAa< ANNO!' OJRI, the schematic must be the active drawiil!J. 

For I BACK ANNO!' ALLI, no drawin;J should be active. 

4. THE ANNOrA'I'E-LCG 

When you use either of the back annotation ccmnands, the system 
creates a text file naned ANNO!'ATE-LCG. 'lhis text file lists all drawiil!J 
files that were back anootated, arxi it lists error conditions. · 

EXF!MPLE: 

BACK ANNOTATION STARTED AT 31-AUC-82 14:32:14 

1t&ctln9 b&ck &nnot&tion foe sch•m&tic SCH/2 r•• ANTD 
fun;~i~~;1~E~~~A~:~BA~El•ted from the duwin9 but still uists. 

fun;~i~~.u~E~~~A~:~BA~Elet•d from tha drawing but still exists .. 

fun7~1~~.c~E¥~~A~:~BA~El•t•d from th• drawing but still exists .. 

fun;~i~~.c~iT~O:T!~;~s:•l•t•d from the drawing but 1ti!I exists. 
b&ck &nnotation of sch•••tic coapl•t• 

ERROR CCN)ITIONS 

As you can see fran the example above, error conditions are usually 
discrepancies between the schematic drawiil!J and the net data base. 

Such discrepancies are almost always the result of changiil!J the 
schematic but failin;J to repeat the I EXTRACT NF:l'LISTI a::mnand. 
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5. THE EDA-1000 BAO< ANNO!'ATICN CAPABILITY 

With the EDA-1000 Design Capture System, the operator may back 
annotate EDA-1000 schematic sheets fran the resulting PC board design 
created on the EDA-3000 Printed Circuit Board Design System. 

'!he back annotation process is SllllDarized below: 

EDA-1000 

1. 'I.he operator creates a schematic on the EDA-1000 Design Capture · 
a:iitor. 

2. Fran the resultin3· schematic, the operator generates a pinlist for 
each schematic sheet using the Pinlist Processor. 

3. Usin3 the Netlist Processor, the operator generates a netlist for 
the entire schematic (all sheets) • 

4. '!he operator then runs the TEI.NET progrc:m to .create a 
Telesis-fmroatted netlist file. 'I.he file must then be transferred 
to a project file al the EDA-300 or EDA-700 workstation. 

EDA-300 

1. When the Telesis-fomattel rietlist file is transferred to the EDA-300 
or 700, the operator uses the ID.AD TEXT NETLIST carmand to create 
the net data base file. 'I.he net data base contains the net, pin, 
reference designator, fi.mction, and device type infomation needed 
to create a PC board al the EDA-300. 'I.he operator then proceeds 
to create and canplete the PC board design. 

2. Durin3 the creation of the PC board, changes may have been made to 
the design. For example, if the pin and fi.mction swapping 
capability was used durin3 boat:d placement, the original EDA-1000 
schematic will not reflect these changes. As a result, Back Annotation 
is necessary for the accurate updatin3 of the EDA-1000 schematic 
sheets. 
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3. To begin the back annotation process fran the EDA-300, the 
operator must select the CREATE TEXT BACK ANt>Dl'ATE FILE a:mnand. 
This ccmnand creates the text file to be used by the EDA-1000 
software for back annotatiai of the schematic sheets. 

4. When the back annotation text file is created, the file must be 
transferred to the EDA-1000 systen. The operator then runs EDA-1000 
back annotation progran to update the schematic sheets. 

B. LIMITATICH; OF EDA-1000 BACK AlRJI'ATICN 

Currently, hierarchical or structured designs created on the EDA-1000 
cannot be back annotated. 

C. STAR'rlm THE BACK A1K1l'ATICN PROCESS 

Using the CREATE TEXT BACK ANNOrATE FILE cannand 

When the operator canpletes the creatioo of the PC board design on the 
EDA-300, the CREATE BACK AN001'ATE FILE ccmnand may be used to create 
the text file needed to back annotate the EDA-1000 schematic sheets. 
This ccmnand is located on the TEXT NE'l'LIST menu. 

When CREATE BACK AlRJI'ATE FILE is selected, the system extracts 
the infor:mation fran.the latest net data base file in the current 
project. As the system creates the file, the system responds with a 
series of messa]es on the short messa]e line: 

10% OF BACK ANtD!'ATICN · FILE GENERATED 
20% OF BACK ANR:1.rATICN FILE GENERATl!D 
30% OF BACK ANt>Dl'ATICN FILE GENERATED 

BACK ANOOTATICN FILE GENERATICN <XMPLETE 

The resulting back annotation file is named BACK-FILE. This name will 
appear in the current project directory. If an existin:3 file named 
BACK-FILE currently exists, the file will be overwritten upon generation of 
·the new file when CREATE BACK ANNOrATE FILE is selected 
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EXAMPLE: Back Annotatioo File: BACK-FILE 

BACK ANtD!'ATICJil ,2 
(PDES,1-1,0l 
PART,74ISOO 
PIN,A,l 
PIN,B,2 
PIN,Y,3 
) 
(PDES,1-2,02· 
PART, 7 4LS04 
PIN,A,l 
PIN,Y,2 
) 
(PDES,103,Rl 
PART ,RESlK 
VAL,lK 
PIN,l,l 
PIN,2,2 
) 

'!he back annotatioo file is similar in concept to the Versioo 2 
pinlist and netlist files generated by the EDA-1000 software. 

'!he first record identifies the file as a back annotatiat file that 
follows Version 2 fomattin;J conventioos. 

'!he remaimer of the file consists of ooe or ioore gt:oups of back 
annotatioo records. A back annotatioo recm:d consists of a function 
designator by ooe or ioore pin records. 

'!he 'mES' recm:d type irxiicatese that a function designator record 
follows. '1he field order is: function designator, then reference 
designator. '!his recm:d will always be the first. record in the group. 

'!he functioo designator has the foll<;Mirg fomat: 

File reference mnber ' - ' Symbol Reference Nl.lllber 

'lhese fields are linked together without blank spaces. '!he functioo 
designator may contain up to eight characters. EKanples of legal function 
designators incluie: 1-1-10, 10-9-9999, and S-l-1000. Both the file · 
reference nllllber and the symbol reference nllllber are taken fran the EDA-1000 
netlist [.NET]. '!he correct drawirg is detemined usirg the file reference 
m:anber fran the drawin;J header recm:d in the EDA-1000 netlist [.NET]. 

'!he reference designator may be of variable length, with up tO eight 
characters. 
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'lhe 'PART' type irrlicates that a part nunber follows. All symbols are 
required to haire a part nl.lllber when used in conjunction with a Telesis 
system. '!he part nunber may also be the device type (ex. 7400) • 

'!he 'VAL' type irrlicates that a canponent value record follows. 'lhese 
are rost often used for capacitors and resistors. 

'lhe 'PIN' type indicates that a pin record follows. 'lhe field order 
is pin nane, pin nunber. Pin nane is the old value field and pin nunber is 
new value. E'DF.S, VAL, PART, and PIN appear on the same line as their 
correspond in; fields. As a result, pins, device types, values, and reference 
designators may be back annotated. 

File Transfer 

Usin;J the file transfer capability, transfer the file named BAC<-E'ILE 
to the EDA-1000. Ensure that the file is transferred to the proper 
directory, if not the current directory. Refer to UTILITIES-154 for 
details on using the file transfer capability. 

Back Annotatirg the EDA-1000 Schematic Sheets 

After the back annotation file is transferred to the EDA-1000 the 
operator may begin back annotation of the schematic sheet(s) • TO 
invoke the back annotation progran, fran ocs, type: 

C>BACKANNO 

'lhe editor then responds with the followiDJ message: 

EDA-1000 Back Annotation Progran version 2 

The followiDJ pranpt is then displayed: 

Do you wish to overwrite your drawing files (Y/N)??? 

If N (no) is specified, the back annotation files will be created in 
the default directory with a .BAK extension. Otherwise, the original 
files will be overwritten. 
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'!be progran next pranpts the operator for the original netlist file 
[.NET] that was used to input to the Telesis netlist conversion program, 
TELNET. '!be pranpt is: 

Please enter the nane of the EDA-1000 netlist file [ .NET] or 
press ENTER only to teminate: 

A directory path specif icatioo is required if the operator is not in 
the proper directory. 

If the operator presses the ENTER key, the progran is inmediately 
tei:minated. If the file specified does not exist, the followin; error 
messa;e is generated: 

"File not found or invalid file extensioo" 

'!be operator is then pranpted for the netlist file. 

'!be progran opens the netlist file [.NET) am scans it for all the 
drawing records that define the file reference nl.lllber am the drawing file 
nanes. '!be progran must attempt to open each drawin; file to detemine if 
it exists. If a drawin; file does not exist, the followin; error messa;e 
is generated for each file that could not be located: 

"'!be drawin; file, <drawin; file rune>, could.not be found" 

'!be strin; enclo~ in the an;le brackets is the drawin;:J file nane 
that could not be located. As a result, the back annotation progran is 
inmediately teminated. 

Next, the progran pranpts the operator for the back annotation file 
generated by the EDA-300 workstaion: 

"P~ease enter the nane of the EDA-1000 back annotation file [.BAF]" 

Enter the nane of the back annotation file that was transferred to the 
EDA-1000. '!be system assunes the .BAF file extension if not specified. If 
the file nane does not exist, the system will respond with an error 
messa;e. '!be oeprator will then be repranpted for the EDA-1000 back 
annotatioo file. 
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'lhe systan then requests the name of the device type label attribute 
nunber. This is the device type attribute that was specified during the 
creation of the schematic sheet ( s) • The TELNET progrcm also required this 
attribute nunber. The pranpt is: 

Device type label attribute nunber [NJ LABEL] 

Input the appropriate attribute, then press the <Return> key. If this 
attribute is not supplied, then only PART files will be changed. Simply 
press the <Return> key for the NO LABEL default. 

The systan then requests the nane for the back annotation log file: 

Logging file [ <Backfile>LOO] 

Specify the nane to be used for the log file. If <Enter> is pressed 
without a filenane, the systan uses the back annotation file ncme with the 
.LCG extension. All warnings and error messages are recorded in the log 
file. 

The back annotation process now beg ins. The following messages are 
displayed on the video screen: 

"Beginning to back annotate file: <drawing file name> 

As each function fran that schematic sheet is being back annotated, 
the systan returns the message: 

"Beginnin;; to back annotate symbol <symbol nunber>. 

These messages continue until all schanatic sheet(s) have been back 
annotated. When canplete, the systan displays the DCS pranpt, o . 
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D. ERRCR Ml!.SSJIGFS 

Introduction 

'1'he back annotation progran generates meSSa;Jes to the log file using 
the same foi:mat as the TEWET processor. '1'he log file contains a set 
of header records that imicates the back annotatioo program revision 
nunber, day, time and the .BAF file used as the back annotation file. 

'1'he back ann0tation progran follows the header records with the 
messcge (if any). F.ach messcge contains two optional parts·and one 
required part. If the messcge is caused by a particular input line, 
then the two optional parts are inclllied. 'lhese parts are the line 
nmber of the .BAF record that caused the messcge and the line nunber 
of the .BAF record that caused the messcge and the actual text of the 
record. '1'he required part is. the messcge itself. '1'he mes5C1:Je 
consists of two parts: an imicator fo the seriousness of the messcge 
which is either 'WARNDG' or 'ERROR' and the text of the messcge. 

Messcges containing the optional parts are called "line messcges." 
'1'he other mesSCl:Je · type is "symbol or sheet mesSCl:Jes." '1'he mes5C1:Jes 
are described next. 

Line Messcges 

ibis sectioo describes messcges that the back annotation progran 
generates in response to a particular input line in the .BAF file. 

"<func des> can not be located on drawiD;J <drawir¥3 file>." 

'1'he user has probably added a function designator usin;J the EDA-300 
workstatioo that follows the format expected· but can not be located on 
the current sheet. 'l'his is an error. 

no-o-o is not associated with any of the drawin:1 files in the 
directory. n 

'l'he user has probably added a function designator usin;J the EDA-300 
workstation that does not follow the . fo:r:mat expected. 'l'his is an 
error. 

"<pin nane> can not be located on symbol <symbol nunber> on drawin:1 
<drawin:J file>." 

Sanehow the pin nunber can not be matched to the symbol on the current 
sheet. 'l'he user might have- edited the drawin;J after the netlists were 
generated. 

11No circuit designator on sym&)! <sym&5i nUDber> on Sheet <drawin:J 
file>." 

'!be circuit designator field has been deleted fran the symbol or was 
never there. '1'his is an error • 
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"No part nl.lllber on symbol <symbol nll11ber> on sheet <drawing file>." 

The part nll11ber field has been deleted fran a symbol or was never there. 
This is an error. 

"No canponent value on symool <symool miiiber> on Sheet <drawing file>. ii 

The canponent value field has been deleted fran a symbol or was never 
there. This is an error. 

"symful <symbol nll11ber> on sheet <drawing file> has previously been baCk 
annotated." 

Sanehow, duplicate copies of a symbol got into the back annotation file. 
This is an error. 

Pin nane <pin name> on symbol <sYliifu1 m.mber> on Sheet <drawing file> has 
previously been back annotated." 

Sanehow, duplicate copies of the PART record got into the back annotation 
file. This first instance is used to back annotate the schematic. This is 
an error. 

"Part nliiibei on symbol <symful nunber> on sheet <drawing file> has 
previously been back annotated. only one PART record is allowed per FDES." 

Sanehow, duplicate copies of the PART recoi::d got into the back annotation 
file. The first instance is used to back annotate the schematic. This is 
an error. 

"cCmponent value on symful <symful nunber> on sheet <drawing file> has 
previously been back annotated. cne one VAL is allowed per FDES." 

Sanehow, duplicate copies of the VAL recoi::d got into the back annotation 
file. The first instance is used to back annotate the schematic. This is 
an error. 

Symbol and Sheet Messa;es 

Symbol messa;es are detected on a symbol by symbol basis. Sheet 
messa;es may only be detected when an entire sheet has been processed. 
Recall that there is no off e~ing record so no record will appear in 
the logfile. This section desribes possible messa;es. 
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"The followin; pins on symbol <symbol number> on sheet <drawing file> were 
never back annotated. <pinl> • • • <pinn> • " . 

Either pins that were always unconnected or perhaps deleted by the PC ooard 
designer are not in the final board description. Pins with a signal nane 
of we generate this messcge. 

- 11'1.be following symools on Sheet 1<drawing file> were never back annotated. 
<symbol m:mber> • • • <symbol m:mbern>." 

'lbese symbols were probably deleted by the PC board designer and were not 
described in the .BAF file. This is a warnin:J. 

"Tfie part nliliber field <Pax-t>, on symool <symfui nliilber> on sheet <drawing 
file> was never back annotated." 

There should be a part m:mber field in the .BAF file. Sanethin:J is wrong. 
Please contact your Telesis representative if you see this messcge. 

"'ffie canponent va!ue fieid <value> , on sym&51 <sYiiibOI miliber> on . 
sheet <drawin3 file> was never back annotated." 

'lbe PCB designer deleted the canp:>nent value field using the EDA-300 and as 
such, the appropriate infoi:mation was not in the .BAF file. 

There is a class of messages called "text UEilate messcges." They all may 
be described by the followin:J tatiplate: 

The new <field type>, <field value>, which replaces <field value> on 
symbol <symbol nllllber> on sheet <sheet nllllber> <problem>. 

Where: 

and 

field type=" reference designator," part m:mber," "value" (or) 
"pin m:mber" 

problem= "overlaps an existin:J alphanll1leric field." (or) 
"overlaps the symbol boundary." 

An example messcge is: 

the part m:mber, 7 4I.SOO, which replaces 7 400 on symbol 5 on sheet 
sch.dwg overlaps the symbol boundary. 

'lbe back annotation progran generates these messcges when it updates 
~e text fields. Text fields may not overlap each other or extend outside 
the symbol boundary. 'lbe four types of fields that are back annotated are: 
circuit designator, part m:mber, value and pin nunber. 
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THE NffiIST-REPORT, CCMPONENT-REPORT, AND 
BILL (f t'1ATERIALS REPffiT 

1. fBERAL Uf(FMTIG'4 

2. THE NETIJST-REPCRT 

3 I THE CCMPONENT-REPORT 

4. THE BILL (f t'1ATERIALS REPORT 





1. GENERAL INFCRMATIGI 

~ CAN BE GENERATED ElOt 'IHE NET DATA BASE 

After you have created a net data base, you can instruct the system to 
create a text file (or files) listiIY:J the infot:mation in the net data base. 
'lhe three text files that you can generate contain s:imilar infomatioo, but 
they present the infoi:mation in different fcn:mats: 

· PORPCSE 

'lhis lists the net data base infoi:mation by 
net m111ber. 

CCMPCNEN!' REl?OR'l': 'lhis lists the net data base infcn:mation by 
canponent symbol rume. 

'lhis is a bill of materials. 

'lhese text files show you the infot:mation in a net data base: the net 
data base file itself cannot be viewed or printed. 

'lhe system does not make any use of these reports: they are for your 
infoi:mation only. 

o A net data base file must be in the current project file. If there 
is more than one revision, the system takes the infoi:mation fran the 
most recently used net data base revisioo. 

'lhese reports are ordinary text files. '!hey are printed or displayed 
(opened) in the ordinary way except that there are three carmands making it 
possible for you to print them without keyiIY:J in their names: 

Usually, you will want to print.these files rather than view them on 
the graphics screen. B:>wever, if you do want to open these text files, be 
sure to input the file nane exactly as shown here: NETLIST-REPCRl', 
a::MFC.NENT-REPCRT, BCM-REPCRT. 
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2. THE NEl'LIST-REPCRr 

TO be sure that a net data base contains the infor:mation you want, 
check the NETLIST-REPCRT ~ainst your original eB;JineeriD] schenatic. 

use this ccmoa00: 
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.\l.PHA REV 1 

MET I. UT REPORT 

13-K.\Y-8:· -·~-~ -,-: 7. ~~ 
P.\&E l j 

-MET - NET - - - - - s?HEKATTC - - - - -NET PINS- - I 
i NUMBER KAKE SKEET t • • dupllc&te pinl 

- 1 

- "i 

- .1 
- 4 
- 1T 
- 12 
- 11 
- 14' 
- 1l' 

- 16 
- i''f 
- 1'i - ,, 
- ii 

2T 
- 21' 
- 21 
- 24' 
- 2l' 

ii 
- 27 
- 2'i 
- 2"1 

- 30 - -
- 3T -
- ii 

- ..,;; - - lit. I- Rf. I- lll.1- !14°.1- !IS. 1- R6°. I- l 
!17 I 

- - w -ilT.z-z'T.60 'ii.6•- - - - - - \ 

- w -
---.,;w--

- - w -

- 112. z- z'T. 30 
- 113. 2- z'T. 40 
- 114'. z- z'T. 10 

"!1 .3• - -

'II .4• - -
%1.7• - - -

- w - - - Rl'.z- zi.12• -z1"'.'12* -
- w - - - - 116.2- zi.1i• -u"'.'11• 
- w - - - 117. z- zi. 10• -z.1"710* 
- W - ·- - - - ll'i. I- z3. I- - - -

- - w -
- w -
- w -
-.,;w 
-.,;w -

- WO 
----vi;;------,,;o-

-.,;w 

- - w 
- VO 
-.,;w 

- - .,;w 
- - w -
- - w -

- - - - w 

-111.2-z'T.,o '!1."9•-

- zl. a• %1 .a• -u"'.'a - -
- zT.1'i• -u"'.'a• '?3.'"i• - -

Zl. 1a "!I .'T• -
- zl. 1"!• -u"'.'is* 
- zT.14'• -u"'.'1•* 
- zl.13• -u"'.'13'i 
- zl. s* '!1 ."!• -u"'.'s -
- z3. 3-. -

z3. 4-
z3 .1-

- z3.1'2 

- z3.1i 

z3. 10 -
- Zl. ,-

- z3. z-
- - - %3. ,-

- i 
! 

- I 
I 
! 

' - ! 



3. THE CCMPCNENT-REPCRT . 

'!he CCMPCNENT-REPCRT is most useful when you have an ergineering 
change order (ECO). It prO'l7ides you with a list of the nets associated 
with each canponent. 

use this camiand: 

ALPKA REV I 

COMPONENT REPORT 

REF DES DEVICE TYPE 
- - PTN -

NUMBER 
-NET -
NUMBER 

13-l'IAY-82 PA::· 49 ·_3: 1. 

-NET - - -
NAME 

- - - - Rt 

iii - - -REil 14W -

ii3 - -RESl 14w -
ii4 -REi114w -
is - -REil 14w -

ih -RESl 14w -

17 - -RESl 14w -

iia -REi114w -

z1 - - -4035 - -

- - - - 13 
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-t - - T 
l 2 

-I - - I 
l. . 3 

I 
2 

I 
l 

I 
2 
l 
4 
5 
6 
7 

• ' \ 0 
II 
I 2 
13 
I 4 
I~ 
H 

- I 
2. 
l 
4 
5 

' 7 
9 
~ 

10 
II 
1 l 

I - -
4 

I 
11 

I 
1 l 

- I 
1 3 

I -
14 

- - 15 

-

16 

- 19 

3 
4 

23 

-

2 
l l 
I 7 
14 
I 4 
I 3 · 
! l 
22 
21 
20 
ta 
1~ 
JI 
l 4 
25 
23 
32 
26 
I 7 
30 
29 
28 
27 

- I 
I 

.unused 

... ------------~ 



4. mE BILL OF MATERIALS REP<Rl' 

'!be OCM-REPOR!' is a parts list. 

use this ccmnand: 

L ~ BCM-REPCRI' 1 

ROSER REV A 
I o&-JAH-82 1s:o~:36 

D REPORT 
- - -

IESCRIPTtON REFER£HCE DF.SIGHATORS TOTAL 

35VT .011.F Cl C2 CJ 3 

4019 Z3 1 

Z2 1 

Z4 1 

'4081 Z1 ZS 2 

Ic.>IN .J1 1 

RP1 1 
..... - - .-·~-
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L 0 G I C A L D E S I G N C H E C K I N G 

1. ~ HfOOMTION 

2. 00/J TO USE TIE LOO IC Ra: CFIK C(Jlt1AND 
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1. GENERAL ~CN 

'!'he purpose of the logical design rules checking capability is to 
check the signal nets in a net data base for the following faults or 
anissicns: 

o Nets with only one pin 

o Nets with one source pin 

o Nets with no load pin 

o Nets with t\IWO or more source pins 

o Nets with unspecified pins 

o Nets with non-connecting pins 

o Nets with no pins 

WHEN '10 USE LCGICAL DESIGN ROLES CHECKilG 

use logical design rules checking after you have created a net data 
base. 

we reccmnerxi that you use this capability only after you have finished 
correcting all the errors shown in the EX'IRACTION-LCG or the NET-LOAD-LCG. 
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2. HOi ro usE THE lrmic RULE CHKI c~ 

I ImIC RULE CHK I is a one-pick ccmnarXl. No other input is required. 

PREBEXJUISITES 

o '!he net data base to be checked must incll¥ie information fran 
device description files. 

o '!he net data base to be checked must be in the current project 
file. If there is ioore than one revision in the current project 
file, the system will check the most recently used net data base 
revision. 

When you pick the lrmfc ROLE CHKI carmand, the system does 2 thi~s: 

1. CHOCKS THE NET DATA BASE FOR ImICAL ERRORS: 

'!he system checks the nl.IDber of pins on each net, and exanines 
the pinuse code of each pin to detemine whether there are any 
logical errors. (Pinuse codes - IN, OOT, BI, '!RI, OCA, OCL, 
PaiER, GRCXJN), oc- were specified by you in the device file or 
with the !ATTACH PINUSEI ccmnand on the schematic). 

2. CRF.ATF.S A TEXT FILE NAMED IDRC-Im LISTDl2 THE ERRORS IT BPS 
EOJM). 

EXAMPLE: 
LOCICAL DRC 

ERROR' Klsed source <oat> ptft• on net. 
Met t: I , St ;na 1 naae: IC3 

5 OUT Pins: U50.IO 
U45.6 U44.6 

ERROR: Mo lo&d Cini pin• on Net •: 

ERROR: Ktsed source <out> ptns on net. 
Met t: 2, SI 9n& 1 n&••: A I 

41 OUT Plfts: \19.1 
\16.3 US.3 
\141. 8 \140.6 
\138.& U37.6 
IJ35.6 U34. Ii 
IJ32.6 U3 l. 6 
\13. 3 \129. 3 
U27.3 UH .2 
U24.2 \123. 2 
\121 . 2 \120. 
IJ19. 2 UIB. 
\11 6 2 UIS 3 
\11 3 . I \112. I 
\I I 0 . I UI .3 

ERROR: No load < inl pins on Net I: 

ERROR: Mo oource <out I pins on Net I: 
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Contains: 
U49.9 \14 a . • 

I, Sign&! name: N3 

\18. I 
\142.9 
U39.!2 
1136. 
U33. 
IJJO. 
\12 8. 3 
Ul 5. 2 
UZ2. 2 
\12 3 
\I I 7 . 2 
\11 4 . 3 
U I 1 . 1 

Contains· 
1J7. 3 

2, Stqnal name. Al 

L SiQn&I ft&••: Bl 



'r.lPES OF WARNI?GS AND ERRORS SH<Jm IN THE IDRC-r.cx; 

Al<D3 with each wamiri;J and error messa;Je, the system lists the nunber 
and the nane of of the net involved in the error: and (if appropriate) the 
reference designator and pin nunber of the pin involved in the error. 

WARNDG: PnlJSE ?Cr SPECIFIED 

ERRCR: 

ERRCR: 

ERRCR: 

ERRCR: 

ERRCR: 

ERRCR: 

ERRCR: 

'ltie system cannot f ini a pinuse code for this pin. 

'I.his net inclooes a pin with the pinuse code: NC 
(non-connectiri;J) 

<EE PIN NET 

'I.his net has aily aie pin. 

NO LOAD (IN) PINS CN NET 

'I.his net does not have a pin with the pinuse code: IN. 

NO LOAD (IN CR BI) PINS CN NET 

'I.his net has a '!RI pin but lacks a correspondir¥1 load pin 
(IN or BI). 

<EE SOORCE (BI) PIN CN NET 

NO LOAD (IN or other BI) PINS. 

'I.his net has aie BI bQt lacks a correspondiJ'¥1 load pin (IN 
or BI). 

NO SOORCE (CXJT) PINS 

'I.his net has no pins with the pinuse code: OOT, PCliER, 
GRaJND, OCA, OCL, '!RI, or BI. 

MIXED SOORCE (CXJT) PINS CN NET 

'I.his net has more than one source pin. In other words, the 
net has 2 pins or mre labeled with aie of these pinuse 
codes: PaiER, GRaJN), ~, OCA, OCL, or 'l'RI. 

NO PINS FCXJND FCR NET 

'I.he system cannot f ini any pins for this net. 

NO NE'!S mH> IN NET DATA BA.9E 

'I.he system cannot fioo any nets in the net data base. 
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REPF.AT THE I I.CGIC RULE CBKI CCMMAR> '10 INSURE ACaJRACY 

Before goin;J on the board design, correct errors shown in the 
IDRC-I.CG. TO be sure of accuracy, we recannend that you follow these 
steps: 

STEP 1 use the II.CGIC RULE CBKI ccamand. 

STEP 2 Print out the IDRC-I.CG. 

STEP 3 Reopen the schematic drawing(s) or the text netlist 
file and correct errors reported in the I.DRC-I.CG. If 

.. necessary, reopen device description files and correct 
errors. 

STEP 4 Repeat the I EXTRACT Nm..ISTI or the I UlAD 'lXT Nm..ISTI 
camiand ootil tfie Ef.mACi'I(N..I.CG or NE-LOAD-I.CG is 
error-free. 

STEP 5 Repeat STEPS 1-4 ootil the I.DRC-I.CG shows no errors. 
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P L A CE M E IJ T 

o P R E P A R A T I 0 N 

o P L A C E M E N T - G E N E R A L I N F 0 R M A T I 0 N 

o I i~ T E R A C T I V E P L A C E f1 E N T 

o A U T 0 M A T I C P L A C E M E N T 

o M A N U A L P L A C E M E i~ T 

o THE RATSNEST 
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P R E P A R A T I 0 N 

1. THE BOARD DRAWING 

2. THE LAYERSTD FILE 

3. l~AMING THE LAYER STANDARD FILE ON THE TELESIS SYSTEM 

4. CREATING THE LAYER STANDARD FILE 

5. EDITii~G THE LAYER STANDARD FILE 

6. LAYER STANDARD FILE NOT CREATED WITH THE jEDIT LAYERSTtj 

LEAD-THRU 
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1. THE BOARD DRAWING 

Olce you have cre3ted a net data base, you may begin a board drawing. 
'Ihe system uses the information in the net data base to aid you as you work 
on the drawing. 

Be sure to pick the !BOARD DRAWINGSj camnarrl rather than_th_e ____ _ 
I CY.I'HER DRAWINGS I carnnarrl when opening the drawing. Picking I BOARD DRAWINGS I 
instructs the system to link the drawing to the net data base in the current 
project file. 

Do not begin a board drawing until you have thoroughly checked your net 
data base for accuracy. 
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2. THE IAYER STANDARD FILE 

Before you begin to plac~ or route your l:nard, you must create a 
IAYERSTD (IAYER ST/\.J\filARD) file for your particular design. It is a 
prerequisite for many system capabilities. 

PURPOSE 

The IAYER STANI:Wm file is a text fil.e required for the design rule 
checking process, the art\\Ork process, ratsnest, NC Drill and the auto 
router. It specifies the Telesis data base layers you are using for the 
physical layers of your !X)ard. 

When you input pin description text files in the design process, you 
assign pcrl shapes and sizes to layers using physical layer nomenclature. To 
generate design rules checking and art\\Ork, for example, the system 
must know which data base layer numbers corresp:>nd to these physical layer 
assignments. The IAYER STANDARD file is the means by which you give the 
system this information. 

EXAMPLE: IAYERSTD FILE FORMAT 

IAYERS'ID 1 
(LA.YERSTD) 
(TELESIS STANDARD LIBRARY) 
(PHYSICAL IAYER CCMPONENT SIDE) 

DBIAYER 1 CG1PONENT-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL IAYER SOLDER SIDE) 

DBIAYER 2 SOLDER-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL IAYER INTERNAL SIGNAL) 
DBLAYER 3 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
(PHYSICAL IAYER INTERNAL SIGNAL) 

DBLAYER 4 INTERNAL-SIGNAL 
(PHYSICAL IAYER IMBEDDED VOLTAGE -V) 

DBLAYER 5 IMBEDDED-PIANE -V 
(PHYSICAL IAYER IMBEDDED VOLTAGE +V) 
DBIAYER 6 IMBEDDEO-PIANE +V 
DBIAYER 15 CG1PONENT-SOIDER-MASK 
DBLAYER 16 SOLDER-SOLDER-MASK 
DBLAYER 33 CARD-OllTLINE 
DBI.AYER 34 PLATI~BAR 
DBLAYER 36 DRAWI~FORMAT 

DBLAYER 51 <:n1POOFNI'-OUTLINE 
DBLAYER 54 REFERENCE-DESIGNA'IDR 
DBLAYER 88 BQl\RD-DIMENSIONS 
DBLAYER 89 SILKSCREENS 
DBIAYER 90 'IOOLil'lrCOmERS 
DBLAYER 99 DRILL-CODE 
END 
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3. NAMING THE LAYER STANDARD FILE ON THE TELESIS SYSTEM 

When you create a LAYERSTD file, you must name it LAYERSTD. You may 
use the !EDIT LAYERSTDj lead-thru canmand to assist you in naming and creating 
the LAYERSTD text file. If you pick I ENTER I when the system pranpts you for 
a revision label, it autanatically names the file LAYERSTD. 

By allCMing the system to name the file, you need not input the 
text file name when editing or adding to the LAYERSTD file. 

EXAMPIE: !EDIT LAYERSTDj (rev) --> jENTERj 

"When the system pranpts you for a revision label (rev) , you may 
oick !ENTER!. The system then looks for the latest version of the LAYERSTD 
file. The system looks for the text file LAYERS'ID in the C'l.lrrent project, 
then in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

If you create a new LAYERSTD text file for your partiC'l.l!ar project, 
the jAAVE FILF.:j canmand autanatically assiqns a revision label of "l". 

However, you may assign a revision label of your choice. A revision 
label may consist of four alphanumeric characters. Input the rev1s1on 
if you are creating a new LAYERSTD file (if desired), or if you are editiN;J 
a version of the file that was not the latest. 

The LAYERSTD file must be in the C'l.lrrent project or in the SYsrEM
LIBRARY. If you have the sane layer sta~dard for all your PC board designs, 
we recanrrend that you keep the f.AYERSTD text file in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

tU!'E: If you attempt to perform a design rules check on your PC 
board design without a LAYERSTD text file, for example, the 
system reports "NO LAYER STANDARD FILE". Furtherrrore, you will 
not be able to perform the design rules check on the board 
drawing since the LAYERSTD file is a prerequisite. 
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4. CRF.ATING THE IAYER STANDARD FILE 

'Ihe \EDIT IAYERSTDI lead...:.thru allows you to create and edit the IAYERSTD 
text file. It reduces the fOSsibility of numerous format errors that could 
be generated when a text file is created on a text editor keyboard. 

When you begin creating the IAYERSTD file for your particular PC board 
design, the Telesis system assists you in the following ways: 

1. Autanatically names the file IAYERSTD and prompts you for a 
revision (REV) label. 

2. Autanatically µ:>sitions the cursor at the proper location. 

3. Pranpts you for input. 

4. Autanatically inputs keY\'JC)rds required in the file • 
.. 

5. Autcmatically places parentheses ( ) around canment lines. 

~. Issues error messages if your input is improperly formatted. 

NCY!'E: When opening an existing IAYERS'ID file, error messaqes may 
appear on the graphics screen if the file was not created 
with the \EDIT IAYERSTDI lead-thru. (See PIACE-14) 

'Ihe following steps will lead you throt.gh the creation of the IAYERSTD 
file. 

STEP 1 \TEXT LEAm'HRU! 

Pick the !TEXT LEAm'HRUI canmand to enter the selected menu page 
containing options.for creating and editing text files. 

STEP 2 I EDIT IAYERSTD I 

Pick the !EDIT IAYERSTDI ccmnand to begin creating the IAYERSTD 
file. When the system prompts you for a revision (rev) , you may pick 
!ENTER!. The system autanatically nanes the file IAYERSTD. 

EXAMPLE: jEDIT I.AYERSTDj--> Keyboard ---> !ENTERj 
menu 

'Ihe system displays the IAYF.:RSTD file on the graphics screen as a new 
file. The display will have the information shown below. 
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IAYE:RS'ID 

( I.AYERSTD) 
END 



When you open a new LAYERSTD file, you may use the followin::; canmands to add 
infonnation between (LAYERSTD) and the END statement: 

STEP 3 !ADD DBIAYERI 

I ADD DBI.AYER I 
ADD CG1MENI' 

Pick the !ADD DBIAYERI canmand to enter the DBI.AYER and the 
name of the physical toard layer that you wish to assign. 

Each assignment line beqins with the ke\l\'.lOrd DBIAYER, followed by 
the layer number, follCMed by the name of the physical toard 
layer, followed by a signal nane (if there is one). 

The function screen message line issues the following pranpts: 

OPI'IONS: 

(LAYER) --> (LAYER NAME) --> (SIGNAL NAME) --> ENI'ER 

EXAMPLE: 

OOLAYER 6 IMBEDDED-Pr.ANE +V 

WJrds comprisin:i the layer name must be separated by hyphens (-) • 

If the DBIAYER does not require a signal name, simply pick IENI'ERJ 
to bypass the signal name. If the DBI.AYER requires a signal name, 
your input will appear at the right margin on the LAYERSTD file. 

1. Usually, you list DBI.AYER m.unbers in sequence. However, the order 
does not matter. 

2. You may use the same layer name for rrore than one DBI.AYER. The 
layer name must be less than or equal to 24 alphanumeric characters 
with no blank spaces and must be EXAcrLY the sane as used in the PIN 
IESCRIPI'ICN file. 

3. The signal-name may contain up to 18 alphanumeric characters with 
blank spaces allowed. 
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STEP 4 

EXAMPLE: 

I ADD COMMENT I PHYSICAL IAYF.:R CCJl1PONENT SIDE IE"NTE"RI 

Use the I ADD COMMENT I canmand if you wish to adn c.unments to the 
IAYERSTD file. The ccmment line is autanaticallv placed within 
parentheses ( ). This identifies the line of text as a a:mment. 

You may use the IADD COMMENT! canmand to specifically identify 
the DBIAYER as a physical-layer. 

IAYERSTD l 

(IAYERSTD) 
(TELESIS SI'ANDARD LIBRARY) 
(PHYSICAL IAYER CCMPCNENT SIDE) 

DBIAYER 1 Ca.'!PONENT-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL IAYER SOLDER SIDE) 

DRIAYER 2 SOLDER-SIDE 

In this example, the ronment identifies DBLAYER 1 as the PHYSICAL 
IAYER CCMPONENI' SIDE. Since the ronment line is optional and is 
iqnoren by the system, you may place a romnent ab::>ve the line it is 
related to. The ccmment line provides the additional information 
neened for easy interpretation of the IAYERSTD file. 

001'E: You can input a maximum of 59 alphanumeric and blank spaces 
on a roTrment line. If your input exceeds 59 characters, the 
system interrupts your input and inserts the 59 character 
corrment line on the file. 
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STEP 6 IIDIBI 
Pick !'OONEI when you are finished with creating IAYERSTD file. To 
close ~file, pick one of the following comnarrls: 

!SAVE FILE! - causes the system to save the active version of 

EXAMPLE: 

the file. ·The file is saved under the sane revision 
label that was named when the file was opened. 

If you created a new file, the system saves the file 
with a revision label of "l" • 

Active file (new) IAYERSTD 

Saved file: IAYERSTD 1 

!SAVE FILE NEW RVI - allows you to input a new revision label 

EXAMPLE: 

for the active file. The new revision label 
may contain four alphanumeric characters. 

The system saves the file that you opened 
under the new revision WITHOUT deleting or 
changing the original and its revision. 

Original version (old REV) IAYERSTD 1 

New version (new REV) LAYERSTD 2 

!CANCEL A~ FILE! - causes the system to delete the active 
version of the file. The original version 
is not deleted; it keeps the same revision 
label. 

!EDIT FILE I - Allows you to "menu-back" and return to the 
active file for further editing. 
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5. EDITING THE LAYE'RSTD FILE 

As you create the LAYERSTD file, you may wish to make crlditions 
or corrections. You may also edit the file at a later time to upjate the 
file you previously created. When reopeniJ'l3 a file, pick IENTERI to display 
the latest version. 

You may use the followifl3 camnands to edit the LAYERSTD file: 

CHANGE DBLAYERI 
CHANGE COMMENT 
DELETE LINEI 
UNDELETE LINEI 

Hal7ever, you may also use the ADD canmands previously used in creating 
the file to make crlditions to it. All carnnands used to create and edit the 
file are located on the sane menu pcge. 

POSITIONING THE CURSOR 

To edit a file you must always move the cursor to the proper p:>sition. 
The cursor always remains in the left margin of the file, and it must be 
positioned at or atx::>ve the line to be edited. 

For ADD carrnand during editing: 

Position the cursor to the line atx::>ve the desired location 
of the new line. Lines p:>sitioned below the cursor autcmatically 
shift down after the new line is inserted. 

If the cursor is p::>sitioned at the END statement, the new 
lirie is inserted one line atx::>ve. 

For C~E or DELETE canrnands: 

l\bve the cursor to the line tb be dlanged or deleted. 

Use these canmands to rrove the cursor: 

!LINE UPI - This move the cursor up one line. 

!LINE rMNj - This moves the cursor down one line. 
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EXAMPLE: I LINE ™NI (Picked 4 times) 

Current 
Cursor 
Position --> 

New 
Cursor --> 
Position 

[I 

[I 

IAYERSTD 1 

(IAYERSTD) 
(TELESIS ST~ LIBRARY) 
(PHYSICAL !AYER CC»CNENT SIDE) 
OOIAYER l COMPONEm'-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL I.AYER SOLDER SIDE) 
D5IAYER 2 SOLDER-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL I.AYER INI'ERNAL SIGNAL) 

DBIAYER 3 INI'ERNAI..-SIGNAL 

When you pick I LINE ™NI , the C"Ursor rroves fran the current 
position to the start of the next line of the IAYERSTD file. 
Each !LINE mNI pick moves the cursor down one line. 

If you canrnand I LINE UP I , the cursor rroves up one line with each 
!LINE UPlcamnand pick. · 

IF THE FILE IS IDNGER THAN SHCWN ON THE GRAPHICS SCREEN 

If you add lines to the file after the graphics screen is full, the 
file scrolls up so that the bottan lines are visible and the top 
lines are not. Use the 'LINE UPI carmand to brirg the top lines back into 
view. Use the !LINE r:MN canmand to brirg the bottan lines back into view. 
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'ID CHANGE INFOR~TION IN THE FILE 

Use the C~E canmands to chanae or u{X'Jate the IAYERSTD file. For 
example, you can use the !CHANGE DBLA.YERj and the !CHANGE C'OMMENTI canmands 
to update lines of text. You must rrove the curc;or to the line you wish to 
change. 

IDrE: When using the !CHANGE DBLA.YERI coomarrl, you may pick !ENTER! 
for any input that is unch~ed. For exanple, if you wish 
to change the LA.YER without changing the IAYER NAME, pick 
IENTERI when the system issues the IAYER NAME pranpt. The layer 
name displayed on the file remains the same. 

EXAMPLE: USING THE I CHANGE COMMENT I CCMMA.TIID 

LAYER:>TD l 

Current (IAYERSTD) 
Cursor --> 1-1 (TELESIS srANDARD LIBRARY) . 
Position (PHYSICAL IAYER C<>1PCNENT SIDE) 

DBIAYER 1 CCl-11?CNENT-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL IAYER SOLDER SIDE) 

PICK: !CHANGE COMMENI'j 

INPUT: Cr..cx:::K GENERA'IDR BOARD IOOE:"RJ 
RESULT: The canment line (TELESIS STANDARD LIBRARY) is now 

changed to (CLOCK GENERA'IDR BOARD), 

IAYERSTD 1 

Current (LAYERSTD) 
Cursor --> [I (CU:X:K GENERA'roR 80?\RD) 
Position (PHYSICAL IAYER CCMPONENT SIDE) 

DBIAYER 1 CCMPONENT-SIDE 
{PHYSICAL J:AYER SOLDER SIDE) 
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TO DELETE INFOR.'1ATION PROO THE FIIE 

Use these o:xnmands to delete information fran the file: 

!DELETE LINE! - This camnand deletes one line fran the file. 
You must move the cursor to the line you wish 
to delete. 

!UNDELETE LINEI- This camnand reinserts the last line deleted. You 
may use this conmand to re-position th~ line to 
another location on the file. The system restores 
the line belCM the new cursor position reqardless 
of the line's original placement in the file. If 
you position the cursor to the END statement the 
line is restored one line above. 

OOI'E: You cannot delete the lines labeled IAYERSTD and 
the END statement. You can only delete lines that 
you input when creatirq the file. 

DELETING A LINE FID-1 THE FILE 

EXAMPLE: Deleti~ the carunent line (CI...CO< GENERATOR EnARD). 

LAYER.SID l 

Current (LAYERS'I'D) 
cursor --> I] (CUX:K GENERA'IDR OOAHD) 
Position (PHYSICAL TAYER Cfl\1PCNENT SIDE) 

DBLAYER 1 COMPONEN'r-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL I.AYER SOIDER SIDE) 

PICK: I DELETE LINE I 
In the exanple, when you pick !DELETE LINEI the ronrrent line labeled 
(CLCCK GENERATOR EnPJID) is deleted fran the file. The contents below 
the deleted line will shift up and close the open line. 

RESULT: 

IAYERSTD 1 

New (LAYF.:RSTD) 
Cursor ---> [I (PHYSICAL IAYER CCMPOOENT SIDE) 
Position OOLAYER 1 COMPONENI'-SIDE 

(PHYSICAL I.AYER SOIDER SIDE) 
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UNDELETING A LINE ON THE I.AYER.STD FILE 

You may now use the !UNDELETE LINE! carmand to reinsert the del<?ted 
line back to the file at your desire<'l location. Use the !LINE UPI and 
the !LINE DWNI carunands to PJSition the cursor to a new location on the 
file before reinserting the line. 

EXAMPLE: Undeletirq the (CUX:K GENERATOR BOA.RD) carment line. 

I.AYERS'ID 1 

Current ---> l=I (I.AYERSTDj 
·Cursor (PHYSICAL I.AYER CCMPONENT SIDE) 
Position DBI.AYER 1 CCMPONENT-SIDE 

(PHYSICAL I.AYER SOLDER SIDE) 

PICK: I UNDELETE LINE I 

RESULT: 

I.AYE:RSTD 1 

New (IAYERSTD) 
Cursor ---> I] (CW:K GENERA'IDR OOARD) 
Position (PHYSICAL I.AYER CCMPONENT SIDE) 

DBIAYER 1 CCMPONENT-SIDE 
(PHYSICAL IAYER SOLDER SIDE) 

In the example, the (CLCX:K GENERATOR BOA.RD) cannent line was reinserted 
back to its original location on the file. After reinserting the line with 
the UNDELETE command, the cursor autanatically moves to that line of the 
file. 
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6. I.AYER STANDARD FILES ID!' CREATED WITH 'I'HE !EDIT I.AYERSTD! LEAD-THRU 

You may currently have I.AYERSTD files on your system that were not 
created with the I EDIT I.AYERSTD I lead-thru corrmand. You may edit these 
files using the !EDIT I.AYER.STD! canmand. 

When you open one of these files with !EDIT I.AYERSTDI carnnand, the 
system checks it for formatting errors. If errors are present, the system 
places a message on the function screen telling you how many faulty lines 
exist in the file and it displays the file on the graphics screen with all 
faulty lines bracketed between parentheses and asterisks. 

EXAMPLE: (*DBLYER 1 CCMPONENT SIDE*) 

'!he line is incorrect because the ke}'\\'Ord DBI.AYER is mi spelled. 
'!here should also be a hyphen (-) between the words CCMPONENT aoo SIDE. 

'!he lines in parentheses are now carments, and the system treats them 
as such. You may delete these lines with the I DELETE LINE I carnnand. Use the 
ADD comnands to input the correct information. 

If you are usinq the optional VTlOl terminal to create and edit your 
IAYERSTD text file, refer to the example at the beginning of this section for 
qeneral formatting requirements. You may later use the !EDIT LAYERSTDj 
command to display the file on the Telesis system and to check for formatting 
errors. 

'OOI'E: 'rtle spacing requirements, ke}'\\'Ord spelling, individual line 
formats and the maximum character inputs are shown and described 
in this section. However, refer to the CCMMANOS section of the 
manual for additional information on each comnand used to create 
and edit the LAYERSTD file. 
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o G E N E R A L I N F 0 R M A T I 0 N 
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1. PLACEMENT 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Placement is the process of positioning symbols that are linked to the 
Net Data Base on a board drawing. Placement can be performed in four 
ways 

Placement by Text File 

Manual Placement 

INTERACTIVE PLACEMENT 

AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT 

WARNING 

If you are planning to use the SPLIT PLANE feature 
of the PHOTOPLOT utility, refer to POST PROCESSING, 
subsection 2.4, before placing components. 

The operator can use manual, interactive, and automatic placement to 
place symbols on a board drawing. For example, manual placement can 
be used to place symbols that do not require the ASSIGN REF DES command 
( i.e., mounting hole, card outline}. INTERACTIVE PLACEMENT can then 
be used to place all unplaced I/O components, then AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT 
for all unplaced IC and DISCRETE components in the Net Data Base. 

The operator can automatically place components on a board drawing 
using the PLACE BY-TXT command. This command places components on a 
board drawing at the locations specified in a special text file named 
Place-Txt. 

Manual placement is the process of adding symbols with one of the 
ADD SYMBOL commands, then linking the symbol to the Net Data Base with 
the ASSIGN REF DES command. When beginning the placement of a board, 
the ADD SYMBOL command can be used to place the card outline and 
mounting holes; these symbols do not require the ASSIGN REF DES command. 

INTERACTIVE PLACEMENT, however, does not require the ADD SYMBOL or the 
ASSIGN REF DES command when components are placed. The link from the 
drawing to the Net Data Base is automatic. The system issues prompts 
on the function screen for each reference designator, device type, and 
symbol name of each unplaced component in the Net Data Base. When 
prompted for this information, the operator must select the location in 
the drawing for each component. When components are placed, the 
operator can selectively swap components, logic functions, and pins on 
the drawing for improved ratsnest connect lines and board routability. 
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The AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT feature controls the positioning of all unplaced 
IC and DISCRETE components in the Net Data Base. This feature operates 
according to parameters and restrictions specified by the operator. 
AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT can be interrupted at any time; the operator can 
then use interactive or manual placement to edit the positioning of 
components on the board drawing. In addition, the automatic swapping 
capability ( !Cs, functions, pins ) can be used during or after 
automatic placement, if specified in the parameters. 

The following sections describe the commands used to set up and use 
interactive, automatic, and manual placement when positioning components 
in a PC board drawing. 
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I N T E R A C T I V E P L A C E M E N T 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

o PREREQUISITES FOR INTERACTIVE PLACEMENT 

2 I INTERACT IVE PLACEMENT COMMANDS 

3. COMMANDS USED TO ADD COMPONENTS 

4. .COMMANDS USED TO ED IT PLACED COMPO!~ENTS 

5. COMMANDS USED TO CHECK PLACEMENT STATUS 

6. THE COMPONENTJ FUNCTIONJ AND PIN SWAPPING 
CAPABILITY 

o INTERACTIVE SWAPPING COMMANDS 
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INl'EAACl'IVE PIACEMENT 

1. GENERAL INroRMATICN 

I INTERACTIVE PIACEMENTI allows placement of canp:ments on a board 
drawinq without the IADD SYMOOLI or jASSIGN REF DESI CClmlands. The system 
takes the canponent information frc:m the net data base, then pranpts 
the operator with each reference desi1;:mator, device type and symbol 
nane to be placed in the board drawin~. 'lhe operator may then select 
the position on the drawinq for each cextp)nent. 

When the IINTEAACTIVE PIACEMENTI ccmnand is picked, the system 
displays the INTEAACTIVE PIACEMENT menu. 'lhis menu contains the cc:mnands 
used to interactively crld C'Clllp::>nents to the drawinq, as well as carmands 
used for ·editinq placed C'ClllJX>nents. An additional menu page is 
available for interactive swapping of canp::>nents, functionA, and pins 
on the drawinq. 

PREREX:.UrsrrES roR I INTEAACTIVE PIACEMENT I 

1. 'lhe net data base must be created with device files, containina 
packaqe information. · 

2. A board drawinq (with a net data base) must be active. 

3. '!here must be a symbol for every cxxnponent to be placed 
on the board. 'lhese symbols must be in the current project, 
or in the SYSTD!-LIBRARY. 

2. IINI'ERACTIVE PIACEMENT cn-1MANDSI 

'!here are three types of interactive placement ccmnands: 

1. Cannands used to ADD canponents. 

2. Cannands used to EDIT cnuponent placement. 

3. Carmands used to CHECK placenent status. 

4. Cannands used to interactively swap cxxnponents, functions, 
and pins. 
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3. CCMMANDS USED 'ID ADD CCMPCNENTS 

When addinq canp:ments to the board drawino, the operator may 
use the followino carmands: 

PLACE ICSI 
PLACE BY REFDESI 
SET PLACE ANGLE 

!PLACE DISCRETE.SI 
PLACE BY DE.VICE! 

!PLACE I/OSI 
I PLACE ALL I 

When the PLACE CCJ111\ands are used to place ccmponents on the board 
drawinq, the system pranpts the operator for the location of each 
UNPLACED canp:ment in the net data base, one at a time. The pranpt 
displayed on the ft.mction screen message line shows the reference 
desionator, device type, and symbol (packaqe) nane of the canponent. 

The operator may reS}:X)nd to each pranpt by selectinq a location 
on the drawinq for canponent placement, or simply pick !NEXT! to skip 
the ccmp:ment naned in the pranpt to advance to the next one. 

The table below describes each ADD CCJ111\and used during 
I INI'ERACI'IVE PLACEMENT .1 

CCMMAND DEFINITICN 

!PLACE ICSI 'Ib place IC canponents on 
the board drawino. 

!PLACE DISCRETESj 'Ib place DISCRETE canponents 
on the board drawinq. 

jPLACE I/OSj 'Ib place I/O ccmponents on 
the board drawi~. 

jPLACE BY DEVICE! 'Ib place can:ponents of a 
specified device type on the 
board drawing. 

!PI.ACE BY REFDESI 'Ib place a canponent on the. 
the board drawinq by naning 
its ref~rence desionator. 

!PLACE: ALLI 'Ib place all UNPLACED 
canponents stored in the net 
data base. 

!SET PI.ACE AOOLEI 'Ib specify the placement 
~le of ALL ccmponent::; added 
to the board drawino during 
I INTERACTIVE PLACE'.MENl'j. Only 
multiples of 90 are valid. 
(e.g. O, 90, 180, 270) 

Refer to the COMMANDS section of the manual for additional information 
on the input seouence for each carmand. 
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EXAMPLE: IPIACE ICSI 

'Ihe function screen messa:Je line displays the first 
UNPLACED IC canJx:>nent stored in the net data base. 'Ihe 
pranpt displays the reference designator, device type, 
and symbol (packaqe) nane of the IC. 

PIACE Ull / 7400 /DIP14 

When the tablet menu is displayed, the operator may pick 
the location on the l:x:>ard for canponent placement. 
Additional picks will move the symbol to new placenent 
locations. 

EXAMPLE: !PIACE BY REFDES! 

When !PIACE BY REFDES! is picked, the operator must input 
the reference desiqnator of the comp::>nent to be placed 
(reference desianator for IC, DISCRETE, I/Os) • 

Keyboard input: Ull !ENTER! 
'Ihe function screen messa:Je line then displays the 
reference desiqnator, device type and symbol (packa:Je) 
nane of the canponent. 

PIACE Ull / 7400 / DIP14 

When the tablet menu is displayed on the function screen, 
the operator may select the l:x:>ard location for this 
component. After the board location is selected, pick 

!ENTER[ to place the canponent and to canplete the 
PIACE BY REFDES! cattnand. 

However, the operator may pick !NEXT! to continue the a:mnand, 
inputting the reference desiqnator of the next canponent 
to be placed. 

N:Y.l'E: An error messa:Je will appear on the function screen 
message line if the net data base does not contain 
a canponent for the reference desianator naned by 
by the operator. 

EXAMPLE: "NO (l)MP()NENT WITH REFDES UlS" 
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4. a::MJJANDS USED 'IO EDIT PIACED ~ENTS 

Use the followinq ccm:nands to EDIT the placement of ccrnponents 
durinq I INrERACTIVE PIACEMENT I • 

DELETE a:MPCNENT 

Pick !DELETE O)M]?(NENTI to deletP. placed catlJX'nents on the board 
drawing. Simply pick the canponents displayed on the board 
drawing to delete them. 

Deletinq a ccmponent fran the drawing "returns" that canp:>nent 
to the net data base as an UNPIACED ccrnp:ment. The operator 
may use the PIACE cacmands to a:ld the canponent back to the 
board drawinq, if desired. · 

EXAMPLE: !DELETE (D.1P()NENTj --> Tablet --> 
· Menu 0 !ENTER! 

IMJVE ~ENT! 
Pick the !MJVE (D.1P()NENTj canmand to change the location of any 
canponents displayed on the board drawinq. 

EXAMPLE: l ft(NE CC"1PONENT I --> Tablet --> 
Menu 

®- defines the ccrnponent to be roved. The symbol 
attaches to the light pen cursor, with ratsnest 
lines, if present, rubberbandinq to the symbol. 

@- defines the new location of the component. 

IRCYI'ATE (X)MJ?CNENTj 

Pick !R::YrATE ~ENT! to chanqe the angle of any ccrnponent on the 
board drawing. 

EXAMPLE: J R::Yl'ATE C(Ml()NENT I -> Keyboard --> I ENTER I f;\ I ENTER I 
Input \..:_} 

The keyboard input must be a multiple of 90 to be valid (e.q. O, 
90, 180, 270). 

0 
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5. COMMANDS USED 'ID OiECK PLACEMENT STA'IUS 

!PLACED STA'IUS! 

!PLACED STA'IUS! is a one-pick carmand that lists the canp:>nents 
placed on the board drawinq. 'Ih~ ccmp:>nent list is displayed on 
the function screen. 

'Ihe list displays the reference desiqnator, device type, symbol 
(packaqe) name, board location (X,Y coordinates), and rotation 
for each PLACED canp:>nent on the board drawinq. 

EXAMPLE: !PLACED STA'IUS! 

Typical line display: 

Ull I 7400 I DIP14 @( 6000, 5525) rot=O 

!UNPLACED STA'IUSj 

Use the !UNPLACED STA'IUSI carmand to list the UNPLACED canp:>nents in 
the net data base. 

'Ihe reference desicmator, device type and symbol (packaqe) nane 
are listed for each ccmp:>nent. 

EXAMPLE: jUNPLACED STA'IUSj 

Typical line display: 

Ul2 / 7410 I DIP14 
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6. 'l'HE m1l?ONENT, FUNCTIOO, AND PIN SWAPPI~ CAPABILIT'i 

After placement of comp?nents on the board drawina, the operator 
rr.c.y pick the ICG!P/FUNC/PIN SWAPPI~! camiann to display the interactive 
swapping menu. This menu rontains caranands which allow the operator 
to selectively swap components, functions, and pins on the board 
drawing. '!he operator may use the interactive swapping capability 
to shorten and straighten ratsnest connect-line£ on the drawino, 
and to improve board layout for increa~ed aut .. rrouting canpletion. 

The ccmnanas on the interactive swappinq menu are listed ~low: 

SW'"AP CCMPONENTS I 
SWAP FUNCTIOOSI 
sv;AP PINS! 

!SWAP C'a.fPONENTS BY REFDES I 
SWAP FUNCTIOOS BY REFDES .PIN# I 
HILITE SWAPPABLE FUNCTIOOSJ 
HILITE SWAP-PA'B""LE PINS! 

Refer to CCJ.!MANDS section of the manual for the exact input 
sequence for each of the above carmands. 

INTERACTIVE SWAPP~ CC>1MANDS 

Reoardless of the method usen to place board comp:ments, the 
operator may interactively swap components, functions, and pins 
on the active drawino. Durinq interactive swapping, the system 
reconstructs existino ratsnest connect-lines on the drawino, 
maintaininq the correct net information. Each interactive swappino 
caTITland is described below. 

!SWAP ~ENTS! 

Use the I SWAP ~ENTS I canmand to swap comp::>nents on the active 
drawina. 

EXAMPLE: !SWAP CCMPCNENTSI -Tablet
Menu @@ IENTERII 

defines and hiqhliqhts the first component 
to be swapped. 

defines and hiqhliqhts the second component 
to be swapped. 

o When !ENTER! is picked, the system dehighliqhts 
each component, then swaps the component~. 
'!he system reconstructs the ratsnest connect-lines 
on the drawing, maintaining the correct net 
information for the swapped components. 
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o Swapped canponents are placed at the symbol onqrn 
locations maintained by each c:mtponent prior to 
swapping. For exanple, if swappinq an IC canp.::ment 
with a DISCRETE component, the system places the 
IC symbol oriqin at the oriqin location previously 
held by the DISCRETE, and the reverse. 

Use the !SWAP ro.tJ?ONENTS BY REFDESI canmand to swap canponents on 
the active drawing by specifyinc; the reference desiqnator of each 
canponent to be swapped. Refer to the ca.tMANDS section of the manual 
for the exact input secruence of the !SWAP CCMl?ONENTS BY REFDESI caranand. 

!SWAP FUNCTICNSI 

Use the !SWAP FUNCTIONS! carmand to selectively swap identical IC 
canponent loqic functions within a device, or with other devices 
containing the sane functions (i.e. multiple instances of the device 
7400). '!hat is, loqic functions may be swapped between canponent8: of 
the sane device type. 

EXAMPLE: 1 SWAP FUNCTIOOS I -Tablet
Menu @® 

defines the first function to be swapped. 
Select one loqic function pin on the component 
to hiahliaht all pins associated with the 
function. 

If the pin selected is not associated with 
a swappable function, the function screen 
messaqe line displays: 

-SELECTED POINI' IS tUr A SWAPPABLE FUNCTION-

defines the second function to be swapped. Select 
one loqic function pin to hiqhliqht the pins 
contained in that function. If the pin selected 
is not associated with a function that is 
swawable with the first function, the 
function screen messaqe line displays: 

-SELECTED FUNCTION NO!' SWAPPABLE WI'ffi FIRST 
FUNCTION-

o Pick IENTERI to swap the functions ~elected. 

o Durinq swappinq, the system reconstructs ratsnest 
connect-lines, maintaining the correct net information 
for each function. 
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Use the !SWAP FUNCTICNS BY REFDES.PIN#I ccrrmand to swap IC 
canponent loqic functions on the active drawinq by specifyina the 
canponent reference desiqnators, and pin nunbers a~sociated with 
the functions to be swapped. Refer to the CCl>1MANDS section of the 
manual for the exact input sequence required for the 
I SWAP FUNCTICNS BY REFDES.PIN# I c:anmand. 

Use the !HILITE SWAPPABLE FUNCTICNSI carmand to hiqhliqht 
swappable IC canponent lo::iic functions on the graphics screen. '!his 
carmand may be used to viE?W swapPable functions prior to usina 
the !SWAP FUNCTICNSI, or !SWAP FUNCTICNS BY REFDES.PIN# I catmand. 
Ref er to the CCMMANDS section of the manual for the required input 
sequence. 

!SWAP PINS! 

Use the !SWAP PINS! carmarrl to interactively swap pins within an 
IC can:EX>nent loqic function. '!he swappable pins on a looic function 
are those defined in the device description file (PINSWAP) for the 
canponent. 

EXAMPLE: I SWAP PINS I -Tablet
Menu 

o ~ - defines the first swappable pin within 
the loqic function. '!he selected pin 
hiahliahts on the COlllp::)nent. 

o ~ - defines the second swapPable pin within 
V the logic function. 'Ille selected pin 

hiqhliqhts on the ccmJ.X>nent. 

o If a pin selected is not a swa:i:ipable pin, the 
function screen messaqe line displays: 

-SELECTED POINT IS 001' A SWAPPABLE PIN-

o Pick !ENTER! to swap the selected pins. Durina 
swappinq, the system reconstructs ratsnest 
connect-lines, maintaininq the correct net 
information for the loqic function. 

Use the l HILITE SWAPPABLE PINS I C'Omlands to hiqhliqht all 
swappable pins associated with a single IC canJ.X>nent looic function 
on the active drawinq. '!his canmand may be used to view swappable 
pins prior to usinq the !S'WAP PINS! carmand. Refer to COMMANDS section 
of the manual for the required input sequence of the 
IHILITE S'WAPPABLE PINS! carmand. 
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AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT 

1. THE AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT CAPABILITY AND HOW TO USE IT 

o THE AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY 
0 AUTOMATICALLY PLACING THE COMPONErns ON THE 

DRAWING 

'!... AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT PREREQUISITES AND SUMMARY OF STEPS 
o PREPARING THE BOARD FOR AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT 

3. USING THE AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT COMMAND 

4. SETTING THE AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT PARAMETERS 

o NOTE ON SETTING THE SWAPPING PARAMETERS 
PRIOR TO COMPONENT PLACEMENT 

o THE AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT FIX AND FREE COMMAirnS 
o AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT PARAMETERS 

5. THE AUTO-PLACE BOARD COMMAND AND THE PLACE-LOG 
TEXT FILE 
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AU'KMA.TIC PIACEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT 

1. 'lliE AU'IDMATIC PIACEMENI' CAPABILITY' AND ~ 'IO USE IT 

'!he autanatic placanent capability autanatically positions all 
unplaced IC and DISCRETE canponents on the active board drawinq. 'Ihis 
capability operates according to the paraneters and restrictions 
specified by the operator. Autanatic placement may be interrupted 
at any time: the operator may then interactively edit the placement 
of existing canponents on the board drawing. 

Like INI'ERACTIVE PIACEMENI' , Atrn:MATIC PIACEMENTI does not reouire 
the !ADD SYMOOL and ASSIGN REF DES ccmnands. 

During IAU'ICMATIC PIACEMENTI the system scans the net data base for 
IC and DISCRETE canponent information. '1he systan uses this information 
with the operator-defined paraneters to efficiently place the 
canponents on the board. '1he IAU'roMATIC PI.A.CEMENT! paraneters may be 
set to allow placanent of all IC and DISCRETE canponents in the net 
data base. If the operator chooses not to set the placanent 
paraneters, the systan uses default values during execution of the 
l AU'IO-PIACE OOARD I carrnand. 

When the placanent paraneters have been set, the systan 
stores this information in a control file naned PIACE-CON. '!he 
systan uses this text file to control the autanatic placenent of 
canponents on the board. 

'!'he diagran below illustrates the IAU'IOMATIC PLACEMENT! capability: 
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AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT 

SET PLC.MNT PARAM 

PLACE-CON 
FILE 

~-------------' 
PC BOARD DRAWING 

ICS 
OISCRETES 

DEVICES 



THE AU"IDMATIC PIACEMENT AND IMPIDJEMEN'l' STRATOOY 

Althoui;:ih the operator may choose many strateqies for autanatically 
placing a board, it is recarmended that the IAU'IOMATIC PIACEMENTI 
paraneters be set so that the system first places ICs, DISCREI'ES 
and DE.VICFS. When the system completes the autanatic placement of 
canponents, with the system execut inq the I RATSNEST I canmand, the 
operator may then use the ccmnands on the INI'ERACI'IVE PLACEMENT! 
menu to edit the placed canp:>nents on the ooard. 

For exanple, the lr«::IVE COMPCNENTI carmand may be used to 
interactively and selectively rep:>sition canponents. In addition, 
the SWAP ccmnands allow the operator to swap placed canponents, 
IC loc;:iic functions, and pins for improvement of ratsnest connect
lines. 

When interactive editinq is complete, the operator may proceed 
back to the !AU"IUMATIC PIACEMENI'! menus to FIX those canp:>nents, 
logic functions, and pins previously edited. Fixed comronents, loqic 
functions, and pins are those that are made unavailable for autanatic 
swapping. For exanple, the operator may wish to fix selected canp::>nents 
that are currently placer! on the board at the desired locations. 
Use the available LIST and HILITE canmands on the jAU'IOMATIC PIACEMENT! 
menus to selectively show and verify the currently FIXED ccm}'.X:>nents, 
IC loqic functions, and pins •. 

'1'1e FREE ccmnands, however, may be used to free canp:>nents, 
loc;:iic functions, and pins that were previously FIXED with the available 
interactive carmands on the IAU'IOMATIC PIACEMENTI menus. In addition, 
f ixinq of loqic functions may have occurred when the net data base 
was originally create.a with the !EXTRACT NETLISTI or II.DAD TXT NETLISTI 
ccmnand. '1'1at is, pre-assiqned logic functions on the schematic 
will be fixed and unavailable for autanatic swapping on the board 
until the operator selectively frees a fixed function. In the text 
netlist, fixed functions are those pre-assigned by the information 
under $PAO<AGES, with the $NE1'S section of file containing the 
reference designator and pin nllnber information for the defined 
PAO<AGES. Use the available LIST and HILITE ccmnands to selectively 
show the currently FREE comp:>nents, IC logic functions, and pins. 

When the operator cx.mpletes selective fixing and freeinq 
on the placed ooard, the IAU'IOMATIC PIACEMENT! paraneters may then 
be reset to allow autanatic swappinq of FREE comp:>nents, loqic 
functions and pins. During IAU'ro-PIACE OOARD! the ccmnand, with "yes" 
specified for each swaq:>inq paraneter (I RUN IC S"WAP I , I RUN FUNCTIOO S"WAP I 
and !RUN PIN SWAP) I, the system swaps FREE comp::>nents, IC loqic functions, 
and pins. Durin; swapping, ratsnest connect-lines reconstruct 
on the drawinq, maintaining the correct net information. Swapping 
simply attempts to improve the board, creating shorter, straiqht 
horizontal/straight vertical ratsnest connect-lines, preparinq the 
board for increased autanatic routing canpletion percentage. 

'1'1e following sections describe the IAU'!OMATIC PI.ACEMENrl capability, 
using the strategy defined here. 
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AU'.OCMATICALLY PI.ACI?iG 'IHE c:n-tPONENTS 00 'IBE DRAWI?iG 

There are three ways to autanatically place canponents on the 
active board drawinq: 

1. IRJN IC PI.ACEMENTI 

2. IRJN DEVICE PI.ACEMENI'I 

3. !RUN DISCRETE PI.ACEMENTI 

These carmands are IAU'1Qt1ATIC PLACEMENT! paraneters. The operator 
may specify "yes" for each of the above paraneters to place ICs, 
DISCRETES, and DEVICES. When the IAtmrPLACE OOARDI catmand is picked, 
the systen scans the net data base, then proceeds to place the 
canponents according to the operator-defined paraneters, or with 
the systen default paraneters. (See SET'I'It'G 'IBE PI.ACEMENT PARAMETERS). 

NJI'E: The systen requires one pr~placed ccmp?nent on 
board prior to usinq the IAU'IO-PLACE OOARD\ carrnand. 
This pr~placed canp:>nent may be placed usinq 
I IID'EPACTIVE PI.ACF.MEN!' I • 
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In a::Jdition, !AU'IDMATIC PLACEMENT! does not place 
I/O canponents on the board. If an I/O canponent 
exists in the net data base, the operator must 
interactively place the I/O. This also satisfies 
the single pr~placed canponent rec:ruirenent. 



2. j.AtJ'Iat1ATIC PIACEMENTI PRERaJ{JISITES ANO SUMMARY OF STEPS 

'Ibe lAU'IDMATIC PIACEMENrl prereauisites and slJtllllary of steps are 
outlined below. 'Ibis infor:mation is described in ~reater detail 
in the sections that follow. 

PRERaJ{JISI'l'F.S 

l. A board drawinq with a net data base must be active. 

2. 'Ibe net data base must be created with device description 
files present in the current project, or in the SYSTEM
LIBRARY. 

'Ibe autanatic placement capability reauires the PAO<AGE 
(canponent symbol nane belonqinq to each device type) 
and CLASS (I/O, IC or DISCRETE) infonnation provided 
by device files. 

3. 'Ibere must be a symbol for '!Nery canp:>nent to be used 
on the board. 'Ibese s:ymbols must be in the current 
project, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. However, a pre-placed 
canponent on the lx>ard does not require a symbol in the 
current proiect, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY durinq 
jAU'IDMATIC PIACElt1ENl'I • 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

STEP 1. 

STEP 2. 
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Place rectanqles on specific data base layers to 
indicate the following: 

A. Placement keep-in area (one rectanqle on 
data base layer 147) • - REX:UIRED 

B. Placement keep-out areas of the lx>ard. -OP!'IOOAL 

C. Canp:>nent space rect~les. - OP!'IONAL 

jINI'EPACTIVE PIACEMENrl 

Use the !INTERACTIVE PIACEMENI'I capability to pre-place 
one canponent in the net data base. If I/O canponents 
exist in the net data base, place the I/O canponents on 
the lx>ard. 'Ibis also satisfies the single pre-placed 
component requirement. 



STEP 3. 

STEP 4. 

STEP 5. 

STEP 6. 

STEP 7. 
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!AU'roMATIC PLACEMENT! 

Pick the I AU'IDMATIC PIACEMENT! canmand, then the 
!SET PLCMNT PARAM! canmand to open the menu·set 
used to input the placenent paraneters. 

IAU'IQ-PIACE B)AR[)j 

Pick the IAU'IO-PI.ACE g)ARDI ccnmand to start autanatic 
placenent of canp:ments (IC, DISCRETE, DEVICE) on the 
board. After can!,X)nents have been placed, the systen 
autanatically executes the !RATSNESTI ccmmand. 

!INI'EAACTIVE PIACEMENI'! (OPTIOOAL) 

Use the IINI'ERACTIVE PIACEMENTI capability to edit 
the J'.X)Sitioning of can!,X)nents on the board. The SWAP 
ccnmands may also be used to swap placed canponents, 
IC logic functions, and pins for improvenent ot 
ratsnest connect-lines. 

!AU'IDMATIC PLACEMENT! 

After interactive editing, the operator may proceed 
to the IAU'IUMATIC PIACEMENT! menus to FIX those 
canponents, IC lociic functions, and pins previously 
edited during STEP 5. For example, the operator may 
wish to fix ~elected canJ'.X)nents that are currently 
placed on the board at the desired locations. Use 
the available LIST and HILITE comnands to selectively 
show and verify the currently FIXED components, 
IC loqic functions, and pins. Use the FREE canmands 
to free selected components, loqic functions, and pins 
previously fixed interactbrely, or to free loqic 
functions that were fixed (pre-assigned) on the schenatic 
or text-netlist prior to creation of the net data base. 

!SET PLCMNT PARAM! 

When the operator canpletes selective fixing and freeinq, 
the autanatic placenent paraneters may be reset to 
allow autanatic swapping of FREE can!,X)nents, IC lociic 
functions, and pins. Specify "yes" for each swappinq 
paraneter: I RUN IC SWAP I , I RUN FUNCTION SWAP I , 
!RUN PIN S'WA:Pj. 



STEP 8. IAU'ro-PIACE OOARDI 

During the IAU'ID-PIACE OOARD! ccmnand, with "yes" 
specified for each swappinq paraneter, the system 
swaps FREE canponents, logic functions, and pins 
on the placed board drawing. Durinq swappino, 
ratsnest connect-lines reconstruct on the drawing, 
maintaining the correct net information. '!he system 
attempts to improve the board, creatinq shorter, straiqht 
horiz.ontal/straiqht vertical ratsnest lines, preparina 
the board for increased autanatic routing completion. 

PREPARI~ 'IBE OOARD FUR IAU'IDMATIC PIACEMEN.I'j 

To prepare the board for l AU'!Ov1ATIC PIACEMENT I , the operator must 
place rectanqles on specific data base layers to indicate the 
placement KEEP-IN area, optional KEEP-otJ'I' areas, and comlX'nent space 
reauirements. 

Use the !ADD RECTAOOLEI ccmnand to place rectanqles. Do not use 
the !ADD LINE! carmand; the operator cannot always be ensured of 
a perfect rectanqle with jADD LINE!. 

KEEP-IN AREA: 
(reouired) 

KEEP-otJ'I' AREA: 
(optional) 
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Place a rectanale on layer 147 to 
indicate the overall area of the 
board for com!X'nent placement. 

Place rectangles on the board to 
indicate areas prohibitino component 
placement. '!he operator may use any 
unreserved layer for these rectanqles. 
(See BASIC-30; IAYER RE~TIOOS) 

Use the l SET PLCMNT PARAM l camtand to 
specify the layers where keep-out 
rectangles exist. Up to 10 data base 
layers may be specified. 



COotPOOENT SPACE 
REl;JC.JIREMml': 
(optional) 

A rectangle can be added to each 
package symbol to indicate the space 
requirements for the symbol when 
placed on the board. 

A can?Jnent space rectangle must be 
added to the Symbol drawinq prior to 
using the !CREATE SYMBJLI canmand. 
'!he rectangle may be placed on any 
unreserved layer. 

Use the l<XMPONENT CXJTLINE LAYER! 
paraneter to specify the data base 
layer where these rectangles exist. 
If a layer is not specified with this 
paraneter, the system searches for 
the rectangles on data base layer 
154 (default) during autanatic 
placement. If rectanqles are not 
found, the system determines the 
min:imlJTl space requirement for each 
package symbol to be placed by 
exanining the qraphics within the 
symbol, except text. 

3. USI~ 'mE I AU'IOMATIC PLACEMENT CCMMAND I 

When the jAU'IOMATIC PLACEMENT! carrnand is picked, the function 
screen messa:ie line displays the followinq information: 

-LCX)KI~ FOR KEEP-IN RECTN-l3LE: 
MISSI~ KEEP-IN RECTANGLE 00 LAYER 147-

'!he operator must place a rectangle on layer 147 to specify the 
KEEP-IN area on the board for autanatic placement of canponents in 
the net data base. However, if a rectanqle was added to layer 147 
prior to picking the IAU'IDMATIC PLACEMENT! corrmand, the function screen 
message line displays: 

-IOOKIN:; FOR KEEP-IN RECTN-l3LE:-

When the system locates the KEEP-IN rectanqle on layer 147, the 
jAlJ'Ia.1ATIC PLACEMEN!'! menu is displayed on the function screen: 

LIST PLACE-LOOI 
0JRRENT INDEXj 

SET PID1NT PAAAMJ 
FIX/FREE CCMPONENI'Sj 
FIX/FREE PINSj 
FREE ALLI 
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AU'ro-PLACE OOARDI 
FIX/FREE FUNCTIOOSI 
FIX ALLI 
RATSNESTI 
PRINT PLACE-r.a;j 
PROJECT INDEXJ 



4. SE'ITI~ THE IAU'IOMATIC PLACEMENT! PARAMETERS 

Use the !SET PLCMNT PAAAM canmand to set the pare.meters to be 
used durinq exection of the AU'l'O-PI.ACE S)ARDj carmand. Parameters are 
simply tools which allow the operator to achieve optimum placement 
on each uniaue board design. 

For exanple, when setting the !IC GRID! paraneter, the operator must 
define a grid that accomXlates all unplaced IC canp::>nents in the net 
data base. 'll'lis paraneter, if properly set, specifies the grid P?ints 
on the drawinq for each IC to be placed. During IAU'IO-PI.ACE EOARDI , 
the system places the origin of each IC at these grid µ:>ints. 

The ccmnands below are IAU'IOMATIC PLACEMENT! pare.meters: 

RUN IC PLACEMENT l IC GRID! 
RUN FUNCTIOO SWAP! 
RUN IC SWAP! 
IC lrn'ATION I 
RUN DEVICE PLACEMENT! 
DEVICE NAMES! 
DISCRETE GRIDj 
RUN PIN SWAPj 
I/O WEIGHTj 

MAX FUNCTION SWAP TIME 
MAX IC SWAf> TIME! 
DEVICE lrn'ATION! 
DEVICE GRID I 
RUN DISCRETE PLACEMENT 
DISCRETE RJI'ATIONI 
POSITION WEIGHTSj 
KEEPOUT I.AYERS! 

CCMPONENT OUTLINE I.AYER 

'll'lere are default values for each pare.meter. The operator must 
determine if the default value for any of the above pare.meters is 
acceptable for autanatic placement on a unique board. This section 
defines the input secruence for each paraneter and the system default 
value. 

NOI'E ON SETI'!~ 'ffiE SWAPPING PARAMETERS PRIOR 'ID CCMPONENT PLACEMENT 

When setting the jAU'IOMATIC PI.ACEMENTI parcrneters, the operator may 
specify "yes" for each swawing parameter. During canp::>nent placement, 
the system will swap IC components, swappable IC logic functions, and 
swai:pable pins prior to executing the IRATSNEsrl canrnand, canpletinq 
the IAU'IO-PI.ACE OOARDI ccmmand. The following carmands are swapping 
parcrneters: 

IRUN IC SWAP! jRUN FUNCTION SWAP! jRUN PIN SWAPj 

However, it is recomnended that the operator first execute the 
the IAU'IO-PI.ACE OOARDI without runninq IC, function and pin swappinq. 
This will allow interactive editinq of placed canµ:>nents, logic 
functions and pins. The FIX and FREE conmands available on the 
IAU'IDMATIC PLACEMENT! menu may then be used to FIX and/or FREE edited 
canfX?nents, functions and pins prior to re-executing the 
IAU'IO-PI.ACE OOARDl camnand to allow swapping of FREE !Cs, loqic 
functions, and pins, with "yes" specified for the above paraneters. 
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If the operator chooses to autanatically place the board with 
swa{:Ping specified ("yes") in the· paraneters, 00 001' use the I FIX ALLI 
ccmnands on the I AD'!OMATIC PIACMENT I menu prior to executing the 
IAD'ID-PIACE OOARDj carmand. Fixing all canponents, swappable logic 
ftmctions, and swappable pins will cause the jAD'ID-PIACE OOARD! 
execution to stop, with incanplete board placement. A further 
discussion of the FIX and FREE carmands is presented below. 

THE jACJ'rot1ATIC PIACEMEN!'j FIX AND .FREE aM-1ANDS 

'lhe FIX and FREE ccmnands are designed to be used on the placed 
board drawing. 'lhe FIX ccmnands allow the operator to selectively FIX 
those FREE components, swappable logic functions, and swappable pins 
so that these do not swap during the execution of the jAU'IO-PIACE EOARD! 
on the placed board. 

'lhe FREE ccmnands, however, may be used to FREE canponents, 
swappable logic fmctions, and swappable pins that were previously 
FIXED. In addition, fixing of logic fmctions may have occurred 
when the net data base was oriqinally created with the 
I EXTRAcr NETLISTI , or I LOAD 'lXT NETLISTI cc:mnand. That is, pre-assigned 
logic fmctions (pin nunbers annotated) on the schematic will be fixed 
and l.lllavailable for autanatic swapping lllltil the operator selectively 
frees a fixed fmction. In the text netlist, fixed functions are those 
pre-assigned by the infonnation t.mder $PACKAGES, with the $NETs section 
of the file containing the reference designator and pin nl.111ber 
infonnation for the defined PACKAGES. Free lO(fic functions, however, 
are those defined by the $FUNCTIONS section, with the $NETS section 
of the file listi119 the fmction designators and pin nanes. 
Use the HILITE and LIST cannan.ds to selectively show the currently 
fixed and free canponents, swappable logic fmctions, and swappable 
pins. · 

'lhe FIX and FREE cannan.ds are listed below: 

!FIX ALLI 

jFIX/FREE COMPONENTS! 

HILITE FIXED CCMPONEN!'Sj 
FIX ALL COMPONENTS I 
FIX CCM?ONENT [SELECI'] I 
LIST FIXED COMPONENTS! 
FIX COMPONENTS BY WINIXMI 
FIX CCM?ONENT BY REFDESI 
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HILITE FREE COMPONENTS! 
FREE ALL COMPONENTS! 
FREE COMPONENl' [SELEcr] I 
LIST FREE COMPONENTS! 
FREE COMPONENTS BY WINIXlil 
FREE al't1PONENT BY REFDESj 



BILI'l'E FIXED PINS CN <XMP 
FIX ALL PINS~ 
FIX, PIN [~E-:=. PIN] I 

BILITE FREE PINS CN <XMPI 
FREE ALL P£!1 
FREE PIN [SELECI' PIN] I 

FIX ALL PINS IN CCMPCNENT 
FIX PINS BY WIN:Xlij 
FIX PINS BY REFOE.S • .PINt I 
FIX ALL PINS IN FmCTICNj 

~· ALL Pm> IN cc.MPCNEN'1' 
FREE PINS BY WINXWI 
FREE PIN BY REFpE.S.PIN#j 
FREE ALL Pmi IN mNCTICNI 

'!he CCHWi)S sectioo of the manual describes the use and input 
sequence of each FIX/FREE ccmnand. Refer to the CCJtlWl>S section when 
usirr:) these ccmnands. 

Ip IC PLACJ!MOOI 

Use the I RUN, IC P~I ccmnand to specify autanatic placement of 
all i.mplaced ICs in the net ata base. . 

I RUN IC PLAC!MEN!'I (RUN IC PIACPMENr [Y/N] -Keyboard- I ENTER! 
Input 

DEFAULT: Y (yes) 
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IRIJN DEVICE PIACEMENrl 

Use the !RUN DEVICE PI.ACEMENI'I paraneter to specify autanatic 
placement of all unplaced DEVICES. in the net data base. 'Ibis is 
a special mode for placing all ICs or DISCRETES of the sane device 
type on a unique grid. 'Ibis is C'CJ'll'nOnly used for decoupling 
capacitors. See !DEVICE GRID! and !DEVICE NAMES!. 

INPUT S~ENCE: 

IRJN DEVICE PI.ACEMEm'I (RUN DEVICE PI.ACEMENI' [Y/N] -Keyboard- !ENTER! 
Input 

DEFAULT: N (no) 

!RUN DISCRETE PI.ACEMENTI 

Use the II«JN DISCRETE PLACEMENT! camtand to specify autanatic 
placement of all unplaced DISCRETE canJX)nents in the net data 
base. 

INPUT S~ENCE: 

IRIJN DISCRETE PIACEMENTI (RJN DISCRETE PIACEMENT [Y/NJ)-Keyboard- !ENTER! 
Input 

DEFAULT: N (no) 
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IPOSITICN WEIGHTS! 

Use !POSITICN WEIGHTS! to specify the preferred positioning of 
canponents to be placed on the board. The a:mnand pranpts the 
operator for horizontal and vertical weight values. Values must 
be nunbers between 0 and 10, with decimal inputs allowed. 
(e.g. 1.5) 

EKAMPLE: (HORIZQln'AL WEIGHT} 2 
(VER'.l'ICAL WEIGHT) 1 

In the exanple, optimization of the horiz.ontal routing channels 
is nore desirable than the vertical dlannels based on the 2:1 ratio. 
The input ratio is significant; the actual nl.lllbers are not. 

The operator-defined p:>sition wei~hts should depend on the 
following: 

1. 'Ille 011erall shape of the board. 

2. 'Ille rotation of canponents when placed. 

INPt1I' SEXJ{JENCE: 

!POSITICN WEIGHTS! (HORIZOOAL WEIGHT) -Keyboard- I ENTER I 
Input 

(VERI'ICAL WEIGHT) -Keyboard- I ENTER I 
Input 

DEFAULT: HORIZCN!'AL: 1.0 VERI'ICAL: 1.0 

EXAMPLE: 
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IIC GRID! 

Use the !IC GRID! carmand to define a matrix of valid locations 
for placenent of IC ccmp:>nents. 

The IC grid is a series of horizontal and vertical lines, displayed 
on layer 147. 'Ihe matrix p:>ints formed by the intersectina lines 
are p:>ssible locations for the autanatic placement of ICs. When 
a canponent is placed at one of these p:>ints, the symbol is placed 
with its origin at that p:>int. 

The operator should define a qrid that accatl'OC)dates the number of 
ICs to be placed on the board. For excmple, if the net data base 
contains ten IC ccmp:>nents, the qrid must be defined so that ten 
matrix p:>ints are available with areas large enough for the extents 
of each IC symbol to be placed. 

INP{Jl' SEX;lUENCE: 

I IC GRID! (IC GRID SIZE X) -Keyboard
Input 

(IC GRID SIZE Y) -Keyboard
Input 

* @ is the origin of the grid. 

!ENTER! 

I ENTER! 0 I ENTER! 

EXAMPLE: Matrix p:>ints to allow placement of six res. 

IC IC IC 

0 IC IC IC 

0 -defines th<> grid origin and displays the 
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l'U!'E: 00 001' define a grid size smaller than the space reauirements 
for the smallest IC to be placed. Althou:;h !~TIC PLACEMENT! 
never overlaps canponents, small grid sizes will cause this 
feature to operate slower. 

After the grid };X)ints are displayed on the graphics screen, the 
operator may resP:>nd with one of the following: 

P - defines a new grid origin if the first grid display is 
unacceptable. '!he existing qrid is erased and the new 
grid is drawn on the graphics screen. 

'!he operater may also use the keypad to define explicit 
(X,Y) coordinates to define a new grid origin. 

!ENTER! - 'Ibis indicates that the grid is accepted, with the 
systen saving the grid information. '!he qrid displayed 
on the qraP,ics screen is erased. 

!CANCEL! - 'Ibis causes the qrid information to be ignored~ the 
systen erases the qrid display. 

DEFAULT: X 700 , Y 1400 Origin: 0,0 
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!DE.VICE GRID! 

Use the !DEVICE GRID! carmand to define a matrix of valid locations 
for DE.VICES. The input sequence is the sane as I IC GRID I • 

The !DE.VICE GRID! allows placement of all ICs or DISCRm'ES of the 
sane device type on a unique grid. (See 00'.rE below.) 

Do not define a grid size smaller than the space requirements for 
the smallest DE.VICE to be placed. The grid must also accorrodate the 
m.1nber of DE.VICES to be placed ·on the board. 

INPUT SE.X:2{.JENCE: 

!DEVICE GRID! (DEVICE GRID SIZE X) -Keyboard- !ENTER! 

(DE.VICE GRID SIZE Y) 

Input 

-Keyboard- I ENTER I P I !-NI'ER I 
Input 

* P is the origin of the grid. 

DEFAULT: X 700, Y 1400 Origin O, 200 

00'.rE: The system default oric:fin offsets the grid 200 mils in the 
Y-direction to allow placement of multiple "like-devices" 
near the oanp::>nents they are connected to. For exanple, 
bypass capacitors may be autanatically placed near ICs, 
since bypass capacitors are connected to the }X)Wer and 
ground pins of the IC. When the I IC GRID! and the 
!DE.VICE GRID! paraneters are set to the same X,Y coordinates 
(with the IC grid origin 0,0) bypass capacitors will be 
placed near the IC, within the 200-mil offset grid. 

For exanple, if the IC GRID and the !DISCRETE GRIDI paraneters 
are set to the sane coordinates, with the IIC GRID origin 
at 0,400, the !DEVICE GRID! origin must then be set to 
0,600 to establish the 200-mil offset in the Y-direction. 

Use the !DEVICE NAMES! cxmnand to nane the DEVICES (up to 5) 
to be placed on the DEVICE grid. 
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EXAMPLE: Usinq the !DEVICE GRID! paraneter to create an offset grid 
for the automatic placenent of capacitors near IC carrponents. 

aJRRENT I IC GRID I PARAMETERS 

IC GRID SIZE: 
IC GRID ORIGIN: 

X: 500 Y: 1200 
X: 450 Y: 1400 

aJRRENT I DEVICE GRID I PARAMETERS 

DEVICE GRID SIZE: X: 500 Y: 1200 
DEVICE GRID ORIGIN: X: 450 Y: 1800 

:oorE: 'llIE jDEVICE GRID! ORIGIN IS OFFSET 400 MILS IN 'llIE Y-DIRECTIOO 
Fl01 'llIE IC GRID. 

RESULT: Capacitors are placed at the DEVICE grid origin (offset 400 
mils fran the IC 9rid) during execution of the 
IAU'!O-PIACE EOARDI cacmand. 

C1 C2 

IC GRID '".,______.,_ ___ -+------1'----""1 
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!DISCRETE GRID! 

Use the !DISCRETE GRID! paraneter to define a matrix of valid 
locations for DISCREI'ES. The input sequence is the sane as 
IIC GRID!. 

INPUT SEQUENCE: 

!DISCRETE GRIDI (DISCRETE GRID SIZE.X) -Keyboard- IEm'ERI 
Input 

(DISCRETE GRID SIZE Y) -Keyboard- !ENTER! 
Input 

* p defines the qrid origin. 

DEFAULT: X: 100 Y: 100 Origin: 0,0 

I IC RCYI'ATION I 

Use Ire RCYI'ATION! to define the rotations of all res to be 
autanatically placed. The operator may specify up to four 
rotation angles: O, 90, 180, 270 (degrees). The system 
places each comp::>nent at one of the rotations specified, 
selecting the best and nost eff.icient rotation angle for 
each unplaced IC (if m::>re than one anqle is specified) • 

INPOl' SEQUENCE: 

I IC RCYI'ATIONI (A!..UM 0 RCYI'ATICN [Y/N]) 
(AI..UM 90 RCYI'ATION [Y/N]) 
(AI..UM 180 l:'Ol'ATION [Y/N] ) 
(A!..UM 270 ROTATION [Y/N] ) 

-Keyboard Input 
-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-

The keyboard input is the character Y (yes) or N (no). 

DEFAULT: 
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180 om: N 
270 om: N 

p !ENTER! 

ENTER 
"EITTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 



!DE.VICE IUl'ATICN! 

Use !DEVICE R:YI'ATICNI to define the rotations of unplaced user-defined 
DE.VICES. The operator may specify up to four rotation angles. The 
system places each ccmp:>nent at one of the rotations specified, 
selecting the best and m::>st efficient rotation angle for each 
unplaced DE.VICE (if m::>re than one angle is specified) • 

INPUT Smt)ENCE: 

jDE.VICE R:n'ATIONJ (ALI.£:w 0 R:YI'ATION [Y/N] ) 
(ALI.£:w 90 R:n'ATION [Y/N] ) 
(ALI£W 180 R:n'ATIOO [Y/N] ) 
(AU.Di/ 270 R:n'ATION [Y/N [) 

-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-

The keyboard input is the character Y (yes) or N {no) • 

DEFAULT: 0 DEG: Y 
90 DEG: N 

180 DEG: N 
270 DEG: N 

!DISCRETE IUl'ATION! 

Use !DISCRETE R:YI'ATICNI to define the rotation of unplaced 
DESCRETES. The operator may specify up to four rotation angles. 
The system places each canponent at one of the rotations 
specified, selecting the best and m:>St efficient rotation 
angle for each unplaced DISCRETE (if m::>re than one angle is 
specified) • 

INPUT S~CE: 

IDISCRE'.l.'E .EmATIONI {ALI£W 0 R:n'ATION [Y/N] ) 
(.ALI!M 90 IDI'ATION [Y/N] ) 
{ALI.£:w 180 R:YI'ATICN [Y/N] ) 
(AI.U:W 270 IUl'ATICN [Y/N] ) 

-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-
-Keyboard Input-

The keyboard input is the character Y (yes) or N (no) • 

DEFAULT: 0 DEG: Y 
90 DEG: N 

180 om: N 
270 DEG: N 
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!DE.VICE NAMES! 

Use !DE.VICE NAMES! to specify the dei.rice types (up to 5) of 
IC or DISCRETE canµ::>nents to be placed on the l DE.VICE GRID I • 
This ccrrmand is useful in specifying multiple "like-devices", 
such a bypass capacitors and meoory arrays, that are to be 
placed near canp:>nents they are connected to. 

INPUl' S~ENCE: 

!DE.VICE NAMES! (LIST DE.VICE(S) ro PIACE) -Keyboard- !ENTER! --Input 

The keyboard input is the dei.rice type (e.q. 7400). The operator 
may specify up to 5 device types; separate each dei.rice type 
with a blank space, or a canna during input. 

DEFAULT: N:NE 

II/O WEIGHT! 

Use II/O WEIGHI'I to define to the systen the relative importance 
and placement priority of IC-I/O connections and IC-IC 
connections. 

Based on the weight factor specified, the systen will prefer 
placenent of an IC near an I/O to which it is connected, 
over placement near another IC to which it is connected. 

INPUT S~ENCE: 

I I/O WEIGHI'I (I/O WEIGHT) -Keyboard- I :ENTER! 
Input 

The keyboard input must be a value between 0 and 10. However, 
decimal values are allowed. (e.g. 1.5) 

If 1 is input, IC-I/O connections will be equal to IC-IC 
connections. If 2 is input, IC-I/0 will be twice as important 
as IC-IC connections. 

DEFAULT: 2.0 
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IKEEPOUT I.AYERS! 

Use IKEEPCXJT I.AYERS! to specify the data base layers where KEEPCXJT 
rectanqles exist. The operator may specify up to 10 unreserved 
layer assignments for this paraneter. The system looks for 
KEEPCXJT rectanqles on the layers specified durinq execution 
of the IAIJro-PI.ACE ~I camiand. 

INPUT Se;:)UENCE: 

!KEEPCX.JT I.AYERS! (ENTER KEEPCXJT I.AYER) -Keyboard Input !ENTER! 

If rore than one KEEPaJT layer exists, input a o:mna, or a 
blank space between layers during the keyboard input. If 
the operator does not use the KEEPCdT I.AYERS paraneter, the 
system looks for KEEPCX.JT rectanqles on layer 40. 

DEFAULT: I.AYER 40 

ICCMPONENT OOTLINE I.AYER! 

Use ICCM?ONEN'I' cxm.INE I.AYER! to define the layer for any ccm~nent 
space rectanqles. The operator may input only one unreserved 
layer. This is the layer that was active when the rectanqle 
was crlded to the symbol drawing, prior to !CREATE SYMOOLI. 

The system exanines this layer for any canponent rectanqle added 
to a com~nent symbol prior to placement. If component space 
rectanqles do not exist, the system determines the minimum 
space requirement for each package symbol to be place<l, looking at 
the extents of each graphic item in the symbol, except text. 

CAUTIOO: ENSURE '!'HAT Mrf RECTAl'lJLES ADD 'ID PACKAGE SYMOOLS ARE 001' 
I.AR:;ER '!HAN '!HE GRID SIZE ESTABLISED FOR THE PLACEMEN!' OF 
COMPCNENI'S (ICs, DISCRETES, DEi/ICES). OIBERWISE, '!HE SYSTEM 
WILL lUI' BE ABLE 'IO USE ALL AVAILABLE GRID POINI'S. FOR 
EXAMPLE, A COMPCNENT SPACE RECTA1'lJLE 00 AN IC PACKAGE 
SYMEOL '!HAT w:x.JID OV'Eru:AP 'M) AVAILABLE IC GRID POINI'S 
MAY CAUSE INCOMPLETE PLACEMENT OF !Cs WI'IH FEWER AVAILABLE 
GRID POINI'S. 

INPUT S~ENCE: 

ICCM?ONEm' OOTLINE I.AYER! (CCMPONENT OOTLINE I.AYER) -Keyboard- I ENTER! 
Input 

DEFAULT: I.AYER 154 
USER DEFINED RECTANGLE 

EXAMPLE: 

SYS'!'EM DEFINED 
BY ~-t-~i.---L...J 
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!RUN FUNCTION SWAP! 

Use the !RUN FUNCTION SWAP! ccmnand to specify swapping of FREE 
IC logic functions during execution of the jAU'ro-PIACE a:>ARDI 
canmand. Function swapping may occur between identical logic 
function types within a dENice, or with other dENices containinq 
the sane functions (i.e. multiple instances of the device 7400). 
'!bat is, functions will swap between canponents of the sane 
dENice type. 

INPt11' SEt;UENCE: 

I RUN FUNCTION SWAP I (RUN FUNCTICN SWAP [Y/N] ) -Keyboard- I ENTER I 
Input 

'!he keyboard input is the character Y (yes) or N (no). 

DEFAULT: N (no) 

!RUN IC SWAPj 

Use the !RUN IC SWAP! paraneter to specify swaepinq of FREE 
IC canp:>nents during execution of the I AU'ro-PIACE OOARD I camnand. 
Autanatic swapping of canponents attenpts to improve the board 
for shorter, straight horizontal/straight vertical ratsnest 
connect-lines, preparing the board for increased autanatic 
routing canpletion percentage. 

Any two free canponents will be considered for swapping as long 
as there is enough space at each canp:>nent location for the other 
canponent. For exanple, a DIP40 may swap with a DIP14 if there is 
eno~h space at the DIP14 location for the DIP40. 

INPUT Smt,JENCE: 

jRUN IC SWAPj (RUN IC SWAP [Y/N]) -Keyboard- !ENTER! 
Input 

'!he keyboard input is the character Y (yes) or N (no). 

DEFAULT: N (no) 
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IRON PIN &"WAP! 

Use the IRON PIN SWAP! paraneter to specify swappinq of FREE, 
swawat?le IC logic function pins durinq execution of the 
jAU'IO-PIACE OOARDI ocmnand. Swappable pins are those specified 
in the device description file for each IC C'Cl1p:)llent in the 
net data base. Pin swapping allows improvenent of ratsnest 
connect-lines for increased autcmatic routing completion 
percent~e. 

INPUT SEtUENCE: 

IRON PIN SWAP! (RUN PIN Si'AP [Y/N]) -Keyboard- IENTERI 
Input 

'1'he keyboard input is the character Y (yes) , or N (no) • 

DEFAULT: N (no) 

IMAX FUNCTION &'WAI> TIME! 

Use the IMAX FUNCTION SWAP TIME! paraneter to specify the 
maximum time (in minutes) to be allowed for swappinq of IC 
logic functions. Durinq execution of the IAtm.)-PIACE OOARDI 
o::mnand, function swapping will terminate when the maximtm 
time (if needed) is reached. Function swappinq stops before the 
maximll1l time allowed if no further improvements can be made. 

INPUT SEtUENCE: 

IMAX FUNCTION SWAP TIME! (MAX FUNC SWAP TIME IN MINUTES) 

-Keyboard Input- IENTERI 

'1'he keyboard input specifies the maximum nlltlber of minutes. 
'!'he input must be JX>Sitive1 decimal values are not allowed. 

DEFAULT: 60 MINUTES 
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IMAX IC SWAP TIME! 

Use the IMAX IC SWAP TIME! paraneter to specify the maximllll time 
(in minutes) to be allO'tried for SW?J'pinq of IC canponents. Durinq 
execution of the jAU'IO-PIACE OOARDI carmand, ccmponent swappinq 
will terminate when the maximl.Jll time (if needed) is reached. 
IC swawinq stops before the maximl.Jll time allowed if no further 
impr011enents can be made. 

!NP{]!' SEQJENCE: 

IMAX IC SWAP TIME! (MAX IC SWAP TIME IN MINUTES) -Keyboard- IENrERI 
Input 

'llle keyboard input specifies the maximlill nl.Jllber of minutes. 
The input must be positive; decimal values are not allCMed. 

DEFAULT: 60 MINUTES 

!LISTI 

Use the ILI'STI carrnand to display the PIACE-a::N text file of 
all !At.m:MATIC PIACEMEm'I paraneters. 'lllese paraneter settinqs 
are displayed on the function screen. 

The operator may use the !PRINT! softkey at the top of the 
function screen to print the file on the optional matrix 
printer. 

lrxml 

Pick lrx::NEI when finished settinq the IAt.m:MATIC PIACEMENTI 
paraneters. 'lbe current paraneter settinqs are saved; the 
menu flips back to the IAU'IDMATIC PIACE}tEN!'l menu. 

jCANCELI 

Pick !CANCEL! if the current paraneter settinqs are to be 
iqnored. !CANCEL! does not chanqe paraneters that were 
previously saved with the !~I carmand. 
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5. THE I Atrro-PIACE OOARD I a:MWID AND THE PI.ACE-r.cx:; TEXT FILE 

To start autanatic placement of canp::>nents, pick the 
IAD'ID-PI.ACE OOARDI carmand. 'lhe system places ccmponents on the 
board in the followin::i sequence: · 

1. Placement of all unplaced ICs (if specified in the para:neters) • 

2. Placement of all unplaced DEVICES (if specified in the para:neters). 

3. Placement of all unplaced DISCRETES (if specified in the paraneters) • 

'lhe function screen mess~e line displays the followinq 
inform~tion: 

-AU'IDMATIC PI.ACEMENT SET-UP STARl'ED ••• PI.ACEMENl' SET-UP a»fi'!ZI'E-

'lhe systen then proceeds with the placement of the board. 'lhe 
message line displays the ccmponent reference desionator and the 
explicit drawinq coordinates for each component beinq placed. 

EXAMPLE: (PI.ACim Ull @ (600 ,1400) 

When the system canpletes the IAU'IO-PI.ACE OOARDI carmand, the 
systan executes the IRATSNEST! carmand. . 

THE PI.ACE-r.cx:; 

A PI.ACE-r.cx:; text file is created when the operator picks the 
!~TIC PI.ACEMENTI carmand. 'lhis is a text file of status information 
and error conditions: the system builds the loq file during 
executioo of the IAU'IO-PI.ACE EOA.RDI ccmnand. 

'lhe PI.ACE-u:x; may belisted at any time on the function screen 
with the LIST PI.ACE-L<:X;j CCIT'mand. It may also be printed with the 
IPRINI' PI.ACE-L<:X; canmand. 'lhe following information is contained 
in the file: 

GENERAL PI.ACEMENI' PARAMETERS 
PACKAGE SPACE JID;JUIREMENl'S 
KEEPIN/KEEPOOT AREAS 
PREPI.ACED C01PCNENTS 
NUMBER OF UNPI.ACED COMP. 
NUMBER OF PREPI.ACED COMP. 
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IC PI.ACEMENI' PARAMETERS 
DEVICE PLACEMENT PARAMETERS 
DISCRETE PI.ACEMENI' PARAMETERS 
FUNCTICN SWAP SUMMARY 
IC SWAP SUMMARY 
PIN SWAP SUMMARY 
ERRJR <XNDITICNS 
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1. ADDING SYMBOLS 
2. THE REFERENCE DESIGNATOR COMMANDS 
3. HOW TO USE THE REFERENCE DESIGNATOR COMMANDS 

4. USING THE !ASSIGN ALL REF DE~ AND 
jDEASSIGN ALL REF DESI COMMANDS 
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1. ADDING SYMBOLS 

You may place components in a board drawing by using the ADD SYMOOL 
camnands and the !ASSIGN REF DESI canmarrl. '!he ADD SYMOOL canmarrls place 
symbols from the canponent symbol library in the board drawing. '!he 
!ASSIGN REF DESI camnaoo makes the link between eadl symbol arrl the net 
data base that belong with this board drawing. 

You may use any one of the ADD SYMOOL camnams to pl ace canponent 
symbols in a board drawing. 

IADD SYMBOL[MENU] I Use this camnand followed by a pick fran the 
Telesis-prepared symbol menus to add a sym!:x:>l 
fran the Telesis-prepared library. 

IADD SYMBOL[USER] I Use this camnand followed by a pick fran your 
own custanized symbol menus to add a symbol 
from your own library. 

I ADD SYMBOL [NAME] I Use this camnand followed by a symbol file 
nane to add a symbol fran either library. 

Refer to the ComlYiarrl Description Section of the manual for the exact 
input sequence to use with each camnand. 
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2. THE REFERENCE DESIGNA'IDR CCMMANDS 

'!here are 3 reference designator canmands that can be used 
with board canp:ments: 

PURPOSE 

!ASSIGN REF DESI 1. To place reference designator labels on board canponents. 

2. To identify canponents on the l:x:>ard drawing with canponents 
in the net data base. When you use !ASSIGN REF DESI to label a 
canponent, the system looks in the net data base for the same 
reference designator. All of the net information belonging to 
that reference designator in the net data base can na.-.r be used 
with the l:x:>ard canp:ment. This identification is required so 
that the system can perform operations such as RATSNESI', NET 
CG1PARE, arrl NET LOCK., 

!CHANGE REF DESI '!he !CHANGE REF DESI canmand changes the text of the reference 
designator label you previously placed on a canponent with the 
jASSIGN REF DESI canmand. 

It does not change the relation to the net data base established 
when you originally use the !ASSIGN REF DESI canmand. The net 
information belonging to a canponent before the name change 
still belongs to the canponent. 

Usually, you use the jCHANGE REF DESI canmand when your l:x:>ard 
design is nearly canplete in order to bring the row and column 
reference designation into conformance with manufacturing 
standards. 

!DEASSIGN REF DESI This canmand has tw::> purp:>ses: 

1. To delete the text of the reference designator label you 
previously placed on a canponent with the !ASSIGN REF DESI or 
jCHANGE REF DESI canmands. 

2. To delete the link formed by the !ASSIGN REF DESI canmand 
between a board canp?nment and the net data base. 
After us~ lDEASSIGN REF DESI on a canponent, you may use 
jASSIGN REF DESJ again to give the canponent a new label arrl a 
new link to the net data base. 
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PREREQUISITES 

'!here are tw:> prerequisities for the !ASSIGN REF DESj, jOiANGE REF DESI, 
and !DEASSIGN REF DESI ccmnaros: 

1. 'Ihe ooard must be the active drawifl3. 

2. The net data base must be in the current project file. 

DIFFERENCE BE'IWEEN !ASSIGN REF DESI AND IA'ITACH REF DESI 

Ib not confuse the ASSIGN REF DESI ccmnard with the ATI'CH REF DESIGj 
canmaro or the !ADD REF DESIG canrnaro. Only the !ASSIGN REF DES CX)rnrnarxJ 
can associate a canponent on the board with a canponent in the net data 
base. 

Once you have placed a reference designator on a canp?nent with the 
!ASSIGN REF DESI canmaro, only the IOiANGE REF DESj or !DEASSIGN REF DES 
canrnands can be used to change or delete it. Ib not use the UPDATE TEXT 
or !DELETE TEXT! canrnards on these reference designators. 
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3. HOO 'ID USE THE REFERENCE DESIGNA'IDR CCM-WIDS 

'!he Ccrcmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use the 
!ASSIGN REF DESj, ICliANGE REF DES!, and !DE.ASSIGN REF DESI canmands. 

Here are sane general principles to keep in mind as you use than: 

• You may assign as many (or as few) reference designators as 
you like before going on the RATSNEST and NET CCMPARE operations. 
It is your option to \I.Ork on the whole board, or to \\Ork on 
it by section. 

• When you have assigned reference designators to all canponents 
on the board, the systan will display this message on the 
function screen: 

ASSIGNMENT OF REF DES CCJvlPLETE 

If you em the !ASSIGN REF DESI canmand before assigning all 
canp:ments, the system will display a long messa;e on the 
function screen listing all canponents in the net data base 
that have not yet been assigned in the board drawing. For 
IO and IC canponents, the list will give reference designators 
and device types. For DISCRETE canponents, the list will 
give reference designators and ccmponent values. 

• After using the I CHAJ\JGE REF DES I canmand, you may use the 
BA.a< ANNOTATE canmands to bring the schanatic reference desig
nators into conformity with those on the board drawing. 
(See p. NE'IDB-15.) 

If the system detects an error when you use the !ASSIGN REF DESI, 
!CHANGE ~F DE~I, or jD~SIGN REF DESI canmands, the function 
screen will display an error messa;e .immediately after you 
pick the canponent involved in the error. 

ERRORS DETECTED WHEN THE !ASSIGN REF DESI CG1MAND IS USED 

REF DES ALREADY USED; PLEASE ASSIGN NEXT REF DESl: 

'Ihe reference designator you are trying to assign has alrecdy 
been assigned to another canponent. The systan will skip 
this reference designator and assign the next one with your 
next (P). · 
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NO SUCH REF DES ON SOI.EMA.TIC: PLEASE ASSIGN NEXT REF DES!: 

'!he system does not recognize the existence of this 
reference designator on your schanatic. (Did you remember 
to use the !EXTRACT NETLISTI ccmnand on all sheets of your 
schanatic?) '!he system will skip this reference designator 
am assign the next one with your next ®. 

WRCN; DE.VICE OR VALUE: PLEASE PICK A DIFFERENT CCMPONENT!: 

'll'le cani;x:ment you have picked is a device type or value 
inconsistent with the net data base infonnation. This 
reference designator will be assigned to the next canponent 
of the correct type or value that you pick. 

WRCN; PACKAGE TYPE: PLEASE PICK A DIFFERENT CCMPONENT!: 

'll'le canponent you have picked is a package type inconsistent 
with the net data base information. This reference 
designator will be assigned to the next canponent you 
pick. 

ca-u?ONENT ALREADY ASSIGNED: PLEASE PICK A DIFFERENT CG1PONENT!: 

'!he canponent you have picked has alrec0y been assigned a 
reference designator. Your reference designator will be 
assigned to the next canponent you pick. 

ACCESS FAILURE! : 
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'!he system cannot relate your reference designator assign
ment to the net data base. If you receive this message 
with Your first @ , it may be that there is something 
wrorg with the net data base information. (Did you 
remember to use the !EXTRACT NETLISTI camnand on the 
schanatic drawing?) If you receive this message only after 
several ® s, the problem is probably limited to the 
canponent you last picked. 

'!he !ASSIGN REF DESI camnand is effectively cancelled 
when you receive this message. 

When you receive this message, you should use the 
I CANCL ACTV DRWNG I oomnand or the I SAVE D~ NEW JN I 
canmaro to close the drawing. Then, use the !OLD DRAWING! 
canmand to activate the previous revision of the drawing 
am begin \¥0rking again. 

BE CAREFUL! : Do not use the I SAVE D~ OLD JN I camnand 
after receiving the ACCESS FAIWRE! message. If you do, 
you will be destroying the previous revision of the 
drawing. 



ERRORS DETECTED WHEN THE !CHANGE REF DESj CG1MAND IS USED 

CCMPONENT 001' ASSIGNED!: 

'Ihe !ASSIGN REF DES! cc:mnarii has not yet been used on this 
component. Your reference designator text will be placed 
on the next canponent you pick. If you want to skip this 
text, pick l~I before picking the next canponent. · 

DUPLICATE REF DES NAME!: 

You are using a reference designator name that already 
exists on another canponent. The systan warns you of this 
but allows you to do it on the assumption that you will go 
on to change the reference designator text on the other 
canponent involved in the duplication. 

ACCESS FAIWRE!: 

'lllis message means the sane with this rommaoo as it means 
with the· I ASSIGN REF DES I commarrl: the systan cannot 
relate your input to the net data base. 

ERRORS DETECTED WHEN THE !DESASSIGN REF DESI CG1MAND IS USED 
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'llle !ASSIGN REF DESI canmarrl has not yet been used on this 
canponent. Go on to pick another canponent or pick !CANCEL!. 



4. USING THE !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI AND THE !DEASSIGN ALL REF DESI cn.1MANDS 

The !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI and !DEASSIGN ALL REF DESI commands allow 
you to batch assign ana batch deassign reference designators on a 
ooard drawing. The system performs eadl assignment (or deassignment) 
autanatically. These ccmnands operate much fa.ster than the current 
!ASSIGN REF DESI and !DEASSIGN REF DESl ccmnarrls. However, you must use 
the !UPDATE TEXT! canmand to label the reference designators on each 
l:x>ard corrp:>nent symbol prior to using the !ASSIGN ALL REF DES I command. 

When you use the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI canrnand, the system scans 
the net data base for all reference designators mt currently assigned 
to the canponent symbols in the 00ard drawing. The system then 
proceeds with the assignment of each reference designator to its 
a::mponent symbol on the drawing. 

With I DEASSIGN ALL REF DES I , the system scans the ooard drawing 
and deassigns all reference designators that were previously assigned 
with the !ASSIGN REF DESI ccmnand, or with the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI 
corrmand. 

PREREQUISITES 

1. The ooard drawin.q must be active. 

2. The net data base must be in the current project file. 

3. You must use the jUPmTE TEXT! canmand to label the reference 
desiqnator on each comµ:>nent symbol on the drawing prior to 
usinq the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI. 
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THE I ASSIGN ALL REF DES I CCMMAND 

Before using the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI corrmand, ensure that all 
board component symbols displayed on the drawing are labeled with 
each reference designator to be assigned. The I UPDATE TEXT I camnand 
links each board component symbol to the appropriate reference 
designator in the net data base when you pick the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI 
ccmmand. 

When you pick !ASSIGN ALL REF DESj, the system scans the net data 
base for all unassigned reference designators linked to the board 
component symbols on the drawing. The function screen message line 
displays: . 

BEGINNI~ 'IO ASSIGN REFERENCE DESIGNA'IDRS 

The system then proceeds with the assignment of each ref~rence 
designator to its board canponent symbol, one at a time. The messa;)e 
line displays the reference desiqnator during the assignment. 

ASSIGNI!'l; REFERENCE DESIGNA'IDR U2 

While the system is running the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI carunand, the 
message line displays. 

SCANNI!'X; THE DRAWir-K; FOR UNASSIGNED REF DES' S 

This message appears when the system scans every ten canponent 
symbols on the drawin;. 

Wien all the reference designators stored in the net data base are 
assigned, the system issues a prompt stating that the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI 
command is complete: it also displays the number of reference designator 
assignments that occurred. 

CX'MPLETED, 6 ASSIGNS OCCURRED 

The system then displays the REF-DES-Im file on the function screen. 
This . is a text file that is created when you pick the I ASSIGN ALL REF DES I 
canmand. It lists the status information and error conditions occurinq 
during the assignment of all reference designators. 

IDI'E: If you pick CANCEL during the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI canrnand, 
the REF-DES-Im file is still created: it contains all 
status information that was filed prior_to !CANCEL!. 
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EXAMPLE: REF-DES-LJ:X; 

REF-DES-LOO 17-VAN-84 10:30:51 

project ACC-TEST 
drawirq R:B 

Beqinninq to assign reference designators 
Canpleted. 6 assiqns occurred 

MESSAGE: ASSIGNED 
ref des Cl syml:x>l origin x 2000 
package CAPRAD300 devke 

MESSAGE: ASSIGNED 
ref des C2 symbol origin x 800 
package CAPRAD300 device 

MESSAGE: ASSIGNED 
ref des J · symbol origin x 200 
package CCNlSS/156 device 

MESSAGE: ASSIGNED 
ref des R* symbol origin x 1900 
package RES400 device 

MESSAGE: ASSIGNED 
ref des R2 · symbol origin x 1200 
package device 

MESSAGE: ASSIGNED 
ref des U2 symbol origin x 1200 
package device 
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POSSIBLE WARNINGS AND ERROR MESSAGES WHEN USING THE I ASSIGN ALL REF DES! CcntA.\TI 

~I~: SYMBOL HAS NO REF DES IABEL, NO ASSI~"T MADE 

A canponent symbol on the board drawing is oot labeled with a 
reference designator or text point. Use the !UPDATE TEXT! 
cxmnand to label the symbol. 

WARNING: BLANK REF DES TEXT ON PACKAGE SYMBOL, NO ASSI~'"m' MADE 

This message appears in the REF-DES-LCX; file if !UPDATE TEXT! 
was used without the input of a reference designator label. 

WARNING: PACKAGE SYMOOL HAS EXTRA PINS NOI' IN '!HE NET DATA BA.SE, 
ASSIGNMENT MADE 

ERR.JR: 

ERR.JR: 

ERROR: 

ERR.JR: 

This irrlicates that a canponent symbol has extra or unused 
pins on ICs, edqe connectors, etc. 

REF DES R3 N01' IN NET J:Yl.TA BASE, NO ASSIG~ MADE 

When usirg the !UPDATE TEXT! cc:mnand to label reference 
designators on canponent symbols, ensure that you input 

· the proper reference designator for each canponent. 

NET D.l\TA BASE REQUIRES PACKAGE 'IYPE DIP14 
OOES NOI' MA'JX:H PACKAGE SYMOOL NAME DIP16 
NO ASSIGNMENT MADE 

'!his error appears in the REF-DES-LCX; if a reference 
designator is labeled to the wrong canponent symbol when 
using the !UPDATE TEXT! caranand. 

REF DES Ql ALREADY ASSIGNED, NO ASSIG™ENT MADE 

This occurs if the !ASSIGN REF DESI carmand was used to 
assign a reference designator to a o:xnponent symbol prior 
to running the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI coomarrl. 

NET-DATA-BASE REX;lUIRES VAWE 100 
OOES NOI' MATCH PACKAGE VAUJE 1500 
NO ASSIGNMENT MADE 

This error occurs if the value assigned to the schematic 
symbol does not match the value assigned to the board 
canponent sYfllbc?l. 
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NOTE: WHEN USING THE !UPDATE TEXT! Ca.1MAND 'IO IABEL REFERENCE DESIGNATORS 
'IO COMPONENT SYMBOLS, DO NOT USE THE KEYBOARD CARRIAGE RETUR..~ 'IO CREATE 
MULTI-LINE ENTRIES. THE SYSTEM ONLY ASSIGNS A MULTI-LINE REFERENCE DESIGNATOR 
IF IT APPEARS IN THE SCHEMATIC SYMBOL, AND IS IABELED IDENTICALLY ON THE 
OOARD SYMOOL WI'rH THE I UPDATE TEXT I COMMAND. 

USING THE !DEASSIGN ALL REF DESI COMMAND 

After assiqninq reference designators to individual board component symbols 
with the !ASSIGN REF DES command, or with the batch !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI command, 
you may use the DEASSIGN ALL REF DES I corrunand. This o:mmand simply deassigns all 
previously assigned reference designators. 

Use !DEASSIGN ALL REF DESI on the board drawing prior to making engineerinq 
changes to the schematic drawi03. 

You may then, 

1. Update the schematic drawing 
2. !EXTRACT NETLISTI 
3. Label the reference designator to each component symbol on 

the board drawing with !UPDATE TEXT!. 

4. Use the !ASSIGN ALL REF DESI command to batch reassign the 
reference designators to the canponents on the board drawing. 

When you pick !DEASSIGN ALL REF DES I, the system displays the following 
message on the function screen. 

-->PAGE 

THIS CDMMAND WILL DEASSIGN ALL REFERENCE DESIGNATORS 
ON 'IHIS OOARD DRAWING. 

"--> PAGE" TO CONTINUE AND DEASSIGN 
"CANCEL" TO TERMINP\TE WITH NO DEASSIGN 

CANCEL 

If you pick l~fEL , the system terminates the !DEASSIGN ALL REF DESI 
corrn:iand. If you pick . -->PAGE I, the system then proceeds to deassign all 
assigned reference designators from the board drawing. 

During the deassignrnent, the function screen message line displays the 
percentage of reference designator deasssignrnent. 

EXAMPLE: DEASSIGNING ALL REFERENCE DESIGNA'IORS "BOARD 20% DEASSIGNED" 
"BOARD 40% DEASSIGNED" 
"OOARD 60% DEASSIGNED" 
"BOARD 100% DEASSIGNED" 

m1PLETED, 6 DEASSIGNS OCCURRED 
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PLACING COMPONENTS ON A BOARD DRAWING USING A PLACEMENT TEXT FILE 

Components can be placed on a board drawing using placement information 
contained in the Place-Txt file. The Place-Txt file takes up less room 
on the system disk than a board drawing; therefore, it is useful for 
storing placement information that provided optimum results for other 
system utilities. Since the Place-Txt file is an ASCII file, placement 
information can be transferred between different CAD systems. The 
Place-Txt file can be created automatically using the CREATE PLACE-TXT 
command, or the file can be created manually using normal text editing 
procedures. 

The Place-Txt file lists the reference designator, X and Y coordinates, 
and rotation angle of each component on a board drawing. The Place-Txt 
file can contain placement information for an entire board or the file 
can be edited to contain placement information for a particular section 
of a board ( such as a memory array ) • Only one Place-Txt file can 
exist in any project; to store more than one placement file in the same 
project, rename additional placement files (Place-Txt is system default). 

The Place-Txt file can be transferred between various CAD systems if 
the file is in ASCII, and the following format is maintained on both 
systems : 

Ref Des X and Y coordinate Rotation Angle 
(in 90 degree 
increments) 

Ref er to CREATE PLACE-TXT in the COMMANDS DESCRIPTION section of this 
manual for procedures to create a Place-Txt file from a board drawing. 
Refer to the Telesis Keyboard Text Editor section within the BASICS 
section of the Users Manual for procedures to create a text file 
manually (name the file Place-Txt and ensure that the format shown 
above is maintained). 

When the PLACE BY-TXT command is selected, the system places components 
in the Net Data Base on an active board drawing at the locations 
specified in the Place-Txt file. The system automatically assigns a 
Reference Designator to each component that it places on the board 
drawing. As the board or section of board is being placed, the system 
creates a PLACETXT-LOG file that lists placement status. The file 
lists the X and Y coordinate of each component listed in the Place-Txt 
file and indicates whether or not the component was placed successfully. 
Any errors or warning messages associated with the placement of the 
component are listed in the file. Refer to PLACE BY-TXT in the 
COMMANDS DESCRIPTION section of this manual for procedures to place 
components on a board drawing using the PLACE BY-TXT command. 
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THE l?ATSNEST 

1. USING THE ~ATSNESTI COMMAND 

2. HISTOGRAMS OF CHANNEL USAGE 
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1. US!~ THE I RATSNEST I CCMWID 

PURPOSE 

'!he IRATSNESTI camnand instructs the systan to display the shortest 
possible connections between the unconnected pins of each net on your 
boaro layout. 

'!he resultill3 RATSNEST is a visual aid in the placanent and routill3 
of your board. 

Below is an example of the graphics screen appearance after pickifl3 
I RATSNEST I : 

PRERmUISITES 

1. The board must be the active drawing. 

2. Net data base must be in the current project file. 

3. You must have used the I ASSIGN REF DES I ccmnand on at least 
sane of your board canponents. The RATS-JEST will only 
include those nets connecting can:i;onents to which you 
have assigned reference designators. 

HCM 'ID USE THE CCM-1AND 

'!he Carnnand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
the IRATSNESTI camnand. 

Here are sane general principles to keep in mirrl as you use it: 

• TIME REX)UIRED FUR RATSNEST 

Ratsnest lines are drawn quickly on an unconnected boaro. 
01 a partially routed boaro, the RATSNEST requires a considerably 
longer time~ in sane cases, more than an hour. 
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• RATSNEST LINES ARE RIJBBERBANDED 

RATSNEST lines are rubberbarrled as you make changes to 
}'Our board: 

...---------------. 

GRAPHICS SCREEN BEFORE 
MJVI~ W1PONENT 

GRAPHICS SCREEN AFTER 
MJVI~ <n1PONENT 

As }'OU edit am lines are rubberbarrled, the resulting 
RATSNEST lines may no longer be the shortest possible inter
connections. You may repeat the jRATSNESTI canmand to 
replace the rubberbarrled lines with new RATSNEST lines. 

• REPEAT!~ THE RATSNEST CXJo1MAND USES DISK SPACE 

You should be aware that if you repeat the IRATSNESTI ccmnand 
several times, }'OU may be using as much as 1000 blocks of disk 
space. 
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REMJVIN; RATSNEST LINES AFTER CONNECTICNS ARE RCXJTED 

AATSNEST lines remain displayed as you rout your board 
tmless you renove them. To remove RATSNEST lines for· 
connections you have routed, repeat the IRATSNESTj canmand: 

GRAPHICS SCREEN BEFDRE 
REPEATIN; RATSNEST CCMMAND 

GRAPHICS SCREEN AFTER 
REPEATIN3 RATSNEST C0"1MAND 

• PGVER AND GRCXJND SI~ 

Power and ground signals will not be ratsnested if you 
specHv power and ground layer in your LAYERS'ID file. 

• BLJ\NKIN; THE RATSNEST DISPLAY 

'Ihe RATSNEST is on layer 101. You may use the 
IBIANK LAYER! canrnand on layer 101 if you wish to remove 
the RATSNEST fran your view. 

To display it again, use the jDISPLAY LAYERj canrnand. 

• CANCELLIN:; THE RATSNEST BEFDRE IT IS CCMPLETED 
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Use the !CANCEL! caranand if you want to cancel the RATSNEST 
before the system has finished drawiN;; it. Lines alrecdy 
drawn will remain, but oo new lines will be drawn. 



2. HIS'ImRAMS OF CHANNEL USAGE 

In a:3di tion to displaying a RATSNF.ST, the systan displays 2 histograns 
of channel usage when you use the I RATSNFSr I ccmnand. 

'Ihe hist.ogran at the left of your drawing represents the connections 
passing throuc:1h the horizontal channels of your drawing. 

'Ihe histogran at the bottan of your drawing represents the connections 
passing through the vertical channels of your drawing. 

If your board is partially routed, these histograns do not inclooe 
routed lines as well as ratsnest lines. 

'!he histograns are on layer 102. You may use the !BLANK LAYER! 
canmand to remove the histogran display. Use the !DISPLAY LAYERj canmand 
to display it again. 

NOI'E: Histograns of channel usa;e do not ch~e as you edit the 
board unless you repeat the I AATSNEST I canrnand. Doing so will 
give you uEX!ated hist.ograns. 
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1. TELESIS FEATURES USED WITH THE 

~DD CONNECTION COMMAND 
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1. TELESIS FEATURES USED WITH THE !ADD CONNECTION! CClw1MAND 

'!here are t't.O ways to interconnect a boa~d using the Telesis systan: 

1. MANUAL INI'ERCONNECI'ION: using the jADD CONNECTION! corranarrl 
described in this section. 

2. RCXJTER: usifl3 the auto router described in the next section. 

As you interconnect the board, there are a number of Telesis features 
that can be used in conjunction with the !ADD CC?.JNECTIONj corranarrl to 
assist you in your work: 

NECK 

NECJ< 
DRILL 
SET LAYER PAIR AND SWAP LAYERS 
NET LOCKI~ 
DEIBTING A NET 
NET HIGHLIGHTING 

'!he INECKI canrnam is used durifl3 the jADD CONNECTION! corranarrl. It 
allows :you to narrow the width of one segment of a connect line so that 
it can be placed in a space too narrow to accc:mrodate its full width. 

'!he Cornmam Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
th is canrnam • 

DRILL 

'!he jDRILLj conunarrl is used durifl3 the IADD CONNECTION! corranarrl. 
It allows you to place a via at the em of a connect line segment, and 
continue the connect line on a different layer of your drawirg. 

'!he Corrunam Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
this carunam. 

SET LAYER PAIR AND SWAP LAYERS 

'!he I SET LAYER PAIR! canmam is used to establish the layers to be 
alternated (as active) when you use the DRILL canrnarrl. 'Ihe I SWAP I camnarrl 
is used to switch fran one of these layers to the other without using the 
I DRILL I conunam. The Corranam Description Section of the manual tells you 
how to use these canmams. 
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NET LOCKING 

The canmarrl Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
the net lock conmarrls. The table below tells you when to use them. 

CC»1AND WHEN 'IO USE IT 

I NETI.OCK ON I I NETLOCK ON! prevents you fran makifl:3 any 
connection on the board that is not also 
in the net data base. 

I NETI.OCK OFF I This canmand removes the restriction 
placed by the INETLCX.:K ONj canmarrl. 
use !NETLOCK OFFI when you want to place 
a connection on the board that (because 
of error or engineering change) does not 
show up in your net data base. Use it 
also when you want to swap pins while 

I 
interconnecting a board. 

The net lockifl:3 commands af feet the results of the I NET CCMPARE I 
corrmand (see section on NET COMPARE) • 

If you have had net 1ockifl:3 off, and have made board connections 
that differ fran net data base connections, these differences will be 
listed in the NET-CCMPARE-REPORI'. 

I 

If _you have hcrl net lockirg on consistently while interconnecting 
the board, the NET-CG1PARE-REPORI' should show no differences. You should 
use the INET CG1PAREI cornmarrl, nevertheless, to double-check for accuracy. 

DELETING A NET 

'Ihe IDEL NET SECTION! carunarrl allows you to delete a connected set 
of connect lines. 

The Canmarrl Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
th is canmarrl • 
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NET HIGHLIGHTING 

'!he Ccmnarn Description Section of the manual tells you how to use 
the net highlighting camnands. The table below tells you when to use 
then. 

I HIGHLIGHT NET! use this camnarrl as a visual aid. It high
lights an entire set of connect lines and pins 
when you pick any one of the lines or pins in 
the net. 

I HLIGHT NET/NUMBRI HIGHLIGHT NET BY NrnBER. Use this conunand as 
a visual aid when you know the net m.mber but 
when you may not know the exact location of 
net on the graphics screen. 

IDEHIGHLIGHT NET! Use this camnand to return a highlighterl net 
to its nonnal color. 

'!he highlighting camnands will highlight any members of the net 
displayed on the graphics screen--ratsnest lines, connect lines al'Yd/or 
connect points--even if the net has not yet been interconnected. 

Only one net can be highlighterl at a time. When you highlight 
a second net, the currently highlighterl net will autanatically be 
dehighlighterl. 
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'l'HE RCXJTER CAPABILITY' AND 'l'HE TELESIS SYSTEM 

1. GENERAL INFORMATIOO 

'!he Telesis autanatic routinq capability places connections on the 
board drawing. '!his feature operates according to physical design rules, 
paraneters, and restrictions established by the operator. {'!he router 
capability is referred to as the "auto-router" in this manual.) 

When the jm.JTERI carmand is picked, the systen opens a control file called 
KXJTER-CCN. 'll1e R:XJTER-CCN text file contains the paraneter information needed to 
operate the auto-router. 'llle operator may proceed to set the auto-router 
paraneters, or start the router using default paraneters set by the systen. 

In either case, the systen uses the a:x.JTER-CCN file and the essential 
drawing information in the net-data-base to route each connection. 

Presently, there are four ccmnands that operate the auto-router in four 
different ways: 

IRCXJTE OOARDl 

jlOJTE NET! 

l RCXJTE BY WINIXMI 

IRXJTE PIN PAIR! 

When the operator selects one of these carmands, the systen scans 
the net-data-base and assembles all the required information. '!he 
systen then proceeds to route each connection. 

'll1e dia:rran below illustrates the automatic router capability. 
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SUMMARY OF STEPS 'l'O FOLLCM WHEN OSM3.'IHE AU'l'O-RCUrER 

'nlere are four preparatory steps to follow prior to starting the auto-router. 
Careful planning of these steps will achif!Ne optimun PC board routing. 

Each step is smmarized below and treated in greater detail in the pages that 
follow. 

STEP 1. PREREX;.UISITES 

o A board drawil'lCf (with a net data base) must be active. 

o All comp:>nents should be placed. However, if an lD'lplaced canponent is fol.D'ld, a 
warning is logged and the canp:>nent is ignored. 

o A pin description text file for e1ery component in the board drawing must be in 
the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

'OO!'E: Fdge connectors must have pin files. If a single edge connector has 
fingers defined on the drawing as lines-at-width or as rectangles, pcrl data 
does not need to exist in the pin file. 

o A IAYERS'lD text file must be in the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

o A PDRC-cc:N (physical design rules checking) text file must be in the current 
project or in the SYSTF.M-LIBRARY. 

o The net-data-base must be created with device files if floating connector pins are 
used during routing. 

STEP 2. USI~ '!HE !ADD RECTANGLE! roMMAND 

Use the IADD RECTANGLE! canmand on specific data base layers to indicate: router 
keep-in, via-inhibit areas, and etch-restriction areas. 

STEP 3. PIO< '!HE IRCXJTERI CCMWID 

Pick the IRCXJTERI carmand on the PC board menus to begin auto-router set-up and 
to display the first router menu page. Then, select and use the comnands that 
place restrictions on the router. (e.g., Use !SET t-l>-R:XJTE NET! to specify nets 
not to be routed.) 

STEP 4. SEITIN:; '!HE R:XJTER PARAMETERS 

Pick the !SET R'.XJTER PARMS! carmand to display the router paraneters menu pcge. 
'nlen, select and input the paraneters to be used during the router operation. 
Each paraneter is a tool that controls the auto-router. 'nle operator may use 
these tools to obtain the best routing results on a board drawing. 
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STEP 5. STARI'Ir-l3 '!HE !{'XJTER 

Use the RCUTE OOARDj, I RJUTE BY WINIXWI, I R'.:XJTE NET!, or the 
jRCUTE PIN PAIR carmand to start the router. A considerable delay will occur 
while they system sets up the necessary files and information needed by the 
router. 'Ihe system then proceeds to route the connections in the board drawing 
according to the carmand specified. 

STEP 6. ELIM~TI:r-l3 VIAS (Optional) 

When the system canpletes the router operation, use the !VIA ELIMINATE! cornnand 
to instruct the system to try to eliminate any unnecessary vias placed in the 
drawing. 'Ihe system does not re-route C'Ol'lnections as vias are eliminated. 

STEP 7. EDITJN; CCNNECTICNS (Optional) 

Use the jEDIT COONECTICNSj ccmnand to display the corrmand menu used to 
interactively a:Jd and edit connections on the board drawing. 

NOI'E: 'Ihe operator will ex~rience a sliqht delay when using 
jVIA ELIMINATE! and \EDIT CCNNECTICNSj after running the 
auto-router. 'Ihe system requires set-up time before these 
corrmands can be used. (See VIA ELIMINATION and EDITING 
MANUALLY for additional information on these cx:mmands.) 

LIMITATICNS OF '!HE 10.JTER 

o A maximum of 800 pins in a routed net are allowed. If a net has more than 
800 pins, the first 800 will be routed and the remainder will be ignored 
by the system. 

o A net cannot have more than 1300 connect points, or 1300 connect-lines. 
'!his incltrles existing C'Ol'lnections a:Jded manually, or with prior 
use of the auto-router. 

o '!he system allows a maximLJn of 200 floating pins per connector. 

o A connect-point may contain up to 50 attached connect-lines. 

o A connect-line may contain up to 49 line-seqments. 
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2. PRERmUISITES 'IO OPERATIN:i 'll1E Al.J'ID-OCXJTER 

o A board drawing (with a net-data-base) must be active. 

o All ccmponents should be placed. After the system sets up the 
required files needed by the router, components ~ be placed 
in the board drawing without exiting fran the router menus. 

When the router is started, a message will ~ar on the function screen 
if unplaced can}?Jnents exist in the net-data-base, with all unplaced 
ccmponents listed in the IO.JTER-Im. 

o A pin description file for f:Ner'j ccmIX>nent (except edge connectors) 
must be in the current project of in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

F.dqe connector symbols in the board drawinq must show fingers as 
connect-points surrounded by rectangles or a line-at-width. Each 
connect-point and its surrounding rectangle (or line) must be on 
the sane layer. 'lllis layer cannot be IAYER O. 

o A IAYERS'ID file must be in the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

OOI'E: 'Ille system does not route or ratsnest J:XJWer and ground 
nets if these nets ar~ specified as llnbedded-planes in 
the IAYERS'ID file. Furthermore, those layers defined as 
imbedded-planes cannot be specified as valid routing 
!ayers. 

o A PDRC-coN (physical design rules checking) text file must be in 
the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 'lllis file contains 
the physical design rules needed by the router. 

'OOl'E: 'lllis file must be naned PDRC-cON. PDRC-cON is the default 
nane given to the rules file when the fhlsical design rules 
check is run. Use the I OiG TEXT FILE NM caimand to change 
the file to PDRC-a::N if this file was created with pre-8301 
software. 

o 'Ille net-data-base must be created with device files if connectors with 
floating pins are declared in the router. Device files must be in the 
current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY when !EXTRACT NETLISTI or 
!LOAD 'I.XT NETLISTI is used to create the net-data-base. 

N:Yl'E: If connections are crlded interactively prior to using the router, 
use I NETLOCK I or I NET <D-1PARE I to ensure proper connections. Otherwise, 
the router will not operate if conflicting nets exist on the board and 
in the net-data-base. 



3. PREPARI~ 'ffiE OOARD DRAWIN3 WI'ffi 'ffiE IAOO RECT~LEI ™ND 

To prepare the board drawing for autanatic routing: rectangles 
must be.added to certain data base layers to indicate: 

1. Overall routing area 
2. Via inhibit areas 
3. Etch restrictioo areas 

'!be !ADD RECTANGLE! ccmnand must be used to place these rectangles. 
If the !ADD LINE! is used, the system does not ensure that a perfect 
rectangle has been placed. 

C7JERALL JOJTIN3 AREA (DBIAYER 146) 

'!he operator must place a rectangle on IAYER 146 to indicate the OV'erall area 
of the board to be routed. Connections created by the auto-router will be inside 
this rectangle. ('!bis is also called the "R:IUTER KEEP-IN" area.} A rectangle oo 
IAYER 146 is required before starting the auto-router, and must be placed on a 
grid equal to, or an eiJen multiple of the routing grid. '!bis will allow efficient 
"on-grid" connections during routing. (See INTERCCN-17, IOJTER GRID SIZE.) All 
routed connect-lines will be created inside the rectangle oo LAYER 146. A minimLm 
line-to-line spacing (line-to-pcrl spaciJ"¥3 for vias} will be maintained fran the 
KEEP-IN rectangle to the nearest line. 

ROUTER-KEEP-IN -----t 

DBLAYER 146 

J 
NC1I'E: IF '!HIS REC!'~ IS NOT PIACED CN 'IHE JOJTER GRID, OR AN EVEN 

folJLTIPLE OF 'IHE oourER GRID, 'IHE IOJTER WILL NOT STAR!'. 
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VIA INHIBIT AREAS 

Place rectangles on IAYER 44 to specify those areas on the board 
drawing where vias are disallowed. Via inhibit rectangles are optional. 

EXAMPLE: Rectangle arouoo edge connector and canponent symbol body 

mi @ 
@ Z**@ 
@ @ 
@ @ 
@ @ 
@ @ 
@ @ 

VIA INHIBIT 
DBLAYER 44 

J 

NOrE: Via inhibit rectangle may be placed on LAYER 44 when the symbol 
is created with the !CREATE SYMBOL! ccmnand. 
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ETCH RESTRICTIOO AREAS 

Place rectangles on the board drawing to specify areas of etch 
restriction during routing. Etch restrictions may be placed on LAYERS 70 
thrmgh 84. 

When a rectangle is 
placed on this layer: 

EXAMPLE: 

70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 

Etch will be restricted 
on this layer: 

all routing layers 
1 - (drawing layer 1) 
2 - (drawing layer 2) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 (drawing layer 14) 

Etch restriction on DBI.AYER 70 between connector pads. 
Etch restriction on DBI.AYER 72 over or between comp:>nent pins 
(connect p:>ints) on board solder side. 
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THE l rouTER I <D+WID 

'!be IRCXJTERI canmand allows the operator to open the router menus. 
When l:RCXJTER! is picked, there is a slight delay before the first router 
menu is displayed on the function screen. During this delay, the systen 
reads the KXJTER-a:N text file, creates log file called 10.JTER-r..cx:;, then 
extracts the design rules fran the PDRC-coN f ilee 

When the first router menu pa;e is displayed, the operator may 
proceed to set the router paraneters. However, the operator may start the 
auto-router using systen default paraneters. 

'!be following menu pa;e is displayed on the function screen when the 
l_FO.JT_ER_I ccmnand is picked. 

DCNE I IDRLD R)AM I<- MENU MENU ->I STA'IUS jDISPI..AY CANCEL 

l SET I I EDIT l I l I RXITER PAP.AMS <XNNECTIOOS 

RATSNES'I' I I I I I l 
LIST 

I I I !SAVE DRW SAME I ISAVE DRW NEW 
10.JTER-r..cx:; JN & CCNI'INUE JN & CCNI'INUE 

PRINT I I l I I I FO.JTER-r..a:; 

:ocul'E OOARD I I RCXJTE BY WINOCM I l RCXJTE NET I l RaJTE PIN PAIR 

Pick IM.ENU ->I to display the router restrictions. 

CANCEL 1 I w:>RLD R)AM I<- MEm I MENU ->I STA'IUS ZOCM 
MENU -> 

SET 
I I SET I I SET NO VIA ELIM I \sET FLDATDG roN/ NO-!OJTE NET NET LIN WID'IH 

DEL I I 
DEL I IDEL NJ VIA ELIM' !DEL FIDATim CCNI NO KXJTE-NET NET LIN WID'IH 

LST I I LST I ILST NJ VIA ELIM! II.SI' FIDATIN:; CCNl NO-!OJTE NET NET LIN WID'IH 

I I l I VIA ELIMINATE I I 
I 1 I I I I 
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SETI'!~ 'mE AI.J'IO-FOJTER RESTRICTICNS 

'll'lere are three comnands that allow the operator to set optional 
restrictions on the autc:r-router. 'Ihe following optional canmands must be 
set prior to starting the auto-router. 

SET 00-RCXJTE NET! 
SET NET LIN wroml 
SET FLOATI~ CCNI 

Refer to c:x>1MAND DESCRIPTION section of this manual for the exact 
input sequence for each carrnand discussed in this section. 

NOI'E: 'Ihe via restriction canmands on this menu pcge are discussed 
later in this section. (See VIA ELIMINATICN) 

ISET 00-IUJTE NETI 

Use this carmand to specify nets not to be routed. When the auto
router is started, the systen will not route the nets specified with 
this canmand. 'll'le operator must input the net nane, or net mJnber, 
when using this corrmand. Use a carrna ( , ) to separate inputs if roore 
than one net is specified. 

EXAMPLE: !SET NO-FOJTE NETI (NET NAME/NUMBER) 2, CLOCK+ IENTERI 

RESULT: Nets 2 and CLCCK+ will not be routed. 

'll'le !LST 00-RCXJTE NETI carmand may be used to list the nets selected 
by the operator. 'Ihe list is displayed on the function screen. 

'll'le IDEL NJ-10.JTE NETI ccmnam may be used to delete any net fran the 
list of 1'l>-RCXJTES. 

----,-----·-----
I SET NET LIN IDm I 

Use this ccmnand to specify the nets to be routed at specific line 
widths. When the autc:r-router is started, the systen routes these 
nets at the width specified, while unspecified nets are routed at the 
line width established by the !IUJTER LINE WID'IHI ccmnand. 

When using this carrnand, the operator must input the net nanes or net 
nllllbers, then input the line width [in mils] • Use a canma { , ) to 
separate the nets during input. The operator may only input one line 
width per list of nets when this canmand is used. Repeat the conmand 
to list additional nets at other line widths. 

EXAMPLE: !SET LIN IDmj (NET NAME/NUMBER) 5,6 (VAWE) 10 !ENTER! 

RESULT: Nets 5 and 6 will be routed at a 10 mil line width. 

Use the lrsr NET LIN IDml comnand to display the list of nets and 
widths specified with the !SET NET LIN WD'IHI ccmmand. Use the 
jDEL NET LIN VD'IHI camtand to delete any nets fran this list of 
special line widths. 
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NOTE: The net line width plus the minimun line to line spacing (operator 
defined in PDRC-cc:N file) cannot exceed the router grid size. (See 
INI'ERC00-17, R:XJTER GRID SIZE.) If it does, the net will not be routed. 

I SET .ru:lATING CCN I 
Use this carmand to specify floating connector pins. When the 

auto-router is started, the system will treat the floating connect points 
as interchangable. 

EXAMPLE: !SET FIDATIN:; CCNI (ENTER REF DES OF'CXMPOOEN'l') Jl !ENTER! 

(ENTER PINS) 1-12 I ENTER I 
RF.SULT: Connect p:>ints with pin nunbers 1 through 12 on canponent Jl 

will be treated as interchangable by the auto-router. 

The list of pins may be separated by a comna ( ,) or a hY?'len (-) to 
specify a series of pin nunbers. 

NOI.'E: Fdge connectors with floating pins must be extracted with 
de1Jice files when the net data base is created. (See PRE
~ISITES 'ID OPERATm:i '!HE AU'ID-ROOTER, INl'ERCCN-9.) 

Use the II.ST FLOATit-G CCNI carmand to list the pins specified for the 
canponent reference designator. Use the !DEL FLOATm:i CON! carmand to 
delete a connect p:>int, or connect points fran the list of floating 
connectors for each component reference designator specified with the 
!SET ru:lii\TIN:; CCNI canmand. 
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S. SE'ITI~ 'IBE AU'ID-ROOTER PARAMETERS (OPTICNAL) 

The !SET :EOJTER PARMS! C"Cmnand allows the operator to display the router 
paraneters menu. The operator may select and specify each routing parameter 
to be used by the system during routing. If the routing parameters are not 
specified, the system assigns default values for each parameter. 

When the !SET RXJTER PARMS! ccmnand is picked, the following menu is 
displayed on the function screen. 

DONE I I LIST CANCEL 
SET RXJTER PARMS 

mJTER I I l l GRID SIZE SKIP PASS l ------SKIP PASS 2 IPs WINIXl'l EXPAN 

IInJTI~ IAYERSl l Pl W!NJ:)(lq EKPAN I .1 P2 WINJ:)(lq EKPAN I I PS IAYER PAIRS 

CG1P P2 PS 
ORIENTATIOO I I Pl 

PIN KEEP PMAY. I I PIN KEEP AWN:! l I PIN KEEP AWAY 

DIA<nW. I !OJTER LINE I I I I ALLCMED WID'IH PS Jex:; SIZES 

lSTA'lUS MESSAGE! 
FRmUENCT lps 10.JTER TYPES! INUM PS EXEaJTESI l PS VIA A.LUWED 

As the operator proceeds to set the auto-router paraneters, the system 
stores each input in the Ra.JTE.R-ccN text file. The IOJTER-CON may be listed 
on the function screen at any time while the router paraneters menu is displayed. 
Any paraneter not set by the operator is assigned the system default value. 

NorE: When IIXJNEI is picked, the Jn11'ER-ccN text file is saved by 
the system, and is used when the auto-router is started. If the 
operator chooses not to start the auto-router after setting 
the parameters, the system deletes the old version of the file 
(default values or previously set values) when !IXJNEI is picked 
to exit the router menus. The function screen messa::1e line 
displays: 

text file Rl:JTER-CON REV 1 deleted 

However, if the operator picks !CANCEL! while setting the auto
router paraneters the system deletes all the new entries. The 
system maintains the previous R:XJTER-CCN file {default values or 
previously set values). 

When editing an existing IUJTER-COO file with the !SET m.JTER PARMS! 
canmand, the operator may up1ate any mmber of paraneters. When 
IOCNEI is picked, the system creates a new version of the file. 
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IKXJTER GRID SIZE! (DEFAI.JLT VAWE: 25 MILS) 

Use the IIUJTER GRID SIZEj camtand to specify the grid to be used during 
routing. 'Ihe following considerations must be noted before specifying the 
router grid size. 

1. IOJTER LINE WimH and LINE 'l'O LINE SPAC:m:; 

'Ihe router line width specified with the IIDJTER LINE WIDmj comnand, 
plus the line-to-line spacing (defined in PDRC-C'CN file) cannot exceed 
the router grid size. If the grid size and line-to-line spacing are 
set so that nets cannot be routed, an error will be written in the m.JTER-r..cx:; 
file stopping execution. If the values are set so that at least one net can 
be routed, the systan will route that net. All other nets will be skipped. 

EXAMPLE: jKXJTER LINE WIDmj 

LINE-'1'0-LINE SPACHt; 

'rol'AL 

= 12 mils 
+ 

= 13 mils (Operator-defined in 
PDf...C-ro-. file) 

= 25 mils {acceptable grid size) 

RESULT: 'Ihe routing grid must be equal to, or greater than the 
jRCXJTER LINE WIDmi plus the LINE-'1'0-LINE SPAC:m:;. 

If the !RCX.JTER LINE WID'IHJ plus the line-to-line spacing exceeds the 
IRCUTER GRID SIZE!, the systan will not route connections on the drawing. 
'!he following error message will appear on the function screen. 

EROOR IN PRJCESSI~. OIECK u::x:; FILE 

Use the !LIST m.JTER-rml comnand to display the violation on the function 
screen. 

2. PLACEMENT GRID 

'!he grid used during canponent placanent should be an even multiple of 
the grid established for routing. 'Ihis allows efficient "on-grid" 
connections to cx::cur during routing. "On-grid" connections will leave 
additional channels open on the drawing for later routes, and allows a 
higher auto-route canpletion. 

EXAMPLE: Grid used during canp:>nent placanent 

Grid established for routing 

- 100 mils 

- 25 mils 

RESULT: 'Ihe routing grid can be evenly divided into the placement 
grid. 
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l RCXJTIN3 LAYERS I (DEFAULT VAWE: 1 {HORIZCNI'AL) 2 (VERTICAL) ) 

Use the !RCXJTIN3 LAYERS! carmand to specify the routing layers to be used by 
the system. Drawing layers 1 through 14 are the only allowable routing 
layers. 

EXAMPLE: 

I RCXJTn~ LAYERS I CENTER HORIZOOTAL IAYERS) 1 I ENrERI 

(ENTER VERTICAL IAYERS) 2 !ENTER! 

RESULT: Horizontal connect lines will be routed on drawing IAYER 1. 
Vertical connect lines will be routed on drawing IAYER 2. 

To list rrore than one drawing layer for each direction, input a ccmna ( ,) 
between layer nl.J'llbers. 

EXAMPLE: 

IRCXJTm:; IAYERSI {ENTER HORIZCNrAL IAYERS) 1,3 !ENTER! 

(ENTER VERI'ICAL IAYERS) 2,4 !ENTER! 

NOI'E: To route on a single layer, simply pick !ENTER! after one pranpt, 
then input the layer nl.ltlber for the other:--'n1is will create one 
routing layer. 

ICCMP ORIENI'ATICNI {DEFAULT VAWE: V {vertical)) 

Use ICCMP ORIENTATION! to inform the system of the predominant orientation 
(horizontal or vertical) of the cant:onents in the ooard drawing. The system 
requires this information when the auto-router is started. 

EXAMPLE 

ICCMP ORIENTATION! (SPECIFY MAJORITY a::MP. HOR V) H !ENTER! 

o The keyboard input is H (horizontal) , or V (vertical) • 

I RCXJTER LINE WIIYIB I {DEFAULT VA.WE: 12) 

Use the !Ra.JTER LINE WID'IHI carmand to specify the line width to be used 
by the system during routing. All nets not specified with the 
jSET NET LIN WDrHI carmand will be routed at the line width specified with 
the jJnJTER LINE WIDTH! camnand. 

EXAMPLE: 

I JnJTER LINE WIDTH I (DEFAULT RCXJTIN3 LINE WID'IH) 10 I ENTER! 

o The keyboard input must be t:ositive. Decimals and a 0-value are not 
allowed. 
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IDIAGCNAL ALLGJE:Dj (DEFAULT VALUE: Y [yes] ) 

Use the IDIAGCNAL AI..La-IBDI corrmand to specify whether the auto-router may 
use diagonal instecrl of square corners for routed connect lines. Diagonal 
corners, if allowed, are 45 degree connect lines exteooing across one 
diagonal grid interval. 

EXAMPLE: -I DIAGCNAL AI..LCMED I (YES OR NO [Y or N] ) Y I ENTER I 

EXAMPLE; CONNECT-LINE WITH 

! 
D Ui D 

U2 
0 

0 0 0 0 

!SKIP PASS ll 
jSKIP PASS 2j 

INUM PS EXEaJTESI 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 

(DEFAULT VALUE: N [NO]) 

(DEFAULT VALUE: N [NO] ) 

(DEFAULT VALUE: 2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

DIAGONALS 

When the auto-router is started, the system makes up to three attempts to 
place the connections called for by the caTrnarXI. Each attempt executed by 
the router is called a "pass". 

A "pass" places connections on the drawing according to parClllE!ters defined 
by the systemo During a pass, the system canpletes the connections that 
a:lhere to these system parameters. 

Currently, three "passes" are available: 

PASS 1 PASS 2 PASS 5 

When setting the auto-router paraneters, the operator may specify the pass, 
or passes to be used with the following caTrnarXIS: 

SKIP PASS 11 
SKIP PASS 2 
NUM PS EXECUTES! 

Ref er to the CCMMAND DESCRIP!'IOO of the manual for the exact input sequence 
for each of these cxrrmands. 
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o PASS 5 - 'lbis is the general two-layer pass. It attenpts to ccmplete 
all connections, inclt.rling .those that PASS 1 and PASS 2 
failed to canplete. When PASS 5 begins, it first attenpts 
routing of the shortest connections, then proceeds to route 
longer connections. 

There are two types of routers available in PASS 5. 'lbe 
first type is the line probe router; the second is the maze 
runner. 'lbe line probe router attenpts to canplete connections 
in the straightest possible path, while the maze runner 
considers a variety of directions before routing the 
connection. 

During PASS 5, the systen scans the "ideal routing window",?*? 
then considers the connection with the line probe, then the 
maze runner. The systen proceeds to route the connection when 
an available routi1"¥3 channel is located. 

~= A PASS 5 connection may route to an existing connect-line 
or via if it is part of the sane net, and within the routing 
window. This allows shorter connections to occur during 
PASS S. 

* 'lbe "ideal routi1"¥3 window" is a rectangle surrounding t~ 
pins (at opp::>site corners} that are to be connected. (See 
JO.JTER WINIXM EKPANSICN) 

The line probe router is faster, but will not canplete as 
many connections as the maze runner. 'lbe operator has the 
option of selecting one or tx::>th router types prior to 
starti1"¥3 the router. 
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EXAMPLE: LINE PROBE ROUTER 

0 
0 
0 
O ROUTING WINDOW 
0 
0 

oU2 
0 

CONNECT-LINE 0 
0 
0 
0 



EXAMPLE: MAZE RUNNER 

0 
0 
0 

__,... 

Ui 
0 
0 
0 
0 ROUTING WI 0 NOOW 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
I"' ' [;' 

-
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

......,_,... 

U2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

RCXJTER WINIXli EKPANSIOO 

IPl WINIXli EXPANI 

I P2 WINIXli EXP~ I 

IPS WINOCM EXPANI 

(DEFAULT VAWE: 5 [grid points]) 

(DEFAULT VAWE: 6 [grid points]) 

(DEFAULT VAWE: 8, 16 [grid points]) 

Use the "window expansion" ccmnands to specify the m1nber of grid points 
outside the "ideal routing window" the systen should consider when 
routing a connection. Window expansion is simply a method of defining 
the max:inu..m area, or boundary, allowed when the auto-router considers a 
connect path between two connect points. 'l'he operator may define the 
window expansion for each pass, or use the systen default values. 

Window expansion allows the systen to locate canplicated connect line 
paths on a congested drawing. Congested drawings usually require 
lai:ge routing windows. 

The exanple CX'l the following page illustrates a system default window 
expansion during PASS 5. 



EXAMPLE: TYPICAL PASS 5 WINDOW EXPANSION 

gu1 g 
0 0 
0 0 
0 

EXPANDED 
ROUTING WINDOW 

0 0 . 
0 .-.-----· - 8 GRID POINTS 

ROUTING 
WINDOW 

0 
0 

-----..--------......---0 

CONNECT-POINTS 

0 
0 
0 
0 

SYSTEM DEFAULT VALUE OF 8 
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R0.1TER PIN KEEP !W1K:lS 

jPl PIN KEEP AWAY! (DEFAULT VAWE: 2 [grid i:oints]) 

jP2 PIN KEEP AWAY! (DEFAULT VAWE: 3 [grid i:oints]) 

IPS PIN KEEP AWAY! (DEFAULT VAWE: O [grid i:oints]) 

Use these paraneters to specify the distance (in grid i:oints) a 
connect-line must travel before turning away fran a ccmponent pin. 
Pin "keep-aways" will force connect-lines to be routed away fran a 
row of pins; this allows routable channels to ranain open for later 
routes. 

When the auto-router is started, the systan first establishes the 
routing window (per pin pair) _anj the pin keep away values for each 
pass to be executed. The systan then proceeds to route each connection. 

All connect-line segments running parallel to cani:onent pin· rows 
(canp:>nent orientation) must keep this distance away fran the pins. 
Before routing to a pin, the connect-line must turn in a perpendicular 
direction. 

The operator may set pin "keep-away" distances, or use the system 
default paraneters. 

SETl'I~ PIN KEEP AWAY VAWES 

The following excmples illustrate various pin "keep-away" values am 
the resulting connect-line distances. Each exanple assumes a router 
grid size of 25 mils and a vertical canp:>nent orientation. 

The systan routes each connect-line to the specified pin keep away 
value, then in the direction that routes the pin pair. 

N01'E: A connection occurring in PASS 1/ PASS 2 will ignore a pin keep 
away value if a straight routing channel exists between a pin pair. 
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PIN KEEP 'AWAY VAUJE = 0 (VERI'ICAL CCMP<NENT ORIENTATICN) 
(25 MIL GRID SIZE) 

This value allows the system to route the connect-line to the first 
grid point tMay fran the center of the pcrl. The connect-line travels 
in the non-preferred direction (op:p:>site to can:p:>nent orientation). 
The connect-line must travel to this grid point before turning to 
complete the pin pair connection. 

EXAMPLE: PIN KEEP AWAY VALUE - 0 

1 

62 MIL PAD 

GRID 
POINTS 

01234 

0 
f'0..1- Ftt:Fe+ED ~CT-LI~ DIFECTIQ\J - ( ) 
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PIN KEEP Afil~ VALUE = l (VERl'ICAL ca.tPCNENT ORIENTATICN) 
(25 MIL GRID SIZE) 

This value allows the system to route the connect-line to the second 
grid point crway fran the center of the pad. The connect-line travels 
in the non-preferred direction (opposite to component orientation). 
The connect-line must travel to this grid point before turning to 
ccmplete the pin pair connection. 

EXAMPLE: 

J1 
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PIN KEEP AWAY VALUE - 1 

62 MIL PAD 

G=lID 
POINTS 

01234 

0 
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PIN KEEP AW'AY VALUE = -1 (VERI'ICAL Ca-tPCNENT ORIENTATIOO) 
(25 MIL GRID SIZE) 

This value allows the system to route the connect-line to the first 
routable grid point outside the canponent-pad. The connect-line 
travels in either the preferred or non-preferred direction. The 
system considers four possible directions fran the pcrl center. The 
connect-line must travel to one of four grid points before turning to 
complete the pin pair connection. 

EXAMPLE: PIN KEEP AWAY VALUE - -1 

MIL 

1 

PAD 

• • • • 
GRID 

POINTS 

PFEFEJ+ED / l\CN-A=EFEJ+ED CCN\ECT-Lil'E 

DIFECTICN -
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IPS I.AYER PAIRS! (DEFAULT VAUJE: 1,2 [for all executions]) 

Use this carmand to specify the routing layers to be used during PASS s. 
These routing layers must be specified with the l:R:XJrn:G I.AYERS! carmand. 

EXAMPLE: IPS I.AYER PAIRS! (ENI'ER I.AYER PAIRS) - Keyboard - IENrERI 
Input 

n::Yl'E: If the PASS 5 routing layers are different than the layers 
specified with the IRCXJTIN:i I.AYERS! carmand, the operator must 
reset the IRCXJTIN:3 I.AYERS! par211\eter before executing PASS S. 

For ex211\ple, if the operator wishes to route I.AYERS 1 and 2 
during PASS 1 and PASS 2, and then use LAYERS 3 and 4 during 
PASS S, the following procedure should be followed. 

Step 1. Specify I.AYERS 1 and 2 with the l RCXJTn:G I.AYERS I 
ccmnand. 

Step 2. Use the INUM PS EXEOJTESI carmand to specify 0-executions 
of PASS S .. 

Step 3 

Step 4. 

ProceErl to start the router with one of the router 
C<lTITlands (i.e. , I RClJTE OOARD I ) 
After the router has canpleted PASS 1 and/or PASS 2, 
use the !RCXJTIN:3 I.AYERS! carrnand to specify IAYERS 
3 ,4. (i.e., HORIZCNI'AL I.AYERS 3 VERI'ICAL 4). These layers 
must be valid routing layers. 

Step S. Use the jNUM PS EXEa.JTESj carrnand to specify the nl.ITiber 
of PASS S executions. 

Step 6. Use the !PS I.AYER PAIRS! carrnand to specify the PASS 5 
routing layers. (i.e., I.AYERS 3 and 4) 

Step 7. Use the I SKIP PASS l l and I SKIP PASS 21 carrnands to 
specify that PASS 1 and PASS 2 are to be skipped. 

Step 8. Proceed to start the router. 

RESULT: The system will route PASS S on layers 3 and 4. 

n::Yl'E 00 Sn:GLE I.AYER B:>ARDS 

When specifying the PASS 5 layer pairs for a single layer board, the operator 
must specify the single layer mJnber followed by a zero. For example, 1, O will 
allow the system to route on layer 1 only. 
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IPS JOO SIZES I (DEFAULT VALUE: 5 [for all executions]) 

Use this ccrrmarrl to specify the number of grid points a connect-line 
may turn vertically on a horizontal layer, and horizontally on a 
vertical layer. Routing "Jogs" allow the system to consider arrl use 
available routing channels (per layer) before inserting necessary 
vias to C'Cmplete a pin pair connection. 

EXAMPLE: IPS Jex:; SIZES I (ENTER Jex:; SIZES) 6,20 IENTERI 
o The keyboard input is the m.1nber of grid points. 

o The first execute of PASS 5 will jog connect-lines 
a maxinn.111 of 6 grid points. 

The second execute of PASS 5 will jog connect-lines 
a maximllll of 20 grid points. 

EXAMPLE: JOG SIZE OF 6 

HORIZONTAL. 
CONNECT-LINE 

ON HORIZ. LAVER 

I VERTICAL. ..JOG 
! --oN HORIZ. L.AYER 

BRIO)'~ +.-VIA SYMBOL. 
POINTS 

VERTICAL 
CONNECT-LINE 

ON VERTICAL LAYER 
HORIZONTAL. ..JOG 
ON VERT. L.AYER 

/ 
•••••• 
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IPS- FWTER T'tPESI (DEFAULT VAWE:B [Both]) 

Use this camland to specify the router type(s) to be used by the systan during 
PASS S. '!'1e operator may specify the line probe router, maze runner or both. 

EXAMPLE: !PS R:XJTER T'tPESj ('IYPE OF lUJTER [L-M-B] -Keyboard- !ENTERj 
Input 

L = line probe router 

M = maze runner 

B = both 

'Ihe operator may specify a value for each execution of PASS S. Separate 
each input with a blank space or camna. 

!PS v~ ALU:WEDI (DEFAULT VAWE: Y [YES]> 

Use this OCJlllland to specify if the router is to use vias during 
PASS S. 

EXAMPLE: !PS VIA ALU:WEDI (YES/00 PER .PASS [Y/N]) -Keyboard- !ENTER! 
Input 

'!'1e operator may specify a value for each execution of PASS S. 
Separate each Y or N with a blank space or CX>Illlla. 

ISTA'IUS MESSAGE FREQUENCY! (DEFAULT VALUE: 10} 

Use this paraneter to specify how frequently routing canpletion status is to be 
displayed on the function screen message line. '!'1e default value 10 indicates 
that the message is to be written after eiJery 10 connection attenpts. If the 
operator specifies a value of 0 for this paraneter, no status messages will be 
written. 

FURMAT: PS-2: <XMPLETES=XX FAILS=XX SKIPS=XX REMAINS=XX 

EXAMPLE: 

o PS-2 indicates P.~S S execution 2. '!'1e execution m.Jnber is only 
shown during PASS S since PASS 1 and PASS 2 only have one 
execution. 

o exlo1PLETES= - specifies the nunber of canpleted connections 
per pass execution. 

FAILS= - specifies the nunber of failed connections per 
pass execution. 

SKIPS= - specifies the mJtber of skipped connections. 

REMAINS= - specifies the nunber of ranaining connections to 
be attanpted in the pass executions. 

I STA'IUS MESSAGE FREX;:JUmet I Ct:Ra.JTE A'I'rEMPTS/STArus MESSAG> s mrER 
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THE STATUS MESSAGE DISPLAYED DURING ROUTING 

During routing, the system displays a message listing the status of the 
connections being routed by the Auto Router. The status message 
pertains only to the pass presently being routed ( i.e., the number of 
fails listed in the status message is the number of connections that 
could not be routed in this PASS out of the connections that were 
attempted during this PASS ) • The status message is updated after the 
number of attempted connections specified by the operator with the 
STATUS MSG FREQ command. The four categories listed in the status 
message are detailed below. 

The following figure illustrates the status message line. 

I PASS : EXECUTION COMPLETES FAILS SKIPS REMAINS I 

The Pass and Execution category lists the Pass being executed. The 
Execution category is only used for PASS 5 to specify which execution 
of PASS 5 is being executed. 

The Completes category lists the number of connections that the Auto 
Router successfully routed in this PASS. 

The Fails category lists the number of connections that the Auto 
Router could not route in this PASS. 

The Skips category lists the number of connections that the Auto 
Router did not attempt to route in this PASS because one of the 
component pins : 

is outside of the Router Keepin area 

is part of a net with a line width greater than the maximum line 
width being routed 

causes a Physical Design Rules Checking violation 

NOTE 

A pad-to-pad or line-to-pad violation will cause a 
skip for each component pin in violation. 
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is not available on the layer being routed ( i.e., during PASS 5 
the Auto Router will not attempt to complete a connection to a 
component pin that can only be accessed from layer 2 if the routing 
layer pairs are layers l and 3 ) 

NOTE 

The Auto Router can route a connection to a via 
or connect line that is connected to a component 
pin if the component pin itself is not available. 

is outside of the router window ( if the operator has selected 
ROUTE BY WINDOW ) 

is not part of the nets being routed ( if the operator has selected 
ROUTE BY NET ) 

is in a specified NO ROUTE NET ( if the operator has selected 
ROUTE BY NET ) • 

The Auto Router will not attempt to route a connection if the routing 
area required to route the connection is larger than the amount of 
memory available. The amount of memory required to route a connection 
depends on the distance between the component pins, the routing grid 
size, and the number of routing layers. 

The Remains category lists the number of connections left to be 
routed in this PASS. 

The following example illustrates the status message displayed during 
the second execution of PASS 5. The total number of connections that 
will be attempted during this execution of PASS 5 is 300. The Auto 
Router has completed 200 connections, failed to complete 20 connections, 
did not attempt to route 20 connections, and has 60 connections left to 
route. 

PS-2: COMPLETES=200 FAILS=20 SKIPS=20 REMAINS=60 
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Pl, P2, AND PS JOG LIMITS 

Pl JOG LIMIT 
P2 JOG LIMIT 
PS JOG LIMIT 

(DEFAULT VALUE 
(DEFAULT VALUE 
{DEFAULT VALUE 

-1) 
-1) 
-1) 

The Auto-Router uses jogs, when necessary, to route connect-lines. 
This parameter specifies the maximum number of jogs that the 
Auto-Router can use on a connect-line. 

The route a connect-line travels perpendicular to the routing 
direction of the board layer is a jog. On a horizontal routing 
layer, a jog is the route that the connect-line travels in the vertical 
direction. 

This parameter specifies the maximum number of jogs that the 
Auto-Router is allowed to use on a connect-line. If the connect-line 
requires more jogs than the maximum limit specified with this parameter, 
the connect-line will not be routed. 

If the operator specifies a jog limit of five, the Auto-Router will 
route only the connect-lines with less than five jogs. A value of -1 
specifies that there is no limit to the number of jogs that the 
Auto-Router can use on a connect-line. 

PS VIA LIMITS (DEFAULT VALUE : -1) 

The Auto-Router uses vias in PASS 5 to complete connections on the 
board that were not routed in PASS 1 or PASS 2. This parameter 
specifies the maximum number of vias that the Auto-Router can use 
on a connect-line. 

A via is a through-hole on the board that the Auto-Router uses to 
route a connect-line from one board layer to another. 

This parameter specifies the maximum number of vias that the 
Auto-Router can use on a connect-line. If the connect-line requires 
more vias than the maximum number specified with this parameter, the 
Auto-Router will not route the connect-line. 

A value of 0 specifies that the Auto-Router cannot use vias. A value 
of -1 specifies that the Auto-Router can use any number of vias on a 
connect-line. 
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PS VIA GRIDS (DEFAULT VALUE : X=O, Y=O) 

The Auto-Router uses via grids to determine the areas on the board 
where vias can be placed. This parameter specifies the distance 
between via grids in both the X and Y directions. 

A via is a through-hole on the board that the Auto-Router uses to route 
a connect-line from one board layer to another. Vias are used by 
the Auto-Router in PASS 5 to route connect-lines that were not routed 
in PASS 1 or PASS 2. A via grid is the area on a board where the 
Auto-Router can place vias. The Auto-Router will place vias on a 
connect-line only where via and routing grids line up. 

This parameter specifies the distance between via grids in both the X 
and Y directions. The Auto-Router will place via grids uniformly 
across the board at the distances specified by the operator. The 
operator can specify a distance between via grids in the X direction 
that is different than the distance between via grids in the Y 
direction. 

A list of via grids in both the X and Y directions must be specified 
for each PASS 5 execution. A value of e specifies that there are no 
via grids and allows the Auto-Router to place vias on any routing grid. 

The following figure illustrates the placement of via grids on the 
board when the operator specifies an X and Y via grid of 100 mils. 
The grid size shown is 25 mils. 
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NarES CN SETI'I~ THE RCXJTER PARAMETERS 

PASS S EXEOJTICNS 

The operator may specify up to 10 executions of PASS 5 with the 
jNUM PS EXECUTES! cc:mnarrl. Each PASS 5 routing parameter may contain up 
to 10 values, one for each execution. When setting a PASS 5 pare:meter, 
input a carma or blank space between each value. 

EXAMPLE: I NUMBER PS EXEOJTES I 3 I ENTER I 

I PS PIN KEEP ~I 0, -1 I ENTER I 
Result: During the first execution of PASS S, the system uses a pin 

keep CMay value of O. During the second execution, the 
system uses a pin keep away value of -1. 

NOI'E: If the operator specifies 10 executions of PASS S, and 
inputs only two values, the system will use the last value 
for the remaining executions. In the above example, the 
system would use a pin keep ~ay value of-1 for execution 3. 

Ref er to the CCM-1AND DESCRIPI'IOO section of the manual for the 
exact input sequence for each router paraneter. 

DISPrAY:m3 AND PRINI'I~ THE KX.JTER-COO TEXT FILE 

The operator may display and print the RCXJTER-COO file. The RCXJTER-COO 
file contains the latest auto-router paraneters settings. Use the !LISTI 
carmand on the router paraneters menu to list the file on the function-
screen. When the ROUTER-COO file is displayed, the operator may output 
the file to the matrix printer. Use the IPRINI'I CCltlllarrl at the top of the 
function screen to print the RCUI'ER-COO file. 
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EXAMPLE: ~TEXT FILE (IOJTER DEFAULT PARAME'TE.RS) 

GRID SIZE 
HORIZCNrAL IAYERS 
VERTICAL I.AYERS 
VERI'ICAL t'CMPCNENI' ROI'ATIOO 
OIAGCNAL.S ~ 
DEFAULT LINE WID'IH 
STA'IDS MF.sSAGE FRE7J(JENCT 

InJTE PASS 1 
PASS 1 WINIXl'l EKPANSIOO: 5 
PASS 1 PIN KEEP AWAY 2 

PASS 5 LIST'm;S 
t EKEC!JTIOOS : 2 

w.rNIX:M EXPAND 
PIN KEEP AWAY 
IAYER PAIRS 
JOO SIZES 
VI.AS ALI.atJED 
IOJTER T'lPE 

8 
: 0 

1:2 
5 
YES 
OO'm 

6. START!~ '!HE AO'JD-IOJTER 

16 
-1 
1:2 
5 
YES 
SJm 

:25 
1 

: 2 

:12 
:10 

R:XJTE PASS 2 
PASS 2 WINOCM EKPANSIOO: 6 
PASS 2 PIN KEEP AWAY 3 

'!here are four ccmnands used to start the auto-router. 'lhese ccmnands 
allow the operator to selectively route a board drawing. 

Each carmand is described below. However·, refer to CCM1ANO DESCRIPTIOO 
section of the manual for the exact input sequence for each carmand. 

I ImTE OOARO I 
'!his canmand routes the actively displayed board drawing. IRCXJTE OOARDI 
will attenpt to route all non-interconnected nets on the drawing. 'Ibis 
ccmnand has no effect on interactively placed connections, or connections 
placed with prior use of the router. 
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1. Which router will you be using (RSX or CoRouter)? 

Type 
Press 

System type (RSX or CoRouter) 
RETURN or ENTER 

2. What are the board dimensions? 

NOTE 

Board dimension is Router Keepin Area dimension. 

Please enter board X value (in INCHES) : 

Type 
Press 

Board width (in inches) 
RETURN or ENTER 

Please enter board Y value (in INCHES) 

Type 
Press 

Board height (in inches) 
RETURN or ENTER 

3. Would you like to specify all the routing layer directions? 
(Y or N) 

Type 
Press 

Y or N 
RETURN or ENTER 

NOTE 

If Y is specified, the system prompts with questions 
4 and 5. If N is specified, the system prompts with 
question 6. 

4. Which are your VERTICAL routing layers? (Use 1-14 only) 
(Please use a space to separate each layer number) 

Vertical routing layers : 

Type Layer numbers of vertical routing layers 
Press : : RETURN or ENTER 

5. Which are your HORIZONTAL routing layers? (Use 1-14 only) 
(Please use a space to separate each layer number) 

Horizontal routing layers : 

Type 
Press 
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6. What are your routing layers (use 1-14 only) (please use a space 
to separate each layer number)? 

Routing layers 

Type 
Press 

Layer numbers of board layers to be routed 
RETURN or ENTER 

7. Which layer is the component side? 

8. 

9. 

Type 
Press 

Which direction 
(H, v, or N)? 

Type 
Press 

Which layer is 

Type 
Press 

is 

Layer number of the component side 
RETURN or ENTER 

the etch going on the component side 

H, v, or N (for etch direction) 
RETURN or ENTER 

the solder side? 

Layer number of the solder side 
RETURN or ENTER 

10. Which direction is the etch going on the solder side (H, v, or N)? 

Type 
Press 

H, v, or N (for etch direction on solder side) 
RETURN or ENTER 

11. Are there finger connectors on the edge of the board (Y or N)? 

Type 
Press 
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If the operator specifies Y to question 11, the following USER ADVISORY 
will be displayed after all of the questions have been answered 

************************************************** 
USER ADVISORY 

If board contains CONNECTOR FINGERS without 
attached through-holes, then 
A rectangle (or multiple rectangles, if applicable) 
should be placed on layer RL, completely enclosing 
the connector and extending to the first row or 
column of component pins. 

To determine layer RL, use the following logic 

IF the connector is on the TOP or BOTTOM then 
RL = 220 + the horizontal layer that the 
connector is on. 

IF the connector is on the LEFT or RIGHT side then 
RL = 220 + the vertical layer that the 
connector is on. 

************************************************** 

This USER ADVISORY describes Reverse Routing 
Direction rectangles that can be placed on the 
board drawing. For more information about 
Reverse Routing Direction rectangles, refer to 
subsection 3. 

12. What is the primary component orientation (H, v, or N)? 

Type 
Press 

H, V, or N (for component orientation) 
RETURN or ENTER 

13. Are the components mostly IC types or discretes (I or D)? 

Type 
Press : : 

I or D (for majority of component type) 
RETURN or ENTER 

14. Do any of the components have pins on 4 sides (Y or N)? 

Type 
Press 
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NOTE 

If Y is specified for question 14, the system 
prompts with question 15 and displays the following 
USER ADVISORY after all of the questions have been 
answered. If N is specified for question 14, the 
system prompts with question 16. 

************************************************** 
USER ADVISORY 

If your board contains SMDs without through-holes, 
then PIN ESCAPES should be attached to each used 
pin. 
************************************************** 

A PIN ESCAPE is a via that the operator connects 
to the Surf ace Mounted Device (SMD) component-pin 
when the SMD device is placed on the board. 

15. Do most components have pins on 4 sides (Y or N)? 

16. What 

17. What 

is 

is 

Type 
Press 

the default 

Type 
Press 

the typical 

Y or N 
RETURN or ENTER 

line width (in MILS)? 

Value (in mils) of default line width 
RETURN or ENTER 

IC pad Y and X value? 

Please enter the pad Y value (in MILS)? 

Type 
Press 

Value (in mils) of pad height 
RETURN or ENTER 

Please enter the pad X value (in MILS)? 

Type 
Press 

Value (in mils) of pad width 
RETURN or ENTER 

18. What is the distance between PIN 1 and PIN 2 (in MILS) of a 
typical IC (if there are no !Cs, enter 100)? 

Type 

Press 

Value (in mils) of the typical distance 
between pins 1 and 2 on an IC. 
RETURN or ENTER 

If there are no !Cs on the board 
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19. What is the line-to-line spacing requirement (in MILS)? 

Type 

Press 

. . Value (in mils) of the line-to-line spacing 
specified in PDRC-CON text file 
RETURN or ENTER 

NOTE 

If the operator has specified a line to line spacing 
that is small and a linewidth that is small, the system 
will prompt with the following 

System recommends the following odd grid for routing : 

X Grids : x, x, x, X, X 
Y Grids : x, X, X, X, X 

If odd grid is undesirable, system will route with 25 mil uniform 
grid. Do you want uniform grid ? (Y/N) : 

Enter : : Y 
Press : : RETURN or ENTER 

The system deletes the odd multiple grid that was recommended and 
uses a 25 mil uniform grid. 

Enter : N 
Press RETURN or ENTER 

The system will use the recommended odd multiple grid. 

CAUTION 

Using the odd multiple grid recommended by the 
system will make it extremely difficult to edit 
connect-lines routed by the Auto-Router. 

20. Do you wish to SAVE_DWG_NEW_REV_AUTO between multiple executions 
Of PASS 5 (Y or N)? 

Type 
Press 

Y or N 
RETURN or ENTER 

After a few minutes, the system prompts : 

Analyzing your input data, Please standby! 
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USER ADVISORIES associated with operator input will be displayed at 
this time. The following USER ADVISORY will be displayed if the system 
will use Channel Preference to route the board. 

*************************************************** 
USER ADVISORY 

CHANNEL PREFERENCE is used in this route. Please 
make sure that the Router Keepin rectangle should 
have its lower left coordinate at a multiple of 
100 in both X and Y. 
*************************************************** 

All USER ADVISORIES are followed by the prompt 

PLEASE HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE [SJ : 

Press . . . . RETURN 

After a few minutes, the system will display the following message 
on the terminal screen : 

The system will now replace the old ROUTER-CON or 
COROUTER-CON text file (if any} with a new one. 

The system then prompts : 

DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE [Y/N] 

Enter 
Press 

y 
RETURN or ENTER 

The system will create a new version of the ROUTER-CON or 
COROUTER-CON text file that will replace the existing version 
(if any}. When the new version of the ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON 
text file has been created, the system prompts : 

Command completed! 

The operator is now able to make selections from the menu 
displayed on the function screen. 

Enter 
Press 

: : . . . . N 
RETURN or ENTER 

The system will delete the new version of the ROUTER-CON or 
COROUTER-CON text file and save the existing version (if any}. 
The system prompts : 

Existing ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON file (if any} is not 
affected. 

The operator is now able to make selections from the menu 
displayed on the function screen. 
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5.2.2 ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES DISPLAYED BY THE INSIGHT PROGRAM 

The following error and WARNING messages might be displayed in response 
to operator input while running the INSIGHT program. 

*** Your response is not recognized. Please try again 

*** Layer out of range. Please try again 

*** Layer must be an integer. Please try again 

*** Layer cannot be duplicated. Please try again 

*** Board size must be >0 and <;65 in. Please try again 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

Max. 8 routing layers allowed. 
If you wish to automatically route on more than 8 layers, 
please call TELESIS CUSTOMER SUPPORT. 
If not, please try again ! 

Even number of routing layers. The number of horizontal and 
vertical layers must be the same. 
Please try again ! 

COMPONENT SIDE is not a routing layer. Please try again 

Solder Side and Component Side must be on different routing layers. 
Please try again ! 

SOLDER SIDE is not a routing layer. Please try again 

warning: Component and Solder side has the same routing 
direction. 

Line width must be ); 1 mil and <= 250 mils. Please try again 

Pad y value must be >= 1. Please try again 

Pad x value must be >= 1. Please try again 

Spacing must be >= 1 mil and <= 250 mils. Please try again 

Board has edge connector : 
Both component and solder side must be on routing or 
non-routing layers. Mixing is not allowed. 

*** WARNING : 
Board has edge connector, both component and solder side are 
on non-routing layers. 
Make sure each of the connector fingers has a through-hole on 
it. 
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5.2.3 DISPLAYING AND MODIFYING AUTO-ROUTER PARAMETERS ASSIGNED BY 
THE INSIGHT PROGRAM 

Since the INSIGHT program automatically assigns Auto-Router parameters, 
check the ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON text file to ensure that 
Auto-Router parameters assigned by the INSIGHT program are acceptable 
for auto-routing the board. 

To call up the ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON text file, perform the 
following steps. 

Type 
Press 

The system prompts 

@TEXT on the terminal keyboard 
RETURN or ENTER 

enter name of text file to be editted : 

Type 
Press 

The system prompts : 

ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON 
RETURN or ENTER 

you will be editting an existing text file named 
ROUTER-CON rev 1 
enter RETURN to continue 

Press : : RETURN 

The ROUTER-CON text file is displayed on the terminal screen. 
The example of a ROUTER-CON text file illustrated on the following 
page lists the default parameter values used by the Auto-Router. 

NOTE 

Check the routing directions of the board layers 
to ensure that the horizontal and vertical routing 
directions of the board layers assigned by the 
INSIGHT program are acceptable. Ensure that the 
Auto-Router restrictions detailed in section 4 
are set. 

The operator can modify Auto-Router parameters by editing the 
ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON text file from the terminal. 

CAUTION 

If Auto-Router parameter values are changed manually 
by selecting the parameter command from the 
SET ROUTER PARMS menu, the ROUTER-CON or 
COROUTER-CON text file is returned to the standard 
format and cannot be used by the INSIGHT ROUTER. 
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The following example shows a ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON text file 
created by the INSIGHT program. Parentheses enclose operator comments 
to questions asked by the INSIGHT program. Information within 
parentheses is not visible to the Telesis system, only to the operator. 

; INSIGHT Version 1.0 Date : May 12, 1986 ) 
Telesis_router_type RSXROUTER 
Project_Narne ACC-TEST ) 
board_dirnension 4.50 4.30 
routing_layers 1 2 ) 
edge_connector NO ) 
cornponent_side_layer 1 ) 
cornponent_side_direction HORIZONTAL 
solder_side_layer 2 ) 
solder_side_direction VERTICAL 
cornponent_rotation VERTICAL ) 
cornponent_rnostly_discrete IC ) 
any_smd_cornponent NO ) 
cornponent_mostly_four_sided NO 
def ault_line_width 12 ) 
typical_pin_size 58 S8 ) 
typical_pin_spacing 100 ) 
line_line_spacing 12 ) 
grid_size 25 ) 

( save_dwg_new_rev NO 
GRID SIZE : 25 
HORIZONTAL LAYERS : l 
VERTICAL LAYERS : 2 
COMPONENT ROTATION : VERTICAL 
DIAGONAL ALLOWED : YES 
DEFAULT LINE WIDTH : 12 

SKIP PASS 1 : NO 
Pl WINDOW EXPANSION : 4 
Pl PIN KEEP AWAY : 0 

SKIP PASS 2 : NO 
P2 WINDOW EXPANSION : 4 
P2 PIN KEEP AWAY : l 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NUMBER PS EXECUTIONS : 4 I 
PS PIN KEEP AWAYS : -1 -1 -1 -1 I 
PS WINDOW EXPANSIONS : 8 20 40 100 I 
PS LAYER PAIRS : 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 I 
PS VIAS ALLOWED : YES YES YES YES I 
PS VIA LIMITS : 2 4 6 -1 I 
PS VIA GRID SIZES : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
PS JOG SIZES : 6 12 20 40 I 
PS JOG LIMITS : -1 -1 -1 -1 I 
PS ROUTE TYPE : M M M M I 
ROUTE_ BOARD I 

I ( To activate the command on next line, remove the parentheses ) I 
I ( SAVE_DRAWING_NEW_REV_AUTO ) I 
1------------------------------------------------------------·- I 
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NOTE 

If the operator specified NO to question 20, the 
last two lines in the ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON 
text file would appear as shown in the previous 
example. If the operator specified YES to 
question 20, the parentheses around the last line 
would have been removed by the INSIGHT program. 

To auto-route the board after running the INSIGHT program, perform the 
following step. 

Select . . . . INSIGHT ROUTER from the ROUTER menu 

The system will retrieve the ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON text file 
and read the Auto-Router parameters. When the system encounters 
the keyword ROUTE_BOARD imbedded in the ROUTER-CON or COROUTER-CON 
text file, it will automatically route the board using the 
Auto-Router parameters assigned by the INSIGHT program. 

6. STARTING THE AUTO-ROUTER 

There are four commands used to start the Auto-Router. These commands 
allow the operator to selectively route a board drawing. Each command 
is described below. However, refer to the COMMAND DESCRIPTION section 
of the manual for the exact input sequence for each command. 

ROUTE BOARD 

This command routes the actively displayed board drawing and attempts 
to route all non-interconnected nets on the drawing. This command has 
no effect on interactively placed connections, or connections placed 
with prior use of the Auto-Router. 
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!ROUTE BY WINIXMI 

This command routes within a specified window on the active board 
drawing. Any two-pin connections with either or both pins outside this 
window will not be routed. 

EXAMPLE: I ROUTE BY WINIXl'JI ® ® I ENTER I 

o 0 is one corner of the rectangular window. 

o €:J) is the opposite corner of the rectangular window. 

!ROUTE BY WINIXl'JI is useful in routing connections in areas of the 
board drawing where canponents are rotated against the majority can.i;:onent 
orientation. For example, if vertical component orientation is specified 
in the router parameters, the operator may change the ICCX'1P ORIENTATICNI 
parameter to horizontal, then window-in the area of the drawing to route 
those connections. 

!ROUTE NETI 

This camnand routes operator-specified nets. !ROUTE NET! is useful in 
routing crucial connections on the drawing prior to routing the entire 
drawing with the !ROUTE OOARDI command. 

EXAMPLE: !ROUTE NETI 4,5,6,7,10 IENTERI 

Result: The system will route nets 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10. 

o The operator may specify the net name and/or the net number. 
Input a comma between each input. 

!ROUTE PIN PAIRj 

This cornnand allows the operator to specify and route pin pairs. 
Crucial pin pair connections may be routed prior to using the 
!ROUTE OOARDI command to route the entire drawing. 

EXAMPLE: !ROUTE PIN PAIR! 0 0 IENTERI 

o €J is one canponent pin. 

o 8. is the second canponent pin. Use I NEXT I after€) to 
continue specifying pin pairs. 

NOTES : An error message will be displayed on the function 
screen if a pin pair does not belong to the same 
net, or if the connection has already been made. 

Pin pairs are only routed during PASS 5 using PASS 5 
parameters. The system will run PASS 5 the number of 
times specified by the NUM PS EXECUTES parameter. 
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NOrE ON SEI'-UP FILES 

When the operator first uses one of these camnands to start the auto
router, a long delay will occur while the system assembles the information 
needed to operate the router. The system collects this information fran the 
board drawing, net-data-base, pin files, IAYERSTD file, and other prerequisite 
files. 

The system uses this information with the router parameter settings 
to build set-up files,and a routing map of the board drawing. 

Once the set-up files have been created, the system preserves this 
information. Router start-up comnands may be picked fran this menu without an 
additional set-up delay. However, if !DC:NEI is picked to exit the router 
menus, the set-up files are deleted and must be rebuilt if the router is to be 
restarted. 

USIOO '!HE !CANCEL! CU1MAND 

The operator may pick !CANCEL! when working on the router menus. If 
!CANCEL! is picked while the set-up files are being built, the system 
will delete the set-up files. However, if the set-up files have been 
built and the auto-router has started, the system will preserve the set-up files. Any 
canpleted connections on the drawing will be preserved. 

REPEATED USE OF 'lliE IOJTER COMMANDS 

The operator may use one of the router start-up commands, repeat it, or 
use others as needed. This allows the operator to selectively route difficult 
connections first, then proceed to route the less difficult connections. 

CHAN:HOO PARAMETERS BE'IWEEN USE OF '!HE :OOUTER STARI'-UP COMMANDS 

The operator may change paraneters settings after using a router start-up 
conmand. However, there are three paraneters that rebuild set-up files, and 
the routing map of the board drawing: 

IOJTER GRID SIZE! 
COMP ORIENTATION 
IOJTIOO LAYERS! 

If any one paraneter is reset after using a router start-up command, all or part 
of the set up files will be rebuilt. 
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THE OOARD DRAW!~ DISPIAY OORIN3 OCXJTI~ 

The followinq exanples illustrate the routed connections occurring durino 
each PASS. These exanples crlhere to the system default paraneter settinqs. 

GRID SIZE: 2S 
HORI ZCNI'AL !AYERS : 1 
VERI'ICAL !AYERS : 2 
VERI'ICAL COOPCNENT IDI'ATICN 
D!PGCNALS A.LLCMED 
DEFAULT LINE WIDTH: 12 
STA'IDS MESSAGE FRmUENCY: 10 

NUM PS EXEOJTES: 2 
PS WINOCW EXPAN: 8 16 
PS PIN KEEP AWAY: 0 -1 
PS I.AYER PAIRS : 1 : 2 1 : 2 
PS JCG SIZES: S S 

PS VI.AS ALLCWED: YES YES 

RXJTE PASS 1 
PASS 1 WINDCW EXPANSION :S 
PASS l PIN KEEP AWAY :2 

RCUTE PASS 2 
PASS 2 WINIXW EXPANSION :6 
PASS 2 PIN KEEP AWAY : 3 

During each PASS, the system does not change existing connections on the 
board drawing that were routed manually or with prior use of the auto-router. 

As the auto-router is running, the system builds a text file called ROJTER
LCG. This file surmarizes routing statistics and failed connections during routing. 

When all routing passes are ccrnplete, the system executes the !RATSNEST! . 
canmand. Ratsnest connect-lines flag the connections that the router failed to 
complete. 

Pick: I OCUI'E OOARD I 

PASS 1 EXECUTION 

~ ..:;e· 
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PASS 2 EXECUTION 

0 

PASS 1, PASS 2, PASS 5 
EXECUTED 

J 
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7. 'mE R:XJTER-LJ:X; FILE 

The FOJTER-LJ:X; is a text file that s1..JT111arizes the results of the auto
router. This file opens when the operator picks the IRXJTERI ccmnand. It 
continues to gather information until the operator exits fran the router 
menus. 

If the system encounters an error when the router is started, the 
function screen message line displays: 

ERroR IN PROCESSrn::;: OIECK-LJ:X; FILE 

Use the ILIST :R:XJTER-ID3l C'Cll11land to display the file on the function 
screen. Use the IPRINI' R)(]I'ER-ID31 ccmnand to print the file on the optional 
matrix printer. 

When IIXNEI is picked to exit fran the router menus, the system does 
not delete the IOJI'ER-r..cx;. However, when the operator picks IR:XJTERI to 
re-open the router menus, the systen deletes the existing ROUTER-r..cx;, then 
opens a new In!I'ER-LJ:X; file. 

EXAMPLE: R:X.n'ER-LJX; FILE 

RCXJTER-r..cx; for project XXX drawing XXX started at 10--0ct-84 10:27:17 
elapsed time CMPNET: 0 hr 0 min 11 sec (0.00 hr) 

approximate equivalent IC count = 4 

approximate board density = 1.13 sq. in per equivalent IC 
elapsed tfa1e for PADSIZ: 0 hr 3 min 34 sec (0 .06 hr) 

m.rnber missing connections: 27 out of 27 
connections completion: 0.00% 
total length of etch on the board: 0.00 inches 
total nl.lrtber of vias on the board: 0 
elapsed time for TRCNET: 0 hr 0 min 25 sec (0.01 hr) 

GI.DBAL FOJTI~ PARAMETERS 
grid size = 25 
routing layers = 1 HORIZCNI'AL 

2 VERrICAL 
minimt.m line/line spacing = 13 
minimt.m line/pcrl spacing = 13 
minimt.m pcrl/pcrl spacing = 13 
via dicmeter = 55 
diagonals allowed 
no net with a line width greater than 12 mils will be routed 
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RCXJrER-UXi (continued) 

RCX1I'I~ PARAMETERS FOR PASS 1 
window expansion = 5 \ 
pin keep away = 2 

pass l statistics: completes = 10 fails = 0 
elapsed time for pass 1: 0 hr 0 min 48 sec (0.01 hr) · 

RCX1I'~ PARAMETERS FOR PASS 2 
win1ow expansion = 6 
pin keep away = 3 

pass 2 statistics: completes = 7 fails = 0 
elapsed time for pass 2: 0 hr O min 26 sec (0.01 hr) 

. 
RCX1I'I~ PARAMETERS FOR EXEetn'ICN 1 OF PASS 5 
window expansion = 8 
pin keep away = 0 . 
hori7.e>ntal routing layer = l 
vertical routing layer = 2 
jog size = 5 
vias allowed 
router type = OC7l'H 

pass 5 statistics: completes = 10. fails = 0 
elapsed time for pass 5: 0 hr 3 min 8 sec (0.05 hr) 
number missing connections: O out of 27 
connections completed: 100.00% 

total length of etch a:Xied by this route: 23.64 inches 
total number of vias crlded by this route: 12 
total length of etch on the board: 23.64 inches 
total number of vias on the board: 12 
nlltlber of vias/connections: 0.44 

8. VIA ELIMINATICN (Optional) 

When the lx>ard drawil'1<1 has been routed, the operator may eliminate 
unnecessary vias with the jVIA ELIMINATE! cxmnan1. When IVIA ELIMINATE! 
is picked the system attempts to discard as many vias as p:>ssible. This 
carmand may also be used to eliminate vias on a manually routed drawing. 

Use the ISET NO VIA ELIM! carmand to specify nets (name ornlltlber) 
where vias are not to be eliminated. Use the !LIST NO VIA ELIMI cxmnan1 to 
list the nets specified. IDEL 00 VIA ELIMI may be used to delete nets from 
the list. 

Ref er to CCM-WID DF.5CRIP1'ICN section of the manual for the exact input 
sequence for each carmarrl. 

NOl'E: If the operator picks IVIA ELIMINATE! upon entering the router 
menus, the system will build the set-up files with the usual 
delay. 
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9. EDITING MANUALLY 

Use the EDIT CONNECTIONS command to interactively add and edit 
connections. This command allows editing without returning to the 
DESIGN BOARD menus. (Returning to the DESIGN BOARD menus would delete 
the router set-up files.) 

EXAMPLE : Select EDIT CONNECTIONS from the AUTO ROUTER menu page 

The following menu is displayed 

-· 
I DONE I WORLD I ROAM I STATUS I DISPLAY I CANCEL I 

I EDIT CONNECTIONS I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
' I I I I I SET LAYER PAIR I HIGHLIGHT NET I DEHIGHLIGHT NET I ADD CONNECTION I 

I I I 
I DELETE ELEMENT I BLIGHT NET NUMB I SET TRAP SIZE 

I I I 
I DELETE VERTEX I MOVE VERTEX I INSERT VERTEX 

I I 
I DELETE SEGMENT I MOVE SEGMENT ZOOM RATIO 

I I I 
I DEL NET SECTION! MOVE SYMBOL I ROTATE SYMBOL 

Select : CHANGE 

The following menu is displayed 

I I 
I SET LINE WIDTH I 

I I 
I SET NECK WIDTH I 

CHANGE 

I 
I LIST ELEMENT 

I DONE I WORLD I ROAM I STATUS I DISPLAY I CANCEL I 

I CHANGE 

I I I CHG LAYR I I 
I CHANGE LAYER I CHANGE WIDTH I & WIDTH I ADD CONNECTION I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
' I I I I 
I CHANGE SEG LAYER! DELETE· ELEMENT I SET LAYER PAIR I SET LINE WIDTH I 

I I 
I MOVE SECTION I MOVE VERTEX 

I I 
I DELETE SEGMENT I MOVE SEGMENT 

I I 
I DEL NET SECTION I MOVE SYMBOL 
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I 
I INSERT VERTEX 

I 
I ADD RECTANGLE 

I I 
I SET NECK WIDTH I 

I I 
ISET ACTIVE LAYER! 

I 
I LIST ELEMENT .. 



The commands on these menu pages operate identically to those on the 
DESIGN BOARD menus. However, the NETLOCK parameter is always on and 
cannot be turned off. 

When the operator selects DONE from either menu page, there is a 
slight delay while the system incorporates all of the editing into the 
set-up files. 
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10. AU'IO-ROUTER ERROR MESSAGES 

ERROR IN PROCESSING, CHECK LCG FILE 

This message will occur if the system locates anerror when the 
router is started. The operator must pick the !LIST ROUTER-LCGI 
camnand to display the error on the function screen. 

UNABLE 'ID FIND PDRC-CON 

The physical design rules checking file does not exist in the 
current directory, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. If the file does 
exist, ensure the file is naned PDRC-COO. (See PREIIDJUISITES 'ID 
OPERATING 'IHE AU'IO-EO:Jl'ER.) 

UNABLE 'ID CREATE :OOUTER-CON TEXT FILE 
UNABLE 'ID CREATE NEW ROUTER-LCG FILE 
UNABLE 'ID OPEN PDRC-CON TEXT FILE 
UNABLE 'ID OPEN ROUTER-COO FILE 

If any of these messages occur, the operator should check the anount 
of available disk space on the system. If the available disk space 
is low, the system will not create or open router files. 

ERROR: SAME IAYER SPECIFIED FOR HORIZ & VER!' 

The operator specified the sane layer for horizontal and vertical 
routing when using the IOOUTING IAYERSI camnand. 

UNABLE 'ID FIND 'IHE VIA SYMOOL FILE 

A via symbol file must exist in the current project, or in the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 
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PINS ARE DIFFERENT NETS 

When usinq the I JOJTE PIN PAIR I canmand, the operator must ensure that 
the pins to be routed belong to the sane net. 

PINS ALREADY CXRraCTED 

This messcge may appear if the operator selects IJOJTE PIN PAIR! or 
IRCXJTE BY NET!. 'lhe pins/nets specified were previously routed. 

00 CCNNECT FUJND, COONECT-LINE 001' AIDED 

'lhe 5¥.sten will not connect invalid nets, or pin pairs specified 
with l_RCXJTE NET I or I RClJTE PIN PAIR I • · 

UNABLE 'l'O FIND SJifl PINS 

When the llOJTE PIN PAIR! cannand is selected, the operator must pick 
both pins. 
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11. IO.JTIN:; APPLICATIOOS 

GENERAL APPROAOI 'ID USI~ 'ffiE AU'ID IOJTER 

When using the auto router, the operator may select and use any nunber 
of routing strategies; routing the entire board, routing by windows, routing 
by nets, and routing by pin pairs. Since the Telesis system allows 
the operator to choose routing strategies, auto routing can be selectively 
controlled by "window", net, or pin pair prior to routing the entire board 
with the IIOJTE BJARDI ccmnand. 

For exanple, the operator may wish to route long I/0 connections 
manually, then route the menory array with I 10.JTE BY WINI:O\Tj, then execute 
the IRXJrE BJARDI ccmnand to connect all remaining nets on the drawing. 

The operator may selectively change paraneter settings prior to 
executing a particular routing strategy, thus controlling the types of 
connections occurring on the board during each route (i.e., diagonal 
corners, jog sizes, etc.). 

The PASS !/PASS 2 routing algorithms are designed to route straight 
connections in the pref erred and non-referred directions to the IC orien
tation with a 100-mil pcrl-to-paj spacing limitation. These algorithms 
operate very quickly due to the straightness of the a:>nnections, and the 
limited routing paths. Any net that cannot be auto routed with a PASS 
l/PASS 2 algorithm is a PASS 5 type Connection. 

The Telesis system a:>ntains t'.NO a:>st efficient routing algorithms 
available in PASS 5, the line probe and the maze runner. C.Ost is based 
u!X)n a:>nnect line length and the number of vertices needed to route a net 
within the routing window. If both routing algorithms are specified in the 
routing paraneters, the system first runs the line probe algorithm. This 
algorithm offers fast high quality routing with the least nl.ltlber of jogs, 
resulting in the lowest a:>st. 

'l'he maze runner algorithm will attempt to route any a:>nnection that 
the line probe failed to canplete. The maze runner maintains the higher 
canpletion· percentage, however, a:>st is slightly greater due to the m:mber 
of jogs required to route the a:>nnection. It is recanmended that both 
algorithms be specified with the !PS IOJTER 'IYPES!. 

After determining a strategy, the operator should select parameters 
that route a:>nnections on the board efficiently, thus allowing channels to 
remain open for long, canplicated PASS 5 type a:>nnections. Although this 
may be difficult on a dense drawing, use the conmands on the I EDIT <Xl-JNECTIOOS I 
menu, if necessary. F.diting a:>nnections prior to restarting the router 
will allow a high canpletion percentage during PASS 5 a:>nnections. 
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RECG1MENDED OOUTING PARAMETERS 

The parameters outlined belCM are reccrrmended for successful auto 
routing on many designs. While the parameters affect completion percentage, 
improper placement has a much greater influence on routing results. Board 
symbols should be placed so that the connections to be routed (ratsnest 
lines) are straight horizontal or straight vertical. 

The table belCM lists each reccrrmended paraneter based on a router 
grid size of 25 mils. The router line width plus the line-to-line spacing 
must be less than or equal to 25 mils. 

EXAMPLE: ROOTER LINE Wil1l'H 
LINE ro LINE SPACING 

= 12 MILS 
= 13 MILS 

PASS 1 PARAMETERS 

·25 MILS (equal to router 
grid size) 

WINDCW EXPANSIOO = 5 

KEEP PtW'Nf - 0 

PASS 2 PARAMETERS 

WINDCW EXPANSIOO = 3 

KEEP PtWAY = 3 - if !C's are 300 mils or m:>re 
apart 

2 - if !C's are 200 to 250 mils 
apart 

1 - if !C's are 150 mils apart 

0 - if !C's are 100 mils apart 
or less 

PASS 5 PARAMETERS - 2 EXEaJl'IOOS 

WINDCW EXPANSIOO 

KEEP PtW'Nf 

JOO SIZE 

EXEaJTE 1 

10 

0 

5 

EXEOJTE 2 

30 

-1 

20 

The routing parameters outlined above will assist the operator in 
achieving successful routing. HCMever, the "fine tuning" of these 
paraneters (m::>stly PASS 5) may accomplish better results on unique 
boards. 
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STRATEX;IF.5 IN 10.JTm:i SPECIFIC AREAS OF THE ~ 

RX11'IOO THE MEMJRY ARRAY 

The memory array below illustrates the versatility of the auto router 
in controlling the types of connections. By selecting the proper strategy 
and parameters, the memory array can be easily routed. 

Routing Strategy - I RCUl'E BY WINDCl\ll 

Since the memo@ array is typically confined to one area of the board, 
the j ROOTE BY WINDCl\f carmand may be used. This will keep memory type 
connections limited to the "wiooowed-in" area. 

The exanple assumes a router grid of 25 mils, 200-mil comp:ment 
spacing, and vertical component comp:)nent orientation. PASS 2 routing 
will accomplish the results illustrated below. However, if the components 
are greater or less than 200 mils apart, with a grid size other than 25 
mils, specific experiments should be run to determine the best paraneters. 

Routing Parameters 

PIAGOOALS AI..LCHED - YES 
SKIP PASS 1 - YES 
SKIP PASS 2 - NO 
NUM PS EXEOJl'ES - 0 
P2 WIN!XlV EXPANSICN - 4 
P2 PIN KEEP 'AWAY - 2 (based on 200-mil spacing) 

Starting the Router 

Pick: IROOTE BY WINIXlVI 0 0 IENTERI 
RESULTIOO MEM)RY AP.RAY AFTER ROOTE 
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It is recannended that p:>wer buss routing be accanplished interactively 
with the !ADD ~ECTIOOI carmand prior to starting the auto-router. 'nlis 
allows the operator to ~d straight comect lines, if desired, with the 
least .. m.1nber of jogs. Manual routing of the p:Mer buss also allows the 
operator to oontrol the mmber of available routing chamels prior to 
starting PASS l/PASS 2/PASS 5 routing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO SHAPES 

Shapes represent ground planes, solder masks, component pads, and areas 
of copper on specific layers of a board drawing. Adding shapes to a 
board drawing is one of the last steps in the process of designing a 
board and preparing it for photoplotting. 

Certain requirements must be met before the system will display the 
SHAPES menu and allow the operator to add a shape to a board drawing. 
Subsection 2 details the prerequisites of adding a a shape to a board 
drawing. 

A shape can only contain a certain number of lines depending on the 
number ot void shapes and void circles within the shape. Physical 
Design Rules Checking ( PDRC ) can check shapes for certain violations. 
Subsection 3 details the limitations of shapes and of PDRC to check 
shapes for violations. 

Creating and filling a shape simulates the photoplotting process. 
An unfilled shape cannot be photoplotted. After a shape has been 
added to a board drawing, void shapes or void circles can be added to 
the shape. Void shapes or circles are areas within the shape that will 
not fill when a FILL command is selected. Subsection 4 details 
procedures to create a shape, add void shapes or void circles, and fill 
the shape. 

The system cannot fill any shape that contains errors. When the system 
attempts to fill a shape, an error log is created. This error log 
lists any errors that prohibited the system from filling the shape. 
Subsection 5 describes the error log and error messages that may be 
listed in the log. 
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2. PREREQUISITES TO CREATING OR EDITING SHAPES 

Before the system will open the SHAPES menu, there must be an 
APERTURE-TAB text file in the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 
The APERTURE-TAB text file should contain a variety of line apertures 
to fill the shape efficiently. 

Before creating or editing a shape, it is recommended that : 

The active board drawing be placed and routed 

An unused or unreserved layer be used as a shapes layer so 
that shapes can be blanked or unblanked from the board drawing 
without affecting the graphical display of other elements in 
the board drawing. 

3. LIMITATIONS OF SHAPES 

The following list summarizes the limitations of shapes used on a board 
drawing 

A shape, including void shapes and void circles, cannot 
contain more than a specific amount of lines. The number 
of lines allowed in a shape depends on the size of the shape 
and the number of voids used within the shape. If the 
operator exceeas this limit while creating the shape, the 
system displays an error message ana the operator must correct 
the shape before continuing. 

The system will add a shape to the board drawing even if the 
size or placement of the shape violates a Physical Design Rule. 

The system does not automatically add void shapes or void 
circles to a shape; the operator must add these elements by 
using the ADD VOID SHAPE and ADD VOID CIRCLE commands. 

PDRC checks only void shapes for violations, void circles are 
not checked for violations. 

Shapes can be checked against elements on other board layers 
for PDRC violations. Refer to POST PROCESSING subsection 3.3, 
for the procedures to specify PDRC checking between layers. 

A connect line that intersects a shape boundary line will not 
be flagged as a PDRC violation if the shape has the same net 
number as the connect line. To assign a net number to a shape 
refer to POST PROCESSING subsection 3.4. 
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4. CREATING A SHAPE 

The operator adds shapes to a board drawing using commands in the 
SHAPES menu. Before the system will display the SHAPES menu, there 
must be an APERTURE-TAB text file in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY or in the 
current project. Once the shape has been added to a board drawing, the 
system displays the second page of the SHAPES menu. The second menu 
page contains commands to add void shapes or void circles to the shape, 
to edit the shape, or to fill the shape. 

The following list summarizes the steps involved in creating and 
filling a shape. 

1. Create the shape on the desired layer of the board drawing. 

2. Add void shapes or void circles to the shape ( optional ) • 

3. Fill the shape ( mandatory for photoplotting ) • 

4. Correct any errors ( optional ) • 

The following sections detail the procedures to create a shape, to add 
void shapes or void circles to a shape, and finally to fill a shape. 

4.1 PROCEDURES TO CREATE A SHAPE 

To create a shape and add it to an active board drawing, perform the 
following steps. 

NOTES 

There must be an APERTURE-TAB text file in the 
current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY or the 
system will not open the SHAPES menu. Procedures 
to create an APERTURE-TAB text file are detailed 
in the POST PROCESSING section Of this manual, 
subsection 4. 

Shapes can only be added to an active board drawing 
from within the DESIGN BOARD menu. 

Select : : SHAPES from the DESIGN BOARD menu 

The following system prompt is displayed below the command line of 
the menu : 

PROCESSING APERTURE-TAB TEXT FILE 
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After a brief interval, the system displays the following menu : 

DONE I WORLD I ROAM I STATUS I DISPLAY I 

I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
' I I I !SET ACTIVE LAYER I SET TRAP SIZE 

I I 
I ADD SHAPE I EDIT SHAPE 

I I I 
I I ADD SHAPE TO NET I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
! I I 
!LINE LOCK OFF I DELETE ELEMENT I 

I I I 
!LINE LOCK 45/0N I LINE LOCK 90/0N I 

I 
I LIST ELEMENT 

Select : SET ACTIVE LAYER 

The following system prompt is displayed below the command line of 
the menu : 

Layer 

Enter 

Press or 
Select 

A number to specify which layer of the board 
drawing the shape will be added to 

ENTER 

Select : : ADD SHAPE 

The system flips to graphics mode : 

Select . . . . Points on the graphics screen to specify the 
shape outline ( the shape outline must begin 
and end at the same point ) 

The system highlights the shape outline as it is being drawn and 
rubberbands the cursor. When the shape outline is completed 

Select ENTER from the command line of the menu 
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The system adds the shape to the active layer of the board drawing 
and displays the following menu : 

I WORLD I ROAM I STATUS I DISPLAY I CANCEL I 

I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
' I I I I 
I ADD VOID SHAPE I ADD VOID CIRCLE! I SET TRAP SIZE I 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
' I I I I DELETE ELEMENT I XHATCH PARAMS I I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
' I I I I 
I DELETE VERTEX I MOVE VERTEX I INSERT VERTEX I FILL CROSSHATCH I 

I I I 
I DELETE SEGMENT I MOVE SEGMENT I FILL SOLID 

I I 
I MOVE SECTION I LIST ELEMENT 

To exit the SHAPES menu without filling the shape : 

Select : CANCEL from the command line of the menu 

The system displays the first menu page and the following warning 
message is displayed below the command line of the menu : 

WARNING : UNFILLED SHAPES WILL NOT BE PHOTOPLOTTED. 

Select : DONE from the command line of the menu 

The shape is added to the specified layer of the board drawing. 
The DESIGN BOARD menu is displayed and the operator can continue 
to design the board by making additional selections from the menu. 

To add a void shape or void circle to the shape, proceed to subsection 
4.2 or 4.3, respectively. 

To fill the shape, proceed to subsection 4.4. 

To edit an existing shape, proceed to subsection 4.5. 
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4.2 ADDING VOID SHAPES TO SHAPES 

A void shape is an area within a shape that will not fill when the 
shape is filled. Void shapes provide clearance for component pads, 
text strings, connect-lines, or any other type of element within a 
shape. 

The following figure illustrates a void shape within a shape. 

----'1----VOID CIRCLE 

TEXT FOR SILKSCREEN 

To add a void shape to a shape, perform the following steps. 

From the second page of the SHAPES menu : 

Select : : ADD VOID SHAPE 

The system flips to graphics mode 

Select . . . . Points on the graphics screen to specify the 
void shape outline { the void shape outline 
must begin and end at the same point ) 

The system highlights the void shape outline as it is being drawn 
and rubberbands the cursor. When the void shape outline is 
complete : 

Select . . . . ENTER from the command line of the menu 

The system adds the void shape to the shape and redisplays the 
menu. The operator can make additional selections from the second 
menu page or select DONE from the command line to display the 
first menu page of the SHAPES menu. 
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4.3 ADDING A VOID CIRCLE TO A SHAPE 

A void circle is a circular area within a shape that will not fill when 
the shape is filled. Void circles provide clearance for component pads, 
mounting holes, or any other type of element within a shape. 

NOTE 

Void circles are not checked for PDRC violations. 

The following figure illustrates a void circle within a shape. 

--~~~i.--vorn CIRCLE 

To add a void circle to a shape, perform the following steps. 

From the second page of the SHAPES menu 

Select : : ADD VOID CIRCLE 

The system flips to graphics mode 

Select : : Two points on the graphics screen to specify 
the center and the radius of the circle, 
respectively 

The system displays a highlighted circle at the location specified 
by the operator 

Select : : ENTER from the command line of the menu 

The system adds the void circle to the shape and redisplays the 
menu. The operator can make additional selections from the second 
menu page or select DONE from the command line to display the 
first menu page of the SHAPES menu. 
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4.4 FILLING A SHAPE 

Filling a shape simulates the photoplotting process and is a 
prerequisite to photoplotting a shape. If a shape can be filled, it 
can be photoplotted. If the operator exits the SHAPES menu without 
filling a shape, a warning message is displayed on the screen and the 
unfilled shape will not be photoplotted. 

The second page of the SHAPES menu contains two FILL commands. 
FILL SOLID fills the shape completely, excluding void shapes or void 
circles. FILL XHATCH fills the shape, excluding void shapes or void 
circles, with a crosshatch pattern defined by crosshatch parameters. 

FILL SOLID 

NOTE 

If the shape boundary intersects itself or a void 
shape or void circle within the shape, the shape 
will not be filled and an error message will be 
displayed in the error log. 

To fill a shape completely, perform the following. 

Select FILL SOLID from the second page of the SHAPES menu 

The shape is completely filled as illustrated below. 

VOID SHAPE 

SOLID FILL 
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FILL CROSSHATCH 

A crosshatch fill is a series of parallel lines that are an equal 
distance from each other. Crosshatch parameters specify the linewidth, 
distance between, and direction of crosshatch lines. Before selecting 
crosshatch fill, the operator can set crosshatch parameters to specify 
the desired crosshatch pattern. 

To set the Crosshatch parameters, perform the following steps. 

NOTE 

Default crosshatch linewidth and spacing is 0. The 
default crosshatch pattern is horizontal and vertical. 

Select : XHATCH PARAMS from the SHAPES menu 

The following menu is displayed : 

I DONE I WORLD I ROAM 

I I 
I XHATCH LIN WIDTH I 

I I 
I HORZ XHATCH I VERT XHATCH 

I LIST I STATUS I DISPLAY I 

I I 
I XHATCH LIN SPACE I 

I I 
I HRZ & VERT XHATCHI 

I I I I 
I Ill XHATCH I \\\ XHATCH I XXX XHATCH I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTE 

The APERTURE-TAB text file must contain an 
aperture that is the same size as the crosshatch 
line width specified or the system will not accept 
the entry and the following error message will be 
displayed below the command line of the menu : 

CROSSHATCH LINEWIDTH NOT FOUND IN APERTURE-TAB. 
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Select : : XHATCH LIN WIDTH 

The system prompts 

WIDTH 

Enter 

Press or 
Select 

A number to specify the line width of 
crosshatch lines 

ENTER 

Select : : XHATCH LIN SPACE 

The system prompts 

SPACING : 

Enter 

Press or 
Select 

A number to specify the spacing between 
crosshatch lines 

ENTER 

Select : : The desired crosshatch pattern command 

No system prompt appears : 

Select : : DONE from the command line of the menu 

The system displays the second page of the SHAPES menu. 

Select FILL CROSSHATCH 

The shape is filled with the crosshatch pattern defined by the 
operator or the default pattern assigned by the system. 

NOTE 

Lines representing the shape outline or the outline 
of voids within the shape are filled at the 
crosshatch line width. 
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The following figure illustrates a shape containing a void shape and 
void circle that has been filled with a crosshatch fill. 

CROSSHATCH FILL 

4. 5 EDIT SHAPE 

To edit a shape that has previously been added to a board drawing, 
perform the following steps from within the DESIGN BOARD menu. 

Select : SET ACTIVE LAYER from the first page Of the 
SHAPES menu 

The system prompts 

Layer 

Enter 

Press or 
Select : 

Number to specify the layer that the shape 
is on 

ENTER 

Select : : EDIT SHAPE 

The system flips to graphics mode : 

Select : The shape to be edited on the graphics screen 

The shape and any voids within the shape are highlighted on the 
graphics screen 
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Select ENTER from the command line of the menu 

The shape and any voids within the shape are dehighlighted on the 
graphics screen and any fill within the shape is removed. The 
second page of the SHAPES menu is displayed. 

Use the commands on the second menu page to change the shape or any 
voids within the shape. The COMMAND DESCRIPTION section of this manual 
details the procedures to use each command. 

NOTE 

To specify a void circle within a shape, you must 
use the FIND ARC command on the KEYPAD menu. 

5. ERROR MESSAGES 

Errors that prohibit the system from filling a shape are listed in the 
shapefill error log. The shapefill error log is displayed on the 
screen when the system attempts to fill a shape that contains an error. 

The following figure illustrates the format of the shapefill error log. 

SHAPEFILL ERROR Im 

PRUJECT: TEST 1 
DRAWIN;: PCB 1 

************************************************************* 
Butterflies on layer 155 show fill errors 

Illegal Shape: shape intersects with itself 
at X 25 , Y 8 

*** PICK *** 
*** "PAGE->" to edit this shape. *** 
*** "CANCEL" to exit without filling shape.*** 
******************************************************** 
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Error messages that may appear in the shapef ill error log are listed 
below. 

ILLEGAL SHAPE : SHAPE INTERSECTS WITH ITSELF AT X, Y 

The shape outline intersects itself or a void outline. A void 
outline that intersects itself will also generate this error. 
Edit the shape so that there are no intersections between void 
outlines or shape outlines. 

SMALLEST APERTURE WILL NOT FIT IN SHAPE AT X, Y 

The smallest line width in the APERTURE-TAB text file is too 
large for the X and Y coordinate listed. Increase the size of the 
smallest area of the shape or edit the APERTURE-TAB text file so 
that it contains an aperture that is smaller than the smallest 
aperture presently in the file. 

THERE ARE TOO MANY EDGES IN THIS SHAPE. ONLY XXX EDGES AR~ 
ALLOWED. THE NUMBER OF EDGES MUST BE REDUCED. 

Too many lines were used to create the shape and any voids within 
the shape. Reduce the number of lines in the shape or the number 
of voids in the shape. 

CANCEL DETECTED. SHAPEFILL ABORTED! 

The system started to fill the shape and the operator selected 
CANCEL before the fill was completed. Select a FILL command ana 
do not select CANCEL before the system has filled the shape. 

THE SHAPE HAS TOO MANY FILL LINES TO PUT INTO THE DATABASE. 
REDUCE EITHER THE NUMBER OF EDGES OR THE NUMBER OF VOIDS. 

There are too many lines required to fill the shape. The system 
does not have that much room in the database. Reduce the size of 
the shape or edit the APERTURE-TAB text file so that it contains 
an aperture that is larger than the largest aperture presently in 
the file. 

CROSSHATCH LINEWIDTH EXCEEDS NARROWEST PART OF SHAPE. 

The linewidth specified for the crosshatch fill is too large to 
fill the narrowest part of the shape. Reduce the size of the 
crosshatch linewidth or increase the size of the smallest area of 
the shape. 
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ILLEGAL CROSSHATCH LINE SPACING ( 0 - 32767 ONLY ) • 

The line spacing specified for the crosshatch fill is either less 
than 0 or more than 32767. Change the crosshatch line spacing 
parameter so that is an allowable value. 
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1. USING THE I NET COMPARE I CCMMAND 

PURPOSE 

'Ihe INET COMPARE! canmand is an aid in routing your board. 

As you place connections on the board, you may pick !NET ca1PAREj. 
to compare the nets on the board to the net data base. 

M"len you pick !NET Ca.1FAREI, the system prepares a 5 part rep'.)rt: 

1. SUMMARY OF DESIGN DRAFTI~ ERRORS 
2. EXTRA CONNECTICNS CN PCB 
3. MISSI~ CONNECTIONS ON PCB 
4. COOPONENI'S Nor ASSIGNED ON PCB 
5. SUMMARY OF THE NET COMPARE REPORI' 

You may use the [N~ COOA@j canmand as often as you like while 
routing your board. Each time you repeat the command, the existing 
NET CCMPARE REPORT' is deleted and an up-to-date one is created. 

PRERF.,QUISITES 

1. The board must be the active drawing. 

'Ihis is the only prerequisite for !NET ca1PAREI. However, 
each part of the rep'.)rt has its own prerequisites if it is 
to be useful to you. (See below under the description of 
each part of the rep'.)rt.) 

HCW 'IO USE THE CClv'lMAND 

The Canmand Description Section of the Manual tells you how to use 
the !NET COMPARE! command. 
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2. LIST OF DESIGN DRAFTING ERRORS 

PURPOSE 

When you pick the !NET COMPARE! carmand, the system checks your board 
in the sane way that it checks your schematic when you pick !EXTRACT NETLISTI. 

'Ihe results of this checking are listed in this part of the NET 
COMPARE REPORI'. 

As when you pick I EXTRACT NETLISTI, the system highlights design 
drafting errors on the graphics screen. 

EXAMPLE OF THE LIST 
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PRERF.QUISITES 
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1. The board must be the active drawing. 

Otherwise, there are no special prerequisites for this part 
of the rer;:ort. You need not have canpleted the annotation 
or routing of your board. But, of course, you will receive a 
long list of missing reference designators and missing pin 
numbers if you have not yet placed these annotations on your 
board. 



3. LIST OF EXTRA CONNEcrIONS 

PURPOSE 

For this part of the rep::>rt, the system canpares your board with 
the net data base to see if there are any connections on your board that do 
not exist in the net data base. If there are, they are listed in this part 
of the NET CG1PARE REPORI'. 

The system looks only at board connections you have made to canponents 
with assiqned reference designators (ones on which you have used the 

· !ASSIGN REF DESI caranand). Any other connections you have made on the 
board are iqnored by the system in this part of the rep::>rt. 

EXAMPLE OF THE LIST 

17-JtdJ-82 ~', 

NE COMPAkE REPORT : PC~ rn NlT-~AiA_B~SE PAGf 

EXiR~ CONN~CTIONS ON rco 

rlCT! tlO AT Z!.3 
TfJ NET: t20 ~T RP!.~ 

NET: t19 l\T 71.4 
TO NET: t•????? AT RPl,4 

SCHCMATI~ DOES NOT REFERENCE RPl.4 IN NET: t19 
I .... - -. 

NET: tl7 tH Zl .10 l ______ :o_ri~T~ ~1~ ~T-i<~!~3-

PREREQUISITES 
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1. The board must be the active drawing. 
2. There must be a net data base file in the current project file. 
3. You must have used the I ASSIGN REF DES I canmand on sane of 

the board canp::>nents. 
4. You must have placed some connections on the board. 



4. LIST OF MISSING CONNECTIONS 

PURPOSE 

For this part of the report, the system ccmpares your board with 
the net data base to see if there are any connections in the net data base 
that have not yet been made on the board. If there are, they are listed in 
this part of the NET C°"1PARE REPORI'. 

'!he system looks only at net data base connections to components 
with assigned reference designators (ones on which you have used the 
I ASSIGN REF DESI ccmnand). Any other connections in the net data base 
are ignored by the system in this part of the report. 

The system does not include TESTPOIN~S in the list of unconnected pins. 

EXAMPLE OF THE LIST 
::· ._· .. _:-.., ~-·:-··· 

F.:.:' 
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~~~:~ 
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Z~:!, 11 
z~~ .1: 
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F:! 9 .1 
z::? .1 
z::; . .; 
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1. The board must be the active drawing. 
2. There must be a net data base file in the current project file. 
3. You must have used the I ASSIGN REF DES I canmand on sane of 

the board canponents. 



5. LIST OF UNASSIGNED ca-1PONENTS 

PURPOSE 

For this part of the reFOrt, the system canpares your board to the 
net data base to see if there are any reference designators in the net 
data base that you have not yet linked to board canponents using the 
!ASSIGN REF DESI camnand. If there are, they are listed in this part of 
the refX)rt. 

EXAMPLE OF THE LIST 

-· - ·- -
t:!lt1F'!JNUI rs NOT 
F"\RTNUMt<EJ;· 

--
I OF· IN 
!Of' IN 
Ifll· HI 
l flF' l N 
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rnr.· rn 
IOP!N 
JOF·rn 
I IJF· I 11 

Rf·(ICK 
r;r·1iCK 

------- -----
(ISSIGl!ED 011 PCi:< =" ML~sr::;; C[1;JllCc:r;,-,,., 

f.:EF DES F· IN 1lf: 11 ti£~ tJt.'1i: 
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JI 
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'! 

13 
I:' 
11 
10 
0 
7 
6 
:; 
4 
3 
'.' 

4 
1 

7 
6 

·l 
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ll 

GNfr2 
- ! (•'.' 

- ! (\IJ 
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1. The board must be the active drawing. 
2. There must be a net data base file in the current project 

file. 
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6. REPORI' SUMMARY 

PURPOSE 

At the em of the NET CCJ.1PARE REPOR!', the system lists a stmnary of: 

EXAMPLE 
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PHYSICAL DESIGN RULES CHECKING CDRC) 

1. OVERVIEW OF PHYSICAL DRC 

2. USING THE PHYSICAL DRC COMMANDS 

3. THE VIOLATIONS REPORT 
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1. OVERVIEW OF PHYSICAL DRC 

PUFPOSE 

'!he physical design rules checking capability aids you in routing your 
board. 

When you use the DRC carmaoos, the system checks your board for these 
design rule violations: 

• Line-to-line spacing violations 

• Line-to-pad spacing violations 

• Pad-to-pcrl spacing violations 

• Tracewidths that are too narrow 

STEPS IN THE PHYSICAL DRC PROCESS 

srEP 1 

STEP 2 

Use the I INPUT DRC RULE I conmaoo to input the 
rules you want the system to use when it checks 
your board. 

Use the !DESIGN RULE CHI<! ccmnand to instruct the 
system to check your board aoo create a violations 
report text file, and to flag violations on the 
graphics screen. 

PRERa,)UISITES FOR PHYSICAL DRC 

1. The board drawing file must be the active drawing file. 

2. '!here must be a pin description text file for every symbol 
on the board. These pin files must be in the current project 
file or in the SYSTEM-LmRARY. 

3. '!here must be a LAYERS'ID (LAYER STANDARD) file for this 
board in the current project file or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 
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2. USING THE PHYSICAL DRC CCMMANDS 

I INPUT DRC RULE I 

!DESIGN RULE CHKI 
'!he Q:mnarrl Description Section of the manual tells you how to 

use these carnnarrls. Below are sane general principles to keep in mirrl as 
you use them. 

I INPUT DRC RULEI 

I DESIGN RULE CK I . 
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When you use this canmard, the system pranpts 
you for the layers you want checked, arrl the 
minimun allowable widths you want to establish 
as rules. 

LAYERS - Usually you input all the layers on 
which you have placed connect lines. NCJI'E that 
the systan checks each layer irrlividually. It 
will not check for violations between lines on 
one layer arrl lines on another layer. This means 
that if you have placed connect lines on two 
different systan layers that will eventually be 
plotted on the sane physical layer, violations 
between these lines will not be checked. 

VALUES - Input a value for each system pranpt: 
line-to-line space, line-to-pad space, pad-to-pad 
space, minimun tracewidth. 

DEFAULT VALUES - If you respond to a pranpt by 
picking I ENTER! instead of a value, the sys tan 
will use zero for that value. 

You must use the I INPUT DRC RULE I comnam before 
usiaj this canmand. If you do not, the systan 
will display an error message that the rules file 
is missing. 

'!he systan will not perform design rules checking 
if any pin files are missing; instead, it will 
display an error message. 

'!he systan flcgs violations in the drawing display 
with an "X" mark. \'hen you save the drawing, these 
marks are saved with it. 

\'hen you pick I DESIGN RULE CHKI, the systan takes 
approximately 1/2 hour to 1 hour to check yc)ur 
board depending on its size. 



REPEATING THE DRC CCMMANDS 

It is your option to use the DRC carmands after you have finished 
routing your board, or to use than more than once as you work on routing 
your board. 

You may repeat the DRC camnands as often as you like. 

Each time you repeat the !INPUT DESIGN RULE! camnand, the previous 
rules file will be deleted unless you give the new file a different nane. 

Each time you repeat the !DESIGN RULE CHKI camnand, the previous 
violations report file will be deleted unless you give the new file a different 
name. The previous "X" marks will also be deleted. 
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3. '!HE VIOIATIOOS REPORI' 

'llle violations report is a text file created by the system 
listing the following information: 

EXAMPLE 
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e RULES 

e VIOIATICNS 

e NUMBER OF VIAS ON THE OOARD 

• 'IUI'AL NUMBER OF VIOIATIOOS ON EACH IAYER 

PHYSICAL ORC VIOLATIONS date•04-MAY-OZ t&ae•ZO:Z0.27 

Spacin9 chects will be perlora•d 
min LIN to LIN op1.cln9• 10 
min LIN to PAO spac1n9• IQ 
a1n PAD lo PAD opacln9a 10 

Minimum trace wldl~ will be checked. Man valu•• 12 

HORIZONTAL TO ITEnTtCAL LINE FAULTS 

llne<w1dtha 12 l 1.t 722S . 8850 to 
with l lne<wtdttr• 12 > .&t 9100 . 

actual spacln9 a 0 (min• 
Non• 

9100 
8800 
I 0) 

HORIZONTAL TO 45 DECREE LINE FAULTS 

None 

VERTICAL TO 4S DECREE LINE FAULTS 

None 

PAO TO PAO FAULTS 

None 

HOR l'ZONTA L LINE TO PAD FAULTS 

lin•< .. 1dlh• 12 ) at 9675 ?500 t 0 9725 
with Yi& pad at '675 

0 
7500 

&Ct Ul l sp&cinq . <min~ I 0 l 
llnelwldth• 12 ) at 10250 8'5 0 ,,, I 042 5 

wt th com11onen t pad on 03 pin z 
actual spac ln9 • 0 <min• I 0 > 

l1ne<wtdth• 12 ) &t 10325 . 83~0 to 10350 
with coaponent pad on 04 pin I 

act u. I spaclnq . 0 <atn= I 0 > llne<width• 12 ) at 10250 86 s 0 to I 0425 
'With coaponent pad on 03 pin I 

actual apacln; . 4 <atn• I 0 l 
ltne<w1dth• I 2 ) at 11000 6600 t 0 1105 0 

with VI& Dad at 11050 
0 

6400 
act ua 1 spaclnq . Cm. i na I 0 > 

llne<wiJth• 12 ) &t 12 82 5 5950 to 128?5 
Wl th Vt& pad at I Z 875 

ci 
5950 

act ua I ID&Clft(I . <nun• I 0 > 

8850 ' In vlolat Ion 
to 9100 , 8850 

7500 1n Ytol&ticn 

8650 in violation 

8350 lft violation 

••~a in VIOiation,. 

6600 in violation 

5 HO In violation 
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~OR.l!ON":"AL. .. i.Nt: TO PAD FA.UL 75 

~Jne<wt:1th= ll . \ 1:1~ e es: • 0 q : :i 0 
Wl th vi• Pl~ • l ? l 0 0 c 8 8 ~ 0 

a.Ct Ui. 1 apa.clnq . <nun~ l 0) 
i ln6(\•Hdtha ) " ) . \ 7<~0 

SJ 
6 7 ca t 0 9 8 ~ 0 

Wl th coo.ooner.t pad on p1n 1 
a.ct Ua l spa.c 1ng . 0 <m.1 n• '. 0) 

l 1n•<w1dth= I : ) " ~950 8800 t 0 i v t ~a 
.. wt th component pad on 014 ptn 

&Ct \! & 1 gp•c1ng . 0 Cm1r.:. 1 0) 
i 1 n• twl d t t-,.11: '" 

) • t IQ l 5 0 7C7~ t 0 I 0 4 0 Q 
WI th com.por.•nt pad O!"!. RJ pin 2 

I.ct u & l !; ;l&C 1 TIQ . 0 ( iu l n • ta·, 
ltne<wtdth= 12 . ) . ~ ;SH 65 2: t 0 l 0 8 2 5 

with component p&d on CJ ptn 2 
a.at u.a. l sp.a.c1nq •: 4 cm1n:. 1 0) 

11n•<w1dth• l 2 ) • t ! 0 s ~ 0 6 5 l ~ t 0 : I 0 ~ 0 
Wl th vu p&d • t I 1 0 5 0 a 6 ~ u n 

&ctu&l so a.-= 1 ng . ( m.1 n • 1 Q) 

I1n•<widtf-.:s l 2 •t 1 l 0 5 0 6 :!. 2 !, t 0 1 l 1 0 0 
WI th v l. pad • t 1 1 0 ~ 0 

0 
6SOC 

&C' t U& l 1p.a.c1nq . min= l 0) 
11.ne<w1dth• 1 2 ) • t t :. 7 0 {J 73~0 t 0 t 3 1 ~ 0 

Wl th c c.m.pon•n t P•~ on R l 2 p!n 1 
l.C tU.& l 1p1.c1nQ . 4 <m1n• l 0 I 

11na,wJdth ... J 1 ) • t l :; 3 0 0 = 8 7 ~ t 0 1 3 3 ~ 0 
wt th VI& pad • t l 3 3 0 0 ;, 58 7 5 

ae tu& l • 'P.lC 1 no . ( m. in ... 1 0 I 
l ln' ..,.t d th ... I: ) ~-" l : =\ ~ l' ~ ~ 0 .- t 0 j J ~ 5 (I 

" cc ".\t' J""' e"' • : 1 '" ;a .... ii ' 

!!'l.•(w1dth• l z ) • l ·~=o ? 6 0 0 t 0 •~~o 
WI th "la. pa. d • t 8~~D 

ci 
76~0 

&t: t !J a. l s;; a..: i. ng -- <min• 1 0) 
i.1ne1w1dthc. Li ) • t Y3 5 i) 852~ t 0 ,350 

·,..; l. th v 1 • p&d • t ~ J ~a 88 50 
olC t UI l • ;u.c 1 n.g 0 I m.1 n • 1 0) 

l1n•Cw1dth• 3 1 ) &t 9775 56 7 5 t 0 9775 
with ccmoonent p •d on $4 pin I 

a.ct ua. l iiipac in9 7 cm1n• I 0 l 
ltne<w1dth=- 3 l ) • t 9775 5 67 5 t 0 9775 

Wl th component pad on :;4 pin 4 
&Qt Uol .i. I p&C 1nq 7 <min.= 1 a' 

l tnelwtdth-= 1 2 ) at 9 8 :I 0 uo a t 0 9050 
WI th compon•nt p .. d on SJ pin I 

1.. et tJ 1. l sp.a.c1n9 . 7 <min• t 0) 
Iine(wtdth• l i ) • t 9950 

0{4 
8050 t 0 9950 

with. c,jmponent PLd. on pin t 
&Ct U& l s~1.cinq . 4 <aun• I 0 l 

line<w1dth• 1 • I at l Q z ~ Q 1 ::i 7 ~ t 0 I 0 2 ~ 0 
W1 th com?onen t pad on il 3 pin 2 

IC t U a. l soa.c1ng ; 4 ( m.1 na l 0 I 
line<wadth"' 1 2 I •t l l 0 :s 0 6~00 t 0 I 1 0 S 0 

Wl th v l. pad at i 1 a~ o 
0 

6SCO 
&Ct UI. l spa.c inq = (min4 1 0 \ 

11ne<w1dt?-•• l 2 ) • t l HOO 8225 t 0 I I 4 0 0 
w; th com pon en t p &d on ZJ pin 1 2 

a.ctual spa.c1nQ . 0 <m.1 n• 10) 
l1ne<w1dthc 12 ) • t 1 i 'o a 8 1 s 0 t 0 I l 7 0 0 

Wl th com?onent pad on :3 pin 9 
a.ct ua l SP•Cinq . 0 (JIU ft• 1 0) 

1 ine<wldth:a t 2 ) •t 1 1 BC 0 
z3 

8 1 2 ~ to 1180 0 
W1 th comp:oner.t p&d on pin B 

& Ct U& 1 .iPl.C 1 nq 0 <min• I 0 l 
l1netw1dth• I 2 ) &t I 1?O0 6400 to 11900 

Wl th component p&d on Zll pin ' ae t ua. l 1p&oing . 0 <nun• IO l 
l ine<w1dth• 1 2 ) at 11900 67:0 t 0 1 t 9 0 0 

wl th compon•nt p&d on Z10 pin 9 
a.ct \JI. l spa.ctng . 0 <mtn• 1 0 ) 

l l ne{ Wl d: th;. l 2 ) at '.; 8 S 0 SOSO t 0 l 2 8 5 0 
""'l l h component pad on fl! pin 2 

a.ct ua. l s ;.i1.c 1 ng . 4 <min• I 0 l 
llne<w1dth• I Z I at i 3 1: a 7350 t 0 1 3 : ~ 0 

Wl th cor,ponvn t pad on Rl2 pin 1 
a. c ~ u al so a.c i n9 . 0 <min• l 0) 

11ne'Wtdth-.s J 1 ) • t I 3 3 5 0 ssoo ! 0 133 ~ 0 
Wl th V\& p&d • t I 3 3 0 G ~875 

.act ua I spacing . 4 (min• I 0) 

45 DECREE LINE TO PAO FAULTS 

llne!w1dth3 12 ) at 13450. 
with eQmponent pad on J~ 

6000 to 13479 
p•n 3 

AClU.1.l 5~&.Cl11Q • 0 <m1 n• 1 0 > 

TRACtVICTH rAUtTS FOR HOR!ZONTAL c!NtS 

None 

THAC!Vl~T~ fAUtTS FOR VERTICAL LINES 

None 

TRACEVl~TH FAULTS roR 4~ DECREE tlNES 

Non@-

? ? c ' l ,'i / ,.r 
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s e ~ 1:i 1 n v lo l • t 1 en 

67CO in viol&tton 

86 0 0 '" v 1o1 at ion 

?Cn in v1ol&tton 

6 5 2 ~ 1r. v1ol&t1on 

6~4~ 1 n v 1 o l .a. t 1 on 

025 in v 1o1 • t 1 on 

?3~0 t n v1.ol&t1on 

58?5 In v 1o1 at 1 on 

6 :·: J 1'1 'l 1 ': I >\ ~ ~ <: r, 

"~ ·] 1n v 1o11 t .. c-n 

8850 1 n v10!1t1on 

6075 in v 1ol1. t 1 on 

6075 in v 1 o l & t 1 on 

6700 in v1ol&tlon 

8800 In v1olat1on 

7 l 5 0 tn viol&t1~n 

025 in v 1o1 at 1 on 

8600 In v1olat1on 

8600 ln v' o l .a. t 1 on 

9600 in v1ol&tion 

6475 In violation 

6800 ln vi o 1 & t l on 

5 3 2 ~ In v1olat1 on 

74CO in v1ol&t1on 

5 f\ 7 ~ ln v 1 o 1 at • on 

1 n v j o l & t ton 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

PURPOSE OF ARTWORK CAPABILITY 

The Telesis artwork capability enables you to photoplot your board 
design using a Gerber photoplotter in the 6200 series. 

You use the artwork capability, first, to produce artwork files ( an 
artwork file is a text file containing all the information needed to 
photoplot a single filmsheet; such as, coordinates, line widths, pad 
shapes and sizes, and parameter values ) • You then transfer these 
artwork files to a magnetic tape that is used as direct input to the 
photoplotter. The system formats both the artwork files and the tape 
for use with the Gerber photoplotters in the 6200 series. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS INVOLVED IN THE ARTWORK PROCESS 

Below is a brief explanation of the steps you should follow in 
completing the artwork process on the Telesis system. Each step is 
detailed in the following sections. 

NOTE 

Before you begin the artwork process, you should 
already have created pin description files for all 
components on the board and a LAYERSTD file ( refer 
to the LIBRARY section, subsection PIN FILES and 
the PLACEMENT section, subsection PREPARATION ) • 

1. INPUT A PHOTOPLOT-PAR TEXT FILE 

This is the photoplot parameter file. It specifies the parameter 
settings required by the Gerber photoplotter. You can omit this file 
if you wish to use the system default parameter values. 

2. INPUT A PHOTOPLOT-CON TEXT FILE 

This is the photoplot control file. It specifies the drawing layers 
to be photoplotted on any given filmsheet. Typically, you will list 
several filmsheets in one PHOTOPLOT-CON text file. 

3. INPUT AN APERTURE-TAB TEXT FILE 

This is the aperture table. It lists all of the line sizes and pad 
shapes and sizes in your board design, and specifies the aperture 
station to be used for each size. 
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STEP 4 USE THE I CREATE PHOIOPim I COMMAND 

This camnand does the following: 

• Creates a PHOIOPI..Dl'-r...cx; text file listing errors. 

• Creates an artwork text file for each f ilmsheet you specified 
in the PHO'IDPI..Dl'-CON file. 

STEP 5 USE THE I PENPim ARB\ORK I COMMAND 

'!his step is optional. Use this camnam to check your artwork 
files before photoplotting them. 

NOTE: PROCEED TO STEPS 6 AND 7 ONLY IF YOU HAVE - - MAGNETIC TAPE 
WITH YOUR SYSTEM 

STEP 6 USE THE I GERBER TO TAPE I COMMAND 

This cormnand prepares the magnetic tape to receive your artwork 
files. 

STEP 7 USE THE I ARTFILE . TO TAPE I COMMAND 
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2. HOW TO INPUT THE PHOTOPLOT-PAR TEXT FILE 

2.1 PURPOSE 

The PHOTOPLOT-PAR text file specifies parameter values that the 
Gerber photoplotter will use. The PHOTOPLOT-PAR text file is not 
required if you wish to use the system parameter default values. 

EXAMPLE 

( TYPICAL PHOTOPLOT PARAMETER FILE 
( FILE NAME : PHOTOPLOT-PAR ) 
DEVICE-TYPE GERBER6240 
CODE ASCII 
NUMBER-OF-WHEELS l 
END-BLOCK-CHAR * 
COORDINATES INCREMENTAL 
ENGLISH 
FORMAT 5.3 
LEADING-ZEROS NOT-SUPPRESS 
TRAILING-ZEROS NOT-SUPPRESS 
TEXT-THICKNESS .012 
UNDEF-LINE-WIDTH .012 
MACHINE-OFFSET 0.0.0.0 
SPLIT-PLANE 5 l 2 3 4 5 
END 

2.2 NAME AND LOCATION OF THE FILE 

You must name this file PHOTOPLOT-PAR ( no spaces between any of the 
characters ) • The PHOTOPLOT-PAR file must be in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY or 
the current project when you use the CREATE PHOTOPLOT command. 

2.3 REQUIRED CONTENTS AND FORMAT OF THE FILE 

Contact the photoplotting service you will use to find out the proper 
values for the parameters. You may omit any parameter ( both keyword 
and value ) from the file if you wish to use the default value shown 
in the following table. Many of the parameters only have one allowable 
value. For convenience, you can omit these parameters from your file 
and use the default value. Each parameter must be placed at the 
beginning ot a new line. 
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CCNI'ENI'S 
DEVICE TYPE OF THE 
GERBER MACHINE BEIN; 
USED 

COOE 

NUMBER OF APERI'URE 
WHEELS USED 

FORMAT 
FORMAT: DE.VICE-TYPE GERBER62xx 

EXAMPLE: DE.VICE-TYPE GERBER6240 

Input a hY!ilen (-) and no blank spaces 
in the ke~rd: DEVICE-TYPE. 

Input at least one blank space after the 
ke~rd: DE.VICE-TYPE. 

Input no blank spaces in the text: 
GERBER62xx. 

xx is the number of the particular device 
in the 6200 series. (Actually, your art
work tape will be usable with any Gerber 
photoplotter in the 6200 series regardless 
of the xx you specify here.) 

DEFAULT: GERBER6200 

FORMAT: CODE ASCII 

EXAMPLE: CODE ASCII 

Input at least one blank space after the 
ke~rd: CODE. 

ASCII is the only allowable value for this 
paraneter. 

Input no blank spaces in the word: ASCII. 

DEFAULT: ASCII 

FORMAT: NUMBER-OF-WHEELS 1 

EXAMPLE: NUMBER OF WHEELS l 

Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in 
the ke~rd: NUMBER-OF-WHEELS. 

Input at least one blank space after the 
ke~rd: NUMBER-QF-WHEELS. 

(table continued on next page) 
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(table continued fran previous page) 
- .. cOOENTS- ... -· ----..,.--------------FC&tAT 

INPO'l' UNITS (for 
machine offset,- text 
thickness, and un
defined line width) 

'l'he only allowable value for this parameter 
is 1. 

DEFAULT: NCJt1BER-OF-EEEIS 1 

Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces 
in the keyword: END-BLOCK-OJAR. 

Input at least me blank space after the 
keyword: EN:>-BLOCK-aJAR. 

'l'he only allowable value for this paramater 
is the asterisk symbol(*). 

DEFAULT: EN:>-BLOCK-OJAR * 
!'~ -r~ " - .. -• -.~ "•. '"'--....,, 

FC&tAT: CCXR>INATES ABSOW1'E or INClmttENl'AU 
. ".:-------- . . .. ··-·· - .. ··"°' 

EXAMPLE: CCXR>INATES ABSOI1lTE 

DEFAULT: ccxmINATES ASOOWTE 

E'mMAT: UNITS:EN;LISH or UNITS:ME:IRIC 

EXAMPLE: UNITS :ME'lRIC 

DEFAULT: UNITS:EN;LISH 

Note that when you choose English of metric llllits, 
you are choos:LB;J an input value for this file only. 
'!BIS INPUT VALUE DOES NC1l' AFFEC'.l' ANY OlHER FILES IN 
YOOR PROJECT• 

You may change the llllit of measurement at any time. 
However, note that when you choose a new llllit of 
measurenent, OOLY 'lHCl3E VAWES FOR INPUT UNITS 
FOLiaiIN; 'IBA'!' UNIT OF MFASUREMEN'l' ARE IN 'IBA'!' UNIT. 

(table continued on followin3 page) 
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(table continued fran previous page) 

EN:iLISH OR ME'mIC 
UNITS FOR OOTPtJ'l' 

FC!OO\T OF COOROIN
ATF;S 

SUPPRESS OR NOl'
SUPPRESS 
LEADIN; ZERCS IN 
COORDINATE VALUES 

FORMAT 

FORMAT: EM;LISH CR ME'mIC 

EXAMPLE: JH;LISH 

DEFAULT: FX;LISH 

FORMAT: ~m.n 

EXAMPLE: Ft'&!AT 5.3 

Input at least one blank space after the 
keyword: FORMAT. 

m indicates the nllllber of spaces before the 
decimal point. n in::Ucates the nl.lllber of 
spaces after the decimal point. 

Input a period ( .) between m and n with 
no blank spaces. 

4.4 and 5.3 are the ooly allowable values 
with B1GLISH coordinates (above) • 

5.2 and 5.3 are the only allowable values 
with ME'mIC coordinates (above). we 
~ 5.3 because it provides greater 
accuracy. 

DEFAULT: FORMAT 5.3 

FORMAT: LEADnG-ZERCS SUPPRESS or LEADI~ZERCS 
NOl'-SUPPRF.sS 

EXAMPLE: LFAOJN:rZERCS, NO!'-SUPPRF.SS 

Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in 
the keyti«>rd: LEADnG-ZERCS. 

Input at least one blank space after the 
keyword: LEADI?G-ZERCS. 

Input a hyphen and no blank spaces in the 
word: NOl'-SUPPRESS. 

DEFAULT: LFAOnG-ZERCS NO!'-SUPPRESS 

(table continued on next page) 
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(table continued fran previous paJe) 

ro!'-SUPPRFSS TRAIL
ni; ZERCS IN COOR
DINA'l'E VAWES 

('mAILDG ZERO; 
parameter is ign_ored 
by CRF.ATE PIDIOPID!' 
progran.) 

LINE THICKNFSS ro BE 
USED FCB PIDID
Prorl'DG TEX'!' CHAR
ACTERS 

LINE THI<l<NESS 'ro BE 
USED FCB PHO'ro
PIDl"l'nG LINES OF 
t.JNDEFINED (0) WIDTH 
IN.THE OC>ARD DRAW-
00 

FORMAT: TRAILn:G-ZERCS ro!'-SUPPRFSS 

EXAMPLE: TRAILn:G-ZERCS rol'-SUPPRE.SS 

Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in 
the keyword: TRAILnG-ZERCS. 

Input at least one blank space after the 
keyword: TRAILn:G-ZEROS. 

~SUPPRFSS is the ooly allowable value 
for this paraneter. 

Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in 
the \\'Ord: NOl'-SUPPRESS. 

DEFAULT: TRAILn:G-ZERCS ~SUPPRF.SS 

EXAMPLE: TEXT-THICKNESS .012 

Input a hyphen (-) and oo blank spaces in 
the keyword: TEX'l'-THI<l<NESS. 

Input at least one blank space after the 
keyword: TEXT-THICKNESS .. 

n is a value in inches or millimeters 
(depending on which input unit you chose) 

DEFAULT: Smallest line width shown in the APERIURE
TAB file. 

FmMAT: UN:>EF-LINE-WIDTB n 

EXAMPLE: tJNDEF-LINE-WIDTB .012 

Input two hyphens (-) and no blank spaces 
in the keY\«)rd: UN:>EF-LINE-WID'l"H. 

Input at least one blank space after the 
keyword: U?il>EF-LINE-WID'l"H. 

n is a value in inches or millimeters (de
perding on which input unit you chose.) 

DEFAULT: Smallest line width shown in the APERTURE
TAB file. 

(table continued on next paJe) 
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(table continued fran previous pa;Je) 
- . ·····----·-·------·-------=-------------------·-----·---- .... -·--

OFFSET OP THE 0,0 
OP ~ BOARD PRCM 
THE 0,0 (lower left 
corner) OF THE 
PHOro.PWl' FIIM 

..l. 

CCM4ENTS 
You may optiooally 
inclllie information
al ccmnents in this 
file 

RR4AT: MACHINE-OFFSET x.y 

EXAMPLE: MACHIN&-OPFSET 2.0, 2.0 

Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in 
the key\«>rd: MAailNE-OPFSET. 

Input at least one blank space after the 
keyword: MACHINE-OPFSET. 

x is the x offset; y is the y offset. · 

Input a ccmna ( ,) between x and y with 
no blank spaces. 

If you placed a decimal point in the nunber 
the aysten assmies either inches or milli
meters, dependin:;J on which input lU'lit you 
chose. If you did not place a decimal pt • 
..in the nunber, then the lB'li t for the m1nber 
is mils if you chose "l!hglish" as the input 
lB'lit and board database lU'lits if you chose 
"metric" as the input lB'lit. 

'lhe x and y values may be no 10B3er than 
5 digits. 

'lhe upper and lower l.ilnits for x and y 
values are +32000 mils, expressed either 
as 32000 or-32.0. 

DEFAULT: MAOIINE-OPFSET O,O 

R'.R4AT: (text of camtent) 

EXAMPLE: (PHO'lOPWI'-PAR FILE) 

Place ccmnents in parentheses. 

'lhe cxmnent text may be anythin:;J you wish. 
'lhe systen ignores all infonnation placed 
in parentheses in a text file. 

I (table continued on nex-t~pcg-e-.)~---------------------
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( Table continued from previous page ) 

CONTENTS 

SPLIT-PLANE 
( optional ) 

END 
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FORMAT 

SPLIT-PLANE layer number net numbers 

SPLIT-PLANE is the keyword ( must be 
entered as the first word on a new line ) • 

Layer number specifies the imbedded plane 
layer that will be used as a split plane. 

Net numbers specify up to nine nets that 
will be included on the split plane layer. 

EXAMPLE : 

SPLIT-PLANE 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Layer 5, which is an imbedded plane, will 
be used as a split plane layer. 
Nets numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 will be 
included on layer 5, as well as the net 
number of layer 5. 

END 

The keyword END must be entered as the 
last line of the PHOTOPLOT-PAR text 
file. 



2.4 RSX SPLIT PLANES SPECIFIED IN THE FILE 

An imbedded plane is an internal board layer that is made up entirely 
of copper. A split plane is an imbedded plane that is divided into 
more than one area of copper. 

An imbedded plane connects component pins in an extensive net such as 
VCC or GND. Since copper is conductive, component pins connected to 
the copper will also be connected to each other. When the board is 
photoplotted, the system determines the net number of a component pin 
from information in the Device File. If the component pin net number 
matches an imbedded plane layer net number, the photoplotter flashes a 
thermal relief pad on the imbedded plane layer to connect the component 
pin to the copper on the layer. If the component pin net number does 
not match an imbedded plane layer net number, the photoplotter flashes 
an anti pad on the imbedded plane layer to isolate the component pin 
from the copper on the layer. 

The operator creates a split plane layer by adding a SPLIT-PLANE line 
to the PHOTOPLOT-PAR text file and adding lines to the corresponding 
layer of the board drawing. The SPLIT-PLANE entry in the 
PHOTOPLOT-PAR text file specifies the imbedded plane layer that will be 
used as a split plane layer and the net numbers that will be included 
on the layer. The lines on the corresponding board drawing layer 
represent the outlines of the different copper areas that will be 
photoplotted on the physical board layer. 

The system does not check to ensure that net numbers of component pins 
within a copper area match; the operator must ensure this by correct 
component placement. The system only knows that all component pins 
with a net number listed in the Split Plane entry will be connected to 
the copper on the Split Plane layer. The operator must divide the 
.board drawing into different copper areas and place components in the 
correct copper area to ensure that component pins with different net 
numbers do not end up in the same copper area. 

To specify an imbedded plane layer as a split plane, add the following 
line to the PHOTOPLOT-PAR text file : 

SPLIT-PLANE layer number net numbers contained on the layer 

EXAMPLE : SPLIT-PLANE 5 1 2 3 4 5 

When the CREATE PHOTOPLOT command is selected, the system will 
flash a thermal relief pad on layer 5 for ALL component pins with 
a net number of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, or the net name of the 
net specified for layer 5 in the LAYERSTD file. Anti pads will 
be flashed on layer 5 for all other component pins. 
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EXAMPLE 

WARNING 

Ensure that all components with component pins 
in the same net are placed in the same copper area 
of the board. The system will not flag a warning 
or error message if component pins of different 
nets are located in the same copper area. 

NOTES 

Separate the keyword from the layer number and the 
layer number from the net number(s) with at least 
one space. 

Separate different net numbers with a space. 

The split plane entry in the PHOTOPLOT-PAR text 
file can be used a maximum of five times. 

The LAYERSTD file entry for the layer is included 
on the split plane, allowing a maximum of ten 
net numbers to be specified on one layer. 

The order in which the nets are listed is not 
important; but if more than nine nets are listed, 
the system will display a Warning message and only 
the first nine net numbers will be used. 

In the following example : 

The LAYERSTD entry for layer 5 specifies an imbedded GND plane 

The operator has divided layer 5 of the board drawing into 6 equal 
areas 

The operator has added the following line to the PHOTOPLOT-PAR 
text file : 

SPLIT-PLANE 5 1 2 3 4 5 

The following figure illustrates the board drawing using the above 
information. 
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LAYERS TD 
FILE ENTRY 
LAYER 5 : 
I MB EDD ED 
PLANE -

GND 

NET NUMBER 
l 

NET NUMBER 
2 

NET NUMBER 
3 

NET NUMBER 
4 

NET NUMBER 
5 

Net numbers are not assigned to specific copper areas by the 
system. It is up to the operator to place components with similar 
component pin net numbers in the same copper area. The copper 
areas illustrated in the figure above, are shown with net numbers 
to clarify the example only. 
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3. HOO' 'IO INPUT THE PHOIDPLCJil-CON TEXT FILE 

PURPOSE 

'!he PHOIDPIDI'-COO (photoplot control) file is a list of f ilmsheets. 
It specifies the drawing layers to be photoplotted on each f ilmsheet. (When 
you use the !CREATE PHOIDPIDTI carmarrl, the system will create an artwork 
text file for each f ilmsheet you specify here.) 

EXAMPLE 
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(TYPICAL PHOIDPI.OT CCNJ'R)L FILE) 
(FILE NAME: Pl!CYIOPWI'-COO) 
(CClolPONENI' SIDE FIIM) 

ARM:>RK FIIM-1 
~SIDE 
PIATING-BAR 
TOQLIN;-('()RNERS 
DRllWING-FORMAT 
(SOUJER SIDE FIIM) 
ARIWJRK Firn-:2 
SOLDER-SIDE 
PIATING-BAR 
TOOLING-C'ORNERS 
DRAWING-FORMAT 
(INTERNAL SIQJAL #1 FIIM) 

ARIWJRK FIIM=3 
DBIAYER 3 
TOOLING-C'ORNERS 
DRllWIOO-FORMAT 
(INTERNAL SirnAL t2 FIIM) 
ARMlRK FIIM-4 
DB!AYER 4 
TOOL!Nl-CORNERS 
DRl\W!oo-FORMAT 
(IMBEDDED GROOND PLJ\NE FIIM) 
AR'lmRK FIIM-5 
DB!AYER 5 
TOOLil\G-CORNERS 
DRAWING-FORMAT 
( IMBEDDED VOLTAGE PIANE FIIM) 

ARM:>RK FIIM-6 
DB!AYER 6 
TOOLil\G-CORNERS 
DRllWIOO-FORMAT 
(<nll?CHNI' SIDE SOLDER MASK FII1'1) 
A:lmDRK FIIM-7 
CGlPONEN!'-SOLDER-MJ\SK 
TOOLil!G-C'ORNERS 
DRllWING-FORMAT 
(SOLDER SIDE SOLDER MASK FIIM) 
ARimRK FIIM-8 
SOLDEa-SOIDER-MJ\SK 
TOOLI!G-C'ORNERS 
DRllWING-FORMAT 
(SII.l<SCREEN ,FIIM) 

ARM:>RK FIIM-9 
SIII<SCREEN 
~CXJl'LINE 
REFEREN:Fr-DESIGNA'l'OR 
TOOLING-C'ORNERS 
DRllWING-FORMAT 
(DRILL DRAWI~ FIIM) 
ARMlRK FIIM-10 
DRILirCCDE 
CJIRD-OUI'LINE 
00/\ID-DIMENSIOOS 
TOOLING-C'ORNERS 
DRllWING-FORMAT 
EM> 





NAME AND LOCATION OF THE FILE 

You must nane the file PHOl'OPI.al'-CON. It must be in the current project 
file or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY when you use the jCREATE PHOIOPI.arj canmand. 

REQUIRED CONTENTS AND FORMAT OF THE FILE 

The PHOIOPLOT-CON file must contain one section for each f ilrnsheet you 
wish to describe. The table below describes the required contents and fotmat 
to be used for each section. 

You may input as many f ilrnsheet sections as you wish. Input each section 
immediately below the previous one: there should be no blank lines in the file. 

CONTENTS 

FIIMSHEET NAME 

LIST OF ALL DRAW!~ 
IAYERS TO BE PLOITED 
ON THE FIIMSHEET 
NAMED ABJi7E 

FORMAT 

FORMAT: ARIW)RK ( f ilrnsheet name) 

EXAMPLE: ARIW'.)RK FII.M-1 

FORMAT: 

Input at least one blank space after the 
key-y.ord: . AR!mRK. 

The filrnsheet nane may be up to 14 key
board characters with no blank spaces 
allowed. 

(layer name or layer nl.lllber) 

EXAMPLE 1 : C<l1PONENT-SIDE 

EXAMPLE 2: DBI.AYER 6 

Input each layer at the beginning of a 
new line. 

You may input either the layer name or 
the layer number. (However, you must 
input the layer nl.lllber rather than the 
nane if you have assigned the same layer 
nane to more than one layer in the 
LAYERSTD file.) 

I.AYER NAME: 
If you input a layer name, it should 
correspond exactly to a layer name in the 
LAYERSTD file. The nane must have no 

(table continued on next page) 
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(table continued fran previous page) 

CG1MENI'S 
You may optionally 
inclLrle info:rmation
al canments in this 
file 

END STATEMENT 
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FORMAT 

blank spaces. 

LAYER NUMBER: 
If you input a layer nunber, it must 
have this format: DBL.AYER n. 
'llle word DBI.AYER must have no blank 
spaces, and it must be foll<:Med by at 
least one blank space. 
n may be any drawing layer (0-255). 

FORMAT: (text of carment) 

EXAMPLE: (canponent-Side Film) 

Place the canments in parentheses. 

The canment text may be anythiJ'l3 you wish. 
The system ignores all information placed 
in parentheses in a text file. 

FORMAT: END 

EXAMPLE: END 

Input the wbrd "END" as the last line of 
the file. 



4. Ha-l 'ro INPt:Jr THE APERI'URE-TAB TEXT FILE 

PURPCSE 

The APERIURE-TAB (aperture table) text file is a list of all 
line sizes and pad shapes occurring in a PC board design. The 
APERIURE-TAB text file assigns each pad shape and size to an 
aperture station on the photoplotter's aperture wheel. The APERIURE-TAB 
is a necessary prerequisite for producing the art'#Ork text file for 
the Gerber photoplotter. The exanple below illustrates a typical 
aperture table text file. 

EXAMPLE: APERIURE-TAB text file 

APERI'URE-TAB 1 
(APERTURE-TAB) 

WHEEL 1 
1 CIRCLE=.055 010 
2 CIRCLE=.062 011 
3 CIRCLE=.065 012 
4 CIRCLE=.075 013 
5 CIRCLE=.080 014 
6 CIRCLE=.095 · 015. 
7 CIRCLE=.100 016 
8 CIRCLE=.125 017 
9 CIRCLE=.150 018 
10 LINE=.010 019 
11 LINE=.012 070 
12 LINE=.015 071 
13 LINE=.020 020 
14 LINE=.025 021 
15 LINE=.050 022 
16 LINE= .100 · 023 
17 SQUARE=.062 024 
18 SQUARE=.075 025 
19 SQUARE=.080 026 
20 SQUARE=.095 027 
21 FIASH=ABOO 028 
( • 050 'l'HERMAL-RELIEF) 
22 FIASH=ABOl 029 
( • 060 THERMAL-RELIEF) 
23 FIASH=AB02 072 
( • 080 THERMAL-RELIEF) 
24 FIASH=AB05 073 
(z.DIRE PATI'ERN) 
END 
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NAMING THE APERI'URE-TAB TEXT FILE 

When creating the APERI'URE-TAB text file, the operator MUsr name 
the file APERI'URE-TAB. The file may be created with the jEDIT APERI'URE-TABI 
text lea::lthru, Telesis Keyboard Text E:ditor (vrlOl or WYSE), or the 
Telesis Function Screen F.ditor. 

Aftr creating, editing and saving the file, and when the operator 
uses the !CREATE PHaroPLOI'I comnand, the system looks for the APERl'URE-TAB 
text file in the current project, then in the SYSI'FM-LIBRARY. 

NOI'E: If the operator picks !CREATE PHOroPLOI'lwithout the 
APERI'URE-TAB text file the system will rep:>rt, 

-NO APERl'URE-TAB FILE-

The APERIURE-TAB is a prerequisite to art~rk generation. 
The system does not assign default line sizes and pa:] 
shapes to a PC board design, and will not proceed with 
jCREATE PI-DIOPLOI'I without the APERI'URE-TAB file. 

USIN:; '!HE APERI'URE-TAB TEXT LEADI'HRU. 

The text leadthru capability allows the operator to create the 
text file on the function screen, with the system maintaining 
the proper formatting requirements of the file. The operator 
simply uses the interactive carmands on the IEDIT APERI'URE-TABI 
leadthru to input and edit the information contained in the file. 
The lea::lthru reduces the p:>ssibility of numerous formatting errors 
that could result when the text file is created on a text editor 
keyboard. 

When using the !EDIT APERI'URE-TABI leadthru, the system assists 
the operator in the following ways: 

1. Autanatically nanes the text file APERI'URE-TAB. 

2. Prompts the operator for a revision label. 

3. Autanatically p:>sitions the cursor when the 
operator inputs information. 

4. Autanatically inputs the keywords required in the file. 

5. Places parentheses ( ) around carment lines. 

6. Issues error messa;es if the operator-defined input 
is improperly formatted. 
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usnx:; THE TEXT LEAOlHRJ ro NAME AND CREATE THE APER!'URE-TAB FILE 

When the operator picks thelEDIT APERTURE-TABjcc:mnaOO, the 
system issues a pi:anpt for a text file revision label (up to four 
alphanumeric characters). The revision label specified opens an 
existing APERIURE-TAB text file (of that revision) or opens a new 
file naned APERIURE-TAB. If IENrERI is picked without specifying a 
revision, the system simply opens the latest version of the 
file, or creates a new file naned APERTORE-'l'AB. 

The operator may use the steps described below to create the 
APERIURE-'l'AB text file using the leadthru capabiiity. 

STEP 1. I TEXT LE'ADTHRJ I . 

Pick the l'fEXT LEAOI'HHJI ~ to display the menu of leadthru 
options: 

EDIT APER!URE-TAB I 
EDIT PIN F~T 
EDIT LAYERS'l'Dl 
EDIT PENPIDr-CCNJ 
EDIT DE.VICE FILE.I 

STEP 2. jEDIT APERl'URE-TABI 

Pick thelEDIT APERl'URE-TABlcarrnam to open an existing 
APERIURE-TAB text file, or to create a new version of the file. 
'lhe system first pranpts for a revision label, then opens · 
the file specified by .the revision. If an existing file is 
not found, the system creates a new file of the revision specified. 
The exanple below illustrates the input sequence when creating 
a new file: 

I EDIT APERI'URE-TAB I (REV) 1 I ENTER I 
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When I ENTER I is picked, the system displays the following 
infomatioo oo the graphics screen: 

APER'lURE-TAB l 

(APER'lURE-TAB) 
END 

('lhe cursor is positioned at the start of the ccnment 
line (APER'!URE-TAB) • ) 

'lhe operator may now use the following caamands to add 
infomatioo between (APERTURE-TAB) and the END statement: 

STEP 3. I ADD WHEEL I 

ADD WHEEL! 
AID APER'!UREI 
AID Mi1ENTI 

Pick the I ADD WHEEL! ccmnand ~ify the photoplotter 
aperture.Wtleil nii&r. !ADD WHEEL opens the wheel section 
of the file, indicated by an asterisk (*) in the left mai:gin • 
. currently, WHEEL 1 is the only allowable value. 

EXAMPLE: I ADD WHEEL! (WHEEL) 1 IENTERI 

When ENTER is picked, the system displays the WHEEL line of the 
file, preceded by an asterisk. 'lhe asterisk indicates that the 
WHEEL sectioo of the file is open for editing. 

APER'lURE-TAB T 

(APER'!URE-TAB) 
* WHEEL l 

END 

'!he operator may now use the !ADD APER'lUREI and !ADD 0Jt1MENTI 
ccmnands to add information to the WHEEL sectioo. 

If using the Telesis Keyboard or Function Screen &Utor, input 
the keyword WHEEL, a blank space, then the nlll1ber l. 
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STEP 4. (Q;>tional) Choose English or Metric units 

'!he systan gives you a choice of English or metric units for 
Photoplot-PAR values. 

l1JNI'IS :EmLISHI I UNITS :ME'IRICI 

If you do not make a choice, the default is English units. Note that 
when you choose English or metric units, you are choosing an input value 
for this file aily. mrs INPCT VAIDB DOBS. ICl'· An'ECT AN! 01'BER ·~ IN 
tam P.Rnm:'.r. 

When you input a nllllber for size, if a decimal point is part of the 
mmber, the system assunes either inches or millimeters (depeming on the 
input unit you chose). If this nunber has no decimal point, the system 
asslllles mils for English units input and board database units (.Olmm) for 
metric input. · 

You may change ·the unit of measurement at any time. However, note that 
wehn you choose a new unit of measurement, oo,y '1KSE LINE SIZES AR> PAD 
SHAPES FOLLaml; THAT tJRIT OP MFJ\SOR!MER'l' ARB IN THAT· tJRIT. Line sizes 
and pad shapes follCMing the previously chosen unit are in that 
previously chosen unit of measurement. 

For example, in the file below, the circle is in metric units, while the 
square is in English units. 

APER'!URE-TAB 1 

(APER'lURE-TAB) 
* WHEEL 1 
* ONI'IS:ME'IRIC 
* l CIRCLE=.55 
* ONI'IS:EN;LISH 
* 1 SQUARE=.055 

STEP 5. I ADD C01MENTI 

'!he operator may use the optionallADD CdiiENTjcannand to 
supply informational text into the file. A ccmnent is always 
enclosed within parentheses (},and is ignored by the system 
when ~E PIDroPLOI' processes the APER'JIJRE-TAB file. 
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RESULT: 

APERIURE-TAB 1 

(APER!URE-TAB) 
* WHEEL 1 
* (STA APER'IURE CCDE) 

m::> 

In the above exanple, the ccmnent line provides the header 
for the 24 station lines in the file. carments may be · 
conveniently placed above the related section or line entry, 
providing the additional information needed for easy 
interpretation of the file's contents. 

KYI'E: A maximun of 59 alphanumeric and/or blank.spaces 
may be included in a ccmnent entry. If the keyt:x>ard 
input exceeds 59 characters, the system interrupts, 
then inserts the first 59 characters into the file. 
'!he system autanatically inserts parentheses around 
operator-defined text. 

If using the Telesis Keyboard or Function Screen Editor, 
input parentheses arourxi line entries to be treated as 
ccmnents. 

STEP 6. ADD APER'!URE 

Pick the !ADD APER'!UREI canna.00 to input the aperture wheel station 
m:mbers, aperture shapes, arxi aperture sizes occurring in the 
board design (i.e. each line width occurring in the board drawing, 
am each pad shape/size occurrin3 in the pin files for canponents 
placed on the board) • 

OOI'E: 'lbere are 24 allowable stations on a photoplotter 
aperture wheel. Contact the photoplotting service 
for aperture station assignments for the various 
aperture shapes/sizes. 

EX.AMPLE: I ADD APERIDREI (STATIOO Nt:MBER) l I ENTER I 

When ENTER is picked after specifying the aperture wheel 
station m:mber, the system displays a menu of apertures: 
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Select the desired aperture for the station m.1nber entered. The 
following praopts (in parentheses) are issued for each aperture listed 
below: 

LINE (WID'IH) 
SQUARE (WIDTH) 

CIRCLE (WID'IH) 

OBLCN; (WID'IH, HEIGHT) 
RECl'AK;LE (WIDTH, HEIGHT} 
FLASH (FLASH NAME) 

EXHU>LE: I CIRCLE I (WID'IH) 55 !ENTER! 

Input the aperture size, in mils or millimeters (de~ing upon which 
input unit you chose) for the selected shape. When l~I is picked, 
the systan displays the line in the file with the appropriate aperture 
station D-cade in the right margin. For example, STATION 1 on the 
aperture wheel is always assigned the code DlO on the Gerber 6240 
Photoplotter. 

RFSULT: 

APER'roRE-TAB 1 

(APER'IURE-TAB) 
* WHEEL 1 
* (STA APER'!URE CCDE) 
* . l CIRCLE= .ass DlO 

END 

NOrE: When specifying ajFLASHJ, ten alphanl.llleric characters 
may be used :inmediately after the equal (=) sign. The operator 
must be sure that the photoplotting service is able to interpret 
the FLASH name specified in the file. 

When using the Telesis Keyboard or Function Screen E'ditor 
to create the file, use the following foi:mat specification 
when adding aperture infoi:mation to the file: 

FCRMAT: (STATION NUMBER) (SHAPE)= (SIZE} (APERTURE STATION CCDE} 

EXAMPLE 1: 1 LINE=.010 010 

EXAMPLE 2: 2 CIRCLE=.062 Dll 

FOR LINE SIZE: 

Input the station nllDber followed by a blank space, then 
the aperture shape immediately followed by an equal sign (=), 
then the line width in mils. There must be no blank spaces 
before or after the equals sign. 
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FOR PAD SHAPF/SIZE: 

use exactly the sane foz::mat used in the pin files for pad 
shapes and sizes. For shapes with two size dimensions 
(CBLQGS and RE~) , the operator must make two entries 
in the text file, one showing width x height first, then 
one showing the height x width. For example: 

1 o~.150x.100 010 
2 ~.lOOX.150 011 

'!his is required because the photoplotter will use two 
different aperture sizes to plot this shape/size depending 
on the vertical or horizontal rotation of the symbol 
containir¥J this pad. 

STEP 7. 

APER'lURE STATICN ODE 

Input the aperture station O-code following the line or 
pad size. Input at lease one blank space before the station 
code. '!here must be no blank spaces in the code itself. 

'!here are 24 allowable station codes ( one for each of the 
24 stations on an aperture wheel) • 

(STA D-CCDE) (STA 0-0DE) (STA 0-0DE) 
1 DlO 13 020 11 070 
2 011 14 021 12 D71 
3 012 15 022 23 072 
4 013 16 023 24 073 
5 014 17 024 
6 015 18 025 
7 016 19 026 
8 017 20 027 
9 018 21 028 

10 019 22 029 

END STATEMENT 

When usir¥J the !EDIT APER'!UiE-TABI leadthru, the system autanatically 
includes the END statement at the last line position. '!he cursor cannot 
be moved beyond the END statement. 

If usir¥J the Telesis Keyboard or Function Screen Editor, inclooe 
the END statement as the last line of the file. 
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STEP 8. I DCNEI 

Pick liXiEI when finished creatirg the APER'lURE-TAB text file. TO 
close the file, select one of the followi~ cannarxis: 

IS!VE FILE! allows the operator to save the active version 
of the file, and to delete the previous version 
of the sane revision. If the file is newly 
created, the systan saves the file under the 
revision label specified when the file was 
opened, or with revision "l" if a (REV) was 
was not specified. 

Exanple: 

New file: APERI'URE-TAB 

I SAVE FILE! : APERIURS-TAB 1 
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!SAVE FILE NEW RV! - allows the operator to save the active file 
under a revision other than the one originally 
specified when the file was opened. The 
system does not delete the old version. 

If the active file is newly created without 
a revision originally specified, the system 
saves the file with the revision label input 
with thelSAVE FILE NEW RVioommand. 

!CANCEL ACJV FILE! - allows the operator to cancel the actively 
displayed file on the graphics screen without 
deleting the original (if it exists). The 
original file maintains its original revision 
label. 

IEDIT FILE! 
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EDITn.i:; THE APERruRE-TAB TEXT FILE WITH 'mE TEXT LEAIJI'HRU 

When creating the file, the operator may make additions or 
corrections. The file may also be re-opened at a later time to upjate 
any version of the file previously created. When re-opening the file, 
the operator must specify the revision label if the file is not 
the latest revision. When the system issues the (REV) pranpt on 
the function screen, simply pick !ENTER! to open the latest revision. 

The following corrmarrls may be used to edit the APERIURE-TAB 
text file with the leadthru capability: 

CHANGE WHEEL! 
CHANGE CC>1MENTI 
CHANGE APERrUREI 

POSITIOOIOO THE aJRSOR 

DELETE SECTICNI 
UNDELETE SECTICNI 
DELETE LINE! 
UNDELETE LINEj 

To edit the file, the operator must always !X)Sition the cursor 
to the line to be edited. The cursor always remains in the left margin 
of the file arx3 must be properly !X)Sitioned • 

For ADD comna.nds during editing: 

Position the cursor to the line above the desired location 
of the addition. Lines !X)sitioned below the cursor will shift 
down when the new line is cdded. If the cursor is !X)Sitioned 
at the END statement, the new line will be placed one line 
above the END stat~nt. 

For CHAOOE or DELEI'E camiands: 

Move the cursor to the line to be changed or deleted. 

Use the following ccmnands to nove the cursor: 

jSEC UPI - noves the cursor up one section. 

jSEC ~I- moves the cursor down one section. 

jLINE UPI- move the cursor up one line. 

jLINE ~I- In01Jes the cursor down one line. 
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THE DIFFERENCE BE'IWEEN A SECTIOO AND A LINE 

The system groups the information in the APERI'URE-TAB file into 
sections of interrelated data. For exanple, the WHEEL section contains 
all information pertaining to the 24 stations on the aperture wheel. 
When editing lines within the WHEEL section, use the !LINE UPj and 
jLINE MJI conrnands. 

While editing the WHEEL section, asterisks(*) are displayed 
at the left margin of the file. The asterisks highlight all lines 
within the WHEEL section of the file. When IIXNEI is picked, the 
system repositions the cursor to the WHEEL line of the file, then 
cancels the asterisk display. 

When the cursor is positioned at the WHEEL line, use the!SEC rwNj 
cornnand to rove the cursor to the END statement or the next WHEEL 
section of the file. Currently, WHEEL 1 is the only allc:Mable wheel 
in the aperture table. If the cursor is positioned at the END 
statement, SEC UP will rove the cursor to the WHEEL 1 line of the 
file. 

EXAMPLE: jLINE aVNj (PICKED 3 TIMES) 

* 21 FI.ASH=ABOO D28 
* ( • 050 THERMAL RELIEF) 

Current * 22 FI.ASH=ABOl 029 
cursor--> * ( .060 THERMAL RELIEF) 

* 23 FI.ASH=AB02 072 
New * (. 080 THERWU. RELIEF) 

cursor-> * 24 FI.ASH-ABOS 073 
* (MJIRE PATTERN) 

END 

EXAMPLE: jSEC MJj 

Current 
Cursor--> 

New Cursor 
Position -> 
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APERI'URE-TAB 

(APERI'URE-TAB) 
WHEEL 1 
(STA APERTURE 
1 CIRCLE=.055 
END 

CODE) 
010 



IF THE FILE IS UNiER THAN SH<liN CN THE GRAPHICS SCREEN 

If lines are added to the file after the graphics screen is full, 
the file scrolls up so that the bottan lines are visible and the top 
lines are oot. Use the LINE and SEC softkeys to scroll the file to 
the lines to be edited. 

CHANG~ INroRMATICN IN THE FILE 

!CHANGE WHEEL! 

The !CHANGE WHEEL! amnand allows the operator to open the WHEEL 
section of the APERIURE-TAB file for editing. Before using the 
!CHANGE WHEELI amnana, the operator must p:>sition the cursor to 
the WHEEL line. When the system pranpts the operator for the 
WHEEL NUMBER, simply pick !ENTER! to open the WHEEL section, 
with the asterisk display highlighting in the left margin. 

Currently, WHEEL 1 is the only allowable value. 

!CHANGE APERI'UREj 

The !CHANGE APERI'UREI cc:mnaOO allows editing of existing aperture 
station line entries. The input sequence for !CHANGE APERI'UREj is 
the sane as the input sequence for the IADD APERrUREI amnana. 
However, the operator may skip any pranpt, except shape, for any 
information that remains und'langed on the line being edited. 

EXAMPLE: Existing line entry: 

1 SJUARE=.062 010 

I CHANGE APERIURE I (STATICN NUMBER) 

Resulting line entry: 

1 SJUARE=.075 DlO 
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!CHANGE CG1MEN'I'j 

EXAMPLE: jCHANGE <D1MEN'I'j 

Cursor-> 

Cursor-> 

APERI'URE-TAB 1 
(APERIURE-TAB) 
(APERI'URE TABLE FQR GERBER PHOIDPWITER) 

WHEEL 1 
(STA APERI'URE 
l CIRCLE=.055 
2 CIRCLE=.062 

CODE) 
010 
011 

INPl11': CLOCK GENERATOR OOARD jENTERj 

Result: The o::xnment line is now changed to 
(CI.DCK GENERA'IDR OOARD). 

APERI'URE-TAB 1 
(APERI'URE-TAB) 
(CLOCK GENERA'IDR OOARD) 

WHEEL 1 
(STA APERI'URE 
1 CIRCLE=.055 
2 CIRCLE=.062 

CODE) 
010 
Oll 
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DELETI~ INFORMATICN FR.CM THE FILE 

Use the following corcmands to DELETE arrl reinsert information 
on the file: 

!DELETE LINEj 

jUNDELETE LINE!-

jDELETE SEcrI(l.JI-

allows deletion of a single line entry 
specified by the cursor p:>sition. 

allows reinsertion of the line deleted with 
jDELETE LINEjCOllllland.IUNDELETE LINEj may be used 
to reposition the line to another area of the 
file. The system restores the line belCAi! 
the new cursor position regardless of the 
line's original placement. 

allows deletion of a single section specified 
by the cursor position. The cursor must be 
positioned at the first line of the section to 
be deleted. 

!UNDELETE SECI'I(l.Jl- allows restoration of the last file section 
deleted. The deleted section may be restored 
to another location in the file. 

NOI'E: The END statement cannot be deleted. 
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USI~ THE !DELETE LINEI AND jDELErE SECTICNI CCMMANDS 

EXAMPLE: Deleting a comnent line from the WHEEL 1 section: 

Cursor-> 

RESULT: 

Cursor-> 

APERrURE-TAB 1 
(APERIURE-TAB) 
(CLOCK GENERATOR OOARD) 

* WHEEL 1 
* (STA APERIURE CODE) 
* 1 CIRCLE=.055 DlO 
* 2 CIRCLE=.062 Dll 

Pick: DELEI'E LINE 

When jDELEI'E LINE! is picked, the ccmnent line 
(STA APERl'URE CODE) is deleted fran the file. 
The contents below the deleted line shift up, closing 
the open line. 

APERl'URE-TAB 1 
(APERIURE-TAB) 
(CLO:K GENERATOR OOARD) 

* WHEEL 1 
* 1 CIRCLE=.055 010 
* 2 CIRCLE=.062 Dll 

The operator may rt:M use the IUNDELEI'E LINE! comnarrl to 
reinsert the line (STA APERIURE CODE) back into 
the file. Use the !LINE UPI conmnand to position the cursor 
back the WHEEL 1 line, then pick jUNDELETE LINE! to reinsert it 
to its original position in the file. 
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EXAMPLE: !DELETE SECTIOOI 

(Deleting the WHEEL 1 section of the file.) 

APERIURE-'l'AB 1 
(APERruRE-TAB) 
(CIDCK GENERA'IDR OOARD) 

Cursor -> WHEEL 1 

Cursor-> 

(STA APERIURE COOE) 
1 CIRCLE=.055 010 
2 CIRCLE=.062 Dll 
END 

Pick: !DELETE SECTIOOI 

RESULT: 

APERIURE-TAB 1 
(APERI'URE-'l'AB) . 
(CLOCK GENERATOR~) 
END 

In the example above, the !DELETE SECTIOOI cxmnand deleted 
all lines in the WHEEL 1 section. Pick the !UNDELETE SECTIOOI 
camland to reinsert the entire WHEEL 1 section back to 
the file. 

NOl'E: When the cursor is positioned at the END statement, 
any line or section of text reinserted will be 
placed one line above END. 
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APERI'URE TABLES NO.I' CREATED WITH THE EDIT APERI'URE-TAB LEAIJI'HRU 

Aperture table text files that were previously created with 
the Telesis Keyboard or Function Screen E'.ditor may be edited using 
the !EDIT APERI'URE-TABI text leadthru. 

When the operator opens the file with the !EDIT APERI'URE-TABI 
corrmarrl, the system checks it for formatting errors. If errors 
exist, the system issues a message on the function screen. This 
message states the number of existing faults. The file is then 
displayed on the grafhics screen will all faulty lines· bracketed 
between parentheses ( ) and asterisks *· 

EXAMPLE: (* 1 CIRCLE= .055 DlO*} 

In the above exanple, the line is incorrect due to a blank space 
between the equal sign (=} and the circle dianeter ( .055}. Lines in 
error are displayed as carrnents and must be deleted prior to using 
the ADD carmands to specify the correct information. 

APERIURE LIMITATICNS 

1. LIMITATICN OF APERI'URE SIZES AVAILABLE AT THE PHOIDPWI'l'It-l3 
SERVICE. 

Before canpleting the board drawing, contact the photoplotting 
service to be sure that all the apertures sizes are available. 
For example, if 1 mil lines are used in the board drawing, the 
fhotoplotting service may not have an aperture small enough to 
plot it. 

2. LIMITATICN OF 24 srATICNS CN THE APERI'URE WHEEL 

Only 24 different aperture sizes can be placed on the 
aperture wheel at one ti.me, and only one wheel can be used 
to plot a filmsheet. Therefore, each filmsheet cannot 
require nDre than 24 different apertures. If possible, 
design the board so that the number of line sizes and 
pad shape/sizes does not exceed 24. 
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5. HCW 'ID USE 'IHE I CREATE PHCYIOPWI' I COMMAND 

PURPQSE 

The purpose of the !CREATE PHCYIOPWI'I ccmnand is to create an 
artwork text file for each filmsheet you specified in the PHOI'OPLCYI'-CON 
file. Each artwork file contains the information needed by the photoplotter 
to plot a f ilmsheet. 

PREREQUISITES 

o The board drawing must be active. 

o Pin description files for every canFOnent on the b::>ard must be in the 
current project file or the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

o The LAYERS'ID text file must be in the current project file or 
the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

o The PHOIOPLOT-PA.R file (if you use one) must be in the current 
project file or the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. The PHOI'OPLOI'-PAR file is 
optional. (Seep. EOAPD-37.) 

o The PHOIOPLOr-CON file must be in the current project file or the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

o The APER'IURF-TAB file must be in the current project file or the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

N'.:YI'E: Currently, any circle or arc at-width will be plotted 
as a single line using undefined line aperture fran the 
PHOl'OPLOr-PAR file. 

HO\' TPE I CREATE PHCYIQPI.01' I a:ff1M'D ~RKS 

When you pick !CREATE PHOI'OPWI'I, the system creates two types of text 
files (the process takes fran 1 to several hours depending on the size of 
the board and the number of filmsheets involved): 

1. AR'IW)RK FILES 

The system gathers information fran the b::>ard drawing, pin files, 
U.YERS'ID, PHOI'OPLCYI'-PAR, PHOI'OPI.Dr-CON, and APER'IURE-TAB files to 
create an artwork file for each filrnsheet specified in the PHCYIOPLOT-. 
CON file. The system will not create an artwork file if it finds 
major erros in the information for that filrr.sheet. (See p. BOi\RD 54 
for a list of p:>ssible error messages.) 

The system names these artwork files by canbining the f ilmsheet name 
you specified in the PHOTOPLOr-coN file with the suffix -ART. For 
example, if you input the filmsheet name "FII.Jt'J-1" in tl:ie PHOI'OPLCJI'-CON 
file, the system will create an artwork text file named "FII.M-1-ART". 
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2. THE PHOroPI.DI'-r.cx.; 

'!he system also creates a text file naned PHOIOPI.DI'-r.cx.;. The 
PHOIOPI..DI'-r.cx.; infonns you of: 

• Errors 

• Whether or not an art\rtOrk file was created for each 
f ilmsheet 

• Aperture station codes required for plotting each f ilrnsheet. 

~LE OF THE PHOIOPI..DI'-LCXi: 

lroa P tt Q r UP L 0 TT t ~ O•-•r~-Pl ., 

•t :ncorcect keyword in the ii~• 

Pio•••• LAYEtt~1~ r1.e 

PttD~E39:Na PlN r:L: ran ~YMUUL VIA ncv 

FRncr~SINC PIN rrLE rcn CYMBOL RtS~OO REV I 

r~occ~~lNC FIN FILC !Ott jYMBOL C:P.4 RE~ J 

I_·--·-···· 
(example continued on next page) 
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P :·1" t '1 D t g t f l ! e 

11.\RIU NC -- PJ.O!l "" .... lol I<>••"~ o an• ••• 110 t detin-.:d "' th•' r Pl"' r 

11,.,. .. 1 tL:UH:UI IS4 I' In I J on COMl'CJNJ,;H":"•n: lJ! 

2 Sy:ab1.'l Et.UN;.!411:;, P.in i 4 on CO:-!PQl'(F.~r:· -S; Dt 

Syiabot ::CON2" 1~6 r1n : ~ on Ct;Ml't'JN~N":"-!l iDt 

4 Sy•bol ECON241l~4 Pin 14 on COH!'ONFNT-1110£ 

s. SJ•b .. t £CON241 IU Pin 17 on Cr'IHl'ON~lr."-;; 1 IH 

' Syabol £t:CJN24/IS4 Pin I A on CCJl'!rllNCN: - :> l Ot 

1 llrall ol ::i.:ONZ4/ 156 Pin I? "" cnttPONCN":·· !l l IH: 

• llyabcd EtON24 I I ~4 P&n 20 or. COl1PllNl:N~-s: nr. 

' Syab a I ::r.ON241 tS~ Pt n t 1 on CO!'fl'ONl:N"r- ~In: 

I 0 llyabol EC:!IN241 l~6 Ptn ll on l"OHPONtN·r-~ l or 

11 Syabo• :.:t:ON24/ \"LS Ptn tl en, r.:onroN::N·· ~ ~. u1. 

12. l::vab<' I l:C:CN241 l ~' l'in H on co11r1,1,rr.N~·-:, 1 or 

LIS7 or us~n AP~n7un:~ 

n:z 
ll: 4 

0:6 .. ti: 3 

o:• 
:l;:\ 

0~6 

:17: 

L __ 
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TYPES OF ERROR MESSAGES YOU MAY RECEIVE IN THE PHOIOPIDI'-LCG 

e FILE OOES NO!' EXIST: IAYERS'ID 

No art'M:>rk files will be created because there is no LAYERS'ID file 
in the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRA.qY. 

e FILE OOES NO!' EXIST: APERIURE-TAB 

No artwork files will be created because there is no APERIURE-TAB in 
the current project or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

e MISSING PIN FILE FOR SYMOOL: ( symtol name) 

No artwork files will be created because there is a canponent symbol in 
your board drawirg for which there is no pin file in the current project 
or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

e MISSING")" IN APER'IURE-TAB 

No art'M:>rk files will be created because there is a canment in the 
APERI'URE-TAB for which there is no close-parentheses")" sign. 

e INC'ORRECT DEVICE TYPE. NCW GERBER6200 ct.'LY 

Art'M:>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHCYIDPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: GERBER6200. 

e INC'ORRECT C'ODE. NCW ASCII ONLY 

Art'M:>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHCYIDPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: ASCII. 

e INC'ORRECT COORDINATES. ABSOUJTE OR INCREMENTAL ONLY 

Art'M:>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHCYIDPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: INCREMENTAL. 

e INC'ORRECT REQUEST FOR ZEROS. SUPPRESS/NOI'-SUPPRESS ONLY 

Art'M:>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHCYIDPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: NOI'-SUPPRESS. 

• INC'ORRECT FORMAT. 4.4, 5.3 or 5.2 ONLY 

Art'M:>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHCYIDPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: 5.3. 

e CONTRADICTIOO: WITH ENGLISH 4.4 or 5.3, WITH METRIC 5.2 or 5.3 

Art'M:>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHCYIDPLJJI'-PAR file and supply the default value: 5.3 
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e INCORRECT END-OF-BLOCK REQUEST. *CNLY 

.Artw::>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHaroPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: *. 

e INCORRECT NUMBER-OF-WHEELS. NCM 1 CNLY 

Artw::>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHO'roPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: 1. 

e INCORRECT REQUEST MACHINE-OFFSET 

Artw::>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHO'roPI.01'-PAR file and supply the default value: o,o. 

·e UNDEF-LINE-WIDTH NO!' DEFINED 

Artw::>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHO'roPrD!'-PAR file and supply the default value: smallest line aperture 
in APERIURE-TAB. 

e TEXT-THICI<NESS NO!' DEFINED 

Artw::>rk files will be created. The system will overlook the error in the 
PHaroPrD!'-PAR file and supply the default value: smallest line aperture 
in APERIURE-TAB. 

• MISSING KEY\'l)RK "ARIWJRK" 

'Ihe keyw::>rd "ARIWORK" is missing in the PHaroPLOI'-CCN file. Sane art1NOrk 
files may be created, but the infonnation in them may be incorrect. Correct 
the PHO'roPIDT-CCN file, and repeat the jCREATE PHOIOPLCYI'j cannand. 

e MISSING ARlw:>RK ATTRIBUTE-NAME OF PHOroPI.01' FILE 

'!he artw::>rk file will be created. The system will overlook the error 
in the PHO'roPI.01'-CCN file and supply a default name for the filmsheet: 
".ARIW)RKl". The artwork file will, therefore, be naned "ARIWORKl-.ARl'". 
If more than one f ilmsheet nane is missing in the PHO'roPI.01'-CCN file, 
the system will supply the default names: "ARIWJRKl", "ARIWORK2", 
etc. (up to "Am:w:>RK99"). 

e INCORRECT DBIAYER NUMBER 

'Ihere is an incorrect DBI.AYER mmber in the PHO'roPI.01'-CCN file. The 
artw::>rk file for the f ilmsheet containing that layer will not be created. 

e DUPLICATE LAYER NAME 

'Ihe sane layer is listed twice within a single filmsheet specification in 
the PHO'IOPIDT-CCN file. The artwork file for this filmsheet will be 
created, arx3 the system will ignore the second listing of the layer. 

• '100 MANY INTERNAL VOLTAGE I.AYERS. NO!' MJRE THAN 4 

More than 4 internal-voltage layers are listed within a single filmsheet 
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specification in the PHOIOPLOT-CCN file. The artwork file for this 
filmsheet will not be created. 

e INCORRECT SHAPE IN THE FILE APERIURE-TAB 

'!here is an incorrect shape entry in the APERI'URE-TAB file. No 
art....ork file for a filmsheet requiring this shape will be created. 

e MISSING APERIURE REQUEST: SHAPE, COORDINATES (x, y) 

'Ihe system will not create an artwork file for a f ilmsheet containi~ 
a shape for which there is no entry in the APERIURE-TAB. 

e WARNING PADS FOR THE FOLLCWING PINS ARE NOI' DEFINED IN THEIR PIN FILES: 
(SYMOOL NAME) (PIN #) (LAYER NAME) 

Art....ork files will be created, but all undefined pads will be anitted 
fran the files. 

e WARNING: PADS FOR THE FOLLCWING PINS ARE DUPLICATED: 
(SYMBOL NAME) (PIN #) (LAYER NA~) 

'Ihe system has found two pads in the sane place on a si~le filmsheet.· 
'Ihe artwork file for this f ilmsheet will be created, but the pad will 
only be included once in the artw:>rk file to prevent blcomi~ when the 
image is photoplotted. 

e WARNING: DUPLICATE PINS: 
· (x, y coordinates) 

'Ihe system has found two pins in the sane place on a si~le f ilmsheet. 
'Ihe artwork file for this filmsheet will·be created, but only one pad 
will be inclooed at this location in the artwork file to prevent bloaning 
when the image is photoplotted. 

• NO INFORMATIOO 00 GIVEN !AYERS 

The PHCY.IDPLOT-COO file contains a f ilmsheet specification for which 
all of the listed layers are empty of information. No artwork file will 
be created for this filmsheet. 

o MISSING KEYWORD WHEEL IN FILE APERTURE-TAB 

Artwork files will be created. The system will overlook the error 
and supply the default value:"WHEEL l". 
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CORRECTING EROORS AND REPEATING THE I CREATE PHOIDPI.DT I COMMAND 

Follow the steps below to correct errors shown in the PHO'IOPIDI'-LCX;. 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

STEP 4 

STEP 5 

NOI'E: 

Print the PIDIDPIDI'-LOO. 

Recrj the PHO'IOPID!'-r..cx; carefully to find out which art\\Ork files 
(if any) were not created~ and to find out which art\\Ork files 
were created but show errors or warnings that you wish to correct. 
Make a list of all corrections that you need or wish to make. 

Reopen the board drawing, the PHO'IOPIDl'-PAR, PHO'IOPIDI'-CON, 
APERIURE-TAB, IAYERSTD arrl/or pin files to correct the errors on 
your list. 

Repeat the I CREATE PHOIDPLOI' I canmand, making sure that you have 
met all prerequisites. (When you repeat the jCREATE PHOIDPLCYI'j 
corrmand, new art\\Ork files and a new PHOIDPLOr-LCX; will be created. 
'Ihe old PHO'IOPIDI'-r..cx; and any of the old art\\Ork files having the 
same nane as the new ones will be deleted.) 

Repeat STEPS 1-4 until the PHO'IOPIDI'-LCX; shows no errors or warnings 
that you f ioo unacceptable. 

To avoid the dealy involved while the system recreates art\\Ork 
files that were acceptable the first time, you may reopen the 
PHO'IOPLOr-CCN file and delete the f ilmsheet sections corresP?nding 
to the acceptable art\\Ork files. Then repeat the I CREATE PHOIOPLCYI'I 
comnand. (Alternatively, you may put parentheses around filmsheet 
sections instecrj of deleting than.) 
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6. CHECKJ:N'.2 · AR'1WORK BY osrm THE I PENPWI' AR'IWCRK I · CCMMAND 

You may use the I PENPLOI' AR'!WORKI ccmnand to check the accuracy of 
your artwork files. With sane exceptions (noted below) , the appearance of 
a penplot created fran an artwork file will correspcni to the appearance of 
a photoplot created fran the sane file. 

~!SITES ~ PENPLOr AR'1WORK 

o '!be artwork file to be pen plotted must be in the current project 
file or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

o '!'he APER!'URE-TAB text file am the PHOroPLOl'-PAR text file must be 
in the current project file or in the SYSTEM LIBRARY. 

DEFINDG THE ORIGIN OF THE AR'1WCRK FILE 

You can set the origin (0 ,o coordinate) when penplotting the art file 
with the I PENPLOI' ARIWORKj CC1111'lal'Xi. If you do not wish to set the origin 
manually, you can allow the system to use the plotter default. '!be plotter 
default is set at 15Ilin, which is about on~half inch inside the hard-clip 
limits. 

'!be procedure for settin;J the origin manually is as follows: 

1. use the joystick to move the penholder to the i;osition where you 
want your O,O coordinate to be. If you set 0,0 as close to the 
edge of the paper as possible, this is setting o,o at the 
plotter's hard-clip limits. For mre infonnation on this, see 
the section on hard-clip limits in the Hewlett-Packard Manual. 

2. Press "ENTER" am "Pl" on the front panel of the plotter. 

3. If you wish to mirror a plot of the art file or wish to change 
fran a mirrored to a non-mirrored plot, set Pl am P2 in different 
corners of the paper. (For mre details on this, see the 
Hewlett-Packard Manual). P2 can be any distance fran Pl in the 
direction you want. Note that mirroring the plot does not change 
the art file; it only mirrors the art file on the Hewlett Packard 
plotter. 

Every subsequent plot will have the sane Pl or 0,0 if you do not 
change it am if you use the sane size paper. When you are loading a 
different size paper between plots of art files, u8e one of the following 
three procedures to reset Pl: 

1. Hit "ENTER" am "RF..SET" on the front panel. '!'his resets to a 
def~ult setting of Pl. 

2. Manually reset Pl. 
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' 3. Shut the. plotter off and turn it· on aqain. This will give you the 
default setting of Pl. 

Note that if you do not reset Pl and if you chan;e to a smaller size 
paper, this might put o,o outside the.hard-clip l.imits, in which case your 
plot will be clipped. Ql the other hand, if you do not reset Pl and if you 
chan;e to a larger paper, this might cause o,o to lie too close to the 
center of the paper. 

The C'.almand Description Section of the man~ tells you how to use the 
I PENPl'.Dl' AR'n«)RI(I cannand. These are sane general points to bear in mirx:l 
when you use 1t: 

o You may only pen plot one filmsheet at a t:ime. Repeat the 
I PENPLOT AR'l.l«>m<I cannand to plot cdditional filmsheets. 

o IPENPLOT AlmDKI can only be used to plot artwork files created 
with 8203 (or later) software releases. (You may, however, make 
new artwork files for a board that was created with pre-8203 
software. TO do this, input a new PHOl'OPIDl'-CCN file and a new 
PBOlOPLOP-PAR file, and use the I CREATE P!DroPl'.Dl'l ctmnam as 
usual.) 

PEN <DUB AND PEN POSITICN 

o Qlly one pen a>lor can be used with the I PENPl'.Dl' AlmDU<I call'l1a00. 
You do not create a PENPLOT-a:N text file with the . 
IPENPLOT ARMJRI<j canna00 (as you do with the IPENPLO.i'I CClll'llaOO) 
because the plotter uses only pen nunber l. 

o The pen plotter will use the machine offset you specified in the 
PHOroPIDl'-PAR file to offset the o,o point of your drawiD'J fran the 
physical position of the pen. 

o TO reset the pen position, refer to the HEWLE'l'l'-PAO<ARD Manual. 

DIFFERENCES IN PEN Pl'.Dl' AND PHOroPl'.Dl' APPEARANCE 

o unless you choose a sca~e of l when you pick IPENPIDr AR'MJRKj, the 
pen plot will not be the sane as the photoplot. · 

o Lines that are < 12 mils width in the original drawiD'J will be 
shown in the pen plot as a siD'Jle line, that is, with no width. 

o Lines that are >12 mils width will be drawn to scale in the pen 
plot, but they will be shown as unfilled double lines. 

o Pad shapes that are to be flashed in the photoplot are shown as 
butterfly shapes C!) in the pen plot. · 
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7. COPYING ARIW)RK FILES ID AND FROM A GERBER-FORMATI'ED TAPE 

7.1 HCM ID TRANSFER ARIW)RK FILES ID A GERBER-FORMATTED MAGNETIC TAPE 

If you have a magnetic tape capability with your Telesis systen, 
you may use the !GERBER ID TAPEI and the IARTFILE ID TAPE! cormnands to 
transfer your artwork files to a magnetic tape that can be used as direct 
input to a Gerber photoplotter in the 6200 series. 

PREREQUISITES 

• Artwork files to be transferred must be in the current project 
file or the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

• The tape drive must be lo~ed and switched on. 

WAmING: Check with the photoplotting service you intend to 
use to find out if their photoplotter can use an 800 BPI 
tape, a 1600 BPI tape, or both. Set the HI DEN control on 
your tape drive accordin;ly. (See p. FILE/ARCH-29.) 

STEPS ID FOI...I.00 

The Canmand Description Section of the manual tells you how to use the 
!GERBER ID TAPEI and jARTFILE ID TAPE! canmands. The steps to follow are 
described below. 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

Pick jGERBER ID TAPE!. 

Pick IARTFILE ID TAPE!, then input the nane of the first artwork 
file you want to copy. 

Pick jARTFILE ID TAPE! again, and input the name of the second 
artwork file you want on this tape. 

Repeat this procedure until you have input the names of all the 
artwork file nanes you have input. 

STEP 3 Use the I SHCM COPY LISTI camnand if you want to display the list 
of artwork file names you have input. 

STEP 4 Pick a final IENTERI canmand after the jENTERI that follows the 
last artwork file nane you wish to list. The systen will now 
copy and verify the files. 

IDl'E: When you sem the tape to a vendor for photoplotting, send a copy 
of the APER'IURE-TAB, the PHOroPtm'-PAR, and the "LISI' OF USED 
APERIURES" fran the PH<JroPtm'-LCX;. The vendor will need this 
infotination as well as the tape itself. 
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7.2 HCM ro TRANSFER ARIW'.)RK FILES FROM TAPE BACK ro THE SYSTEM 

PURPOSE 

'!he Telesis system prCNides you with the ability to copy artwork 
files fran a Gerber-formatted tape back to the system so that you can check 
the artwork files that are on the tape by using the jPENPLOI' ARIIDRKI camiand. 

We recanmern that you do this before sendill9 the tape to a vendor for 
photoplotting. This capability can also be helpful if a vendor has difficulty 
in photoplotting a tape am returns it to you. 

PFO:EDURE 

Pick the jGERBER FROM TAPE! command. (Refer to the Ccrnmand Description 
Section of the manual for the exact input sequence to use.) 

'!he system will copy the file (or files) to the current project 
and will give each file a nane based on the file's sequence on the tape. For 
exanple, the first file on the tape will be naned "TAPEl-ARl"' in the current 
project file, the secorn file on the tape will be naned "TAPE2-ARr", etc. 
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8. USII\K; THE I FILL PENPLOrl CCJ.1MA.1'JD (O.!!I'IONAL) 

'!he !FILL PENPLOrl canmarrl allows filling of the various line 
widths and pad shapes in your PC l:x:>ard design. !FILL PENPLOI'j reads the 
artwork text file (-ARI') and plots it on the HP Pen Plotter. 

Drawings that are plotted with the !FILL PENPI..DI' canmand may be 
used for your PC board fabrication. (See FILL PE:r-.1PI..DI'j LIMITATICNS) 

PREREQUISITES FOR THB I FILL PET\TPWI' I COMM...\."ID 

'!he prerequisites for the !FILL PENPI.Drl canmand are the sane as 
those for PENPLOI' ARIW1RK. 

'ltle APERTURE-TAR text file, the PHCYIDPLOI'-PAR text file and the 
artwork file (-ARI') must be in the current project or in the SYSTEM 
LIBRARY. 

!FILL PENPIDrl allows you to use any number of pens (up to 8) fran 
the HP plotter carousel. However, you must input at least one pen 
width when using the !FILL PENPLOrj capability. 

EXAMPLE OF A FILLED PEN PLOI' 

1 
REVISION 

•• 
D 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• t • 
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INPlJI' SEQUENCE 

STEP 1. Pick !FILL PENPLOI'I 

'!he system prompts you for the artwork file name (-ARI') , 
and the plotting scale you wish to use. The artwork file was 
created when you executed the !CREATE PHOIOPLOI'I ccmmand. 

EXAMPLE: !FILL PENPLOI'I 

(ENI'ER AR'IW)RK FILENAME) FIIM-1-ARI' IENrERI (SCALE) 1 

STEP 2. You must l'lCM input a width for each pen in the HP Plotter 
carousel. 

EXAMPLE: (width of pen 1 [in mils) 31 lENrERI 

(width of pen 2 [in mils) 100 IENrERI 

If there are p::>sitions on the carousel that do not have 

IENI'ERI 

pen assiqnnnts, oick !ENrERI when the system prompts you 
for those particular pens. !ENrERI automatically assiqns a 
zero plotti~ width and O\Terr1des those pen JX)sitions. 

STEP 3. 

After entering the eight pen widths for the HP Plotter carousel, 
pick IENrERI to start the pen plot. 
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IMPORI'ANI' CCNSIDERATIONS WHEN USING THE jFILL PENPim! COMMAND 

1. You should check the PHOIUPIDI'-LCG file before selecting the pen 
widths to be used in the plot. '!11e PHOIUPIDI'-LCG file lists all 
the aperture sizes contained in the art\\Ork (-ARI') file. Selecting 
a variety of pen widths that best fit the apertures will allow 
faster "filling" of the plot. 

2. You must input at least one pen width when using I FILL PENPim ! • 
'Ihe error message "MUsr INPur AT LEAST OOE PEN WIDl'H" will appear 
on the function screen if you do not define at least one pen width. 
Try to use a variety of pen widths in your pen plot. 

3. If you enter a negative (-) pen width, the systems displays the 
error rnessa:Je "CANNOI' HAVE A NEGA.TIVE PEN WIDTH". 

4. '!11e smallest pen width must be less than or equal to the sm·allest 
aperture size. You will receive an error rnessa:Je if you have any 
apertures that are smaller than any of your pen widths. 

"APER'IURE SIZE '100 SMALL FOR PEN WIIJrn" 

Oleck the PHOIUPIDI'-LCG file to examine the apertures that are 
used in ~e art\\Ork file (-ARI'). Your APERTURE-TAB file may have 
an aperture that is too small for the pen widths that you input. 

OO!'E: If you plot the art\\Ork file at a scale other than 1, 
you must ~just your pen widths accordingly. For example, 
if your plot scale is 2, you must multiply the smallest 
aperture in your APER'IURE-TAB file by a factor of 2. 
You must then compare the result with the smallest pen 
width. It may be necessary to cha~e the pen widths in the 
HP plotter carousel to suit the plot scale you have selected. 

5. If you have a m.mber of different line and pad sizes in the 
artwork file that you wish to plot at one size, you may assign the 
same station and "D" code for those apertures. It is not necessary 
to d1ange the sizes in the drawing. You may change the APERTURE-TAB 
file so that apertures of different sizes are assigned to the same 
station. 

EXAMPLE: APER'IURE-TAB file 

(STA APER 
(1) LINE=.100 
(1) LINE=.200 
(1) LINE=.250 

CODE) 
DlO 
DlO 
010 

\'men you use the !FILL PENPiml corrmand, the system reads the 
first aperture (LINE=.100 DlO). All apertures assigned to DlO 
will be pen plotted at a width of .100. 
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jFILL PENPLOrj LIMITATIONS 

You may use the !FILL PENPLOrl ccmnand to create pen plots that 
could be used for your PC board fabrication. The !FILL PENPLOrl capa
bility allows you to bypass the Gerber P'lotoplotting requirement of your 
production process. We reccmnend that you use this capability with 
board designs of "low density". "IDw density" drawin:;;s allow the 
highest degree of plotting accuracy with the Telesis system and the 
HP Pen Plotter. We reccmnend a plotting scale of 2:1. 

However, the following limitations must ~ considered if the 
"filled" pen plot is to be used for the PC board fabrication: 

1. The actual ink photoplottin; widths may be DIFFERENT from the 
pen widths that you input. Plotting widths may also vary with 
the type of plottin; surface and the type of i:>ens (ink, felt 
tip) used in the plotter carousel. 

For exanple, an ink pen width of .030 may pen plot a width of 
.025 on a mylar surface. You must determine if the variance 
(+ OR -) in plottil'¥3 width is acceptable for your board 
fabrication. 

It is C'rJvisable that you "test plot" the various pen widths to 
determine your exact plotting results. You may use an optical 
canparator to check and canpare plotting widths. 

If variances are unacceptable, and you wish to use the filled 
pen plot capability, locrl the HP Plotter carousel with your 
"tested" pen widths to suit your plotting specifications. 

2. The system recognizes lines, circles, rectaf'¥3les, squares, and 
oblongs when you use !FILL PENPLDI'I • 
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NUMERICAL CONTROL DRILL 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

PURPOSE 

The Telesis NC DRILL capability acccmplishes t\'K> things: 

1. IT AIDS IN PRODUCING A FABRICATION DRAWING 

The NC DRILL capability autanatically places a drill 
legend table on your ooard drawing, and places user-defined 
holesize figures at eadl drill coordinate in the drawing. 
These can be pen plotted or photoplotted in a fabrication 
drawing. 

2. IT PUNCHES AN NC DRILL TAPE 

If you have an optional PAPER TAPE READER/PUNCH with your 
Telesis systan, you can use the NC DRILL capability to 
punch an NC DRILL tape. This tape can be used with EXCELlrn 
FORMAT 2 NC drill machines. 

SUMMARY OF THE STEPS INVOLVED IN THE NC DRILL PROCESS 

Below is a brief explanation of the steps you should follow in 
ccmpleting the NC DRILL process on the Telesis systan. Details are given 
on the followin;J pages. 

STEP 1 INPUI' AN NCDRILL-PAR TEXT FILE 

This is the NC DRILL parameter file. It specifies the 
parameter settings required by the PAPER TAPE READER/PUNCH 
machine and the NC DRILL machine. 

STEP 2 INPUI' AN NCDRILL-FIG TEXT FILE 

This file defines the size and shape of the holesize 
figures to be added to the l:x:>ard drawing. 

STF..P 3 USE THE !ADD DRILL LEGENDl C04MAND (optional) 

This canmand places a drill legend header at a location 
that you specify in your ooard drawing. When you use the 
!CREATE NC DRILL! canmand, the systan places the drill 
legend table under this header. 
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STEP 4 SELECT THE NC DRILL COMMAND 

This command opens up the NC DRILL menu pages. 

STEP 5 SELECT THE CREATE NC DRILL COMMAND 

This command does the following : 

Constructs a drill legend table in your drawing. 

Places holesize figures in your drawing. 

Produces a text file named NCDRILL-LOG listing errors. 

Produces a text file named NCDRILL-TAPE that can be used to 
punch an NC DRILL tape. 

STEP 6 PEN PLOT OR PHOTOPLOT THE NC DRILL DRAWING 

STEP 7 SELECT THE PUNCH DRILL TP COMMAND 

This command punches the NC DRILL tape. 
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2. H<li 'ID INPO'l' THE NCDRILL-PAR TErl' FILE 

'!his text file specifies parameters, sane of which will be used 
by the PAPER TAPE READER/PUNCH machine (e.g. , leader leIXJth) and sane 
of which will be used by the OC DRILL machine (e.g. , machine offset) • 

CCDE ASCII 
UNITS:mGLISH 
EN;LISH 
ABSOWTE 
~2.3 
'mAILnG-ZERQ; 001'-SUPPRESS 
LEADER 10 (ten inches of leader between all blocks) 
MACHIN&-OFESSET 2.2s,1.s 
HF.ADER AMPLIFIER BOARD REV 1.0 10-t0/-82 
EH> 

NH4E AND IOCATIQi OF THE FILE 

'!his file must be naned NCDRILL-PAR, and it must be in the 
current project file or· the SYSTEM LIBRARY. NCDRILL-PAR is optional. 
If anitted, default paraneter values will be used. 

REJ;1JIRED CCN.l'ENTS AND F'<:H1AT OF THE FILE 

Each paraneter must be placed at the beg innirg of a new 1 ine. 

tDl'E: TO know the proper values to input for many of these 
paraneters, you may need to contact the drill operator. 

CCDE 
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You may anit any parameter fran the file if you wish to 
use the default value shown below. 

FORMAT: CCDE EIA or CCDE ~CII 

EXAMPLE: ODE ~CI.I 

Input at least one blank space after 
the keyword: CCDE; and no blank space 
in the words: EIA or ~CII. 

DEFAULT: EIA 



( tabl_e continued fran previous pa;e) 

Etl;LISH or METRIC 
UNITS (set the 
unit of measure 
for the machine 
offset or leader 
lerr.;Jth until the 
next UNITS keyword 
occurs) 
EtG:.ISH or METRIC 
UNITS (for output) 

FCEMAT OF CCXJmI-
NATES 

ABSOLUTE or DCRE-. 
MEm'AL ccnmINATES 

SUPPRESS OR ~ 
SUPPRESS TRAILnG 
ZEaCS IN COORDI-
NATE VAWES 
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FCD1AT: UNITS:.EN;LISH or UNITS:ME?RIC 

EXAMPLE: UNITS:METRIC 

DEFAULT: UNITS:Etl;LISB 

FCD1AT: EtG:.ISH or METRIC 

EXAMPLE: EtGJSH 

DEFAULT: ER;LISH 
FCR4AT: FCRo1A'l' m.n 

EXAMPLE: roRMAT 2.4 

- Input at leasts one blank space after the 
keyword: FOOMAT. 

- m imicates the nl.111ber of places before 
the decjmal point. n imicates the mm
ber of places after the dec:imal point. 

- Input a period ( .) between m and n with 
no blank spaces. 

- 2.3 am 2.4 are the only allowable values 
with ER;LISB coordinates. 

- 3.2 and 4.2 are the only allowable values 
with ME'.mIC coordinates. 

DEFAULT: 2.3 
POBMAT: ABSOLUTE or INCREMENTAL 

EXAMPLE: ABSOLtJTE 

DEFAULT: ABSOWl'E 
FCD1AT: mAILim-ZERCS SUPRESS OR TRAILim-

ZERCS NCN-StJPPRESS 

EXAMPLE: 'mAILim-ZERCS SUPPRESS 

- Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in 
the keY\«)rd: 'mAILim-ZERCS. 

- Input at least one blank space after the 
keyword: 'mAILim-ZERCS. 

- Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in 
the word: 001'-SUPRESS. 

DEFAULT: SUPPRESS 



(table continued fran previous page) 

OFFSET OF THE 0 ,O ~: MACHINE-OFFSET x ,y 
OF YCl.JR BOARD PRCM 
THE 0,0 OF THE NC EV.MPLE: MACHINE-OFFSET 2.25,l.5 
DRILL MACHINE 

Input a hyphen (-) and no blank spaces in the 
keyword: MACHIN&-OFFSET. 

Input at least one blank space after the key
wm: MACHIN&-OFFSET. 

x is the x offset. 

y is the y offset. 

Input a ccmna ( ,) between x and y with no blank 
spaces. 

If you placed a decimal point in the m.mber, 
the systan asslllleS either inches or millimeters 
deperriing on which input unit you chose. If 
you did not place a decimal point in the nunber 
then the unit for the nllllber is mils if you 
chose "English" as the input unit and board 
database units if you chose "metric" as the 
~t unit. 

-DEFAULT: 0 ,O 
BF.ADER ~: ~ ~: HEADER (text) 
ro BE PmCm> IN 
MAN-RFADABLE EV.MPLE: HEADER AMPLIFIER BOARD REV 1.0 
OIARACl'ERS ~ THE 10-NCN-82 
LEADER OF THE 
PmDIED TAPE Input at least one blank space after the key

word: BF.ADER. 
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we reccmnem that the text incll.De board 
nane and revision, part nunber, and date. 

You may use up to 70 characters incluiing blank 
spaces. 

DEFAULT: 70 blank characters. 



(~le continued fran previous pa:Je) 

LEADER LEtiGTH: FCR4AT: LEADER n 
I..enJth of the 
paper tape leader, EXM.PLE: LEADER 10 
and len;:Jth of the 
blank space ~ Input at least one blank space after the key-
tween blocks of \tlOrd: LEADER. 
pmiched tape 

CCMMENTS 
(optional) 
YOO MAY nam>E 
INF<H4ATICNAL 
CCMMENTS IN THIS 
FILE 

END STATEMENT 
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n is a nllllber in inches or millimeters (deperxi
ing upon which input tmit you chose.) 

DEFAUL'l': 12 
~: (text o7 ccmnent) 

EXAMPLE: (NDCRILL-PAR FILE FOR AMPLIFIER 
OOARD) 

Place ccmnents in parentheses. 

'!be ccmnent text may be anything you wish. '!be 
system ignores all infot:mation placed in paren
theses in text file. 

Input the \tlOrd END as the last line of the 
file. -

( 

\ 



3. HCH TO INrur THE NCDRILL-FIG TEXT FILE -

'Ibis text file tells the system what figure to place in your drawing 
for each oolesize/platiD;J-type in your design. 

EXMPLE 1 

llErAGORoo. 010 
DIAHDND•.090 
TRIANGLE• .100 
RECTANGLE•. 07SX. 060 
TEXT•. OSOX.100 
.039-P llEXAGOlf 
.040-N DIAMOND 
.os2-o TEXT A 
.060-N DIAMORD-.125 
END 

NAME AR> :ca:ATICN OF THE FILE 

.039-P REXAGON-.100 p 

.060-N RECTANGLE•. lSOX.100 X 

.039-N DIAMOND-.080 A 

.020-P TEXT•.09SX.095 8 

.075-N TRIANGLE-.120 Q 
END 

'Ibis file must be naned NCDRILL-FIG, am it must be in the 
current project file or the S~LIBRARY. 

· 11:>u:s;,zE . FIGURES YOO MAY USE 

/ 

.--------.--, 
I . 
l 3 06 _/ 

,· 
/ 

HEXAGON TRIANGLE DIAMOND RECTANGLE TEXT 

To increase the variety of available figures, you may place a 
text character inside any geanetric shape. 

EXAMPLES: 
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INPO'l' UNITS Fa:t 
FIGURE and DRILL 
SIZES 

LIST OF FIGURE 
SHAPES and SIZES 
(optional) : 'lhis 
list specifies the 
size you wish to 
use for each fig
ure shape when it 
is placed on the 
board. 'lhese 
values will only 
be used by the 
system if you do 
not specify figure 
sizes in the hole
size list below. 

LIST OF HOLESIZES 
AND FIGURES: 'lhis 
list incllXles the 
holesize/plating
type canbinations 
you have used in 
your drawin;J. For 
each you input the 
figure shape and 
size you want to 
be placed in the 
board drawing. 
You may anit any 
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F<:R4A'l': UNITS : EJGLISB 

EXAMPLE: t.JNI'l'S:EN;LISB 

DEFAULT: tJNI'l'S:EN;LISB 

When you input a nunber for size, if a decimal 
points is part of the nt.111ber, the system 
assunes either inches or millimeters (deperxiing 
on the input unit you chose) • If this nlJllber. 
has no decimal point, the system assunes mils 
for "Englisb" units input and board database 
units ( .o ) for " tric" · t. 

EXAMPLE: HEXAG»i.070 

Each figure must be placed at the beginning of 
a new line. 

Figure may be one of the followin;J "10rds: 
~' D~, 'lRIAN3LE, REX:T.A!GLE, TEXT. 

Figure size follows the figure separated by 
an equals (•) sign and no blank spaces. 

Figure size is in inches. 

Input one value (height) for IEU\GON, DIPltiQD, 
or 'lR!AtiGLE. 

Input 1:"10 values (width and height) for ~ 
AR;LE or TEXT. use this fonnat: 
(figure)= (width) (height) • 

Ex. REX:T.A!GLE=.lSOX.100 
TEX'!'=.07SX.l00 

use no blank s before· or after the x. 
FCBAT: ( esize)- (p ating-type) i.gure) = 

(size) (character) 

EXAMPLE: .039-P HEXAGCN-lSOH 

HOLESIZE: F.ach holesize must be placed at the 
beginning of a new line. 

Place a hyphen (-) between holesize and 
plating-type with no blank.spaces. 

Eblesize/plating-type must be the sane as shown 
in the pin description file. 



holesize/plating
type canbination 
fran this list 
if you do not want 
a figure to appear 
in the drawing for 
it. ('!he anitted 
holesize/plating
type will still be 
shown in the drill 
legend table and 
inclooed in the 
NCDRILL-TAPE) 

CC>1MENTS: 
{optional) 
You may inclooe 
informational 
ccmnents in the 
file 
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Input at least one blank space after plating
type. 

FIGURE: Input a figure shape and size for each 
holesize/plating-type canbination. 

use the sane fotmat as in the list above. 

'!he figure size is optional in this-list. If 
you input a figure size here, it will take 
precedence ewer the figure size (if any) you 
specified in the list above. ('!his allows you 
to vary the figure size used for any individual 
holesize/plating-type.) 

DEFAULT FIGURE SIZES: If you do not input a 
figure size here, or in the list above, the 
system will use these default figure sizes 
(given in inches) : 

HEXJG»=.060 
OIAMCH>=.060 
'!RIAR;LE=.060 
~.060X.060 
TEXT-=.030x.045 

aww::TER: You must input a single keyboard 
character at the end of the line if you have 
used the figure: TEXT. · 

If you have used any of the geanetric figures, 
this character is optional. {'!he system will 
place the character inside the geanetric 
shape.) 

Input at least one blank space before the 
character. 
FORMAT: END 

EX.AMPLE: END 

Input the word END as.the last line of the 
file. 
FORMAT: {text 6f the camnent) 

EX.AMPLE: {NC:>RILL-FIG FILE FCR AMPLIFIER 
OOARD) 

Place cannents in parentheses. 

'!he cannent text may be anything you wish. '!he 
systen ignores all infomation placed in paren
theses in text files ..t. 



4. ~ ro USE THE I ADD DRILL LmENDI ro+1AND 

This ccmnand places the text of a drill legend header at a point 
that you specify in your drawing. When you subsequently use the 
I CREATE NC DRILLLI ccmnand, the system places the drill legend table 1.mder 
this header. 

This ccmnand is optional. If }"OU do not use it, the system will 
add the header and table simultaneously at the time that }"OU use the 
I.CREATE NC DRILL I camna.nd. 

PRERg!OISITE 

• The boa:cd drawing must be active. 

'(Refer to the Comland Description Section of the manual for the 
precise input sequence }"OU must use.) 

When you pick IADD DRILL LmENDI, and pick a location, the system 
places this text in }"Our drawing: 

/FIGURF/HOLESIZE/ CJ,rY/ 

The text is placed on the active layer, and it has the currently 
set text parameters. We recarmend that you set active layer to 98. 
Do not place the header on layer 99. (The system deletes infor:mation 
on layer 99 when }"OU pick the !CREATE NC DRILL! catina.nd.). 

YOO MAY CHANGE THE HEADER TEXT 

The text of the drill legend header might not confonn to your 
canpany's standa:cd, but we reccmnend that you do not change the text 
tmtil after you have used the I CREATE NC DRILL I C'Cllltland. If you do use 
the I UPDATE TEXT! ccmnand before usill!1 the I CREATE NC DRILL I ccmnand, ·you 
may change only the order of the keyw::>rds, for example: / <]l'Y/HOLESIZE/ 
FIGURE/ 1 you may not change the keywords·, the slashes, or the spacing. 

After using the !CREATE NC DRILL! camnand to place the drill legend 
table and holesize figures in your drawing, you may change the header and 
table to aff1J text or fotmat you wish. 
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s. ffG1 ro usE THE !CREATE NC DRILL I C'OMMAND 

PURPOSE 

When you use the !CREATE NC DRILL! conmand, the system places a 
drill legend table and holesize figures in your drawing; creates a text 
file that can be used with the !PUNCH DRILL TPI ccmnand; and creates a 
text file ~"CDRILL-r.cx; listing errors detected by the system. 

PPF.PFX)UISITE 

o Pin description files for every canponent on the board must 
be in the current project file or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

o The board drawing must be canplete. All connect points, that 
have drill information specified in a pin file, must have 
pin numbers in the board drawing. We recanmend that you add 
title blocks and dimensioning for a fabrication drawing to the 
l:oard drawing before you use the !CREATE NC DRILL ccmnand. 
(You may add these after using the CREATE NC DRILL I ccmnand, 
but the system will be slowed down by the presence of holesize 
figures in the database.) 

o The board drawing must be active. we reccmnerx:l that you 
complete the board drawing, save it, and then reopen it with 
the !OLD DRAWI:t--.1GI ccmnand. (There will then be an identical, 
saved version of your drawing that can be used if you must 
repeat the !CREATE NC DRILL! carrnand.) 

o The NCDRILL-PAF text file must be in the current project file 
or in the SYSTEM-LmRARY. If anitted, default paraneter values 
will be used. 

o The NCDRILL-FIG text file must be in the current project 
file or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

H0-.:7 THE I CREATE NC DRILL I CO~MAND IDRKS 

When you pick !CREATE NC DRILL!, there are three results: 

1. DRILL IEGEND TABIE AND HOLESIZE FIGURES 

The systen places a drill legend table and holesize figures 
on layer 99 of your active board drawing. 

EXM-PLE OF A DRILL LEGEND TABIE: I fFlCUU.fHOLESlZ!/ QTY I 

D .062-P 3 
0 .049-P 4 
c ,J88•N 6 

• .J06•P l4 

" .Jl2•N 18 
0 .055-P 225 
¢ .040-P 360 
A .039-P 420 
lil .028-N 421 
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The system places the drill legend table under the drill legend 
header that you added with the ADD DRILL LEX;END corrmarrl. If you 
did not use the IADD DRILL LEGEt-..1D ccmnand, e header and table are 
placed with the u~r right corner at a point 500 mils in the x artl y 
axes fran the u~r right corner of the drawing. 

2. NmRILL-'l'APE '!EXT FILE 

The system creates a text file named NCDRILL-'l'APE. This is 
used to punch an :NC DRILL paper tape when you pick the l~PUN~-Oi~D~R~I""'LL~T"""P I 
CDJTl1land (see POST-77 for further discussion of the NCDRILL-TAPE 
file and tne !PUNCH DRILL TP I ccmnand.) 

3. NCDRILL-LCG TEXT FILE 

The system creates a text file named NCDRILL-LCG. This file 
lists: 

o The paraneters you input in the NCDRILL-PAR file, 
or the default parar.eters used by the system. 

o Error messages. 

o ~ drill set-up table. 

EXA!-1PLE OF THE ~X:DRIIL-LCG (exarrple is abbreviated): 
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fr•• 

IU. 
•1 lncerrect key word In th• line 

MEADER : TEST11111111111111111111 

llA 

INCLllM 

AHOLVTI 

"ACMINl•Off&ET I: 

fORMAT 

LIADlll 

O, T: • 
2.J 

-1 tneh. 

l3·DEC-IZ 10 11 24 



LECENO-LABEL do•• not e•i•I 1n draw1n.o 

- Proc••• LAYERSTD file 

- Process PIN fil•• 

PROCESSINC VIA 

PRO:ESSINC DlP14 

PROCESSINC DIPI 

ERROR<S> - Drill hol•<•> not di!1ned in th• pin Iii•<•> -c....c 

I 
i 
I 

IT0'220 pin I 

I. Dvplicat• pad - I 
2. Duplicate pad - I 

3100 
10250 

PROCESS INC NCDRILL-FIC FILE 

---------------------------
Un def i n•d dr 111 syabol na••· 031-P 

I Dvplicat• pad - x 3100 
2. Dvplicat• pad - x 10250 

Undefined dr i 11 oyabol n•••: . 021-P 

I. Dvpllcat• pad l 13150 
2. Dupl icat• pad - x 131'0 
3 Duplicate pad - x 7650 
4 Duplicat• pad - x 7650 

Duplicate pad - x 1000 
6 Dupl teat• pad x 1500 
7 Duplical• pad - x 3100 
I. Duplicat• pad - z I 0%50 

Undefined dr I l I 9yabol naae: .034-P 

DRILL LECEND INFORMATION 

KOLES 1%£ QTY 

I. 125;N 

Z" . 056-P 

3 . 042-P 13 

4 .038-P 16 

5. . 021-P ?15 

6. 034-P 

TOTAL: 3204 

• 
y 
y 

y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 

I 
L._._ ---- -------------·--· ·- --··- -· 
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6900 
6900 

6'00 
6900 

155 0 
2250 
5050 
4350 

6675 
6675 
6900 
6900 
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TYPES OF ERROR MESSAGES YCU MAY RECEIVE IN THE NQ)RILL-LJX; 

"INCORRECT CODE, EIA OR ASCII CNLyt' 

The system will use the default, EIA. 

"IOCORRECT I<EY\\ORD IN r..&;END-I.ABEL. DEFAULT: FIGURE/HOLESIAE/ (]rY" 

'!he system will insert the default legend label and continue. 

"NEID r-DRE SPACE FOR DRILL LmEND. MOVED UP 00 THE DRAWING" 

The system will move the position of the label so it can fit all 
the drill legerrl entries. 

"INCORRECT REQUEST FOR ZEROS. SUPPRESS/NO!'-SUPPRESS CNLY" 

'Ihe system will use the default, TRAILIN3-ZEROS SUPPRESS. 

"INCORRECT FORMAT REQUEST" 

The system will use the default, FORMAT 2.3 

"INCORRECT LEADER REQUEST" 

The system will use the default, LE.ADER 12 (twelve inches) 

"INCORRECT MACliINE-OFFSET REQUEST" 

'Ihe system will use the default, MACliINE-OFFSET 0,0. 

"Nor ENOOGH RCX:l-1 FOR DRILL LEGEND" 

The system will anit the entire drill legend if it will not fit. 
{NorE: It is unlikely the drill legerrl would not fit on the PCB 
drawing unless there were unusual values for text size, or the 
drawing were very small canpared to the text size set.) 

"LEGEND-I.ABEL OOES Nor EXIST IN DRAWING" 

'Ihe message is a warning. The system will put a drill legerrl 
label in the drawing 500 database units in x and y fran the upper 
right corner of the drawing. 
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"NQJRILL-TAPE FILE Nar CREATED DUE TO EROORS" 

Correct the errors found earlier in NQ)RILL-L(X; file, and retry 
!CREATE NOJRILLI 

"FILE OOES Nar EXIS'I': NCDRILL-PAR" 

The system will use defaults for all values, and continue 
processing. 

"FILE OOES NOr EXIS'I': NCDRILL-FIG" 

The system will continue processing to f in::l any other detectable 
errors, but it will not create NOJRILL-TAPE, nor put any drill figures 
or drill legen::l into the active PCB drawing. 

"INCORRECT KEYW:)RD IN THE LINE" 

This message is printed immediately below the line the system was 
l.n'lable to interpret. The line will be ignored. 

"EROOR-DRILL HOLE NOI' DEFINED FOR (symbol name) PIN # (number) 

X = (x drawing coordinate) Y = (y drawing coordinate) 

Either: 

1) The pin file does not show a pin nunber for that connect point. 
(Check the pin file for correct spelli1l3, a.rrl be sure the pin 
nunber is defined in the pin file.) 

or 

2) The DRILL keY\'t()rd for that pin number is in the pin file, but the 
type is not -P, -N, or -0. 

"UNDEFINED DRILL FIGURE NAME" 

The system has found a holesize/plati1l3-type for which you did not 
specify a figure shape in the NCDRILL-FIG file. The system will not 
place a figure in the drawing for this holesize/plating-type, but it 
will include the holesize/plating-type in the drill legen::l table arrl 
in the NCDRILL-TAPE as usual. 
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YOO SHOOLD REPEAT THE I CREATE NC DRIU.. I CCff1AND UNTIL THE 

NCDRILL-LJX; IS ERROR-FREE 

'lb produce an accurate punched tape and fabrication drawing, you. 
should correct the errors shown in the NCDRILL-LJX;, and repeat the 
I CRF..ATE NC DRIU..I canmand. (Scrne errors may not need to be corrected if 
the system has used an acceptable default value.) 

For best results, follow these steps when using the !CREATE NC DRIU..I 
amnarrl: 

STEP 1 Pick I CREATE NC DRIU.. I 

S'l'EP 2 Print out the NCDRILL-LOO text file. 

STEP 3 Cancel the active drawing if the NCDRILL-LOO shows errors that 
must be corrected. (We recaranerrl cancelling the drawing because 
the holesize figures on it will slow down the system in any 
subsequent operation.) 

STEP 4 Use the !OLD DRAWING! canmarrl to activate a saved version of the 
board drawing that has not yet been used with the !CREATE NC DRIU..I 
cc:mnarrl. 

STEP 5 Correct errors in the drawing and in the prerequisite text files: 
Pin files, NCDRILL-PAR, NCDRILL-FIG. 

STEP 6 Repeat the IADD DRIU.. LEGEND! cc:mnand. 

STEP 7 Repeat STEPS 1-6 until the NCDRILL-LJX; is free of unacceptable errors. 
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6. PEN PLOITING OR PHCY.roPLOITING THE NC DRIIL LAYERS 

You may pen plot or photo!Dt the NC DRIIL layers of your drawing 
in the sane way that you would any other layers. (See p. PRINI'/Pl.OI'-7 
and p. BOARD-33). The systen placed the drill legend table and the 
holesize figures on layer 99. If you used the !ADD DRIIL r..&;ENDj ccmnand, 
you placed the drill legend header on another layer {recarmended: 98). 

YOO MAY ADD 'ID THE DRAWING OR UPDATE IT BEFORE PLOITING 

We recarmended that you add title blocks, dimensioning, and any other 
fabrication graphics before using the !CREATE NC DRIILI ccmnand. If you 
did not do so, you may do so before plotting. However, the systen will 
respom nore slowly than usual. 

If the drill legend table does not confonn to your canpany standard, 
you may use the !UPDATE TEXT! carmand to alter it before plotting. 

WHEN FINISHED, CANCEL THE ACTIVE DRAWING OR ARCHIVE IT 

We recarmend that you use the ICANCL ACN D~I C'Olmland when you 
have finished pen plotting or creating photoplot text files: or you may 
archive the drawing on floppy disk or magnetic tape. 
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7. HCl'J 'ID USE THE I PUNCH DRILL TP I CCMWID 

PURPOSE 

Use this canmand to punch an NC DRILL paper tape. 

PRERF.QtTISITES 

• The NCDRILL-TAPE text file must be in the current project 
file or the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

• The NCDRILL-PAR text file must be in the current project 
file or the SYSTa+-LIBRARY. 

• The PAPER TAPE READER/PUNCH must be on line am not busy. 

THE NCDRILL-TAPE FILE 

When :you picked !CREATE NC DRILL!, the systen created.the NCDRILL-TAPE 
text file containirg information needed by the pl.D'lch machine. 

EXAMPLE (example is abbreviated) 
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X03AOOYO-\b00 
X •:>39SO'f 0'1 RSO 
Y.041.00YOSOSO 
Y.04 :!OOY053SO 
Y.OA. -15•JY04'500 
MOO 

X03:lnOY03150 
X036SOY03300 
X03AOO'f 034SO 
X03900Y03 J.50 
X03950Y03600 
X040SOY03300 
:<04100Y03?50 
X04200Y034!50 
X04300Y03900 
X043SOY03600 , 
XOH'50Y04050 
X0~500Y03750 
XO-t/IOOY0-1:100 
XO'l700Y03900 
X04ASOY04050 
XvSOOOY04~00 
X•H7SOY06400 
R07Y•OOtOO 
XOH~OY05700 
F:06Y00100 
X•j3050Y06300 
X04450YOS200 
R06Y-00100 
X04750Y0'1600 
R06YOOlOO 
X030SOYOS~OO 
R06Y-OMOO 
X03350'f0'1600 
F:06H•Ol00 
MO 



The file contains a block of coordinate values for each holesize. 
('!he R (repeat) ccrle is used where appropriate.) '1he first block oorresi;x:mds 
to the first holesize line in the drill legend table; the secom block 
corresp:>ms to the second holesize line; am so on. There will be a separate 
block for each holesize/plating-type cxxnbination, even if the oolesizes are 
the sane. For example, the block for .039-P will be separate fran the 
block for .039-N. 

At the em of each block is the tool code: MOO. The NCDRILr.r-TAPE file 
may be edited so as to replace the MJO code with the actual tool code required. 
Frlit it as you 't.Ould any other text file. 

acw THE I PUNCH DRILL TP I CG1MAND mRKs 

When you pick I PUNCH DRILL TP I , the systen punches an NC DRILL paper 
tape for your board design. The tape may be used with EXCELI.m FORMAT 2 
drill machines. 
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PRINTERJ PLOTTERJ DIGITIZER 

o USING THE MATRIX PRINTER 

o USING THE PEN PLOTTER 
o OPERATING THE PEN PLOTTER IN BACKGROUND 
o DIGITIZER 
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USING THE MATRIX PRINTER 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

2. PRINTING TEXT FILES 

3. PRINTING A MATRIX PLOT OF A DRAWING 
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1. GENF.:RAL INFORMATION 

'Ihe matrilC printer is optional equipnent with the Tele~:;is system. 
It has two uses: 

1. To print text F i.1.~s arrl long messages. 

2. To plot a drawing. 

When using the matrix printer cption to print text files and long 
messages, the system allows you to continue your work during the printing 
operation. When the system "beeps" while the printer is operating, you 
may pick a new menu box and continue your work on the Telesis system. 

NOTE: If you are using the matrix printer to plot a drawing, 
wait until the printer cperation has S'IQPPED before 
continuing your work. 

USING 'mE ICAN'cE.~ ~PRINT! COMMAND 

You may use the !CANCEL .PRINT! camnand to cancel the printing of 
a text file. When I CANCEL PRINI'!" "is picked, the printer may continue to 
operate for rt $hor:-t pericrl of time before stopping. When the system 
"beeps", you may then o.mtinue using the system interactively. However, 
!CANCEL PRINI'I does oot cancel long messages being output to the matrix 
pr1ntec. 

\ofhen I CANCE~ __ P_~~I is picked, the function screen messa:Je line 
displays: 

<BAO<GROUND MATRIX PRIITT CANCELLED> 
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2. PRINI'ING TEXT FILES 

You must open a project file to use the matrix printer. 

You can print any text file in the current project file. This 
incltrles toth text files created by you, and text files created by 
the system (such as the bill of materials report) • 

GETI'ING TO MENUS WITH PRINI'-TEXT-FILE COMMANDS 

IF YOU HAVE AN OPEN DRAWING: when you open a drawia:i, the first 
menu to appear is the DRAWING TASK MENU. Pick the 
I PRINT OR PI.DI'! commarx:l on this menu to flip to the 
PRINT OR PI.DI' MENU where the PRINI' ccmmarxls are located. 

IF YOU DO Nor HAVE AN OPEN DRAWING: when you open a project file, 
the first menu to appear is the MENU OF MENUS. Pick 
the !TEXT FILES! command on this menu to flip to the 
TEXT TASK MENU where the PRINI' ccmmards are locatoo. 

CCMMANDS USED TO PRINI' TEXT FILES 

COMMAND 

I PRINI' TEXT FILE I 

IPR NETLIST-RPl'I 
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WHEN TO USE IT 

use this camnard to print any text file in the current 
project file. You must follow this ccmmam with the 
exact name of the text file. You may specify a 
revision of the text file as well as the name. 
If you do not, the most recently used revision 
will be printed. 

use the !CURREN!' INDEX! carmarrl to display the contents 
of the current project file, if you are not sure of 
the exact name or revision you want. 

PRINI' NETLIST REPORI': The carmarxl is a short cut 
for printia:i the text file named NETLIST-REPORI'. 
It is not necessary to follow this camnarx:l with the 
nane of the text file. 



I PR ro1PONENI'-RPI' I 

IPR Ba+-REPORI'I 

IPR PHCfIDPLOr-r..031 

I PR EXTRCTION-I.031 

I PR NET-CC1JIPR-RPI' I 
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PRINT COMPONENT REPORI': This canmand is a short 
cut for printing the text file named CCMPOOENT-REPORI'. 
It is not necessary to follow this canmand with the 
name of the text file. 

PRINT BCM REPORI': This canmand is a short cut 
for printing the text file named BCM-REPORI'. 
It is not necessary to follow this conmand with the 
name of the text file. 

PRINT PHCfIDPIDI' L03: This canmarrl is a short cut 
for printing the text file named PHCfIDPLOI'-I.03. 
It is not necessary to follow this carmand with the 
name of the text file. 

PRINT EXTRACI'ION LOO: This canmand is a short cut 
for printing the text file named EXTRACTION-I.03. 
It is not necessary to follow this canmaixl with the 
name of the text file. 

PRINT NET Ca-1PARE REPORI': This canmand is a short 
cut for printing the text file named NET-CG'IPARE-REPORI' 
It is not necessary to follow this carmand with the 
name of the text file. 



3. PRINTING A MATRIX PLOr OF A DRAWING 

You must open a drawing to make a matrix plot of it. 

Ordinarily, you use a n1atrix plot as a check plot of your work. 

GE'ITING ro THE MENU WITH THE I MATRIX Pilif I Ca-tMAND 

When you open a drawing, the first menu to appear is the 
DRAWING TASK MENU. Pick the !PRINT OR PLOrj canrnand on this 
menu to flip to the PRINI' OR PLOr MENU where the jMATRIX PLOri 
canrna"ld is located. 

THE I MATRIX PLCYr I CCMMAND 

The !MATRIX PLCYrl canmand is described in the Canmand Description 
Section of the manual. 

Here are sane general principles to keep in mind when you use this 
canrnand-; ~ -

'""::~··,.~-~~...;;- -

CONTENTS OF THE Pim 

'l'he contents of the plot will be the same as the contents of the ---graphics screen. If you want to plot the whole drawing, use the !DRAWING! 
canrnand to display the whole drawing on the graphics screen. If you 
want to plot a smaller area of the drawing, IWINIXWj-in until the 
graphics screen displays exactly what you want to plot. 

SOLID LINES AND DASHED LINES 

Because the plot is in black and white, you lose the color distinctions 
shown on the graphics screen. You can, however, retain some of this 
distinction by specifying that sane colors be plotted as dashed lines. 
The colors you do not specify will be plotted as solid lines. 

SPECIFYING SCALE 

Remember that the scale you specify is in relation to the actual size 
of your drawing (SIZE A,B,C,D or OI'HER). The scale you specify 11as no 
relation to the size of your drawing as it appears on the graphics screen. 
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CTJT-LINES 

r:own the left and right sides of the plot are dashed lines. These 
are cut-lines to help you if you are piecirg together a drawirg fran 
rrore than one matrix plot. 

CONSIDERABLE FREE DISK SPACE IS NEEDED FOR A MATRIX PI..01' 

The system requires considerable free disk space to create a matrix 
plot: approximately 2000 free blocks for a D SIZE drawing. You may 
temp:>rarily copy files to floppy disks al'Xl then delete them from the 
system in order to free disk space for 111atrix plottirg. When the plot 
is finished, you may copy these files back to the system. 
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4. PRINI'ING MESSAGES DISPLAYED CN THE FUNcrION SCREEN 

'!he Telesis system allows you to print long messages that are 
displayed on the function screen. For example, you may output a 
OJRRENT INDEX to the matrix printer if you wish to produce a hardcopy 
version. 

You may use the !PRINT! carmand located at the top of the function 
screen to print a long message or an index. 

PHERF.,CDISITES 

1. The matrix printer must be on-line. 

2. The long message or index to be printed must be a isplayed on 
the function screen. 

Even if the message is longer than can be shown on the function 
screen, the message is printed in its entirety. For exanple, if the 
CURRENT INDEX canprises three function screen pages, the entire index is 
printed regardless of the pa:Je currently displayed. 

A message is printed EXACTLY as it appears on the function screen. 
If the displayed message is longer than one page, the printed output 
identifies the pages in sections rather than printer form feed. However, 
the printer form feeds after one printer page is ful1. 

EY.AMPLE: Function screen display of a OJR.RENT INDEX 

PRINT <;- PAGE PAGE -> CANCEL 

Contents of project ACC-TEST rev l 

text file PENPI.Or-CON rev 1 created 09-SEP-82 08:10:48 
text file PDRC-FILE rev 1 created 09-SEP-82 08:10:56 
text file LAYER.STD rev 1 created 09-SEP-82 08:11:00 
text file CAP rev 1 created 02-FEB-83 09:13:05 
drawing SCH rev 1 created 03-FEB-83 14:25:09 
drawing PCB rev 1 created 08-FEB-83 12:02:50 
file NF~DATA-BASE rev 1 created 08-FEB-83 12:09:06 
symbol PC/RES rev 1 created 10 MAR-83 13:06:42 
drawi~ AND3B rev 1 created 12-MAR-83 09:20:30 
file NET-DATA-BASE rev 2 created 14-MAR-83 10:50:34 
drawing PCB rev 2 created 18-MAR-83 09:32:40 

When you pick the IPR'iNTI canmand at the top of the function screen, 
the CURRENT INDEX is printed EXACTLY as it appears on the function 
screen. 
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USING THE PEN PLOTTER 

1. INTRODUCTION 

2. HOW THEIPEN PLOTI COMMAND OPERATES 
3. USING THE PEN PLOT CONTROL FILE 
4. CREATING THE PEN PLOT CONTROL FILE 
5. EDITING THE PEN PLOT CONTROL FILE 

o PENPLOT-CON FILES NOT CREATED WITH THE 
EDIT PENPLOT-CON LEAD-THRU 

6. PLOT SCALE 
7. OPERATING THE IPEN PLOTI COMMAND 

8. TROUBLE SHOOTING 
9. PLOTTER LIMITATIONS 
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1. nm.:axJC'l'ICN 

'!he Telesis I PEN PLO!'! ccmnand plots the presently displayed area (or 
wil'Xlow) of the active drawirg •. ittle ccmnands on the world menu allow the 
operator to selectively control the view of the drawirg to be plotted. '!he 
systen plots the area of the drawil'¥3 actively displayed on the graphics 
screen, plottirg all visible layers, "skip" layers, and those layers 
blanked by color fran the display menu. 

'!he Telesis pen plot feature operates with the Hewlett-Packard HP 7580 
series pen plotters. Before usil'¥3 the. jPEN PL01'j cxmnand, the operator 
should be faniliar with the followil'¥3 Hewlett-Packard Manuals: 

"BP7580 Draftil'¥3 Plotter Q?erator's Manual" 

or 

"BP75S5 Draftil'¥3 Plotter Q?erator's Manual" 

'these manuals explain how to power-on the plotter, pen and plottil'¥3 
media set-up, and how to activate the REM01'E state. '!his is all that is 
required for the Telesis PEN PL01' feature to work. 

An in-depth understaming of the plotter can be acquired fran the 
followil'¥3 docunent: 

"Hewlett Packard 7580 (or 7585) Drafting Plotter 
Option 001 and 002 ~ratil'¥3 and Progrannil'¥3 Manual 
Usil'¥3 HP-GL Instructions." 

However, this is not necessary for operation on the Telesis systen. 

'lhis section of the manual describes the creation and editil'¥3 of the 
pen plot control file, which is a requirement for plottil'¥3 specific data 
base layers of a drawil'¥3 with selected pens in the HP pen plotter carousel. 
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The diagran belc:M ~ the flow of data duri03 the PEN PLO:r cc.mnarXI. 
The Telesis system plots the actively displayed area of the drawi03. The 
pen plot control file (if present) directs the BP7580 (or 7585) in plotti03 
specific data base layers with specific pens. If a visible layer is not 
assigned to any pen in the control file, the system plots that layer with 
PEN l of the plotter carousel. Without a pen plot control file, all 
drawi03 layers will be plotted with this pen. 

ACTIVE 
DRAWING 

PEN PLOT 
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3. usm:; '!HE PEN PJ.J:lr CnrmoL FILE 

PURPCSE 

'!he penplot control file instructs the plotter during the PEN PJ.J:lr 
operation. '!he plotter receives drawing information fran the Telesis 
system am plots each drawing layer with the specified pen. '!he operator 
must create the penplot control file to plot specific layers of a drawing 
with a specific pen _am pen color. 

'!he HP plotter carousel holds a maximun of eight pens. -The operator 
may use any m.1nber of pens to plot a drawing with a variety of colors. 

~m:; '!HE PEN PJ.J:lr CCNlROL TEXT FILE 

When the operator picks PEN PJ.J:lr, the system pranpts the operator for 
input of the penplot control file name. '!he system will then look for a 
text file of that nane, first in the current project file, then in the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

When creating a pen plot control file using the EDIT PENPWT-CCN text 
lead-thru, the operator ma~ify any name with up to 18 alphanuneric 
characters. However, if IENTERI is picked without specifying a file name, 

·the system autanatically names the pen plot control file PENP!Dl'-CCN. 

By allowing the system to automatically nane the control file, the 
operator does not need to specify a text file name when the PEN Pwr 
camtand is picked. . '!he system will first look for the text file named 
PENPIO!'-CCN in the current project, then in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

OOI'E: If the system cannot fioo the text file, it reports "00 PENPJ.J:lr 
CCN1'ROL FILE" on the function screen message line. The system 
will draw with the pen plot with all drawing layers 
assigned to PEN 1 of the plotter carousel. The operator may 
terminate the a::mnand by picking CANCEL if desired. 
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EVMPLE OF A PEN PWI! CXN:LmL FILE 

'!he text file shown below is a typical pen plot control file: 

PENPID!'-CCN 1 

(PENPWl'-CCN} 
PEN 1 DBLAYEBS 0-3, 7, 8, 10 
PEN 2 DBLAYERS 4 :6 
PEN 3 DBLAYERS 5. 64 
PEN 4 DBLAYERS 15, 17, 33-35 
PEN 5 DBLAYERS 110-115 104 
PEN 6 DBIAYERS 40:44 88 
PEN 7 DBLAYERS 89-91 
PEN 8 DBIAYEaS 146-147 
COONECT-1?0INTS 
TEXT-POINTS 
BJLLE'l'SIZE 100 PENWIDTH 39 
EH) 

<XN1'ENTS OF 'rHE P~ TEXT FILE 

'!he PENPID1'-CQ1 file directs the Hewlett-Packard system duril'J3 
execution of the I PEN PWI!j ccmnarxi. Each pen specified in the file is 
dedicated to the data base layer(s) listed after the pen nlll1ber. Connect 
points and text points will be plotted if the keywords are incllded in the 
text file. In addition, the operator may specify bullets, that is, circles 
in place of connect-points when plottil'J3 a schematic drawil'J3. Bullets may 
also be.filled duri.r:g plottil'J3 with the presence of the keyword PENWIDTH 
followi.r:g the EULLETSIZE specification~ 
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4. ~m:; A PENPWI' CCN.mOL FILE WI'!H 'lHE TEXT LEADTHRU 

'ltie text leC¥:ithru capability allows the operator to create a penplot 
control file on the function screen, with the system maintaining the proper 
formatting requirements for each line entry. 'lhe operator simply uses the 
interactive cc:mnands on the !EDIT P~LOI'-CCNI leC¥:ithru to input and edit 
the information contained in the fi7. 'ihe leC¥:ithru reduces the possi
bility of numerous formattiB,; errors that could result when the text file 
is created on a text editor keyboard. 

When usin,:J the I EDIT PENPLOl'-CCNI leadthru, the system assists the· 
operator in the follow1B,; ways: 

1. Autanatically nanes the file PENPWT-CON. 

2. Autanatically positions the graphics screen cursor when the 
operator inputs information. 

3. Autanatically inputs the keywords required in the file and pranpts 
the operator for input. 

4. Autanatically places parentheses ( ) around C'Clllllent line entries. 

5. Issues error messages if the operator-defined input is improperly 
formatted. 

NOrE: Error messages may appear on the function screen if the 
penplot control file was not created with the 
I EDIT PENPLOl'-CCNI carmam. (See PRINT/PLOl'-25) • 

'!he operator may use the steps described below to create a penplot 
control file using- the leC¥:ithru capability: 

STEP 1. . TEXT LEN1lBRU 

Pick the !TEXT LEAD'i'HRUI cc:mnand to display the menu of leadthru options: 
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I EDIT PENPLOl'-CCN I 
!EDIT DEVICE FILE! 

!EDIT APERIURE-TABI 

I EDIT PIN FILE I 
IIDIT LAYERS'IDI 



STEP 2. EDIT PENPIDI'-CON 

Pick the I EDIT PEf:JPI.01'-CCNI ccmnand to open an existin;J penplot control 
file, or to create a new file. When the systen issues the FILE NAME 
praopt, the operator may input the name of the penplot control file, or 
s:imply pick I ENTER!. Skippin;J the keyboard input will open the latest 
existin;J file naned PENPIDI'-CCN or open a new file of the sane name. 

However, if an existirl; file is naned other than PENPLOr-CCN, the operator 
must specify the nane of the file when !EDIT PENPLOr-CCNI is used •. If a 
new file is to be created with a name other than PENPI.Ol'-CCN, the operator 
may input up to 18 alphanmeric characters with no blank spaces. A 
revision label with up to four alphanmeric characters may be specfied1 
separate with the file rune fran the revision label with a blank space. 

EXAMPLE: Creatin;J a new file -

I EDIT PENPLO!'-CCNI (FILE NAME) 

'Ihe systen displays the new PENPIDl'-CCN file on the graphics 
screen with the infor;mation shown below: 

PENPLOT - CCN 

(PENPID!'-CCN) 
END 

~= If additional penplot control files are essential in the sane 
project file, the operator may specify the PENPI.Dl'-CON file 
name with a revision label different fran existiD3 PENPLC11'-CCN 
files. 

The q>erator may use the followiD3 ccmnands to add infotmation between 
(P!NPLOl'-C(lij and the END statenent: 
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I ADD PEN LINE! 

I ADD BOLLE'l'SIZE LINE I 

I ifEXT:POINIS I 
lcmNEC'!' POINl'Sl 

I ADD CdiiENTI 



STEP 3. ADD PEN LINE 

use the !ADD PEN LINE! ccmnand to add pen and dblayer information to the 
file. 'lbe dblayers specified after each pen will be plotted with the pen 
specified durirJ3 the !PEN PLOI'j ccmnand. Continue the IADD PEN LINE! 
ccmnand until all pens to be used for plottil'J3 have been specified. 

Each pen assignment line starts with the keyword "PEN," followed by a pen 
m.mber, followed by the keyword "DBI.AYERS," followed by a list of layers 
assigned to that pen. 

EXAMPLE: 

ADO PEN LINE (PEN 1-8) -Keyboard- ENTER (DBLAYERS} 
Input 

-Keyboard- ENTER 
Input 

'!be pen nunber must be a m.mber fran 1 throu;;h 8. . Each layer in the list 
of layers must be a nu:nber between O and 255 inclusive. Each layer m.111ber 
in the list may be separated by any nunber of spaces. 

An entire range of layers may be specified by insertil'J3 a hyphen (-) or a 
colon ( : ) between the selected range. 

EXAMPLE: PEN 1 
PEN 2 

DBI.AYERS 0-3 
DBLAYERS 4: 6 

In the above exanple, layers 0 throtgh 3 will be plotted with PEN 1. 
Layers 4 throU3h 6 of the drawirJ3 will be plotted with PEN 2. '!be operator 
may input spaces or a ccmna ( ,) between specific layers and specific range 
values. 

EXAMPLE: 

PEN 3 
PEN 4 
PEN 5 
PEN 6 

DBLAYERS 
DB LAYERS 
DBLAYERS 
DBI.AYERS 

5 64 
15, 17, 33-35 
ll0-115 104 
40:44 88 

'Ibis control file will create the following: 

PEN 3 assigned to layers 5 and 64 
PEN 4 assigned to layers 15, 17, 33, 34, 35 
PEN 5 assigned to layers 104, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115 
PEN 6 assigned to layers 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 and 88 

If the operator uses the Telesis Keyboard Fditor, (VTlOl or Wyse) to create 
the file, type in the keyword PEN followed by a blank space, then the pen 
nu:nber. Input a blank space, then input the keyword DBI.AYERS followed by 
the list of layers as shown in the above exanple. 
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STEP 4. ADD BULLETSIZE LINE 

use the IAOD BULLET SIZE LINE! carmam to specify plotting of software 
generated connect-pol.llts as circles on schematic drawings. For exanple, 
connect-points aided to the schematic drawiz¥1 during IAOD OBmCTI~I are 
software generated. connect-points within symbols on the SChematic are 
non-software generated. 

Filliz¥1 of bullets occurs duriz¥1 the I PEN PIDrl CC11'lllalXI if the operator 
specifies the PENNID'IB keywrd followirg the BULLETSIZE specification. 

EXAMPLE: 

ADD BULLETSIZE LINE (SIZE OF BOLLE'l') 
(WIDTH OF PEN) 

-Keyboard Input- ENl'ER 
-Keyboard Input- ENTER 

o '!be first keyboard input is the size of the bullet to be plotted. 
If the schematic drawing is english lll'lits, specify a value in mils 
or inches. For exanple, a keyboard input of 12 specifies a 
bulletsize of 12 mils. To specify inches, use a decbna.11 for 
exanple, .12 denotes .12 inches. 

If the schematic is drawn in metric lll'lits, the value specified is 
in mill»neters. For exanple, a value of 5 specifies a 5 mill»neter 
bulletsize. 

o '!be second keyboaJ:d input is the penwidth to be used if. the 
operator wishes to fill the bullet during plotting. '!he rules 
stated above for english lll'lits am metric lll'lits schematics apply 
when specifyin1 bulletsize am penwidth. 

'!he operator may skip the WIDTH OF PEN pranpt am sjmply pick 
I ENrERI if filliz¥1 of the bullet is not required. '!be keyword 
~ will not appear on the line entry. · 

General Rules 

l. <:nly software-generated connect-points will be plotted as 
bullets,i.e., circles • '!bese connect-points are plotted with the 
pen assigned to the DBI.AYER where the software-generated 
connect-points exist on layer O. '!be pen m.mber specified for 
OBIAYER 0 will be used. 

2. All bullets in a drawing must be the sane size. '!here should 
only be one ElJLIBl'SIZE line in a penplot control file. If more 
than one BULLETSIZE line exists, the systen uses the latest, or 
last entry. 
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3. In the penplot control file, ·the penwidth must be less than or 
equal to the bulletsize, with one exception. It is valid to input 
a smaller bulletsize if the plot scale (greater than 1 at a time 
of PEN PI.DI') multiplied by the bulletsize makes the bulletsize 
l~er than the penwidth. · If the penwidth is still greater than 
the BULLETSIZE, an error messa;e will result arxi the pr03ran will 
tenninate. 

4. Bullets will only be plotted fran e1X3lish or metric schematic 
drawings. 'l.'he bulletsize line will ·be ignored when plotting a 
board drawing. For metric drawirgs, the penwidth specification in 
the file must not be less than O.l millimeters1 the bulletsize 
must not be greater than 50 millimeters. ·For Em3lish drawio;s, 
the bulletsize must no be greater than 2000 mils, or 2.0 inches. 

EXAMPLE: e1X3lish schematic drawiB;J to be plotted: 

ADD BULLETSIZE LINE 

RESULT: 

PEN 5 DBI.AYERS 
PEN 6 DBI.AYERS 
PEN 7 DBLAYERS 
PEN 8 DBI.AYERS 
BULLEI'SIZE 12 
END 

(SIZE OF BULLET) 
(WIDTH OF PEN) 

110-115 104 
40:44 88 
89-91 
146-147 

PENWIDTH 5 

12 
5 

--

ENTER 
ENTER 

If usif¥3 the Telesis Keybocu:d a:3itor (VTlOl or Wyse) to create the 
penplot control file, input the keY'NQrd BULLETSIZE follO\t.led by a blank 
space, then the size of the bullet. Input a blank space, then input the 
keY'NQrd PENWIDTH if the bullet is to be filled durif¥3 plottif¥3. Onit the 
PfM'lID'!B keY'NQrd if f illif¥3 is not required. Separate the keY'NQrd PENWIDTH 
fran the pen size with a blank space as shown in the above example. 
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Pick connect-points to incl I.De plottirr:J of connect points. 'lbe keyword 
CCNNPX:T-POINTS will appear as a line entry in the PENPLOl'-CON file. 
Othetwise, the connect points displayed oo the drawinq will be anitted. 

If plottinq a schenatic with a BULLETSIZF/PEHnDTB specification in the 
penplot cootrol file, the CC>INECT POIN!'S keywot:d will infom the system to 
plot the non-software generated connect-points oo the drawinq. For 
exanple, connect-points within symbols will be plotted1 software-generated 
connect-points will be plotted as bullets. If the CCHm:T-POINTS keyword 
is anitted, the system will not_plot the oon-software generated 
connect-points. 

STEP 6. TEXT-POINl'S 

Pick text-points to inclooe text points in the pen plot. The keywot:d 
TEXT-POINTS will appear as a line entry in the PENPW!'-CON file. 
Othetwise, the text p:>ints displayed on the drawiB:j will be anitted fran 
the plot. 

NOl'E: If incll.Dirr:J connect points am/or text points in the pen plot, 
the· system will plot them at the sizes last set by the 
I SET QCT Pl' SIZE I am I SET TXT PNT SIZE I cannaOOS. Size 
variatioos of connect points ana text points 00 the active 
drawiil:J will not be shown in the pen plot. 

STEP 7. AID ca-MEN'!' 

Pick the I@ C04MENTI ccmnard to add infomational text to the file. The 
C'CJllllent line entry will autanatically be placed within parentheses (). 
This identifies the line entry as a ccmnent. camtents are optional 
operator-defined line entries which allow additional informatioo for easy 
interpretatioo of the file. 

NOl'E: The operator may input a max:imun of 59 alphanuneric am blank 
spaces in a catment line entry. If the keyboard input exceeds 
the 59 character-l:imit, the system interrupts an:i inserts the 
first 59 characters into the file. 

When usirr:J the Telesis Keyboard Ekiitor (VTlOl or Wyse) , input parentheses 
( ) around operator-defined ccmnent entries in the file. 
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EXAMPLE: Add~ the ccmnent line (ctocK GENERATICN BOARD) •. 

I ADO CCMENTI (ENTER TEXT) 

OJRRENI' DISPIAY CN '1HE GRAPHICS S<lm1.:N 

(PENPW!'-CCN) 
PEN 1 DBI.AYERS 0-3, 7, 8, 10 
PEN 2 DBI.AYERS 4:6 

IENTERI 

RESULT: 'l'he cc:mnent line (CID:K GENERA'!al BOARD ) is inserted below 
the line (PENPLOr-CCN) • 
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(PENPLOr-CCN) 
(CUXl< GENERA'roR BOARD) 
PEN l DBI.AYERS 0-3, 7, 8, 10 
PEN 2 DBI.AYERS 4:6 



STEP 8. DONE 

When finished creatirg the penplot control file, pick IISCiEI. TO close the 
file, select one of the followin; carmands fran the menu displayed on the 
function screen: 

!SAVE FILE! - allows the operator to save the active version of the 
file, and to delete the previous version of the sane 
revision. If the file is newly created, the systen saves 
the file under the revision label specified when the file 
was opened, or with revision nr• (default). 

EXAMPLE: 

Active file (new) PENP~ 

Saved file: PENPLO!l-CON l 

- allows the operator to save the active file under a 
revision label other than the one originally specified 
when the file was opened. '!he systen does not delete the 
old version. '!he revision label may contain up to four 
alphanumeric characters. · 

EXAMPLE: 

Original version (old REV) PENPLOr-CCN 1 

New version (new REV) PENPLO'l'-CQl 2 

- allows the operator to cancel the actively displayed file 
on the graphics screen without deletin; the original (if 
it exists) • '!he original file maintains its original 
revision label. 

!EDIT FILE! - allows the operator to Rmenu-back" and return to the 
active file for additional editin;. 

IF '!BE FILE IS LOOOER 'mAN CAN BE SBOVN CN 'lBE GRAPHICS SCREEN 

If lines are added to the file after the graphics screen is full, the 
file will scroll ~ so that the bottan lines are visible and the top lines 
are not. use the ~I cc:mnand to brin; the top lines back into view. 
use the I LINE ol'il to brin; up the bottan lines back into view. 
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5. EDITDG THE PEN PLO!' CCNmOL FILE 

When creatiB:J a penplot control file, the operator may make additions 
or corrections. '!he file may also be re-opened at a later time to update 
any versial of the file previously created. When re-openiB:J the file, the 
operator must specify the f ilenane and the revision label if the file is 
not the latest version. 

The operator may use the followiB:J camnarXls to edit the penplot 
control file: 

I CHAtGE PEN LINE! 

IOWGE BULLETSIZE LINE! 

I oij#t'E LINE! 

I ffii)ELEttE LINE! 

I CBAid ffi1MENi'I 
However, the add cannands previously used in creatirg the PENPLOT-CCN 

file may be used to make additions to the file. All ccmnands used to 
create and edit the file are located on the sane menu pa;e. 

l?Cl3ITICNnG THE amsCR 

TO edit the file, the cursor must always be iooved to the proper line 
position. '!he cursor remains in the left matgin of the file, and can only 
be iooved up and down. 

For ADD ccmnands durirg editinj: 

POsition the cursor to the line above the desired location of 
addition. Lines positioned below the cursor will shift down when 
the new line is added. If the cursor is positioned at the END 
statenent, the new line will be placed one line above. 

For CHAN;E or DELETE ccmnands: 

Move the cursor to the line to be c~ed or deleted. 

Use the followinj cannands to ioove the cursor: 

I LINE. UPI - ioov.es the cursor up one line. 

ILINE DNI .- iooves the cursor down one line. 
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EXAMPLE: LINE ON (Picked 3 times) 

Current 
Cursor --> 
Positioo 

New -> 
Position 

- PEN 6 DBLAYERS 49:44 
PEN 7 DBIAYERS 89-91 
PEN 8 DBLAYERS 146-147 
CCNN!X:T POINrS 
TEXT POINrS 

88 

When LINE ON is picked, the cursor 100Ves fran the current position to 
the start of the next line of the file. Each pick 100Ves the cursor down 
one line. 
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CWG!Mi THE ~I~ IN THE FILE 

uae the CWGE ccmnands to chan3e or update the PENPLO!'-CCN file. For 
exanple, use the l~E PEN LINE! camnand to redefine dblayers to be 
plotted with a particUiar pen. Move the cursor to the line to be edited. 

EXAMPLE: aJAtGE PEN LINE 

CUrrent 
Cursor -> 
Positioo 

PEN 6 DBI.AYERS 49:44 88 
PEN 7 DBLAYERS 89-91 
PEN 8 DBLAYERS 146-147 
COONECT POINTS 
TEXT POINl'S 

l<::BAtGE PEN LINE! (PEN 1-8) 6 IENTERI (DBLAYERS) 40:44 88 103 ENTER 

RFSULT: Dblayer 103 is now assigned to pen 6 of the file. 

CUrrent I 
Cursor -> PEN 6 DBI.AYERS 49:44 88 103 
POsition 

?«:Y.rE: ·~en usin;J the I~ PEN LINE! ccmnand, the operator may skip 
any pranpt if the irifomation for that entry in the file is 
uncharged. For exanple, if the dblayers require editing, the 
operator may simply pick IENTERI after the (PEN 1-8) pranpt, 
then proceed to charge the dblayers for that pen. 'lhe current 
pen nl.J'Dber for that pen line will remain tmcharged. 

Use the ICHAN;E CCMMENrl ccmnarxi to chagle or edit existil'l3 cannent 
lines in the PENPI.Dr-CCN fiie. use the I awi;E BULLE!' SIZE! ccmnand to 
up3ate the current bullet size and penwidth specifications • 
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Use the following carmarxis to delete ar'¥l restore infol:mation in the file: 

!DELETE LINE! - deletes a single line specified by the current 
cursor position. 

lmDELETE LINE! - restores the last line entry deleted fran the file. 
The system restores the deleted entry directly 
below the new cursor position, regardless of the 
line's original placement. This· C'ClllDal1d may be 
used to reposition a line to another location with 
the file. 

If the cursor is positioned at the EN> statement, 
the line will be restored one line above it. 

OO!'E: The line PENPI.01'-CCN at the top of the file, as well as the EN> 
statement cannot be deleted. The operator can only delete line 
entries that were input durin:J the creation of the file. 

DELF:I'nG A LINE FR.CM 'IHE FII.E 

EXAMPLE: Deletin; the aNmCT POINl'S line 

Current -> 
Cursor 
Position 

PICK: I DELEft'E LINE I 

PEN 5 DBLAYERS 110-115 104 
CCRmCT POINl'S 

----PEN 6 DBLAYERS 40:44 88 
PEN 7 DBLAYERS 89-91 
PEN 8 DBLAYERS 146-147 
TEXT-POINl'S 

In the above example, DE~ LINE removes the CCNNECT-POINl'S line fran the 
file. The contents of the file shift up, closing the open line resultin; 
fran the deletion. 

New 
Cursor -> 
Position 
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UNDELET!m A LINE CE '!HE FILE 

Use the !UNDELE!'E LINE! ccmnarxi restore the last deleted line entry 
back to the file at the line below the cursor p::>sition. use the I LINE UPI 
am !LINE DNI ccmnarxis to p::>sition the cursor to the line above the 
location Where the line is to be restored. 

EXAMPLE: UnleletiBJ the CCHmC'l' POINl'S line 

PEN 5 DBI.AYERS 110-115 104 
PEN 6 DBI.AYERS 40:44 88 

New PEN 7 DBI.AYERS 89-91 
Cursor ~> PEN 8 DBI.AYERS 146-147 

-TEXT-PO!Nl'S 

PICK: I UNDELE:i'E LINE! 

PEN 5 DBLAYERS ll0-115 104 
PEN 6 DBI.AYERS 40:44 88 
PEN 7 DBLAYERS 89-91 
PEN 8 DBI.AYERS 146-147 
~ POINTS 

-TEXT-POIN!'S 

After reinsertiBJ the CCNNECT-POIN!'S line with the !UNDELETE LINE! 
cannarxi, the cursor iooves to that line of the file. 
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PENPLC71'-~ FILES NOi' rnEATEO wrm '!BE EDIT PENPLC71'-~ LEAOTHRIJ 

Penplot control files that were not created with the !EDIT PENPLOT-CC:NI 
ccmnarvl may exist on the system. If a penplot control file was createa 
with the Telesis Keyboard aiitor, for exanple, the operator may edit the 
file usin3 the EDIT PENPLC71'-~ lead-thru. 

When the operator opens one of these files with the !EDIT PENPLC71'-CCNj 
camtaJld, the system checks it for fO?:matting errors. If errors exist, the 
system places a message on the function screen stating the nunber of faulty 
lines existing in the file7 the system displays the file on the graphics 
screen with all faulty lines bracketed between parentheses and asterisks. 

EXAMPLE: (* PNE 2 DBLYERS 4:6*) 

'!he line is incorrect bec:ause the keywords PEN and DBI.AYERS are 
misspelled. 

'!he lines in parentheses are·now ccmnents, and the system treats them 
as such. 'lhese lines may be deleted with the !DELETE LINE! cc:mna.00. Use 
the IMDI ccmnarXis to input the correct infor:mat1on. 

6. PIJ:Jr SCALE 

All dimensions in the Telesis systems drawings have coordinates 
expressed in english units (mils) or in metric units (millimeters) • For 
exanple, with an english drawing, a line one inch long is 1000 units long. 
Unless otherwise specified, the drawi1'¥3 will be plotted at a scale of 
one-to-one. '!hat is, a line 1000 units long in a drawing will plot 1.000 
inches 101'¥3 on the plot paper. However, the operator may plot a drawin3 
much larger or smaller depeming on the scale specified when executing the 
I PEN PIJ:Jrl ccmnarXI. Scale is a nunber greater than zero. A scale greater 
than one causes the system to plot the drawing larger than its stored · 
coordinates, while a nunber of less than zero causes the plot to be 
smaller. 

EXAMPLE: SCALE 2. - causes the plotted elements to be twice the size 
of the original drawing. 

SCALE .5 - causes the plotted elements to be one-half the 
size of the original drawing. 
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7. usrm THE PEN PI/Jr ~ 

Prior to using the IPEN PIDrl carmam, select the view of the drawing 
to be plotted. For example, on Telesis 2.0 systans use the IWINDail 
ccmnand to select an area of the drawing , or the I oRAW±re I cc:iiiiiai1d to plot 
the entire drawing. Ql Telesis 2.1 systans, use NEW WIID<l'll cc:mnand to 
select the desired area, or the IWIN:IOi=WORIDI to plot the entire drawing 
during execution of the IPEN PIDrl CCiliiia@. 

Make sure the penplot control file is available in the current project 
file, or in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY so the specific drawing layers of the active 
drawing will be plotted with specific pens in plotter carousel. If a 
penplot control file does not exist, all drawing layers will be plotted 
with PEN l of the plotter carousel. 

'l.'he pen plotter must be properly connected and the paper and pens 
correctly loaded. 'l.'he plotter must be in the raoote state: that is, the 
REMOI'E light on the front of the plotter rnust be "on." 

'l.'he operator may now use the I PEN PI.Dr! cc::rcmand. 'l.'he input sequence 
of the cannarx1 is shown below: 

. PEN PI.Dr (CCNl'ROL FILENME) -Keyboard- ENTER (SCALE) -Keyboard- ENTER 
Input Input 

o 'l.'he first keyboard input is the name of the penplot control file. 
If the file is naned PENPIDl'-CCN, skip the keyboard input and pick 
I ENTER! • 'l.'he system will look for the nane PENPID!'-CCN first in 
the current project, then in the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

o 'l.'he secom keyboard inpul is plot scale to be used. Skip the 
keyboard input and pick ENTER! if plotting at a scale of "l." 

If the system cannot f ioo the penplot control file specified by the 
first keyboard input, the system reports the following on the 
function screen message line: 

"ID PENPLOI' CCNmOL FILE" 

'l.'he system will then proceed with the pen plot, plotting all 
drawing layers with pen l of the plotter carousel. 
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o If the system re!X)rts, "PEN PLC71'.rER !Dr al-LINE," check the plotter 
to ensure that it is properly camected am powered-on. If RJ:MOTE 
PERIPHERAL OPERATIQl is installed for neblorking of peripheral 
devices and if the system reJ:'X)rts the following, refer to OTILITIES 
section of this manual for additiooal infomatioo oo networking and 
deallocating of peripheral devices. 

"PIDrl'ER ALRF.ADY IN CJSE. CCMMAR) C1\tCELLED." 

'lbere will be a slight delay before the plotter begins to operate. 
If ally a snall area of the drawing is to be plotted, there may be 
a delay while the system "windCMS" the drawing elements to be 
plotted. 'lbe "CXJ'l' OF LIMIT" light may ar;pear oo the plotter 
console. 'lbis is a normal condition if plotting a "windowed" 
portioo of the drawing. '!his <Xlllditioo indicates that the plotter 
is clippin:J tlx>se drawin;J elements in the window that extend 
outside the window l:imits. 

'lbe IPEN Pfbrl ccmnand plots all drawin:J elements on the layers 
assigned to pen l first, then tlx>se assigned to pen 2, and so on. As a 
result, there may be a delay in plottin;J if there are very few or no 
elements on the layers assigned to a pen. 'lbe plot will proceed faster as 
layers with Jlk)re. data are encomltered, assigned to pens with higher 
m111bers. 

8. 'llOJBLE SHOOr:IH:; 

WHAT 'l'O cmx::K FCR IF THE PLC71'.rER DOES !Dr OPERATE: 

o Is the plotter properly connected and powered-oo? 

o Is the plotter locded with paper or mylar? 

o Is the plotter REMOrE button lit? 

o Is the drawin;J to be plotted actively displayed on the graphics 
screen? 

o Is the cable fran the Telesis system to the plotter attached 
properly? If REMOl'E PERIPHERAL OPERATIQl is installed for 
networkin;J of peripherals, refer to the UTILITIES section of the 
manual for additional infor:mation. 



THE WRaG PEN IS pwrrm:; AN ELEMENT 

Check the penplot control text file for pen assignments. If two 
different pen assignment lines are assigned the sane layer, the latest pen 
m111ber assigned overrides the first pen assigrment. 

THE PIDT IS LABGER '1BAN THE Pr.orrnl; SURFACE 

<lleck to be sure that the SCALE input is not too lai::ge for the plot 
paper. If the plot is lai::ger than the plot paper, the PEN PI.Dr cannanj 
will only plot that part of the drawin:J that will fit on the plot paper. 

It will not plot the drawin;J infotmation at the dimension edges of the 
drawin;J. 

9. PIDl'rER LIMITATI<:m 

If the operator attempts to plot a drawin;J on paper equal to the size 
of the drawin;J, elenents near the edges may not be plotted. '!his is a 
limitation of the Hewlett-Packard 8P7580 am HP7585 plotters. 

For exanple: 

A SIZE drawin;J plotted on A SIZE paper 

B SIZE drawiB.:J plotted on B SIZE paper 

c SIZE drawin;J plotted on c SIZE paper 

D SIZE drawin;J plotted on D SIZE paper 

It is rewtmeixied that the operator plpt the drawin;J on paper one size 
lai::ger than the drawin;J size. For exanple, plot an A SIZE drawin;J on B 
SIZE paper, a B SIZE drawin;J c SIZE paper, etc. '!his will ensure the 
plottin;J of all drawin;J infotmation. 

When plottiB.:J a D SIZE drawiB.:J, it is reccmnen:led that roll paper or 
military specification paper be used. Military specification (MIL-SPEC) 
paper is one inch lai::ger in all drawiB.:J dimensions. 
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OPERATING THE PEN PLOTTER IN BACKGROUND 

1. PENPLOT BACKGROUND 
o General Information 

2. THE ACTIVE DRAWING AND THE PENPLOT CONTROL FILE 
3. CREATING THE -PLOT FILE WITH THE tREATE PENPLOT FILEI 

COMMAND 
4. STARTING THE PEN PLOT IN "BACKGROUND" 
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1 • PENPI.Dr BACKGROUND 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

The Telesis system allows the operator to plot the ACI'IVE or 
INACI'IVE drawing in a "background" rrode. "Background" rrode allows the 
operator to interact with the Telesis system while the plotter is 
operating. 

There are two essential COITUTlands needed to operate the plotter in 
"background". 

CREATE PENPI.Dr FILE 
PENPLDT BACKGROOND 

When the !CREATE PENPI.Dr FILE! canmand is used, the system reads 
the actively displayed drawing information arrl the penplot control 
data in the PENPLOI'-CCN file. The system then assembles and stores 
this information into a special -PIDT file. 

When the -PLO!' file has been created, the operator may use the 
IPENPLOI' BACKGROUND! corrrnand to plot the ACTIVE or INACTIVE drawing. 
The system first reads the -Pwr file, then creates a terrporary "back
ground" copy. When the plotter begins to operate, and when the function 
screen "beeps", the operator may continue working interactively on the 
system. 

2. THE ACTIVE DRAWING AND THE PENPLOI' CONI'ROL FILE 

When the active drawing is displayed on the graphics screen, the 
!CREATE PENPLOI' FILE! corrmand nust be used to create the -Pwr file 
needed for "background "plotting. The -PLCYI' file contains the displayed 
drawing information, and the penplot control data listed in the PENPLOl'-CCN 
text file. The actively displayed drawing may be the entire drawing, or 
a "windowed-in" area. 

NYI'E: A PENPLor-CCN text file is optional. If a penplot control 
file cbes not exist in the current project file, or in the 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY, the -PLOI' file is still created. HONever, 
all drawing layers are assigned to PEN 1 of the plotter 
carousel when the plot is started. 

The text file created with the !CREATE PENPLOI' FILEj ccxrmand 
nust not be edited with the function screen editor or the 
optional Telesis keyboard editor. 

If this file is plotted on the IDS matrix printer, erroneous 
characters will result. The printer/plotter must be pONered-off 
then pONered-on to clear it. 
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3. CREATING THE -PWT FILE WITH THE !CREATE PENPLOr FILE! CG1MAND 

Pick the !CREATE PENPI..01' FILEI caranand. The operator must enter 
the name of the PENPLCYI'-CCN text file, and the name of the -PLCYI' file 
to be created. 

EXAMPLE: 

I CREATE PENPI..01' FILE I (ENIER PENPLor CCN'l':OOL FILE NAME) -Keyboard- I ENI'ERj 
Input 

(EN'IER FILE NAME 'IO BE CREATED) -Keyboard- IENTERI 
Input 

o Enter the name of the existing penplot control file. If 
the file is named PENPLor-CCN, simply pick ENTER!. If a pen
plot control file does not exist, pick IENI'ER to assign all 
drawing layers to PEN l of the plotter carousel. 

o Enter the -PI.OT file name. If a file name is not input, the 
system names the -PI.DI' file from the existing drawing name when 
IENTERI is picked. The system also assigns revision "l" to the 
file. 

EXAMPLE: 
Existing drawing name: TEsr 

-PLOT file cr:-eated by 
system default: TEST-PLO!' rev l 

However, the operator may input a file name that contains up to 13 
alphanumeric characters. A 13-character file name results in 18 
characters when the system inserts the -PIDT suffix. If the 
operator wishes to assign a revision label to the -PI.DI' file, the 
file name and the revision must be separated by a blank space when 
it is input. A revision may contain up to four alphanumeric 
dlaracters. 

EXAMPLE: Inputting a file name and revision label. 

File name Revision 
\ 

'IEsr Jm 
Resulting file name: 

'IEsr-PLOI' ABCD 

~: If roc>re than one -PIDT file is to exist in the same project 
file, the operator may name the first file with the 
drawing name default, then proceed to name the additional 
-PIDT files with revision labels. 

When the system conpletes the creation of the -PID'I' file, the 
function screen message line displays: 

PLOr FILE CDMPLETED 
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4. STARTIN:; THE PEN PLOI' IN "BACKGROUND" 

After the -PIDI' file is created with the !CREATE PENPIDI' FILEI 
conmand, the plot can be started with the IPENPLOI' BACKGROUND! canmand. 
Since the -PIDI' file was created with the active drawing displayed, the 
drawing does not need to be active to start the plot. However, the 
operator must cpen the project file prior to picking the 1-P-ENP~LOI'~~BA-c=K-G=ROUND--~I 
conmand. 

INPUT SEQUENCE: 

I PENPI.m BACKGROUND I (NAME OF FILE 'ID BE PLOI'TED) Keyboard- I ENI'ER I 
Input 

(PIDI' SCALE ENI'ER ONLY =l) -Keyboard- jENI'ERj 
Input 

o Enter the name of the -PIDI' file. If the drawing is actively 
displayed, sinply pick \ENI'ERI to locate the latest versi01 of 
the -PLOI' file. 

If the drawing is inactive, enter the name of the -PLOI' 
file to be used. The -PLCYr suffix does not need to be input. 

t-lJI'E: If more than one -PI..OI' file exists in the current 
project file, ensure that the proper file name is 
selected. Otherwise, the plotter may plot an undesired 
portion of the drawing. 

o Enter the plot scale. If jENI'ERI is picked without a plot 
scale, the system defaults to SCALE 1. 

The system first checks that the plotter is on-line and not 
presently operating. If the plotter is not on-line, the 
function screen message line displays: 

PEN PI.DTI'ER NOr ON-LINE 

If the plotter· is presently operating, the message line displays: 

PEN PLOITER BUSY, PLCYr WI' STARTED 

When the plotter is on-line, and available, the system proceeds 
to create a "background" copy of the -PLOI' file. As the system 
copies the file, the message line displays: 

OOPYI~ FILE 'ID BACKGROUND 

When the plotter begins to operate, and when the system "beeps", 
the operator may interactively continue working on the Telesis 
system. 
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DIGITIZER 

1. GENERPL INFORW\TION 

2. ~W TO CPL !PRATE THE DIGITIZER 

3. HOW TO DIGITIZE A DRAWING 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATICN 

A CALCCMP 9000 series digitizer is optional eguipnent with the Telesis 
systan. It can be used instead of the tablet and light pen to input a drawin:;. 

1yPically, you will use the digitizer to transfer an existing board drawin:; 
fran hard-copy to the system. However, the digitizer may also be used for 
schematics or other drawin:;s. 

'Ihe digitizer consists of a table an:l a puck. When the digitizer is turned 
on, the table is used as the equivalent of the function screen tablet, ar'.d the 
puck is used as the equivalent of the light pen. 

DIGITIZER TABLE 

ORIGIN 

r- ---- -- - --

' I 
I 
I 
I 

----, 
S111API 

- - _ __J 

The digitizer table has a 48" by 36" active surface. It contains a netv.vrk 
of wires in the horizontal ar'.d vertical directions, which are used when locatin:; 
coordinate tx:>ints relative to the origin (point 0,0) at the lower left corner 
of the active surface. There is an inactive margin arour'.d the perimeter of the 
surface. Tt is shown in the illustration above, but it is not marked on the table 
itself. (The margin is approximately 1-1/2 inches wide.) 

At the right of the table are most of the sane commands that appear in the 
top row of the function screen tablet. 
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DIGITIZER PUCK 

CROSSHAIR 

CQ;l'i'RQL KEYS 

[I] [l] 00 [A] 

@] [§] [§] 00 

rncru~~ 

0 [!] [fil [QJ 

INDICATOR LIGHT 

'!he digitizer puck is used to input coordinate pJint locations, and to 
input the canmarrls at the right of the digitizer table. 'Ihe puck has these 
canponents: · 

' 

INDICATOR LIGHT '!he red indicator light is lit when the 
digitizer is recrly to accept input. Any 
iriput attempted when this light is off will 
be lost. 

CRCSSHAIR '!he crosshair is used to select the pJint to 
be digitized. 

CCN!'OOL KEYS: 
1,2,3,4,S,6,7, lIDy one of these keys is pressed to digitize the 
8,9,0 arrl # point location shown under the crosshair or the 

canmarrl shown under the crosshair. 

A,B,C,D !my one of these keys is pressed to implement 
the I NEXT I canmarrl. The puck may be anywhere on 
the active surface. (For the sake of convenience 
the INEXTI canmarrl can be implemented in t\\O ways: 
by pressing the A,B,C or D control keys; or by 
positioning the crosshair over the I NEXTI canmarrl 
aro pressing any control key except * • ) 

* '!his key is not used. 
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SUMMARY OF SI'EPS 'IO FOLL.CW IN USING THE DIGITIZER 

STEP 1 Tape a hard-copy drawinj to the digitizer table. 

SI'EP 2 c:pen a drawin:_:J file. 

STEP 3 use the !DIGITIZER MENUj camnand to flip to the menu 
page containin:.:J these camnands: I DIGITIZER ooj , 1-D-IG_I_T_I_Z-,E-R-OF-FI , 
and I CALIBRATE DIG I • 

STEP 4 use the I CALIBRATE DIG! canrnand to calibrate the digitizer. 
'This step is optional; you are not required to calibrate the 
digitizer. (Seep. PRINI'PLOT-20 for calibration instructions.) 

STEP 5 use the jDIGITIZER ONI command to turn on the digitizer as 
an input device. 

STEP 6 Digitize the drawin:.:J. (Seep. PRINI'PLOT-24 for instructions.) 

STEP 7 Use the jDIGITIZER OFFj comrnand to return to the tablet 
method of input. 

NOI'E: You may turn the digitizer on and off as often as you like to 
switch back and forth fran digitizer input to tablet input. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE DIGITIZER 

o The jNECKj and jDRILLI commands cannot be used with the digitizer. 

o Typically, you will use the digitizer to input a canpleted board 
drawihg, arxi you will not create a net data base. (A net data 
base can only be created fran a schenatic drawin:.:J or a text-input 
netlist.) When this is the case, you will not be able to use 
o:rnmands and capabilities that require a net data base such as: 
I ASSIGN REF DES I I I RATSNEST I I I NET CCMPARE I • 

You will be able to use all other system capabilities, such 
as: physical design rules checkin:.:J, the artwork capability, and 
the NC drill capability. 
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2. HC:W 'ID CALIBRATE THE DIGITIZER 

PURPOSE 

Digitizer calibration is optional. By calibrati!'B the digitizer, you 
inform the system where and at what scale to place the data you digitize. 
calibration has several benefits: 

It canpensates for shrinkage and distortion in the hard-copy 
drawifB. 

It canpensates for any misalignnent in the placement of the 
hard-copy drawifB on the digitizer table. 

It allows you to scale the system version of your drawifB to 
be larger or smaller than the hard copy version. 

It allows you to specify where your drawifB will be placed 
relative to the system drawifB extents. 

DEFAULT CALIBRATION 

If you do not calibrate the digitizer, the system will use the 
following default calibration: 

ALIQ.MENI' 'Ihe system version of the drawing will be aligned to the 
system drawil'lj extents exactly as the hard-copy drawing 
is aligned to the digitizer table. (If the hard-copy is 
crooked, the system version may be crooked as well.) 

SCALE '!he system version of the drawifB will be created at a 
1: l scale with the hard copy drawifB • 

REFERENCE 'Ihe system takes the lower- left comer of the digitizer-.. s 
POINI' active surface as the referenqe p:>int for the hard copy 

drawing; and it takes the lower left corner of the system 
drawing extents as the reference p:>int for the system 
version of the drawing. Pny p:>int you digitize will have 
the sane relation to the systan reference p:>int that it has 
to the hard-copy reference p:>int. 

WHEN 'ID CALIBRATE 

Typically, you use the !CALIBRATE DIG! canmarrl when you are preparing 
to digitize a new drawing. (If you do not, the system will use your previous 
calibration or, if there is no previous calibration, the default calibration.) 
If the hard-copy drawing is moved (or slips) on the digitizer surface, you should 
repeat the !CALIBRATE DIGj canmarrl and calibrate exactly as you did previously. 
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Drawin:Js may be opened and closed, arx:1 the digitizer may be turned 
on and off without affecting the calibration. 

calibration is cancelled when the system is turned off or rel::xx>ted. 
'Ib regain your pre11ious calibration after turni03 the system back on or 
rebooti03, you must use the !CALIBRATE DIG! canmard again and recalibrate 
exactly as you calibrated previously. 

PREREQUISITES 

A drawin:J file must be active. 

The full extents of the current drawing must be displayed on the 
graphics screen. (New drawings wil look blank whether they are 
fully displayed, zoaned in, or shifted, so it is a good idea to 
be sure the drawi03 is fully displayed by using the !DRAWING! 
carunard before calibrati03.) 

STEPS 'ID POI.LCM IN THE CALIBRATION PROCESS 

STEP 1 carefully mark 3 points on the hard copy drawin:J: 

roint 1 is the lower right corner 
roint 2 is the lower left corner 
roint 3 is the upper left corner 

STEP 2 Pick the !CALIBRATE DIG canmarx:l. 
(D:> not pick the DIGITIZER ONj carunard.) 

STEP 3 Resp::>rrl to each of the pranpts displayed on the function 
screen message line. The table below gives an exanple 
of each pranpt with instructions on how to resp::>l'xl: 

EXAMPLE OF PRCMPT 

ENTER IN X SIZE OF DRAWII'\G (IN MIIS) 

I . 
(table continued on next p~e) 
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HOV 'ID RESPO~ID 

Input the X size at which you wish 
the system to create your drawin:J 
(not necessarily the actual size of 
the hard-copy drawin:J) • 

'Ihe size you specify here must fit 
within the drawi03 extents of the 
currently active drawin:J. For 
example, if you picked IB SIZE! 
when you opened the current 
drawin:J, your X size here must be 

< 17000 mils. 



(Table continued fran previous pcqe) 

EXAMPLE OF PRCMPT HCW TO RESPOND 

ENTER IN Y SIZE OF DRAWI~ (IN MIIS) Input the Y size in the sane way 
that you input the X size above. 

PLEASE ENTER LCl'lER RIGHT HAND CORNER use the digitizer puck to digitize 
the lower right corner fOint that 
you marked on your drawing in 
STEP l above. 

PLEASE ENTER LCWER LEFT HAND CORNER) Digitize the lower left corner in 
the sane way that you digitized the 
lower right hand corner. 

PLF..ASE ENTER UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER Digitize the upper left corner in 
the sane way that you digitized the 
lower corners. 

SCALE X:2:1(2.003) Y:2:1(2:007) '!he system rep:>rts the scale of the 
HIT ENTER IF CORRECT hard-copy drawi119 to the systen 

version of the drawing as you have 
·specified it in the 5 previous 
resp:.mses. ('!he message shows the 
nominal scale with the exact scale 
enclosed in parentheses. The sys
ten will use the exact scale. 

ENTER X OFFSET (IN MILS) 

(Table continued on next pa:Je) 
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use the digitizer puck to pick 
jENTERj if the scale is acceptable. 
If not, pick jCANCELI and begin the 
calibration process a:iain. 

· Input a value if you wish to offset 
(in the X axis) the drawing area 
you defined in this calibration 
fran the drawi119 extents of the 
currently active drawing. 

Fbr no X offset, just pick jENTERj. 
(If you enter no X or Y offset, 
the system places the lower left 
corner you digitized at the lower 
left corner of the system drawing 
extents.) 



(Table continued fran previous paje} 

ENTER Y OFFSET (IN MILS) 
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NOI'E: 00 not input an offset so 
large that it shifts a large part 
of the drawi03 area you defined in 
this calibration outside the system 
drawi03 extents. You will not be 
able to digitize outside the system 
drawing extents. 

Input an offset in the Y direction . 
in the sane way that you input an 
X offset above. 



3. Ha-J 'ID DIGITIZE A DRAWING 

PRERE)'JUISITE 

• A drawifB file must be active. 

TURNING THE DIGITIZER ON AND OFF 

use these canmarns to turn the digitizer on and off. 

!DIGITIZER ON! use the I DIGITIZER ON! ccmnarn to activate the 
digitizer. 

Olce the digitizer is on, you may use it whenever 
the tablet maenu appears. The word "DIGITIZER" will 
be displayed on the tablet menu indicating that the 
digitizer can be used and the tablet cannot. 

'!he digitizer renains on until y0u turn it off with 
the !DIGITIZER OFFI canmarrl, or until you close the 
active drawi03. 

!DIGITIZER OFF! Use the !DIGITIZER OFFj camnarrl when you wish to 
switch fran the digitizer mettx:x:l of input to the 
tablet method. 

You may turn the digitizer off arrl on as often as you 
like, to switch back and forth fran tablet input to 
digitizer input. 

DIGITIZER INPUT 

use the digitizer just as you would use the tablet and light pen to 
input coordinate point locations. 'Ihe table below shows your action and 
the systen's response. 

ACTION RESPONSE 
MENU CGtMANDS: Whene\Ter a canmand requires coordin-
use the light pen and function screen ate input, the systen will display 
to pick the ccmnand you want. For the tablet with the word "DIGITIZER" 
exanple:IADD CONNECTION! (You may use on it. As you work, the canmarrl 
any canmarrls with the digitizer that echo, input echo, pranpts and error 
you can use with the tablet except the messages will appear as usual on the 
I NECK I am I DRILL I ccmnarrls.) function screen. 

(Table continued on next page) 
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(Table continued fran previous pa:Je) 

ACTION 
COORDINATE INPtJr: 
Aim the crosshair on the digitizer 
puck at the desired location on the 
hard-copy dr awin:j , and press a control 
kdy (0-9,#) to digitize the point. 

DIGITIZER TABLE COMMANDS: 
use the puck to pick the ISWAfil , !NEXT! 
I ENI'ER I , I KEYPAD I , I OOPS I , arrl I CANCEL I . 
camnarrls on the digitizer table. Aim 
for the center of each box with the 
puck crosshair. (Fbr convenience, you 
may also implement the I NEXT! command 
by pressin:j the A,B,C, or D control 
keys. In this case, the puck may be 
anywhere on the active surface.) 

RECOMMENDED STEPS IN DIGITIZING A DRAWING 

STEP 1 Add symbols 

STEP 2 Add vias 

RESPONSE 
'!he graphics screen will display a 
snall stationary crosshair at each 
point you digitize. '!he graphics 
screen will not display a dynamic 
cursor or the large cursor-crosshair. 

'Ihese corrmands operate just as they 
do on the tablet.· 

STEP 3 Add lines (one layer at a time) 

SI'EP 4 
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Add text labels. we recarmerrl that to input text, you 
turn off the digitizer and use the the tablet and light pen. 
You will find this more convenient than using the digitizer 
since your attention will have to be on the function screen 
for keyboard input and for messages. 
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DISK SPACE 

1. QlJANTITY OF DISK SPACE AVAILABLE ON THE SYSTEM 

2. DRAWING COMPRESSION 
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1. QUANTITY OF DISK SPACE AVAILABLE 00 THE SYSTEM 

Drawif"B files, net data base files and all other files on the 
system use up disk space. So do many system operations. The Telesis 
system has approximately 45,000 blocks of disk space available for your 
use. 

'lb put this in perspective, the list below gives you an idea of 
how much disk space is camTDnly used by different types of files (bear in 
mind that disk space used deperos on the size and canplexity of the 
file): 

Type of File 

Symbol file 
Schematic drawing 
:eoard drawing 
Text file 
Net data base file 

Approximate Disk Space Used 

25 - 150 blocks 
300 - 1200 blocks 
1000 - 4000 blocks 
Very few blocks 
100 - 200 blocks 

Listed below are sane of the system operations that require 
considerable free disk space: 

• Using the matrix printer 
• Using the ]EXTRACT NETLISTI camnand 
• Using the .NET CCMPAREI camnand 
• Physical design rules checking 
• Creatin:J artwork files 
• Using the IOLD DRAWING! camnand 
• Using the CREATE NC DRILL I camnand 

In general, 3000 blocks of free disk space will usually be enough for 
operations such as these. 

USING THE FREE DISK SPACE Ca.1MAND 

When you pick the jFREE DISK SPACE! camnand, the system reports on 
the function screen the nLJTiber of blocks of disk space currently available. 

Use this carunand to check whether you have enough free disk space 
whenever you are about to begin a new drawing or a space-consuming operation. 

TRY 'ID KEEP AS MUCH DISK SPACE AVAILABLE AS POSSIBLE 

'lb avoid running out of available disk space, copy files fran the system 
to floppy disks or magnetic tape whenever you do not need the files for your 
current work. You may copy them back to the system when you do need them. 

You may also create more free disk space by using the !Ca'IPRESS DRAWING! 
canmand. See the next section for instructions. 
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2. DRAWIN:; CCMPRESSION 

PURPOSE OF THE I COMPRESS DRAWING I COMrtJ\ND 

The !Ca.'JPRESS DRAWING! ccmnand compresses the drawing information on 
the system so that it takes up less disk space. This compression also 
causes the system to operate faster. 

WHEN 'IO USE THE I COMPRESS DRAWING I COMl-".AND 

Use the lcet-"PRESS DRAWING! cornnand after you have done substantial 
editing or deleting on a drawing: or after you have used the jRATSNESTI 
comnand repeatedly. ICClJIPRESS DRAWING! frees disk space that was being 
occupied by deleted elements and deleted ratsnest lines. 

This cx:>Imland doP.s not alter the drawing in any way: it affects 
disk space only. It will have little or no effect if there has not 
been repeated ratsnesting or substantial editing on a drawing. 

PREREOOISITES 

1. You must be in the design project where the drawing exists. 

2. The drawing must be HV\CTIVE. 

3. When doing a I <D-1.PRESS DRPtHNG I on a schematic, be certain 
that the latest net data base exists in the current project. 

COMPRESS!~ THE DRAWING 

When you pick the !COMPRESS DRAWING! comnand, the system pranpts 
you for a drawing name. When you have input the name of the drawing to 
be ~ed, and the REV (if the drawing is not the latest version}, 
pick IENrERI to begin the compression. . 

'!he message line at the top of the conmand menu displays: 

"COMPRESS DRAWING STARTED" 

When drawing canpression begins, the drawing becanes ACTIVE aro is 
displayed on the graP'lics screen. When drawing compression is canpleted, 
the drawing becanes INACTIVE. However, the drawing remains displayed 
on the graphics screen. 

The message line at the top of the comnand menu displays: 

"COMPRESS DRAWING COMPLETED" 

The system autanatically executes l~E DRW SAME RV!. The compressed 
drawing is saved.under the same name and revision label specified when 
compression was started. · 
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THE PERIPHERAL SWITCH 
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THE PERIPHERAL SWITCH 

PURPOSE 

If you have t ..... n 1'elesis terminals, you will be provided with a 
peripheral switch that allows you to use per:ipheral equipnent (such as 
a magnetic tape ·ldv•=) with either terminal. 

LOCATION 

'l'he peripheral switch is located in the cent~r· of. the magnetic 
tape drive cabinet. 

It lO')KS like this: 

C]Tt'R.l"l"<.e..~ I 

- .. CltMINA.1.. 2 

USE THE PERIPHERAL SWITCH.BEFORE USING THE PERIPHERAL COMMANDS 

Before using the function screen commands that operate a peripheral, you 
must be sure that the peripheral is switched to your terminal. For example, 
before picking l~~N_fLOT-), press the PLOTTER switch if it is not already set 
for use with your terminal. 

HaJ 'ro USE THE PERIPHERAL SWITCH . 

'!he four switches on the left are labelled with the names of the 
equipnent they switch. The switches l.:=tbelled OPl'ION 1, OPl'ION 2, and 
OPl'ICN 3 can be <...'< )rin~~cted to any additional Telesis peripherals (such 
as a vrlOO) that you have purchase] an<l ...,ish to share between the two 
terminals. 

Press P.ach switch to change it fran the depresse--1 rn~;il:ion (white) 
for terminal 1, to the extended i.:osition (black) for terminal 2. 
('Which is terminal 1 and which is terminal 2 will be detennined at the 
time that the peripheral switch is installed with your system.) 

IMPORrANT! Check with the operator of the other Telesis terminal 
before using Hie peripheral switch. 

IMPORTANT! Do .not switch a peripheral that is currently in operation. 
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MENU FILES: USER-DEFINABLE SYMBOL MENUS 

1. GENERAL INFORMATOIN 

2. CREATING A MENU FILE 

3. USING MENU FILES 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

'!he Telesis menu file capability allows you to create and use 
custanized symbol menus. 

A menu file is a file in which you may create one set of schanatic 
symbol menus, one set of board symbol menus, or both. 

Qice you have created these menu sets, you may use than to add your 
own symbols to a drawifJ3 in the .same way that you use the Telesis symbol 
menus to add Telesis-prepared symbols to a drawi!J3. 

You may create as many menu files as you wish, ~ut you can only use 
one menu file at a time when addirg symbols to a drawirg •. 
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2. CREATING A MENU FILE 

STEPS 'ID FQLLJ:M IN .CREATING A MENU FILE 

STEP 1 Pick !USER MENUS I to flip to the menu page used for opening, 
editing and saving menu files. 

STEP 2 Pick INEW USER MENUS! and input the name you wish to give the 
new menu file. (Refer to Conunand Description Section of the 
manual for required input sequence.) 

STEP 3 Pick !EDIT SCHEM MENU! or IEDIT BOARD MENUI (these two commands 
work in exactly the same way). 

'!he system will display the first page of a set of ten 
blank menu pcges. ('!here is one set of 10 menu pcges for 
schematic symb:>ls and arx>ther set of 10 for canponent symtx:>ls.) 

'!he menu tx:>xes are blank except for the top rCM which contains 
the standard top-rCM comnaoos appropriate to symbol menus. 

EXAMPLE: 

I DONE jDRAWING I WINDOW I ·- MINU I K!NU -+ I STATUS I !tHIFT JCA!gL_I 

I I I I --, , 

I t I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I l I I I 

STEP 4 Pick any of the menu tx:>xes, except those in the top rCM, to 
crld or edit text. (You may not edit the amnarrls in the top 
row.). 

STEP 5 Input the symbol file nane that you want to appear in the tx:>x. 

EXAMPU:: 101 I IOIDIE I !ENl'ERI 
'!he symbol file nane may be up to 16 alphanuneric characters 
wit}1 oo blank spaces allCMed. (You may input blank spaces 
before the symbol file nane in order to center the text in the 
menu box.) 
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No revision labels are allowed in the file name. 

'llle nane must be exactly the same as the name of the symbol 
file that you want to associate with this box. 

When you pick IEN'TERI the symbol file name will appear in the 
box you picked. 

If you wish to change a symbol name after you have entered it, 
pick the menu box again and input a new name. The new name 
will replace the old one when you pick I ENTER I. 
To delete a symbol name fran a menu box, pick the box am 
input at least two blank spaces. When you pick IENTERI, the 
box will becane blank. 

STEP 6 Repeat STEPS 4 and 5 until you have placed as many symbol names 
as you wish in the menu set. 

Use the I <-MENU I am I MENU-> I camnands. as usual to flip fran 
one menu page to another within the 5 menu set. 

STEP 7 Pick !DONEi. If you icked the EDIT SCHEM MENU! carmand first, 
~u may now pick !EDIT BOARD MENU or vice versa. 

After picking I 'i5C'iIB I , you may repeat the I EDIT SCHF.M MENU I or 
!EDIT OOARD MENU! canmands as often as you like, to make charges 
or additions to your menus. 

STEP 8 Use the ISAVE USER MENUS! camnand when you have finished creatirg 
the menu set (or sets) within the menu file. 

NOI'E: The menu file must be open when you add symbols to a 
drawirg. However, it is important to save a back-up copy of the 
menu file before using it to add Symbols to a drawirg. Therefore, 
be sure to use the I SAVE USER MENUS I ccmnam or the I SAVE N.E.W RVI 
carmam whenever you finish creating or editing a menu file. You 
may then reopen the file with the !OLD USER MENUS! canmarrl. 
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3. USING MENU FILES 

ADDING SYMOOI.S 'ID A DRAWING 

STEP 1 Use the I OLD USER MENUS I camnand to open the menu file you 
want to use. 

STEP 2 Open your drawing file. 

STEP 3 Use the !ADD SYMBOL[USER] I camnarrl just as you \\Ould use the 
IADD SYMOOL{MENU] I canmarrl: pick IADD SYMOOl[USER] I to access 
your symbol menu set, then pick the menu box containing the 
name of the symbol you want to add to a drawing. 

ID!'E: Whenver you attempt to add a symbol, the symbol file 
must be in the current project file or the SYSTEM-LIBRARY. 

If your symbol menus duplicate any of the names on the 
Telesis symbol menus, make sure that only the symbol files 
you want to use are in the current project file and/or 
SYSTEM-LIBRARY. (Symbol files in the current project file 
take precedence over symbol files with the same name in 
the SYSTEM-LIBRARY). 

STEP 4 When you have finished using the menu file, you may use the 
ICANCL USER MENUS! canmarxl as long as you have a back-up copy 
of the menu file. 

ARCHIVING MENU FILES 

Menu files can be copied, deleted, and·archived on tape or floppy disk 
in essentially the same way as other files. You will f irxl the appropriate 
camnarxls (such as, !COPY MENU FILE!, I DELETE MENU FILE!, !MENU 'ID TAPE!) 
on the file management and archive menus. These camnarxls are all described 
in the Ccrmnarxl Description Section of the manual. 

Menu files can only be created arxl used at the system level. That is: 
they cannot be created (or edited) within a project file, arxl they cannot be 
used to add symbols to a drawing if they are filed in a project file. 

Ibwever, it is possible to copy a menu file into a project file if you 
wish to do so for archival purposes. (For instance, if you created a menu 
file to be used only with one board project, you might want to archive that 
menu file within that project file.) If you do this, you must remanber that 
you will have to cppy the menu file back to the system level when you wish tc 
use it again. 
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CREATING AND EDITING EXEOJTE FILES 

1. GENERAL INFORMA.TION 

2. RECORDING THE EXEOJTE FILE WITH THE TELESIS 
FUNCT I 00 SCREEN I 

3. CREATING AND RUNNING Tl-£ EXECUTE FILE AT VARIOUS 
SYSTEM LEVELS. 

4. USING THE EXECUTE MENU C0"1MAND TO CREATE THE 
EXECIITE FILE. 

5. EDITING Tl-£ EXECUTE FILE 

6. PRINTING Tf-£ EXECUTE FILE 
7, RUNNING Tl-E EXECUTE FILE 

8, IMPORTANT CONSIJERATIONS 

9. EXECUTE FILE ERROR MESSAGES 
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CREATING AND EDITING EXECUI'E FILES 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

'!he Telesis system provides the capability of recording a series of 
menu picks into a file. The file may then be used to operate the system 
overnight in a oon-interactive mode. This record of interactive ccmnarrls 
for 01Ternight processing is called an "execute" file. Once the file has 
been created and started with the I RUN EXEC FILE I corrmarrl, the system 
reads the file am "executes" each comnarrl non-interactively. 

'!he execute file is simply a method of storing a sequence of canmands 
to be processed 01Ternight. When the execute file is started, the system 
operates non-interactively: the operator does oot need to be present 
during processing. Productivity on the Telesis system can be greatly 
increased during those periods when the system is not used interactively 
by an operator. · 

An execute file may be created for any operation that can be performed 
interactively on the Telesis system. Because the ex~cute file can be 
created at various menu locations, the system can be operated non
interactively for one, or many system capabilities. 

Execute files may be printed, copied, deleted, or stored on flowies 
or magnetic tape. I CURRENT INDEX I , I SYSTEM INDEX I or I ProJECT INDEX I may 
be used to display the nanes of execute files created on the system. 

HCM THE SYSTEM PROCESSES EACH EXECUTE FILE 

Once an execute file is created am stored, the operator may run the 
file with the I RUN EXEC FILE! carunarrl. When the file nane is entered, the 
system reads the execute f iie and begins to process each comnarrl in the 
sequence recorded on the file. As the system operates oon-interactively, 
it echoes and displays each camnand being processed on the function 
screen message line. After a canmarrl is executed, the ccmmand name is 
re-displayed on the function screen in reverse video. This process 
continues until the system canpletes the last canmarrl recorded in the 
execute file. 

'!he operator may then use the system interactively when the execute 
file canpletes processing. 

NOI'E: Duri~ the processing of an execute file, the operator may 
pick ICANCELj. The camnand currently being processed (displayed 
on the function screen message line) continues until canpl~ted. 
'!hen, the execute file processing is terminated. 
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2. RECORDING THE EXECUTE FILE WITH THE TELESIS FUNCTION SCREEN 

When creatil'Y3 an execute file, you must interact with the Telesis 
function screen to record the sequence of canmands to be executed. When 
a carmand is picked and recorded in the execute file, the system does not 
process the canmand. The system simply records the c.unmand in the 
execute file. However, if you are creating an execute file to operate 
the auto-router, for exanple, you may set the auto-router parcmeters 
during the creation of the execute file. The system will process the 
parameter information when the execute file is started with the 
IRUN EXEC FILE! canmand. 

!ll)TE: If an active drawing is displayed, the various display canmands 
on the Telesis system will operate interactively during the 
creation of the execute file. For example, DISPLAY GRID and SE'T 
GRID SIZE will cause the system to paint the grid specification 
on the graphics screen during the recording of the execute 
file. 

USING THE TELESIS KEYPAD AND TABLET MENU 'ID RECORD INPUTS 

'Ihe Telesis keypcrl and the tablet menu may be used to record inputs 
into the execute file. For example, if the ADD SYMPDL [MENU] camnand is 
used during the creation of the file, the keypad may be used to input the 
explicit drawing ccx:>rdinates. If an active drawing is displayed, the 
tablet menu may be used to pick the drawing location where the symbol is 
to be cdded during processing of the execute file. 

3. CREATING AND RUNNING THE EXECUTE FILE AT VARIOUS SYSTEM LEVEIS 

'The execute file may be created and processed at various levels on 
the Telesis system. 

L OLD PROJECT/NEW PROJECT level 
2. Within a project (Inactive drawing) 
3. Within a project (Active drawing displayed) 

An execute file can be created at the NEW PROJECT/OW PROJECT p03e 
(boot-up menu), or created within a project tl:lat performs a particular 
operation. (EX. R0l1I'ER = DESIGN BC.:IPJID) • 

For exanple, the operator may create one execute file that opens an 
existing project (OID PROJECT) and existing board drawing (OLD DRAWING) 
non-interactively. The sane execute file then proceeds to start the auto
router (RCUI'E OOARD) and save the drawing (SAVE DIM SAME REV) • However, the 
operator may open a project and a drawirg interactively, then proceed to 
create the execute file that performs an operation non-interactively. · 

'Ihe QPerator MUSI' AflilAYS run the execut~ file fran the sane 
level used· to create the file. The system will not process an execute 
file if it is started fran an incorrect menu location. (See RUNNING THE 
EXEOJI'E FILE) • 
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4. USING THE I EXECTtrE -MENO'j COMMAND 'IO CREATE THE EXECUTE F~LE 

The I EXEOJTE MENU I carmand is located at the first page of various 
levels of the Telesis system. The Telesis system recognizes each level 
used during the creation, editing arrl running of execute files. 

The I EXEOJTE MENU I ccmnand is located at the following system 
levels: 

1. OLD PRQ.JECT/NEW PRQ.JECT 
2. BOARD DRAWINGS and DE.SIGN BOARD 
3. Ol'HER DRAWINGS and DRAW SCHEMATIC 
4. GIDUPS MENU 
5. TEXT MENU 

When l'EX:Ed.m: MENU! is picked, the system displays the following 
menu page: 

--r~----------- . [ 
EXEOJTE MENU 

1---rom I -, 
------------- --- . ·• ·--------

I- I ,-~~~LE \ lmIT EXEC FI~\ 

'-········---J [ __ \ ,_-=1 l __ l 
I__ I I RJN EXEC FILE I I I '=- -... ·1 
,-- 1 I . ·1 I_- I I I 
I~·;~~-\ I I I PRQ.JECT INDEX-, ,-~~;~ INDEX I 

Pick the !CREATE EXEC FILE! camnand to begin the creatioo of the 
execute file. When this cornnarrl is picked, the system issues a pranpt 
for the execute file name. After the file nane is entered, the systein 
then re-displays the previous menu page. 
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EXAMPLE: !CREATE EXEC FILE! (EXEOJTE FILE NAME) -Keyboard- IENrERI 
Input 

o The keyboard input is the exerute file name. The file name 
may contain up to 18 alphanumeric characters with no blank spaces. 
The system does not assign a default name if the file name is 
anitted. 

o A revision label is optional. It may contain up to frur alphanumeric 
characters. The file name and the· revision label nust be separated 
by a blank space. If a revision is not input, the system assigns 
.the revision label "l" when the file is saved. 

EXAMPLE: Typical execute file name 

File Nane Revision " / CNERNIGHT TEST 

When the !CREATE EXEC FILEI ccmnaoo sequence is terminated, the system 
re-displays the previrus menu pcge oontaining the !EXECUTE MENU! comnand. 

The system is OCM in the execute file "record" roode. Each camnand 
picked fran the function screen is OCM reoorded into the execute file in 
the sequence selected by the operator. Each menu pick rust be selected 
in the sequence typically used to "interactively" operate the system. 

The following exanple denonstrates a typical execute file created on 
the Telesis system. 

EXAMPLE: CREATING '!HE EXECUTE. FILE AT 'IHE OLD PROJEClYNE.W PROJECT MENU 

STEP 1 Pick !EXECUTE MENUI to display the execute file menu page. 

STEP 2 Pick !CREATE EXEC FILE! , input the execute file name, 
pick ENI'ERI. The system OCM re-displays the OLD PROJEClY 
NE.W PROJECT menu. 

STEP 3 The system is OCM in the execute file "record" node. Menu 
picks are reoorded into the f il~ in the sequence selected 
by the operator. 

MENU OOX PICKED 
OLD ProJECT 
OLD DRAWING 
DRAW SOiEMATIC 
EXTRACT NETLIST 
LJ:X;IC IDLE Oil< 
CREATE En'1 FILE 
CREATE Nb"'TLIST 
ffiEATE CMPNl'-RPT 
PR OOM-REPORI'· 
PR NETLI~RPT 
PR EXTRACTIOO-LCX; 
PR ~Nl'-RPT 
SAVE DRW SAME FN 
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MENU PICK SEQUENCE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 



STEP 4 

STEP 5 

When the execute file has been created, pick IJ:X:NEI to 
return to the IEXEOJTE MENU! canmand. 

Pick IEX"ECu'!'E MENU! to display the menu boxes selected. 
The function screen display appears in the "edit roode" 
format: 

I-~ I LIST_ I DELETE I<- PAGE I PAGE ->I CHANGE T .INSERr """'I 
CREATE EXEOJTE FILE ----- ---------- -·• -----------------

I (2} I 
. OLD DRAWING I (3} -- - --1 

DRAW SCHEMATIC I f4) I 
EXTRACT NETLIST 

1
-rsy·- I 

I..a;IC RULE CHK I <G> I 
CREATE OOM FILE I l~~TE~~;;-1 I <8> I CREATE CMPm' RPI'! 

I (9) I I (10) I I Tii) PR I I (12) I 
PR OOM-REPOR!' PR NETLIS'I'-RPI' EXTRACTICN-u:x; ·PR ~RPI' 

I(~~ s~ R\l -1 I_---_---_-__ I l ________ __I 1---------1 
I __ ~- ·1 I -.. -- ~ __ . ___ I I I I -~~ =1 

Each menu box displayed on the function screen is labeled with a 
nll1lber. This m.m1ber identifies. the sequence, or ~sition, in the execute 
file where the comnand was entered. The operator may now edit the file, 
or pick I [)()\J'E I • (See EDITING 'IHE EXECOI'E FILE.) 

STEP6 Pick l~I to display the following camnand options: 

ISAV EXEC SAM R\ll- saves the file under the same revision 
label that was naned when the file 
was opened. If a new file was created 
without a revision label, the system 
assigns revision "l" to the file. 

EXAMPLE: Active file name - EXECOI'E 

ISAV-EXEC SAM R\ll - EXEOJTE 1 
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I SAV EXEC NEW RV! - allows the operator to save the file with a 
new revision label. 'Ihe revision label may 
contain up to four alphanuneric characters. 

If the active file was previously saved, 
the system does not delete or chan:Je the 
original version and its revision label. 

EXAMPLE: Original version - EXECUTE 1 

ISAV EXEC NEW REVI (REV) ABC I ENI'ER I 

!CANCEL AC'fV EXEC! 

jEDIT FILE! 
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Result - EXECUTE ABC 

- causes the system to delete the active 
version of the file. 

If the active file was previously saved, the 
system does not delete the original version 
an:l its assigned revision label. 

- allows the operator to "menu-back" an:l return 
to the active file for further editing. 



5. EDITING THE EXECUTE FILE 

Existing execute files on the Telesis system may be edited to insert 
additional menu picks. Menu picks may also be deleted or changed to update 
the file. 

'!he file may be edited when it is created with the I CRFATE EXEC FiLEI 
camnand, while existing files may be edited with the I EDIT EXEC FILE I 
conmand. When the execute file is displayed on the function screen, 
the softkey editing comnands can be used to edit the file. 

The system does not allow invalid editing of the execute file. 
Deletions and insertions at Lnproper EXEOJTE FILE locations will not be 
r~corded. The file must be properly sequenced to operate the system 
non-interactively. (See EXECUTE FILE ER.roR MESSAGES.) 

USING THE IEDITEX~C-FILEI COMMAND 'ID QP~ AND EDIT AN EXISTIN'.; FILE 

'!he !EDIT EXEC FILE! catmarrlmust be used to open and edit existing 
execute files. - · 

EXAMPLE: I IDIT ·EXEC ·FILE I (EXECUTE FILE NAME) - Keyboard - I ENTER I 
Input 

o The keyboard input is the execute file name. Input 
the file nCITle and the revision label to open the version 
to be edited. · Onit the revision label if you wish to 
open the latest version. 

When the above I EDIT EXEC FILE! camnand sequence is terminated with 
I-ENTER--! , the system displays the file oo the function screen. 

'!he following editing canmands are available on the softkey line of 
the execute file display: 

=1 INSERI' 
LISTI 

When a softkey editing camnand is picked, it highlights in reverse 
video. This signals that the canmand is active and is awaiting a menu 
pick selection fran the execute file display. 
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!DELETE! may be used to eliminate up to 18 menu boxes fran the execute file. 
When !DELETE! is picked, it highlights in reverse-video. The first menu box to 
delete may be selected; the system then repaints the execute file display. The \ 
first selection to delete aR?ears at the second menu box with its text displayed 
in reverse video. All menu boxes surroundin; this selection are displayed. 

EXAMPLE: Pick IDE'L'ETEI. (Highlights in reverse-video) 
Pick PR NETLIST-RPTj 

1
-0CNE I LIST I DELETE F PAGE I PAGE ->I ~E I INS~_!._-=--=--=1 

EDIT EXECUTE FILE 

I Cl) I 
I OID Pro:JECT I 

I (5) I 
µx;IC RULE CHK 

lw)- I 
PR OOM-REPORr 

IT2) I 
I OID DRAWING I 

I (6) I 
CREATE OC>M FILE 

luor I PR NETLIST-RPT 

j(3) 
jDRAW SCHEMATIC 

1(7} -1 
CREATE NETLIST 

!'(4)- ----, 
!EXTRACT NETLIST I 

l(B)-- I 
CREATE CMPNT RPT 

I (11) PR I ITfif- I 
EXTRACTIOO-LJ:X; PR COMPONENT-RPT 

I (13) SAVE 
DRW SAME TN 

I ,--- -=1 l __ l 1=-_=- I 
,- I ,------- __ I 1- _1 1-------=1 
RESULT Menu boxes highlighted in reverse-video 

1
(10) 
PR NETLIST-RPT I I (11) PR I I Tfif___ I 

EXTRACTIOO-r.cx:; PR COMPONENT-RPT 

I(~~ s=:-1 l ____ I l ___ I 1=-. -=._-=_-=1 
I __ I I _\ I 1 1=-=--1 
I __ I I- _-I I_ ---1 1------1 
1=---~-I I_ --=1 I I I- I 

t<hen the execute file display is repainted, the IDE'r'EfE] carunand remains 
highlighted. The ranainin:;J menu boxes (up to 18) on this display may be high
lighted for deletion if the operator chooses to do so. When all deletions have 
been selected, the operator may pick jOOPS! I or jENTERI. 

l'Ul'E: The system does not allow randan deletions fran the execute file 
display. Raman selections will not highlight in reverse-video. 
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I oo:Ps" n - pick I OOPST I to remove the last highlighted box 
from the group to be deleted. Each !OOPS! I pick 
will d~highlight a menu box from the "delete" 
group. 

IENTERI - Pick IENT..ERI to delete the valid menu box selections 
in the execute file. The function screen message 
will display the following message: 

DELETING ••• DELETING ••• DELETING ••• DELETION COMPLETED 

When all valid deletions have occurred, the system 
repaints that page of the execute file display. 
All valid deletions do not re-appear in the file. 
'!he system simply resequences the remaining menu 
boxes in the file where the deletions occurred. 

If the file is longer than one page, pick I PAGE -->I 
to display the next page of the file and to verify 
resequenci03 of the file. 

NOI'E: The system will not execute the deletion of 
menu boxes if an imcanpatible execute file 
results. (See EXECUTE FILE ERROR MESSAGES) 

-- -- - ......... ---------------
jctiANGE"i 

!C'HANGE'i may be used to update only those menu picks which require 
keyboard or tablet input. A carrnand such as I SET GRID SIZE! requires 
input on the function screen keyboard. Cornnands requiring input 
specifications may be updated in the execute file with the !CHANGE! 
corrmand. 

EX.n.MPLE: INPUT SEQUENCE 

1. Pick l~E'I. (Highlights in reverse-video) 

2. Pick ISE:f GR:rb' SIZE! fran the execute file display. 

3. Input the new grid size specifications fran the functiOI') 
screen keyboard. 

4. Pick l'ENTE"RI. 
After the l~EI canrnand is used, the execute file display repaints 
on the function screen. 
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I INSERrl __ ,._ 
IINSERrl may be _L!_sed to add menu picks (up to 18) to the existil'J3 execute 
file. When I INSERI'I is picked, the operator must select a menu box on the 
execute file display. This menu box is the starting p:>int for the new menu 
pick insertions. The system is row in the execute file "record" mo3e; the 
system reads the selected menu box, then displays the canmand menu where 
valid insertions can be entered to the fileo 

EXAMPLE: 
Step 1. II'NSE"Rfl (Highlights in reverse-video) 

Step 2. !CREATE CMPNT RPTI. (System displays canmand menu at 
the appropriate level to allow 
insertions.) 

LIST : r·oELETE I <-- PAGE I PAGE --> I CHANGE [ INSERr .. - I I rom 
- - ... ----------------- -.. - . ---------

I f2f. -
PR NETLIST-RPI' I (3) I 

DRAW SCHEMATIC 

I 
< 6 > \ j < 7 > - - - - · 1 j (aY I 

CREATE OOM FILE CREATE NETLI..§!_ CREATE CMPNT RPI'. 

I (9) I 
PR OOM-REPORI' I (10) l I (if)·- -PR I I (12) 

PR NETLIST-RPI' EXTRACTICN-LJX; PR COMPONENT-RPI' 

1(1~~-~=-~·1 ,_--___ \ '~--····--1 1---······-
,----· .. -~-~] I I I I I~~:~~~~-
RESULT: The ccmnarrl menu is displayed; I MA.TRIX ~I camnand to be inserted. 

1
-- ... ·r. -
-cRfATE ·CMJ?Nr-=-=RPT="---------'--- --- . - ~ -~ -d- . . I 

JoRAw SCHEMATIC\ I PRINT OR ~-I I 
---~ 

I I CANCEL ACIV DRW ·1 

l~~~-~L I I I I ----1 I- I 
---- --··-- DIGITIZER ~-

I EXEcum MENU I I ____ _=I I- -~~s~ ~ I I SAVE oRW ~ ~ I 
'~!~~--, l I I ----, 1-~~-~;s-;;;:c~I 

I CURRENr INDEX I I -·---=' , -P~ECT INDEX I I ~M INDEX -1 
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Step 3. Imm o~~I (The next menu page is displayed.) 

Step 4. !MATRIX PI.Ori (Input the plotting specifications.) jE'N:riRj 

Step 5. IIX>NEI 
Step 6. IE'XE'a:rrEMENITI 

'!he function screen message line displays the following: 

INSERI'ING ••• INSERI'ING ••• INSERI'ING ••• INSERI'ION CDMPLETED 

'Ihe_s;t~tem then displays the execute file with the 
!MATRIX PI.Ori carmand inserted. 

Resulting execute file 

1
1):jfE I LIST L.~E_LETE-[<-_:.:p)\GE I PAGE->: I CHANGE I INSE@=C- .... ---, 

CREATE CMPNI'-RPI' . 

I ( 16~-~~;~;; ·1 

l~~-~-~I 

l~~~··;~--1 

I (13) PR I 
. COMPONENT-RPI' 

I (i). - - I 
OI.D DRAWING 

l f6f I 
CREATE BOM FILE 

I (3) 
DRAW SCHEMATIC 

I (7) 
CREATE NETLIST 

l~~-~;~-1 

l~~-~RPI'I 

I (10) 
PR OOM-REPORI' I I (11) -- . --, I (12) PR I 

PR NETLIST-RPT EXTRACTION-I.CG 

I (14) SAVE 
DRW SAME JN I I ________ I I I 

_--_·-··1 1-=_ ______ I I I l __ _=~=I 
Step 7. lrxm:I 
Step 8. Select one of the following options: 

i"SAv-~E"c SAM" ·ro11 
jSAV .. EXEC NEW JN I 

jCANCEL A~ EXEC! 

IEDfTFYLEI 

NJTE: The system will not execute the insertion of any menu oox 
if an incanpatible execute file results. (See EXEClJI'E FILE 
ERROR MESSAGES.) 
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l"l:IS!! 
I LtSTI may be used to disp~operator supplied inputs contained within an 
execute file menu pick. !LISTI is simply a method of viewing the latest 
inputs for each menu oox in the execute file. All information is displayed 
on the function screen. 

EXAMPLE: Pick I LISTI. (Highlights in reverse-video) 

Pick jorn PRClJECTI fran the execute file display. 

RESUL'l': 

~~--[ LIST 
OID PROJECT 

***Execute file 

( l) OID POOJECT 

ACC-TE.ST 

-----------· 

-- --- .... --------------
TEST *** Ol-MAR-84 11:38:41 

----------------- .... - .. ----

-- .. ·------------------- ..... --

Pick !IXl:IBI or any ooftkey carunand at the top of the function screen to 
re-display the execute file. 
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h. PRINTING THE EXECUfE FILE 

When the execute file has been created arrl edited, the file may 
be printed. Use the I PRINT EXEC FILE I camnand to print the file with 
the matcix printer option. 

EXAMPLE: I PRINT EXEC FILE I (EXECUTE FILE NAME) - Keyboard - jOOER I 
Input 

RESULT: Printed execute file 

-· .......... ·-------------..... ·-----·-----
***Execute file TEST *** 21-MAR-84 12:30:05 

(1)-. oili .PROOECT------------- ...... ----

:ACC-TEST 

V,-- _O_ID_D_RAWI __ N:i ____ ... - .... --------------- ••. ·- ---

: SCH 

(3f .. DRAW. ·scH_E_MA-TI_C _____________ ·--------

( 4 )- --EX._T_RA_CT--NET--L-IST--·- - •.. - . --------------- - -- .. - --

N"" ·ux;Ic· ·RUr:i_c_HK ___ -------------

(6)--CREAT-E-~--F-I_LE ___ - .... - .. ----------------- ..... . 

Tf)-cRE°ATE ·NE7rLrs'f---------------- ·----------·---

.,,..,...--,~-------,,...------------·-······--------------~ ( 8) CREATE CMPNT-RPI' 

< 9) MATRIX ·prm_; .. -----------------. - .. -- - -----
:R :5.0000 

1-,.,,-------------···········-----------~ (10) PR ~-REPORI' 

(11) PR NETLIST..:RPr. -------------- ..... -

------····-----·--·\ (12) PR EXTRCTICN-LJX; 

(13) PRccMPcNOO-·ru;·r------------.. ----. -.... --

(14f-SAVE-DFM SAM·-E-RV-- ---- ....... ·-------------

1 ___ ........... ____ _ ··-·····-----

End of EXECUTE file TE.ST' 
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7. RUNNING THE EXECtn'E FILE 

The I RUN EXEC FIIEI camnand is used to start the execute file. The 
operator must always run the execute file fran the sane menu location used 
to create the file. For example, if the execute file opens a project and 
proceeds to run a series of operations, the file must be started fran the 
OW PROJECT/NEW PROJECr menu. However, if the file is created at the DRAW 
SCHEMATIC menu, the operator must first interactively open the project and 
proceed to the DRAW SCHEMATIC menu before runnifY3 the file. 

To run the execute file: 

Step 1. Pick the I EXECl1l'E MENU I caranarrl at the proper menu location. 

Step 2. Pick IRUN'15f:EC-FILEI. 

o Input the execute file name, then pick IENTE'RI. 

The systan is now running non-interactively with the execute file 
displayed on the f\Jnction screen. As each camnand is executing in the 
sequence recorded, it is echoed at the left side of the message line. When 
the CX>ltllland is canplete, it is re-displayed in reverse-video on the function 
screen. This process continues until the systan completes the last cocmtand 
recorded in the execute file. 

Duri~ the processifY3 of an execute file, the operator may 
pick !CANCEL!. The cx:rrmarrl currently being processed (displayed 
on the function screen message line) continues until canpleted. 
Then, the execute file processing is terminated. 

When the file is running, the systan may encounter an error. An error 
11\ay occur if an execute file menu box contains an improperly supplied input 
that \oi)Uld typically stop the systan interactively, or non-interactively. 
For exanple, an execute file created to operate the auto-router that 
contains an improperly set paraneter will stop the systan. The execute file 
will terminate at the menu box where the error is detected. The fol lowing 
error message will a:FPear on the function screen. 

ERROR ENCOONTERED WHILE PROCESSING EXECt.Jl'E FILE 
PICK IIXiml 'ro CAOCEL 

'!he operator must always be certain that ~ts oontained within 
each execute file menu box are oorrect. use l~I or !PRINT EXEC FILE! to 
check the file before runnifY3 it. 
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8. IMPORI'ANI' CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Execute files must be created and edited fran the I EXECUTE MENU! • 

2. The keypad IOCREMENT X,Y canman:ls are not sup1-0rtErl within an 
execute file if the operator attempts to increment an element 
a::lded to the drawing with. the execute file. 

9. EXECUTE FILE ERROR MESSAGES 

1he following error messages may be encountered during the creation arrl 
editing of execute files. 1his section describes each error message. 

EXECUTE FILE XXX WILL NOI' RUN FROM THIS LEVEL 

1he operator tried to run the execute file fran an incorrect menu 
location. 1he operator must ensure that the execute file is run fran 
the sane menu location used to create the file. 

INVALID DELETION - PICK OOPS! 

1he operator selected a menu box for deletion that v.ould result in an 
inccmpatible execute file. 'Ihe menu boxes before and after the selectErl 
deletion v.ould improperly sequence the file. 

MAXIMUM DELETION LIMIT REACHED - PICK 11 Em'ER11 • 

1he operator attempted to delete rrore than 18 menu boxes fran the 
existing execute file display. IENfERI may be picked to delete the 18 
menu boxes before proceeding. 

INVALID DELETION - FILE MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST ONE MENU BOX 

1he operator proceeded to delete all menu boxes displayed in the 
execute file. Deleting all menu boxes does not delete the file. File 
mancganent must be used to delete the file fran the current project 
file, or system index. 

PLEASE SELECT EDITING OPTION AT '!DP OF MENU 

1his error message occurs if the operator picks a menu box fran the 
execute file display without first selecting an editing option (DELETE, 
CHANGE I INSERI') • 
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ERROR: DISK SPAC~ _IJ:M, PLEASE CHECK! 

The system did not allow the operator to perform an execute file 
insertion due to low disk space. !CANCEL ACT'>/ EXECI must be used prior " 
to checking the available disk space on the sy$tein-:-

INVALID INSERI'IOO 

The operator selected menu boxes for insertion that were incanpatible 
with the surrounding menu boxes. 

PARrIAL INSERI' 'ID OCCUR - INVALID MENO PICKS 001' INSF..RI'ED. 

Sane of the menu boxes selected for insertion were not OJmpatible with 
the surrounding menu boxes. The system proceeds to insert those menu 
picks that are canpatible with the surrounding boxes. 

EXECUTE FILE EMPTY! 

The operator attempted to run an execute file that contained no menu 
boxes. File management must be used to delete empty execute files. 

. . 

KYrE: An empty execute file will result if the system is re-booted 
while in the "create" mode. 

EXECUTE FILE CANCELLED. NO PROCESSING OCCURRED. --- .... -
The operator picked I RUN EXEC -:FTI:::E I , then picked I CANCEL I before the first 
menu box processed. 

PLEASE PICK "ENTER" OR "CANCEL". 

This message 1nay occur during the "create" or "insert" mode. There is 
not enough roan for a1ditional picks within the selected menu box. 

NO INSERI'IOO MADE. ---------
This mess~e·will occur in the "insert" IOOde if the operator picks 
IE>rEC.iJrE -MENtJ I • 

CANNOr CRFATE EXECUTE FILE -- FILE NAME ALREADY EXISTS! 

'llle operator attempted to create an execute file with an existing file 
name. PRQJECT INDEX, SYSTEM INDEX, or CURRENT INDEX may be used to 
check file names. 
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EXECUTE FILE ID!' FOUND IN THIS PROJECT. 

The operator attempted to edit or run an execute file that does not 
exist in the current system directory. 

CANID1' OPEN EXECUTE FILE - PLEASE TRY AGAIN! 

The system did not allow the operator to open an existing execute 
file. The I FREE DISK SPACE I canmand may be used to chec:X the am::>unt 
of available space on the system. 

MAXIMUM INSERI' LIMIT REACHED! 

This message inforJTS the operator that 18 menu pic:Xs have been selected. 
The cperator may proceed with cdditional menu picks after the first 18 
selections have been inserted. 

CANID1' CREATE F.MPI'Y EXECUTE FILE. 

This error occurs if the operator picks !CREATE EXEC FILE!, then proceeds 
to the "edit" rrode with an empty execute file display. After this 
message appears, the system deletes the empty file. 
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REMOTE PERIPHERAL OPERATION 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
2. THE LOCAL AREA NETWORK 

o HOST SYSTEM 
o NETWORK SOFTWARE 
o REMOTE SYSTEM 
o REMOTE SOFTWARE 
o VTlOl TERMINAL 

3. ESTABLISHING THE LOCAL AREA NETWORK 
4. ACCESSING PERIPHERALS THROUGH THE LOCAL AREA NETWORK 
5. CHECKING PERIPHERAL STATUS 
6. REBOOTING SYSTEMS TIED TO THE NETWORK 
7. RPO LIMITATIONS 
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RE}l!OJ'E PFRIPBFFPL OPERA'l'IGN (P.PC) 

1. GENEFPL INFORf>':.A'J'IO~ 

The Telesis Ferrote Peripheral Operation allows sharing of ~ri~heral 
devices among several Telesis systen.s through the Ethernet®local area 
networl<. This interface provides an economical rr.ethoo of sharing a 
single set of caranon perifherals. 

The neb.orkin9 capability reFlaces the Ferit:-heral switch used to 
access devices shared between two localized Telesis systen1S. Rerrote 
Peripheral Qreration does not require "Feripheral switching" once the 
networl< is established. An available perii:heral (not busy) can be usea 
fran any 'Telesis system tied to the networl<. 

Presently, the following i:·erifheral devices are supported: 

o Magnetic tape unit o nP Pen Plotter 

o NC Tape Punch o l'-1atrix Printer 

The diagram below illustrates the hardware used to network 'l:elesis 
systems to one set of t=-eripheral devices. 

HOST SYSTEM REMOTE SYSTEMS 

PEN PLOTTER 

NC PUNC'"'----

NETWORK SOFTWARE 

YELLOW CABLE I 
FLAT CABLE TRANSCEIVERS 
CONNECTOR 

0 
FthernPt is a registered trademark of Xerox Coq:.oration. 
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2. TflF U'CAL ~REA NE"IWORK (LAN) 

The LOCAL ARF.A NE'IBORK (LM) allows data transfer between a REMOTE 
system and the HCST. This transfer of data is lirr.ited to a: small geogrQE;hical 
area. 

°Y''hen the network is established, the operator ri.ay use an~ available 
peripheral attached to the HC6T system. For exarrple, if the IP£1..i PLCfI'j 
carITl.and is picked fran a FEMOTE workstation, the data is then transferred 
through the network to the HCST systat1. The HOS'I' system contains the 
NE'n\OFK SOF'IWARE needed to connect each peripheral device. This software 
t1"'en checks the status of the pen plotter. If the pen plotter is not 
currently orerating, or allocated by another system in the netv.ork, the HCS'I' 
connects the plotter, then allows the drawing information and the t-ent-lot 
control data to be transferred to the plotter. 

The essential elements of the LOCAL AREA NETI\0RK are aescribeO belo,.... 

HU:T SYSTW 

This is the Telesis system that has the perit-heral devices attachea to 
it. This systerr, contains the NETI',ORK SOFI\'l.ARE neeaeo to check aoo connect 
each peripheral device over the network. 

NE'IWORK SOPIWARE (HOOT only) 

This is the Telesis system pr03rarr. that checks and ref..()rts the status of 
each peripheral. If a peripheral is available, the ~E'I~ORR SOF'I~AhB 
connects the device to the requesting s:ystem. However, if the f;erit-heral 
is currently allocated, a n.essage is issued to the system attenit-ting to 
use the device. 

EXAf.1PLE: PLOTJ'ER ALRF.ADY IN USF. cnr.tt.A!\:D CANCELLED. 

FF"fv'IOTE SYSTE}l!S 

These are the Telesis systems that share the peripherals attached to 
the HO::T SYS'IFM. 

'!his is the Telesis program that enables data transfer between a 
REMOTE SYS'J'EI-1 and the HOOT SYSTEJY1 • 
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VTlOl 'J'FF'!V! U.'AI. 

A VTlOl TfruJ!HlAL must be attached to the HCST SYSTEM. This terniinal 
is essential if the operator wishes tr check the status of all connectea 
peripherals (8ee CHFX:KIN3 PF.RIPBERAL STA'I'US). It is also essential for 
"freeing" or deallocatfog a connected peri~heral should a system problerr, 
occur. 

t-UJ'F: VTlOl teminals may be attached to any systen, for creating am 
editing text files with the I KEY EDI'I' TEXT I crnrnana. &™ever, 
Rerrote Peripheral Operation OOES NOI' alla.v transfer of text files 
and drawings over the network. (See RPO Lit-iI'I'ATIONS) 

3. E'.S'fAPLISHit-'G THE LOCAL AREA NE''IWORK 

The LOCAL ARFA NE'IWORK is established during loading of 'l'elesis software 
on each systerr. in the net\.vork. All essential hardware elements must te 
properly connected before peripherals can be accessed by each ~steni. 

t-mF: Each peripheral device must be attached to the appropriate 
PORT on the HOST SYSTEM. Each systen1 tied to the network must 
contain tlie same Telesis configuration file. Configuration files 
alla.v data transfer to the prq:::.er PORT when the operator selects 
a peripheral start-up canmand, such as I PRINI' I or I PEN PI.01' I • 

Peripheral devices are attached to the foll™ing POR'IS on the HOST 
SYSTF}'I: 

Matrix Plotter/Printer = PORT 1 
HP Pen Plotter = PORT 4 
Magnetic Tape Unit = -1 (MW:) 
oc Tare Punch = PORT 5 

curing software loading, the operator (or Telesis Field Engineer) must 
specify the type of system being loaded; HOS'I· or Ra.10IE •. The systen1 specified 
as the HCf:T will contain the NE'IWORK SOFTWA1'.E; systems specified as REl-'.tOrE 
will contain RE'l-10I'F. SOF'IWARE. 

f\UI'E: EACH V\ORKSTATION SHOULD HAVE A LABEL A'I"I'ACliED SPECIFYING THE 
'IYPE OF SYST9'~; HOOT CR REMCfI'E. 'IBIS WILL PROPERLY IDENI'IFY EACH 
SYSTErt. SHOULD A NE'I\\ORK PROBLEM OCQJR. 
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4. ACCFSSING PERIPPEFALS TftFOUGF TF·E LOCAL AREA NE'Th-CRK 

Peripheral start-up camrands will autanatically access available, 
or unallocated devices connected to the HCS'I' SYS'I'Er'i. The operator simply 
selects the appropriate carmand on a networked system to start the aevice. 
when the follaving canrnands are picked, the NE~ORK SOF'I.~ will allocate an 
available peripheral (not busy) to a system in the NE~.RI<.. 

I PEN PLOr I , I PENPLOT BA.CKGROOND I - a:Uocates the Hf' pen 1-lotter 

jFILF !'w1G-1T ARCHIVI, IAFCHIVE TAPFI - allocates the magnetic tai-·e unit 

IPUNCP DRILL TAPEI - allocates the NC tar.e funch 

IMJ>.TlUX PI.l'TI or any PRINI' ccmnand allocates the Ir.s matrix plotter 

When the NE'in-.:OFK SOF'n-ARE checks the status of a device, then allocates 
it to a system, the device is now "busy" and unavailable to other systerr,s. 
Ra..iever, if the operator t:icks I CANCEL I or I OOKE I (depending on the aevice 
allocated) , the device is then cleared ard available to the entire network. 
The network automatically deallocates a peripheral device when it stops, and 
when the operator picks I DONE I ; the device is then available to other systems 
in the network. --

A. message will appear on the function screen if an O{:-erator attemt:ts to 
access a device that is allocated to another system. One of the following 
messages will appear. 

PRII\TER ALFF.ADY IN USE. CG'.1MAND CANCFLLED. 
TAPE ALREADY IN UE= E:. C(}JifV'IAND CANCELLED. 
PIDPI'ER ALRF.ADY IN USE. CG'!MAND CANCELLEL. 
PUNCH ALREADY IN USE. CCJv:I-'iAND CMCELLED. 
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5. CFECKING PEFIPHEP.AL STA'IUS 

A later release will allow the Of€rator to check net\\.Ork ana peri~heral 
status with the VTlOl tern.inal connected to the HCST SYS'I'El>'1. The status 
information disrlayed on the tenninal will include peri~herals currently 
allocated, and the status of the network. 

Currently, the operator n.ay check the status of the network with the 
sof tkey I PRINT I carrnand on each systerr,. The matrix plotter/printer must be 
connected to the FCST SYSTEM (at the apprq;:riate POR'I') , and must exist in the 
configuration file for each networked systen.. The following procedure may be 
used: 

Fran each system in the net\4.0rk (Ha5T and REMOI'E) -

Step 1. P icl< I CllRFfil'T INDFX I 

Ster 2. Pick the softkey IPRINTI carurand. 

Fella.• this procedure for each system, one at a time. If the matrix 
printer operates, the network is functioning. 

6. REPOOTU"G SYSTE1'1S TIED TO THE NE'IM)RK 

This section describes the results of rebooting any systen1 tiea to the 
network with allocated and deallocated peripherals. Should a systen1 failure 
occur, the operator must be aware of the results when rebooting each systeni in 
the net\\Ork. 

GE1'1EP.AL H.'FORMATION ON REBOOTING THE HOS'I' SYSTEM 

Whenever the operator reboots the HCST SYSTEM, recovery of the NE'IWORK 
SOFIWARE occurs first. This allows the network to becarie active so that 
perip~erals can be accessed by RFMOI'E SYSTEMS without waiting for the entire 
rebcoting process to canplete. 
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REBCX)TIN3 THE HOST SYSTEM WHILE A PERIPHERAL IS ALLOCATED BY A REr-o:I'E 

If the operator reboots the HOST SYSTEM, the peripheral device may 
continue to operate for a short time before stopping. The peripheral device 
request will then "time-out" for approximately one minute. If the HOST 
SYSTEM is rebooted, with the 'NE'IW)RK SOFTWARE recovering within this "time-out" 
period, the peripheral will continue. 

However, if the HOST SYSTEM fails arrl is not rebooted, or if the NE'IWORK 
SOFTWARE does not recover within the "time-but" period, one of the following 
messages will appear on the REMOI'E SYS'IEM: 

CONNECTION 'IO PRINI'ER I.OST. PRINI' CANCELLED. 
CONNECTION 'IO TAPE I.DST. AR<EIVE CANCELLED. 
CDNNECTI0~1 'IO PLO'ITER LOST. PLO!' CANCELLED. 
CONNECTIO~l 'IO PUN<E LOST. PUN<E CANCELLED. 

IDI'E: If the ROST SYSTEM "hangs" within an application task, the operator 
should wait until all allocated.peripherals have S'IOPPED before 
rebooting the HOST. 

REBCXlTING A HOST OR RFMCYI'E SYSTEM WITH NO PERIPHERALS CURRENI'LY ALI.DC.a.TED 

If a failure occurs on any system tied·to the network, with no peripherals 
currently allocated, the operator may simply reboot the system. This has no 
effect on other systems in the network. 

BOST OR REMOI'E SYSTEM "HANGS" AF'I'ER ALLOCATING A PERIPHERAL 

If this occurs, the operator should wait until the peripheral device 
finishes before rebooting the system allocating the device. 

However, if the peripheral is allocated and not operating, the peripheral 
should be deallocated prior to rebooting. This will allow other systems in the 
network accessibility to that peripheral. Otherwise, the peripheral will be 
declared "busy" when a system in the network attempts to access it. 

The peripheral device may be deallocated prior to rebooting with the VTlOl 
terminal attached to the HOST SYSTEM. Type in the following information at the 
terminal: 

@DEALLOCAT Tl'X 

X = the PORT number of the peripheral to be deallocated. 

Peripheral devices are attached to the following PORTS: 

Matrix Plotte!i"Printer = PORT 1 
HP Pen Plotter = PORT 4 
Magnetic Tape Unit = -1 (Type @DEALUX'ATE Ml'O:) 
NC Tape Punch = PORT 5 

The following message will appear on the VTlOl: 

DEAL - NE'nOK DEVICE OF.ALLOCATED 
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After retxJoting the system, the operator does not need to "re-allocate" 
the peripheral with the VTlOl terminal. The software is autanatically re
established after retxJoting; the operator may then use the "deallocated" 
peripheral device with a peripheral start-up camnand. 

7. PPO LIMITATIONS 

Pemote Peripheral Operation is replacement for the peripheral switch only. 
Please note the current limitations: 

1. RPO does not support te~t file transfer between systems. 

2. RPO does not support transfer of drawings between systems. 

3. RPO does not support sharing of the floppy disk drive. 

4. RPO does not support the CALC:OMP digitizer. 
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CONVERTING LINE GRAPHICS 

o USING THE CONVERT LINE GRAPHICS COMMAND 
ON TELESIS 2.0 AND TELESIS 2.1 SYSTEMS 

o WHEN TO USE THE CONVERT LINE GRAPHICS 
COMMAND 

o THE GRAPHICS SCREEN DISPLAY DURING 
CONVERT LINE GRAPHICS 
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usnx; TFE itOf\lVERT Ln:E GRAPhICS I CCMMAND ON 'I'ELESIS 2.0 Jl..ND TELESIS 2.1 SYSTF.MS 

The operator must use the !CCNVERT LINE GRAPHICS! caimana to UEXJate all 
drawings generated prior to the 8304-E software release. '!his one-f'ick ccnmana 
allows the operator to up:late the all existing lines (greater than 0-width) to 
the new "filled line" graphics now on Telesis 2.1 * systems only. 

This caranand also up:lates the line graphics of any drawing transferred to 
and fran Telesis systems of different display configurations. 

* Telesis 2.1 - includes the graphics processor for the wau..D, ROAM an::1 
zroi softkeys. · 

Telesis 2.0 - systems that do not contain the graphics processor. 

WHEN 'ID USF THE I CONVERT LINE GRAPHICS I CCl'!MAND 

The jCONVERT LINE GRAPHICSj carunand is located on the SYMBOL, SCHEMATIC 
and BOARD menus on Telesis 2.0 and 2.1 systems. Use jCONVERT LINE GRAPHICS! on 
the actively displayed drawing if any of the following conditions exist. 

CN TFLESIS 2.1 SYSTEMS (GRAPHICS PROCESSOR) 

1. Use jCONVERT Ln'E GRAPHICS I on drawings created on Telesis 2.1 systems 
prior to 8304-E software release. All lines-at-width reconstructed 
during jCONVERT LINE GRAPHICS I will be displayea as filled lines on 
the graphics screen. 

NOI'E: If the operator does not pick the !CONVERT LINE GRAPHICSj 
canmard after opening a 2.1 drawing created prior to 8304-E, 
existing lines-at-width on the drawing will remain "unfillea", 
while all new lines and connect-lines at-width addea to the 
drawing will be displayed as "filled" on the drawing. 

2. Use jCONVERT LINE GRAPHICS! on all drawings generatea on Telesis 2.0 
that now exist on a Telesis 2.1 system. All lines-at-width reconstructed 
during jCONVERT LINE GRAPHICS! will be displayea as fillea lines on the 
graphics screen. 

ON TELESIS 2.0 SYSTEMS 

1. If a drawing is created on a Telesis 2.1 system, then transferred to a 
Telesis 2.0, the systern will dis~lay ALL lines and connect-lines at 
0-width when the operator opens the drawing. 

WhEn jCat--1\lEPT LINE GRAPHICSj is picked, all lines at-width that 
appeared in the original drawing (2.1 system) will be reconstruc~ea as 
"unfilled" double lines (at-width) on Telesis 2.0. 

f'.D!'E: If the ot:-erator does not i:: ick J CONVERT LINE GRAPHICS J after 
opening the drawing, tbe 0-width lines and connect lines will 
rern~in, while new lines and connect lines at-wiath added to the 
drawing will appear as "unfilled" double lines. 

2. The OI_:.>erator does not need to use jCOJ'..VERT LI~E GRAPHICS! on drawings 
transferred to and fran Telesis 2.0 systenis. 
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THE GRAPHICS SCREEN DISPLAY DURIN:; I CO:t-.VERT LINE GRAPHICS I 

When !CCNVERT LINE GRAPHICS! is picked, the function screen displays 
the following message: 

THIS MENU SELECTICN IS USED TO CONVERT ALL LINES 
(WITH A WIIJI'H GREATER '!HAN ZERO) TO 'lHE CURREm" 

GRAPHIC CetJFIGURATION. 

PLEASE PICK !'PAGE=>! TO CONTINUE 

OR 

PLEASE PICK ICA"NC'ELI 

If the operator picks !PAGE ->I, the system will issue the following 
statement on the function screen message line: 

"CONVERSION OF LINES STARTED" 

The drawing will then repaint on the graphics screen, with all lines 
(greater than 0-width) converted to the existing graphics display configuration 
on the system. When !CONVERT LINE GRAPHICS! is cxxnplete, the function screen 
message line displays: 

"CONVERSION CC?4PLETE" 

NCYI'E: Once the operator picks I PAGE-> I , the I CANCEL I conmara will not 
terminate the ICCNVERT LINE GRAPHICS! canma.nd. 

'!he drawing conversion process must canplete before the system can 
be used interactively. · 
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KEY TO INDEX: 
Bas =BASIC 
Graph/Pree = GRAPH/PROC 
FIA .. FILE/ARCH 
Int • INTERCON 

ADD APERlURE 
ADD ARC 
ADD BULLETSIZE LINE 
ADD CIRCLE 
ADD CLASS 
ADD COMMENT 
ADD CONNECT PT 
ADD CONNECTION 
ADD CONTINUATION LINE 
ADDDBLAYER 
ADD DEVICE TYPE 
ADD DRILL 
ADD DRILL LEGEND 
ADD FUNCTION 
ADD GROUND 
ADD LINE 
ADD NC 
ADD NOTES 
ADD PACKAGE 
ADD PAD 
ADD PEN LINE 
ADD PINCOUNT 
ADD PIN LINE 
ADD PINORDER 
ADDPINSWAP 
ADDPINTYPE 
ADD PINUSE 
ADD PINUSE CONTINUATION 
ADD POWER 
ADD REF DESIG 
ADD SHAPE 
ADD SHAPE TO NET 
ADD SYMBOL [MENU] 
ADD SYMBOL [NAME] 
ADD SYMBOL [USER] 
ADD THERM-RELIEF 
ADD VALUE 
ADD VOID SHAPE 
ADD VOID CIRCLE 
ADD WHEEL 
ADV N TAPE SECT 
ADV 1 TAPE SECT 
ALL FILES FRM TP 
ALL FILES TO TAPE 
APERlURE-TAB FILE 

Aperture Wheel 
Text Leadthru 
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OPERATOR'S MANUAL INDEX 

Lib 
NetDB 
Place 
GRAPH/PRO 

Post32 
Bas54 
PP16 
Bas54 
Lib 48 
Lib 18,28,56 
Bas54 
Bas 54,lnt 2 
Lib 50,61 
Place 6 
Bas60 
Lib24,25 

= LIBRARY Post 
=NETDB PP 
=PLACE Util 
=TELESIS GRAPHICS PROCESSOR 

ARCHIVE FLOPPY 
ARCHIVE TAPE 
Archive Tape Menu 

How to Getto 
Archives 
Arcs 
ARTFILE TO TAPE 
Artwork 

Errors 
Mag Tape 

ASIZE 

Post 60,69,71,75,76 
Lib52 

ASCII FILE TO TAPE 
ASCII FROM TAPE 
ASCII TO TAPE 
ASSIGN REF DES Lib 55 

Bas54 
Lib 56 
Bas 57,59,60 
Lib47 
Lib 26 
PP14 
Lib48 
Lib 24,28 
Lib49,53 
Lib 51 
Lib24 
Lib50 
Lib 50 
Lib54 
Bas 60 
Int 53 
Post 11H 
Bas 55,Place 52 
Bas 55,Place 52 
Util 11, Place 52 
Lib24,26 
Bas 60 
lnt54 
lnt54 
Post30 
F/A35 
F/A35 
FIA 36-37 
F/A32,35 
Post27 
Post30 
Post28-43 

Errors 
ASSIGN ALL REF DES 

Errors 
ASSIGN BLUE 
ASSIGN GREEN 
ASSIGN RED 
ASSIGN VIOLET 
ASSIGN YELLOW 
ATCH SIG NAME IN 
ATCH SIGN NAME PN 
ATTCH DVICE TYPE 
ATTCH PIN NAME 
ATTCH PIN NUMBER 
ATTCH REF DES 
ATTCHVALUE 
AUTO PLACE BOARD 
Automatic Assignment 

Strategy 
Operation 

AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT 
General Information 
Keepout Rectangles 
Performing Autoplace 
Preparation 
Prerequisites 
Summary of Steps 
Swapping Capability 
Strategy 

Auto Router 

BACK ANNOTATION 
BACK ANNOT ALL 

=POST 
=PRINTPLOT 
=UTILITIES 

Bas22 
Bas22 

F/A31 
Bas 18 
Bas40 
Post53 
Post 15-54 
Post47-50 
Post53 
Bas25 
F/A44 
FIA 42,45 
FIA 42,44 
Place 52-55 
Place 55-56 
Place 58-59 
Place 61 
Bas 28,31 
Bas 28,31 
Bas 28, 31 
Bas 28,31 
Bas 28,31 
Bas 59,60,NetDB-25 
Bas 60,NetDB-25 
Bas59,60 
Bas59,60 
Bas 59,60 
Bas 59,60 
Bas59 
Place 28-29,31-32,50 
NetDB 17-21 
NetDB26 
NetDB 29-30 
Place 27-50 
Place 27-28 
Place32 
Place29 
Place32 
Place30 
Place 30-33 
Place 28,34-36 
Place28 
See Router 

NetDB 83 
NetDB 84-85 



BACK ANNOT CUR NetDB 16-17,84-85 CHG NET-DB RV FIA 12,NetDB 5 
BLANK ALL Graph/Pro 17, 18 CHG PROJECT NM FIA 11 
BLANK BLUE Graph/Pro 17 CHG PROJECT RV FIA 12 
BLANK GREEN Graph/Pro 17,18 CHG SYMBOL NM FIA 11 
BLANK GRID Bas28,33 CHG SYMBOL RV FIA 12 
BLANK LAYER Bas 28-29,31 CHG TEXT FILE NM FIA 11 
BLANK RED Graph/Pro 17, 18 CHG TEXT FILE RV FIA 12 
BLANK VIOLET Graph/Pro 17 Circles Bas40 
BLANK YELLOW Graph/Pro 17 CLASS DISCRETE Lib48 
BLANK/UNBLANK menu Graph/Pro 17, 18 CLASSIC Lib48 
BOARD DRAWINGS Bas 22,25,Place 2 CLASS 10 Lib48 
SOM-Report NetDB 87 CLEAR FINDS Bas 62,67 
BOTTOM Lib59 COMPONENT-REPORT NetDB 98 
BREAK LINE Lib 61-62 COMP ORIENTATION Int 18 
BSIZE Bas25 COMPONENT OUTLINE LAYER Place46 

Component Symbols Lib 9 
CALIBRATE DIG PP36 COMPRESS DRAWING Util 2-3 
CANCEL Bas 12 Connect Lines Bas 43, Int 2 
CANCEL ACTV DRW Bas 70 CONNECT-POINTS PP18 
CANCEL ACTV EXEC Util 18 CONVERT LINE GRAPHICS Util 38-40 
CANCEL ACTV FILE Lib 29,57 On Telesis 2.0 Util39 
CANCEL PRINT PP2 On Telesis 2.1 Util 39 
CENTER Bas 62,63 COPY CUR PROJECT F/A8 
CHANGE ANTI-PAD Lib 30 COPY DRAWING F/A8 
CHANGE APERTURE Post 38 COPY ELEMENT Bas56 
CHANGE CLASS Lib58 COPY PROJECT F/A8 
CHANGE COMMENT Place 9, 11,Lib 58 COPY SYMBOL F/A8 
CHANGE DBLA YER Place 9 COPY TEXT FILE F/A8 
CHANGE DRILL Lib30 COPYTOTAPE F/A32 
CHANGE FUNCTION Lib58 Copying Files from Tape F/A36-37 
CHANGE GROUND Lib58,60 Copying Files to Tape F/A32 
CHANGE LA YER Bas47,56 CPYNET-DB FIA 8,NetDB 5 
CHANGE LAYER AND WIDTH Bas 47,56 CPY TO CUR PROJ F/A36 
CHANGE NAME/REV FIA 11 CPY TO ORIG PROJ F/A36 
CHANGE NC Lib58 CREATE BOM REPORT NetDB 99 
CHANGE PACKAGE Lib58 CREATE COMPONENT-REPORT NetDB98 
CHANGE PAD Lib30 CREATE EXEC FILE Util 15,16 
CHANGE PINCOUNT Lib58 CREATE NC DRILL Post 61,69,70,75-77, 
CHANGE PINLINE Lib30 Uti12 
CHANGE PINORDER Lib58,59 Error Messages Post 73-74 
CHANGE PINSWAP Lib58 CREATE NETLIST-REPORT NETDB97 
CHANGE PINTYPE Lib30 CREATE PAD SYMBOL Lib 14A-14E 
CHANGE PINUSE Lib58 Using PAD RECTANGLE Lib14B 
CHANGE PINUSE Using ADD RECTANGLE Lib 14B,14C 

CONTINUATION Lib58 Using ADD LINE Lib 14D,14E 
CHANGE POWER Lib58 CREA TE PEN PLOT pp 29-30 
CHANGE REF DES Place 54 CREATE PHOTOPLOT Post44 

Errors Place 57 CREATE SYMBOL Bas 42,Lib 5, 15 
CHANGE SEGMENT LAYER Bas47,56 CREATE TEXT NETLIST NetDB 54,71-72,82 
CHANGE THERM-REL Lib30 Creating the ASCII Tape F/A41 
CHANGE WHEEL Post 38 Format F/A43 
CHANGE WIDTH Bas47,56 Crosshatm EllJ. for ~haan Int 56 
CHANGE PREFERENCE Int 17A CUR PROJ TO TAPE F/A32 
CHG CONTINUATION LINE Lib 58 CURRENT INDEX Bas 20,22,F/A 5,PP 3 
CHG CUR PROJ NM FIA 11 CSIZE Bas25 
CHG CUR PROJ RV FIA 12 
CHG DRAWING NM FIA 11 DEASSIGN ALL REF DES Place58,62 
CHG DRAWING RV FIA 12 DEASSIGN REF DES Place53 
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Error Messages Place 57 Types Bas24 
DEF LINE WIDTH Int 18 Drawing Formats Lib39 
DEHIGHLIGHT NET Int 4 Elements Lib39 
DELETE COMPONENT Place 21 Layers Lib39 
DELETE DRAWING FIA 10 Symbol Files Lib40 
DELETE ELEMENT Bas56 Text Lib39 
DEL FLOATING CON Int 15 Drawing Size 
DELETE Lib 60 A Size Bas25 
DELETE LINE Lib 30,33-35 BSize Bas25 
DEL NET LIN WIDTH Int 14 CSize Bas25 
DEL NET SECTION Bas 56,lnt 3 DSize Bas25 
DELETE NET-DB FIA 10,NetDB 5 Other Size Bas25 
DEL NO-ROUTE NET Int 14 Setting Bas25 
DEL NO VIA ELIM lnt39 DRAWING TO TAPE F/A32 
DELETE PROJECT FIA 10 DRWNG FROM TAPE F/A36 
DELETE SECTION Lib 30,33-34 DRILL Int 2 
DELETE SEGMENT Bas56 DSIZE Bas 25 
DELETE SYMBOL Bas 56,F/A 1 O DWN Lib 59 
DELETE TI;:XT Bas 61 
DELETE TEXT FILE FIA 10 EDIT APERTURE TAB Post28 
DELETE VERTEX Bas56 EDIT BOARD MENU Util 9 
DESIGN BOARD Bas27 EDIT CONNECTIONS Int 40 
DESIGN RULE CHK Post 9-11 EDIT DEVICE FILE Lib 46 

Device Files Lib42-62,NetDB 9-14 EDITLAYERSID Place 4,5, 14 
T elesis-Pr~pared Lib43 EDIT PEN PLOT CON pp 13,23 

DEVICE GRID Place 41-42 EDIT PIN FILE Lib 23,26 
Device Library · EDIT SCHEM MENU Util9 

Creating Lib45 Editing a net database NetDB 62-78 
Editing Lib58 ELEMENTS Bas38 

DEVICE NAMES Place 45 Add & Edit Bas 47 
DEVICE ROTATION Place 44 ENTER Bas 12 
DIAGONAL ALLOWED Int 19 Execute Files 

Digitizer PP32 Creating Util 15,16,17 
Calibration PP36 Editing Util 19-23 
Puck PP34 Error Messages Util 27-29 

·Table PP33 General Information Util 13 
DIGITIZER MENU PP35 Printing Util25 
DIGITIZER OFF PP40 Recording Util 14 
DIGITIZER ON PP40 Running Util 26 

Disk Space Systems Levels Util 14,15 
Compress Drwg Util3 EXECUTE MENU Util 15 

DISCRETE GRID Place 43 Extra Connections Post4 
DISCRETE ROTATION Place 44 EXTRACT NETLIST Lib 43,NetDB 8, 13,21, 
DISPLAY GRID Bas 28,33 28-32 
DISPLAY LA YER Bas 28,31 EXTRACTION-LOG NetDB 32 
DONE Bas 13 
DRAWING Graph/Pro 1,3, 16 Fabrication Drawing Post 60 
DRAW SCHEMATIC Bas27 FILE MANAGEMENT Bas22 
DRAW SYMBOL Bas27 File Management FIA 7,Lib 3 

Drawing Bas 62-63 Eltl. Ml,nsaelDll.at M!!m!§, 
Drawing Compression Util 3 l:i!2ttte ~ m FIA 7 
Drawing File Bas 15,Lib30-31, FILE MGMT/ARCHIVE Bas20 

F/A4 Files 
Cancelling Bas68 Archives Bas 18,F/A 13-40 
Closing Bas68 Chg Names FIA 6,11,16 
Opening Bas25 Chg Rev Level FIA 6,12,16 
Saving Bas68 Copying Fla 6,16 
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Deleting FIA 6,10,16 Floppy Index FIA 18 
Drawing Files Bas 15,25,F/A 4 Project Index F/A5 
Menu Util 8 System Index F/A5 
Names Bas 17 Tape Sect Index F/A35 
Net Database Bas 16, F/A4 Input Bas 4,7-12,79 
Files Bas 15,19,F/A 4 INPUT DRC RULE Post 9-11 
Revision Label Bas 17 INSERT VERTEX Bas47,56 
Structure F/A2 INTERACTIVE PLACEMENT Place 17-25 
Symbol Files Bas 16,F/A 4 General Information Place 18 
System Files Bas 15,F/A 4 Interconnection 
System Library Bas 15 Manual Int 2 
Text Files Bas 16,F/A 4 Router Int 6 

Filmsheet Post 15-24 l/OWEIGHT Place45 
FILL PENPLOT Post 55-58 

Prerequisites Post55 Keyboard (text editor) Bas 74 
lmpt Considerations Post57 KEEPOUT LAYERS Place46 
Limitations Post58 KEY EDIT TEXT Bas87 

FIND ARC Bas 62,66 Keypad Bas 48,51,53 
FINDCPOINT Bas 62,67 Layer Standard File Place 3,4 
FIND LIN/CUN Bas 62,66 Layer Standards Bas30 
FIND SYMBOL Bas 62,67 Layers Bas28 
FINDTPOINT Bas 62,67 LA YERSTDFILE Place 3-14 
FIX Commands Place 33,35,36, Creating the File Place 5 

67,68,78A Editing the File Place 9 
Floppy Disks FIA 16 Example Place3 

Copy to/from FIA 16 Naming the File Place4 
Deleting from FIA 16 Library Files Lib 2-3 
Backing up F/A21 Definition Lib 2 
Changing File Names FIA 16 System Library Lib3 
Changing Rev Labels FIA 16 Telesis-Prepared Lib2 
Disk Errors FIA 17 Light Pen Bas 7 
Freeing Space F/A20 LINEDWN Lib 31 
Index FIA 18 Line Lock Bas28 
Insert & Remove FIA 15 LINE LOCK 45/0N Bas 28,36 
Multiple FIA 22-23 LINE LOCK 90/0N Bas28,36 
Verifying FIA 17 LINE LOCK OFF Bas28,36 

FREE Commands Place 33,35,36 LINE UP Lib 31 
FREE DISK SPACE Util 2 Line Width Bas39 

Lines Bas39 
GERBER FROM TAPE Post54 LIST Place49 
GERBER TO TAPE Post53 LIST ELEMENT Bas 62,64,64A,64B 
Grid Bas28 LOAD TXT NETLIST NetDB 39-40,43,48, 

53,55-57,63-65, 70-82 
HIGHLIGHT NET Int 4 Logical Design 
HILITE SWAPPABLE FUNCTIONS Place 23 Rules Checking NetDB 100-104 
HILITE SWAPPABLE PINS Place 23 LOGIC RULE CHK NetDB 102 
HLIGHT NET/NUMBER Int 4 LST FLOATING CON Int 15 
Highlighting Nets Int 4 LST NET LINE WDTH Int 14 
Histograms of Channel LST NO-ROUTE NET Int 14 

Usage Place 67 LST NO VIA ELIM Int 39 
HORIZONTAL Bas 62,65 Logic Symbols Lib 6 

Magnetic Tape FIA 24-40 
ICGRID Place 39-40 Advancing F/A35 
IC ROTATION Place 43 All Proj to Tape F/A32,35 
ID LABELS Bas 64A Backing up F/A40 
INCREMENTAL NET-LOAD NetDB 62-74 Copying to F/A32 
Indexes Copying from F/A36 

Current Index F/A5 Cur Proj to Tape F/A32 \ 
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Drawing to Tape F/A32 Net-Database File Bas 16,F/A 4, 
Erasing F/A39 NetDB 2-
Freeing Space F/A40 NET DB FROM TAPE FIA 36, NetDB 5 
Indexes F/A35 NETDBTOTAPE FIA 32, NetDB 5 
Loading & Unloading F/A26 NETLOAD-LOG NetDB 57 
Net-DB to Tape F/A32 NETLIST-REPORT NetDB 97 
Power Controls F/A25 Netlocking Int 3 
Proj to Tape F/A32 NETLOCKON Int 3 
Rewinding F/A35 NETLOCKOFF Int 3 
Show Copy List F/A32 NEW DRAWING Bas2S 
Symbol to Tape F/A32 NEW PROJECT Bas20 
Tape Sect Ind F/A35 NEW TAPE F/A26 
Text to Tape F/A32 NEW WINDOW Graph/Pro 1,3,8 
Verifying F/A34 NEW WORLD Graph/Pro 1,3,7 
Write-Enable Ring F/A28 NEXT Bas 12 

Manual Placement Place 51-62 NUM PS EXECUTES Int 16 
MATRIX PLOT PPS 
Matrix Printer pp 2-6 OLD DRAWING Bas2S 
MAX LINE WIDTH Int 18A OLD PROJECT Bas20 
<--MENU Bas 13 OOPS! Bas 12 
MENU--> Bas 13 OTHER DRAWINGS Bas 22,2S 
Menus OTHER SIZE Bas 2S,26 

Boot-up Bas 19 
Date & Time Bas 14 P1 JOG LIMITS Int 31C 
Files Util 8 P1 PIN KEEP AWAY Int 2S-28 
Flipping Bas 13 P1TOLERANCE Int 20 
Fornats Bass P1 WINDOW EXPAN Int 23 
Menu Boxes Bas6 P2 JOG LIMITS Int 31 C 
Menu of Menus Bas21 P2 PIN KEEP AWAY Int 2S-28 
Message Line Bas6 P2 TOLERANCE Int 21 
User-Defined Util 8 P2 WINDOW EXPAN Int 23 

MERGE Lib 61-62 PS JOG LIMITS Int 31C 
MOVE COMPONENT Place 21 PSJOGSIZES Int 30 
MOVE ELEMENT BasS6 PS LAYER PAIRS Int 29 
MOVE SECTION Bas47,S6 PS PIN KEEP AWAY Int 2S-28 
MOVE SEGMENT Bas56 PS ROUTER TYPES Int 31 
MOVE SYMBOL BasS6 PS VIAS GRIDS Int 310 
MOVE TEXT Bas 61 PS VIA LIMITS Int 31C 
MOVE VERTEX BasS6 PS WINDOW EXPAN Int 23 
MOVE WINDOW Graph/Pro 1,3, 1 O Parameters 
Multi-line Text Entries BasS7 Blank Grid Bas33 
Multi-floppy Disks F/A22-23 Blank Layer Bas29 

Connect Points Bas 41,43-44 
NCDRILL Post 60 Display Grid Bas33 

Pen Plotting Post76 Grid Bas28,32 
Photoplotting Post 76 Layer Bas 28-29 

NCDRILL-FIG Text File Post 66-68 Line Lock Bas 28,36 
NCDRILL-LOG Text File Post 71-73 Line Bas 28,37 
NCDRILL-PAR Text File Post 62-65 Set Active Layer Bas29 
NCDRILL Process Post 60-78 Set Cnct Pt Size Bas37 
NCDRILL-TAPE Text File Post 77-78 Set Grid Size Bas32 
NECK Int 2 Set Line Width Bas37 
NET COMPARE Int 3,Post 2,3, Set Trap Size Bas34 

Util 2 Text Points Bas4S 
NET-COMPARE-REPORT Int 3,Post 2-4, Trap Bas 28,34 

PP4 Text Bas 45,S8 
Design Drafting Errors Post3 Pen Assignments PP14 
Missing Connections PostS,6 Pen Plotter pp 8,26,27 
Summary Post? PEN PLOT pp 9,10,2S 
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PENPLOT ARTWORK Post 51 Ref-Des-Log Place 60 ( PENPLOT BACKGROUND PP 29,31 Reference Designator 
PEN PLOT CON FILE PP 11,12 Commands Place53 

\ 

Creating the File PP13 RELEASE GRID Bas 62,65 
Editing the File PP 18-25 RELEASE LINE Bas 62,65 
Example PP12 REMOTE PERIPHERAL 
Naming the File pp 11 OPERATION Util 30-37 

PERIPHERAL SWITCH Util 5 Accessing Peripherals Uti134 
PHOTOPLOT-CON-FILE Post24 Checking Status Uti135 
PHOTOPLOT-LOG Post 45 Establishing a Network Util33 
PHOTOPLOT-PAR FILE Post 17 General Information Util 31 
Physical Design Rules Host System Util32 

Checking Post 9-12 Limitations Uti137 
Violation Rep Post 12 Local Area Network Uti132 

Pin Files Network Software Uti132 
Contents Lib 22 Rebooting Networked Systems Util 35,36,37 
Creating the File Lib 23-28 Remote Software Uti132 
Edge Connectors Lib37 Remote Systems Util 32 
Editing the File Lib 30 REPAINT WORLD Graph/Pro 1,3, 17 
Example Lib21 Revision Labels Bas 17 
Purpose Lib 21 REVERSE ROUTING DIRECTION 
Vias Lib 37 AREA Int 12A 

PLACE ALL Place 19 REWIND TAPE F/A35 
PLACE BY DEVICE Place 19 ROAM Graph/Pro 1 
PLACE BY REF DES Place 19-20 ROAM space Graph/Pro 2 
PLACE DISCRETES Place 19 ROTATE COMPONENT Place 21 
PLACEICS Place 19-20 ROTATE SYMBOL Bas56 
PLACE I/OS Place 19 ROUTE BOARD Int 33 
PLACED STATUS Place22 ROUTE BY WINDOW lnt34 
Placement ROUTE NET lnt34 ( 

\ 
General Information Place 16, 16A ROUTE PIN PAIR lnt34 
Placement llllfDsl Router Int 6-46 

ptace.Txt Elle Place 62A Applications Int 43 
Plot Scale PP24 Parameters, Manual Set Int 16-32 
POSITION WEIGHTS Place38 Parameters, Auto Set Int 32C-33 
Power Controls Bas2 Prerequisites Int 9 
PR EXTRACTION LOG PP4 Restrictions Int 14 
PR NET COMP RPT PP4 Status Message Int 31A,31 B 
PR PHOTOPLOT-LOG PP4 ROUTER-CON TEXT FILE Int 32A 
Printing Function Screen ROUTER-CON TEXT FILE 

Messages PP7 INSIGHT Int 32J 
PRINT BOM-REPORT NetDB 96. ROUTER GRID SIZE Int 17 
PRINT COMPONENT REPORT NetDB 96 ROUTER-LOG Int 38 
PRINT EXEC FILE Util25 ROUTER LAYERS Int 18 
PRINT NETLIST-REPORT NetDB96 RUN DEVICE PLACEMENT Place29 
PRINT OR PLOT PP3,5 RUN DISCRETE PLACEMENT Place29 
PRINT TXT FILE PP3 RUN EXECUTE FILE Util 26 
Printing a Matrix Plot PP6 RUN IC PLACEMENT Place29 
PROJECT INDEX BAS20,F/A5 
PROJECT TO TAPE F/A32 SAVE FILE NEW RV Lib 57 
PUNCH DRILL TP Post 61,70,71, SAVE DRW NEW RV Bas69 

77,78 SAVE DRW SAME RV Bas69 
SAVE EXEC NEW RV Util 18 

RATSNEST Place 63-67 SAVE EXEC SAME RV Util 17 
Rats nest Place 63-67 SAVE FILE Lib57 
Rebooting Bas 2-3 SCALE SYMBOL Bas56 
RefDes-Con File NetDB 19-21 Schematic NetDB 7-35 
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Drawing NetDB 8 CREATE SYMBOL Lib 5, 15 
Device Type Labels NetDB 17,24 Grid Lib 12 
Ground Pins NetDB 25 Elements Lib 14 
Interconnections NetDB 15 Errors Lib 18 
Placement NetDB 15 Extents Lib 12 
Planning NetDB 14 Labels Lib 14 
Pin Number Labels NetDB 15,24 Layers Lib 14 
Power NetDB 25 Logic Lib 6 
Ref Designators NetDB 15 Naming Lib 15 
Signal Name Labels NetDB 25 Signal Tie Lib 8 
Symbols NetDB 9-10, 15 Via Lib 11 

SECDWN Lib 48-49 ~i~ SVml22J. Creatfaa Lib 11-11 c 
SEC UP Lib 48-49 Symbol Menus (User) Util 9 
SET ACTIVE LA YER Bas 28,29,31 SYMBOL TO TAPE F/A32 
SET CHAR HT Bas58 Symbols Bas42 
SET CHAR SLANT Bas58 System Files Bas 15,F/A 4 
SETCHARSPC Bas58 SYSTEM INDEX Bas 22,F/A 5 
SET CHAR WIDTH Bas58 SYSTEM LIBRARY Bas 15,20,F/A 4, Lib 3 
SET CNCT PNT SIZE Bas 28,37 Tablet Bas 48,53 
SET FLOATING CON Int 15 Tape See Magnetic 
SET GRID SIZE Bas 28,32 
SET LINE SPACING Bas 57-58 TAPE SECT INDEX F/A35 
SET LINE WIDTH Int 14 Telesis Prepared Library Lib 2 
SET NO-ROUTE NET Int 14 Telesis Customer Support Preface 2,3 
SET NO VIA ELIM Int 39 Telesis Keyboard Editor Bas 85-103 
SET PLACE ANGLE Place 19 Arrow Keys Bas 90 
SET TXT LINE ANGLE Bas58 Backspace Bas90 
SET TEXT POINT SIZE Bas45,58 Character Editing Bas 88-89 
SET TRAP SIZE Bas28,34 Creating Text Files Bas 86 
SHAPES Int 48-61 Delete Bas90 

Creating Int 50 General Information Bas86 
Editilg Int 58 Help Bas 102 
.fj!!iJg Int 55 Important Considerations Bas 102 
Limitations Int 49 Keyboard Editor Bas 85-103 
frereaulsifes Int 49 Keypad Editing Bas 92-97 
Vold Circles Int 54 Line Edit Mode Bas 98 
Vojd$hapes Int 53 Line Editing Commands Bas 99-101 

SHOW COPY LIST Post53 Line Feed Bas 90 
Signal-Tie Symbols Lib 8 Logging On and Off Bas 103 
SKIP PASS 1 Int 19 Return Key Bas 91 
SKIP PASS2 Int 19 Starting Your Editing Session Bas 87 
Split Planes Post 23A-23C Telesis Graphics Processor Graph/Pro 1-17 

~e!!Q.ifyfna. ~lit Plane Command Definitions Graph/Pro 2 
bJ Photoplot-par Post 23 Text (Graphic) Bas 58 

STATUS Bas 20,28,64,66 Add & Attaching Bas 59,60 
STATUS MESSAGE FREQUENCY Int 31 Delete Text Bas 61 
SWAP Int 2 Editing Bas 61 
SWAP COMPONENTS Place 23 Justification Bas46 
SWAP COMPONENTS Move Text Bas 61 

BYREFDES Place 23 Parameters Bas53 
SWAP FUNCTIONS Place 23 Update Text Bas 61 
SWAP FUNCTIONS BY REFDES Text Editor Bas 77-79 

PIN# Place 23 Closing Text Files Bas 83 
Symbol Files Bas 16,55,Lib 5, Cursor Bas 80-81 

F/A4 Graphics Screen Format Bas 73 
Accuracy Lib19A Keyboard Bas 74-75,82 
Component Lib 9 Opening Text File Bas 76 
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Text File Names Bas 84 
TEXT FILES Bas 16 
Text Files Bas 72 
Text-Input Netlist NetDB 36-61 

Strategy NetDB53 
TEXT LEADTHRU pp 13,Lib45 
Text Parameters Bas45 
TEXT-POINTS pp 14,15 
TEXT TO TAPE F/A32 
TOP Lib59 
Trap Bas28 
TS ALLOWED Int 18A 

UNBLANKALL Graph/Pro 17,18 
UNBLANK BLUE Graph/Pro 17 
UNBLANK GREEN Graph/Pro 17, 18 
UNBLANKRED Graph/Pro 17, 18 
UNBLANK VIOLET Graph/Pro 17 
UNBLANK YELLOW Graph/Pro 17 
UNDELETE Ub60 
UNPLACED STATUS Place 22 
UPDATE TEXT Bas 61,Lib 17 
USER MENUS Util 9 
UP Lib 59 

Vertex Bas39 
VERTICAL Bas 62,65 
VIA ELIMINATE Int 39 
Via Symbols Lib 11 

WINDOW Bas 62,63 
WORLD Graph/Pro 1,2,5,9 
WORLD menu Graph/Pro 6 
Write-Enable Ring F/A28 

ZOOM Graph/Pro 1,2, 14-15 
ZOOM RATIO Bas 62,63 
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